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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 

the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to \
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77); notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ; 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77).

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99); and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77); and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls. ✓

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .

Class 0. General. Miscellaneous.
Class 1. Administration, Government of the United

States.
Class 2. Extradition.
Class 3. Protection of Interests.
Class 4. Claims.
Class 5. International Congresses and Conferences

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Class 6. Commerce. Customs Administration. Com-
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By NARS. Date U-&15

‘i . Department of State____  
Division of Far Eastern Affairs 

iaAM Febr. 7, 1938.

Aircraft-carriers from waters 
around Hong Kong serve as base for 
air operations against the Can
ton-Hong Kong and the Canton-Han
kow Railways. Waichao Island, be
tween Hong Kong and Kwangchowwan, 
appears to have been occupied by 
Japanese and five cruisers with 
auxiliary craft are based there. 
Kimoi Island, off Amoy,is thought 
to have been occupied by the Jap
anese who are said to be construct
ing an aerodrome there.

On Dec. 11, armed Japanese 
(apparently unintentionally) raid
ed the coast of the^Colony & 
seized a Customs which was
later found abandoned.ARR/g^
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtUvs 0 Date 12-&7S

No. 46

CONFIDENTIAL.

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Hong Kong, December 18, 1957

Subject: Japanese Landings in Hong Kong Territory - 
Seizure of Chinese Customs Launch in Hong 
Kong Waters. '

"BlE
§

fWASHINGTON.

Honora^_e

T^e Secretarÿ of "State Division of s 
R EAS1; HS MFAIRb

the honor to state that during recent

weeks Hong Kong has had. wave after wave of rumors

about Japanese landings at points in British govern

ed territory and about other violations of the

Colony’s frontiers on both land and sea

Most of

if any, real

time to time

these rumors have proved to have little

foundation. That they abound, and from

recur, is not surprising in view of the

continued apprehensions which exist here as to pos-

sible Japanese attacks on Hong Kong and its leased

territories on the mainland. These apprehe nsi ons

have been mentioned in earlier despatches from the

Consulate General and we have to date nothing more

in the way of confirmation than existed at the time

those despatches were written

On the basis of informal conversations I have.:

had with local officials in a position to know it

| can definitely be said that the waters around

Hong Kong

793»94/12141
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2 -

| Hong Kong are frequented by Japanese war ves

sels of which two are air-craft carriers supporting 

the planes used for bombing the Kowloon-Canton 

and the Canton-Hankow Railways. Japanese destroyers 

and submarines have been seen near Hong Kong by 

persons who know such craft when they do actually 

see them. In some instances at least it has been 

confirmed that other kinds of observers have sworn 

that they saw Japanese war vessels when actually 

'they have seen nothing of the kind. The presence 

of Japanese war vessels in these waters is a 

natural development of Japanese interest in Canton 

and the traffic on the Canton River, and in the 

Chinese coastal territory and outlying islands 

both above and below Hong Kong. Their activities 

in connection with the great Island of Hainan are 

well known through verified reports which appear 

from time to time in the public prints of the world. 

There appears also to be reasonable confirmation 

of Japanese occupation of Kimoi Island up the 

coast just off Amoy. Here they are said to have 

under construction an aerodrome with accompanying 

searchlights, sound detectors, and anti-aircraft 

guns. Local British naval and military men appear 

also to have no doubt of the foregoing activities 

and accomplishments of the Japanese. However, 

this office has found in no source reasonable con

firmation that Japanese forces have actually

established
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established themselves in any degree on the main

land of the South China coast.

A great deal of excitement was caused last 

week by the brief landing of Japanese Marines or 

sailors in the vicinity of Castle Peak, on the 

Leased Territory mainland just north of Lan Tau 

Island. There is verification that the landing 

was brief, and there is the probability that they 

landed either to steal or buy chickens or other 

meat from the local Chinese. At the time of this 

landing in British territory there was seized about 

six hundred yards off the same coast, in British 

territorial waters, the Chinese Customs Cruiser 

CHA HSING. The customs boat was captured by a 

destroyer of the Japanese twenty-third flotilla 

after one shell had been fired. The shell is 

stated to have glanced off the side of the customs 

boat leaving only a dent. This 136-foot Chinese 

Maritime Customs Cruiser was two days later found 

abandoned and aground at Haimun Bay, near Wangkan 

Island, and was towed into Macau where presumably 

it will, be restored to the Maritime Customs. I 

have heard no explanation for this particular ex

ploit, but it is accepted as a definite indication 

of the activity of Japanese destroyers in watching 

the mouths of the Canton and West-Rivers in an 

endeavor to capture worth-while Chinese vessels.

The Hong Kong gossip mongers last week made 

much of the reported occupation of Waichao Island, 

northwest
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northwest of Hainan and half way between Hai

phong and Liuchow, by the Japanese for military 

and naval purposes related to what is said to 

be their impending onslaught on South China. An 

officer of the Chinese Maritime Customs and a 

naval officer, both of them well informed, have 

assured a member of the staff of this office that 

Waichao Island is of no use for either naval or 

military purposes. The news about the occupation 

of Waichao was accompanied by the statement that 

five Japanese cruisers, with auxiliary craft, are 

now based at St. John’s Island which is between 

Hong Kong and the French territory of Kwangchauwan. 

This latter item is thought to be more or less 

accurate.

There seems no doubt that there are many 

Japanese war vessels in and around this British 

Colony but whether they are merely scouting, 

whether they are preparing the way for the long 

predicted invasion of South China with Canton as 

an objective, or whether they have some other 

purpose, is probably known only to the Japanese 

themselves. Their presence adds, of*course, to 

the agitation of mind of most of the Hong Kong 

folks about attack. This in turn breeds more and 

more rumors, and perhaps energizes tangible 

progress in Hong Kong preparations for defense.

From
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From the latter viewpoint at least the situation 

appears of sufficient interest for reporting by 

this Consulate General.

As of possible interest in connection with 

1/ this despatch there is attached an editorial under 

the title of "Dangerous Incidents", taken from 

the HONG KONG TELEGRAPH of December 14th, 1937.

Enclosure

American Consul General

Editorial from Hong Kong Telegraph 
December 14th, 1937.

In quintuplicate to the Department
Copy to American Consulate General, Hankow 

tt M w tt ff 9 n ." Canton
Copy to American Embassy, Tokyo

800.

AES:MM

ts.rbonuopiegj „•
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(CORRECT COPY MM) Enclosure No. 1 to Despatch
No. 46 of December 18, 1937, 
from the American Consulate 
General, Hong Kong, to the 
Department of State, Washington.

HONG KONG TELEGRAPH (First Edition) 

Tuesday, December 14, 1937.

DANGEROUS INCIDENTS

It seems that Japanese sailors landed at Black

head Point on Saturday night. The Hongkong Government 

has sent to London a report on the matter, and in due 

course there will probably come from the British Govern

ment a fitting protest for this breach. While undue 

importance must not be attached to the episode, as it 

is very likely that the Japanese were not aware that they 

were invading neutral territory, it must be pointed out 

that more caution would be advisable on the part of 

naval landing parties in the Hongkong area. An ex

tremely delicate situation might very easily be created 

by such mistakes, particularly if an armed party came 

into collision with a British police or military patrol. 

The status of the Japanese under such circumstances would 

be somewhat dubious. It must be presumed that they would 

be arrested; and it is entirely likely that they would 

deeply resent any such action by the British authorities. 

One cannot help feeling that although Hongkong people 

will not experience any tremendous indignation at this 

incident, the Japanese themselves would understand a 

storm of protest and complaint. If British seamen 

were to land on Formosa their presence would undeniably 

create the gravest of complications. When it is 

remembered with what jealousy Japan guards her terri

tory and the adjacent waters, particularly those areas

in
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in the vicinity of fortifications, it would not be 

misunderstood if an apology and explanation were 

preferred even before the inevitable protest is de

livered.

In connection with the attacks on British vessels 

in the Yangtse Hiver, in one instance at least the 

Japanese have explained that the action of the gunners 

was ”a mistake". They have not indicated whether the 

aircraft which three times attacked two gunboats were 

aware that their targets were British men-of-war, but 

it seems incredible that the airmen should have been 

ignorant of the fact. Explanations of all these inci

dents will be made in due course, but in the meantime 

British lives are in danger and the question of what 

steps should be taken to remedy the situation presses 

for an answer. The British Navy's response to future 

attacks by aircraft will be immediate. The ships will 

open fire. Perhaps if one of the attackers is put out 

of action by British gunners it will have the effect 

of making Japanese airmen more cautious. No repetition 

of the Panay tragedy is required to bring home to all 

parties the terrible danger to which neutrals are ex

posed in the Yangtse and the possibility of international 

repercussions which will strain gravely the relations 

between Japan and the major powers with interests in 

the Far East.

It may be advanced by the Japanese that they had 

warned all neutrals and neutral shipping to move as 

far as possible from the zone of the fighting around

Nanking
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Nanking, and that in consequence the Japanese Govern

ment cannot be held responsible for the error in 

judgment of its officers in the field. That does not 

alter the ugly appearance of such incidents as those 

involving the Panay and H.M.S. Ladybird. The attacks 

on these vessels were too deliberate to be called 

"accidents". While no foreign Government is going to 

make a great fuss over damage to its property which 

is obviously unavoidable, repeated attacks will un

doubtedly bring some form of retaliation and are bound 

to give rise to the suspicion that while the official 

intentions of the Japanese are above question, the 

action of certain officers are dubious to say the least. 

The recklessness of individuals, if it is not downright 

and deliberate hostility, has already caused incidents 

which might very easily be interpreted as acts of war.

Copied: MM
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FREDERICK L. EMERY

EMERY, BOOTH,TOWNSEND, MILLER & 
l^^ARTMENT 0COUNSELLORS

THOMAS B. BOOTH 
IRVING U.TOWNSEND 
EVERETTS. EMERY 
LOUIS A. JONES 
LAWRENCE 
HENRY M.WfclDI«ÎM 
IRVING U.T«VNst>$>«

J ah 191938

T ANO TRADE MARK CAUSES

50 CONGRESS STREE c.r\N JÇ A’
boston

Mr. Nathaniel P. Davis
Division of foreign Service Administratich 
State Department
Washington, D. C.

Dear LIr. Davis:

/- *
TELEPHONE HUBBARD 5161

CABLE 
EMBOVA

WESTERN UNION CODE

DIVISION
CûMMUNICA 

AND RECC
January 17, 1938

■sbDivision o
MR EASTL&

//14*?^

t

1

I have the honor to hand you personally a copy of a letter

written by the Rev. Ernest H. Forster, at Nanking, on December 7, 

1937, just three days before the Japanese assaulted the city. It 

is as fine an example of simple, unassuming Christian heroism as any

thing of w? ich I know or have heard. It has the savor of the early

Christians worshipping in the catacombs.

I trust that you will put the letter before Secretary Hull,

himself also a noble Christian gentleman. I think he will be thrilled 

at the simple story of an American who has come safely through great 

79
 3.9

 4/ f 21 42

peril.

Yours very truly
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‘ \ ■ #10 3ze T'lao Hsiang
* .Kulou, Nanking

December 7, 1937

Deer Familyi

I fell down last week about writing to you, so I will 
try to make amends this week* Please excuse me, We hadja rather busy 
week which ended with our moving from Hsiakwan to the above address 
which is the residence of the German gentleman who invited Crisso to 
go to Hankow aboard the ship which the German Embassy had chartered 
for its nati onals. A young Russian whom we call Kola since his real 
name Is very difficult to pronounce Is taking care of the house for 
Mr» Schultze-Pantin. You see our Hsiakwan compound Is just outside 
the main gate of Nanking city from the north, tfe are really only a 
stone's throw^from the gate and as the situation has grown tighter 
with the approach of the J. upon Nanking we decided it would be better 
for us and our Chinese workers and Christians to move inside the 
city lest the city gate be suddenly closed without warning and we be 
left outside with no place to go to. Mr. Hansen, thqjmanager of the 
Texas Oil Co. very kindly Invited us to use nls company residences 
for ourselves and our people. These are within the area which the 
International Committee has been trying to reserve for a safety zone 
in order to save the civilians who cannot leave Nanking. We had 
quite a large group of workers and Christians to provide for so we 
decided it would be best to move them in and get them settled. John 
Magee and I decided to come to this house since the other place was 
quite crowded and we had to be a little freer to carry on our work. 
So here we are. We have been busy moving in as many of our things 
as possible for if the Chinese really defend the city our residences 
on the Hsiakwan compound are in for a lot of shelling, etc. it has 
been a hectic time trying to make all arrangements, and I think that 
when I can no longer qualify as a missionary I’ll hire myself out as 
a mover and packer 1 From the news we are receiving it looks as tho 
the J. would be here very soon. Everybody is wondering how much of 
a fight the C. will put up. They are certainly making preparations 
to put up some resistance but it is uncertain how long they can hold 
out. Their casualties were very great around Shanghai and included 
some of the very best troops. Those who wili/defend Nanking will be 
either fresh troops of uncertain fighting calibre or else men who have 
already had e pretty heavy dose of fighting. We are realising more 
and more that only God can help, and we feel sure that He will 
accomplish His purpose. He has called us here, has given us work to 
do from day to day, and we are trusting Him implicitly to see it thru 
to the end. It is a great comfort to our Chinese believers, many of 
whom cannot go to other places and some of whom have come here from 
places that have been bombed and annihilated, to have us here. There 
is no complaining. In the house where many of them are living they 
have set up en altar and they have prayers there in the morning and 
evening. John Magee celebrated the Communion there while I did the 
same at st. haul’s. tie did not have many at the latter place but 
even so it wss thrilling to have as many as we did. Un my way to 
the church we got caught in an air raid and nad to leave the motor 
car to take shelter. The car was left here by the wusih group when 
they went to Shanghai. We have found it invaluable, as Nanking Is a 
city of tremendous distances, and for nearly three weeks practically 
all bus and rickshaw traffic has stopped and cars are not to be hired. 
The next week ought to decide the fate of the city. We hope it will 
be over quickly so that, life can settle down normally. I rode my 
oicycle to St. Paul’s this afternoon. The city was like a deserted 
place with only an occasional person to be seen here and there.
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Our work for the wounded soldiers has borne some fruit. 
Conditions at the railway station where the men arrived were simply 
terrible. People who were being paid to do the .»ork slniply did not 
turn up and the wounded were left sometimes for days without any 
o.ne to dress their wounds and feed them# <»e went down ourselves to 
help and made such a to-do about things that those high in authority 
became interested and did something# Now tnore are doctor*? and 
dressers on hand twenty-four hours a day and the men are moved rapidly 
to hospitals. Not a great many are coming in that way now since the 
fighting line has come so close that it is practically imposa id e to 
use the railway. John met an American who has been connected with 
the Chinese air force for four years, He^iad Just returned from 
Shanghai from which place it had taken him two weeks to get here. 
He came by small boat, and reported Yangchow to be full of Chinese 
soldiers who retreated across the Yangtse from Chinkiang. That may 
mean that our buildings there have been occupied by them. Mr. Ko, 
our Chinese priest, wrote me that the Yangchow magistrate had tried 
twice to get our Mahan buildings for the use of the Kiangsu Provincial 
Government, tfe refused, of course, since our consent would Involve 
our government, tie have been allowing our buildings to be used for 
refugees and for the wounded, but not for military or official purpos
es. If they take them by force we have no recourse. The last word 
I had from Mr. Ko was that the buildings had not been taken. Mail 
is no longer being delivered in Nanking, so we have been cut off from 
communications for quite a time. Mail is still being sent out. I 
write to Cpisso every day and send It air-mail to Hankow. I have had 
only one letter from her telling of her safe arrival there at noon on 
Thanksgiving Day. I have received no other letters from her. Last 
week she succeeded in calling me up by long distance telephone. She 
said she v/as well and that she had been getting my letters. I am glad 
of that. She is also going to language school in the momlnrs. Prom 
her experience in Nanking she realized now necessary it is for her to 
have a speaking knowledge of Chinese. I am glad she is able to study 
with others as it is easier and more regular than having to do it 
alone. She is staying with Miss Dexter. The i&ibassy called me up 
the other day to report that they had had an inquiry from the State
Department-as to Clarissa’s plans at Hankow, so I take it that you
have received my cable, sent thru the Embassy, telling of her depart
ure for Hankow. I think she wil| be all right there, and if she has
to leave she will do so in the company of some of the other Mission 
folk there whenever they deem it wise to leave. She can either go to 
Hongkong and then to Shanghai or else go further west into Szechuen 
Province whither the Central government has moved. In any case I do 
not think there is any cause to worry about her safety.

There are a number of foreigners remaining in Nanking, most 
of them having responsibility for various activities or people. The 
committee is working very hard to have a ’neutral’ zone respected by 
both sides in case fighting takes place. The Nanking University Hosp
ital is carrying on valiantly with a small staff of two foreign doct
ors, one Chinese doctor, and two foreign and several Chinese nurses. 
They are about worn to a frazzle thru pressure of work and lack of 
personnel, since the Chinese superintendent and about 49 other doctors 
and nurses connected with the hoppltal deserted and went to Hankow for 
safety. That has been one of the heart-breaking things we have had 
to endure - so many of the professional classes whose services are 
direly needed here have run away. On the other hand we have also seen 
some very encouraging exhibitions of loyalty to duty in the midst of 
great danger. We are realising the truth of Christ’s parable of the 
hirelings and the good shepherd, and of the meaning of trying to 
save one’s life and losing it.

>«e hope you are all fine, vur dearest love and best wish*-* 
for Christi^»- i.nc u.. new year.
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My dear Mr. Townsand:

The receipt la acknowledged of your letter of 

January 17, 1953, addressed to Mr. Nathaniel P. Davis, 

with which yon enclose a copy of a letter written by 

the Reverend Ernest H. Forster at Nanking on December 7, 
1937.

Mr. Forster*s letter has been read with interest 

and your thoughtfulness and courtesy in sending it to 

the Department are appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
atief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. Irving U. Townsend,

50 Congress Street, 

Boston, Massachusetts.

FE:^âc;HES 
1-24

JÀÜ 26 1938^

793.94/12142
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENgR
Hong Kong, December 20, 1937/

CONFIDENTIAL.

Subject : Reaction in Hong Kong to Japanese Attacks 
cj on American and British Ships. 2

I have the honor to report that the Consulate 

General has been endeavoring to prepare a brief 

record of the reaction of officials and leading 

citizens of British nationality in this Colony to 

the recent serious attacks by the Japanese on Ameri

can and British ships.

The local press has not waxed as Indignant as 

one might have expected about such incidents as those 

concerning the U.S.S. PANAY and H.M.S. LADYBIRD. 

As representative of the modest amount of comment 

which has appeared in the Hong Kong press there are 

enclosed two editorials from the CHINA MAIL issues 

of December 14th and 15th, 1937.

Officials and leading members of the local 

British community are sympathetic in their comments, 

but not nearly so indignant as might be expected 

undçr the circumstances. One gets the impression, 

which is perhaps a not too well defined one, that

they 
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they are more or less apathetic; that they have 

expected such incidents; that they think more 

serious ones are likely to occur; and that, finally, 

they feel that not much in the way of enforced protests 

or retaliatory action is probable from either the 

American or British Governments. There is, of 

course, the circumstance that these folks are con

siderably worked up about local problems such as 

a feared Japanese blockade or attack directed at 

Hong Kong, or a Japanese military expedition against 

Canton which could produce various upsets in the 

Colony and, more importantly, cut off the rich com

merce of its Chinese hinterland on which the Govern

ment and people of Hong Kong live and thrive.

Being so deeply concerned with their own offi

cial and personal problems of local defense and 

prosperity it is perhaps only natural that their 

interest in the particular connection indicated 

should be no more than rippled by outside happenings. 

The Consulate General does not mean to give the im

pression that there has not been a great deal of 

talk but it does find it worthy of record that such 

talk lacks the fire, the decision, the indignation, 

or even the belligerency which might reasonably be 

expected.

American Consul General

Enclosure
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Enclosures

1/Editorial from China Mall 
December 14th, 1937

2/Editorial from China Mail 
December 15th, 1937

In quintuplicate to the Department
Copy to the American Consulate General, Hankow 
Copy to the American Embassy, Tokyo

800.

AES:MM
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(CORRECT COPY MM)
Enclosure No. 1 to Despatch 
No. 48 of December 20, 1937 
from the Consulate General 
at Hong Kong to the Depart
ment of State, Washington.

FROM: China Mail
Tuesday, December 14, 1937

"WE ARE VERY SORRY"

Deliberate attacks on British ships in the 

Yangtze, such incidents as the invasion of Hong 

Kong waters by Japanese bluejackets and the falling 

of shells upon a Hong Kong beach, such tragic out

rages as the sinking of the U.S.S. Panay and of three 

American tankers, will go on and on in their woeful 

succession until the Powers apologise properly to 

Japan for their presence in China, or, alternatively 

reach the conclusion that the time has come to make 

a stand. It is obviously impossible if we are 

British and care a hoot for the dignity of the British 

flag, or if we are Americans and feel that Old Glory 

demands some respect, to go on as we have been doing. 

Outrage--protest—apology, that tragi-comic trinity 

of Arrogance, Futility and Oriental Politeness, have 

been a British indulgence so often in this campaign 

that the idea of Whitehall winding up by making the 

ultimate apology is publicly bandied about in this 

Colony as a common joke as soon as an incident occurs 

in which British honour is put at stake by Japanese 

cynicism. Apologies are Japan’s cheapest commodity 

today. They cost nothing and are worth less, judging by 

past experience, than gratuitous offerings usually 

are. It occurs again and again; apology to-day and 

another bomb to-morrow; not necessarily because the 

Tokyo Government which tenders the regrets is not

sincere
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sincere, but because it is absolutely powerless to 

control those responsible for the outrageous attacks. 

"I am commander here", says Colonel Hashimoto, whose 

troops were responsible for the shelling of H.M.S. 

Ladybird and H.M.S. Bee, "and my men are unable to 

recognise the British flag." In Nanking, where pre

sumably the excuse was not available of not being in 

touch with headquarters, three separate and distinct 

attacks were made on British gunboats and merchant ships. 

A protest was lodged after the first attack and the 

ships were forthwith bombed again. It is not known 

whether the third attack made later in the afternoon, 

was distinguished by a preliminary protest.

While these painfully plainly deliberate attacks » 

were occurring on British shipping, the U.S.S. Panay 

was being bombed and sunk. It seems a fair inference, 

therefore, that the sinking was just as much a mistake 

as was the shelling of H.M.S. Bee from a range of 400 

yards. The only difference between the incidents was 

in effect, and the effect was so disastrous that Admiral 

Hasegawa yesterday afternoon could find nothing more to 

do to placate American opinion than he had already done. 

This is the affair of the American authorities, however, 

and tendering our sympathies, we leave them to handle 

it in their own way. Our concern is with the Wuhu and 

Nanking incidents in which the "Daily Telegraph" detects, 

by some extraordinary reasoning, a conciliatory assump

tion in the suggestion that the military commanders in 

the Yangtze Valley are running amok I This is desperatelly 

clutching at the flimsiest straw to justify another

demonstrati on
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demonstration of British Patience 1937 Model, tor 

our part, obedience to the behest of the authorities, 

to remember the old school tie and behave, all of us, 

as best we can, as little diplomats in a troublesome 

world, becomes, as we are not fish, ever a matter of 

greater difficulty. The more thought that is given 

to events, their progression and development, the 

position to which policy has carried us in the last 

few months in the Far East, and it remains the more 

remarkable that some restraint in language can still 

be exercised. However, we suspect that there is a 

limit to British patience somewhere and with Japan’s 

apparently studied efforts to detect its whereabouts, 

it surely must be reached. When the erstwhile pro

Japanese "Daily Express" begins to refer to them as 

bandits and in a most threatening tone, used usually 

only for Communists, Britain must be closely approach

ing the turning-point.

Nevertheless, if we read Japan’s mind correctly 

over the Panay incident, she expects by swift expressions 

of regret, jumping in ahead of formal Notes, to slip 

gracefully by this "most unfortunate incident", and to 

secure the forgetting, in the stress of the Panay sinking, 

the little matter of the shelling of the Ladybird and 

the Bee. Mr. Chamberlain does not see eye to eye with 

Japan in this matter, but he rejects the idea of 

ultimatum as he must unless Britain is prepared to back 

it up. At the same time simple apology cannot suffice. 

5alth in the repentance behind Japanese regrets has 

been so shaken that some more tangible assurance must 

be required against repetition of the Incidents.
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No. 48 of December 20, 1937 
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of State, Washington.

FROM: China Mail
Wednesday, December 15, 1937

ANGLO-AMERICAN CO-OPBRATION

If Japan had set herself out to throw the United 

States and Great Britain together in cooperation in the 

Par East, she could not have done it more effectively 

than by choosing the same day for unwarrantable attacks 

on British warships and the sinking of the Ü.S.S. Panay. 

Mutual Anglo-American support there would be, without any 

definite understanding, by the very logic of the circum

stances. Events, however, are compelling much more than 

that, and it may be taken for granted that a very clear 

understanding now exists between Washington and London 

on the steps to be taken to secure reparation for the out

rages. As pointed out yesterday, the international situa

tion in the Pacific has swung suddenly back to the posi

tion that existed in 1931 when only the agreement of one 

of the parties was needed for joint action to place a curb 

upon Japan. The difference on this occasion arises, ap

parently, from the reversal of roles, with the initia

tive coming from Great Britain, plus the fact that defence 

of China was the primary interest in 1931 while the 

elemental issue of self-defence is today the paramount 

pre-occupation. How far the movement will go depends 

very largely upon the United States, but all visible 

pointers indicate that her patience, too, is near exhaustion, 

and that an outward calm does not predicate her willingness 

to accept any nonsense.

The
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The time is past when excuses can be made. No-one 

imagines for a moment that there was anything accidental 

either in the shelling of the Ladybird, the bombing of 

the Cricket and the Scarab, or the sinking of the Panay. 

Given an isolated incident and Japan might have deplored 

to good effect, but to authorise stories alleging that 

troop-carrying junks clustered round this warship or that, 

hence, the attacks, merely adds insult to injury, and 

prejudices judgment on the honesty and sincerity of any 

submission that may be made in mitigation. The best 

defence Tokyo could offer is that her military forces 

were out of control and to that extent were not respon

sible for their actions. But that defence will not be 

tendered because it must heighten the virtue of the de

mand for restraint that is being made, with the claim 

for reparation.

Unfortunately for Japan, as she fully realises, it 

is impossible for her on this occasion to evade the onus 

of responsibility, though what her actions will be still 

depend very largely upon the mood of the military. It 

is indicated in Washington that President Roosevelt will 

only be satisfied if the Emperor Hirohito apologises 

for the bombing and gives assurances that measures against 

a repetition of the attack will be taken. That goes above 

the civil government and above the military, and is fairly 

described as the strongest demand the United States has 

made in modern times. The final test of the power of 

control in Japan is contained within this American de

marche, and fully supported as it must be by Great 

Britain, the Powers may be said to have replied to the 

latest wanton attacks in the only possible way, striking 

a decisive blow at one and the same time for the prestige 

of their flags and for respect for international order
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generally. It has not come out of turn.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Febr. 7, 1937.

The Hong Kong authorities 
made arrangements for the visit of 
two Japanese army officers to the 
land frontier between the Colony 
and China. The Japanese are re
ported to have been relieved over 
the fact that land communication 
other than by railway does not lend 
itself to the transportation of mu
nitions, since they feel they can 
bomb the railway to Canton and that 
they can readily block the water 
route.

ARR
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No. 55 (( FEB 171938

AMERICAN CONSULA^sifflitfR^ 
Hong Kong, December 23, 1937~=5r— 

‘ f ) DIVISION OF
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. PJ/cjropeaN affaihs

Subject: British Accused of Truckling to Japanese - 
«■x David Au and' Suzuki Frontier Inbiften^*™^ state |

e FTTTtTtt?»,. . -- । Vr,: । /"*]

b ,>r

Ty.rHoNORAHLe , ../v/ p

Ttfg Secretary of State pirisivu c t

Washington. * FAR LÀSTEilW..

Si R :
uf Stale

have the honor to report that various local

many of them claiming to be officials of

se Central Government, have recently com-
^&ftente&^confidentially to me on what they consider 

j^ruck^4-ng to the Japanese by the British in Hong

This charge of truckling appears to have grown

mainly out of two recent incidents in Hong Kong,

although there is the suggestion that the Government

of the Colony is in general too willing either to 

conciliate the Japanese or to pass lightly over such -r
V-.., 

incidents as the recent violations represented by t
the landing of Japanese Marines on British terri- S J 

03 
tory on the mainland and by the seizure in British

territorial waters of a Chinese Maritime Customs

launch - please see this Consulate General’s Confiden
tial Despatch No. 46/o4*^I^ember 18th, 1937.

One

793.94/12/44
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o 
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One of the two recent incidents mentioned has 

to do with the oral warning to David Au, Manager of 

the local Bank of Canton, and to certain other 

Chinese bankers in the Colony, that their anti-Japanese 

jactivities here would result in their deportation. 

iThis was briefly reported to the Department in our 
strictly confidential telegram of December 6, 2x p.m.y^///^ 

There have been no further developments of this in

cident, but it is understood that the bankers concern

ed have been soft-pedalling the activities to which 

the Inspector General of Police found objection.

The second incident particularly discussed arose 

) out of the detail of two British army officers 

| (Captain C. L. Edwards, Royal Marines, and Captain 

C. R. Boxer, Lincolnshire Regiment and Staff Officer, 

i as ascertained by Consul Donovan of this office) to 

I accompany two Japanese army officers to the frontier 
Ï 
। of the British Leased Territories and China proper and 
! 
■ show them that the terrain and facilities for road 

communication were not such as to justify Japanese 

suspicion that the British authorities here were per

mitting large quantities of ammunition to be conveyed 

to Canton by other than the Kowloon-Canton Railway 

| route. Japanese naval vessels consider that they are 
\able to control the transport of munitions by water 

(from Hong Kong to Canton, and they have facilities 

for bombing the railway after it leaves British terri

tory. They apparently feel that they are unable to

control
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I control the transport of munitions by road or 

highway from British territory into China other 

than by protesting. It is understood that as a 

result of such protests they were given this 

British-conducted excursion to the frontier to 

examine the facilities which they think may exist. 

Local Chinese are of the opinion that the military 

authorities of the Colony shouldn’t show so much 

consideration for Japanese suspicions or feelings.

The two Japanese officers who made this ex

cursion on Sunday afternoon, December 19th, 1937, 

were a Captain T. Suzuki and a lesser officer named 

Kobota. These two men are understood to be Japan

ese army officers attached, with British consent, 

to the Japanese Consulate General here for purposes 

of language study.

In their survey of the Kowloon-Chinese frontier 

the four officers took some photographs at a point 

(Lokmachau) where the frontier line is marked only 

by a shallow stream a few feet wide. A hundred or 

more Chinese villagers, who may have been instigated 

by other more sophisticated Chinese, attacked the 

party with bamboo poles and stones. Captain Suzuki 

was badly bruised about the chest and shoulders 

but is reported to have had no bones broken. 

Captain Edwards was injured by some of the stones 

thrown. These two men were, it is understood,

conveyed
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conveyed to a Hospital in Hong Kong by an 

ambulance fortunately stationed at nearby Fan- 

ling on the occasion of races being held there 

on this Sunday afternoon. Captain Boxer and 

Kobota, the other Japanese, escaped injury. 

Neither Suzuki nor Edwards are reported to be 

seriously injured.

The local military authorities had notified 

the Central Police Station of this proposed ex

cursion to the frontier but apparently the latter 

failed adequately to inform the police station at 

or near the frontier. There appears to be some 

doubt as to whether the assault occurred on 

British or on Chinese territory but Major General 

A. Vif. Bartholomew, C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., D.S.O., 

commanding British troops in China, indicated to 

me that it might have occurred in Chinese territory. 

The General placed no great importance on either 

the excursion of the four officers or on the 

incident of the attack, but it caused a great deal 

of'excitement locally, particularly as early re

ports Indicated that the Japanese beaten was Mr. 

T. Nakamura who recently arrived here as Japanese 

Consul General.

Certain local Chinese rancorously resent the 

presence in the Colony of the Japanese, and 

particularly of Japanese officers, and it is per

haps extraordinary that there have not been more

incidents
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incidents of this general nature. It is, of 

course, possible that the beating of Suzuki was
importantly provoked by 

felt here on account of 

invasion of South China 

objective.

the increasing tension 

the threatened Japanese 

with Canton as a main

Very respectfully,

Addison É. Sou' 
American Consul General

rd

In quintuplicate to the 
Copy to Embassy, Ëankow 
Copy to Embassy? Tokyo 
Copy to Embassy, London

Department

800.

AES/mm
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG_______________ ___ __
**| COPl^è S'^N'f TCP^om

' ' J> T
OPNAV ’JASZCHGTON CINCAF

INFO; AUCOZ’SUL SHANGHAI 
CCZSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CCI.EANGPAT
CO11SOPAT
Al AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

SECOND BRIGADE USMC

January 19, 1938

Rec*d 4 p.m. /

8619. Chinese resistance to Japanese southward 

drive from Tsinning weakened. Nipponese column reached 

point 22 miles south Tsinning, Chinese claim Japanese 

garrisons at Sunacheng, Lishui, Changhing between Tai 

Lake and V'uhu withdrawn for service Tsinpu drive. 

Japanese continue mopping up irregulars eastern 

Pootung Peninsula. 1821.
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lms TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Hankow via N» R

From Dated January 19, 1938

Secretary of Stated

Rac’d 3^3^^). m

Washington. I O.N.l. A u n I
HH hASHEfi-

41, January 19, 3 p. m
y"' ’^Departments/

FOLLOWING FOR WAR DEPARTMENT FROM COLONEL STILLWELL

’’Chiang Kai Shak back from inspaction Lunghai front 

Purpose of trip infuse more determination in commanders

Han Fu Chu to He tried for giving up prepared positions 8
at Tsinanfu, Taian and without fight. Falkenhausen now

more optimistic. Says Chinese can still put up resource

ful resistance. Expects to get new artillery soon. Has 

no hopes that guerrilla warfare will be decisive, but ex

pects considerable harassing value from it.” Repeated to
Fi. fj

Peiping. *0 g

JOHNSON ~ O

KLP

94/12146
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Tsingtao via N. R.

•” FROI^JndatEd

r on .'ïfui u-£ tinxiviciN x r nui'/L UUM «

Peiping and Hankow plEasE transmit to Military

AttachEs.

No. 20, January 19, 4 p. m.

Detachment of Japanese troops arrived in Tsingtao

from Weihsien on the night of the 14th, but military 

junction not completed until the 17th. Japanese reports 

state that railway and other property around Weihsien 

were destroyed completely. Tsingtao airfield was cleared 

and guarded by aircraft on the 17th. Japanese fleet
is >Xj 

identified as the 4th Battle Fleet. Troops here are p
from both Shanghai and north fronts. Japanese troops in §

& 
Tsinpu Railway area reported to be advancing in three '-~l 

columns as follows; the first, south from Tsining towards 

Kweiteh (Shangkiu); the second, south from Tsowhsien along 

the railway; the third, south from Lini area towards Taier- 

chuang and Haichow.

Since

94/12147
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LMS 2- From Tsingtao, undated.

Since the 15th we have had no communication because 

of the departure of USS MARBLEHEAD and the failure of 

Japanese telegraph.

SOKOBIN

SMS:NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JS _________ELain

CCïPV'^ <?. \ •’ CHEFOO Via N'.R.
». From /

c'

O.N.L Ar^u |

✓ sM Secretary of State, 
Washington, D.C.

January 19, 7 p.m.

Eighteen of the polie

Dated January 19, 1938 
Rec’d 7;35/p.m.

return to duty. It is reported that militia southwest of Che- 

foo killed seven or eight and disarmed the rest of the >|
<0missing ijjen, This morning Chinese press published a ’’state-

ment of repentence" addressed to the elders and citizens (0
of Chefoo by the disaffected police describing the events \

of the fifteenth as unfortunate and a mistake and pledging |\)

themselves to good behavior. The loyal Chief of Police and
00the Chinese Chamber of Commerce consider the incident

closed, are urging shops to reopen and hope to restore 

public confidence.

ALLEN

SMS NEL

•n
2
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OOMYANGPAT

Rec'd January 20, 1938
From

4:30 a.m.

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: GIN CAI (ADMINISTRATIVE) 2ND BRIGADE USMO

YANGTZE PATROL - COMSUBRON 5 - COMDESRON 5 -CINCAF 
COESOFAT - AMAMBASSADOR CHINA -USS MARBLEBEAD 
ALUSNA PE IP IFF G

0019 Yangtze River ports quiet 2005

JS
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JS SOPAT COM

Rec'd January 20, 1938

A IT ION: OPNAV
IN FOR : C IN CAF ( ADN. IN ISTRATIVE ) , 

2ND BxilGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMYA GPAT
AN AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD

0119 South Chine, ports quiet. 2000.
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js TELEGRAM RECEIVED
U 3“ MARBLEHEAD

Rec’d January 20, 1938

ACT 10 i: (JIN CAP (ADMINISTRATIVE 
2ND BRIGADE USMC 
C0M3UBR0N 5 
COMDESRON 5
CONYAMGPAT 
(JOMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
OPNAV
ALUSNA PEIPING

1019 Ihefoo continued quiet Japanese

daylight 1923

JS

à©

793.94/12151
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TEXT (F A STATEMENT ISSUED BY THE CHI^i GOVERNMENT^ IX' 
aA ON JANUARY 18, 1938, IN REGARD TO THE SINO-JAÏANESE SITUATION o ,/ 

‘A Since the outbreak of the Lukouchiao incident in July vi last year,
the Chinese Government has repeatedly declared its readiness to seek an 
amicable settlement by any of the pacific means known to international 
law. But Japan, regardless all consequences, has embarked upon a large 
scale invasion of China and a wanton massacre of her people by the land, 
naval and air forces. China ha^s thus been forced to act in self-defence 
against the violence of aggression.

During the last few months, a large number of Chinese cities and 
towns have been illegally occupied by the Japanese army whereas not a 
single Chinese soldier has set foot on the Japanese territory. Lives 
and property have been ruthlessly destroyed by the invaders. Soldiers 
who had given up arms and helpless non-combatants including women and 
children were murdered ooldblood, while untold damages were done to the 
industrial and cultural enterprises.

That Japan’s action violates international law, the Anti-war Pact,and 
the Nine Power Treaty has in unmistakable terms been pronounced by the 
nations of the world. The responsibility for disturbing international 
peace clearly rests with Japan and not with China.

Inspite of such well-known facts, Japan has now declared that she 
respects China’s territory and sovereign rights as well as the rights 
and interests of the foreign powers in this country. It should be 
observed however that by her respect for China’s territory and sovereignty 
Japan means the dismembering of China through the creation ly force of 
various unlawful organizations within the Chinese territory and the 
making use of such organizations to usurp China's sovereign rights. Like
wise, by her respect for the rights and interests of foreign powers, Japan 
means the securing of monopolistic rights through her predominant position 
in China.
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The object of China's armed resistance is to safeguard her national 
existence and maintain the sanctity of international treaties. Though 
her desire for peace remains unchanged, China cannot tolerate any 
encroachment by any country upon her sovereign rights and lier territorial 
and administrative integrity which are the essential attributes of her 
independent status and which all interested powers by solemn treaty 
have pledged themselves to respect.

Under whatever circumstances the Chinese Government will exert 
itself utmost to maintain the sovereign rights and the territorial and 
administrative integrity of China. Any terms for the restoration of 
peace, if they do not conform to this fundamental principle, must 
necessairly be unacceptable to China.

All acts of such unlawful organizations as may be set up in the 
areas under the Japanese military occupation will be considered null 
and void both internally and externally by the Chinese Government.

The Chinese Embassy, 
Washington, D. C.

January 19, 1938.
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R CHRISTIAN WITNESS TO R WORLD RT WRR
A United Christmas Appeal to the Churches for 

CHINESE SUFFERERS • SPANISH CHILDREN • GERMAN REFUGEES 
by the 

FEDERRL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN RMERICR
297 Fourth Avenue, New York City

X
N EVERY CONGREGATION, let an opportunity be given for an offering 
for war sufferers as a much needed Christian witness in America to 
a world in trouble, in war, and in pent-up emotion. In addition, let 
pastors ask generous men and women to contribute so that a worthy 

sum may be secured and many lives saved. One dollar will keep a Chinese 
refugee alive for a month. Two dollars will provide milk for a day for 32 
Spanish babies or 25 Christian German refugee children. Ten dollars will 
purchase enough anesthetic for 150 operations. Remember the ether supply 
has become exhausted in some hospitals in China and in Spain.

_ In Shanghai alone $700,000 a month is needed for refugees, not counting 
the sick and the wounded.

Let constant prayer be offered for world-wide peace and that the he 
Sv governments controlled by the war spirit may be turned to just! 

goodwill.
This nation-wide united Christian expression of sympathy and love for 

war sufferers depends upon the cooperation of yourself and the many thou 
sands of other pastors and their people.

V
O

IHfl*

h, G>

Chairman, 
Sponsoring Committee

3 progtr for Rltrcg, for (grace and for peart
lmighty god, our father, from whom every family in 

heaven and earth is named, hear our prayer for Thy 
children in other lands who live in the midst of conflict 
and death, who are wounded in spirit or in body by man’s 

inhumanity to man. Have mercy upon them and sustain them in 
their dark hour of trial and temptation. Forgive us our indolence 
and faithlessness in not teaching nations a better way than strife. 
Purge our own hearts of racial and national antagonisms.
fl O God of love, draw us all so close unto Thyself that we may be 
enabled by Thy Grace to pray for our enemies as did Christ him
self, to put away all malice, and to subdue the hateful promptings 
of evil. So may our fellowship within Thy Church Universal 
endure in spite of distance, falsehood and bloodshed.
fl Gather us together with all our Christian brothers of every 
tongue and nation beneath the Cross of Christ that in humility 

we may learn of Him how to serve Thee in healing the wounds
? of a stricken world. Enlarge our hearts to respond to suffering 

and need that we may give and not count the cost.
fl May Thy wisdom guide us. May Thy power sustain us. And f 

S? may Thy love keep us ever. Amen.

On .cziRTn. pezLce
> .SOOD /WILK.

.TowARD.men

ID 
CM

ID

M

01 
CM
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W
E ARE HUNGRY” comes the bitter cry of 
the children in war-devastated districts of 
China, in war-tom Spain and among Christian 
German refugees.

“We are hungry” comes the bitter refrain of women, 
of the aged throughout the war-shattered sections of 
the world. “We are sick and suffering” say ill and 
wounded civilians.

Day by day the need for war relief throughout the 
world grows more and more urgent. Darker and darker 
the war spirit of hatred spreads over mankind.

Worse and worse are the horror and suffering in 
China and Spain. Greater and greater is the anguish 
of innocent sufferers.

But there is hope!

The call to churches of America for a united Christ
mas offering as a Christian witness to a world at war 
is already meeting a response that indicates the pent-up 
feelings of the American people. Final results depend 
upon pastors throughout the country. Their members 
cannot give unless they present the appeal on Sunday, 
December 19th, or some other suitable day. Pastors are 
urged also to present the needs individually to generous 
men and women and to challenge all Christians to pray 
daily for peace and to give for war sufferers.

An Offering in Every Congregation
The goal of the United Christmas Appeal for war 

sufferers is an opportunity for an offering in every 
congregation so that church members may stand as 
Christian witnesses to a world at war.

From one end of the United States to the other 
Christian leaders have joined in sponsoring the United 
Appeal. Presiding officers and officials of the great com
munions have approved the plan which was bom in 

_ prayer and conference. Laymen in many fields, college, 
university and seminary presidents, other educators, and 
representative women, have become sponsors.

This winter may see greater suffering across the face 
of the world than ever before, even during the World 
War. Peoples and nations are struggling with impos
sible burdens.

Recent years have been a time of multiplying of 
misunderstandings. Individual men and women of 
goodwill have been helpless to stop war.

And yet this suffering, this Very lieipYessiiC^s, die 
creating a new feeling of world brotherhood.

To relieve suffering and to pray are Christian actions 
on which all may agree. The United Christmas Appeal 
for war sufferers is a peace gesture that may be univer
sal. It may weave together the Christian forces of the 
nations — and the peoples of the nations themselves.

War — modem war — is the enemy of all mankind. 
No matter where Mars walks, the story is the same 
— universities and hospitals destroyed, homes wiped 
out, the countryside devastated, employment lost, 
women and children and other civilians bombed and 
raked with machine gun fire. Then come the three other 
Horsemen: Famine — Pestilence — Death.

Cries for help from both China and Spain tell of 
the same horrible suffering, the same devastation, the 
same bombing and killing of civilians, the same heart
breaking hardships and suffering for women and 
children.

Others Give Generously
A hospital bombed in China is matched in horror 

by a school bombed in Spain — 242 children killed 
and more than 700 wounded. Unfortified cities and 
towns are shelled. The crushing poverty in China and 
the teeming millions of inhabitants multiply the num
bers affected and intensify the horror.

Christian German refugees present a picture less 
horrible physically but equally tragic mentally and 
spiritually. Slow starvation and long continued mental 
pressure become acute torture. Morale sinks and des
pair comes. Idleness, with lack of intellectual activity, 
creates a bleakness of life which cannot be described.

Many of the refugees are Christians with Jewish blood. 
There are educators who have sought to maintain the 
great German tradition of freedom for science, officials, 
professional and business men, workers, students and
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pastors, who will not surrender freedom of conscience.
Terse messages describing the needs, the work being 

done, and the magnificent efforts of the people in China 
to help themselves, have come to the Foreign Missions 
Conference of North America from the National Chris
tian Council War Relief Committee of China, and other 
Christian agencies, as follows:—

. . . civilian war victims and refugees need our most 
urgent attention. The elementary human needs of food, 
clothing, shelter and medical care must be met . . .

The Council on Medical Missions is acting closely 
with us. The work for wounded soldiers is in the hands 
of the army medical service and the Red Cross. The 
Y.M.C.A. is undertaking fine social service for soldiers 
near the front...

. . . we’re giving support to local committees of the 
Christian churches . . . This gives us all a sense of 
solidarity which is • very real strength.
. . . The Shanghai Christian Federation has a dozen 
camps with 2,000 refugees and a budget of $13,000 for 
three months, the bulk of which it is raising.
... Nanking has recently organized a Christian Committee 
(which includes Roman Catholics) with a program of 
hospital work and refugee work to which we are giving 
help. The same is true of Soochow ...

Canton has suffered very severely from air raids, and 
is still suffering . . . But the Federation of Churches in 
Canton has been very active. They’ve organized 14 emer
gency service corps, with a membership of 300 in train
ing.

The most urgent needs of the hospitals in Shanghai 
are doctors, nurses and medical supplies. Nearly all the 
remaining medical stock in China has been sold out. 
Efforts should be made to increase immediately such 
supplies and possibly medical personnel from abroad.
... In spite of many hardships, the people in Shanghai 
have contributed generously in their endeavors to assist 
the war refugees. Several hundred thousand dollars have 
been collected and spent during the last two months for 
relief work among war refugees, but unless large gifts 
can be counted on from foreign sources in the immedi
ate future, the situation is bound to become extremely 
difficult ...

The Shanghai public is approaching the end of its 
resources, particularly because of the virtual cessation 
of international trade and the closing of many large 
factories during the past few weeks . . .

It costs about three cents a day to keep one refugee 
alive. Thus approximately $700,000 per month will shortly 
be required for refugees in the Shanghai area alone with
out taking into account the needs of sick and wounded 
civilians. Upcountry appeals are being received from 
Soochow, Chinkiang, Nanking, Wuhu and Hankow, and 
other points where international relief activities have 
been started.

Maintain Christian Fellowship
For more than one hundred years, American Chris

tians have poured into China a wealth of money and 
love. The wealth of the Church in China is not in the 
church buildings, the universities, colleges and schools, 
not in the hospitals, important as all these things are, 
but in the hundreds of thousands of souls which constitute 

its membership. These people, faithful Christians, 
must not be allowed to die of disease or starvation. 
They must be helped in their fight for rehabilitation. 
Among them are real leaders of China.

In spite of war with shells and gas and air raids, 
Christian work in evangelism, education and medicine 
continues in China. While women and children and 
frail and aged missionaries have been recalled from 
some stations, the great majority of missionaries m 
China are carrying on.

Mission hospitals continue their work. In a few 
cases it has been necessary for the American staff to 
withdraw temporarily, but the Chinese nurses and 
doctors are keeping them open.

People Want to Help 
There are 252 Protestant mission hospitals in China. 

Some have been bombed and shelled, some have been 
compelled to move either by the destruction of the 
building or for safety. Most are seriously affected by 
lack of funds, for there are practically no pay patients 
these days and there has been a tremendous increase 
in free work. Literally thousands of sick and wounded 
are dependent on these American mission hospitals. 
In Nanking and Wuhu, according to cabled reports, 
only the mission hospitals are open.

Before the United Christmas Appeal could reach 
pastors, news articles about it influenced men and 
women to give individually. The first gift came from 
a missionary to Japan. The second came from a grand
mother who gave five dollars for each of thirteen 
grandchildren as a thank-offering that they have been 
spared the horrors of war. The third was from a church 
in New Jersey, followed by one from Virginia. A 
retired minister sent an offering that he considered “too 
small,” and yet it will keep a child alive for days.

Chinese in America are making great sacrifices, for 
relief of suffering. At first efforts were made to raise 
war funds but, as the story of great suffering (probably 
the greatest in the history of the world) began to reach 
the United States, war chests were largely forgotten and 
all efforts put on war relief. Considering the resources 
of the average Chinese in America, gifts are almost 
beyond belief. Reports from some 
communities say they average 
$200 a person, and $500 a family. Olfëfiw
The Chinese here have reached the 
limit of their resources.

In China, the giving of the fc 
Chinese and foreigners 
is on a generous and 
sacrificing scale. It 
must be remembered
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that China is a country of abject poverty for millions.
Spaniards strive to provide for the children, victims 

of civil strife, bitter and fierce. Though great sacrifices 
are made by many and both sides endeavor to feed the 
children, war demands keep food and clothing from 
them. Many have been killed or wounded. In civil con
flict neutral aid is imperative. The French Government 
has given 3,000,000 francs for Spanish children within 
its borders.

Jews of the world are taking care of Jewish German 
refugees. Nobly they also are carrying assistance to 
some Christians. Many Germans are doing what they 
can to help.

Swift aid from the Christmas offering will go under 
Christian auspices to war sufferers and Christian 
German refugees. In Spain the number of child feed
ings will be increased. Care will be taken of more 
Christian German refugees as soon as more money 
is available. A cable to China will provide 
the next day’s food for refugees, medicine 
and anesthetics for the sick and wounded 
civilians.

They Presented Unto Him Gifts
The Sunday before Christmas, December 

19th, is the date set for the appeal. Pastors of 
congregations with annual appeals for spe
cial purposes have asked that they may take 
their offerings in January. Of course they 
may! But the Christmas season was chosen 
so that offerings might be made in the spirit 
of the birthday of the Prince of Peace. Thank You

Money given will go to civilian war relief in China* 
to feed and clothe children of both sides in Spain and 
for the relief of Christian German refugees.

The money for China will be spent by agencies 
approved by the Foreign Missions Conference of North 
America, in which most of the foreign missionary 
bodies of the United States and Canada cooperate. 
Relief for Spanish children will be administered 
through the American Friends Service Committee 
(Quakers), which is already carrying on work on both 
sides of the line in Spain. Additional funds will be spent 
with but little increase in overhead. The American 
Committee for Christian German Refugees will be given 
the funds for the German refugees. It also is an estab
lished agency, so that the money will be spent without 
increased cost of administration.

Some communions have issued appt«7& \ur China 
war relief. The United Christmas Appeal supplements 

and strengthens them.
Gifts may be designated, if desired, for:
A. The appeal for war relief of your 

communion
B. Christian German refugees
C. Spanish children
D. Chinese civilian war relief

Undesignated funds will be distributed in 
proportion to needs.

Contributions received indicate that the 
small administrative expenses of this ap
peal will be met by special gifts, so with the 
exception of the cost of mailing the appeals 
all gifts will go to relief.

DR. JOHN B. MOTT. Chairman 
SIDNEY D. GAMBLE, Treasurer 
REV. ROSWELL P. BARNES 
ARTHUR E. HUNGERFORD 

Executive Directors
Miss Grace Abbott 
Roger W. Babson 
Bishop James C. Baker 
Eugene E. Barnett 
Reverend P. O. Bersell 
President Isaiah Bowman 
Rt. Reverend Peter Bryce 
Reverend Frederick W. Burnham 
Reverend Albert Butzer 
Frank T. Cartwright 
Reverend Samuel McCrea Cavert 
Reverend Allan Knight Chalmers 
Mrs. Harrie R. Chamberlin 
B. M. Cherrington 
Bishop A. R. Clippinger 
Bishop Frank V. C. Cloak 
President Henry Sloane Coffin 
Reverend Stephen J. Corey 
Reverend Weldon F. Crossland 
Reverend John W. Decker 
Bishop Paul de Schweinitz 
Reverend Ralph E. Diffendorfer 
Reverend M. E. Dodd 
John Foster Dulles 
Reverend William Hiram Foulkes

SPONSORING
President James H. Franklin 
President E. A. Fridell 
Bishop John A. Gregg 
President Fred G. Holloway 
Reverend Ivan Lee Holt 
Dean Lynn Harold Hough 
Reverend Allan A. Hunter 
Bishop Edwin H. Hughes 
President Mordecai W. Johnson 
Reverend Edgar DeWitt Jones 
Rufus M. Jones 
Mrs. Orrin R. Judd 
Reverend Hugh T. Kerr 
Dean Frank D. Kershner 
Bishop L. W. Kyles 
Reverend Paul S. Leinbach 
Reverend Henry Smith Leiper 
President Walter L. Lingle 
Reverend Elmore M. McKee 
President John A. Mackay 
John E. Manley 
President Daniel L. Marsh 
Professor Robert A. Millikan 
Bishop Arthur J. Moore 
Bishop John M. Moore 
President Albert W. Palmer 
Bishop Edward L. Parsons 
Bishop Charles H. Phillips 
Reverend Harold Phillips 
Clarence E. Pickett 
Reverend Earle V. Pierce 
Reverend Daniel A. Poling

COMMITTEE
Reverend Edwin McNeill Poteat 
Reverend P. Frank Price 
President George W. Richards 
Frank Ritchie 
Reverend A. R. Robinson 
Reverend John R. Sampey 
President Walter Dill Scott 
President Chas. C. Selecman 
Harper Sibley 
Reverend Joseph R. Sizoo 
Mrs. Robert E. Speer 
Robert E. Speer 
James M. Speers 
Bishop John S. Stamm 
Reverend J. Ross Stevenson 
Reverend James H. Straughn 
Carroll H. Sudler 
William E. Sweet

Offerings and contributions should be sent to 
Sidney D. Gamble, Treasurer, United Christmas 
Appeal, Federal Council of the Churches of Christ 
in America, 297 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Louis J. Taber 
Charles P. Taft II 
Reverend Ernest Fremont Tittle 
Miss Daisy June Trout
Bishop Henry St. George Tucker 
Dean Henry P. Van Dusen 
Reverend Walter W. Van Kirk 
Reverend A. L. Wamshuis 
Bishop Herbert Welch 
William Allen White 
President Wynand Wichers 
Reverend L. K. Williams 
President Charles F. Wishart 
John W. Wood 
Walter C. Woodward 
Miss Mary E. Woolley 
Carroll M. Wright

COMPILED BY ARTHUR ELLT HUNGERFORD
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REGARDING: War in China. Macao. Portuguese newspapers continue 
to report day by day events occurring in the Far ^ast# 
The main concern of Portugal is with its colony of 
Macao.
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gar in China. Macao.

The newspapers continue to report day by day» i® press 

telegrams from various sources* the events occurring in the 

Far £iast. Of course, the main concern of Portugal is with 

its colony of Macao, which is much too near the scene of 

operations for the comfort of the Lisbon Government. "The 

man in the street" comments on such headlines as "In South 

China, the landing of Japanese troops is imminent in the 

vicinity of Macao, in preparation for a great offensive

against

-3-

"maintained in such a way as to demand the respect 
of those who are strong and to inspire the 
confidence of those who are weak. The Portu
guese sailors and soldiers who are at present 
in the little island of Pal-Von-Cam, near Co- 
toane, have certainly the full eense of the 
honorable mission entrusted to them and will 
fulfill it with the pride which is customary 
in our people - the first people of Europe to 
have been known end admired in the Far Fast". 
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against Canton” (0 3LCUL0, December 29}, and the opinion 

is often heard that the fate of Macao may to a certain ex

tent be linked to that of China. It was announced recent

ly that a military inspector was on his way to Timor to re- 

pert on the degree of preparation of the Infantry regiment 

("Caqadores de Timor") which Is stationed there. The an

xiety created by the attitude of Japan was further Increased 

by the following press telegram from hong Kong, December 3C, 

which appeared in NGTICIaS of the day following, under the 

caption "The Japanese are landing near Macao. diplomatic 

protest of the Portuguese Government":

"The occupation by Japan of part 
of the island of Pai-Von-Cam, affected yes
terday, gave rise to Portugal occupying, on 
its side, tho eastern portion of that island, 
which for a long time has been considered a 
zone in dispute between Portugal and China. 
It appears that the Portuguese Gov rnment 
has presented in Tokyo a diplomatic protest 
against the occupation, thus making reserva
tions as to its rights, and maintaining as 
to Japan the claims which it has always 
held against China. These facts are not 
interpreted as involving in any way Portugal 
in the conflict, especially inasmuch as 
the Japanese troops, - following, according 
to reports, the instructions of their govern
ment, - have not gone beyond the limit claimed 
by Portugal on the eastern part of the Island. 
It appears that the pacific Chinese popula
tion has taken refuge In the part of the 
Island occupied by Portugal".

Although all the Portuguese newspapers reproduced the 

above telegram, with headlines expressing the concern felt 

in this country over the incident, the only comment was in 

the semi-official DIus.Iu Da aNHX, where the editor wrote:

"The film attitude of our authorities 
at Macao, according to the telegram in question, 
shows to all the world that the rights ana the 
honor of Portugal are nowadays defended and

maintained
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Secretary of State

Washington

Dated

FROtfec’d

rj N|’P
January 20 1938

22, January 20, 5 p.m.

3:03 p
Division of \

FAR EASTERS AFFAIRS JÔ

f
(GRi'xY) With reference to a report from Tokyo That the

Japanese Government had thanked Germany for its attempt at 

an adjustment in the Far Eastern conflict the Deutsches 

Nachrichten Buro last evening carried the following announce

ment: "It is learned from official quarters that in the 

course of conversations which took place at the end of 

October 1937 between the German Ambassadors in Nanking and 

Tokyo and the governments there, the wish was expressed by 

the governments of the two countries in conflict for the 

assistance of Germany in the attempt to find an adjustment. 

In order to serve the interests of peace in the reestablishment 

of which Germany is ns interested as the rest of the world 

the German Government believed it should place itself at the 

disposal of the two countries with which it was on friendly 

terms for the proposed purpose. Hereby Germany from the 

beginning stressed that its attitude in the conflict was 

neutral and that therefore its cooperation could not 

transcend the simple transmission of communications which 

one of the two governments might wish to transmit to the other.

This
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-2- #22, January. 20r. 5 p.m,, from Berlin,

This principle has been observed,

"irith the publication on January 16 of the manifesto 

of the Japanese Government the conflict between Japan and 

China has entered a new stage".

Referring to a report in the Paris TEMPS concerning 

the possibility of a joint German, French, English, American 

mediation in the conflict this morning’s D A Z points out that 

the last three countries had so far shown very little 

understanding for Japan’s action, that they had not like 

Germany observed a neutral attitude and that the proposed 

demarche is apparently primarily to be directed against 

Japan. It is intimated finally that the step would probably 

be of little use in view of the Japanese manifesto on 

January 16. (END GRAY)

I inquired as to the basis of this announcement of 

Bismark at the Foreign Office this morning who informed me 

in substance as follows. The German Ambassadors at Nanking 

and Tokyo had facilitated the transmissions of two series of 

communications between the Chinese and Japanese Governments, 

one of which commencing in October last had extended into 

November and the other beginning at the end of December had 

continued for a time in January, Germany had not, however, 

acted in any capacity other than as a forwarding agent and 

had added nothing whatsoever to the communications except 

to express the wish to both parties that a settlement might 

be
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be achieved. Germany had undertaken this in response to the 

request of the parties both of which had expressed the view 

that Germany afforded a suitable agency inasmuch as she was 

the only great power which through the Brussels Conference 

or otherwise had not taken a position in the matter. Both 

parties had requested at the time that Germany not make her 

action public. He was aware that this had been the course 

of "misunderstandings" in the press (Department’s 115, 

November 5, 1 p.m.) and that Germany was thus pleased that 

on the initiative of Japan the matter was being cleared up. 

The fact that the announcement came at this time had no 

special meaning except that Germany's action having come to 

an end rendered it opportune.

Respecting the general situation in the Far East, 

Bismark expressed the view that the breaking of relations 

between Japan and China would not affect the status of 

affairs unless Japan should declare war. He believed that 

the conflict had now entered on a phase which meant that it 

would be long protracted. He could see no hope for success 

of mediatory efforts at this time. $

He said that Germany was maintaining her attitude of 

complete neutrality and had informed the Chinese Government 

that it intended to continue that course unless Russia should 

enter the conflict in which case Germany would have to 

reconsider her position. He said, however, that the Foreign

Office
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Office did not perceive any indication of Russia's taking such 

a step.

Regarding the item in the TEMPS cited above Bismark said 

that he was not aware of its having any official basis.

GILBERT
KLP fT'YC
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EG SECOND BRIGADE OSMO

* 0. i ■» I11 u. iJ. |

ACT! ON : CI NCAFADM

INFO:

FROM jGnuQry„ 20, 1938 
REc*d 8:11 p.m.

CINCAF 
OPNAV

AliCON SHANGHAI CHINA
COIIDESRON FIVE
COZEUBRON FIVE 
COIÜANGPAT
COHSOPAT
AI.IEÎ ÎBAS S ADCR CHI NA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
AÏUSNA PEIPING

8620. No reported changes military situation. 1912

SMS ;NPZG

*4
<0 
01

<0
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01 
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“ ... r,.„ V • «^coœoPAT *

January 21, 1938
AA 1 L> 

Rsc’d 9:13 a.m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF
ADMINISTRATIVE
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COHDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF
COIÏÏANGPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0020, South China ports quiet, 2000



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter t August 10f 1972
By MLbt~ 0 _NA§S. Date ----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COÎÆXANGPAT 
PLAIN£G TO From

INFO: OPNAV WASHN
ACTION
CINCAF (ADMINISTRATIVE)
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
Y.iNGANTZPAT
C0r.'V3R0N FIVE
CI1ÏCÂF
COliSOPAT
AÜAI.ÎBASSADOR CHINA
USS FARBLEHEAD 
AL'OSNA PEIPING 
CCïDESRON FIVE

January 21, 1938

0020. Yangtze River ports quiet, 2245



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 _ __
By D KARS. Date H-l8*75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG iCOP^S ' ' SECOND BRIGADE USMC 

:FRO^anuary 21, 1938

■”■*** T Rec’d 8:10 a.m.

AC'ü Cl" : CINCAF (FLAG AND ADM) 
OPNAV
AUG ON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
COIIDESRON FIVE
COHTANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUS NA PEIPING

8621. Japanese drive northern section Tsingpu

line delayed by inclement weather northward attack 

southern section Tsingpu reported captured Lin Hweikwan 

16 miles East Pengpu with object flanking Fengyang and

Pengpu. 1827 «■

DDLIsHPD

793.94/12159
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pRATASSTFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG GRAY

RT TOl?R<^Entain via N 

> .ùJ.D. January 20, 1938

~ / Rec’d 12:50ja.m. Jan. 21st

Secretary of State

Washingt on
Division of x

15, January 20, 2 p.m

Pennell, Associated Press Correspondent 

informed me that 10 gunmen said to be in the employ of 

the Japanese military police last night raided the 

residence of Li Tu, ex-subordinate of Ma Chan Shan and 

former volunteer leader in Manohukuo, in the British 

concession. Not finding Li Tu they announced that they 

would wait but finally shot two nephews and an employee 

of Li Tu, of whom one nephew was fatally and one seriously 

wounded, and decamped. This outrage is considered 

particularly of special interest in view of recent

Anglo-Japanese dispute wherein Japanese military police 

demanded the surrender to them of certain Chinese resi

dents of the British concession who the Japanese alleged 

wgre anti-Japanese workers. The Japanese request was 

refused due to failure to discover any incriminating 

evidence in a search of the premises concerned by the

British concession police. This report has been officially55 

confirmed and it is understood that Pennell is endeavoring g

793.94/12160
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 ~ 
By 0. MS. Date /2-/fr7r

-2- ;"15, January 20, 2 p.m. from Tientsin via N, R.

to send it out via ordinary commercial communication 

facilities.

I have just been informed unofficially that Japanese 

threatened to take Chinese from the British concession by 

force but were warned that such action would be opposed 

by force,

Repeated to Embassy at Peiping and Hankow.

CAIDWELL

RRfaJC



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 . __
By . mUAn Date I2-Jfr75

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 89O.*pO/75. _____________FOR ___________________

FROM State Department ( Jones ) DATED Jan* 1938
To 'ïiF’Ëastern'DÏvT ..........  """name...........................................................~~ ' *

regarding Outstanding developments in Far Eastern conflict during week 
* ending Jan. 15: Outlines—

mr

793.94/12 16 
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10. 1972By ..FlUfrn P. Daté n-t8*?$

JR

TELEGRAM7

AMEMBASSY HANKOW

Secretary

■5«2

Peiping via N. R.

FRQMitEd January 21, 193^

45, January 21, 3 p.m

r-r;sT to
of State I”

Washington. î

Rec’d 8:05 a.m

One. The headquarters of the Japanese forces in

Embassy’s 36, January 18, 4 p.m

North China have been transferred from Tientsin to

Peiping. General Terauchi arrived yesterday, stating 

that the primary reason for the transfer is military, 

that he may be able to render personal assistance to the 

new Government and to cooperate in the execution of 

administrative policies, that due to the absence of

sincerity on the part of the National Government, the

Japanese Government has been compelled to take steps 

to cease dealing with the National Government, and that 

his entire efforts will be directed toward complete

extermination of the Kuomintang Army and the construction 

and consolidation of "the new and rising China".

Two. The transfer of the headquarters has been

under consideration for some time. Presumably the delay

in transfer was due to a decision not to take a step which

might create an additional hindrance to Sino-Japanese
-J

negotiations;
S3

793.94/12162
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 , 
By 0, NARS. Date

«583

-2- #45, January 21, 3 p.m., from Peiping via N. R.

negotiations, a reason which however ceased to exist with 
(with the?)

Japan’s decision not to deal without National Government. 

The primary reason for the transfer seems to he, as 

Terauchi said, military, as Peiping is from the 

viewpoint of strategic communications more important 

than Tientsin. The new Chinese regime can scarcely 

welcome the change as its puppet character will thus• 

be emphasized. Japanese claim that the transfer is not 

related to Japanese dissatisfaction with Wang Keh Min.

Repeated to the Ambassador by mail to Tokyo.

t
LOCKHART

JLS sWWc



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) OP (E)
Department of State letter9 August 10. 1972
By 0, __ NARS, Date lî-l8*7S

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see 893.102 Hankow/115 FOR_____

from ...Ckiaa..(Hankow)________ (.....Johnson.____) dated .Dee. 10,19.37____
NAME 1—1127

regarding*. Establishment of a "notified area" at Hankow for the safety of

793.94/neutrals against injury during Sino-Japanese hostilities.

Meeting of colleagues to discuss-, reporting on today's-, at
taches copy of a memorandum,presented by Mr Moss, British Con- ft) 
sul General, setting forth the proposal. —

0) 
CM



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By WLttvn -MAKS. Date U-&75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR

AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMCONSUL TSINGTAO

PLAIN
From

Chefoo via N. R

Secretary of State

Washington

January 20, 11 a.m

Rec'd 1:22 p.m., 21s

Dated, January 20

and

Most local shops are open today 

Bank of Communications are still

but bank of China

closed following

disorders of fifteenth. Twenty-five disaffected police 

paid off yesterday sailed for Tientsin after surrendering 

arms and uniforms.

ALLEN

793.94/1216



James A. Farrell,^ Zinnur.

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0/-NAKS» Date

Graeme K. Howard, ViceGhairman Eugene P. Thomas, President RobektH. Patch,N, Treusurer

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, IN

£

Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck, 
Political Adviser on the Far East 
Department of State, 
Washington, D. C.

26 BEAVER STREET • NEW YORKUL X—.January 21, 19;
Division of \

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS <gü£

Dear Dr. Hornbeck^

J

JAN 2 2 1938
zDepartment of State n DRUBECK 'u 

j kH 2 4 -

Trade Federation:
dated Tokio, Jan

I eno îosd^^xsl^ copy of cablegram received via Washington/ 
14VOS&iL'fim Kenji Kodama, President, Japan Foreign 

Aà^tos.sident, Yokohama Specie Bank. Also copy of the 
Âiédconsulting with Mr. Hatsujiro Yoshida 

General Manager, Mitsui & Company, Ltd., New York.
cable as we have int

In reference to the portion of the message which Mr. Yoshida 
interprets as meaning: ”if such untoward assistance (boycott and credit) is 
not given by other sources of Communistic elements, then the whole of China 
would unite with Japan against the radical Changakishek Government”.

He says ’’This interpretation may not be the true one for 
while I can appreciate the connection between Communism and the boycott, I 
cannot quite reconcile Communism and the granting of credit to the Chinese 
Government.

”l should like to suggest, therefore, that a cable be 
sent to Mr. Kodama asking him to repeat in other words his paragraph beginning 
’Such untoward assistance’, etc.'1

It is not our purpose, at least until we hear from you, to 
cable to Mr. Kodama» He apparently is under the misconception that because 
the American-Japanese Trade Councils, here and in Japan, were formed and 
operated for several years under our sponsorship and that of the Japan Economic 
Federation, together with Economic Missions to Japan and the United States, rep
resenting the respective bodies, that we would make representations to our 

members and other exporters along the lines indicated in his cablegram.

We would appreciate your advices as to whether it would 
be proper for us to inform Mr. Kodama that, during the present hostilities, 
the American-Japanese and American-Chinese Trade Councils here have discontinued 
operations, for obvious reasons, and that as the policies Governing our trade 
relations with both countries are in the hands of the State Department we have 
necessarily referred his cablegram to them. ?

Telephone: WHitehall 4'5780
COOPERATING ORGAXI^ AT IOXS:

Sï
’Z

À
 --------. 

I /r
 6•

 26
4

FOREIGN COMMERCE DEPARTMENT, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
FOREIGN TRADE COMMITTEE OF THE BUSINESS ADVISORY COUNCIL, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

EKPORTERS-IMPORTERS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION

J f



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

• * Exact

-- P P J Tokio, January 15th -
Via Washington, D.C., 
January 17, 1938

E. P. Thomas, President,
National Foreign Trade Council, Inc., 
26 Beaver Street, New York City.

In dawn New Year permit convey heartiest greetings Honorable Members your Associations 

express sincere thanks strenuous efforts developing American-Japanese commercial 

relation which shown wonderful record never experienced between any two countries in 

world. Present Sino-Japanese conflict unexpectedly fell should not allow mar happy 

economic relations our two nations. Panay incident caused us extraordinary anxiety 

has happily solved thank generous attitude American people. With fall Nanking seems 

maximum trouble present conflict done international commerce already overriden.

Under circumstances Japanese people as whole earnestly desire American public continue 

traditional friendly fair attitude towards present conflict and not unduly encourage 

Chinese people such means boycotting Japanese goods giving credit purchase Chinese 

Government, etc., so present conflict might degenerate state like unfortunate Civil 

War Spain. Such untoward assistance not given other sources communistic element 

whole China will unite with us separating radical Changakishek Government whose 

anti-Japanese policy feal cause present conflict. Again relying traditional policy 

fair play American business men continuous development prosperous economic relations 

our two countries.

(signed) Kenji Kodarna, President, Japan Foreign Trade Federation. 

Ex-President, Yokohama Special Bank.



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By jufe. Date IZ-/8-75

tannery 25 1918

In reply refer to 
FS 793.94/12165 ,

Dear Mr. Thomae:
I have received your letter of January 21, 1938, 

with which you eaolose copies of a telegram from Mr. 
Kenji Kodama, President, Japan Foreign Trade Federa
tion, and of an interpretation of the telegram, and 
request advice with regard to action which you are 
considering in reference thereto.

AS the cablegram from Mr. Kodama appears to be 
a New Tear's greeting, it would not seem that cognisance 
need be taken of the further observations contained 
therein or that any response need be made beyond a simple 
acknowledgment. In any case, it is believed that it 
would be inadvisable to state to Mr. Kodama that the 

policies

793.94/12165

Mr. Bugene P. Thomas, 
President, National Foreign 
Trade Council, Inc.,

26 Beaver Street, 
New York, Mew Tort.

“T1
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 By A Date

policies governing our trad* relations with Japan and 
China ar* in th* hand* of th* Department and that you 
are referring his cablegram to the Department.

Tour* sincerely,

Stanley X. Hornbook 
Adviser on Political Relations

JAN 2 5 1938.M

FE:JWB:TMT;SS:NN 
1/24/38



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 _ _ 
By 0 NAfiS, Date U-l8*7$ 

JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
------------------GRAY

1 crridS SENT TO 
j O.N.L AND M.LD.

—}

From

Secretary of State,

Washington,

124, January 22, noon, 
) za-/3/

My No. 97,'January 18,

Shanghai via N.

Japanese drive up the southern section Tsinpu 

Railway has made little progress during the past few 

days. In consequence operations to the east of the 

railway are being undertaken with a view to outflanking 

Chinese positions at Fengyang and Pengpu. Increasing 

activities of Chinese guerrilla units in the Wuhu 

and Hangchow areas and around Tai Lake are keeping 

Japanese troops occupied and apparently preventing 

further Japanese withdrawals from these areas for use

on other fronts. Mopping up operations in Pootung

continue.

International Settlement police have successfully 

rounded up a large part of terrorists and criminals 

during the week and are making strenuous efforts to 

prevent further bombing incidents.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

RRîHPD

793.94/12166
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By ... nUAn Pi __ NARS, Date li-l8*7$

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Plain

INFO: GINCUS, 2nd Brigade, 
Comdesron 5, Comsopat 
USS ï.'arblehead,

CQMYANGPAT

Un dat e d.

Reed 10:22 p.m. Jan* 22,1938

Yangpat, Comsubron 5, 
Amambassador China,

Alusna Peiping

0021 Yangtze River ports quiet 2050

Division of

*4
<0 
«

NP: RGC
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 ~ 
By D NAfiS. Date 12-/8'75

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

CO 
04 
• 
(0

SEE .....701.9394/18_____________________ FOR_____ Tal»i49.1p«._____________

ro
MO 

from...... Japan.______________ (_____ fire».___.) dated_____JaXV.24,.19_38____ Q)
YQ NAME 1—1127 cfo co

REGARDING:
Japanese Government has ceased to deal with General ChiaigKai 

Shek’s regime according to press report from Japanese Foreign 
Office, but it will continue to accord diplomatic and con
sular privileges to Chinese diplomatic and consular officials 
representing the National Government» The de jure status 
of Japanese and Chinese diplomatic and consular officials 
remains unchanged» emc



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 ~ 
By MLttw* NARS, Date 11-18*7$ 

RR GRAY

Tokyo

Dated January 24, 1938

Received 7:05 a. m.

Secretary of State,

W aahingt on.

RUSH 49, January 24, 1p.m.

Department’s 22, January 23, 3p.m.

The Foreign Office spokesman on January 21 made 

the following statement which appeared in the local press.

"Although it has ceased to deal with General Chiang 

Kai Shek’s regime, the Japanese Government will continue 

to accord diplomatic and consular privileges to Chinese 

diplomatic and consula^Bfficials representing the National 

Government."

The Foreign Officejthis morning upon discreet approach 

confirmed the foregoing and stated categorically that the 

status of the Chinese Charge d'Affaires would remain 

unchanged.

In other words it is the view of the Japanese 

Government that the de jure status of the Japanese and 

Chinese diplomatic and consular officials respectively 

remains unchanged.

Repeated to Shanghai for Wanking and Johnson.

RR GREW



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By D, EARS. Date IÎ-&75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Plain

:>;’V yûRROM USS MARBLEHEAD

Undat Ed

Reed 10:22 p.m. Jan. 22,1938v

ACTION: GINOUS
INFO: 2nd Brigade, Comsubron 5, Comdesron 5, 

Comyangpat, Comsopat, Ambassador China, Opnav.

1021 Chefoo quiet, No change 2310.

NPL RC-C

to
-4

793.94/12168 i 
F/FG
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DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652* Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10. 1972
By IHUAvu 0, NARS. Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ACTION 
INFO :

.....   —------- 2nd BR IGADE USMC 
u.SSixNl I 0 j------- January 22, 1938

1. AAJ AiJ.D. R M
• OPNAV, ’WASHINGTON I

AM CONSUL, SHANGHAI 
(50NSUBR0N 5
COMDESRON 5
COM YANGPAT

■COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8622 Japan ese thrEE column southward Shantung offEn-

sIve making slow progrEss. Units from Tsingtao now twenty- 

Eight milEs south that city. DEtachmEnt on Tsinpu Railway 

still held up south TEnghsiEn. Third column driving south 

from WEihsiEn now onE hundrEd milEs East YEnchow. No te- 

ports other sEctors 1840

NPL

793.94/12169

g



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 ~ __By O.flLffi. MARS. Date /3-/#»ZT

NO TELEGRAM RÉCÉlVËT)
January 23, 1938

ACTION 
INFO:

From
: OPNAV
JINCAF (ADNINISTRATIVE)
2nd BRIGADE WSMC
YANGTZE PATROL
GOMSUBAON 5
CONDESRON 5
OU’OAF
XMSOPAT
ANAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD

Rçc’d 8;20 a.m..

ALUSNA PEIPING

0022 Yangtze River ports quiet 2045

RR

793.94/12170



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „By 0 Jttfe. Date H-/8-7S

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NC

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.1. AND M.I.D.

Secretary of State

PLAIN

FROM °antOn ViQ N‘ R‘

Dated January 22, 1938

Rec’d 11^43 p.m.

'Vashingt on

January 22, 1 p.m.

Aside from one small raid or Canton Hong Kong and

Sunning Railway, reported further dropping of propaganda 

pamphlets near Canton and considerable scouting over pro

vince, Japanese air operations have been confined to daily 

repeated raiding of southern section Canton Hankow Railway 

and Canton Hong Kong highway by small groups averaging 

three planes dropping total about seventy bombs on railway 

and twenty on highway. No important damage reported, 

military headquarters spokesman confirms substantial 

accuracy of press reports to effect that January nineteenth 

about two hundred Japanese Marines from three warships 

(accompanied by some merchant vessels) attempted to land 

at Yuling deep water harbor southern Hainan under cover of 

shelling and air bombing and were repulsed by defence 

garrison with considerable casualties.

Chinese press professed unconcern over decisions reached 

by Japanese Imperial Conference and declares they migt 

answered by more determined Chinese resistance.

LINNELL
.......... s , - -

793.94/12171
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 _MLfaUrs 0, KARS. Date U-l8»?S

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NC  GRAY

1 COPIES SENT TO 
j O.N.i. AND M.I.D.

--------------------

Secretary of State

Washington

From
Swatow via N. R.

January 21, 5 p.m.

Japanese Consulate was broken into and thoroughly 

ransacked this morning by group of about twenty soldiers 

believed to be acting under instructions from Canton.

Objectives were apparently papers and suspected stores of

munitions of war but none of the latter was found although 

some machinery and electrical parts were found in cellars. 

No evidence of vandalism as furniture was unharmed.

KcTCHAM



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972Bv Liofe. Date

A portion of
is confidEntiai ana must o 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated 
(A)

R

Dated Jan

Washington

Secretary of State

22, 1938
to anyone.

_ Redd 6:37From
p.m.

Department of State

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.I. A^D M.I.D. |

47, Jan, 22, 11 a.m

.FOLLOWING FOR T7AR DEPARTMENT FROM COLONEL. STILLWELL:

’’One, Military situation Yangtze Valley unchanged

Death of Liu Hsiang and appointment of Chang Chon as

Szechwan Governor gives Central Government better hold on

-Szechwan, Japanese making progress towards Hsuchowfu

along railroad from south.

held long, QiwL

Two. Reliable report

Believe Hsuchowfu will not be

from foreigner, long experience

in northwest indicates heavy traffic on —Lanchow( ?-)-n

highway. Estimates 1500 heavy Russian trucks operating

hauling munitions

793.94/ 12 173

He has counted 400

bv-.r fifty Russian

way being surfaced

laborers working

cetera^ quartered

port. Individual

Daily arrivals Lanchow 100 to 200 trucks.,

in one day. Saw four Russian tanks and

planes at. Lanchow on January 1. High-

throughout. Large gangs Chinese

700 Russian mechanics chauffeurs, et

in village near Lanchow handling trans

truck capacity four tons, Russian are

chauffeurs west of Lanchow; only Chinese chauffeurs east

c hereof'T -n
Repeated Peiping

JOHNSON

Hl 
0O

NPL
RGO K
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By WLfon NARS. Date 12-/8’75

(CCHFIDUHTIAL)

' PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 47) of January 22, 1930, fro» the 
American Ambassador at Hankow quotes a message fro» 
Colonel Stilwell for the War Department which reads 
substantially as follows:

Military situation Yangtse Valley unchanged. Death 
of Liu Hsiang and appointment of Chang Chun as Sseebwan 
Governor gives Central Government better hold on Ssech- 
wan. Japanese making progress towards Hsuehowfu along 
railroad from south. Believe Hsuehowfu will not be 
held long.

According to a reliable report received fro® a 
foreigner who has had long experience in the northwest, 
there is heavy traffic on (?) Lanchow(?)n highway, on 
January 1 thia foreigner saw more than fifty Russian 
airplanes and four Russian tanks at Lanohow. He esti
mates that 1500 heavy Russian trunks with an Individual 
truck capacity of four tons are engaged in hauling mu
nitions. One hundred to two hundred trucks arrive 
dally at lanohow. In one day he counted four hundred 

trucks. Large gongs of Chinese laborers are working, 
and the highway la being surfaced throughout, only 
Chines® chauffeurs are used east of Lanchow and Russian 
chauffeurs are used west. Seven hundred Russian mechanics, 
chauffeurs, at cetera, handling transport are quartered in 

a village near lanehow.
FE: EGARES 
1-24
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TELEGRAM from Johnson. HANKOW, dated January 22. 1938: 
Yanytee Valley Military Situation
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s Secretary

Chief, or Head of Office

Cordell Hull

u Under Secretary Sumner Welles

c Counselor R. Walton Moore

A-M Assistant Secretary George S. Messersmith

A-W Assistant Secretary Hugh R. Wilson

PA/fc Adviser on Political Relations Stanley K. Hornbeck

FEIS Adviser on International Economic Affairs Herbert Feis

FE Division of Far Eastern Affairs Maxwell M. Hamilton



TELEGRAM fror- Johnson. HANKOW. dated January 22. 1938; 
Yangtze Valley Military Situation
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972
By Date 11-18*7$

Jan.22. Johnson, U.S. Aabassador to Chin, cabled fro. Hankow th. 
following aessage fro. Stlllw.il, U.S. Military Attach., for th. 
War Department: ---- —

"Ono. Military situation Tangtss Valley unchanged. Death of Liu 
Hsiang and appointment of Chang Chou as Szochwan Governor gives 
Central Govsrnaent better hold on Szechwan. Japanese .eking progress 
toward Hsuchowfu along railroad fro. South. Bollovo Hsuchowfu will 
not hold long.

"IWo. Reliable report fro. foreigner with long expedience In northwest Indicates heavy traffic on(T) LanchowfTj highvay. Estimates 
1500 heavy Russian trucks operating hauling munitions» Dtlly arrivals 
Lanchow 100 to 200 trucks. Ho has counted 400 In ono day Saw four 
Russian tanks and over 50 Russian pianos at Lanchow on Jan. 1» 
Highway being ourfaeed throughout. Large gangs Chinese laborers working. 
700 Russian aochanlcs, chauffeurs, etc quartered In vllla<o near 
Lanchow handling transport. Individual truck capacity fow tone. 
Russians are chauffeurs west of Lanchow; only Chinese ohaif fours east 
the roof." ________ ___ _

Stlllw.il
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CA TELEGRAM RECEIVED Gray

4584

SHANGHAI VIA N.R.

_ Dated Jan. 22, 1938From ’
Reed 2:40 p.m.

S\V

December 31,

125j January

Reference my

Secretary of State

’lash in gt on.

Having receivednoon regarding Wuhu incidents

o

no further reply showing satisfactory action to locate the

military unit concerned, I have again brought the matter to ««J
THAT

the attention of the Japanese Consul General •4#)= it be (X
referred to his military authorities for prompt and satis- (0

*factory action.

Repeated to Hankow. |\)

GAUSS -^|

(#) apparent omission

NPL RGC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

NC GRAY

^R0^Tsingtao via N. R. & 
USS MARBLEHEAD

Secretary of State IcOPiL^ SEN!' TO

... v,- 4. • O»N.l. AND M LDWashington M

FOR 'VAR DEPARTMENT FROM DORN*

Undated

Rec’d 8:20 January 23 
1938

)1 vision of

IAN 9^W8k.

apartment of

Peiping and Hankow please transmit to Military Attaches. 

Number 21, January 22, 12 noon. One battery truck drawn 10 

centimetre howitzers and four batteries horse drawn 77 

millimeter guns have been landed. Five hundred Japanese 

citizens returned yesterday. Japanese troops are(y~ 

from Chefoo by overland marches. Reports indicate that 

Japanese troops in Anhwei province have passed Linhuaikwan, 

15 miles east of Pengpu and 90 miles south of Hsuchowfu.

SOKOBIN

RR C’.'-

(#) apparent omission
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TELEGRAM from TSINGTAO, CHINA, dated January 22, 1938, \
From Dorn, of the Ü. S. Military Attachera Staff

DISTRIBUTIONa

Office Symbol Office Title Chief, or Head of Office

S Secretary Cordell Hull

0 Under Secretary Sumner Melies

C Counselor R. Walton Moore

' A-K Assistant Secretary George S. Messersndth

A-S Assistant Secretary Francis B. Sayre

A-ff Assistant Secretary Hugh R. Wilson

PATH Adviser on Political Relations Stanley K. Hornbeck

PE Division of Far Eastern Affairs Maxwell M. Hamilton
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Far East

J*n 22. from Telngtao, Dorn, of the U.S. Military Attacha'■ staff 
cgbled that the Japanese landed one battery of truck drawn 10 centlastsr 
howitzers and four batteriss of horss drawn 77 ni11luster guns.
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NC TELEGRAM RÊ^IÉlVÊÉy EJIAL gray
.Nanking via N, R,

Jan 22, 1938

8

Dated
FROM

Rec ’d
Division ofSecretary of StalçOPiES SENT 10

Washington! AND M.I.D.
Division oi x /) 

Mt LÀSWMAFfÂ!K> MJ

32, January 22, noon 
7

Embassy’s January 21, noon and Tokyo’s 39, January 19,

noon.

q

In my January 8, 4 p.m. from Wuhu it was reported

that during the first week of occupation Japanese soldiers

engaged in "ruthless treatment and slaughter of civilians

and wanton looting and destruction of private property"

In a later report January 9, 1938 a copy of which was

addressed to Tokyo, left Nanking for Shanghai on January

10, a detailed report was given of conditions in Wuhu,

793.94/12176

including as an enclosure a copy of an account prepared by 

an American missionary concerning Japanese actions in
that city, •*; Bil

- 5:3
In my January 6, 5 p.m. I reported that local American^ 

residents had told "an appalling story of wanton killing 

of civilian Chinese and violation of women, some taking

place.,in American property" and in my 27, January 18, 4 pm.

furthe'r Instances were given of the taking by force of women 
(v/UUd

Tram American property. 0) deemed^ advisable to send full 

details
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459S

NG -2- #32 from Nanking, January 22, 1938

details of such atrocities by telegraph detailed re

port is being prepared vhich will shortly be forwarded by 

safe means to Shanghai. It can be said, however, that such 

facts as reported in Tokyo's telegram under reference 

have been fully authenticated here and that this office 

has on file written statements from responsible American 

citizens testifying to the absolutely barbarious action of 

Japanese troops, whose officers made no apparent effort 

to control them, after the occupation of Nanking.

”/hile conditions have improved, discipline has not yet 

been completely restored and we continue to receive from 

American residents a daily average of three or four reports 

of rape or attempted rape within the refuge zone. How many 

cases take place without commanding the attention of these 

Americans it is impossible to say. The Japanese are now 

making an attempt to get Chinese refugees to return 

to their homes outside the refugee zone but there is con

siderable reluctance to do so inasmuch as many of those who 

have returned have been robbed, raped and in several cases 

bayonetted to death by Japanese soldiers. Records of such 

cases are on file at this office.

Sent to Embassy Hankow, Peiping, Shanghai. Shanghai 

please repeat to Tokyo.

ALLISON

NPL
RGC
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE —-8^1»QQ..?aBa/525.______________________ FOR___ JQftol'jS.TSâ______ ______________

FROM------ ___________________________ (._Jotason_______ } DATED Jan. IPX 1938

m name hub

REGARDING:

Crowds attracted to the motion picture houses «bowing 
the PANAT films. Film increased anti—Japanese sentiment.
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.. .
The showing ©f the filas began ia the West 

on January ft, and attracted crowftc ta th* «otioa pîeturo 
houses where the fila® wore being shown. jt seeded that
the audiences realised that 

historical importance and the 

they war® riwigte a record. of 
eosmntary app®|reb to

recelw general approval. The final scene showing 
the Japanese spokesman (nona not mwrMi, bat known 
to bo the Japanese ;«baose<!or et Washington) expressing 
hfs awn try* a regret that the bawbing of the Taney was, 
in itswrani tnrtencee, roceiwd by biasing which, to way 
the least, Is imucuel for ® lonâoa cwlleaae. -awing 
included riewc of the damaged ’Jrttlwh rosael H.IC.
l.a4ybtrd. ta® file no doubt has inoreasod publie reeoRtasnt 
towards aeaimre» adopted by Japan in China, and «ay haw 
the offset of Ineroaet^g anti•Japanese sentiment.

Petwm.bf.rorw witl.sk
The forcer British mbaaaadsr to rhina, sir Mugha 

/■mtckWll-Wgoeson, who, it will be rebelled «» 
sartmialy wounded by bullets fired froa Japanese elr- 
planea last âugust, returned to London on January •• 

□ther than stating to the pros» that he bed %vite reoowwred, 
ho node so further isweet. W was sot by the fosnselor 
of the Japanese sbssay representing the Jspaseso mboasador. 
Although “lr wehibald ’lark rsrr has boon appointed es 
bis oossoaeor, no snnwneenont fees as yot been mdo of ® 

new assignment for Sir ihsgho.

Petwm.bf.rorw_witl.sk
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_______ 849b.OC/89 FOR Despatch #104

FROM_____________^®Tta_________ ( Oyeen DATED <Jan>1.2$1938

TO name MUT

793. M
/12 178REGARDING: Far Eastern situation# The American action in the Far East

has been met in Malta with considerable acclamation# There 
seems to be the belief that Great Britain can count on the U# S# 
in case of trouble, especially in the Orient#

P
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In ecmtmat with the bitter fewllnii,» against Italy* there 
X» the growing ^pwd #£ everything Aaerism, and the 
Aesrisan sotlon 1» th» i‘w 2&st has be» met with 
aeelanation bare. There &*&» to b« a univers®! belief that 
Orest brltain oan taxA on the United states in ease of tremble, 
especially in the Orient. Ths Frees has glwa conaiderable 
publicity to the PreeMent*» spseehss en international policy, 
and approving ©cornent 1» to to found in the editorials. 
ski personal contact with Sownaait of fields, as sell as 
Amy and Wvy officials, has given me the Isgwwfnn that they 
ere all wall satisfied with resent Amarloan aotlen, and that ( 
they feel they sen emnt cm American ooopcratlcm to an estant 
that had net been eemt«epl*ted a fw «tenths age. British 
dlploeacy has been working far mmm time to be assured of >
/wrerio&n support, and from informtiem available in Kalta, it 
would appear that th«gr hove been masaessfhl.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

for

FROM _.....^lna._(.Hankow)

TO
(. J?.hp®on____ .) dated____ îîan. 21X1_9M

793.94/ 
12179

Chinese Ambassador to Japan ordered to return toREGARDING:
China, by his own Government. Comment on press report 
that the remaining members of the Chinese Embassy staff 
will be treated merely as ordinary citizens by the Japan
ese Government, while it expects the Japanese Counselor 
in China to retain all diplomatic perogatives.

1
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GRAY

Hankow via N. R

Dated January 21, 1938

Rec'd 7:51 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Y/ashington.

46, January 21, 10 a.m.

Minister for Foreign Affairs last evening told me 

that he had instructed Chinese Ambassador to Japan to 

leave Tokyo md return to China. Chinese Ambassador to 

Japan '-as not handed his credentials by the Japanese 

Government. Minister for Foreign Affairs commented 

somewhat sarcastically upon statement reported by press 

as emonoting from spokesman of Japanese Foreign Office 

that members of Chinese Embassy remaining in Tokyo 

would not retain diplomatic status but would be treated 

like ordinary citizens, whereas Japanese Foreign Office 

apparently considers that Japanese Counselor remaining in 

Chinn will be Charge d'Affaires with all diplomatic 

prerogatives intact.

This change raises question in connection with 

Allison's discussion ns to who might appropriately convey 

apologies nt Nanking for acts of Japanese soldiers as 

there is no longer any Japanese Ambassador in China for 

whom the Consul General in Nanking can speak.

Repeated to Peiping.

VC : JLS JOHNSON
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JB COP'SS^ÏW i COBYANGPAT 
ThN.i. A1X1) A? f.n. I January 23, 1938

' '-«O f Rec'd 8:23 p.m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (ADMN) 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COKDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (FLAG) 
AMATTBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA PEIPING 
USS MARBLEHEAD

DDM

0023, Yangtze River ports quiet. 2046. 793.94/12180

r
U u
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

7^'^

COMSOPAT( Cürl ES Sr NT TO | 

। O.N.J. AND

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (ADMN) 
SECOND BRIGADE 
CONSUBRON FIVE 
COUDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (FLAG) 
COMYANGPAT
A: ; AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

January 23, 1938

0023. South China ports quiet. 2000.

LDM

793.94/12181
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR SECOND BRIGADE

SEN I I Wfranuary 24, 1938

REc’d 8 = 27 p.m„ 23ra.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) 
CINCAF (ADMN)

INFO : AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAI’BASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

J
y 3r 8623. Guerrilla activities continue Hanchow, Wuhu

regions.

Japanese claim irregulars Pootung area liquidated 

Fengyang southern section. Tsinpu railway reported 

occupied by Japanese forces. 1852.

DDM

795.94/12182
 

F/FG, «

.-a e-
.1 0e1
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE__ 394.115 PANAT/300_____ __ _____ FOR ....lelier

FROM ...HenningsA..Thpj^.s.C..__Jr. (DSS________ .) DATED ... Jan» 17, 1958
TO NAME 1—1137 «po

REGARDING: E110^0363 ^etter from Norman G« Moore, Chairman of Peace- 
Action Committee commenting on "bombing of PANAY and re
questing that American forces be withdrawn from China 
that conflict be recognized as war and Neutrality Act be 
invoked»

mr

793.94/ 
12183

 
Zt- /£?
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR fro®'7

Shanghai via N. R.

Dated January 24, 1938 

Rec’d 10:25 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

' 'ashington.

127, January 24, noon.

Following from Tokyo.

"January 24, noon. Please send telegram to Nanking 

and repeat to Department. "Your No. 32^'January 22, noon.

'our January 5, 4 p.m., and January 6, 5 p.m., have 

not been received. Please repeat at once. It is extremely 

important that you should continue to furnish us by 

telegraph rd th all information available on the conditions 

to which these telegrams refer". Grew".

GAUSS
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

893.00/14200 Tel 5pm
--------------------------------------------------------------------- FOR__________________

Canton Linnell Jan 20. 1938
FROM ------------------------------------------------  (__________________ ) DATED
TO NAME 1—1127 OO

REGARDING*.
Sino-Japanese conflict:-identic coordinated "movements", 

against Japanese aggression, in Kwangtung, Kwangsi and Hunan.

Reports concerning-, with specific information on progress in 
Kwangtung* Supported by national and provincial governments, 
it serves as an indication of South China1 s determination to 
see the war through*

793.94
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sms GRAY

Canton via N R

Dated January 20, 1938

Rec’d 8:05 p.m, Jan. 21

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

January 20, 5 p.m.

Following fall of Nanking and Central Government’s 
c onduc t

/ respecting guerrilla warfare plan, Kwangtung 

military, civil and Kuomintang authorities have been 

making great efforts in an ambitious program best 

describable as martialization^both military and men* 

tai of the masses. Apparent objects are: (one) arouse 

in the people and particularly peasant laborers and 

students an aggressive fighting spirit and conception 

of the war as continuation of Sun Yat Sen’s popular 

revolution against foreign imperialist invaders and 

traitorous northern militarists who would sell country 

for degrading peace and pecuniary profit; (two) impress 

people with sense of responsibility to actively share 

the Government’s military defence of Kwangsi, "cradle 

of Revolution," and combating of Japanese agents and

O
P*

//

peace
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sms 2 - January 20, 5 p.m. from Canton

peace advocates; (three) raise huge armed citizen 

forces for garrison duty, picketing service, and 

guerrilla warfare»

Authorities have issued manifestoes: Exhorting 

popular support of program; inviting complete freedom 

in volunteer self-dtfense corps organization and poli

tical activities within framework of Sun's doctrine; 

encouraging populace in hiterto forbidden private 

possession of arms (said to include 400,000 rifles) and 

their dedication to patriotic usage»

Movement has been boosted by tremendous press 

publicity and by officially Encouraged student activity 

in leading popular demonstrations and organizing young 

men’s militant associations and propaganda campaigns, . 

and authorities have decreed that certain students be 

sent to popularize it throughout interior. Revolution

ary aspect of movement is being capitalized to encourage 

its backing by labor groups.

Several hundred thousand new rifles reliably re

ported being distributed to interior farmers.

A commission-including highest military, civil 

and party authorities has been aopointed_to supervise 

program,
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sms 3 - January 20, 5 p.m. from Canton

program, active direction to be entrusted to nine 

regional leaders apparently responsible for all measures, 

militia organization, training, coordination of volun

teer self-defense corps and emergency defense of their 

regions in cooperation with regular army. These lead

ers thus far announced are all colorful military and 

party figures and pro-war popular front enthusiasts 

reportedly including Chen (?) Shu, Tsai Ting Kai and 

Li Fu Lin.

While program is not yet in full operation it is 

reported reliably that organized armed militia under 

training already number about 200,000 with several 

hundred thousand more enrolled.

Definitely Leftistin appearance, the movement 

emphasizes special concern for popular, especially 

farm labor, welfare and apparently supports closer re

lations with Russia and democratic countries and the 

policy of destruction of Japanese and surrendered 

Chinese porperties.

Identic coordinat_ed._moyements^are_.^eported in 

Kwangs! and Hunan though the program is less signigi-

cant
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ams 4 - January 20, 5 p.m. from Canton.

cant in Kwangs! due to the province’s already highly 

developed militia and police training systems.

While it is too early to estimate the movement’s 

full signigicance and possible consequences, there 

appears no doubt of its present support by national 

and provincial governments and its proof of South 

China’s determination, to see the war through.

Mailed Hong Kong, Swatow.

LINNELL

rgc

sms
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
iES -O
LA/u VLi.D.

. GRAY
FROM

Hankow via N, R

Dated January 24, 1938 
. /

Rec'd 12^44 p.'m

Secretary of State

Washington

50, January 24, noon.
11938

apartment of S

Division of
HR EASTEW At

Following for War Department from Colonel Stillwell:

"Military situation Yangtze Valley unchanged. Ichang 

hombed this morning, 50 bombs on airfield. Am proceeding 
to j/p^Feng area to observe. Recommend Captain Roberts 

come to Hankow".

(D 
CM
<D

h)
Repeated to Peiping

00
0)

JOHNSON

KLPjCSB

•f*
 w

1

.4
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR SECOND BRIGADE usmc
FROM

COPIES SENT TO 
AND M.I.D, 

" Z5T

ACTION: OPNAV
CINCAF (ADMIN)

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESdON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

January 24, 1938

Rec’d 1:45 p.m.

7624. No reports Tsinpu front. Chinese counter 

offensive activities continue Hangchow Wuhu regions. 

Fuyang 18 miles southwest Hangchow reported recaptured 

by Chinese. Japanese claim resumed westward drive from 

Hohsien. 1911.

KLP.-CSB

793.94/12187 
F/FG
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( THE FOREIGN SERVICE
■ ; 3 I A OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

&ÔJAN24 PM I 31

No. - 2717. ■ OMMUNiCATlONS
AND RECORDS

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, January 6, 1938

SUBJECT: SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONS.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

(0 
W
(0

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington.

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 2707, dated

December 23, 1937, I have the honor to transmit herewith, for

the purpose of the records, further copies of various notes

letters, memoranda, and other documents relating to the present 

Sino-Japanese conflict. Documents relating to the Chinese cus

toms administration are being transmitted with the Embassy’s

(88
 

F/FG

despatch No. 2718, dated January 6, 1938. Copies of the minutes 

of the meeting held at the Embassy on December 23, 1937,^o h®ar 

the explanations of the Japanese Army and Navy and their repcwts 

on the bombing and sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY, as well fibs a 

translation of a note from the Foreign Office, together with 

translations of memoranda submitted by the Japanese Army and 

Navy offices to the American Military and Naval Attaches of
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-2-

this Embassy on the same subject, are being transmitted with

the Embassy’s despatch No. 2719, dated January 6, 1938

Respectfully yours

Joseph C. Grew

mex:
List of enclosures.

lLt»rt,OL"'“X^Sf3 '
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LIST OF ENCLOSURES TRANSMITTED WITH DESPATCH NO. 2717, 
JANUARY 6, 1938.

1. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

2. The Director, American Bureau of the Foreign Office, Mr. 
Yoshizawa, with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

3. The British Ambassador, ^ir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

4. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy.

5. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, -to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

6. The American First Secretary, Mr. McGurk, with the Italian 
Counselor, Baron Scammacca, the French Third Secretary, Mr. 
d’Andurain, and the German Counselor, Dr. Noebel.

7. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 
(Translation)

8. The British Ambassador, Sir xiobert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

9. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

10. Unofficial translation by the Japanese Foreign Office 
received by the American Embassy, Tokyo, with the Foreign 
Minister Koki Hirota’s confidential note No. 173, American I, 
December 24, 1937, in Japanese. Compared by the Embassy with 
the Japanese original and found substantially correct.

11. List of Japanese officers responsible for the bombing and 
sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY who have been dealt with in 
accordance with Japanese law. List handed to the American 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew, in strict confidence, by the Minister*" 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, on December 24, 1937.

12. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

13. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert L. Craigie.

14. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert L. Craigie.

15. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

16. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

17, The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert L. Craigie.

18. Memorandum from the American Naval Attache, Captain Bemis, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

19. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
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20. Tile American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

21. The American Ambassador, Mi-. Grew, with the Vice Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

22. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Vice Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

25. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

24. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Vice Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

25. The «bi eric an Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

26. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

27. The British Ambassador, Qir Robert L. Graigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.'

28. The British Ambassador, iJir Robert L. Graigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

29. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Graigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

30. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew (Translation).

31. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Vice Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

32. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert L. Graigie.

33. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

34. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosure No. NoSfh? of 
from the Embas

1 to despatch

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY,

TOKYO.

13th December, 1937.

My dear Grew,

I send you herewith a copy of a letter which I have 

addressed to the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs re

garding looting by Japanese soldiers and civilians in 

areas of Shanghai to which access is either altogether 

denied or only occasionally allowed.

In case you have received similar reports from the 

American authorities at Shanghai you may wish to make 

similar representations.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

R. L. Craigie.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to 
the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.)

No: (182/70H/37) 13th December, 1937.

Immediate

My dear Vice-Minister, 

Numerous complaints have been received by 

His Majesty’s Consul-General at Shanghai from British 

subjects regarding looting by Japanese soldiers and 

civilians in areas of Shanghai under Japanese control 

to which access is either altogether denied or only 

occasionally allowed. Repeated semi-official repre

sentations to the local Japanese authorities have 

failed to prevent further cases of looting and fresh 

instances of malicious damage, attempted arson, wanton 

looting and the like have been reported by British 

subjects last week, particularly in the Hongkew area.

In view of the increasing seriousness of this 

matter His Majesty’s Consul-General has addressed

a formal letter to his Japanese colleague urging that 

admission to the areas in question be granted as soon 

as possible and that meanwhile the Japanese military 

authorities who have assumed control of these areas 

should make effective arrangements for the protection 

of property and the prevention of further damage.

I

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi, 

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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I have been instructed by my Government to support the 

very reasonable requests made by His Majesty’s Consul-Gen

eral. Efforts have been made to restrain an outburst on 

the part of British public opinion in Parliament and in 

the press in the hopes that the Japanese authorities in 

Shanghai will speedily comply with these requests. But a 

serious criticism is to be feared if nothing is done by 

the Japanese authorities and I should be grateful if Your 

Excellency would be so good as to arrange that the necessary 

instructions to remedy this situation should be sent at the 

earliest possible moment.

Believe me

my dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely,

(sgd) R.L. CRAIGIE
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch 
No. 2717 .of JAN 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation December 13, 1937

Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director, American 
Bureau of the Foreign Office,

Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Entry of Japanese forces into the neutral 
areas at Shanghai and disorderly condi
tions in the Japanese guarded areas.

I informed Mr. Yoshizawa that, according to a report 

which we had received from the American Consul General at 

Shanghai, the Japanese authorities at Shanghai had again 

indicated intention to send detachments of Japanese troops 

into the American and Italian sectors of the International 

Settlement for the purpose of guarding Japanese property, 

specifically mills, situated there. Mr. Gauss had already 

made strong representations to his Japanese colleague, 

urging that the Japanese abandon such plans, for the reason 

that suitable measures were being taken to safeguard Japa

nese property in the neutral areas. I wished to reinforce 

those representations.

Referring to the march of the Japanese troops on De

cember 3 through the International Settlement, I said 

that it was providential that there had not occurred dis

orders of the gravest character, and that it was probably 

realized by the Japanese themselves that we had been on 

sound ground in urging that the march be abandoned. We now 

felt that it would be extremely ill-advised for the Japa

nese forces to enter the neutral areas to guard Japanese 

property. There were still Chinese airplanes in operation, 

and the presence of Japanese troops in the neutral areas 

would afford the Chinese grounds for bombing Japanese prop

erty
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erty in the neutral areas. There were also other possi

bilities for disorders arising from the presence of Japa

nese troops.

In connection with all of the foregoing, I felt that 

1 had to call to Mr. Yoshizawa’s attention the conditions 

of disorder prevailing in the areas of the International 

Settlement and outside the Settlement which are being guard

ed by the Japanese forces. Houses owned by Americans and 

other foreigners were being looted. I argued that if there 

were available Japanese troops to guard Japanese property 

in the neutral areas, where orderly conditions prevailed, 

they might be used to better advantage in the guarding of 

the Japanese areas.

Mr. Yoshizawa asked when the conversation, to which I 

had referred, between Mr. Gauss and Mr. Okamoto, had taken 

place. I replied that to the best of my recollection it 

had taken place yesterday. Mr. Yoshizawa stated that the 

Foreign Office had not as yet heard from Mr. Okamoto on 

the matter, but that as soon^as he had reported, the state

ments which I had made today would be taken into considera

tion in formulating the instructions which would be sent 

by the Foreign Office to Mr. Okamoto.

E.H.D.

Copy handed to British Ambassador, December 14, 
11 a.m.

J.C.G
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
No. 27'17 Of JAN 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

No: 200 British Embassy,
Tokyo. 

CONFIDENTIAL 22nd December, 1937.

Your Excellency,

I have the honour upon instructions from 

His Majesty’s Principal Secretary for Foreign Affairs 

to bring to Your Excellency’s notice the fact that a 

serious violation of territorial waters and of the 

territory itself of the British Colony of Hongkong 

was committed on December 11th by Japanese naval 

forces. At about 2.20 p.m. on that day a revenue 

protection vessel of the Chinese Maritime Customs, 

when within British territorial waters off Black Point, 

was fired at by a Japanese destroyer from a position 

just outside territorial waters; the number of the 

destroyer is unknown. The vessel turned away from 

the destroyer to make for Urmston Roads and was shortly 

afterwards struck by one ricochet. She was then run 

aground approximately half a mile north-east of Black 

Point, that is, on British territory, and abandoned. 

According to the account which has been furnished to 

the Water Police authorities of the Colony the Japanese 

destroyer subsequently entered British territorial 

waters and, when at about one and a quarter miles from 

the shore, lowered two motor boats and towed the Customs 

vessel off. The Police authorities further report 

that/

His Excellency,

Mr. Koki Hirota

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs
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two unexploded shells were found on the beach and 

that a house on the beach was hit by splinters. A 

Japanese naval party landed without any permit from 

the Authorities of the Colony and took a number of chickens 

from local houses.

2. The Japanese Government will doubtless agree

that the action of the Japanese destroyer was in all 

respects wholly unjustified and illegal. In the first 

instance there was an attack upon a vessel while within 

British territorial waters. The subsequent action of 

the destroyer in removing the vessel frcm a place in 

British territory where she had as a result of this illegal 

attack been beached is equally unwarrantable and inexcusable. 

Finally there was an unauthorised landing of armed Japanese 

forces in British territory.

3. The illegal nature of these violations of

British sovereignty and jurisdiction is so clear that 

His Majesty’s Government can only suppose that the local 

Japanese naval authorities are in ignorance of the 

correct course of conduct to be followed in such cases; 

the more so as this is not the first instance of its 

kind.

4. His Majesty’s Government do not doubt but

that the Japanese Government will share their view of 

this incident ; they accordingly expect to receive 

at an early date an assurance that the strictest

instructions/
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instructions have been issued to ensure that the 

territories and territorial waters of Hongkong are 

fully respected. At the same time they request to 

be informed of the nature of the disciplinary action 

which has been taken against those responsible for 

this deplorable occurrence.

5. Apart from the violation of British territory

and waters involved, His Majesty’s Government feel 

constrained to recall the observations which they have 

on more than one previous occasion expressed to the 

Japanese Government, that attacks on revenue protection 

vessels of the Chinese Maritime Customs can have no 

military value and merely serve to interfere with the 

regular functioning of the Customs Administration. 

Having regard to the assurances which the Japanese 

Government have given regarding their desire to preserve 

the integrity of this Administration, His Majesty’s 

Government can only conclude that the local naval 

authorities still remain in ignorance of the declared 

policy of the Japanese Government in this respect and 

they accordingly suggest that immediate steps should be 

taken to bring that policy to the notice of all those 

concerned with the conduct of operations and to insist 

that it be carried out.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew 

to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest 

consideration.

(Sd) R.L.Craigie
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Enclosure No. 4 to despatch 
5°‘-LU of JAM g 193g 
from the Embassy at Tokyo»

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American 
Embassy.

(Translation)

No. 169, American I. Department of Foreign Affairs

Tokyo, December 22, 1937.

Memorandum.

The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to acknowledge 

receiving the American Embassy’s memorandum of October 8 

stating that on September 24 during a Japanese air raid at 

Nanchang four bombs landed in and near the compound of the 

Ida Kahn V/omen and Children’s Hospital at Nanchang belong

ing to the Women’s Foreign Mission Society of the Methodist 

Episcopal Mission, and that while the building was not 

directly hit it was so shaken that the interior was wrecked 

and the building was abandoned by the hospital staff.

Inquiries made by the Japanese authorities have reveal

ed that on September 24 when Japanese naval planes attacked 

Nanchang there were large concentrations of Chinese forces 

at that point and strong resistance was offered against the 

Japanese planes. The planes were therefore obliged to fly 

at high altitudes, from which it was impossible to discern 

national flags of small size marking the American building, 

although there was due solicitude for the rights and inter

ests of foreign nationals. The occurrence was therefore 

wholly a mistake, which fact it is hoped will be evident to 

the American Embassy. The Japanese Government hereby ex

presses its sincere regret and has the honor to state that 

rigid instructions have been issued to the Japanese author

ities
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ities in the field to exercise caution to prevent the occurrence 

of such incidents. The Japanese Foreign Office incidentally 

desires to express the hope that the Embassy will request of 

the appropriate American authorities that American property in 

China be marked as far as possible by flags and other markings 

of large size.
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Enclosure No. 5 to despatch 
No. ZJ.I ( of JAN 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo. 

22nd December, 1937.

My dear Grew,

I send you herewith the substance of an informal 

protest which I made to the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

today regarding the treatment of foreigners in parts of 

Shanghai under Japanese control.

If you have received similar information from 

your own authorities at Shanghai, perhaps you would 

consider making a similar protest? I should be very 

grateful to learn if you should decide to take any 

action.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely, 

(Sd) R.L.Craigie.

His Excellency,

The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,

for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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Left by the British Ambassador with the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on 22nd December.

Hongkew - Yangtzepoo

The British Consul-General at Shanghai reports that 

permits for the previous residents to return have been promised 

but they are hedged about with such hutoiliating conditions that 

only the poorer members of the foreign community are willing 

to accept them. The Consul-General adds that little progress 

has been made to secure facilities for industrial concerns 

except where firms have managed to do so themselves through 

Japanese friends or employees or where, as in the case of light 

and power companies or the Asiatic Petroleum Company, the 

Japanese authorities have a direct interest in the continuation 

of their business: the Tramways Company on the other hand 

(whose services are not required by the Japanese military 

authorities) are unable to get facilities even for the most 

urgent repairs.

Hungjao
British Military authorities have been able to arrange 

for short visits to be paid but no permanent passes have yet 

been issued and matters are being delayed on one pretext after 

another. Passes for Indian watchmen have in most cases been 

secured, but only after weeks of negotiations by the British 

Consul-General and by the Commercial Counsellor.

Here again it is well known that various individuals 

of different nationalities have managed to secure passes through 

personal contacts with Japanese Military officials. The Consul- 

General is informed that very few Japanese troops are left in 

this area and that looting by the Chinese is still going on. 

The whole position for residents still remains most unsatisfactory.

Point Island
Point Island where a number of residents as well as 

industrial concerns are situated has been completely closed. 

All these concerns are believed to have theroughly looted.
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Enclosure No. g to despatch 
No. £ (17 of JAN 6 1Ù38 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversations December 23, 1937.

The American First Secretary, Mr. McGurk, with the 
♦ Italian Counselor, Baron Scammacca, the

French Third Secretary, Mr. d’Andurain, and the 
German Counselor, Dr. Noebel.

<» Subject: Proposal for an area including part of river front 
4- at Hankow free of attack.

I called on Baron Scammacca, Counselor of the Italian 

Embassy, this morning and left with him a copy of our memo

randum of the 15th to the Foreign Office on the above subject. 

Baron Scammacca read the memorandum and then I remarked that 

the Ambassador had requested me to leave it and inquire whether 

the Italian Embassy would be willing to support a similar pro- 

y, posai. Baron Scammacca went into a long dissertation on the
< > 

delicacy of requesting the Japanese to respect a given area 

when there was no assurance that the Chinese would do so.' 

However, he added that they had no indications regarding such 

proposal and that in any case they could not act without in

structions from Rome. He said he would take up the matter 

immediately with his Ambassador and inform us of the Ambassador’s 

decision.

I then called at the French Embassy and saw Secretary 

. d’Andurain. Mr. d’Andurain read the memorandum and I repeated 

to him the Ambassador's instructions. He said that the French 

Ambassador had been to the Foreign Office on the 18th to make 

representations regarding French shipping in the Hankow area 

and that he did not know of any further representations the 

Ambassador may have made. He said he would telephone me and 

let me know as soon as he found out.

I then called on Dr. Noebel, Counselor of the German 

Embassy, who read the memorandum and thereafter informed me 

that the German Embassy had sent Count Mirbach to the Foreign 

Office to make oral representations along similar lines to 

those
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those set forth in. our memorandum. Dr. Noebel could not 

get in touch with Count Mirbach but he said he thought the 

representation had been made on the 18th.

It will be recalled that Mr. Ashley Clarke, Secretary 

of the British Embassy, when calling this morning stated that 

the British Ambassador had made representations similar to 

ours on December 18.

J.F.M.

P.S. Baron Scammacca telephoned at 3:25 this afternoon 

to say that he had taken the Question up with his Ambassador 

and that the Ambassador had instructed him to say that the 

Italian Embassy associated itself with Ambassador Johnson’s 

proposal and that appropriate representations would be made 

tomorrow morning, December 24, 1937.

J.F.M.

P.P.S. Mr. d’Andurain called at 4:15 to say that the 

French Ambassador’s representations had consisted especially 

regarding the French Concession and French ships in the 

River and that the Ambassador will on the first opportunity 

support the general proposal.

J.F.M
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Enclosure No. 7 to despatch
NO. 2H7 Of JAH 6 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 
(Translation)

Department of Foreign Affairs

No. 172 Tokyo, December 24, 1957.
American Bureau.

Aide-memoire.

The Department of Foreign Affairs has the honor to 

inform the American Embassy that the Department was re

quested by the persons (Japanese subjects) whose names 

are as mentioned in the accompanying list to present as 

solatiums to the victims of the United States gunboat 

PANAY which sank as the result of bombing by mistake by 

the Japanese air force the sums of money (also mentioned 

in the accompanying list) and that the Department is 

therefore sending to the Embassy the said solatiums with 

the wish that the American Embassy would be good enough 

to take the trouble of transmitting them to these victims.

N.B. Appended is the list of the donors and the amount 
of money contributed by them.
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List of Donors and .Amount of Contribution

Mr. Kojiro Shimada,
1405 Mori-machi, Isogo-ku, 

Yokohama.

Yen
5.00

Mr. Eiyu Imanishi 5.00
1 Nishi-no-kyo Hakuraku-machi 

Nakakyo-ku, Kyoto.

Joshi Seinen-dan Kusunokibashi Shibu, 10.00 
Kogetsu-machi, Onga-gun, Fukuoka.
(Young Women’s Association 

Kusunokibashi branch)

Mr. Sumitsugu Koura, 5.00
69, Nishi Sengoku-machi, 

Kagoshima

Miss Yoshiko Yabuki 5.00
9 Yatsurugi-machi, Fukushima-shi, 

Fukushima-ken.

A Soldier care of "Rikugun Bun-in” 3.00
(Army Hospital) at Atami.

Tokushima Mojin-kwai (Tokushima 16.50
Blindmen’s Association) at

Fukushima-machi, Tokushima City.

Miss Sadako Sawaguchi 5.00
"Johobu", Foreign Office, Tokyo.

Mr. Mitsuo Yamada and Mr. Eideo Yamada, 7.00
45 Aoyama Minami-machi 

Gochome, Akasaka-ku, Tokyo.

A group of Students of Meiji Daini 3.00
Shogakko (Meiji Second Primary School) 

at Mannencho Nichôme, Fukagawa-ku,
Tokyo.

A group of Children in Hakudoyen School, 5.00 
1059 Okino-machi, Adachi-ku, Tokyo.

Employees of Restaurant Etoiles, 38.85
11 Aoicho, Akasaka, and Ginza,

Kyobashi-ku, Tokyo.

Mr. Aizo Eosaka, 5.00
23 Izumi-machi, Kofu City.

A Soldier care of "Rikugun Bun-in" 5.00
(Army Branch Hospital) at Beppu, Kyushu

Members of "Kansen Urikomisho Kumiai" 50.00 
(Warship Suppliers Guild) at

Yokohama.
Office - 1 Kaigan-dori Itchôme, 

Naka-ku, Yokohama.

Mr. Isamu Imai
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Yen

Mr. Isamu Imai
25 Miyamayecho Itchome, 

Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama.

Miss (or Mrs.) Sonoye Kawabata 5’00
7-1 Ginza Nishi Hatchome, 

Kyobashi-ku, Tokyo.

A Young man of Komatsu-machi, 1,50
Ishikawa-ken.

Inmates of No. 2 Room, No. 8 Ward 5*00
of Surgery, First Army Hospital,

Tokyo :
Fuku j i Tamura; Tokuma Momoyama;.
Ki-ichi Yoshida; Taigaku Kohashi;
Kameji Senoya; Takizo Arai;
Shinro Horie; Shinobu Nakamura, 
Hiâenori Asoh; Makoto Fujikawa.

Employees of the Kabushiki Kaisha 1,000.00 
Shiseido (Shiseido Company)

2 Ginza Hatchome, 
Kyobashi-ku, Tokyo.

TOTAL . . ¥ 1,187.85
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Enclosure No. 8 to despatch
5°- 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY,

•
, , TOKYO.

No. 1475/70/37 24th December, 1937.

My dear Grew,

I send you herewith a copy of a letter which I addressed 

yesterday to the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs on the 

subject of safety zones in Hankow.

I should be grateful if you would consider whether you 

could say something in the sense of the 2nd paragraph.

Since sending this letter I have received further instructions: 

1. To ask the Japanese Government to consider Kuling as a place 

of refuge and to take no action which might endanger the 

< safety of British and other foreign nationals there (I am

enquiring from Shanghai how numerous they are); and

2. To inform the Japanese Government that we look to them to 

give prior warning in the event of any area on the Yangtze 

becoming a danger area and to indicate to us zones in which 

our nationals and shipping could be concentrated under a 

guarantee of safety. I am at the same time to remind the 

Japanese Government that we claim absolute freedom for our 

ships to move and trade freely on the river.

On this second point I think we may obtain sone elucidation 

of the Japanese Government’s attitude when we receive their replies 

to our notes on the Yangtze incidents.

I am informing our French and German colleagues of the fore

going and should be grateful to know whether you have information 

or instructions which would enable you to make representations on 

the above lines.
Believe me,

Yours very sincerely, 

(Sd)R.L.Craigie. 
His Excellency, 

The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 

for the United States of America 
at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi)

1465/70/37 23rd December, 1937.

My dear Vice-Minister,

You will remember that on the 18th of December 

I requested Your Excellency’s support for the proposal, 

originally emanating from the representatives in Hankow 

of the principal Powers interested, that a safety zone 

should be established at Hankow. This zone was to consist 

of the area comprised by the former British, Russian 

and German Concessions and the present French Concession 

(including the river front of this area).

I now write to inform Your Excellency that my 

Government has approved my action in approaching you in 

this matter subject however to the understanding that the 

creation of any safety zones would not in any way lessen 

or replace the general obligation of the Japanese forces 

to observe the rules of International Law, outside such 

zones.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely,

His Excellency (Sgd.) R.L.Craigie
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister
for Foreign Affairs
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Enclosure No. 9 to despatch 
NoJfU of JAN 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation December 24, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Af
fairs, Mr. Hirota.

Subject: U.S.S. PANAY

The Minister for Foreign Affairs asked me to call on 

him at 7 o’clock this evening and he handed me the Japanese 

note replying to our note concerning the sinking of the 

U.S.S. PANAY. The Minister said that only a resumé of the 

Japanese note would be published in Japan owing to the ef

fect which it might create in connection with the current 

hostilities, but that the Japanese Government has no ob

jection to the immediate publication of the full text in 

the United States.

In handing me the note the Minister said that the 

Government is taking every step to meet the desires of the 

American Government and that the strictest orders in this 

connection have been issued to the military and naval forces. 

He said that the recall of Admiral Mitsunami as the officer 

responsible for the incident was extremely severe punish

ment because it implies disgrace and the fact that he is 

no longer competent to command "on the field of battle". 

The Minister furthermore gave me ih strict confidence a 

list of eleven naval officers against whom measures have 

been taken in accordance with law.

I said to the Minister that I would send him the find

ings
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ings and report of the American Naval Court of Inquiry as 

soon as received. I expressed appreciation of the direct 

reports made to me by naval and military officers last 

night and repeated part of the remarks made to them in my 

final statement, especially with regard to the dangers of 

another incident analagous to that of the PANAY. Hirota 

said rather sadly: ”1 am having a very difficult time. 

Things happen unexpectedly.” He did not elaborate this re

mark. I gathered that it was his earnest hope that his 

present note would serve toward settling the incident. I 

said that I would cable the note immediately to my Government.

J.C.G
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Enclosure No. IQ to despatch 
No. «JH of iai\’ c lad» 
from the Embassy* àt Tokyo.

Unofficial translation by the Japanese Foreign Of
fice received by the American Embassy, Tokyo, with the 
Foreign Minister Koki Hirota’s confidential note No. 
173, American I, December 24, 1937, in Japanese. Com
pared by the Embassy with the Japanese original and 
found substantially correct.

Unofficial translation 

’’December 24, 1937

Monsieur 1*Ambassadeur, 

Regarding the unfortunate incident occurring on the 

Yangtze River about 26 miles above Nanking on the 12th in

stant, in which Japanese naval aircraft attacked by mistake 

the U.S.S. PANAY and three merchant ships belonging to the 

Standard Oil Company of America, causing them to sink or 

burn with the result that there were caused casualties among 

those on board, I had the honour previously to send to Your 

Excellency my Note (Bei-I Futsu 159) dated the 14th of De

cember. Almost simultaneously, however, I received Your 

Excellency’s Note No. 838, which was sent by the direction 

of the Government of the United States, and which, after 

describing the circumstances prior to the occurrence of 

the incident, concludes that the acts of the Japanese forces 

in the attack were carried out in complete disregard of the 

rights of the United States, taking American life and de

stroying American property, both public and private; and 

which states that, "in these circumstances, the Government 

of the United States requests and expects of the Japanese 

Government a formally recorded expression of regret, and

an
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an undertaking to make complete and comprehensive indem

nifications, and an assurance that definite and specific 

steps have been taken which will ensure that hereafter 

American nationals, interests, and property in China will 

not be subjected to attack by Japanese armed forces or un

lawful interference by any Japanese authorities or forces 

whatsoever."

As regards the circumstances surrounding the present 

unfortunate incident, I desire to state that while it is con

cluded in Your Excellency’s Note that the incident resulted 

from disregard of American rights by Japanese armed forces, 

it was entirely due to a mistake, as has been described in 

my Note above mentioned. As a result of the thorough in

vestigations which have been continued since then in all 

possible ways to find out the real causes, it has now been 

fully established that the attack was entirely unintention

al. I trust that this has been made quite clear to Your 

Excellency through the detailed explanations made to Your 

Excellency on the 23rd instant by our naval and military au

thorities.

With reference to the first two items of the requests 

mentioned in Your Excellency’s Note, namely, a recorded ex

pression of regret, and indemnifications, no word needs to 

be added to what I have said in my aforementioned Note. As 

regards the guarantee for the future, I wish to inform Your 

Excellency that the Japanese Navy issued without delay 

strict orders to "exercise the greatest caution in every 

area where warships and other vessels of America or any other 

third Power are present, in order to avoid a recurrence of

a
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a similar mistake, even at the sacrifice of a strategic ad

vantage in attacking the Chinese troops.” Furthermore, 

rigid orders have been issued to the military, naval and 

foreign office authorities to pay, in the light of the pres

ent untoward incident, greater attention than hitherto to 

observance of the instructions that have been repeatedly 

given against infringement of, or unwarranted interference 

with, the rights and interests.of the United States and other 

third Powers. And the Japanese Government are studying care

fully every possible means of achieving more effectively the 

above-stated aims, while they have already taken steps to 

ascertain, in still closer contact with American authorities 

in China, the whereabouts of American interests and nation

als, and to improve the means of communicating intelligence 

thereof speedily and effectively to the authorities on the 

spot.

although the attack on the man-of-war and other vessels 

of the United States was due to a mistake as has been stated 

above, the Commander of the Flying Force concerned was im

mediately removed from his post, and recalled, on the grounds 

of a failure to take the fullest measures of precaution. 

Moreover, the staff members of the fleet and the commander 

of the flying squadron and all others responsible have been 

duly dealt with according to law. The Japanese Government 

are thus endeavouring to preclude absolutely all possibility 

of the recurrence of incidents of a similar character. It 

needs hardly be emphasized that, of all the above-mentioned 

measures taken by the Japanese Government, the recall of the 

Commander of the Flying Force has a significance of special 

importance. It is my fervent hope that the fact will be

fully
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fully appreciated by the Government of the United States 

that this drastic step has been taken solely because of 

the sincere desire of the Japanese Government to safeguard 

the rights and interests of the United States and other 

third Powers.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.”
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Enclosure No. 11 to despatch
No. 2 H 7 of 6 1938' 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

List of Japanese officers responsible for the bombing 
and sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY who have been dealt 
with in accordance with Japanese law. List handed 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, in strict con
fidence, by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. 
Hirota, on December 24, 1937.

1. Commander-in-Chief, the China Sea Fleet 
Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa.

2. Chief of Staff, the China Seas Fleet 
Rear-Admiral Rokuzo Sugiyama.

3. Vice-Chief of Staff, the China Seas Fleet 
Captain Ryunosuke Kusaka.

4. Staff Officer (concerned), the China Seas Fleet 
Commander Toshitane Takada.

5. Commander of the Flying Force 
Rear-Admiral Teizo Mitsunami.

6. Staff Officer, the Flying Force 
Commander Shigetoshi Miyazaki.

7. Commander of the Flying Corps 
Captain Morihiko Miki.

8. w Captain Sadatoshi Senda.

9. Commanding Officer of the Flying Squadron 
Lieutenant Ichiro Komaki.

10. « " Shigeharu Murata.

11. ” « Masatake Okumiya.
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Enclosure No. 12 to despatch
No. 2 H? of 
from the Embassy at

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, December 24, 1937.

No. 851.

Excellency:

I have the honor, by the direction of my Government, to 

address to Your Excellency the following note:

"In further reference to the PANAY incident, 

the Government of the United States encloses a 

copy of the report of findings of the United 

States Naval Court of Inquiry."

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Ex

cellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH C. GREW.

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota, 

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

etc. etc. etc.
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FINDING GF FACTS OF THE 
UNITED■STATES NAVAL COURT OF INQUIRY 

ORDERED TO INVESTIGATE THE B0I.3ING AND 
SINKING OF THE U.S.S. PANAY.

1. That on December 12, 1937, the U.S.S. PANAY, a 

unit of the Yangtze Patrol of the United States Asiatic 

Fleet, was operating under lawful orders on the Yangtze 

River.

2. That the immediate mission of the U.S.S. PANAY was 

to protect nationals; maintain communication between the 

United States Embassy office, Nanking, and the American Am

bassador at Hankow; provide a temporary office for the United 

States Embassy staff during the time when Nanking was greatly 

endangered by military operations, and to afford a refuge for 

American and other foreign nationals.

3. That due to intensive shell fire around Nanking the 

U.S.S. PANAY had changed berth several times to avoid being 

hit and on the morning of December 12, 1937, formed a convoy 

of Socony Vacuum Oil Company vessels, principally the S.S. 

MEIPING, MEIHSIA and ÏÆEIAN, and proceeded up river.

4. That adequate steps were taken at all times to in

sure that the Japanese authorities were informed of the move

ments of the U.S.S. PANAY.

5. That in addition to her regular complement the 

U.S.S. PANAY had on board at this time four members of the 

American Embassy staff, four American nationals, and five for

eign nationals.

6. That at 0940 while standing up river the U.S.S. PANAY 

stopped in response to a signal from a Japanese landing boat, 

a Japanese Army boarding officer with guard went on board and 

was informed that the U.S.S. PANAY and convoy were proceeding 

to anchorage 28 miles above Nanking. No warning was given

of
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of any danger likely to be encountered.

7. That at about 1100 December 12, 1937, the U.S.S. 

PANAY and convoy anchored in the Yangtze River in a compact 

group at about mileage 221 above Woosung, 28 miles above 

Nanking.

8. That the U.S.S. PANAY was painted white with buff 

upper works and stacks and displayed two large horizontal 

flags on her upper deck awnings plus large colors at her 

gaff.

9. That the Socony Vacuum ships MEIPING, MEIHSIA and 

MEIAN each displayed numerous horizontal and vertical Amer

ican flags all of large size.

10. That at 1330 the crew of the U.S.S. PANAY were en

gaged in normal Sunday routine and were all on board except 

a visiting party of eight men on board the S.S. MEIPING.

11. That at about 1338 three large Japanese twin-motor

ed planes in a V-formation were observed at considerable 

height passing overhead, downriver. At this time no other 

craft were in the near vicinity of the U.S.S. PANAY and con

voy, and there was no reason to believe the ships were in a 

dangerous area.

12. That without warning these three Japanese planes 

released several bombs, one or two of which struck on or 

very close to the bow of the U.S.S. PANAY and another which 

struck on or very close to the S.S. MEIPING.

13. That the bombs of the first attack did considerable 

damage to the U.S.S. PANAY, disabling the forward three-inch 

gun, seriously injuring the Captain and others, wrecking the 

pilot house and sick bay, disabling the radio equipment, the 

steaming fireroom, so that all power was lost and causing

leaks
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leaks in the hull which resulted in the ship settling down 

by the head and listing to starboard thereby contributing 

fundamentally to the sinking of the ship.

14. That immediately thereafter a group of six single

engined biplanes attacked from ahead, diving singly and ap

pearing to concentrate on the ü.S.S. PANAY. A total of 

about twenty bombs was dropped, many striking close aboard 

and creating by fragments and concussion great damage to 

ship and personnel. These attacks lasted about twenty min

utes during which time at least two of the planes attacked 

also with machine guns. One machine gun attack was direct

ed against a ship’s boat bearing wounded ashore, causing 

several further wounds and piercing the boat with bullets.

15. That during the entire attack the weather was 

clear, was with high visibility and little if any wind.

16. That the planes participating in the attacks on 

the U.S.S. PANAT and its convoy were unmistakingly identi

fied by their markings as being Japanese.

17. That immediately after the first bomb struck air 

defense stations were manned, the 30 caliber machine gun 

battery opened fire and engaged the attacking planes through

out the remainder of the attack. The three-inch battery was 

not manned nor were any three-inch shells fired at any time. 

This was in accordance with the ships air defense bill.

18. That during the bombing many were injured by fly

ing fragments and concussion and all suffered shock on the 

first bomb. The Captain suffered a broken hip and severe 

shock. Soon thereafter Lieutenant Anders, Executive Offi

cer, was wounded by fragments in throat and hands, losing

power
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power of speech; Lieutenant (j.g.) Geist, Engineer Officer, 

received fragments in the leg; Ensign Biwerse had clothing

<« blown off and was severely shocked. This includes all the

line officers of the ship. The Captain being disabled, the 

Executive Officer carried on his duties giving orders in writ

ing. He issued instructions to secure confidential publica

tions; to get under way and to beach the ship. Extensive 

damage prevented getting under way.

19. That at about 1400, believing it impossible to save 

the ship and considering the number of wounded and the length 

of time necessary to transfer them ashore in two small boats, 

the Captain considered the ship to be abandoned. This was 

?' completed by about 1500. By this time the main deck was

awash and the PANAY appeared to be sinking.

20. All severely wounded were transferred ashore in the 

first trips. The Captain protested in his own case. The 

Executive Officer, when no longer able to carry on due to 

wounds, left the ship on the next to the last trip, and Ensign 

Biwerse remained until the last trip.

21. That after the PANAY had been abandoned, Mahlmann, 

C. B. M., and Weimers, K. M. First, returned to the PANAY in 

one of the ship*s boats to obtain stores and medical supplies. 

While they were returning to the beach a Japanese power boat 

filled with armed Japanese soldiers approached close to the 

PANAY, opened fire with a machine gun, went along side, board

ed and left within five minutes.

22. That at 1554 the U.S.S. PANAY, shortly after the 

Japanese boarding party had left rolled over to starboard and 

sank in from seven to ten fathoms of water, approximate lati

tude 30-44-30 north, longitude 117-27 east. Practically no 

valuable
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valuable Government property was salvaged.

23. That after the FANAY survivors had reached the 

left bank of the river the Captain, in view of his own in

juries and the injuries and shock sustained by his remain

ing line officers and the general feeling that attempts 

would be made to exterminate the survivors, requested Captain 

F. N. Roberts, U. S. Army, who was not injured and who was 

familiar with land operations and the Chinese language, to 

act under his direction as his immediate representative. 

Captain Roberts functioned in this capacity until the return 

of the party on board the U.S.S. OAHU on 15 December, 1937, 

performing outstanding service.

24. That Messrs. Atcheson and Paxton of the U. S. Em

bassy staff rendered highly valuable services on shore 

where their knowledge of the country and language, coupled 

with their resourcefulness and sound advice, contributed 

largely to the safety of the party.

25. That after some fifty hours ashore, during which 

time the entire party suffered much hardship and exposure 

somewhat mitigated by the kindly assistance of the Chinese, 

they returned and boarded the U.S.S. OAHU and H.M.S. LADY

BIRD.

26. That from the beginning of an unprecedented and 

unlooked for attack of great violence until their final re

turn the ship’s company and passengers of the U.S.S. PANAY 

were subjected to grave danger and continuous hardship. 

Their conduct under these conditions was in keeping with the 

best traditions of the naval service.

27. That among the FANAY passengers Mr. Sandro Sandri

died
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died of his injuries at 1330, 13 December. Messrs. J. Hall 

Paxton, Emile Gassie and Roy Squires were wounded.

28. That early in the bombing attacks the Standard 

Oil vessels got under way. MEIPING and MEIHSIA secured to 

a pontoon at the Kaiyuan wharf. The MEIAN was disabled 

and beached further down river on the left bank. All 

these ships received injuries. During the first phases of 

the bombing serious fires on the MEIPING were extinguished 

by the PANAY visiting party of eight men who were unable to 

return to their ship.

29. That after attacks on the PANAY had ceased, the 

MEIPING and MEIHSIA were further attacked by Japanese bomb

ing planes, set on fire and destroyed. Just previous to 

this bombing Japanese Army units on shore near the wharf 

attempted to avert this bombing by waving Japanese flags. 

They were not successful and received several casualties. 

It is known that Captain Carlson of the MEIAN was killed 

and that Messrs. Marshall, Vines, Pickering and Squires 

were wounded. Casualties among the Chinese crews of these 

vessels were numerous but cannot be fully determined.

30. That the following members of the PANAY crew land

ed on shore from the MEIPING after vainly attempting to ex

tinguish oil and gasoline fires on board: V. F. Puckett, 

C. M. M., J. A; Granes, G. M. First, J. A. Dirnhoffer, Sea

man First, T. A. Coleman, C. Ph. M., J. A. Bonkowski, G. M. 

Third, R. L. Browning, E. M. Third, J. L. Hodge, Fireman First 

and W. T. Hoyle, M. M. Second. These men encountered Jap

anese soldiers on shore who were not hostile, on learning 

they were Americans.

31. That all of the PANAY crew from the MEIPING except
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J. L. Hodge, Fireman First, remained in one group ashore 

until the following day when they were rescued by H.M.S. 

BEE. Hodge made his way to Wuhu and returned to Shanghai 

via Japanese naval plane on 14 December.

32. That in searching for and rescuing the survivors 

Rear Admiral Holt, R. N., and the officers and men of 

H.M.S. BEE and H.M.S. LADYBIRD rendered most valuable assis

tance under trying and difficult conditions, thereby showing 

a fine spirit of helpfulness and cooperation.

33. That Charles L. Ensminger, S. K. First, died at 

1330, 13 December at Hohsien, China, from wounds received 

during the bombing of the U.S.S. PANAY and that his death 

occurred in line of duty, not the result of his own miscon

duct .

34. That Edgar C. Hulsebus, Coxswain, died at 0630, 

19 December, at Shanghai, China, from wounds received during 

the bombing of the U.S.S. PANAY and that his death occurred 

in line of duty, not the result of his own misconduct.

35. That Lieutenant Commander James J. Hughes, Lieuten

ant Arthur F. Anders, Lieutenant (j.g.) John vï. Geist, John 

H. Lang, C.Q.M., Robert R. Hebard, Fireman First, Kenneth J. 

Rice, E. M. Third, Carl H. Birk, E. M. First, Charles S. 

Ochroyer, Seaman First, Alex Kozak, M. M. Second, Peres D. 

Zigler, S. C. Third, and Newton L. Davis, Fireman First, were 

seriously injured in line of duty, not the result of their 

own misconduct.

36. That Lieutenant Clark G. Granzier, M. C., Ensign 

Denis H. Biwerse, Charles S. Adams, R. M., Second, Tony 

Barba, S. C. Third, John A. Bonkoski, G. M. Third, Ernest C.

Branch
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Branch, Fireman First, Raymond L. Browning, E. M. Third, 

Walter Cheatham, Coxswain, Thomas A. Coleman, C. Ph. M., 

John A. Dirnhoffer, Seaman First, Yuan T. Erh, M. A. T. T. 

First, Fred G. Fichtenmayer, C. M. First, Emery F. Fisher, 

C. W. T., Michael Gerent, M. M. Second, Cecil B. Green, 

Seaman First, John L. Hodge, Fireman First, Don B. Huffman, 

W. T. Second, Karl II. Johnson, M. M. Second, Carl H. Kerske, 

Coxswain, Peter H. Klumpers, C. M. M., 'William P. Lander, 

Seaman First, Ernest R. Mahlmann, C. B. M., William A. 

McCabe, Fireman First, Stanley W. McEwen, Seaman First, 

James H. Peco, Q,. M. Second, Reginald Peterson, R. M. Sec

ond, Vernon F. Puckett, C. M. M., King F. Sung, M. A. T. T. 

First, Harry B. Tuck, Seaman First, Leo E. ’Waxier, B. M. 

Second, John T. Weber, Yeoman First, and Far Z. Jong, M. A. 

T. T. First, were slightly injured in line of duty, not the 

result of their own misconduct
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Enclosure No. 13 to despatch 
No. dill of jam g 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

Tokyo, December 25, 1937.

My dear Craigie:

I am sending you herewith, for your confidential 

information, a copy of a note which I delivered today to 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs on the findings of the 

United States Naval Court of Inquiry on the PANAY incident.

Sincerely yours,

JOSEPH C. GREW.

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

Sir Robert L. Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B., 
His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
at Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 14 to despatch 
No. 2 fl 7 of JAN 6 1938 

from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert L. Graigie.

Tokyo, December 25, 1937

My dear Graigie:

In accordance with your request I am very glad 

to send you herewith for your confidential information 

a copy of the unofficial translation of the note on 

the PANAY incident which was delivered to me last 

evening by the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Sincerely yours,

JOSEPH 0. GREW.

His Excellency
The Right Honorable
Sir Robert L. Graigie, K.C.M.G., C.B., 

His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

at Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 15 to despatch. 
No.2717 , of jam g 1938 
from the Embassy ero Tokyo.

Conversation December 26, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

Subject: U.S.S. FA1AY incident.

I called on the Minister for Foreign Affairs today 

at 11:30 a.m., and told him that I had good news. I then 

read to him the American Government’s note of December 26, 

which may be regarded as an acceptance of the Japanese 

Government’s note of December 24, towards the settlement 

of the incident. After I had read the note aloud, Mr. 

Hirota said to me, "I heartily thank your Government and 

you yourself for this decision. I am very, very happy. 

You have brought me a splendid Christmas present.” The 

Minister added that the Japanese Government has taken 

and will continue to take all possible measures to prevent 

the recurrence of such an incident.

J.C.G.
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Enclosure No. 16 to despatch. 
No. a fl 7 of jam g 1338 
from the Embassy atRTokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 852. Tokyo, December 26, 1937.

Excellency:

I have the honor, by the direction of my Government, 

to address to Your Excellency the following note;

"The Government of the United States refers to its 

note of December 14, the Japanese Government’s note of 

December 14 and the Japanese Government’s note of December 

24 in regard to the attack by Japanese armed forces upon 

the U.S.S. PANAY and three American merchant ships.

**In this Government’s note of December 14 it was 

stated that ’The Government of the United States requests 

and expects of the Japanese Government a formally recorded 

expression of regret, an undertaking to make complete and 

comprehensive indemnifications, and an assurance that definite 

and specific steps have been taken which will ensure that 

hereafter American nationals, interests and property in China 

will not be subjected to attack by Japanese armed forces or 

unlawful interference by any Japanese authorities or forces 

whatsoever.’

rtIn regard to the first two items of the request made 

by the Government of the United States, the Japanese Govern

ment’s note of December 24 reaffirms statements made in the 

Japanese Government’s note of December 14 which read ’The 

Japanese Government regret most profoundly that it (the present 

incident) has caused damages to the United States’ man-of-war 

and ships and casualties among those on board, and desire to present 

hereby sincere apologies. The Japanese Government will make 

indemnifications for all the losses and will deal appropriately

with those responsible for the incident’. In regard to the

third
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third item of the request made by the Government of the United 

States, the Japanese Government’s note of December 24 recites 

certain definite and specific steps which the Japanese Govern

ment has taken to ensure, in words of that note, ’against in

fringement of, or unwarranted interference with, the rights 

and interests of the United States and other third Powers’ end 

states that ’The Japanese Government are thus endeavoring to 

preclude absolutely all possibility of the recurrence of 

incidents of a similar character'.

"The Government of the United States observed with 

satisfaction the promptness with which the Japanese Government 

in its note of December 14 admitted responsibility, expressed 

regret, and offered amends.

’’The Government of the United States regards the Japanese 

Government's account, as set forth in the Japanese Government’s 

note of December 24, of action taken by it as responsive to the 

request made by the Government of the United States in this 

Government's note of December 14.

’’With regard to the facts of the origins, causes and 

circumstances of the incident, the Japanese Government indicates 

in its note of December 24 the conclusion at which the Japanese 

Government, as a result of its investigation, has arrived. With 

regard to these same matters, the Government of the United States 

relies on the report of findings of the court of inquiry of the 

United States Navy, a copy of which has been communicated offi

cially to the Japanese Government.

"It is the earnest hope of the Government of the United 

States that the steps which the Japanese Government has taken 

will prove effective toward preventing any further attacks or 

unlawful interference by Japanese authorities or forces with 

American nationals, interests or property in China.”

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

J0SEH1 c. <æîW 
His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s

Minister for Foreign Affairs, etc,etc..etc.
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Enclosure No. 17 to despatch 
NO. 271 ? of JAN 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

Tokyo, December 26, 1937.

My dear Craigie:

With reference to my letter of December 25, 

1937, regarding the PANAY incident, I am sending you 

herewith a copy of a note on the same subject which 

I am delivering to the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

today.
Sincerely yours,

JOSEPH C. GREW

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

Sir Robert L. Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B., 
His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
at Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 18 to despatch 
No. 2 fl 1 of JAftLB 1938 
from the Embassy at Tôkÿo.

AMERICAN EMBASSY.

Office of the Naval Attaché, 

Tokyo, Japan.

28 December 1937

Memorandum for the Ambassador :

Enclosures are translations of communications between 

Tokyo Naval Authorities and the Commander in Chief of 

the China Area Fleet.

Very respectfully,

H. M. Bemis

H. M. Bemis, 
Captain, U.S.Navy, 
Naval Attache.
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Cable message from Naval Minister and Chief of General 

Staff to Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet in China

It is most gratifying, from the point of view of the 

friendly relations between the U.S. and Japan, that the 

PANAY incident has been amicably settled because of the 

appropriate measures taken by the Imperial Government and 

the Headquarters at the front, and of the calm attitude 

on the part of the American authorities.

In view of the fact, however, that the true settlement 

of the said incident lies in that whether or not the Im

perial Government should abide by its guarantee to respect 

in the future the American lives, properties, and inter

ests, and also that since it is a serious matter, upon our 

ability or inability of fulfillment of which depend the 

dignity of the Imperial Navy and even the prestige of the 

Empire, Your Excellency is expected to further urge your

subordinates to take thorough precautions for the preven

tion of a similar incident.
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From Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet in China 
to Naval Minister and Chief of General Staff

<*

In receiving His Highness* and His Excellency’s 

kind message informing us the amicable settlement of the 

PANAY Incident, our trepidation is deepened for giving 

anxiety to His Majesty and aggravating the concern of the 

‘ Government and the People with the incident caused by our 

blunder.

As for the Imperial Government’s guarantee to respect 

in future American lives, properties, and interests, the 

officers and men of the Fleet are determined to engage in 

f operations with greater caution so as not to repeat simi-
i. 

lar blunders.
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Enclosure No. 19 to„despatch. 
No. 2717 Of JAN 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

p
No. (88/70 /37

BRITISH EMBASSY 
TOKYO 

28th December, 1937

My dear Grew,

Many thanks for your kindness in 

sending me, under cover of your letters of the 

25th and 26th December respectively, a translation 

of the Japanese Government’s note of the 24th 

December and a copy of your reply regarding the 

’’Panay" incident.

Yours very sincerely,

(Sd) R. L. Craigie.

His Excellency,
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 
for the United States of America, 

at Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 20 to 
despatch No2717 ofjrjj 6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Memorandum.

The American Embassy refers to its memorandum 

of December 22, 1937 relating to a special train 

which it was planned would leave Hankow for Hong Kong 

on December 29 or December 30 to convey American and 

other foreign nationals. Information has now been 

received that this special train will leave Hankow 

for Hong Kong December 30 at 9 a.m. Further details 

will be communicated to the Foreign Office when received.

The American Embassy requests that the foregoing 

information be conveyed to the appropriate authorities 

with a view to obtaining assurances for the safety of 

this train.

Tokyo, Decemb er 28, 1937.

j 
i

. J
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Enclosure No. 21 to despatch
No2717 of ?AN6 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation December 28, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Vice Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

Subject: Special train from Hankow to Hong Kong.

I called on the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 

at his official residence at 9 o’clock this evening, and 

informed him that the special train carrying Americans 

«■nd other foreigners from Hankow to Hong Kong would leave 

Hankow at 9 a.m. on December 30, and asked that appropriate 

measures be taken to ensure its safety. Mr. Horinouchi 

read our memorandum of December 28 and said that he would 

have to take action very quickly.
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Enclosure No. 99 to despatchKo-2717 of fX- 
from the Embassy’ St Tokyo.

Conversation December 28, 1937.

I The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
* with the Vice Minister for Foreign

Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

J Subject: Safety area at Hankow.

I called on the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 

at his official residence at 9 o’clock this evening, 

end left with him our memorandum of December 28 concerning 

the safety of a certain area at Hankow and said that while 

the American Government claims absolute freedom for its 

ships to move and trade on the Yangtze Hiver, the American 

Government looks to the Japanese authorities to give prior 

warning in the event of any area on the Yangtze becoming, 

through steps taken by the Japanese authorities, a danger 

area.
J.C.G.
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Enclosure No ,2 3 t0 
despatch No .271 ? of । 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Memorandum.

The American Embassy refers to its memorandum 

dated December 15, 1937 requesting the Foreign Office 

to take appropriate action in support of a proposal 

of the American Ambassador at Hankow to insure the 

safety of a certain area at Hankow.

The American Embassy now desires to remind the 

Japanese Government that while the American Government 

claims absolute freedom for its ships to move and 

trade on the Yangtze River, the American Government 

looks to the Japanese authorities to give prior warning 

in the event of any area on the Yangtze becoming, through 

steps taken by the Japanese authorities, a danger area.

Tokyo, December 28, 1937
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Enclosure NoPd^o despatch 
No 2711 of uyv" ■ ■
from the Embassy'at Tokyo.

Conversation December 28, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Vice Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

Subject: Consul Allison and Staff Proceeding 
to Nanking.

I called on the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 

at his official residence at 9 o’clock this evening, 

and left our memorandum of December 28 regarding the 

departure of Consul Allison and his staff from Shanghai 

for Nanking on the U.S.S. OAHU today and said that it 

would not be possible for them to comply with the sug

gestion of the Japanese authorities in Shanghai that 

they delay their departure until after January first.

I however told Mr. Horinouchi, informally and 

orally and off the record, that Consuls Allison and his 

staff would probably not debark at Nanking until 

January first.
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Enclosure No. 25 to 
despatch No. 271 7 of 1C,Î^ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Memorandum.

Referring to the suggestion of the Japanese 

authorities at Shanghai that certain American Foreign 

Service officers who were scheduled to proceed from 

Shanghai to Nanking on the U.S.S. OAHU postpone their 

departure for Nanking until after the first of January, 

the American Embassy is now informed that Consul 

Allison and staff are proceeding as scheduled on the 

OAHU which is leaving Shanghai on December 28 for 

Nanking to reoccupy the American Embassy property, to 

protect and be of assistance to American nationals and 

their interests and to handle other official business.

The American Embassy accordingly requests that 

instructions be issued to the appropriate Japanese 

authorities to the end that when Consul Allison and 

his staff arrive at Nanking there may be no inter

ference in connection with their landing or functioning 

at Nanking.

Tokyo, December 28, 1937
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Enclosure No. -to despatch
NO.2Ï1? Of
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry 
for Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Memorandum

The American Embassy has received the following 

information through the American officials at Hankow 

from a letter dated December 22 from the Southern 

Presbyterian Mission, Hsuchow, Kiangsu, at the junction 

of the Tientsin Pukow and Lunghai railwaysJ

"Several philanthropical societies as well as 

local Chamber of Commerce have approached American 

missionaries residing here asking us to entreat you to 

use your good influence for the protection of refugees 

in case hostilities break out in this vicinity. Highest 

military authorities here are glad to cooperate to the 

extent of having given us their promise in person not 

to use the proposed refugee centers for any military 

purpose whatsoever. They promise that no soldiers will 

enter the limits defined and that no munitions will be 

stored there. We ask you to communicate with the Japanese 

authorities and try to secure their recognition of this 

arrangement so that their military forces will not fire 

on or bomb these places. We will demark these buildings 

and yards in any way the Japanese authorities may suggest. 

We would suggest using white flags with a blue cross in 

the center. I am enclosing a list of the buildings proposed 

as refugee centers, also a plot of the city showing the 

location of same.**
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A sketch map accompanying the foregoing letter, 

but not yet received by the Embassy, shows four proposed 
$ areas as follows:

Inside the Chinese city wall:

1 1. Cheng Hsin School for Girls, 2973 1800 1166 1331.

This is located inside west gate near southwest corner of 

city wall.

2. Pei Cheng Middle School, 1014 2973 0022 1331. This 

is located at Yen Tze Lou 3601 1311 2869 near southwest 

corner of city wall.

South of the Chinese city wall:

3. Yo Min Chung Miao, 1636 0388 6988 1680. This is 

located at corner of Yingshih Street 5391 1102 5894 and Kuei 
■4^

Creek 1145 3109.

4. Bible School for Women, 1244 1166 1331 2699. This is 

located at Hsi Tsai Yuan 6007 5475 0954.

It is understood that the maps are being forwarded 

by airmail and will be furnished to the Foreign Office 

immediately upon receipt.

The American Embassy requests that the appropriate 

Japanese authorities be informed of the foregoing in order 

that the necessary steps may be taken to safeguard the 

refugees and properties above referred to.

Tokyo, December 29, 1937
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Enclosure No.I to despatch 
No. 2717 Ofo,>it , 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY 
TOKYO.

29th December, 1937.

My dear Grew,

I send you herewith for your confidential information 

a translation of the Note which was handed to me yesterday 

by the Minister for Foreign Affairs regarding the attacks 

on British vessels on the Yangtze on the 12th December.

c Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

R. L. Craigie.

P.S. It has not yet been decided when the note is to be 

published.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 
for the United States of America, 

at Tokyo.
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(The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the) 
(British Ambassador, SirRobertL. Craigie. )

No. 234 28th December, 1937.
Confidential 
From Mr. Hirota 
H.I.J.M. M.F.À.

Sir,

I have already had the honour in my Note of 

December 14th on the subject of the attacks made by 

mistake by the Japanese forces upon British men-of-war 

and merchant vessels at Wuhu and Nanking on December 

12th to tender the profound apology of the Japanese 

Government and to state that they had taken the necessary 

steps to prevent the recurrence of such incidents and 

that they would deal properly with those responsible and 

also pay the necessary compensation. In reply Your 

Excellency, in your Note of December 16th, after describing 

the circumstances of the incident, stated (1) that His 

Majesty’s Government were glad to receive my above-mentioned 

Note of December 14th, (2) that they requested an assurance 

that the contents of my Note applied equally to the attacks 

made upon British merchant vessels, (3) that they took 

particular note of the statement that those responsible 

would be suitably dealt with, and (4) that they desired 

to be informed that measures had actually been taken of a 

character which would put a definite stop to incidents of 

this kind. I hastened to assure Your Excellency in my 

Note of December 17th that the statements contained in my 

Note of December 14th of course applied also to the British 

merchant vessels which had been attacked in similar circum

stances.
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2. Upon the occurrence of the incidents in question 

the Japanese Government at once did their best to as

certain the facts; but most unfortunately the completion 

of the investigation has been delayed owing to the dis

persion of the units concerned in the course of military 

operations, the inadequacy of communications, or for 

other reasons. A full report has now at last been received, 

the principal points of which have been ezj>lained to you 

by the Japanese military and naval authorities. As Your 

Excellency will know from the above explanations the in

cidents in question were in each case due to the fact 

that the units concerned had taken it for granted that 

under such circumstances as prevailed at the time all 

foreign men-of-war and merchants vessels had sought 

refuge from the scene of fighting and its vicinity and 

that there could be no vessels left in those localities 

other than those of an enemy character, and also to the 

fact that owing to thick fog or haze visibility was poor; 

and there is no room for doubt that they did not intention

ally attack the vessels knowing them to be British. This 

point may be well understood from the facts that as soon 

as the two Japanese naval bombing squadrons and the military 

unit discovered that the vessels were British they ceased 

firing and that Japanese military unit afforded assistance 

in taking care of the dead and wounded on H.M.S. "Ladybird". 

3. As regards the assertion that the Commander of the 

Japanese military unit involved spoke of his having re

ceived orders to fire upon all vessels on the Yangtze the 

Japanese Government, being especially concerned, have made 

a
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a searching investigation and. it has been established 

that the orders referred to all vessels used for military 

purposes by the enemy and were not to the effect that vessels 

belonging to third Powers should be attacked.

4. I should add that the misunderstandings of this 

nature which arose in connexion with the conversations 

between Rear-Admiral Holt and the Commander of the Japanese 

unit at the time at Wuhu are considered to have been the 

result of the language difficulty.

5. As regards the apology of the Japanese Government 

in connexion with this incident and the matter of compensa

tion nothing need be added to what I have said in my above- 

mentioned Note; while as regards the disposition of those 

responsible, although it has been established that the 

incidents were entirely due to a mistake, the Japanese 

Government, in order to ensure against the possibility 

of similar mistakes have dealt properly according to law with 

the commanding and other military officers concerned and 

with the commanding and other naval officers of the air 

squadrons responsible on the ground that they failed to 

take full precautions.

6. As regards the guarantees for the future referred to 

in the final paragraph of Your Excellency’s Note of December 

16th the higher Japanese military commanding officer con

cerned issued, immediately after the incidents, strict 

orders to all the forces under his command that thereafter 

they were not to attack any vessels on the Yangtze unless 

they had determined that they were vessels used for military

purposes
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purposes by the Chinese forces. The naval authorities 

also at once gave strict orders to guard against a 

repetition of such mistakes by the exercise of the 

greatest caution in areas where there are vessels of 

third Powers even in circumstances where such caution 

involves the loss of an opportunity of attacking the 

Chinese forces. In addition, although instructions have 

repeatedly been given to the military, naval and diplomatic 

authorities on the spot, in view of the recent unfortunate 

incidents, strict instructions have once again been issued 

to them to take the greatest possible care that attacks 

are not made upon the lives and property of British and 

other nationals. The Japanese Government, too, are 

studying and expect to give effect to all possible means 

of realising the above aims. For instance, after further 

full investigation, in conjunction with the British authori

ties, of the whereabouts of British residents and interests 

they intend at the appropriate moment to communicate in

formation thereof to the authorities on the spot and to 

subordinate units, while as regards the method of making 

such communications they have given special consideration 

to their speedy and effective transmission.

7. The Japanese Government have taken all the measures 

enumerated above solely out of a sincere desire to render 

more effective and valid their guarantee of the rights and 

interests of Great Britain and other third Powers. I trust, 

therefore, that this fact will be fully appreciated by His 

Majesty’s Government.
I avail etc., 

(SGD) KOKI HIRO TA (LS) 
H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs

His Excellency
Sir R. Craigie etc.,
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Enclosure No. to despatch
No. 2717 193b
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
TOKYO.

31st December, 1937.

My dear Grew,

I enclose a copy of a letter which I have today 

addressed to the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 

requesting that in the event of hostilities at Tsingtao 

Edgewater Peninsula may be regarded as a safety-zone 

and to express the hope, in which my Government concur, 

that Your Excellency may be prepared to support this 

request.

I have sent a similar letter to our French and 

German colleagues.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

R. L. Craigie.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 
for the United States of America, 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the) 
(Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi. )

No. (1497/70/37)

Immediate

31st December, 1937.

My dear Vice-Minister,

I am informed that as a result of representations made 

to the Chinese authorities at Tsingtao, following a consular 

meeting there on December 19th, these authorities have agreed 

not to make use of Edgewater Peninsula at Tsingtao provided 

that Japanese forces do not attempt to make a landing there 

or in the neighbourhood.

I understand that the proposal is that in the event of 

an attack on Tsingtao foreign residents should be concentrated 

as far as possible in the Edgewater Peninsula.

My Government have authorised me to bring this assurance 

of the Chinese authorities to Your Excellency’s notice and to 

express the hope that the Edgewater Peninsula may be regarded 

as a safety zone. This proposal is of course subject to the 

understanding that Japanese responsibility to respect foreign 

lives and property outside any such safety zone remains un

impaired .

I shall be grategul if Your Excellency will be so good 

as to inform me of the reply which I may telegraph to London.

Believe me,

Ify dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely, 

(Sd) R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuki Horinouchi,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosure No. 29 to despatch
JAN 6 1938from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to 
the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY 
TOKYO 

31st December 1937

With the compliments 

of

His Britannic Majesty’s Embassy.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary, 

for the United States of America

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert l. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.)

British Embassy, 
Tokyo,

No. 208 31st December, 1937.

Your Excellency,

I have the honour on instructions from His Majesty’s 

Government in the United Kingdom to inform Your Excellency 

that they have noted with appreciation the assurances contained 

in Your Excellency’s note of December 28th in connexion with 

the attacks on British war ships and Merchant shipping on 

December 12th, and have learnt with satisfaction that the 

statements contained in your note of December 14th apply to 

merchant vessels concerned as well as to warships.

His Majesty’s Government are bound to observe that 

their information in regard to the circumstances in which 

the attacks took place - notably, for instance, on points of 

visibility - is at variance with that of the Japanese Government.

His Majesty’s Government note however with satis

faction that the Japanese Government have taken or are prepared 

to take the necessary measures to deal suitably with the offi

cers responsible for these incidents and to prevent any repeti

tion. As regards the latter His Majesty’s Government consider 

that the details of these measures and their effective applica

tion may suitably form the subject of further conversations in 

the course of which they do not doubt that they will be informed 

of actual steps decided upon.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

(Sd) R.L.Craigie.
His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota
H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign affairs
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Enclosure No. 30 to despatch
No. 2717 of 193P
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

( Translation)

No. 1 American I Department of Foreign Affairs

Tokyo, January 1, 1938.

Excellency:

With reference to Your Excellency’s note No. 851 of 

December 24 I have the honor to state that the contents 

of the report therewith enclosed of the findings of the 

United States Naval Court of Inquiry with regard to the 

PANAY incident have been duly noted. I have the further 

honor to inform Your Excellency that copies of the report 

will be made and transmitted to the Japanese authorities 

concerned.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

Koki Hirota (Seal)

Minister for Foreign Affairs

His Excellency 

Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America
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Enclosure No. 31 to despatch.
NoPTl? of : ’338from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Vice Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, January 2, 1938. 

My dear Vice Minister:

I have been informed that the foreign consular officers 

in Tsingtao have obtained the agreement of the Chinese au

thorities at that port not to make use of Edgewater Peninsula 

at Tsingtao provided that the Japanese forces do not attempt 

to make a landing there or in the neighborhood.

My understanding of the proposal is that foreign resi

dents would be concentrated as far as possible in the 

Edgewater Peninsula in the event of an attack on Tsingtao 

by Japanese forces.

I have been authorized by my Government to bring to the 

attention of Your Excellency’s Government the assurance given 

the foreign consuls by the Chinese authorities and to request 

that the Edgewater Peninsula be regarded by the Japanese 

forces as a safety zone. It is of course understood that the 

establishment of a safety zone under this proposal would not 

impair the responsibility of the Japanese forces to respect 

the lives and property of foreigners outside such safety zone.

I shall appreciate it if Your Excellency will please 

inform me of the action taken on the foregoing proposal in 

order that I may promptly inform my Government.

Believe me, my dear Vice Minister,

Yours very sincerely,

JOSEPH C. GREW
His Excellency

Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi
His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs

(Copy to British Ambassador, Tokyo) 
(Copy to French Ambassador, Tokyo) 
(Copy to German Ambassador, Tokyo)
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The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

Tokyo, January 2, 1938.

My dear Craigie:

With reference to your letter of December 31, 

1937 regarding the Tsingtao safety zone, I am 

enclosing herewith a copy of a letter which I am 

addressing today to the Vice Minister for Foreign 

Affairs on the same subject.

Yours very sincerely,

JOSEPH C. GREW

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

Sir Robert L. Craigie, K..C.M.G., C.B., 
His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
at Tokyo.
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EncLp^ijU^ No. *-’3to despatch 

from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
TOKYO.

4th January 1938.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF 

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie,) 
(to the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. ) 
(Horinouchi. )

4th January, 1938.

My dear Vice-Minister,

In my letter No. 1465/70/37 of the 23rd December last

I informed Your Excellency that my Government had approved my 

action in requesting your support for the proposal that a 

safety zone should be established at Hankow.

My Government understand that Chinese politicians have 

now left Kuling and that the residential area there is 

entirely undefended. There appears moreover to be no 

military objective on the mountain.

All foreign residents have left Kuling except those who 

are prevented from doing so by illness or from financial 

reasons. These number about 120, of whom 50 are British 

subjects.

I am therefore instructed by my Government to ask that 

Kuling may also be constituted a safety zone, in addition to 

the area at Hankow defined in my letter of the 23rd December.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister, 

Yours very sincerely,

(Sd) R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi, „ . . ,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

No. 857.

The American Embassy presents ita compliments to the 

Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs and has the honor to 

acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the latter’s Note 

No. 172 of December 24, 1937, by which were transmitted 

to the American Embassy a list of contributors together 

with their contributions to the victims of the U.S.S. PANAY. 

As the latter are not in a position to receive these con

tributions, the American Embassy will temporarily hold the 

contributions with a view to transferring them to private 

Japanese individuals who are now formulating a plan to 

expend the monies toward furthering relations between the 

United States and Japan. Arrangements will be made for 

acknowledgment to the contributors.

Tokyo, January 4, 1938
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COkMUN.CATIONS 

AND RECORDS

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, January 6, 1938.

No. 2721.

SUBJECT: RECOUENDATIONS MADE AND STEPS TAKEN 
BY THE AMERICAN EMBASSY AND STEPS TAKEN 
BY THE BRITISH AND FRENCH EMBASSIES IN 
TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO '*BKE SINO-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

With reference to my despatch No. 2708 of December 

1/3 23, 1937, I have the honor to enclose outlines prepared

by a member of my staff on the following subjects:

793.94/12189
 

F/FG
FILED

I. Recommendations made and steps taken 
by the American Embassy in Tokyo with 
respect to the Sino-Japanese conflict 
from December 22, 1937, to January 4, 
1938, inclusive.

II.
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II. Steps taken by the British Enbassy in 
Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japa- 

J nese conflit from December 22, 1937,
to January 4, 1938.

III. Steps taken by the French Eabassy in 
Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japa
nese conflict from December 22, 1937, 
to January 4, 1938.

In enclosure No. 1 there is only a brief outline of 

the steps taken in connection with the PANAY incident. For 

a more complete account of developments during the period 

under review, reference is made to my despatch No. 2720 of 

January 6, 1938.
Respectfully yours, __

/ Joseph C. Grew.
/ 

./

IT 3 Enclosures;

As listed.

710 
GDA:IMF

r

I
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch.
No. 2721 dated January 6, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I — RECOMMENDATIONS MADE AND STEPS TAKEN BY 
THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT 
TO THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT, FROM DECEM
BER 22, 1937, TO JANUARY 4, 1938, INCLUSIVE.

On the evening of December 24 the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs handed to the Ambassador the Japanese Government’s 

reply to the Embassy’s note of protest dated December 14 on 

the subject of the sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY by Japanese 

airplanes. The substance of the Japanese Government’s note 

is as follows:

(1) No word needs to be added to what Mr. 
Hirota stated in his note of December 14 in re
ply to the requests of the American Government 
for a recorded expression of regret and indemni
fications, namely, that the Japanese Government 
regretted the occurrence most profoundly and de
sired to present sincere apologies, and that the 
Japanese Government would make indemnification 
for all the losses and would deal appropriately 
with those responsible for the incident; (2) the 
Japanese Navy issued without delay strict orders 
to "exercise the greatest caution in every area 
where warships and other vessels of America or any 
other third Power are present, in order to avoid 
a recurrence of a similar mistake, even at the sac
rifice of a strategic advantage in attacking the 
Chinese troops"; and (3) rigid orders have been 
issued to the Japanese military, naval and civil 
authorities in China to pay "greater attention 
than hitherto" to observance of the instructions 
that have been repeatedly given against infringe
ment of, or unwarranted interference with, the 
rights and interests~of tl® United States, and 
other third Powers. Thê~hote added that although 
the incident was due to a mistake, the Commander 
of the Flying Force concerned had been immediately 
removed from his post and that the staff members 
of the Fleet and all others responsible had been 
duly dealt with according to law. (Embassy’s tel
egram No. 679, December 24, 1937).

In
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In accordance with, the Department*s instructions, on 

December 25 the Embassy communicated to the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs a copy of the report of findings of the 

United States Naval Court of Inquiry at Shanghai concerning 

the PANAT incident. (Department’s telegram No. 371, Decem

ber 23, Embassy’s telegramsNo. 677 December 24 and No. 660, 

December 25, 1937).

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, on December 

26 the Ambassador delivered to the Minister for Foreign Af

fairs a note to the effect that the United States Government 

observed with satisfaction the promptness with which the 

Japanese Government in its note of December 14 had a dm it. ted 

responsibility, expressed regret, and offered amends and 

that the Government of the United States regarded the Japa

nese Government’s account of action taken, as set forth in 

the Japanese Government’s note of December 24, as responsive 

to the request made by the United States Government in its 

note of December 14. (Department’s telegram No. 376, De

cember 25 and Embassy’s telegram No. 683, December 26, 1937).

Reference is made to theEmbassy’s despatch No. 2720, 

of January 6, 1938, for a more complete account of develop

ments connected with the PANAT incident for the period De

cember 23, 1937, to January 5, 1938, inclusive.

Acting under the Department’s instructions, the Ambass

ador addressed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs a note 

dated December 23 reiterating to Mr. Hirota the continued 

and great concern entertained by the American Government in 

the preservation of the administrative integrity of the cus

toms
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toms at Shanghai and in the safeguarding of the customs 

revenues, and stating that the American Government would 

welcome the following assurances from the Japanese Govern

ment: that there should be a prompt release of foreign 

loan and indemnity quotas and of customs expenses; that the 

release of foreign and indemnity quotas should neither now 

nor later be made contingent upon possible future develop

ments, with the understanding that the Japanese Government 

would not countenance or support any subsequent arrange

ment which might render such an assurance ineffectual; that 

customs surpluses for the service of domestic loans should 

be held in the expense account of the Inspector General of 

Customs; that control of the existing tariffs and procedure 

should be continued; and that harbor craft should be re

turned to the custody and use of the Chinese Customs Admin

istration. (Department’s telegrams No. 339, December 12, 

and No. 366, December 21, and Embassy’s telegram No. 675, 

December 23, 1937).

Acting under further instructions received from the 

Department, the Ambassador called on the Vice Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on December 28, renewed in detail and with 

emphasis the previous representations made to the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs on the customs issue, and delivered a 

signed note which urged upon the Japanese Government the 

importance of neither taking action nor countenancing ac

tion by the Japanese military or other authorities which 

would disrupt the Chinese Customs Service or impair the au

thority of the present Customs Administration. The Am

bassador ’ s
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bassador’s note again emphasized the interest held by the 

American Government in the preserving of the integrity of 

the Chinese customs and in the safeguarding of customs 

revenues, and expressed the hope that the assurances re

quested in the Ambassador’s note of December 23 might be giv

en by the Japanese Government. Without instructions from 

the Department, Mr. Grew said to the Vice Minister that in 

his own opinion the integrity of the Chinese customs cer

tainly represented one of the American interests envisaged 

in the final paragraph of the Embassy’s note of December 

14 on the PANAV incident and that this interest should not 

be subjected to unlawful interference by any Japanese au

thorities or forces whatsoever, and that in the light of 

the American Government’s acceptance of the Japanese note 

of December 24 as "responsive” to the American Government’s 

desires, it would be deplorable if interference with that 

specific American interest should occur. The Vice Min

ister said that the matter was being carefully studied and 

he reiterated the previous general assurances of Mr. Hiro- 

ta that American interests would be given full considera

tion. (Department’s telegram No. 375, December 25, and 

Embassy’s telegram No. 695, December 29, 1937).

As reported to the Department in the Embassy’s tele

gram No. 672 of December 23, 1937, the Embassy left a memo

randum with the Foreign Office on December 15, 1937, quot

ing a proposal from the American Ambassador in Hankow and 

requesting that the Foreign Office take appropriate action 

in support thereof. Mr. Johnson’s proposal was that the 

Japanese
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Japanese authorities should give assurances that the Japanese 

forces would attack neither a certain specified area in Han

kow in which Consulates and Embassy staffs were located, nor 

the river front adjoining this area in which were concentrat

ed naval vessels of British, American, French, and Italian 

nationality, as well as foreign merchant ships. (Telegram 

from the Embassy at Hankow No. 33, December 13, Department’s 

telegram No. 367, December 21, and Embassy’s telegram No. 

672 of December 23, 1937.)

In reply to the Ambassador’s request for instructions, 

by a telegram dated December 27 the Department instructed 

him to inform the Japanese Government that while the American 

Government claimed absolute freedom for its ships to move and 

trade on the Yangtze River, the American Government looked to 

the Japanese authorities to give prior warning in the event 

of any area on the Yangtze River becoming, through steps 

taken by the Japanese authorities, a danger area. After con

sulting with the British Ambassador and ascertaining that he 

would take similar action on the same day, the Ambassador 

carried out the Department’s telegraphic instructions on De

cember 28. (Embassy’s telegrams No. 682, December 26, No. 

690, December 28, and Department’s telegram No. 380, December 

27, 1937).

In reply to the Embassy’s protest of October 8 against 

the Japanese aerial bombing on September 24 of the Ida Kahn 

Women and Children’s Hospital belonging to the Women’s Foreign 

Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Mission at 

Nanchang, the Embassy received a communication from the For

eign Office on December 28 to the effect that the bombing was
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a mistake, that the Japanese Government expressed sincere 

regret, and that rigid instructions had been Issued with a 

view to preventing the occurrence of such incidents. The 

Foreign Office’s communication made no mention of indemnifi

cation, and concluded by requesting that American property 

in China be marked with flags and other markings of large 

size. (Embassy’s telegrams No. 457, October 8, and No. 692, 

December 28, and Department’s telegram No. 332, December 7, 

1937).

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, on December 

28 the Embassy addressed a memorandum to the Foreign Office 

referring to the suggestion of the Japanese authorities at 

Shanghai that certain American Foreign Service officers who 

were scheduled to proceed from Shanghai to Nanking on the 

U.S.S. OAHU postpone their departure for Nanking until after 

the first of January. The Embassy’s memorandum stated that 

Consul Allison and his staff were proceeding as scheduled 

on the OAHU which was leaving Shanghai on December 28 for 

Nanking to reoccupy the American Embassy property, to pro

tect and be of assistance to American nationals and their 

interests, and to handle other official business.

Finally, it was requested by the Embassy that instruc

tions be issued to the appropriate Japanese authorities to 

the end that when Consul Allison and his staff arrived at 

Nanking there might be no interference in connection with 

their landing at or functioning in that city. (Department’s 

telegram No. 379, December 27, and Embassy’s telegram No. 

689, December 28, 1937).

Acting upon information received through Shanghai from 

the
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the Embassy at Hankow, the Embassy addressed a memorandum 

to the Foreign Office on December 29 requesting that the 

appropriate Japanese authorities take the necessary steps 

to safeguard the refugees in and properties of the Southern 

Presbyterian Mission at Hsuchow, Kiangsu Province, at the 

junction of the Tientsin-Pukow and Lunghai railways. It 

was stated in the Embassy’s memorandum that the authorities 

of the Southern Presbyterian Mission had suggested that the 

buildings of the Mission be distinguished by white flags with 

a blue cross in the center. On December 30 the Foreign Of

fice informed the Embassy that the Japanese military and naval 

authorities had agreed to respect such American property at 

Hsuchow as was marked with "white flags with a blue cross in 

the center".

In response to the Ambassador’s request for instructions, 

the Department authorized him to make representations to the 

Foreign Office similar to those already made by the British 

Ambassador concerning a proposed safety zone at the Edgewater 

Peninsula in Tsingtao. Accordingly, on January 2 the Am

bassador addressed to the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 

a letter bringing to the attention of the Japanese Government 

the assurance given to foreign consuls by the Chinese author

ities in Tsingtao, and requesting that the Edgewater Peninsula 

there be regarded by the Japanese forces as a safety zone, 

subject to the understanding that the responsibility of the 4« 
Japanese forces to respect the lives and property of foreign- 

ers outside such safety zone would not be impaired. (Embassy’s |

telegrams No. 2 of January 1 and No. 5 of January 2, and De- 1'

partment’s telegram No. 1 of January 1, 1938).
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch 
No. 2721 dated January 6, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION II — STEPS TAKEN BY THE BRITISH EMBASSY IN TOKYO 
WITH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT 
FROM DECEMBER 22, 1937, TO JANUARY 4, 1938, 
INCLUSIVE (SO FAR AS KNOWN TO THE AMERICAN 
EMBASSY).

On December 28 the British Ambassador received the reply 

of the Minister for Foreign Affairs to his formal representa

tions of December 16 concerning the attacks made on December 

12 by Japanese airplanes and land forces on the British war

ships LADYBIRD and BEE, and British merchant shipping at Wu- 

hu and at a point near Nanking. The substance of the Japa

nese note was as follows: the attacks upon British vessels 

were a mistake; as soon as the vessels were known to be 

British, Japanese bombing and military units ceased fire and 

offered medical assistance; with reference to the reported 

assertion of a Japanese officer that he had received orders 

to fire on all vessels on the Yangtze River, the orders is

sued referred only to vessels used by the Chinese; in order 

to ensure against recurrence of similar incidents those re

sponsible were being dealt with according to law; and further 

to guard against recurrence of such incidents, greater cau

tion will be exercised in areas where there are vessels of 

third powers even if it should entail permitting Chinese 

forces to escape.

Pursuant to instructions received from his Government, 

on December 31 the British Ambassador addressed a note of 

reply to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the gist of which 

was that the British Government noted with satisfaction that 

the
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the Japanese Government had taken or was prepared to take 

the necessary measures to deal suitably with the officers 

responsible for the incidents and to prevent any repetition. 

The British note concluded by stating that the details of 

the Japanese Government1s measures and their effective ap

plication might in the opinion of the British Government 

suitably form the subject of further conversations in the 

course of which the British Government did not doubt that 

it would be informed of actual steps decided upon. (Embassy’s 

telegrams No. 697, December 30, and No. 700, December 31, 

1937.)

On December 18 the British Embassy made representations 

to the Foreign Office requesting that the Japanese authori

ties give assurances that the Japanese forces would attack 

neither a certain specified area in Hankow in which Consulates 

and Embassy staffs were located, nor the river front ad

joining this area in which were stationed naval vessels of 

British, American, French and Italian nationality, as well 

as foreign merchant ships. (Telegram from the American 

Embassy at Hankow No. 33, December 13, Department’s telegram 

No. 367, December 21, and Embassy’s telegram No. 672, Decem

ber 23, 1937.)

Sir Robert L. Craigie addressed a formal note to Mr. 

Hirota on December 22 protesting against the alleged serious 

violation of the territorial waters and of the territory it

self of Hong Kong by Japanese naval forces on December 11. 

According to the facts as reported to the British Embassy,

a
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a Chinese Customs vessel, when within British territorial 

waters, was fired at by a Japanese destroyer from a posi

tion just outside territorial waters, was shortly after

wards struck by a ricochet and was then beached on British 

territory and abandoned; the Japanese destroyer subsequent

ly entered British territorial waters and towed the Customs 

vessel off; and a Japanese naval party landed without any 

permit from the authorities of the Colony of Hong Kong.

After pointing out that the action of the Japanese destroyer 

was in all respects "wholly unjustified and illegal" and 

that the incident in question was not the first of its kind, 

the British note requested an assurance "at an early date" 

that the strictest instructions had been issued to ensure 

that the territories and territorial waters at Hong Kong were 

fully respected. The British note also stated that the 

British Government requested to be informed of the nature 

of the disciplinary action which had been taken against 

those responsible for the "deplorable occurrence". (Em

bassy’s telegram No. 673, December 23, 1937).

On his own initiative the British Ambassador said to 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs on December 22 that he 

wished to acquaint him with certain facts regarding the at

titude of the Japanese military and Japanese civil offi

cials in China which were causing grave concern to the 

British Government and to him and which raised in the 

British Government’s mind the same doubts as his own re

garding the efficacy of Japanese official assurances. With

reference to the assurances given by Mr. Hirota of the Jap

anese Government’s determination to respect and safeguard

British
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British rights and interests in China, Sir Robert L.

Craigie asserted that present reports indicated that a 

contrary policy was being carried out by Japanese offi

cials in China. He referred to the anomalous position 

in North China, where a provisional government not recog

nized by the Japanese Government had the declared support 

of the Japanese Army, and he also referred to the "pirat

ical proceedings" of the Japanese officials in relation 

to the Tientsin customs. In reply to a question of Mr. 

Hirota as to what were the "foreign rights and interests 

in China" referred to, Sir Robert L. Craigie stated that 

such rights and interests included the safe-guarding and 

respect of foreign rights and property, preservation of 

the Open Door, and the preservation of the interests and 

rights of foreign powers in the Customs administration of 

China. In answer to a question from the British Ambassa

dor, the Minister for Foreign Affairs stated categorically 

that the British Ambassador might inform his Government 

that the Japanese Government still adhered to these prin

ciples, adding, however, that since the question of the 

China Customs was still under discussion he could not now 

pledge the exact form in which foreign interests in the 

China Customs would be safe-guarded. (Embassy’s telegram 

No. 674, December 23, 1937).

On December 28 the British Ambassador left with the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs a memorandum stating that the 

British Government looked to the Japanese Government to 

give prior warning in the event of any area on the Yangtze 

River beccming a danger area, and to indicate to the British

Government
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Government the zones in which British nationals and shipping 

could be concentrated under a guarantee of safety. At the 

same time the British note reminded the Japanese Government 

that the British Government claimed absolute freedom for its 

ships to move and trade freely on the river. (Embassy’s 

telegrams No. 682, December 26, and No. 690, December 28, 

1937).

The British Ambassador addressed a letter to the Vice 

Minister for Foreign Affairs on December 31 requesting that 

in the event of hostilities at Tsingtao, Edgewater Peninsula 

be regarded as a safety zone "subject to the understanding 

that Japanese responsibility to respect foreign lives and 

property outside such safety zone remains unimpaired". (Em- 

bassy’s telegram No. 2, January 1, 1938).

Sir Robert Craigie addressed a letter to the Vice Min

ister for Foreign Affairs on January 4 stating that there 

remained at Kuling about 120 foreigners, of whom 50 were 

British subjects, and requesting that Kuling be constituted 

a safety zone.
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
No. 2721 dated January 6, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION III — STEPS TAKEN BY THE FRENCH EMBASSY IN 
TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPA
NESE CONFLICT FROM DECEMBER 22, 1937, 
TO JANUARY 4, 1938, INCLUSIVE (SO FAR 
AS KNOWN TO THE AMERICAN EMBASSY).

As reported to the Department in the Embassy’s tele

gram No. 672 of December 23, on December 18 the French 

Ambassador made representations to the Foreign Office 

requesting assurance that the French Concession in Han

kow and French shipping in the Hankow area would be free 

of attack by Japanese forces.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 21, 1938.

Shanghai’s despatch No. 1124, Decem
ber 22, 1937, transmits a "Draft Plan for 
the Future of Shanghai" prepared by a group 
of Americans and Britons. Sections which 
describe outstanding features of the plan 
have been marked.

It is interesting to note that the plan 
envisages the elimination of official for
eign influence in the administration and 
policing of the City (International Settle
ment, Municipality of Greater Shanghai, and 
possibly the French Concession). The Chinese 
Government is by Charter to grant "to the 
inhabitants of the City the right of self- 
government" for a minimum period of fifty 
years. The plan provides for a Governing 
Board presided over by a Çhlnese Governor 
General and having in addition one Ameri
can, one British, one French, and one Japa
nese member. A Municipal Council, consist
ing of 8 Chinese, 5 British, 3 American, 
3 French, 3 Japanese, and 2 persons of 
other nationality, is also provided for. 
Significant in this connection is the pro
vision for the addition of one Chinese mem
ber every five years until the number of 
Chinese members is raised to fifteen. The 
Governing Board is accorded the right to 
veto action by the Council but the Council 
can override a veto by a three-fourths 
vote.

It
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It is to be noted that the plan as out

lined above conforms in most respects with 
the ideas set forth by Consul General Gauss 
in his despatch No. 1070 of November 7, 1937.

There is also enclosed with the des
patch a short memorandum which purports to 
set forth the views of Japanese civil of
ficials in Shanghai in regard to the future 
of Shanghai. It is suggested' that this 
memorandum be read in its entirety.

Mr. Gauss comments with regard to the 
Japanese plan that it calls for less change 
in the present status of the International 
Settlement and the French Concession than 
the "Draft Plan" and might, if properly 
worked out, provide a basis for a satis
factory permanent solution to the Shanghai 
problem. He expresses, however, a fear 
that the Japanese military authorities will 
not be content to let the Japanese Foreign 
Office work out a solution on the basis of 
the plan outlined by the two Japanese Con
suls General. He states that "it now ap
pears likely that the Japanese military 
authorities will at the very least insist 
on the cession to Japan of a large exclu
sive concession on the banks of the Whang- 
poo".

In
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In conclusion Mr. Gauss observes that 
"in view of the uncertain political situa
tion therA- seems little point in making 
more detailed observations on the future 
status of Shanghai until Japan's desiderata 
withregard to the area are more clearly 
indicated".
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENEÈW^ 
Shanghai, China, December ZZ,

CONFIDENTIAL
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SUBJECT;

CM

"EHE HONORABLE

FOTUJE STATUS OF SHANGHAI

the honor to refer to my
' //^> 

despatch No. 1070 of

THE SECRETARY OF STATE, 

a Washington

793.94/12190
 

F/FG

SIR:

I haw
1/ November 7, 1937, on the above subject, and to enclose a 

copy of the rough-draft outline mentioned therein as under 
t ■ preparation by a small group of Americans and Britons. 

This "Draft Plan for the Future of Shanghai* has now been 
mimeographed and distributed very confidentially to a

Q ù number of interested Shanghai residents and officials by 
Jnthe committee which drafted it.

2/' \JA A translation of the Chinese Organic Law Governing
3/ Municipalities and two charts prepared by this office indl^ 

eating the form and powers of a municipality as outlined bÿ5 
the Chinese laws now in force are also submitted as of 1
possible interest to the Department in connection with See- 1 

tion 8 of Enclosure No. 1 and with suggestion No. 4 of my ' k 
rough outline on page 4 of the despatch under reference 
above.

While this office has questioned briefly in foot notes' 
to the "Draft Plan for the Future of Shanghai” a few points ! 

which £
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which obviously need clarification, the alteration in 

the military and political situation since the date of 

my despatch No. 1070 makes it appear likely that more 

attention will be given to Japanese plans for the future 

of Shanghai, such as the plan outlined in the enclosed 

confidential memorandum covering a conversation between 

the Secretary of the Consular Body and Japanese Consuls 

General Okamoto and Okazaki, than will be accorded to the 
"Draft Plan."

The reported proposals of the Japanese Consuls General 
appear to call for less change in the present status of the 

International Settlement and the French Concession than the 

"Draft Plan" and might, if properly worked out, provide a 

basis for a satisfactory permanent solution of the Shanghai 
problem. The technical obstacles to the completion and 

implementation of such a plan would appear to be fewer in 

number and simpler than under the "Anglo-American Plan." 

Provided Japan does not insist on too much dominance it 

should not be impossible, under this Japanese plan, to 

provide for sufficient local autonomy and adequate coopera
tion between all areas involved to permit a recommencement 
within the Settlement of the traditional effective protec
tion against external violence and the continuation of the 

prevention of internal disorders and the adequate safeguard 

ing of personal rights, including property rights, so vital 
to all vested interests in Sianghai, on a basis more clear 

out and less subject to friction than that heretofore 

existing.
It is feared, however, that the Japanese military 

authorities who have gained control of Shanghai and its 

hinterland for the second time within six years at a heavy
cost 
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cost of life and treasure, will not be content to let the 

Japanese Foreign Office work out a solution on the basis 

outlined by the two Consuls General. It now appears likely 

that the Japanese military authorities will at the very least 

insist on the cession to Japan of a large exclusive conces

sion on the banks of the Whangpoo.

'''in view of the uncertain political situation there 

seems little point in making more detailed observations on 

the future status of Shanghai until Japan’s desiderata with 

regard to the area are more clearly indicated.//

Enclosure s:

C» Hi* Celia ss > 
American Consul General

1/- Copy of rough draft outline of 
’’Draft Plan for the Eiture of 
Shanghai. ”

2/- Translation of Chinese Organic Law 
Governing Municipalities.

3/- Two Charts indicating Fona and Powers 
of a Municipality.

4/- Copy of Confidential Memorandum.
IN &ÜINTUFLIGATE

Copy to Embassy at Peiping. 
Copy to Eta bas sy at Hankow.

800,
HHSsRN
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 114 4 of C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated December 
82, 1937, on the subject; "The Future Status of Shanghai."

( COPY )

DRAFT PLAN FOR THE FUTURE OF SHANGKAT- *

(1) ** City Area.
The City area shall comprise-the International 

Settlement, the Municipality of Greater Shanghai and 
the French Concession should the authorities of the 
French Concession so desire. ***

(2) Demilitarised Zone

The City shall be surrounded by a demilitarised 
zone ***♦ the boundaries of which will be determined 
upon military advice.

(a) The demilitarised zone will not be 
part of the City area and will not be 
governed by the City authorities.

* All Footnotes Consist of Comments by the 
American Consulate General:

*♦ Would it not be helpful under the plan to have 
a preamble state clearly that the purpose of 
the plan is to outline a government for the 
Shanghai area during the necessary period of 
transition before rendition to complete Chinese 
control which will ensure due consideration for 
all legitimate Interests involved ?

*** Should not the reasons for inclusion of the 
area of the Greater Municipality outside the 
Settlement and the Concession be explained as 
clearly and cogently as possible in order to 
avoid a natural Chinese reaction to ttie effect 
that even the Powers who have remained neutral 
in this Conflict have utilized it to extend 
their domination over more Chinese territory ?
Have the reasons given by Justice Feet ham (Vol. 
2, Part 5, Chapter 4, Paragraphs 56 to 63, of 
his REPORT TO THE SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ) 
in favor of organized cooperation or loose 
federation among the areas now separately ad
ministered as an alternative to dosely cen
tralize control been carefully enough consider
ed in connection with this plan ?

♦*** To be established by treaty between China and 
Japan or by treaties involving additional powers ?

(3) City Charter
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(3) City Charter.

The Chinese Government * shall by charter grant 
to the inhabitants of the City area the right of self- 
government. The term of the Charter shall be subject 
to the provisions of Clause 24 hereof.

(4) Military Bailee.
I The City authorities shall have the right to
/ tain a force of Military Police in addition to Volun

teers.
(5) Withdrawal of foreign Military Forces.

(a) No foreign military force shall remain in the 
City area for a longer period than three years from the 
granting of the Charter, and any such forces shall be 
sooner withdrawn on receipt at any time of a request 
from the City authorities so to withdraw. ♦♦

(b) Until the withdrawal of such foreign military 
forces no one ^nationality shall retain in the City area 
more than 3,000 troops at any one time except upon the 
request of the City authorities.

(6) City Authorities.
i The City shall be governed by a Board of Governors
I and a Council.
I (a) Governing Board.Î

1. The Governing Board shall ocnsist of a 
Chinese Governor-General appointed by 
the Chinese Government and paid from the 
City funds, and in addition of four un
paid Governors as follows :

American 1 
British 1 
french 1 
Japanese 1

Should the authorities of the french Con
cession decide not to participate in the 
Plan, the constitution of the Governing 
Board shall be as follows, in addition to 
the Governor-General:

American 1

* Might not the Charter need to be put on a treaty 
basis including at least one major neutral power 
in order to avoid a claim by a later Chinese nat
ional government of the right to revoke or alter 
the charter before termination ?

** any such force shall sooner be withdrawn
on receipt at any time from the city authorities 
to so withdraw....* - would this clause be ac
ceptable to the Japanese, and if so, should it not 
be made clear how long a period of prior notifica
tion would be allowed>or at least how much sooner than three years might be meant by ’’sooner" ?
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American 1
Briti sh 1
Japanese 1
Other nationalities 1

The representative of other nationalities 
shall be a representative of the nation 
whose average annual gross trade with 
Shanghai during the previous three years, 
as determined by the published reports of 
the Chinese Maritime Customs, shall exceed 
that of nations other than those permanently 
represented upon the Governing Board. *

2. Members of the Governing Board diall be 
elected trlennially by the Committees of 
those national organizations which may be 
nominated for the purpose by the Consuls 
General of the nationalities concerned.

3. No person shall be eligible to be a member 
of the Governing Board other than a rate
payer of the City who has resided in the 
city for more than three years during the 
five-year period immediately prior to his 
nomination.

4. In the event of the death or resignation 
of a member of the Governing Board the 
vacancy shall be filled by election by 
the same national organizations that elect
ed the member in question.

5. In the event of the absence from Shanghai 
of a member of the Governing Board for a 
period of over one month a substitute shall 
be nominated to serve during such absence 
by the same national organizations that 
elected the member concerned.

* If the French Concession remains outside the 
arrangement would the balance set here prevent 
the domination of the municipal government by 
a Sino-Japanese group if it also happens that 
the "other” power represented happens to be 
a European power closely allied with Japan ?
Why should not the governors as well as the 
Chinese governor-general be paid from city 
funds ?

(b) Council
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(b) Council
The membership of the Council shall be 
apportioned as follows:

Chinese 8
British 5
Americans 3
French 3
Japanese 3
Other nationalities 2

Every five years there shall be added 
one Chinese member until the number of 
Chinese members is raised to fifteen.
Should the authorities of the French 
Concession decide not to participate in 
the Plan, the membership of the Council 
shall be apportioned as follows:

Chinese 8
British 5
Americans 3
Japanese 3
Other nationalities 2

Every five years one Chinese member shall 
be added until the number of Chinese mem
bers is raised to twelve.

2. The representatives of other nationalities 
shall be representatives of the two nations 
whose average annual gross trade with 
Shanghai during the previous three years, 
as determined by the published reports of 
the Chinese Maritime Customs, shall ex
ceed that of nations other than those 
permanently represented upon the Council.

3» Members of Council shall be elected an** 
nually by the ratepayers of the City who 
possess the voting qualification pre
scribed by the present Land Regulations. 
Ratepayers of each nationality shall 
elect their own representatives. There 
shall be no plural voting.

4. No person shall be eligible formember
ship of the Council other than a rate
payer of the City who has resided in 
the City for a period of more than one 
year during the three-year period immed
iately prior to his election.

5. In the event of the death or resignation 
of a member of Council, the vacancy shall 
be filled by nomination by the other 
Members of Council of the nationality 
concerned. Where there is only one Mem
ber of Council of the nationality concern
ed there shall be & fresh election.

6. In the
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6» In the event of the absence from «Shanghai 
of a Member of Council for a period of 

\over one month the other Members of Cb un- 
cil of the same nationality shall nominate 
a substitute for him to serve during such 
absence. Where there is only one Member 
of Council of the nationality concerned a 
substitute shall be nominated by the absent 
member, or, failing such nomination, by 
the Council.

7. The Council shall eleet its own Chairman 
who shall have, in addition to his vote 
as a Member, a second or casting vote in 
the event of an equal division of votes 
cast. *

(7) Relations between Council and Governing Board.

The transactions of the Council shall be reported 
to the Governing Boaid. The Governing Board shall con
duct all negotiations between the Chinese Government and 

| the City authorities • The Governing Board shall have the 
I right to veto any action taken by the Council, but the 
I Council shall be able to override such veto by a vote of 
I three-fourt hs of its menbers. No decision of the Govern- 
I ing Board shall be valid unless concurred in by three 
I members of the Board. * *

(8) Powers of the Council.
The Council shall have full administrative and legis

lative authority over the City area and may enact and 
prouulgate any rules and regulations for the peace, order 
and good government of the area and prescribe penalties 
for the breach thereof. Without prejudice to the general
ity of the foregoing, the Council shall have and indepen
dently exercise all suoh powers as are conferred upon a 
Chinese municipality in accordance with law. The Coun
cil shall amually publish a report and budget for the 
information of the Ratepayers.

* Should not the potential importance of the casting vote 
to be exercised by the Chairman elected by a bare major
ity be carefully considered in setting the balance of 
representation on the Council?

** Is it realized that the failure to obtain the approval 
of three-fifths of the governing board on one side or 
the other on any problem throws the decision to a bare 
majority of the Council ?
With the certainty of a changed national complexion in 
the Council once every five years and possible change 
each year due to changes in nations winning the right 
to representation for each particular year as one of 
the two "other" nations, should this possibility also 
not be most carefully considered in setting the balance 
of representation on the Council ?

(9) Taxation
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(9) Taxation.

| (a) The Council shall promulgate, levy and col-
I lect any rates, taxes, license fees or other dues 

that it may deem necessary for the purposes of the 
\ City.

(b) Such provisional taxes the proceeds of which 
are at present apportioned between the Chinese Govern
ment and Chinese provincial authorities shall be simi
larly apportioned between the Chinese Government and 
the City so long as such taxes are levied in China. *

( 10) Assumption of Obligations•

All obligations on the debentures, bonds or other 
borrowings of a temporary nature of the authorities 
mentioned in Clause 1 hereof and which are outstanding 
on the date of the Charter shall be assumed by the City 
as successor to the authorities mentioned in Clause 1 
hereof. * *

(11) Borrowing Powers.
Subject to the p ro vis io ns of an annual budget the 

Council may at any time raise necessary funds by the 
issue of Bonds, Debentures, temporary loans or other 
agreements of indebtedness as may be decided upon to 
provide for the cost of its programme of capital devel
opment and for such other puipo® the cost of which is 
not directly chargeable to the ordinary or special 
revenues of the City. The authority and the conditions 
in respect to the raising of funds as set out herein 
shall remain in force until the expiration of the ninth 
year of the period of notice referred to in Clause 24 
hereof.

(12) Enforcement of Laws.
Judicial laws shall only be enforced in the City 

area through the courts, and administrative laws 
through the officials of the Cbuncil. ♦ ♦ *

( 13) Suits against the City.
The Council shall only be sued in a special court 

constituted by a Chinese President nominated by the 
Chinese Government and two foreign judges nominated 
by the Consuls General of those countries for the time 
being represented cn the Governing Board. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

* Why should a separate municipal area such as that proposed 
receive the same treat  mai t in the division of national tax 
receipts as a province receives ? .

*♦ What about obligations to employees ? |
*♦* What body is to make or select the judicial laws or admin- ? 

istrative laws that are to be so enforced ? |
***♦ Should not non-extraterritorial officers and employees of I 

the city government be specifically ensured against at- |
tempts to enforce upon them as persons subject to Chinese a
laws undue responsibility for their official acts ? à

(14) Non-di s criminat io n J
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( 14 ) Non-discr iminat io n.
The Chinese Government shall in no way discrimi

nate against the City by legislation, taxation or in 
any other way, and shall treat the City as favorably 
in all respects as any municipality in China.

(15) National Services»
The Chinese Government shall maintain in the City 

the following offices for the purposes naned and ad
equate for such needs:

1. Chinese Maritime Customs - for the oolleo- 
tion of import and export duties on mer
chandise.

2. Chinese Post Office - for the administration 
of postal communioat io ns.

3. Wireless Telephone and Cable Offices and 
Terminals__________________________
to provide intercommunication between the 
City and Chinese cities and foreign coun
tries.

4. An office for the issuance of passports to 
residents of the Port who are Chinese citi
zens or who are not recognized by foreign 
governments. This office shall provide 
all required visas to holders of foreign 
passports. *

The Chinese Government shall similarly establish 
and maintain any other offices necessary from time to 
time for the purposes of such national services as 
are necessary for the well-being of the City and are 
mutually agreed upon between the Chinese Government 
and the City authorities.

(16) Communioatio ns.
The Chinese Government shall establish and main

tain within the area adequate and reasonable facili
ties for inter-communication between the City and the 
rest of China and shall provide suœh adequate and 
reasonable facilities for communication between the 
City and places abroad as the Chinese Government pro
vides in other places in China. Such services shall 
embrace but shall not be limited to:

Bailways,
Steam ships and other vessels, 
Hoad transport, 
Air transport.

* Would it not be better to male the last sentence of 
this Section read "This office shall be empowered 
to provide all Chinese visas legitimately required 
by the holders of foreign passports ?

The Chinese
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The Chinese Government shall further provide at 
the request of the City authorities interconnection 
of the above services with any trunk railway, highway, 
port or commercial air port which the Government may 
authorize, build, develop, or control within a radius 
of 500 kilometers of the City.

(17) Airfields.
Any airfields within the City area shall be muni

cipal air ports.
(18) Right to Import.

The City authorities may on payment of duties law
fully imposed import without restriction any goods, 
material or merchandise required for the purposes of 
the City.

(19) land Tenure.
The Council shall determine all questions in regard 

to land tenure in the City area and shall enact and prom
ulgate all necessary rules and regulations in regard 
thereto. ♦

(20) Whangpoo Conservancy.
( Note: This clause is still under consideration. )

(21) Publie Utilities.
(a) All franchises granted to Public Utility Com

panies within the City area prior to January 1, 1936, 
shall be honoured and respected» All royalties or 
taxes payable to the grantor under such franchises 
shall as from the date of the Charter be paid by such 
Companies to the Council»

* Would it not be advisable to express at this point 
an intention to work toward the early transformation 
of the system of consular land tenure into an equal
ly safe system divorced from consular custodianship ?

(b) The Council
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(b) The Council may grant new franchises or 
extend existing franchise periods provided that 
such grants or extensions are terminable upon the 
expiration of the Charter. Should the Council de
sire to make any grant or extension not so terminable 
such grant or extension shall first be submitted to 
the Chinese Government for approval, but such approval 
shall not be unreasonably withheld. Any revision or 
modification of franchises not affecting their duration 
or basis of acquisition by the controling authority 
shall not require the approval of the Chinese Govern
ment . *

(c) The Council may cancel franchises in whole 
or in part in respect to any services or in respect to 
any area in regard to which grantees of franchises fail 
to provide reasonable service within lg years from the 
date of the Charter or, in the case of franchises sub
sequently granted, from the granting of the franchise.

(d) The Chinese Government and the City authorities 
shall use their best efforts to encourage the intercon
nection of public utilities within the area to those 
without the area provided any utility company so requests.

(22) Undeveloped Government Land.
Any undeveloped land or land and buildings used 

solely for agricultural purposes the property of the 
Chinese Government in the City area shall upon the re
quest of the City authorities be assigned to the City. 
Any such property so acquired by the QLty and no longer 
required for the purposes of the City may be sold by 
the Gity but any such sale shall be by public auction 
advertised not less than thirty days in advance, and the 
nett proceeds from such sale shall be applied to reduce 
the fixed capital of the City.

(83) Treaties with Foreign Powers.

I The City authorities shall not enter into auy 
treaty with any foreign power except with the approval 
of the Chinese Government.

(24) Notice of Terminât ion of Charter.
(a) Notice of intention to terminate the Charter 

must be given ten years prior to such termination and 
such notice cannot be given by either party until the 
Charter has been in effect for forty years. Such 
notice,when given, will be irrevocable.

* The last sentence of this Section is not clear but is 
probably intended to provide that any revision or modi
fication of franchises not affecting their duration be
yond the charter period or their basis of acquisition 
by the Chinese national government on the termination 
of the charter shall not require the approval of that 
government•

(b) In the event
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(b) In the event that notice is given to teimi- 
nate the Charter then the Chinese Government shall at 
the same time make and publish provisions for the re
payment in cash at face value together with accrued 
interest one year befbre the termination of the Charter 
of all capital indebtedness of the City which may be 
outstanding at the termination of the Charter whether 
such indebtedness be in the form of Bonds, Debentures, 
Mortgages, Temporary Loans, Deposits or other forms of 
recognized financing for the purpose of capital outlay. *

(25) Interpretation.
Any difference of opinion between the Chinese Gov

ernment and the City authorities as to the interpretation 
of the Charter shall be referred to arbitration. The ai> 
bitrators shall be: one appointed by the Chinese Govern
ment, one appointed by the City authorities and a Presi
dent chosen by agreement between the Chinese Government 
and the City authorities. In the event of failure to 
reach agrément upon the choice of a President, a Presi
dent shall be nominated by the Council of the League of 
Nations.

* For the protection of the Chinese national government 
against the presentation of a bill of staggering pro
portions at the time of rendition, should it not be 
made quite dear that all indebtedness in any form to 
be incurred by the city which may run beyond the termi
nation of the charter must have the Chinese national _ 
government's approval prior to the engagement of the 
indebtedness by the municipal government.

Copied by BN 
Compared with:
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. 1 ■ k M of C. E. Gauss., 
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated December 
22, 1937, on the subject: "The Future Status of Shanghai."

(( TRANSLATION ))

ORGANIC LA\7 OF WNICIPAUTY 

-Promulgated by the National Government 
on May 20, 1930. (Put into force on the 

same day)-

GHAPTER I. GHVERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1. The designation of a municipality shall 
consist of the word .’‘municipality'1 after the name of the 
place vzhere it is located, and shall read: "•£. Jt -3, "
(such and such municipality).

Article 2. If one of the following circumstances 
exists at any place in which people congregate and inhabit 
the municipality established therein may be placed under 
the immediate control of the Executive Yuan:

1. Where it is the National Capital;

2. Where the population is one million or more;

3. Where special political or economic conditions 
exist.

Any municipality in which item 2 or 3 mentioned above 
exists and in which the Provincial Government is located 
shall be placed under the control of the Provincial Govern
ment.

Article 3. If one of the following circumstances 
exists in any place in which people congregate and inhabit, 
the municipality established therein may be placed under 
the control of the Provincial Government:

1. Where the population is three hundred thousand 
or more;

2. Where the population is two hundred thousand or 
more and the annual income from the business tax, 
license fee and land tax amounts to one half or

• more of the total revenue of that place.

Article 4. The demarcation of municipal areas or any 
change therein shall be in accordance with the following 
provisions:

1» A municipality under the control of the Executive 
Yuan shall be determined by the National Govern
ment upon request of the Executive Yuan.

2. a municipality under the control of the Provincial 
Government shall be determined by the National 
Government upon request of the Provincial Govern
ment through the Executive Yuan.

Article 5
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Article 5. A municipality is divided into areas (ch’ttg,) 
parishes (fang ), hamlets (Itt ), and neighborhoods 
(linjlfi ), Except where special circumstances exist, a 
neighborhood is limited to five families (hu p ), a hamlet 
is limited to five neighborhoods, a parish iszlimited to 
twenty hamlets, and an area is limited to ten parishes.

The above-mentioned areas, parishes, hamlets and neighbor
hoods shall be named in numerical order.

Article 6. Any Chinese nations}.,male or female, who has 
continuously resided in a municipal aiea for a year or more 
or who has maintained a domicile therein for two years or 
more, and who is at least twenty years of age shall be a 
citizen of that municipality, after he or she is sworn and 
registered. Such a citizen may attend the Ch’tt Min Ta Hui 
(Area Citizens* Congress) and Fang Min Ta Hui (Parish Citizens’ 
Congress) and may enjoy the rights of election, recall, 
initiative and referendum.

Ho one may enjoy the rights provided for above if he 
falls within any of the. following categories:

1. Having been finally convicted of a counter-revolu
tionary act;

2. Having been finally convicted as a corrupt official, 
local rowdy or an unprincipled member of the gentry;

3. Having been deprived of civil rights which have not 
been restored;

4. Being known to be incompetent to administer prop
erty;

5. Being known to be addicted to the smoking or use of 
opium or its substitutes.

No matter to which area or parish a citizen may remove 
within the same municipal area, he may have civic rights in 
the new area or parish from the date of registration of his 
removal.

Article 7. In swearing, one shall personally sign the 
oath and proceed to the parish Office (Fang Kung So) to per
form his oath-taking ceremony under the supervision of an 
officer deputed by the Parish Office. The oath shall read 
as follows:

"I sincerely and faithfully swear before the public 
that I will hereafter begin a new life as an independent 
citizen, and that I will loyally do all in my power to 
support the Republic of China in the execution of the 
Three Principles of the People and in the adoption of a 
Constitution of Five Powers so that a good government 
may exist and the people may live happily while the 
foundation of the state is laid on a permanently solid 
basis and world peace is maintained.

**0f the Chinese Republic, the...............year, the
.........month, and the.........day.

"Sworn
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"Sworn to by__________
(signa ture)

Prior to the establishment of a Parish Office, the 
above-mentioned oath-taking ceremony shall be held at 
an Area Office.

CHAPTER II. MJKICIPAL JUNCTIONS.

Article 8. A municipality shall attend to the follow
ing matters in so far as they do not conflict with the laws 
and ordinances of the Central Government and those of thé 
authorities supearvising the municipality:

1. Census taking and vital statistics.

2. Maintenance of institutions to foster infants, 
to take care of aged persons, to help the poor, 
and to relieve calamity-stricken people.

3. Storage and regulation of foodstuffs.

4. Improvement and protection of agricultural, 
industrial and commercial enterprises.

5. Administrative affairs relating to labor.

6. Protection and control of forestry, pastorage, 
fishery and hunting.

7. Supervision of private enterprises engaging in 
business connected with public utilities.

8. Organization and direction of co-operative 
societies and enterprises of mutual help.

9. Improvement of public morals.

10. Educational and other cultural matters.

11. Public safety.

12. letters pertaining to the fire brigade.

13. Public health.

14. Establishment and control of hospitals, vegetable 
markets, butcheries and public places of amusement.

15. Financial receipts and disbursements, and prepara
tion of estimates and final budgets.

16. Administration and disposition of public property.

17. Operation and administration of public enterprises.

18. Land Administration affairs.

19. Construction and repairs of public buildings, 
parks, public recreation grounds, and public

cemeteries.
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cemeteries.

20. Direction and control of construction work 
undertaken by citizens.

21. Roads, bridges, drainages, embankments and 
other public civil engineering works.

22. Waterways, harbor works and management of 
navigational affairs.

23. Letters referred to the municipality for action 
by the supervising authorities (national or 
Provincial).

24. Other matters prescribed by laws and ordinances 
for action by a municipality.

CHAPTER III. MUNICIPAL FINANCIAL 
ADMINISTRATION.

Article 9. The following items are decided upon as 
sources of municipal revenue:

1. Land tax.

2. House tax.

3. Business tax.

4. License tax.

5. Advertising tax.

6. Income from public property.

7. Income from public enterprises.

6. Other taxes and imposts specially authorized 
by laws and regulations.

In cases where other distribution of income from 
items 1 and 2 above (the Land Tax or the House Tax) is 
provided by law, such provisions shall be conformed with.

Article 10. A municipality may, in accordance with the 
law, raise public loans for reconstruction purposes.

CHAPTER IV. MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.

Article 11. A municipal government shall be established 
in a municipality and shall, in accordance with laws and 
ordinances, take charge of administrative affairs of the 
municipality and supervise its subordinate offices and self- 
governing organizations.

Article 12. A municipality may issue municipal orders 
and enact local rules and regulations especially for the 
said municipality in so far as they do not conflict with

laws
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laws and ordinances (enacted by the supervising authori
ty, i.e. provincial or national).

Article 13. A municipal government shall have a 
mayor who shall direct and supervise his subordinates.

The mayor of a municipality under the control of the 
Executive Yuan shall have "chien jen " (selected
appointment) rank. The mayor of a municipality under 
the control of the Provincial Government shall have 
"chien jen^ Ai " (selected appointment) or "tsien jen^t " 
(recommended appointment,) rank.

Article 14. A municipal government shall have the 
following bureaus:

1. Bureau of Social Affairs: It shall take charge 
of matters prescribed in items one to ten of 
Article 8.

2. Bureau of Public Safety: It shall take charge 
of matters prescribed in items 11 to 14 of 
Article 8.

3. Bureau of Finance: It shall take charge of 
matters prescribed in items 15 to 18 of Article 8.

4 Bureau of Public Works: It 
matters prescribed in items

shall take charge of
19 to 22 of Article 8.

Article 15. A municipal government may, in case of 
necessity and with approval of its supervising (national of 
provincial) authorities, have the following additional 
bureaus :

1. Bureau of Education: It shall take charge of 
matters prescribed in item ten of Article 8.

2. Bureau of Public Health: It shall take charge 
of matters prescribed in items 13 and 14 of 
Article 8.

3. Land Bureau: It shall take charge of matters 
prescribed in item 18 of Article 8.

4. Bureau of Public Utilities: It shall take charge 
of matters prescribed in items 7 and 17 of Article 
8.

5. Bureau of Harbor Works: It shall take charge 
of matters prescribed in item 22 of Article 8.

Article 16. In a municipality where the National 
Capital or a provincial government is located, no Bureau 
of Public Safety will be established. The affairs under 
the control of a Bureau of Public Safety shall separately 
be handled by the Metropolitan Police Headquarters or a 
police organization of the Provincial Capital.

Article 17. When it is necessary to curtail the 
scope of any of these bureaus which should be established
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in a municipality under the control of a provincial 
government, such bureaus, with the exception of the 
Bureau of Public Safety, may be changed into sections.

Article 18. Each bureau of a municipality under the 
control of the Executive Yuan shall have a commissioner 
of «chien jen^« (selected appointment) or "tsien 
jenJl^fc « (recommended appointment) rank.

Each bureau or each section of a municipality under 
the control of a provincial government shall have a com
missioner or sectional chief of "tsien jenj$. « (re
commended appointment) or "wei jen^-^A « (nominated 
appointment) rank.

Article 19. A. municipal government shall have a 
secretariat which shall take charge of correspondence, 
miscellaneous affairs and other matters which do not 
belong to any of the bureaus or sections.

A municipality of which the mayor holds «chien jen
« (selected appointment) rank shall have a secretary

general of «chien jen'^-1'4 « (selected appointment) or 
«tsien jenj^.'/i* (recommended appointment) rank. A 
municipality of which the mayor holds "tsien jenJf-44 « 
(recommended appointment) rank shall have a secretary of 
«tsien jenM^ « (recommended appointment) or «wei jen 
->44« (nominated appointment) rank.

Article 20. A municipal government may have two 
counselors of «chien jen$|<4 « (selected appointment) or 
"tsien jen & « (recommended appointment) rank who shall
take charge of compilation and examination of local rules 
and regulations or orders especially for the said munici
pality.

Article 21. Except as already provided for in this 
law, the number of the personnel of the various bureaus 
or sections and of the secretariat shall be prescribed in 
the organic rules of the municipal government concerned. 
The organic rules shall be examined and decided upon by 
its supervising authorities.

Article 22. If required by the nature of its busi
ness, the service of specialists and technicians may be 
engaged by a municipal government.

Article 23. A municipal government may hire con
tingent employees at its discretion.

CHAPTER V. MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Article 24. A municipal government shall have a 
municipal council which shall consist of the following 
officials :

1. Kayor.

2. Counselors.

3. Commissioners
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3. Commissioners of Bureaus or Sectional Chiefs.

Subsequent to the inauguration of a municipal advisory 
council, three to five representatives may be elected 
from among the members of the municipal advisory council 
to attend meetings of the municipal council.

The secretary-general or secretary shall attend as 
an observer at meetings of the municipal council.

Article 25. The following matters shall be decided 
upon in meetings of the municipal council:

1. Matters pertaining to the detailed rules govern
ing the operation of the Secretariat and the 
various bureaus or of the various sections.

2. Matters pertaining to local rules and regula
tions especially for the municipality concerned.

3. Matters concerning the estimates and final budgets 
of the municipality.

4. Matters concerning the adjustment of financial 
receipts of the municipality and the raising of 
municipal public loans.

5. Matters concerning the management of public properties 
and public enterprises of the municipality.

6. Matters concerning disputes arising from their 
duties and authority among the various departments, 
bureaus and sections.

7. Matters referred by the Mayor for deliberation.

8. Other important matters.

Article 26. The municipal council shall meet at least 
once every month and shall be convened by the mayor who 
shall act as its chairman.

Article 27. The detailed rules of debate of the 
municipal council shall be determined by the council con
cerned .

CHAPTER VI. MUNICIPAL ADVISORY COUNCIL.

Article 28. a municipality shall have a municipal 
advisory council to be composed of members elected by 
citizens of the municipality. Their term of office 
shall be three years. One third of its members shall be 
replaced by new members to be elected every year.

The posts of members of the municipal advisory council 
shall be without pay.

The Organic Law of the Municipal Advisory Council and 
the Law for the Election of Members of the lEunicipal Advisory 
Council shall be separately determined.

Article 29. A
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Article 29. A municipal advisory council shall be 
established at the time when area chiefs are elected by 
citizens.

Article 30. Matters prescribed in items two to five 
and item 8 of Article 25 shall be decided upon by a Munici
pal Advisory Council. During the adjournment of the 
Municipal Advisory Council, with the exception of local 
rules and regulations especially for the municipality 
concerned, estimates, final budgets and raising of munici
pal public loans, all other matters may be decided upon 
and carried out by the Municipal Council and may later be 
referred to the Municipal Advisory Council for confirmation.

Article 31. A municipal government may refer matters 
regarding the inauguration or abolition of municipal adminis
trative practices to a municipal advisory council for deli
beration while a municipal advisory council may also submit 
proposals to a municipal government.

Article 32. A municipal advisory council shall have 
one chairman and one vice-chairman who shall be elected 
from among the members of the municipal advisory council. 
Their term of office shall be one year, and they may be 
re-elected.

Article 33. A municipal advisory council shall hold 
regular meetings twice a year, However, emergency meetings 
may be convened upon request of one-fifth of the members of 
the municipal advisory council or when the chairman deems 
it necessary.

Article 34. The rules of debate of a municipal 
advisory council shall be determined by the municipal 
advisory council itself.

CHAPTER VII. AREA CITIZENS* C01URESS.

Article 35. An area shall have an area citizens* 
congress which will be held after the election of the area 
chief by citizens has been approved by the Ministry of the 
Interior.

Article 36. Citizens of the respective area shall 
attend their own areu citizens’ congress to cast ballots and 
to exercise their rights of election, recall, initiative 
and referendum.

The procedure regarding the exercise of the powers of 
election, recall, initiative and referendum mentioned above 
shall be determined by law.

Article 37. Meetings of an area citizens* congress 
shall be separately held at the various parishes on the 
same day.

Article 38. An area citizens* congress shall be 
held once a year and shall be convened by the area chief.

Should
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Should, any extraordinary matter occur, an emergency congress 
may be convoked.

In case it is necessary for the area chief to with
draw from the emergency congress mentioned above, the con
gress may be convoked by the chairman of the assembly of area 
citizens* representatives.

Article 39. The rules governing the area citizens» 
congress shall be fixed by the municipal government.

Article 40. The seal of 
shall be issued by the authority 
government.

an area citizens* congress 
supervising the municipal

CHAPTER VIII. AREA OFFICE.

Article 41. An area office shall 
an area and shall have an area chief to 
self-government affairs of that area.

be established in 
take charge of

Article 42. An area office shall handle the following 
affairs:

1. Matters decided upon by the area citizens* congress 
for action.

2. Matters passed by the Assembly of Area citizens* 
Representatives and referred to the office for 
action.

§. Compilation of estimates and final budgets of 
the area.

4. Financial receipts and disbursements of the area, 
and management of its public funds, public prop
erties and public enterprises.

Matters entrusted to the
municipal government.

office for action by the

Other matters prescribed 
to be attended to by the

by laws and ordinances 
office.

Article 43. The following items are decided upon as 
the sources of income of an area:

1. Income yielded by public funds and public properties 
of an area.

2. Net profits from public enterprises of an area.

3. Funds granted by the law for self-government 
purposes.

4. Subsidies from the municipality.

5. Other income voted by the Assembly of Area 
Citizens* Representatives.

Article 44. Financial
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Article 44. Financial receipts and disbursements shall 
be published at the end of each month.

Article 45. An area chief shall be elected by the • 
Area citizens’ congress. His term of office shall be 
one year, and he may be re-elected. V/hen one is elected 
to fill a vacancy in the middle of another’s term, the 
former’s term of office shall only last until the remainder 
of the original term expires.

After the area chiefs have been finally elected, re
ports shall be submitted to the municipal government which 
will in turn forward them collectively to the supervising 
(national or provincial) authorities for record.

In case an area chief commits a violation of the law 
or is delinquent, he shall be dismissed by the area citizens* 
congress.

Article 46. Any citizen who is as least twenty-five 
years of age and who possesses one of the following qualifi
cations is eligible as candidate for election as area chief:

1. Having passed examinations of candidates for ap
pointments as a public functionary or ordinary and 
high-class (civil official) examinations.

2. Having served for one full year as a member of 
the Executive or Supervisory Committee of the 
Area party Office of the Kuomintang of China or 
having been an important member of the staff of 
any higher Party offices.

3. Having served for one full year as an official 
of Wwei jen^.^P” (nominated appointment) rank 
or having sei'ved as an official of **tsien jenjf. -^4“ 
(recommended appointment) or higher rank in any 
organization under the control of the National 
Government.

4. Having served as a teacher or a staff member of 
a primary school or higher school, or having been 
graduated from a raid die school or higher school.

5. Having passed the training course in the study 
of self-government.

6. Having made a good record in work connected with 
local public welfare enterprises sufficiently 
prominent to have been cited by the municipal 
government to the higher authorities for considera
tion.

7. Having served for one year or more as a representa
tive of the Assembly of Area citizens* Representatives 
a parish chief or a member of the parish supervisory 
committee.

Persons who are subject to the restrictions imposed 
under Article 9 of the Nationality Law which have not as yet

been
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been removed shell not be eligible as candidates mentioned, 
above.

Article 47. An area office slia.ll from time to time 
investigate and register the candidates mentioned in the 
preceding Article and shall three months before each elec
tion prepare a roster of candidates and submit the same 
to the municipal government. After its being approved, 
by the municipal government the roster shall be immediately 
published. The date of its publication shall not be 
later than one month before the election.

In the roster of candidates shall be clearly recorded 
the names, ages, quaIlflootions end domiciles of the 
candidates and the dates vzae.n they were registered as 
citizens of the municipality.

Article 48. Persons who fall within any of the follow
ing categories, even though they possess the qualifications 
enumerated in the various items of paragraph one of Article 
46 above, shall not be eligible for election:

1. Military men or policemen in active service.

2. present incumbents in the government service.

3. Monks, taoists and priests of other religions.

Article 49. Prior to the election of area chiefs 
by citizens, the area chiefs of a municipality under the 
control of the Executive Yuan shall be appointed by the 
Ministry of the Interior, and the area chiefs of a 
municipality under the control of a provincial govern
ment shall be appointed by the provincial government.

The provisions of Article 46 shall apply to appoint
ments of the area chiefs mentioned above, and they shall 
be nominated by the mayor.

Article 50. In case an area chief appointed under 
the preceding Article commits a violation of lav: or is 
delinquent, the municipal government may petition the 
original appointing office to dismiss him.

If the municipal government fails to petition for 
the dismissal of the appointed area chief who has com
mitted a violation of the lav: or who has been delinquent, 
more than one half of the parish chiefs of the area con
cerned may submit a joint petition to the municipal govern
ment as well as to the original appointing office, setting 
forth the reasons why he must be dismissed.

Article 51. An area chief thus appointed shall 
within one year convene a Parish Citizens* Congress and 
inaugurate parish offices.

After six months from the time of complete inaugura
tion of all parish offices within that area, the Ministry 
of the Interior shall depute officials to inspect the 
conditions and shall consider and approve the election of 
an area chief by citizens.

Article 52. When
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Article 52. When an area chief elected by citizens is 
unable to perforin his duties for some reasons, and if the 
period of his absence is two months or less, a person shall 
be elected from among the various parish chiefs to act on 
his behalf. If the period is longer than two months, 
aside from electing a person to act on his behalf a new 
area chief shall be elected.

Article 55. After a new area chief has been elected, 
the former area chief shall turn over the seals, documents, 
files, monies, properties, deeds, contracts and all other 
things, together with tabulated statements therefor, to 
the nevi chief who, after having received them, shall 
prepare a register of things received and an affidavit 
therefor end submit them to the municipal government for 
transmission to its supervising (national or provincial) 
authorities for record.

Article 54. The posts of area chiefs shall be 
without pay, but an appropriation may be granted to 
defray office expenses.

The amount of the office expenses mentioned above 
shall be determined by the Assembly of Area Citizens’ 
Represents tives.

Article 55. An area office may employ assistants 
to assist the area chief in handling area affairs.

The above-mentioned assistants shall be selected and 
recommended by the area chief to the municipal government 
for appointment.

Article 56. Citizens who possess one of the following 
qualifications may be selected and appointed as assistants:

1. Having passed an examination of candidates for 
appointment as a public functionary or an ordinary 
(civil official) examination.

2. Having passed the training course for the study 
of self-government.

5. Having graduated from a middle school or higher 
school, or having met an equivalent standard.

4. Having studied law exclusively for one year or 
more and having obtained a certificate therefor.

5. Having handled self-government affairs for one 
year or more and having a bona fide good record 
and having acquired knowledge of the Party 
principles.

Article 57. The number of area assistants and their 
living allowances shall be determined by a municipal govern
ment upon recommendation of the area chiefs. However, 
after an assembly of area citizens* representatives has 
been inaugurated, such recommendations shall be based 
upon decisions made by the assembly of area citizens* 
representatives.

Article 58. For
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Article 5S. For the purposes of copying documents 
and transacting other business, an area office may hire 
contingent employees at its discretion.

Article 59. An area office shall at the end of 
each month submit to the municipal government a tabulated 
report showing the business transacted by it during that 
month.

Article 60. The rules governing the operation of 
area offices shall be determined by the municipal govern
ment.

Article 61. The seals of area offices shall be 
issued by the authority supervising the municipal govern
ment.

CHATTER IX. ASSEMBLY OF AREA CITI2IKS» 
REPRESENTATIVES .

Article 62. At the time the area chief is elected 
by citizens, such an area shall establish an assembly of 
area citizens* representatives, which will be composed of 
the representatives elected by the Area Citizens* Congress.

The posts of the above-mentioned representatives 
shall be without pay. Each parish shall elect two 
persons. One half of the representatives shall be 
replaced by new representatives to be elected every 
year. In case a representative commits breach of the 
law or is delinquent, the respective parish concerned 
may dismiss him.

Article 63. An assembly of area citizens* repre
sentatives shall have one chairman who shall be elected 
from among the representatives.

Article 64. The provisions governing the qualifications 
of candidates for area chiefs shall apply to the qualifica
tions of candidates for representatives of an assembly of 
area citizens’ representatives.

Article 65. The duties and rights of an assembly of 
area citisens* representatives shall be as follows:

1. To examine estimates and final budgets of the 
area.

2. To consider the matters referred by the municipal 
government or by the area office to the assembly 
for discussion.

3. To consider proposals submitted by the parish 
offices under the assembly’s control.

4. To consider proposals made by the representatives.

5. Other matters which should be considered.

Article 66 Yfhen
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Article 66. When an assembly of area citizens’ 
representatives is in session, the following persons 
shall be notified to attend as observers:

1. Area chief.

2. Area supervisory delegates.

3. The various parish chiefs under the assembly’s 
control.

Article 67. An assembly of area citizens* repre
sentatives shall hold its regular meetings once every 
three months. An emergency meeting shall be convened 
upon request of one-third or more of the representatives 
or if the a rea chief or the chairman deems it necessary.

The above-mentioned regular meetings and emergency 
meetings shall be convened by the chairman. The period 
of each meeting shall not exceed ten days.

Article 68. The rules of debate of an assembly of 
area citizens* representatives shall be determined by 
the respective assembly concerned.

Article 69. The seals of an assembly of area citi
zens* representatives shall be issued by the authority 
supervising the municipal government.

CHAPTER X. AREA SUPERVISORY DELEGATES.

Article 70. An area shall have two area supervisory 
delegates who shall execute supervisory duties during the 
adjournment of the assembly of area citizens* representa
tives. Their term of office shall b e one year, and they 
may be re-elected. Area supervisory delegates shall be 
elected by the assembly of area citizens* representatives 
at its first meeting every year. In the case of commis
sion of breach of the law, they may be dismissed, by the 
assembly of area citizens* representatives.

Article 71. In case any of the following matters 
occurs, the area supervisory delegates shall notify the 
chairman, of the assembly of area citizens* representatives 
to call a meeting of the assembly:

1. In case the financial receipts of the area 
office do not agree with the budget or other 
malpractices are discovered.

2. In case the area office fails to carry out the 
resolutions of the Area Citizens* Congress or 
the Assembly of Area Citizens* Representatives 
energetically.

3. In case the area chief or area assistants commit 
violation of the law or are delinquent.

Article 72 The
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Article 72. The area supervisory delegates may at 
any time investigate the accounts, funds and properties 
of the area office.

CHAPTER XI. PARISH CITI2EKS* CONGRESS.

Article 73. a parish shall have a parish citizens* 
congress whose duties and rights shall be as follows:

1. To elect and dismiss the parish chief and other 
members of the personnel.

2. To discuss and decide upon local rules and regula
tions especially for the parish.

3. To discuss and decide upon estimates and final 
budgets of the parish.

4. To discuss and decide upon matters referred by 
the parish office to the congress for deliberation.

5. To discuss and decide upon proposals submitted by 
the various hamlets and neighborhoods or by 
(individual) citizens.

Article 74. The matters prescribed in the preceding 
Article shall be passed by a parish citizens* congress 
with consent of a majority of the citizens present at the 
congress.

Article 75. The parish chief shall be the chairman 
of the parish citizens’congress, However, if it is 
necessary for the parish chief to withdraw in connection 
with a certain matter, the chairman shall be elected by 
the citizens present at the congress.

Article 76. A parish citizens* congress shall be 
convened by the parish chief and shall meet twice a year. 
The first meeting shall be held one month before expira
tion of the term of office of the area chief. Should any 
extraordinary matter occur, an emergency meeting may be 
convened.

If it is necessary for the parish chief to withdraw 
from the above-mentioned emergency meeting, such a meeting 
may be called by the parish supervisory committee. In case 
it is necessary for the members of the Supervisory Committee 
to withdraw and if the area chief fails to call the meeting, 
the emergency meeting may be convened in the joint name of 
a majority of the hamlet chiefs of the parish concerned.

Article 77. The rules of debate of a parish citizens* 
congress shall be determined by the municipal government.

Article 78. The seals of the parish citizens* con
gress shall be issued by the municipal government.

CHAPTER XII
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CHAPTER XII. PARISH OFFICE.

Article 79. A parish shall 
shall have a parish chief to take 
affairs.

have a parish office which 
charge of self-government

Article 80. A parish office shall handle the follow
ing affairs:

1. Letters decided upon by the Parish Citizens* Con
gress and referred to the Parish Office for action.

2. compilation of estimates and final budgets of a 
parish.

3. Financial receipts and disbursements of a parish, 
and management of public funds, public properties, 
and public enterprises.

4. batters entrusted by the municipal government or 
by the area office to the parish office for action.

5. Other matters which should be handled according to 
laws and ordinances.

Article 81. A mediation committee shall be established 
in and attached to a parish office, and shall handle the fol
lowing affairs:

1. Mediation in civil cases.

2. Mediation in criminal cases in which the complaints 
may be withdrawn in accordance with the law.

Article 82. The mediation committee prescribed in the 
preceding Article shall be composed of a number of mediators 
elected by the parish citizens* congress from among citizens 
of the parish concerned. However, no parish chief may be 
elected (as mediator).

The rules governing the organization of the Mediation 
Committee and the rules governing the election of Mediators 
shall be determined by the municipal government.

In case a mediator commits a breach of the lav/ or is 
delinquent, the parish supervisory committee may first 
request the parish office to terminate his duties and may 
then propose his dismissal to the parish citizens* congress.

Article 83. a parish office shall establish the 
following educational institutions:

1. Primary schools and citizens* secondary education 
classes.

2, Lecture classes for citizens* training.

The above-mentioned educational institutions may be 
established jointly by the various parishes.

Article 84. A
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Article 84. A parish office shall cause all males 
and females having attained their school age to receive 
primary school education. All uneducated males and 
females who are twelve years old or older shall within 
four years receive education for one year and a half in 
a citizens* secondary education class or in a lecture 
class of citizens* training.

The above-mentioned citizens’ secondary education 
classes shall have a curriculum of at least ten hours 
a week. Lecture classes of citizens* training shall 
have at least four hours of lecture every week. The 
principal courses in their curriculums and lectures 
shall be as follows:

1. Party principles of the Kuomintang of China.

2. Self-governing laws and regulations.

3. General conditions of the world and China.

4. Detailed circumstances surrounding the munici
pality concerned.

Article 85. After a person has performed his/her 
oath-taking ceremony in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 7, the Parish Office shall register him/her 
as a citizen of the municipality and shall, in addition, 
submit his/her oath and the roll of citizens to the 
municipal government for record.

Prior to the establishment of the Parish Office, the 
above-mentioned registration shall be handled by the area 
office.

If a citizen is found by the registration office to 
have fallen within any of the categories enumerated in 
the various items under paragraph two of Article 6 after 
he has been registered as a citizen of the municipality, 
it may request the municipal government to cancel his 
qua li f ica t i on.

Article 86. The following items are decided upon 
as the sources of the parish revenue:

1. Income yielded by public funds and public propertie 
of a parish.

2. Net profits of public enterprises of a parish.

3. Funds
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3. Funds granted by the lav; for self-government 
purposes.

4. Subsidies from the municipality.

5. Other income voted by the Parish Citizens’ 
Congress.

Article 87. Estimates and final budgets of a parish 
shall be submitted to the area office for transmission to 
the municipal government for record after they have been 
passed by the Parish Citizens* Congress.

Article 88. Financial receipts and disbursements of 
a parish shall be published once at the end of every three 
months.

Article 89. Any citizen who is at least twenty-five 
years of age and who possesses one of the following qualifi
cations is eligible as candidate for the parish chief:

1. Having passed the examinations set candidates for 
appointment as public functionaries or ordinary 
or high-class (civil official) examinations.

2. Having served as a member of a sub-committee of 
the ares party office of the Kuomintang of China, 
or having been a member of its staff.

3. Having served as an official of **wei jen^->^ ’* 
(nominated appointment) or higher rank in any 
organization under the control of the National 
Government.

4. Having served as a teacher or staff member of a 
primary school, or having graduated from a middle 
school or higher.

5. Having passed the training course in the study 
of self-government.

6» Having made a good record in work connected with 
local public welfare enterprises which has been 
submitted by the area office to the municipal 
government for consideration.

Persons who are subject to therestriétions imposed 
under Article 9 of the Nationality Lav; which have not as 
yet been removed shall not be eligible as candidates for 
the position of parish Chief.

Article 90. A parish office shall from time to time 
investigate and register the candidates mentioned in the 
preceding Article and shall, two months before each elec
tion, prepare a roster of candidates and submit the same 
to the area office for transmission to the municipal govern
ment. After its being approved by the municipal government, 
the roster shall be immediately published. The date of 
its publication shall not be later than one month before 
the election.

In
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In the roster of candidates shall be clearly recorded 
the names, ages, qualifications and domiciles of the candi
dates and the dates when they were registered as citizens 
of the municipality.

Article 91. Persons who fall within any of the 
categories enumerated in the various items of Article 48, 
although they possess the qualifications prescribed under 
paragraph one of Article 89 above, still shall not be 
eligible for election.

Article 92. The term of office of a parish chief shall 
be one year, end he may be re-elected. When one is elected 
to fill a vacancy in the middle of another’s term, the 
former’s term of office shall only last until the remainder 
of the original term expires.

Article 93. When a parish chief is unable to perform 
his duties for some reasons, and if the period of his absence 
is two months or less, a person shall be elected from among 
the various hamlet chiefs to act on his behalf. if the 
period is longer than two months, aside from electing a 
person to act temporarily on his behalf a new parish chief 
shall be elected.

Article 94. A parish chief shall submit a report to 
the parish citizens* congress setting forth the past 
circumstances during his term of office.

Article 95. A parish chief may appoint hamlet chiefs 
to assist him in handling affairs of a parish office.

Article 96. In case a mediation committee fails to 
bring about an amicable settlement of any of the matters 
mentioned in Article 81, the parish chief shall, on the 
basis of a report from the mediation committee, submit 
a report to the area office for transmission to the 
municipal government and forward a written report to the 
appropriate judiciary.

Article 97. After a new parish chief has been elected, 
the former parish chief shall turn over the seals, documents, 
files, monies, properties, deeds, contracts and all other 
things, together with separate tabulated statements there
for, to the new chief who, after having received them, shall 
prepare a register of things received and an affidavit there
for and submit them to the area office for transmission to 
the municipal government for record.

Article 98. The posts of parish chiefs shall he 
without pay, but if required by the circumstances he may 
draw money to defray his office expenses.

The amount of the office expenses mentioned above 
shall be determined by the parish citizens* congress.

Article 99. For the purposes of copying documents or 
transacting other business, a parish office may hire con
tingent employees at its discretion.

Article 100. The Detailed Rules Governing, the Opera
tion of parish Offices shall be determined by the area office.

Article 101. The
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Article 101. The seels of a parish, office shall be 
issued by the municipal government.

CHAPTER XIII. PARISH SUPERVISORY COLmZTTEE.

Article 102. A parish shall have a parish supervisory 
committee to be composed of either three or five members 
elected by the Parish Citizens’ Congress.

In case a member of the above-mentioned supervisory 
committee commits breach of the law or is delinquent, he 
shall be dismissed by the Parish Citizens* Congress.

Article 103. A parish supervisory committee may have 
the same number of reserve members as substantive members, 
and the reserve members shall be those who in the election 
follow immediately after the substantive members in the 
number of votes received.

The above-mentioned reserve members shall attend 
meetings of the supervisory committee as observers. In 
case of any vacancy in the membership of the supervisory 
committee, it shall be filled by a reserve member.

Article 104. The provisions of Articles 89 to 91 
shall apply to the candidates for members of a parish 
supervisory committee.

Article 105. The duties and rights of a parish 
supervisory committee shall be as follows:

1. To supervise the finances of a parish.

2. To impeach the parish chief and other members 
of the staff for any breach of the law or 
delinquency.

Article 106. A parish supervisory committee shall 
meet once every month. should any extraordinary matter 
occur, an emergency meeting may be called. All meetings 
shall be convened by the chairman.

Article 107. When a parish supervisory committee is 
in session, the various members shall preside at the meet
ings by turns in the order of their priority in the number 
of votes received in the election.

Article 108. A parish supervisory committee may at 
any time investigate the accounts, monies and properties 
of a parish office.

Article 109. Should there be found anything improper 
in connection with financial receipts and disbursements of 
a parish or the execution of the parish business, the 
parish supervisory committee may at any time request the 
area office to effect rectification.

Article 110 A
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Article 110. A parish, supervisory committee, when 
it decides to impeach a parish chief for a breach of the law 
or on other delinquency, may itself convene a parish citi
zens* congress.

Article 111. A parish supervisory committee shall be 
established at the place where a parish office is located.

Article 112. 
committee shall be

Article 113. 
reserve members of 
year, and they may

Expenditures of a parish supervisory 
paid by the parish office.

The term of office of members and 
a supervisory committee shall be one 
be re-elected.

Article 114. In case the number of members of a 
parish supervisory committee is insufficient to form a 
quorum and there is no one to fill the vacancies, addi
tional members shall be elected by a parish citizens* 
congress.to fill the vacancies.

Article 115. The term of office of the reserve members 
of the supervisory committee who fill vacancies or substantive 
members who are elected to fill vacancies shall only last 
until the remainder of the original term expires.

Article 116. Persons who 
of the staff in self-government 
shall not be elected as members 
supervisory committee.

are now serving as members 
organizations in a parish 
or reserve members of the

Article 117.
committee shall be

The posts of members of a supervisory 
without pay.

Article 118. The rules of debate and the regulations 
governing the operation of a parish supervisory committee 
shall be determined by the committee concerned.

Article 119. The seals of a parish supervisory com
mittee shall be issued by the municipal government.

CHAPTER ZIV. HAKEETS AND NEIGHBORHOODS.

Article 120. After the first census of the hamlets 
and neighborhoods has been completely taken, if the popula
tion in a hamlet is increased to over thirty-five families 
or reduced to less than fifteen families or if the popula
tion in a neighborhood is increased to over seven families 
or reduced to less than three families, the census shall 
be re-arranged by the parish office one month before the 
expiration of the term of office of hamlet or neighborhood 
chiefs every year.

After the census of the hamlets or neighborhoods has 
been re-arranged, the parish office shall submit a report 
to the area office for transmission to the municipal govern
ment for record.

Article 121. Hamlets
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Article 121. Hamlets and neighborhoods shall each have 
inhabitants’ meetings.

All inhabitants in the hamlets and neighborhoods, 
either male or female, who have continuously resided 
within the area of the municipality for six months or 
longer, or who have maintained domiciles therein for 
one year or more, and who are at least twenty years of 
age, shall be entitled to attend the above-mentioned 
inhabitants* meetings, with the exception of those who 
fall within any of the categories enumerated under 
paragraph two of Article 6.

Article 122. Inhabitants’ meetings of a hamlet or 
neighborhood must be attended by a majority of the 
inhabitants, and an approval of a ma.jority of the 
inhabitants, present must be obtained before its resolu
tions may be passed.

The respective hamlet chief or neighborhood chief 
shall be the chairman of the above-mentioned inhabitants’ 
meeting of the hamlet or neighborhood concerned. How
ever, in case it is necessary for the hamlet chief or 
neighborhood chief to withdraw in connection with a 
certain matter, the chairman shall be elected by the in
habitants present at the meeting.

Article 123. Inhabitants’ meetings of a hamlet or 
neighborhood shall be convened by the hamlet chief or 
neighborhood chief concerned. The hamlet chief shall 
convene a meeting of inhabitants of his hamle't upon 
request of fifteen families or more, and the neighbor
hood chief shall convene a meeting of inhabitants of 
his neighborhood upon request of three families or more.

Subsequent to the enforcement of this Law, the first 
inhabitants’ meetings of the various hamlets shall be 
convened by parish chiefs who shall act as chairmen of 
such meetings. The first inhabitants’ meetings of the 
various neighborhoods shall be convoked by hamlet chiefs 
who shall act as chairmen of those meetings.

Article 124. In case a hamlet chief is unable to 
convene an inhabitants* meeting, it shall be called by 
the parish chief. If a neighborhood chief is unable to 
call an inhabitants’ meeting, it shall be convened by 
the hamlet chief.

The above-mentioned inhabitants’ meetings of hamlets 
or neighborhoods shall be presided over by the conveners.

Article 125. When a hamlet or neighborhood finds it 
necessary to have a fund to meet its expenditure, the mat
ter shall be decided upon by the hamlet or neighborhood 
inhabitants* meeting and the fund raised accordingly.

Article 126. A hamlet shall have one hamlet chief 
who shall, in compliance with the instructions of the 
parish chief, handle self-government affairs of the 
hamlet. A neighborhood shall have a neighborhood chief 
who shall, in compliance with the instructions of the 
hamlet chief, handle self-government affairs of the 
neighborhood.

HamletArticle 127
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Article 127. Hamlet chiefs or neighborhood chiefs 
shall be elected by the hamlet or neighborhood inhabitants* 
meetings, respectively.

Article 128. The election of hamlet chiefs shall be 
supervised by the parish chief, and the election of neighbor
hood chiefs shall be supervised by the hamlet chief in com
pliance with the instructions of the parish chief.

Article 129. The date for the election of hamlet chiefs 
shall be fixed by the parish chief, and the date for the 
election of neighborhood chiefs shall be fixed by the parish 
chief upon request of the hamlet chief.

Aside from announcing the date of election mentioned 
above five days in advance, the parish chief shall submit 
a report to the area office for transmission to the municipal 
government for consideration.

Article 130. When a hamlet or neighborhood inhabitants’ 
meeting is in session, an enrollment book of the inhabitants 
shall be provided. The inhabitants present shall write the 
word ’’present” or make their marks under their names.

Article 131. After a hamlet chief has been elected, 
the chairman of the inhabitants* meeting of the hamlet con
cerned shall submit a report to the parish office. After 
a neighborhood chief has been elected, the chairman of the 
inhabitants* meeting of the neighborhood concerned shall 
submit a report to the hamlet chief for transmission to 
the perish office. The parish office shall forward a 
collective report to the area office for transmission to 
the municipal government for record.

Article 132. The duties of the hamlet chiefs and 
neighborhood chiefs shall be as follows:

1. To handle all self-government affairs within the 
limits allowed by laws and ordinances.

2» To handle affairs referred to them for action by 
the municipal government, area office and parish 
office.

The affairs mentioned in item one of the preceding 
paragraph shall be separately submitted by the hamlet chief 
or neighborhood chief to the hamlet or neighborhood inhabitants 
meeting^for decision.

Article 133. The hamlet chief shall submit a report on 
the business transacted by him to the inhabitants* meeting of 
his hamlet and the parish office.

Article 134. The hamlet chief shall report the hamlet’s 
income and expenditure to the inhabitants* meeting of his 
hamlet and the parish office. The neighborhood chief shall 
report the neighborhood’s income and expenditure to the 
meeting of his neighborhood and the hamlet chief.

Besides making such reports, the above-mentioned income 
and expenditure shall be published once every half year.

Article 135. The
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Article 135. Ths term of office of a hamlet, chief or 
a neighborhood chief shall be one year, and he may be re
elected.

Article 136. When a hamlet chief commits a breach of the 
lav; or is delinquent, he shall be dismissed upon impeachment 
by one-third of the inhabitants of the hamlet concerned and 
with the consent of a majority of the citizens present at 
the inhabitants’ meeting. When a neighborhood chief commits a 
breach of the law or is delinquent, he shall be dismissed 
upon impeachment by one-third -of the inhabitants of the 
neighborhood concerned and with the consent of a majority 
of the people present at the inhabitants’ meeting.

Article 137. The detailed rules governing the hamlet 
and neighborhood inhabitants* meetings shall be determined 
by the municipal government.

Article 138. The seals 
shall be issued by the parish

of a hamlet or a neighborhood 
office.

CHAPTER XV. SOPPLaMSTTARX RULES.

Article 139. A municipal government shall within 
three months after the enforcement of the present Lav; 
divide its municipality into a number of areas, parishes, 
hamlets and neighborhoods in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 5, and shall submit separate reports to the 
supervising (national or provincial) authorities.

The(government) office in charge of appointment of 
area chiefs shall within one month after receipt of the 
above-mentioned reports appoint area chiefs of the munici
pality concerned in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 49.

Article 140. After their assumption of office the 
area chiefs of the various municipalities shall within three 
months institute people’s oath-taking, census-taking and the 
recording of vital statistics by each parish.

The procedure and tabulated forms in connection with 
the above-mentioned census-taking and vital statistics shall 
be fixed by the Ministry of the Interior.

Article 141. One year after the election of area 
cheifs by citizens of the various municipalities, the Ministry 
of the Interior shall, on the basis of tabulated reports from 
the authorities supervising the respective municipalities, 
investigate whether their population, land, police defense, 
roads and the circumstances surrounding the exercise of the 
four powers by the people agree with the standard of a 
completely self-governing district (Hsien) as provided for 
in Article 8 of the General Outline for National Reconstruction. 
In case a municipality does correspond to the standard, it may 
be authorized to function as a completely self-governing 
municipality.

Article 142. In

. . z.
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Article 142. In case the financial receipts of an 
area and its parishes are insufficient to meet their disburse
ments, a collective estimate may be prepared and submitted 
to the municipal government for subsidies.

Article 143. The inscriptions, qualities, forms and 
sizes of the seals of the Area Citizens* Congress, Area 
Office, Assembly of Area Citizens* Representatives, parish 
Citizens* Congress, parish Office, parish Supervisory 
Committee, Hamlets and Neighborhoods shall be fixed by 
the Ministry of the Interior.

Article 144. The period of enforcement of the pre
sent Law to any municipality shall extend only until that 
municipality is completely self-governing.

Article 145. The present Law shall be put into force 
from the date of promulgation.

Trans: Cht/Syz 
Checked: HEES
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offices’ proposals, repre
sentatives* proposals and 
other necessary matters*

•Parish Chief—takes charge of self-government 
affairs; presides and convenes 
Parish Citizens* Congress;super
vises and fixes date of election 
of hamlet chiefs*

1 .Elect & 
dismiss 
Parish 
Chief & 
other mem
bers of the 
personnel* 

J«Discuss & 
decide upon 
local rules & 
regulations 
for the Parish.

5«Discuss & 
decide upon 
estimates and 
final budgets 
of the Parish. 

UDlscuss & decide 
upon matters 
referred by the 
Parish Office 
to the Congress 
for deliberation ’

!i.Discuss and decide 
upon, proposals 
submitted by 
various hamlets, 
neighborhoods or 
citizens*

•Parish Supervisory- 
Committee (3 or 5 
substantive members 
& 3 or 5 reserve 
members)

■Mediation Committee—

---Hamlet Chief-

1* Supervise Parish 
finance•

2* Impeach parish Chief 
and other members of 
staff for breach of 
law or delinquency*

in civil
in criminal 
which the

1* Mediation 
cases*

2* Mediation 
oases in
complaints may be 
withdrawn in 
accordance with law*

1* All self-government 
affairs within limits 
allowed by laws and 
ordinances.

2* Affairs referred to 
him for action by I 
municipal government, 
area office and 
parish office.

3* Convenes and presides 
Hamlet Inhabitants* 
meetings.

1. Supervises election
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----Hamlet Chief-------

■ —Hamlet Tnhabi tanta*—. 
Meeting (convened 
upon request of 15 
families or more)

Neighborhood 
Inhabitants* 
Meeting (convened 
upon request of 3 
families or more)

Cht/jw

|2. Affairs referred to
him for action by 
municipal government, area office and 
parish office.

5» Convenes and presides 
Hamlet Inhabitants* 
meetings.
Supervises election 
of Neighborhood Chieft 
in compliance with 
Parish Chiefs instruo* 
tions; proposes date 
of election of Neigh
borhood Chiefs to 
Parish Chief.

---- To decide and raise funds to meet Hamiet 
expenditure.

---- To dismiss Hamlet Chief.

—Neighborhood 
Chief —

L« All self-government 
affairs within limits 
allowed by laws and 
ordinances.

3» Affairs referred to 
him for action by 
municipal government, 
area office and parish 
office,

5, Convenes and presides 
Neighborhood Inhabit
ants* meetings.

—To decide and raise funds to meet 
Neighborhood expenditure.

J—To dismiss Neighborhood Chief.
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Enclosure No. 4 to despatch No. [I^t of c. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated December 
22, 1937, on the subject: "THE FUTURE STATUS OF SHANGHAI."

( COPY )

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY CONSUL E. F. STANTON
TO CONSUL GENERAL GAUSS.

Dated: November 16, 1937.

CONFIDENTIAL
MT. E. A. Long, Secretary of the Consular Body, 

called and reported that he had had a long talk this morn
ing, first with Mr. Katsuo Okazaki, Japanese Consul General 
at-large, and then with Mr. Suemasa Okamoto, Japanese Con
sul General at Shanghai. The conversation centered on 
the future status of Shanghai. Mr. Long reported that 
Japanese ideas on this subject as expounded by Mr. Okazaki 
and Mr. Okamoto appear to be somewhat as follows:

(1) An extensive demilitarized zone probably extending 
as far as Soo chow, would be created around Shanghai. Within 
the zone there would be an area administered by one or more 
Chinese regional committees.

(2) A second zone would be created bordering the 
Greater Municipality of Shanghai. This area would be polic
ed by Chinese police under foreign control and supervision.

(3) A Greater Municipality of Shanghai would be set 
up which would probably consist of four districts:

1. The area from Woo sung to the borders of the 
present International Settlement and includ
ing Kiangwan and Chapei;

2. The International Settlement and Extra- 7 
Settlement roads area;

3. The French Concession (the Japanese are ap
parently hopeful of inducing the French 
authorities to merge the Concession with the 
Greater Municipality) and;

4. The native city (Nantao and Lunghwa.) /
(4) Each of the above four sections of the Greater Muni

cipality would be run by an administrative Body which would 
be answerable to a Grand Council. According to Mr. Long 
the Grand Council would be composed of the consular represen
tatives of the powers signatory to the agreement defining 
the status of Shanghai. > The Council would also include a 
Chinese representative if China agrees to the proposed scheme 
and becomes a signatory.

5» The Ch jnese
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(5) No Chinese government organs would be permitted 
to function in this special area except the Customs, Posts, 
Hallway Bureaus and Communication offices; such offices 
would be subject to the laws and regulations set up in the 
special area.

(6) Special district courts would be set up for the 
area with one or more appeal courts and a supreme court. 
The law applied would probably be Chinese based on the 
modern Chinese civil and criminal codes with some modifica
tion. Purely Chinese cases would be tried by Chinese judges 
and mixed cases by a mixed bench. A number of foreign jur
ists would be attached to the appeal and supreme courts. 
After this system functioned smoothly and to the general sat
isfaction of the foreign powers for two or three years, extra 
territoriality would be given up.

(7) The majority of the taxes collected in the special 
demilitarized area and the Greater Municipality would be re
tained locally and used to cover administrative espenses and 
to carry out municipal and other improvements. However, 
the Revenues derived from the Customs would be paid over to 
the Chinese Government.

(8) Payment of the land tax and the type of cadastral 
system which would be made effective was not discussed.

Copied by RN ?
Compared with:'"ÇC>'2.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LMS ’COMSOPAT

FROM January 24, .1938

Rec’d 6:47 p. m.

ACTION: OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
INFO : (JIN OAF

CONSUBRON 5
CONDESRON 5 
OOMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0024 Air raid on railroads vicinity Canton. Other

South China ports quiet 2000

SMS:NPL TO
A U. D.

795.94/12191
 

p/FQ
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR to"01 1 ° Fron£EC0MD BRIGADE usmc

~ÜilîîtliUiiiii.jiii iv'_iJ M I D
!----- ——__5 ' ‘ ’ I January 25, 1938

I Rac'd 8:30 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMIN) 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

7625. No reports change military situation. 1825.

HPD

793.94/12192
 

F/FG
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X ^Department of State

t Division of Far Eastern Affairs //**

The enclosure to this despathh 
is adequate swnmarized in the 
last sentence on page 1 of the 
despatch.
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iHKfPÇÇJGN SERVICE
• •êr/U’TM"».;]- ôf jBEi- 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

'33^24 KI | 3i

No. 2715

SUBJECT:

AMERICAN EMBASSY
' Tokyo, January 4, 1938.

DISCIPLINE OF THE JAPANESE ARMY.

^/l/ / M

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.l. AND M.I.Dx

vision of
ASlihN J.HAiSS ]C

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Uepafinitful ui oldie

Sir:

Washington.

1/ I have the honor to enclose a copy of a memorandum

dated December 31, 1937, addressed to me by the Military

to in the Department’sAttache, commenting on reports referred

3641z December 20, 5 p.m., to the effect that evidences have
V' bp

been noticed of a resurgence among the Japanese forces inc

ihina of the spirit which led to the military revolt in §§

Tokyo on February 26, 1936.

It is Major Creswell’s opinion "that there is little ’

likelihood that there will be any rebirth of the February

26th element to the extent of striking at constituted I
authority or to seriously influence its conduct of operations'!.

There

793*94/12193
 

F/FG

Vs
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There has come under my notice no evidence 
to controvert that opinion.

Hespectfully yours,

Joseph 0. Grew

Enclosure:

As stated.

800
EBD:v

Copies to Peiping and Hankow.
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Enclosure No. / to despatch 
No .27/ofJZ*— 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

From the American Military Attaché, Major 
Creswell, to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Office of the Military Attache 
Tokyo, Japan 

31st December 1937.

MEMORANDUM: To the Ambassador.

1. Cable No.364 from Washington, dated the 20th 

December, reported statements made in the press to the 

effect that there is a resurgence in the Japanese Army 

of the spirit of the February 26th Incident, and that 

the question of punishment or non-punishment of a Colonel 

Hashimoto for his connection with the Bee and Ladybird 

incident is being made the foundation for a rallying of 

sympathizers with the February 26th affair to the extent 

of having a great influence on General Matsui and the 

higher echelons of the Army in their handling of the Bee 

and Ladybird cases. »

2. Investigations of the above statements indicate 

that they are more alarmist and sensational than otherwise. 

While it is true that there is a certain sympathy in the 

Army for those who were punished for the parts they played 

in the February 26th affair, as indeed there is always 

sympathy in this country for the perpetrators of whatever 

crimes may have been committed in the name of patriotism, 

it is not felt that this sympathy is as strong, nor that 

it has taken as active a form as indicated in the above 

cable.

3
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3. The main ideas in the minds of the February 26th 

element were such things as better conditions for the poorer 

classes, a firmer foreign policy particularly toward China, 

a return to the old ideas, etc, etc, all of which they are 

now getting in large measure. In this respect therefore, 

there is no reason for dissention in the Army for, as a matter 

of fact, the above ideas were exactly in line with the 

sentiments of the bulk of the personnel in the service.

However, the bulk of service sentiment differed with the 

February 26th element in the matter of the methods they chose 

in order to carry out their ideas. The direct affront to the 

Throne to say nothing of higher Army authority, with its 

evid nee of a dangerous state of indiscipline, were things 

which could not be countenanced no matter what the motive, 

and were therefor punished with a severity which goes a 

long way toward precluding the possibility of any such 

uprising under any but the most unusual conditions.

4. For the above reasons therefor, it is the opinion 

of this office that the statements made in the press reports 

upon which the above cable was based are not founded on 

fact, and that there is little likelihood that there will 

be any rebirth of the February 26th element to the extent 

of striking at constituted authority or to seriously 

influence its conduct of operations.

H.T. Creswell
Major, General Staff 
Military Attaché
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department of State

Divistcjn of Far Eastern affairs

January 26

Translation of/ telegraphic pro
test to Chinese military re their 
proposed destruction of mole wharf 
in Chefoo. Based on fact that 
Americans have paid surtax for 
construction of mole.

No action necessary
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EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, December 2, 1957

Subject: Proposed Destruction of Mole Wharf 
at Chefoo.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a copy of despatch 
/z'^y

No. 34/of November 23, 1937, addressed to the Embassy 

by the Consulate at Chefoo, under cover of which is 

a copy in translation of a telegram which Mr. Allen 

sent to General Ku Liang-min, requesting General Ku 

to refrain from destroying the mole wharf at Chefoo 

or other property involving American interests.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

FTânk” P. Lock
Counselor of Embassy
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/ ■
Chefoo’s No. 34, 
November 23, 1937.

Original and 1 copy to Department.
Copy to Hankow, for Embassy files.

800

LES-SC
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 3, 1938.

Peiping's 1488, December 15, 1937 - 
"Economic Development of North China".

It is of Interest that there has 
been a serious split in the Directorate 
of the South Manchuria Railway Company 
over the question of whether or not the 
Company should undertake the general 
economic development of North China. 
The strongly affirmative position of Mr. 
Matsuoka, President, is opposed,
according to the Peiping press, by Mr. 
Omura, Vice President, and at least two 
directors, who favor restricting the 
Company's activity in North China to 
railway enterprises.

Incidentally, Mr. Matsuoka*s state
ment that S.M.R. has 500 million yen for 
investment in North China appears to be 
entirely false. The Company has been 
borrowing to pay dividends and has been 
unable to raise funds required for modest 
expansion projects in Manchuria.

FE'vMJjNN
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Subject :

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Peiping, December 15, 1937

Economic Development of North Chifiâ.

Sir:

/ /^Embassy’s despatchI have the honor to refer to th 
3, 7? \ )> 2 l

No. 146^of November 27, 1937, regarding) Japanese Recon

struction Policy for North China and to'enclose a copy of

a clipping from the Peking and Tientsin Times (British

pWned and edited) of December 12 which purports to outline 
jUt 1

the recommendations for North China development which have

been made by the Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry to

Japanese Government officials. It is stated that the Chambél? 
believes that foreign investments should be welcomed in suc&l

. development. The recommendations also envisage a revision 

of Chinese tariffs, looking towards increased trade between

795.94/12195 
O

 
Pr..K 

F/PQ

Japan
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Japan, "Manchukuo" and China; promotion of industry and 

agriculture equally; and the development of public util

ities, (such as harbors, highways, railways, aviation coni— 

munications, electric and gas plants), by public invest

ment under the supervision of national planning boards.

However, judging from numerous articles which have 

appeared in the local press, plans for the development of 

North China do not appear to be going smoothly and accord

ing to a Dome! despatch to the. Hochi Shimbun which was re

printed in the Peking and Tientsin Times of December 2, the 

directorate of the South Manchuria Railway Company has split 

over a fundamental difference of opinion concerning the com

pany1 s plan for developments in North China. It appears 

that the plan of the President of the South Manchuria Rail- 

way, Mr. Matsuoka, for the development of all industries in 

North China by the South Manchuria Railway is strongly op

posed by Mr. Takuji Qmura, Vice President of the Railway, 

and at least two directors, Mr. Kanji Usami and Mr. Ojiro 

Sato, who favor a plan for concentration by the South Man

churia Railway Company on the development of railwajs ex

clusively in North China while other industries are left to 

2/ other interests. (See clipping from Peking and Tientsin 

Times. December 2). Mr. Matsuoka in a statement published 
\ by Reuters said that the South Manchuria Railway possessed 

five hundred million yen for the economic development of 

North China and he hoped to raise another hundred million 

yen in North China. According to the Nippon Kogyo the Kochu 

Koshi (North China Development Company), a film closely af

filiated with the South Manchuria Railway, by which corporation
it
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it was established two years ago, has decided to in

crease its capitalization from ten to fifty ml 111 on 

yen, apparently in prospect of improved Sino-Japanese 

trade in North China. According to a report in the 

Peking and Tientsin Times of December 1, 1937 (enclosed) 

"the mission” of Kochu Koshi "is to promote Sino-Japanese 

trade, act as an agency or broker, engage directly or in

directly in business in China, or make investments incidental 

to this work".

Turning from the more general subject of North China 

development to the specific, I have the honor to report 

that on December 2 a celebration was held in Peiping in

augurating the round-the-city highway mentioned in the 

Embassy’s above quoted despatch. I enclose a map on which 

the new round-the-city highway is indicated in red. While 

the Mayor of Peiping, General Chiang Ch’ao-tsung extended 

an invitation to all the members of the diplomatic corps to 

participate in the inaugural drive around the city, the in

clement weather proved an excellent reason for all the diplo

matic representatives in Peiping (except Italians and Japan

ese) excusing themselves from participating in what some 

feared might turn into a political celebration under Japan

ese sponsorship. The participants were escorted by lorries 

filled with Japanese soldiers armed with rifles.

The Embassy has been informed that the local populace, 

which was impressed for building these roads, was paid not 

in currency but by one large bowl of rice a day. This state

ment has not been confirmed, but as most of those employed 

on the roads were farmers, who would otherwise have been

unemployed
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unemployed at this season of the year any payment 

must have been considered welcome by them.

Respectfully yours, 

For the Ambassador:

Frank P. Locldiaft, 
Counselor of Embassy.

l
Enclosures :
/ 1/ Clipping from Peking and Tientsin 

Times, December 12.
r 2,/ Clipping from Peking and Tientsin 

Times. December 2.
f 3/ Clipping from Peking and Tientsin 

Times. December 1.
Map showing round-the-city highway.

Original and four copies to Department.
Copy to Hankow for Embassy files.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

710 
CBL/es
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF CHINA.
f . •“ ___ '.------- i__
; ■ ■■ ' „■ V‘ ' -r • T. . •>? '

AMBITIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS BY 
OSAKA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

’ ' -—"——
Tariff Revisions in . Favour of Japan and 

Manchoukuo.
•■'ï■’t!' - W'** . - _»*• * .-y»

' PROTECTION AND RESPECT OF “FAIR FOREIGN 
INTERESTS.”

Osaka, Dec. 11.
Recommendations for wide

spread economic developments in 
China,, with special reference to 
the programme for North China, 
including an increase of pro
duction capacity, encouragement 

i of investments and tariff revi- 
I sions, have been made by the 
Osaka Chamber of Commerce 

: and Industry to Government 
officials, it has been disclosed 
here.

The development plan is based 
Jon investigations conducted by 
the China Problem Investigation [ 
Committee of the Chamber, sub-1 
mitted to the Army and Navy' 
authorities and to the National 
Planning Board.

Some suggestions embodied in 
the programme are hailed as the 
most sweeping ever advanced in

i Osaka financial circles. j
The salient points of the pro-; 

gramme are as follows:— >*
1. The economic development 

of North China, in conjunction 
with the five-year plan for \ 
Japan and Manchoukuo, should 
form part of the Japanese 5 
scheme for increasing her pro-| 
ductive capacity; j

2. Excepting those enterprises 
connected with national defence,
which should be placed under a
license system, investments, in
general, for the industrial de-
velopment of China, according g 
to a definite plan and principle ;; 
of control, should be encouraged I 
as much as possible;

3. Without giving preponder- 
; ance to either agriculture or in- 
! dustry, enterprises for both 
should be promoted side by side

6. Prevention of illegal com-
petition by the protection of 
mining rights;

7. Revision of such current 
Chinese tariffs as may be

in districts where they are need
ed most;

4. A financial system should
restrictive on trade and co
operation between Japan, Man
choukuo and China, and crea-

be established so that foreign tion of a special tariff system in 
• investments, as well as Sino-1, order to bring about closer trade 
Japanese joint projects, may be reiatjons between the three 
encouraged; | countries;

5. The development of public .? & Protection and respect for 
utilities, such as harbours, high- , «fair foreign interests,” but 
ways, railways, aviation com- V elimination. of those rights andj 
munications, electric " and / gas interests which “may hinder! 
plants; should be undertaken by maintenance of peace ln the Far| 
national, planning boards, and- ig^t and co-existencearid co$ 
industrial projects, in tenefMV prosperityMJFapan;^^h<ni| 
should invite public'
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ING & TIENTWSTIMES. THURSDAY, DECEMBER ^1937/
--------- ■ . ............... . . .. _..., .V.......... : . ...... ~

DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH 
t CHINA.

- y . Ir , .
S.M.R. Directorate 

J A Splits.
“FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE 

OF opinion.;*
Tokio, Nov. 23.

way Comi has

mëfit" ia, according!

/ Mr. Kanji Usami, a director, ] 
fhas drafted a plan calling for! 
| concentration of the company 
| on railways exclusively in North 
! China, with other industries left 
I to other interests.
v The plan is also supported by 

Mr. Takuji Omura, Vice-Presi-
dent, and Mr. Ojiro Sato, an
other -director. The Usami-

the

i Mr, Kilchi _ Sakatani. director 
; who is fprfnrrnnla-
. tion of the so-called Matsuoka
iplan of undertaking all indus
tries in North China, are losing । th ir sunPQrlL

I bÆe company’s industrial de- 
I partment, which is sponsoring 
I the Matsuoka plan, is highly dis- 
I satisfied with the present situa- 
! tion. Mr. Sakatani, the dispatch 
[ says, is reported to have assum- 
f ed responsibility and tendered 
I Ips resignation to Mr. Matsuoka. 

I He is said to be now in North 
I China, engaged in other enter- 
li prises. Mr. Matsuoka is trying 
to persuade Mr. Sakatani to 
j withdraw his resignation.

>j Mr. Usami also is said to have 
offered his resignation, assum
ing responsibility for the con
fusion. 4 What is said to have 
disturbed the situation more 
than anything else Is the be-} 
trayal of the expectation of 
1,000 employes bÿ the vice- 
director^of the. industrial de
partment in^svdn^M over to 
support the Usami plan—/apan 
Adverti^^^^^.^ ’ W
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ENCLOSURE NO.

TO DESPATCH NO

NORTH CHINA DEVELOP
MENT.

Kochu Koshi to Boost 
Capital.

GOAL MAY BE Y50,000,000.

Clash of Interests with
S.M.R. Becoming Serious. ’

|| Tokio, Nov. 25. |
I The Kochu Koshi, the key-' 
* stone of Japan’s plans for econo-

i mic development in North China, 
has decided to increase its 

j capitalization from Y.10,000,000 
to about Y.50,000,000, according 

| to the Nikkan Kogyo. The pre- 
J sent capital is too small to meet 
| present and future demands. At 
I the same time, the company is 
| likely to be authorized by the 
| Government to issue debentures 
? several times its paid-up capit

alization to raise funds.
j This company is generally con
sidered a close affiliate of the 
South Manchuria Railway, but, 

! according to the Asahi, it how ( 
; threaïë^fe®e.an influen
tial rival 
was i^^ablish 1̂
menftwo years ago. The rapid 
developments in North China 
are causing the Kochu Koshi to 
work independently, or even 
against the interests, of the rail
way.

[ The Kochu Koshi “mission” is 
.to promote Sino-Japanese trade, 
1 act as an agency or broker, eng- 
t age directly or indirectly in busi
ness in China, or make invest
ments incidental to this work,
but now wields great influence 
over Japanese activies in North 
China, the paper continues.

A serious situation confronted 
the Kochu Koshi about six 
months ago. Mr. Yunosuke 
Yasukawa, the new president of 
the Oriental Development Com
pany, sought to take all inter
ests of the Kochu Koshi in North 
China.

Mr. Shinji Sogo, president of 
the Kochu interests, learned of 
the attempt and was greatly 
.upset. For a while it appeared 
*that the railway, coal mining, 
jaw cotton and salt enterprises 
in North China developed by 
the Kochu Koshi might be 
taken wholly hy the ambitious 
Mr. Yasukawa.

Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka. pre
sident of the came to
the rescue and saved the Kochu 

tKushi from-being absorbed by 
^Oriental Development, Mr. Mat- 
.suoka, conseuuently, is con- 
• sidered a meat benefactor of 
ithe Koçhu interests.

Now, the situation almost re-1 
versed. Since the outbreak of 
the China incident, the railway : 
has sought to carry on its 
economic activity in North ! 
China without considering the! 
Kochu interests.

However, Mr. Sogo is firm/Âc-J 
cording to the Asahi he. has4 
strong political . backing and
even - Mr. Mâtsuokà. - now a;, 

'member of the Cabinet Ad- 
j-visory Council, as well as pre-J 
•iSident of. thé railway; cannot 
nstop him.—nJapan Advertiser.
» t . .......... fl " i tin mu. 11 r ‘«1
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«M Chlaai or IMustry «afl
eorleuXturo aç'wliyj aac th» development of publie utIX» 

ItUe, (euah aa harOore» railways, avlatice «os»
«mloetUoa, gaa plaste), ty publie law»t»

oeot uudejr tiw a«jer*i®i<» of aatlsKsl x-Unnl&g ïmH-da* 

tîowiw, Juniac auhorcus artioleg wtdoh have 

appearM la* th» local prose, pi»x.« far th-3 dewloprsant of 

Bortb CMm do net appear to b® golr< ;isx>otlily aecord- 

Ias te a ^osaal deepetoh to the Üa^l .frM^WP vUofc wt »•• 

printed in tbw IXâM âfiâ ©f ;-®W-bor th»
âlreetwste of the -outh Xaru’hurU !>«Hwy .'a.^Jv ha» aplit 
ov«r ® 41ff®r«r:«e of opinion the eaa»

pa®y*a plan f«r <âawloï«wito la China» St *r-p<aar» 

tt»t the plan of the ifesldent of th»? .ovth .eaehurle '-<ell» 

wyt w» «^ateu^te^ far the ae»»lepMmt of «XX laauetriea la 
north China b-y th® -et.th î^ehuæte MUwey 1» etroft&ly w* 

pt»«w$ by »y» ’Xetaijl ^MU¥et Vlee irealéeet of the uailwyt 

ar4 at least Mreetwi# hr» T «Jajl t'aarl *aâ 041»© 
4i<«» who favor a ÿla?. f®r ®4mee&tretlor: by th® .’tmth 

©hurla hallway Ca-paa/ on th® âwalopfôaat of rallwyse®» 

sluslwly la x®>rtb Sbifie ’Ail® other industries are left t©
2/ other Ut«M0U, Uee fro© iâUjiâ. âlMlâlÈ

14M&» i>a©teWr t)» fer» letsueka in a statomsit publish»!
Misutara mid that the couth neaehurla iuilXway peemeeat 

five brndrM Biillaa for the scofta'üê âevelepneet of 
Mrth China and he hope! to raise another hundred aiXlio® 
ysa la Sorth fchim» leeor&ng to the Miaan the tee&u 
Fœ?4. i&ortJh China PeveXo^smt 34r<aay)» a flra elonelf «?• 
muted with tha .smith '«aeharl* hallw® ^7 «f-leh eorparsUus 

it
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it ma eatoU tw years Ms âeelâsd to la*
•rease Its u&plt&ilsati-c»» from tea to fifty Militai 
'jÿfa apparently in prospaot of ..-ino*^^s®eus
trade la hortlx China* ^eeordiftfj w a report in the 

3/ PM Xlmtaln of 1, iup? (encloaed)

Hth* sissloo* of fsw&u Ksw&i *la to promt» 
trade* aot a® &c agency or broker, dlrwtly or to*
Mreotl/ in busUee» In Chlr** or i»ak« lr*watmnta incidental 
to ttla work*'* 

lurniag fra» th® mre general wtjoot cf «h ns 
deWclopaeM to the spécifie* 1 bave the honor t© report 
t’at oa S a ©«lebratioa *w hold in helping 1®*
auguratln^j the rmin^*tlMH»elty hlghmy Us the

4/ zdmssy’s abttw quoted Aespetsh* 1 enoloss a îm> on ^Ucb 
th® new rot»^tho*oity la lamented in r®4* While

. the i.&yor «if c^ftorel ChiaM eh*ao«t»uag oataa4M
an ihritetlon to nil the ssBfcer» &f the Olplotaatie eorpo to 
.partiolpato la the Ifiswt®»! arouod the sIV, tb@ 1&» 
©lœmt weather ah exoelloat reason for all the dlplo» 
mtl« reproeestatlvae in helping (oeept Iteliene wo Japan* 
ate) eawsiiwj tàweelra» Cron yartielpatia^ in what 3»e 
foarod salght turn IMo a pditloal ©elebratian under /apaa* 

«^©neorahlp. pnrtleipwitt wre esesrteJ. by Xorriea 
filled with ;apan®»» mUiew aimed with rifles*

T3te® ^.Xwsoy has informed that the loeal popular®* 

«fetch sa» fcàprassad fur build these r©a<®, was paid not 
In eurramy but by os® large i>M of rise a day* Thia etate* 
nent Us not been eoorirme*» but as ^ost of thaws mployed 
cm the roads ww famers» «h© «thewise have been
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fuasRplojrtrô at thio ooaocm of tho yoar *ay payaant 
mot havft baas ooiisldstrod wlco^o by th-«*

. naopoetruliy ymah*t 
Amp tho s«M»«a4ar i

?» loobhort»
Ca;jna»lO3f of -ârJbaooy»

3/ GMppi&5 Irw Pafclfig A&l
Tliwia Xa

4/ ohowlag hl^Jaitty»

erlglMl aM fm«r copias to P«p&rtesnt. 
&opy to iiankw £&x? ^aaagr filoa» 
Copy to febaosy» ïokyo.

«œ/o»
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF CHINA. . .‘‘v,________ n-.V . 
■*■' .’’XX '

AMBITIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS'? BY
OSAKA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
T R •• ------- ; T
laritt Revisions m ravour of Japan ana

Manchoukuo.

PROTECTION AND RESPECT OF “FAIR FOREIGN 
INTERESTS.”

Osaka, Dec. 11.
Recommendations for wide

spread economic developments In 
China, with special reference to 
the programme for North China, 
including an increase of pro
duction .capacity, encouragement 
of investments and tariff revi- 

'sions, have been made by the, 
a Osaka Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry to Government 
•s officials, it has been disclosed 

here.
The development plan is based 

jon investigations conducted by 
i the China Problem Investigation 
. Committee of the Chamber, sub- 
' mitted to the Army and Navy I 
authorities and to the National } 
Planning Board.

Some suggestions embodied in 
the programme are hailed as the 

jmost sweeping ever advanced in 
’Osaka financial circles. (
] The salient points of the pro-1 
gramme are as follows:—

1. The economic development* 
of North China, in conjunction 
with the five-year plan for 
Japan and Manchoukuo, should 
form part of the Japanese 
scheme for increasing her pro
ductive capacity;

2. Excepting those enterprises 
connected with national defence, 
which should be placed under a 
license system, investments, in 
general, for the industrial de
velopment of China, according 
to a definite plan and principle] 
of control, should be encouraged] 
as much as possible; I

3. Without giving preponder-I] petition by the protection of 
ance to either agriculture or in- ll mining rights;

:dustry, enterprises for both! 7 Revision of such current 
i should be promoted side by side ;
in districts where they are need- 

j ed most;
4. A financial system should! 

be established so that foreign] 
investments, as well as Sino-1 
Japanese joint,projects, may be] 
encouraged; * f

5. The development of public!; 
utilities, such as harbours, high-i 

^ways, railways, aviation com-] 
J munications, electric. and gas 
plants, should be undertaken by I 
national planning boards, and 
industrial projects, in ’ general, 
should invite public invest
ments;

6. Prevention of illegal com-

.. Revision of such current 
Chinese tariffs as may be 
restrictive on trade and co
operation between Japan, Man
choukuo and China, and crea
tion of a special tariff system in 
order to bring about closer trade 
relations between the three 
countries;^ j

8. Protection and respect for • 
“fair foreign a Interests,” but" 
elimination of those rights and 
interests which “may hinder 
maintenance of peace in the Far 
East and co-existence and cp- 
prosperity of Japan, Manchou
kuo and China.”—Reuter. 7
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' DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH 
j CHINA.

j*W .. .
S.M.R. Directorate 

Splits.
“FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE

OF OPINION.”

Tokio, Nov. 23.
The South Manchuria Rail

way Company directorate has 
split on a fundamental differ- 

I ence of opinion* concerning the 
company’s proposal for develop- : 

। ment of North China, according 
I to a Dairen dispatch to the

HocTii.
,Mr. Kapji Usami, a director, 
has drafted a plan calling for 
concentration of the company 
on railways exclusively in North 
China, with other industries left 
to other interests.

The plan is also supported by 
Mr. Takuji Omura, Vice-Presi
dent, and Mr. Ojiro Sato, an
other director. The Usami- 

: Omura-Sato bloc is said to be 
! gaining strength among the 
Company’s* employes, while Mr. 
Yosuke Matsuoka, president, and 
Mr. Kiichi Sakatani, director 
who is responsible for formula

tion of the so-called Matsuoka 
] plan of undertaking all indus
tries in North China, are losing 

their support.
’ The company’s industrial de
partment, which is sponsoring 
the Matsuoka plan, is highly dis
satisfied with the present situa- 

| tion. Mr. Sakatani, the dispatch 
[says, is reported to have assum-! 
>ed responsibility and tendered! 
j his resignation |o Mr. Matsuoka. j 

। He is said to be now in North I 
। China, engaged in other enter
prises. Mr. Matsuoka Is trying 
to persuade Mr. Sakatani to

» withdraw his resignation.
’ Mr. Usami also is said to have 
offered his resignation, assum
ing responsibility for the con- 

; fusion. What is said to have 
{disturbed the situation more 
fthan anything else is the be
trayal of the .expectation of.
1,000 employes by the s vlce- 

. director of the industriel de
partment in* swinging over to 
‘ support the Usami plan.—Japan 
Advertiser, . ■

. - >
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^NORTH CHINADEVELOP-^ 
MENT.
**«ll'. Illi..

Kochu Koshi to Boost 
Capital.

GOAL MAY BE Y50,000,000.

Clash of Interests with 
S,M.R. Becoming Serious.

Tokio, Nov. 25.
The Kochu Koshi, the . key

stone of Japan’s plans for econo
mic development in North China, 
has decided to increase its
capitalization from Y.10,000,000 
to about Y.50,000,000, according 
to the Nikkan Kogyo. The pre
sent capital is too small to meet 
present and future demands. At! 
the same time, the company is[ 
likely to be authorized by the 
Government to issue debentures1
several times its paid-up capit- 

j alization to raise funds. I 
j This company is generally con- 
, sidered a close affiliate of the ' 
,South Manchuria Railway, but,' 
i according to the Asahi» it howi 
threatens to become an Influen
tial rival of the S.M.R., which 
was responsible for its establish-1 
mefft. two years ago. The rapid 
developments in North China 
are causing the Kochu Koshi to 
work independently, or even 
against the interests, of the rail
way.

I The Kochu Koshi “mission” is 
to promote Sino-Japanese trade, 
act as an agency or broker, eng- 

f age directly or indirectly in busi
ness in China, or make invest
ments incidental to this work, 
but now wields great influence 

’over Japanese activies in North 
China, the paper continues.

A serious situation confronted
the Kochu Koshi about six 
months ago. Mr. Yunosuke. 
Yasukawa, the new president of 
the Oriental Development Com
pany, sought to take all inter
ests of the Kochu Koshi in North 
China.

Mr. Shinji Sogo, president of 
the Kochu interests, learned of 
the attempt and was greatly 
upset. For a while it appeared 
that the railway, coal mining, 
raw cotton and salt enterprises 
in North China developed by 
the Kochu Koshi might be 
taken wholly by the ambitious 
Mr. Yasukawa.

Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka. pre-

. Now, the situation almost re-1 
versed. Since the outbreak of 
the China incident, the railway ! 
has sought to carry on^itsj 
economic activity in North • 
China without considering the 
Kochu interests.

However, Mr. Sogo is firm. Ac-
sident of| the S.M.R., came to
the rescue and saved the Kochu 

{Kushl
Orient

Isuoka, * cpnseQuentA,' ls con-1 
Isidered àwreat binefactor of j 
{the Wegti-

i from^belng^ absorbed by member 
it& Development, Mr. Mat- visory C

cording to the Asahi he Jias 
strong political backing and 
even Mr. Matsuoka, now a : 

r Ç of the Cabinet Ad-j 
visory Council as well as pre- ; 
sident of the; railway, ' canhoti 
stop hlm.~Japan Advertiser .S]
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c
Xio. 1488. Peiping, lao«.ber IS, ISS'7.

',ubJest 4 .éfiaimU vtmofecnt of Kort! Chl.m.

The Honorable

the ^eor^tary of

Washington, iJ. C.

. ■•4r i

1 have the honor to refor to tha/> bassy’s despatch 
Mo. IMS of «ovaeber 87, 1937, regarding/■/apanose Heeon» 

structiem Polley for horth China and to enclose e copy of 
a «lipping fror, th® W UffîUU (British
owned and edited) of i^eoeaber 18 which purports to outline 
the recorKtimdationa for 3orth China derelopee&t which have 
been, mdo by the ûeaka Cheaper of Cœ^eroo and Industry to 
Japanese Covarnaent official*. It is stated that the Chamber 
believes that foreign ioveetronts should be wlcosed la such 
^avalopifient. The roemæendf.tlane also envisage a revision 
of Gliinss.. tariffs, looking tcwrds increased trade between

Japan
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Japan, ’’fcaochukuo" and Chinaj promotion of industry and 

agriculture equ&llyj and the development at public util- 

itisa, (such as harbors, highways, raiimys, aviation oa*- 

ffiunio&tlofts, electric up.û gas plants), by public invsst- 

®ant under th® supervioioik of national planning boards.

However, judging fror auewrous articles which have 

appeared in the local press, plans for the developtwnt of 

Sorth China do not appear to be ••olng smoothly and accord

ing; to a feqsaftl despatch to the Kashi >4'ttobua wHch *8 re

printed in the J e--la,v and Tientsin .-Ifces of tvwf.bsr 8, the 

directorate of the ùouth Lanchurla ballmy Company has split 

over a fundamental difference of opinion concerning ths cop.- 

pany*a plan for developments in Morth China. It appears 

that the plan of the I resident of thw .M>uth Manchuria hall

way, fcr. fcetsvoka, for the development of all industries in 

Sorth China by th® >outh Manchuria Hallway is strongly op

posed by fcr. lakuji Qsmra, Vice iresident of the Railway, 

and nt least two directors, for, Fanjl Vsaml end Ur. OJlro 

Kato, vrtio favor a plan for concentration by the ..outh fesn- 

churia Hallway Company on th© development of railways ex» 

cluslvely in North China while other industries ©re left to

2/ other Interests, ( ice clipping frm fcgklftn Hants!» 

Huas. »>eoa&b®r 2). tr. k&tauoka Ln a statement published 

by Reuters said that the Jovth lenchurla Railway possessed 

five hundred Billion vu» for th® sconocsio development of 

North China ard he hoped to raise another hundred million 
yon in horth China, «ceording to the HiPP"» Fo^yo the Fochu 

Kochi (Morth China Development Company), a fir» closely af

filiated with th® louth Stanchuria uailwy, by which corporation 
it
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It was estsMiahed two years ago, hua iaalded to in- 

crease its capitalisation frat?. ten to fifty Milios 

yan. apparently in prospect of ii^provâd ,.ino~«?apaneso 

trade in Korth China, according to a report in the 

3/ £2&M AM XlSSSMa XU.U of i*oombut 1, 19S» (enclosed)
"the mission* of Kochu Xoshi "is to promote .4rto-Japsnese 

trade, act cs an agency or broker, engage directly or in

directly 1» bualr.oBC in China, or make Investments Incidental 

to this work".

Turning frofc the «ore general subject of b-orth Ch.na 

development to the specific, 1 hava the honor to report 

that on December S a celebration was hold in Icipitig in

augurating the vound-tho-clty highway mentioned in the

4/ -tobacsy*» above quoted despatch. I enclose a map on which 

the new raund-th©-city highway is indicated in red. while 

the &ayor of lelping» Sacral Chiang Ch’ao-tsung extended 

an invitation to all the combers of the diplomatic corps to 

participate in the Inaugural drive around the city, ths in- 

clement weather proved an excellent reason for all ths diplo

matic representatives is Peiping (except Italians and Japan

ese) excusing themselves from participating in what sow 

feared might turn Into a political celebration under Japan

ese sponsorship. TUo participants wra escorted by lorries 

filled with Japanese soldiers armed with rifles.

The .«.iubassy has been informed that the local populace, 

which was impressed for building these roads, was paid not 

in currency but by one large bowl of rice a day. This state

ment ha® not been confinaed, but as Ssoat of those erployed 

on the roads wore farmarc, who would otherwise have been

uwwiplo/ed
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unemployed at this aoason of the /ear any payant 
Must have been ocwisidarod welcome by thm.

R-asp©stfully yours,

For the Asb&asader:

?'rank 1. Lockhart, 
Counselor of S&bassy.

welosurss :
1/ Clipping frm XgWjfi ââ£

Tljaes. Ce Maher II.’
b/ cupjïng fros was MS. WMgU 

llB.se» vMWr2.
3/ clipping fro* IMlud Mi XUaMU 

limes, dsoasiber 1»
4/ &ap shewing round-th‘>»elty hl^hwy,

©rtglnal and four oopies to department.
Copy to /{anJtow fer j&âmssy files.
Copy to .SKbaeey, lokyo.

ne
CM/es

I A true c0$y 

f the signed
nal.
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PEKING & TIENTSIN «SUNDAY TIMES; SUNDAY,- DECEMBER

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-OFifCWA. :
AMBITIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS BY 

OSAKA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Tariff Revisions in Favour of Japan and 
Manchoukuo.
—— SI-.

PROTECTION AND RESPECT OF “FAIR FOREIGN
• INTERESTS.”

Osaka, Dec. 11. »
Recommendations for wide- ’ 

spread economic developments in i 
China, with special reference to‘ 
the programme for North China,, 
including an increase of pro-, 
duction capacity, encouragement; 
of investments and tariff revi-I 
sions, have been made by the! 

(Osaka Chamber of Commerce^ 
(and Industry to Government* 
officials, it has been disclosed । 

| here. i
j The development plan is based | 
!on investigations conducted by- 
' the China Problem Investigation | 
। Committee of the Chamber, sub-1 
(mitted to the Army and Navy 
.authorities and to the National
Planning Board.

; Some suggestions embodied in 
' the programme are hailed as the 
(most sweeping ever advanced in. 
(Osaka financial circles. [

The salient points of the pro-1 
gramme are as follows:— ।

[ 1. The economic development’ 
of North China, in conjunction)

I with the five-year plan for i 
I Japan and Manchoukuo, should î 
j form part of the Japanese 
■scheme for increasing her pro
ductive capacity;

j 2. Excepting those enterprises 
! connected with national defence, 
j which should be placed under a 
{license system, investments, in; 
j general, for the industrial de- ; 
ivelopment of China, according; 
■ to a definite plan and principle' 
i of control, should be encouraged 
las much as possible; ।
! 3. Without giving preponder- 
) ance to either agriculture or in- 
I dustry, enterprises for both 
should be promoted side by side 
in districts where they are need
ed most;

4. A financial system should 
be established so that foreign 
investments, as well as Sino- 
Japanese joint projects, may be’ 
encouraged; '

5? The development of public 
utilities, such as harbours, high
ways, railways, aviation com
munications, electric and gas 
plants, should be undertaken by 
national planning boards, and 
industrial projects, in general, 
should invite public invest
ments;

6. Prevention of illegal com
petition by the protection of 
mining rights;

7. Revision of such current 
Chinese tariffs as may be 
restrictive on trade and co-J 
operation between Japan, Man- [ 
choukuo and China, and créa-' 
tion of a special tariff systeni in 
order to bring about closer trade 
relations between the three* 
countries;

8. Protection and respect for 
“fair foreign interests,” but 
elimination of those rights and 
interests which “may^hinder 
maintenance of peace in the Far. 
East and co-existence and 
^prosperity of Japan, Manchou-I
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PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 

; DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH 
< CHINA.

S.M.R. Directorate 
is Splits.
“FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE 

OF OPINION.”

Tokio, Nov. 23.
The South Manchuria Rail

way Company directorate has 
split on a fundamental differ
ence of opinion concerning the 
company’s proposal for develop-. 
ment of North China, according j 
to a Dairen dispatch to the 
Hochi.

Mr. Kanjl Usami, a director, 
has drafted a plan calling for 
concentration of the company 
on railways exclusively in North 
China, with other industries left 
to other interests.

The plan is also supported by 
Mr. Takuji Omura, Vice-Presi
dent, and Mr. Ojiro Sato, an
other director. The Usami-, 
Omura-Sato bloc is said to bej 

! gaining strength among the i 
Company’s employes, while Mr. J 
Yosuke Matsuoka, president, and i 

I Mr. Klichi Sakatani, director ; 
who is responsible for formula-: 
tion of the so-called Matsuoka 
plan of undertaking all indus
tries in North China, are losing 
their support.

The company’s industrial de
partment, which is sponsoring 
the Matsuoka plan, is highly dis
satisfied with the present situa
tion. Mr. Sakatani, the dispatch 
says, is reported to have assum
ed responsibility and tendered 
his resignation to Mr. Matsuoka. 
He is said to be now in North 
China, engaged in other enter
prises. Mr. Matsuoka is trying 
to persuade Mr. Sakatani to 
withdraw his resignation.

Mr. Usami also is said to have 
offered his resignation, assum
ing responsibility for the con- 

■ fusion. What is said to have ! 
’disturbed the situation more? 
’than anything else is the be-' 
tray al of the expectation of 
1,000 employes by the vice- 
director of the industrial de
partment in swinging over to

I support the Usami plan.—Japan 
lAdvertiser.^^^r .
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PEKING & TIENTSIN.TIMES,

NORTH CHINA DEVELOP
MENT. I

Kochu Koshi to Boost I 
Capital. ।

GOAL MAY BEY50,000,000.

Clash of Interests with 
S.M.R. Becoming Serious.

#Tokio, Nov. 25.
The Kochu^ Koshi, the key-’ 

stone of Japan's plans for econo-1 
mic development in North China, I 
has decided to increase its 

j capitalization from Y.10,000,000 
to about Y.50,000,000, according 
to the Nikkan Kogyo. The pre
sent capital is too small to meet . 
present and future demands. At? 
the same time, the company is* 
likely to be authorized by the 
Government to issue debentures’ 
several times its paid-up capit-' 
alization to raise funds. !

This company is generally con-1 
sidered a close affiliate of the 
South Manchuria Railway, but, 
according to the Asahi» it how 
threatens to become an influen- ; 
tial rival of the S.M.R., which1 
was responsible for its establish- 

Jment two years ago. The rapid 
i developments in North China 
are causing the Kochu Koshi to 
work independently, or even 
against the interests, of the rail
way.

<• The Kochu Koshi “mission” is 
to promote Sino-Japanese trade, » 
act as an agency or broker, eng-

t age directly or indirectly in busi
ness in China, or make invest
ments incidental to this work, 
but now wields great influence 
over Japanese activies in Norths 
China, the paper continues. * 

A serious situation confronted 
the Kochu Koshi about six 
months ago. Mr. Yunosuke^ 
Yasukawa, the new president of -
the Oriental Development Com
pany, sought to take all inter
ests of the Kochu Koshi in North 
China.

Mr. Shinji Sogo, president of 
the Kochu interests, learned of 
the attempt and was greatly 
upset. For a while it appeared ] 
that the railway, coal mining, 
raw cotton and salt enterprises 

I in North China developed by 
the Kochu Koshi might be ' 
taken wholly by the ambitious ] 
Mr. Yasukawa. ÿf

Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka. pre
sident of .. the S.M.R., came to 
the rescue and saved the Kochu 

। Kushi from being absorbed by 
Oriental Development, Mr. Mat- ! 
suoka, consequently, is con
sidered a great beitefactor of 
the Kochu

Now, the situation almost re- ? 
[versed. Since the outbreak of 
(the China incident, the railway 
[has sought to carry on „ita 
[economic activity in North 
[China without considering the 
Kochu interests.

However, Mr. sogo is flrm. Ac
cording to the Asahi he has 
strong political 4 backing j and 
even Mr.^Matsuoka^now a 
member of v toe Cabinet;, Adx 
visory Council, as well as pre^ 
sident ofthe railway, cannot]
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR

Secretary of State

COPIES SENT TO
O-N.l. A: J> I n

GRAY
FROM

Peiping via N. R

Dated January 2Ç, 1938

Rec *d 8 a.m

Washington.

55j January 2S

Embassy’s 45 [ary 21, 3 p.m

apartment of S

fAR tA^RN^FAÎRS

One. According to a report originating in Hsinking

General Terauchi is to be made commander of the Kwangtung

Army and is to be sxxcceeded at Peiping by General Matsui 

now at Shanghai. A Chinese closely associated with the 

local regime states that Terauchi and Major General 

Kita may soon be transferred because of an allegedly 

too lenient attitude toward the local regime. These 

reports have not (repeat not) been confirmed.

Two, with regard to the reportedly impending

Japanese drive south through Honan toward the Lunghai 

railway (Embassy’s 36, January 18, 7 p.m.) local

Japanese military admit that tracks of the Peiping Hankow:

Railway have been torn up for from 30 to 50 miles south 

of Changteh in North Honan and trenches dug across at 

hundred foot intervals. A foreigner from Changteh 

substantiates this report, adding that railway ties 

were also removed. There is no motor road along that 

part of the railway,
Thr e_e^

793.94/12196
 

F/FG
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JR #55, January 25, 1 p.m., from Peiping,via N. R.

Three. Reports indicate an increase of guerrilla 

activities along the lines of communication in Hopei 

and Shansi.

Repeated to the Ambassador and to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

RR ; WC
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T f ■ '

' . Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Febr. 8, 1938.

Sokobin’s account of the 
conflicting opinions of L and in
structions to, the American, 
French and British consular of
ficers in Tsingtao at the time 
of threatened disorders there 
late in November is of interest. 
See marked passages on Pages 2 & 3.

The British and French consuls 
were instructed to urge the mayor 
to do nothing to aggravate the 
situation, while Sokobin himself 
had been told to remain aloof. 
The British consul unofficially 
would have preferred to remain 
aloof.

ARR
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No. 1490

Subject:

TW B
EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, December 16, 1937.

Consular Representations in regard to 
Japanese Property in Tsingtao.

0

(0

N
co

of Stat

Division of " 
FAR EASTERN

JAN 2 6 1938

<0 
04

CO
o~>

ta

assy at Nanking of

The Secretary of

Washington

have the honor

State

D. -C.

to refer

November

to the telegram of 1jhe

29, 4 p.m., addressed to

£pnsulate at Tsingtao, a copy of which is enclosed

« w ’■

, in

2/ and to forward a copy of despatch No. 239 of December 1 *n
1937, addressed to the Embassy by the Consulate at Tsing-

tao, which describes in detail the question of consular
00

representations to the Chinese authorities with regard

to the threat of destruction of Japanese property and
m 
œ
to

3

which also describes the causes of the tense situation

existing

N
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existing in Tsingtao at the close of November.

Respectfully yours, 

For the Ambassador:

Counselor of Embassy

Enclosures :

1/ Telegram from Tsingtao, 
November--20, 4 u.m. ?

2/ Despatch No. 239 from 
Tsingtao, December 1.

Original and 4. copies to the Department.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

710/800

LES/kt
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
Tsingtao, china, December 1, 1937.

subject: Consular Representations in Regard to Threat 
of Destruction of Japanese property in Tsingtao.

The Honorable
Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American Ambassador, 
Peiping, china.

sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge ths receipt of 

the Embassy’s telagram of November 29, 1937, 4 P.M., 
with reference to a movement to have the foreign consular 

officers in Tsingtao instructed by their respective mis
sions to urge the local Chinese authorities to refrain 
from carrying out an alleged threat to destroy Japanese 

property in this city.
About the middle of November and following the 

approach of the Japanese forces to the north bank of the 
Yellow River considerable uneasiness was aroused by the 

"ayor’s attitude and his announced policy of destroying 
valuable Japanese property, particularly the cotton mills 
in Tsingtao. The fact that an important Chinese official 
of the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway had requested this consul
ate to endeavor to dissuade the Mayor was reported in 
this consulate’s telegram of November Id, S p.M. This 
consulate took no action in respect to the request from 

the aforementioned railway official, and on November 18 
there was received from the Department of state its tele
gram of November 17, 8 P.M. in which the consulate was
cautioned against such interviews with the Mayor for tho 

purpose
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purpose of dissuading him from carrying out his threat 
of destroying Japanese property. As it does not appear 
that the Department’s telegram was repeated to the Embassy, 
it is here quoted:

"November 17, 8 P.M. Your November 16, 
5 p.M. The Department assumes that you are bear
ing in mind the Department’s August 7, 4 P.M.
Do not repeat not interview the Mayor as and for 
the purpose requested."

Three months earlier the Department’s August 7, 4 P.M. was 
sent to this office following the receipt of this consul
ate’s telegram of August 7, 11 a.M. reporting the call 
made on the Mayor by Admiral Yarnell, admiral Little, the 
British consul General and myself, end also reporting that 
the TJayor had "reiterated that if the Japanese landed in 
Tsingtao he could not give up tine city without such re
sistance as he could make". The Department’s telegraphic 
instruction in reply reads:

"August 7, 5 P.M. Your August 7, 11 A.H. 
and previous on same subject, by way of caution 
Department feels that .jnerioan official agencies 
should be on guard against giving any impression 
of attempting to influence Chinese authorities in 
relation to questions of military operations."

, On Saturday evening, November 27, I was shown a tele
gram which the local Drench consular agent had received

i from his embassy at Peiping; in translation the telegram 

jreads as follows:
"It is advisable that you Join in represen- 

! tations with the British consul General to per-
I suade the Chinese authorities to avoid all mea- /
I sures which might aggravate the local situation."

: This consulate understands that the French consular Agent 
i t
' had reported to the French Embassy with no little anxiety 

the Mayor’s attitude, although the value of French property
। in Tsingtao is not great. The French consular Agent in

quired
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quired whether this consulate had received similar 

instructions, to which I replied that this office had 

been instructed to take no action in the matter. It 
also appeared from the French consular Agent's observa- 
tions that the British Consul General had indicated that 
he was not disposed to associate himself with his colleagues 
in representations to the Chinese authorities; the Brit
ish consul General had unofficially taken the view that 
a policy of destruction of Japanese property nndor the 
existing state of hostilities would serve china since any 
measure vhich Injured Japan ipso facto benefited China, 
However, on Monday morning, November 29, when calling 

on the British consul General I learned that he had re
ceived a telegraphic instruction from his embassy to make 
representations to the Mayor; referring to the telegram 

which the ’Tench Consular '.gent had received, the British 
Consul General stated that his instructions were considerably 

"emasculated*, in reply to his inquiry as to what if any 

instructions this consulate had received, the British con
sul General was informed that I had been definitely instruo-

; ted not to see the Mayor in the matter, 
The abortive results of the calls of the local British 

and Trench consular officers on the Mayor were reported 
in this consulate's telegram of November 29, 5 F.M. 
Atmosphere in Tsingtao

There has been considerable tension and anxiety in 
Tsingtao for the past two weeks, due not only to the ro- 
ports of the Mayor's intention of destroying Japanese 
property but due also to the:
1. Notification to merchant vessels to bo p repared 

to leave (consulate's telegram of November 18, 9 A/M.)
2
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2» Destruction of Japanese property at * eihsien and 
other points in the interior (Consulate’s telegram 
of November 20, 9 A.M, and November 22, 5 P.M.f

3. Burning of Japanese cotton mill warehouse and declara- 
tlon of martial law (Consulate’s telegram of Novem
ber 24, 12 noon)

4. Discovery of explosives in Japanese refrigerating 
plant and the confirmation of orders for destruction 
of Japanese property (Consulate’s telegram, of Novem
ber 24, 4 P,M, )

5. Explosion In street Cleaning Department Headquarters 
(consulate’s telegram of November 26, 0 t5.M.)

6. Order to close banks (Consulate’s telegram of November 
30, 12 noon).

There lias been great confusion and tension in the city. 
Sunday night Japanese warships were reported off Tsingtao 

and the next day it wb rumored that the Tsingtao Municipal 
Administration had received an ultimatum from the Japanese 
Government to surrender the city. Heavy guards were placed 

at the two railway stations in the industrial districts, and 

the residents were ordered to evacuate the region surround
ing the mills, instructions as to where to move were 

indefinite and resulted in confusion and uneasiness, since 

so many mill workers and shopkeepers had long ago loft for 
their homes in the interior the total number affected was 
probably not great, but in any case with the advent of cold 

weather, and with a total lack of facilities and accomoda
tions for a transfer of population, the official evacuation 
order caused real hardship and general dismay and confusion. 
To add to the tension on November 29, the Mayor addressed 
an audience of municipal employees, prominent industrialists 
bankers and merchants. These, he advised should leave 

Tsingtao:
" vll those persons and materials not important 

in military operations should be moved to safer 
places .... It is with the utmost love for the 
people that I am giving you this piece of frank ad
vice for the last time and at the last moment; it 

is
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Is with suppressed sorrowfulness and feelings 
of Indignation that I aia doing this. However, 
so long as I am in jay post I shall continue to 
exert all that is my power to protect the safety 
of the lives and property of Chinese and for
eigners. "

’. hile the uneasiness approached its peak on November 
^30, and while the words "Japanese property" were on every 

tongue, it remins a fact that no threat from the Japanese 
; forces was apparent, even at Tainan, 250 alias to the west 
; of Tsingtao, and probably th© point nearest Tsingtao where 
j Japanese military forces are to be found, io far as this 
office has been able to ascertain, the cause of the tension 
lies (1) In the Mayor’s Inability to keep In hand his 

i subordinates, to some of whoa he had entrusted arms and 

; ammunition and (2) widening differences of opinion as to 
I policy In shantung and Tsingtao of the .dayor, ceneral Han 
i 

Fu-chu and General Yu Hsueh-chung.

Respectfully yours.

nasnuel sokobln, 
American consul.

File 800 
hj/ad

Original and five copies to embassy, elping, 
Copy to embassy, Hankow, 
Copy to •anbassy, Tokyo, 
Copy to captain Carter, U.S.S. 1MHBIEHEAD.
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BÜURCE: THE T^lNGTiiü T TUTOR 
November 26, 1937. 
Tsingtao, China.

SENSATIONAL DISCOVERY OF EXPLOSIVES IN LOCaL JAPANESE 
PLANT

On Wednesday, during an inspection of the plant of the 
Dairen Ice Manufacturing Company, a Japanese plant, a 
considerable quantity of explosives was found in the 
engine room. One Keg containing about three hundred 
weight of T.N.T. was found to be so wired that the 
starting of the motor would explode it, and the connec
tion wire was so arranged as to enable the keg to ex
plode by contact with one of the wires of the Eleotic 
Power Company. In addition to the T.N.T. a number 
of sticks of dynamite were found. The quantity of ex
plosive, neither type of which is easily obtainable 
locally by non-official agencies, and the careful pro
vision made for detonating it is taken as indicating 
that the explosives were not placed in position by 
amateurs. The discovery following on rumours frequently 
repeated, and as frequently denied of plans for the 
wholesale destruction of Japanese properties in Tsingtao 
has caused considerable perturbation among all sections 
of the community. A large well-known British firm 
of egg packers has used part of the plant for many 
years, and is understood to be financially interested.
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(T R a N o M a T I O N)

Dear Consul General:

Your country has had commercial relations with China 
for a good number of years and your commercial interests 
are spread over a large area of this land. Churches sup
ported by your country stand like trees in a forest and 
Chinese believers are counted by the millions.

Your country being a peaceful nation, its cordiality 
toward China has increased. Since the outbreak of the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities three months have already elapsed. 
Of all places in North China, Tsingtao has so far alone 
remained a land of peace and orderliness, bince the 
incident, the Japanese Government has evacuated all its 
nationals in Tsingtao and all Japanese properties were 
turned over to the protection of the Chinese municipal 
authorities, an agreement having been concluded between 
the Chinese and Japanese authorities with all the foreign 
consuls as witnesses thereof. It is reported that the 
contents of the agreement are such as to provide that so 
long as Japanese do not bomb Tsingtao and so long as 
Japanese do not attempt to land here, the Chinese auth
orities are responsible for the complete protection of 
Japanese properties. For this reason the 500,000 people 
in Tsingtao were saved from disaster so far, a matter 
for which we offer you and the other consuls our sincere 
thanks.

The tension at Tsinan a few days ago has affected 
Tsingtao greatly and we have heard that Mayor Dhen and 
General Yu (Hsueh-chung) have formulated a plan for 
the destruction of Japanese properties in Tsingtao; also 
when it is necessary, the destruction will include that 
of the electric power plant, the municipal water works. 
Naturally this could not be carried out unless the 
Japanese should come, but reports are to the effect 
that if and when the military activities in Tsinan 
do not look too bright , the Mayor also will set.... 
on fire before he walks away, leaving the lives and 
properties of the 500,000 people to their fate. The 
truth or falsity of the report is yet to be proved.

Tsingtao is not a military zone and we do not believe 
such things would actually happen. But should the Japanese 
come to Tsingtao, without doubt Mayor bhen will destroy 
all Japanese properties. Now is the time for you honor
able consuls to step foreward to save the city from 
trouble and war, that measures be taken so that the 
Chinese authorities will not destroy Japanese properties 
in Tsingtao and that Japanese will not land here.

The 500,000 inhabitants of Tsingtao will be 
indebted to your action ana the properties and lives 
of foreign nationals will also be saved thereby.

By the whole body of members of the 
Church of Christ in China, Tsingtao.

Translated by: CML
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. . . . .. - * । American Consulate General

( Hong Kong’ Decemtoer 29, 1937.
’i--> I AND RECORDS

Subject: Hong Kong Opinion Compares Japanese^ 
Invasion of China With the Napo^ééÿac 
Wars.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

SIR:

I have the honor to enclose herewith, as represen

tative of widely expressed opinion in Hong Kong, an 

editorial from the HONG KONG DAILY PRESS of December 28th, 

1937, proposing that "History Will Repeat", in the pre

sent Japanese invasion of China, the experience of the 

Napoleonic Wars in Europe.

It is interesting to note that current Japanese 

Anglophobia is compared with French anti-British feeling 

in the days of Napoleon Bonaparte. Local British

appear to regard more or less calmly the various evidences 

of Japanese feeling against Great Britain. They appear 

to think of this development of Anglophobia as one to 

be expected in line with history and average human be

havior, and to be confident that history will repeat

itself by bringing retribution, in one way or another, 

to the Japanese. There does not seem to be any parti

cular desire that Britain immediately smite the "impudent
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Jap" by force of arms. By letting time get in its work

they w
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they think more may be accomplished.

Respectfully yours,

American Consul General

Enclosure :

1. Clipping from the HONG KONG DAILY PRESS of 
December 28th, 1937.

800
AES:em

Distribution*

In quintuplicate to the Department 
Copy to Embassy, London
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 59 dated December 29th, 
1937, from f^r ♦ Addison E. Southard, American Consul General 
at hong Kong, on subject of ”Hong Kong Opinion Compares 
Japanese Invasion of China With the Napoleonic Wars11 •

HONG KONG DAILY PRESS

December 28, 1937.

HISTORY WILL 
REPEAT

On Friday we quoted a 
Japanese journalist who said : 
“The real war is not against 
China but against Great Britain,” 
and we expressed the opinion 
that was not merely a piece of 
Oriental journalistic rhetoric but 
the plain truth in so far as public 
opinion in Japan is concerned at 
the present time. Despite all 
that Britain has done for Japan 
during the 37 years of the present 
century, despite the respect and 
esteem she earned among, the 
world’s nations as the result of 
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, the 
Japanese people to-day are as 
rabidly anti-British as were the 
French during the days of Napo
leon Bonaparte. How the great 
Napoleon gazed with longing eyes 
at the white ciffs of Dover and 
yearned to get across that narrow 
strip of water! The dimensions 
of the world have narrowed down 
a good deal since as the result oy 
faster modes of travel, and so h 
is that in the same wav as Bid 
Napoleon, the war lords of the 
Mikado, running rampant on the 
fertile plains of China, cast 
covetous eyes on Singapore, Indi? 
and even Australia. Indeed, r 
broad view of Japan’s campaign 
in China convinces, one of an e^ 
traordinary similarity with por
tions of the Napoleonic wars.

Recall to mind the numerous 
hidings which the Germans un
der Marshal Blucher took from 
Bonaparte. An unsatisfactory 
peace was reached, but the 
virile Germans proceeded to arm 
secretly, forming various volun
teer units called “Freicorps” and 
so successful were they that the 
movement culminated in a splen
did victory for Blucher at Leipzig 
in 1812..

As far as one can judge, the 
Chinese irregulars in the north 
appear little different to the Ger
man “Freicorps” and just as 
determined. Then again, isn’t 
Japan’s scheme fqr dismembering 
China by the setting up of puppet 
governments, almost on all fours 
with what Napoleon attempted 
in Europe ? Another striking 
parallel is Napoleon’s Moscow 
campaign. On the way back to 
France after leaving his army, 
Napoleon, at Moscow, said: “I 
have lost my army. I’m going 
back to get another.” General 
Itagaki’s mobile force in North 
China melted away and he is now 
probably picking up another one 
at Tokyo. Again, the Russians 
drew Napoleon on into the heart 
of their country, harassing the 
French flanks and destroying 
their army. The Japanese have 
taken Shanghai and Nanking, 
and on they go westwards to 
Hankow. And then what ? Are 
not the Japanese playing steadily 
into the hands of the astute 
Chinese strategists ? As long as 
Matsui is willing to follow. 
Chiang Kai-shek will lead him on, 
further and further until there 
will be no chance of turning back. 
The Japanese line from Peiping 
to the Yellow River is long 
enough for any general to 
handle. Their banks are con
tinually harassed by Chinese irre
gulars. Yet, the invaders are 
proceeding with a fresh move
ment on Hangchow and are talk
ing volubly of landing another 
huge army in Kwangtung. 
Where is all this going to end? 
In order to maintain the < front 
hues, more and more troops must 
be present in the lines of com
munications and the proportion 
appears to be becoming1 greater. 
In the Great War it took five men 
to keep one bayonet in the front 
line, with negligible lines of com

munication . -What must the pro
portion be for Japan ?

And so China can take heart 
from’ the fact that history has 
often repeated itself and there is 
ho reason whv it should not 
again.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, December 30, 1937
(copies SENT

( JAN 24 1938 ' lo-NX AND
W division oi-

*»• Honorabl®07//A//A*T...f.1e -1-
ÔN i

Sirs

Joseph C. Grew, 
American AmbaseédàT,""*’" '■■•?..MK H0*k8< ■

Tokyo^S JAN 2 8 1b
V*‘i?1 >

I have the honor to report the following recent 
developments in Taiwan connected with the present
Slno-Japanese hostilities.
Meeting of Chinese residents of Taiwan

On December 26th 207 Chinese residents of Taiwm 
whose homes are reported to be mainly In Canton and 
Fukien held a meeting at the Horai Kaku at which they 
passed the following resolution which was telegraphed 
to the newly eotabllshed Peking Government: "Be it 
resolved that we approve of the policy of the Pro
visional Government of China and pledge it absolute 
support, and at the same time we declare our imadlate
secession from the political, power of Chiang Kai Shek'
Nationalist Government." The hall was decorated with
Japanese flegs end the five colored flags of the
new North China Government all of which were saluted
by the Chinese residents and also the numerous 
prominent Japanese and Formosan Chinese guests present 
Mr. Yo Ken Pin made ths following report concerning 
the visit of representatives of the group to the 
Chinese Consulate General: "On the 26th at 11:10 A.M.
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we called at the Chinese Consulate General but both 
Consul General Kwo and Vice Consul Chang were absent. 
We saw Vice Consul Shuku Mu Ko and told him of the 
circumstances leading up to the holding of the meeting 
and requested hie understanding in the matter. He 
replied that he approved of the meeting and would 
transmit the message to the Consul General." It is 
reported that the attitude of Consul General Kwo, 
who has not left town, as rumored, will be watched 
with extreme interest. The following report was 
made at the meeting regarding the circumstances which 
led to its convocation: "In our China a provisional 
government has been organized, and we are now about 
to be saved from the crimes of Chiang Kai Sek*s 
administration. The establishment of the provisional 
government is a matter for congratulation for China 
and the Orient. The Nationalist Government has 
eheated the people for over ten years, and by shaking 
hands with comanmists it finally provoked a neighbor 
country with which it should be on most friendly 
terms. The Nationalist Government shouts aloud of 
resistance at all cost, but it has lost every battle. 
It inmediately lost one-half of its land. Under 
the pretext of national defense it spent several 
billions of yuan, the greater part of which it 
embesseled. It is a well known fact that under 
the pretext of sending money abroad the Nationalist 
Government appropriated it.

Now the Nationalist Government has lost its
capital
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capital city, and is unable to cope with tdhte situation. 
On December 14, of the 26th year of the Chinese 
Republic, a provisional government was established 
in reking in order to restore popular government, 
to devote itself to administration, to absolutely 
exclude eommunian, to advance Oriental morality, 
to promote complete friendship with Japjji and 
Manchukuo, to develop industries, end to increase 
the welfare of the neople. This naans that the 
hopes of the Chinese people, cherished for more 
than ten years, have been realized, and this is 
the reason that we Chinese residents in Taiwan have
decided to respond to and absolutely support the 
provisional government.

We hereby hold this mass meeting in order to 
clarify our attitude." The meeting ended with 
" banzai s" for Japan and the new Government. 
Return of wounded Japanese soldiers

It was reported in the press that on the 14th 
100 and on the 27th 232 sick and wounded Japanese 
soldiers of the Sato, Nakashima, and Takahashi 
units landed at Keelung, were net with the usual 
fanfare and taken to hospitals here for treatment.

Respectfully yours,
A true Copy 
the «grifxi orivL

Gerald Warner 
Aaeriean Consul

file No. 880.02 
GW/tkh

3 copies to Department of State.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo
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Extent to which Japan would capitalize 
the recognition by the British of the 
Italian Conquest in Ethiopia at this 
times Repercussions in the Pacific area 
might be very serious in many ways»
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Quotes excerpts from editorial in the YORKSHIRE POST concerning 
League failure in matter of - and discussing question of whether 
common diplomatic action with American participation would be 
successful.

O
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The ” Diario de Costa Hica* of Jose, Costa Rica, for 11 December, 1937 
contained an editorial relative to the brutal Invasion of China by the Japanese, 
This editorial states that this invasion is not alone a very touching one 
because it is a negation of all th proclaimed theories of international rights 
in favor of equal jurisdication of states and the reestablishment of 
the right of force and wars of conquest, but also because it is offensive 
to the eleraentury sentiments of humanity.

The editorial continues to state that one can not talk of this war 
without indignation and a feeling of repulsion. The editorial continues 
to state the the Chinese are evidencing bravery in their defense of their CD
rights not to be a nation of enslaven people and deplores the necessity OJ
of such action being necessary in the Both oentnry. However, the editorial* 
continues, their bravery is not sufficient against a superior foe. The (D 
editorial further states that there is no glory, nobility or gallantry 
in the successes of the Japanese in the eyes of the world. \

■MV

The editorial states that the world has attended, indifferent end 
cynical, to this eclipse of civilisation. It continues to state that |\)
the League of Nations in this case again showed its incapacity to uphold Q
the noble and high attributes given to its charge. It also remarks 4^
that the Consultative Committee of the assembly of Cineva also failed 
to take any action and that the Committee of the Nine Powers merely 
condemned Japan. Meanwhile the Japanese have continued to bombard 
the interior cities of China, the civil population causing undue misery 
to millions of non-combatants,-- women end children being assassinated 
in mass.
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aa imperial oonfcronce consisting cf members of th» Cabinet 
the Imperial 'HR, end the >'rivy council, met in Tokyo on January 11, 
in the preseace of imperor Hirohito. This meeting, lasting only an 
hour, «aa the culmination of severs! weeks of negotiations end con
ferences between th» iovornment and the Importai ®ik,. The nature of 
the discussions and the decisions reached have not boon published so 
far. Thia Mcreoy baa resulted in much speculation. It is reliably 
reported that the prime purpose for holding the Importai conference 
was to lay doiss definite minimum terns on which a China peace would 
be acceptable, and by securtag the SMparor’c public approval, «■• 
these terns irrevocable and so end all further deliberetions on this 
subject. These minimum peace terns will be adhered to regardless 
whether they sre negotiated with the present Chinees Qovcmmsnt or 
any new regime, It is further reliably reported that future notion 
such as a declaration of war or the recognition of a definite puppet 
regie» wsa not discussed at the meeting,

The conference agenda undoubtedly covered other importcHt 
matters, 'ilia lengthy discussions preceding the importai conference 
clearly indicate the wide divergence on ideas between tie military 
and civil groups. It is probable that donestic problem» both for 
continuing the war ana for internal reorganisation to meet the prob- 
les* of the eventual peace were alee discussed. It has bean stated 
that even though the present confHot is not oompliaated by other 
embroilments, Japan’s greatest difficulties would begin after tbs 
fighting la over. & well informed Japanese stated that Japan faced 
a 3C per cent cut in her standard of living after the end of the war.

It is reported that the new alnlsaas peace terms have bean 
furnished to the GhAnaas Oovamwmt probably through the zood offices 
of the Jorma Asbaasador, and that a reply from Chiang Kai-shek is 
awaited, The Japanese publie has not been informed of say peace oe- 
gotiatioa» because of fear of inpairing the national war spirit in 
case of a rejection of the terms by China. Instead, the Japanese 
people are being educated to expect protracted hostilities, hen 
China’s reply is received it is expected that the Government will 
publish the policies decided upon in the imperial conférence.

The Tokyo Ter Office annouacad on January 11 that e re
vised conscription bill would bo submitted to the Diet conn, The
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bill will provide for th* extenaloa 9f th* present 1* ««th*’ tew» 
of service to £4 Months. It is beli*Wd ai«, that th* bill will pro- 
rid* for lowering some of th* physical standard* heretofore set for 
army servie*.

Th* Japanese Ministry of c'iue.nee aunmmoed that th* nwtioa- 
al debt at the end of 1937 was Y ll,a»£,0Q0, an inoreaae of Y 1,497,000 
or 14.4 par cant over th* national de&t at the «M of 19 3Ô. It 1* 
reported that th* estimates for the •’Chin* I&oideat” for F.Y. 1938 
will total 4 billion yan.

Effective February 1 all Japanese processor* of cotton will 
be required to use 30 par cent of synthetic fiber* in their yum* in 
order to conserve cotton import*. These fiber* are produced fron 
wood pulp by a proses* siMler to that used in th* manufacture at 
rayon. This action will materially reduce United states cotton «ales 
to Japan.

late reliable reports indicate that Japan is rapidly ex
panding and Inprorins her air fore*. Most of the air unit* sent to 
China are equipped with older types of aircraft, while those stationed 
in Japan pro;-ar and other points are now receiving th* latest equip
ment. Italy is reported to hsva sold Japan %® Fiat twla-engined 
bosbsrs, sow® of «Meh are due to arrive next seek. Inquiries for 
price* on quantity purchases of late type United states transport* 
and eomercial seaplane* similar to our navy patrol boabar*, are also 
reported.

Reliable reports fro® Peiping state that the Japanese plan 
to have a fores of @00,000 troop* in Manohuria by May 1986. Four 
complet* headquarter staffs ar* reported at Taon»n, J«hol, Mukden, 
end H»inkint.« one hundred thousand Japanese troops are reported to 
have passed through i’slsacben (north of Harbin), toward Helhe (op
posite MLngowsohensk) l'urina Mev*sher. Thi* informant state* that 
Russia, by ooatlSBlng to furnish Chian with Military Materiel, will 
fore* Japan to take the offensive la Siberia. other reliable seuree* 
state that the internal situation in Russia is sueh that she win 
avoid un enbroilaent with Japan at any cost.

Xha Chines* 'Jovaransnt at Hankow on January 11 declared 
outer Mongolia as a war mm and named the head of the Outer Mongolian 
'Joveroasnt as oosaander-in-chlaf of the war xoae. Unconfirmed reports 
bring news of both Soviet and Mongol Military activity in Outer Mon
golie.

Chinese reports state that 40,000 Outer Mongolian troops 
have aoved into positions along the Sulyuan border. Th* reported 
objective of these force* 1* to prevent Japan fre* suiting eaaemisa- 
tion between Outer Mongol!» and China.

CON Hl.
-2.
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Foreign MalUoM froa British, Aroneh, Otraa, Italian 
and Bussies mm: soatiaun to reach China. Most of the Material 
«inters via Hongkong. The French railway to Tmmanfu 1» aloe reported 
to bo earrying large shipnents into China. The British railway in 
Buma ie reported to bo eoapletad to within 2 niloo of tho Chinese 
border. Old eemvnn routes frtm that point to Tuanaafu are being 
ooovartod into aotor roads. She overland route fran Stasia through 
Chinese Turkestan, while feaeible, is reported to take 18 days, and 
to present difficulties in supply of gasoline.

The largest shlpaant of 3e»tgm aunitlans to China so far 
is reported to have arrived at Changsha via ikmgtaœg on January 8. 
This shipnent contains sway antialroraft guns and amenities. Two 
Centum instructors are reported to have accompanied the shipufiut. 
Tho Tokyo Forains Office spokeemn on January 7 stated that Japan 
had nude «œssa formal representations to Berlin concerning those ship- 
neats and Jerrnmy had agreed to take steps to check the flow.

Loncon dispetehes confirm earlier reporta fron Italy re
garding th» Japanese naval building progrenu Two battleships of about 
43,000 tana were laid down last year and tw sore will be started this 
year. These vessels will mount ten or twelve IS" u-uns. Several 
10,000 ton aruiaers carrying 8* guns have also bean laid down recent
ly. It le reported that the Japanese naval progrem nay oauae a re
vision of the Lon ion Naval Treaty of IS*36.

Preaier and finance «minister H. H. Enng at liankow January 
13 amouneed tat China would eoatlnns ta mot promptly tha service 
on he>r foreign and internal loans.

NORTS qq^A

Three thousand Japanese sailors fro® warships landed at 
Tsingtso on January 10 end 11 and peasefully occupied tbs aity. Two 
thousand amqr troops were landed on January 12 and those are now pro
ceeding west along the Tsiagtso-Tsiaao railway to effect a junction 
with Japanese detaehaeata Moving east fron ■elhslen. All organised 
Chinese troops have long since withdrawn to the southwest toward 
Suchow.

o* their drive south the Japanese have captured Tsiaing 
after sanguinary figltla» in which Chinese claia 8,000 Japanese were 
killed sad 2,000 wounded. The town ms reported to have «hanged 
hands several tines during the fighting* FMghsisa on the Tsin-Pu 
lino is reported in Japanese heads end they are meting stiff roaist- 
anoo north of Ltnehong. a Japanese eoluna mvlng southeast frm 
Tnian is reported at i-fisngyia.
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The Japan»** objeetiw is to driw north and south on 
the Ïsin-Pu Milway aaa dielodge or destroy the Chinee* forces <m 
the eastern pert of the Lonahal hallway, Their progrès» en both 
driva» appears to haw slowed sojaewhat during th* week.

Chiang hal-abok flew to the ^uaghal front from Haatow en 
January 11. Me le reported to haw ordered th* arrest of Man Fa-ohu 
and the rénovai of >’eng TU-hsiang and I«m iisl-aban. ihn la being 
east to îiankaw for trial, /eng «m reliewd for Inoompeteney and la 
to be replaced by Chang Chien, while Tea Lai-ahaa will be replaced 
by Ch® Teh. Chiang is «aid to haw ordered a laetwNi defease of 
the lua^tal hallway linej however, th* destruotioa of th* harbor 
facilities at th* «astern temlnus of th* line indientos that the 
Chinese are preparing to withdraw west when pushed.

A new Tslngta© liuniclpwl Gowraaent under Japanese control, 
heeded by Chong Chi, who was tnayor of the city from 19E6 to 19S9, 
will bo established s-xm.

Th* Japanese .«&b*esy apoke*ann at Shanghai estlsated that 
one billion yen worth of Japanese property bad been destroyed in 

heatung a* a result of th* war.

Activities of chines* irregulars and Bod «mit» 1® th* Jap- 
anew uceupiod territories la Uorth Chia* ar* fl* th* Iner****. for» 
«sign estimta# pise* the total strength of those fore** st 100,000 
while ths Japanese adult et laset 30,000, 8,000 of which ar* la Sorth 
<hansi. nightly raids ar* reported on the Chengtal Railway. A flw 

hour battle between hed waits sad Japan»** was foujsht near Meatoukoo, 
20 ailes west of Peiping, «a January 11.

At 1'eiplng Oenernl hits is reported to bo still exerting 
great pressure on W Pel-fu to induce hla te bead the new regia* la 
Hortb China. Th* present puppet gownasmt 1* weak. Host of tbs 
Chines* holding inporteat posts ero in eonetaat fear of ss*a**in*tlan 
and th* Jspsaos* advleer» ar* taking over all gownn*at fuaetiona. 
The anxiety of the Japan»»* to stabilise the Jjorth China OownMent 
is asorlbed to their desire to be free to sot against Russia la ths 
spring.

General Tevauehl will now hl* ^orth Chins Dlotriot head
quarters to felptag *n January 18.

fclspetche» from Tsl&gteo state that th* -ujuth Ksnohnrlaa 
Railway will take over the operation of the Telnaa-Taingtao railmy 
lias.

CSHTBA1 CIICCA
The Japan*»* drive north fro* tanking on th* Tsin-Jti railway
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has mal*d a point 10 Mies aauthoast of Peogpu st l«inhwuikw*n. 
Their progress north has not been wry rapid, a Japanese effort to 
oroas the chientang Rlw south of tamgchow for advance toward 
Mingpe ana repelsod by the ChAwae cm January IE. Large Movements 
of Jarunew troops and heavy artillery from the interior are reported. 
Shanghai observers believe these units are Intended for action in 
the liangehow area.

Japanese air activity ewtiaues unabated. Hantem was boshed 
heavily on January 11, end 12. Hanahang ms raided on January If. 
Chinese elais* that 10 Japanese planes were destroyed In an air «14 
on Kmngtoh, southeast of Meaking, on J<inuary 11 and that two Japanese 
warships had been sunk by airplane boohs upriver fro® uhu on January 
12.

The British and Cteraaa Knbawles at hanking were reopened 
on January 9. So far only Kabaasy or consular officials have been 
emitted into S'&akin£. lîavul and Military officers who are not at
tached to the Casales arc not allowed to land. Japanese soldiers 
continue to force their way in Amrioan-owuod property in hanking. 
Amriean authorities have protested these notions.

Important papers and valuables have been recovered from the 
ibnuy by the salvage owns. An inspection of the vowel shows that 
it will be inprecticable to selvage it.

In «’Shanghai a clash between French police end Japanese 
troops at the French boncesaion boundary aoar Manbao on January 8 
was finally settled aaicably. Minor cases of Jaieneee-Sritieh fric
tion continue. The Japanese forces ahow a Marked antipathy to the 
British but profess friendly feelings io the United States. The 
Italian Consul (tenoral a--pears in cospleto agrocewnt with the Jap- 
anew point at view regarding the BcttleMtat administration. Tbs 
ftrltish Uovenuacat on January 10 made it clear that it would net 
approve any permanent changes in the Xatoraatl<mal Settlement, but 
that it would agree to so®» of the Japanese demanda for increased 
power. The British stand wee stated in notes to the American end 
French Joveraaants end to the British authorities at Shanghai.

The London Admiralty reports that the British naval authori
ties et ’humghai had boon notified by the Japanese authorities that 
only Japanese mrchant ship» will be permitted up the Taagtae River 
at this time.

The Chinese Ooverawnt is ruahing to completion inprovo- 
wnte on romunicatian linos between Junnan, Kweichow, Kwangs!, and 
awebuna. Labor armies are working continuously laprovlns the Kweilin- 
Fmnoi hiijhwy and in building tho mmon-Kweilin railway.
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Reports from Chinese sources indicate that tto daily Jap
anese bombings have essuned greater intensity, tonning, in toongsi 
province, ki raided twice eash day on January 8 and • by planes from 
an airornft carrier off .eletow Island, between Pattoi and Hainan 
Island, a STaiwh Catholic Mission at tonning waa bombed. 0ns 
priest was killed and anottor wounded. CMnese report that one Jap- 
anee® plans was ehot down over Luetow, Kwangal. Three Japanese air
craft oarriéra with a total capacity of 90 airplanes are reported to 
be off the outh China oomst*

It is reliably reported that of SO,000 Japanese troops as- 
»w^lnd in Fonsoea for an expedition in outh China last month, 80,000 
have been sored north, probably to tianshoukuo. Thirty thousand still 
roanin in The preposed landing In the vicinity of Canton
has been postponed indefinitely.

The Chinese front in Central China ins practically melted 
sway. except for the Chinese defending the tongtoi Railway, there 
are no large forces for the Japanese to got their grip on without 
further extension or new landing operations. They tova no immediate 
objective ths capture of which would insure that the Chinese would 
sue for peace* Ito dctsmiwtlon of the Chinese Uovemnent to %n- 
tinno to resist until the Japanese are broken by eoononic strain, 
doos not appear to have toon seriously weakened as yet. All Jap
anese efforts to secure responsible Chinese leaders to take office 
in the puppet ®ovwranents have failed so far. The Japanese have a 
real problem on their tonds. To denounce tto Central Covemssmt and 
recognise a puppet reglae will not be a solution. Japan would still 
have to naintaln largo aiwed foroes in China nod tto occupied terri
tories would to subject to continual harassment frm Chinese irregu
lars. Cnleos there is a decided change in the Chinese Central Govern- 
nont, Japan's chanson of getting her forces eut of China with face 
and profit in time for a rwaored offensive against toasts thia spring, 
appear to be snail.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR COMYANGPAT

FROM January 25, 1938

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINOAF (ADMIN) 
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
YANGTZE PATROL 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF 
COMSOP^T 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Rec'd 4:54 p.m.

0025. Yangtze River ports quiet. 2306.

WC:KLP

Vs.’.O. |

793.94/12206
 

F/FG

COPÏ>é SENT TO |

' S’. «, . <sj
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noon concerning actions of

CA TELEGRAM RECEIVED Gray
 SHANGHAI VIA N.R.

Dated Jan. 25, 1938
GFO From

Reed 9:06 p.m. 

Secretary of State,

Washington. I <).;•.]. AND

135, January 25, 3 p.m. 

Ambassador ' s January 21, 5 
A A?/ 

General; Tokyo's 39/y January 19,

Japanese troops. With reference to behavior of Japanese 

troops in immediate vicinity of Shanghai and such cities 

as Soochow and Hangchow, the following information is offer

ed based On written reports on file here and oral statements 

made by American missionaries:

One, Shanghai and environs: As result of heavy and pro

tracted hostilities in immediate vicinity of Shanghai almost 

the entire Chinese population of these areas fled, some seek

ing refuge in the interior and others fleeing to the Inter

national Settlement and French Concession. In consequence the 

Japanese found the areas around Shanghai practically uninhab- 

ited with the exception of Pootung and Nantao. With refer

ence to Pootung few if any foreigners have penetrated in the 

hinterland and no reports have been received from foreign 

sources regarding the behavior of Japanese troops in that 

area. Chinese repârts some ofuhich are undoubtedly credible 

indicate that there has been some killing of Chinese civil

ians, raping of women, and looting and burning of private

property,
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property. With reference to Nantao, American doctors and 

missionaries report a number of cases of rape,, the shooting 

of approximately 80 Chinese civilians, and the burning and 

looting of much Chinese private property shortly after the 

Japanese occupied that area. Conditions in Nantao are slowly 

improving but cases of rape are still reported from time to 

time .

Two. Hangchow: Reports from American missionaries at 

Hangchow indicate that between December 24 and January 5 '■ 

there was much raping of women and looting and destruction 

of Chinese private property by Japanese trpops and that 

in a number of instances women who had taken refuge in Ameri

can and other foreign mission property were dragged away 

and raped by Japanese soldiers^ A considerable force of Jap

anese military police is now functioning in the city and 

conditions are reported to have improved.

Three: Soochow: Detailed reports just received from 

American missionaries who remained to care for refugees at 

Kwangfoh, some ten miles southwest of Soochow, and who 

visited Soochow several times between November 21 and Dec

ember 21 indicated that Japanese troops indulged in an 

appalling orgy of raping and looting. One report states that 

“In our visits to the different mission compounds of Soochow, 

it was necessary for us to pass through the most important 

business and residential sections of the city. Every shop,, 

bank, and residence that came under our review had been

broken
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(uniformed) 
broken into and uninformed Japanese soldiers were seen 

going in and coming out of these buildings, coming out 

loaded down with bales of silk, eiderdown quilts, pillows, 

clothing et cetera. That this looting was not something 

done for the sole benefit of the individual soldiers who 

were doing the work but for the benefit of the Japanese 

army and with the knowledge and consent of the officers is 

proved by the fact that we saw some of this loot being 

loaded on army trucks. We saw one big truck standing in 

front of the military headquarters loaded to the top with 

fine blackwood Chinese furniture. All this robbing by Jap

anese in Soochow was terrible but the worst remains to be 

told xxx the violation of Chinese women of all classes by 

the Nipponese marauders. The number of victims was great*” 

Similar depredations undoubtedly occurred in many other 

cities and towns but authenticated reports are not likely 

to be received until the missionaries are allowed to return 

to their stations.

Sent to Hankow. Repeated to Tokyo.

GAUSS

SMS RGC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS FR(fiFY

Hankow via N« R

i. A Dated January 25, 1938

Secretary of State

Washington.

59, January 25, 2 p, m,

Rec’d 3 p. m.

Division of \ 
R EASTERN/FF/æ ”

Ospartment of <!*$

The official Central News Agency has published a 

statement that General Han Fu Chu, Provincial Chairman 

of Shantung and Commander of the Third Route Army in

Shantung, was executed in Wuchang January 24, 7 p. m

after trial and conviction by a military tribunal on a

charge of disobeying military orders and evacuating area

entrusted to him for defense (?) believed locally in

well-informed quarters that Han had given some sort of

assurance to the Japanese that he would not oppose any

genuine resistance to occupation of Shantung by them

and that this policy of nonresistance brought him into

sharp conflict with the Kwangsi leader General Li Tsung

Jen and with General Feng Yu Hsiang both of whom demanded

that he be tried and punished. It is reported also that

his own troops likewise strongly resented Han’s refusal

to defend Shantung and that they have been placed under

the command of his General Sun Tung Hsuan who is loyal

both



læcussmœ. B.o. 11652, Seo. 3(B) »id5(D) or (E)

LMS 2-Nc, 59, January 25, 2 p>-m»-,» from Hankow.-.

both to the National (?)• and to General Chiang Kai Shek 

personally. These troops remain in Southern Shantung. 

Among other (?) of which Han is currently accused are 

those of connivance at the sale of opium and of extorting 

money from Chamber of Commerce which he is said to have 

deposited to his personal account in Hong Kong.- The 

opinion has been expressed to me by a well-informed Chi

nese that this unprecedented execution of an official 

of such high rank will have the effect of strengthening 

thé morale of the fighting forces. Informant pointed 

out that this act of justice marked the end of the old 

"war lord" regime and that even in Szechuan the recent 

death of Provincial Chairman Liu Hsiang has not precipi

tated any struggle of local leaders for succession to 

power such as would probably have occurred even two years 

ago;

Repeated to Peiping;'

JOHNSON

WC:KLP
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NOTE

SEE..........   FOR___ #240 to Embassy

FROM ...T?i?2*a?.--------------------- (......Sokobin__ } DATED Dec. 7, 193?
TO name i-iia7

REGARDING*. Conditions in Tsingtao consular district as result 
of present Sino-Japanese hostilities: report on same.

793.94/ 
12209

wb
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Happily, ‘iaingtao continued to be immme from 

iiino-J'apseeee hostilities, aM while ths oanfliot was 

arou^nt aloes* hose to the populace of Taingtuo by the

4 

f/>2‘

appearance of the Japaneee forces on the north bsah 

of the Yellow River at lainan, with none sporadic 

artillery fire across the river fro» both sides, the 

hysteria with which the people wore seised in August 

was altogether absent.
ho attach of any sind wee raede by the Japanese in 

that p^rt of fchi-ntang east of the Tieatsin-U'uicow .tall» 

way and south of the Yellow iver. un Rovenber
•spanwoe...

*Tslngtao’s telegram of November 16, 5 p. m.
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Japanese wn-of-wur ar* uxle^ed to imve approached 

Taingtao, and while thin may have been so, among 

many the report la believed w have be*n unfounded, 

and in any ouae no hostile eatiun was tasen by the 

Japanese- The Chinese authorities in Tsingtao mde 

it appear that they expeotec We Japanese to attempt 

without Iowa of time tu eroe» the Yellor River east 

of Tsinan, after waiah the siege or Taingt^o oould 

be expeeted.* Up to the end of the aonth th» expeeta

lion of the arossing had not been fulfilled, nor did 

any siege of Tsingtao appear imminent. Ther« 1» good 

reason to believe that the local Chinese authorities 

had tnelr own wtivea in endeavoring to oreat® an 

atmosphère of expeataney of a Japanese uttaax. The 

Japanese eotivities here «nd ut Twlnan, »nu their 

obvious pretties desire to avert any danger to their 

property in Tsingtao, «hile b-Alag no special notloe 

of the damage of their property elsewhere in shantung, 

appeared mystifying. Wt at least their pulley of 

abstention free hostilities anywhere near Tsingteo 

wee «insistently flurried out in Hovember, r.nd per

haps when onae more ulno-Japuness relations will nave 

bevn established on • basis of the oonventional salty 

at least, the Japanese «ay yet be able to say that 

having announeed their desire to avoid any possibility 

of a slash In Tsingtao and to preserve peaoe in Shan

tung, they had Jionorebly maintained their word. Their

* f»ingtBO*a tslegrma of zitsveMeor 17, 11 a. n.
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Their au«ca«»»» ta th» Yaagta* valley aay th*»
to proelala to th» world at a fairly early flat» their 

âdhereno» to th* annooaeeawate whieh they aad* at a 

orltieal tla*.
«a -
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ACTION: OPNAV

QOMSOPAT
From
T~(January 26, 1938

-, 'Rec’d 6:45 a.m.

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMN) 
COHSUBRON FIVE 
COFDÏSRON FIVE 
CO?TYANGPAT 
AITAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPINC-

0025. BSP dropped bombs over South Amoy, other South

China ports quiet. 1000.

RR

go

"H

“H 
0
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Alemoranc/i/m of Cbnversatton
DATE:

January 20, 1938.
SUBJECT: FAR EASTERN SITUATION 

CONDITIONS IN EUROPE

The British Ambassador called at my request. I 

said to him that, as he was aware, the situation in the 

Far East was becoming increasingly dangerous and des

perate, calling for the closest observation and analysis 

and the most careful planning; that these conditions in 

the Pacific area were closely tied in, especially with 

the German and Italian situation in Europe; that any im

provement in the European situation would corresponding- 
sz 

ly affect the Far Eastern situation; that naturally we tn 
o» 

here feel the vital importance of the closest possible ëo
§ 

observation of every fact, circumstance and development 

which might be useful and important, especially to coun

tries
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tries like Great Britain and. the United. States in deal

ing with the situation to the best advantage and with

out the risk of unfortunate delay.

I then asked the Ambassador a number of confidential 

questions not for the record. The Ambassador concurred 

in the observations I offered and indicated a disposition 

to- collaborate and cooperate at all times to the fullest 

extent. He did not know anything about any plans of his 

Government with respect to the removal of their troops 

out of China or any movements of their Navy.

The Ambassador thought that the bad economic and 

other domestic repercussions in Rumania, following the 

change of government, might mean an early solution of 

acute conditions. He thought there was no danger what

ever in any dissolution or weakening of the Franco-Russian 

Alliance. I urged his Government to give every consist

ent attention to the question of how the reciprocal trade 

program and the kindred policies such as further exchange 

stabilization and others might be carried forward by 

any possible means, including definite steps to loosen 

up exchange conditions here and there and otherwise to 

urge and encourage other nations to proceed to take an 

affirmative interest in this general movement which has 

for its chief purpose peace by economic appeasement.
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He agreed, to this view and. added that he would be glad 

to keep in touch with his Government in this connection.

I further remarked that, if and. when he or his Government 

had any special or important facts pertaining to Germany 

or Italy in particular in relation to the proposed pro

gram which our two Governments are sponsoring, including 

that of general rehabilitation in Europe, we here would 

be most interested to have the benefit of them. He said 

he would be glad to bring this matter to the attention 

of his Government.

C.H.

S CH:MA
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JR SECOND BRIGADE USMC
•” ^ROM January 26, 1938

Rec'd 9:24 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF
(ADMINISTRATION CINCAF)
OPNAV

INFO: AMN CONSUL SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COM3OPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8626. No reports Tsinpu front, Chinese continue 

attack Japanese positions vicinity Wuhu Hangchow, admit 

making little progress. 13 Chinese planes raided Nanking 

0830 today. Chinese.claim 20 Nipponese planes destroyed 

on ground, Japanese claim three Chinese planes shot down. 

1850.

HPD

793.94/12212
 

F/FG
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Charge to

Telegram Sent

Separtntpijt wf State

I This cable w_. l?'1. :r cor: 

i It shouia r*
: beinç c0Bf?!runuz<t30 s.r.tOi

-oc- , 1938 JAN 22 PV 2 04
Washington,

TO BE TRANSMITTED
U.CONFIDENTIAL CODE4^ 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR 

PLAIN

n aA-'

AMEMBASSY
; .US

January 22, 1938. -db
^(r

’ A1
HANKOW (CHINA). '

Pétraphrase 'and ' transmit to 'colone/ Stilwell a 
message from 'the War 'oepartment'reading 'substantially

as follows: 
/ » » / / / 13th, 15th, 17th, and 18th Divisions have not yet

been'reconstituted as such'.' It is probable that'a' 
post-war'increase 1 in the'standing'army will include'

these'divisions

FE:RCM;NN
OR v

JAN 22 i

Enciphered by

Sent by operator M. 19..

D. c. R—No. so J—1462 u. s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

793.94/f 22f2
A 

F/FG
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Department of State
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NOTE

SEE------- .7.5.2.QQ/156____________ ______________for______ i5.7&3

FROM .....firent. .Britain---------------(....«Idhnaon____ .) DATED......J.aiu..l4>..12S8..
TO NAME 1—1127 «po

REGARDING: Statement by German Foreign Minister that Germany 
would always be prepared to cooperate in an 
attempt at mediation between Japan and China, 
provided that the indispensable pre-requisites 
for such an attempt were present.
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION 
SERVICE

COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK BLDG., 
I4TH AND G STREETS, NW. 

WASHINGTON, D.C.

January 20,193$

The attached communication, under date of 
Jan. 7 - , 193g , from

Mr. Edgar W. Quillin, 
140 Duryeas Point, 
Michigan Center, Michigan.

requesting information concerning 
conditions existing in China

Jk is referred to
State Department

for such action as may be necessary .
has 

The writer been notified of this
XtaSCDOtX 

reference.

Remarks:
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04QSiW0F®as Point
COMMUNir at(qns

ANO.«Jgigs®sCenter, Michigan

Dear Sir:

Will you please send, me information concerning 

the conditions existing in China, and the latest 

bulletins concerning the late war.

Yours very truly,
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January 24 1938

In reply refer to
FE

My dear Mr. Quillin:

In response to the request contained in your letter 
of January 7, 1938, addressed to the Superintendent of 
Documents, for information in regard to the situation in 
China, there are enclosed herewith copies of various 
documents, as listed below, on this subject.

Sincerely yours,
For the Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
Enclosures s

Press releases of the 
Department of State, 
July 16, August 17 and 
23, September 22 and 30, 
October 6 (3) and 27, 
November 13, 15,'22, aii£ 
27, December 6, 13 (4), 
14 (2), 21, 24, and 25, 
1937, January 10 and 14, 1938. 

Press releases of the White House, 
September 14 and October 19, 1937. 

Address by the President, 
October 5, 1937.

Addresses by the Secretary of State, 
September 15, 18, and October 22, 1937.

793 .94/ 1221 4

y y-iMr. Edgar W. Quillin,
CR \ 140 Duryeas Point,
id 19g®. pg Michigan Center, Michigan.

feæÎcihes 
1-22

■n 
0
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Sgg !P4»93?y568 FOR -^el.^37 4pm

from (.422A®55L_) DATED 1?.??.

TO NAME 1—1127 aro

793.94/ 
12215

REGARDING:
Naval personnel Japanese Navy at Nanking prohibited 

from coming within the citjr walls; Naval Attache assures 
there will be no further incidents involving the navy. 
Few complaints have been made as to actions of the 
Japanese Navy. Naval Attache of Japanese Sabassy9 Captain 
Nakahara.called to express regrets for unlawful entrance 
of Embassy garage. enc

bJ 
bJ 
x
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JR GRAY

Nanking via N. R*

Dated January 25, 1938 

Rec’d 6:45 a.m., 26th. 

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

37, January 25, 4 p.m.

My 34, January 23, noon,

Captain Nakahara, Naval Attache to the Japanese 

Embassy, called on me this afternoon to express regrets 

for the unlawful entrance of an Embassy garage by a 

member of the navy. He said a thorough investigation was 

being made and that strict rule had been issued prohibiting 

naval personnel from coming within the walls of the city 

any more on official business or on regularly conduced 

tours. From a description of the uniform worn by the man 

seen by me Captain Nakahara was able to determine that he 

was probably a member of the Navy Labor Corps and not a 

regular sailor. Assurances were given that there would 

be no further incidents involving the navy. It should be 

pointed out that there have been but few complaints of 

the actions of the Japanese navy in Nanking and in those 

sections of the city along the river front under navy 

control; conditions are much better than elsewhere.

Repeated
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QC- 4 n Fl. from Nanking via N. R.
-2- ^37, January 25, 4 p.m.,

-jr.nizmv Peining and. Shanghai.Repeated to Embassy Hankow, reipi g

Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

ALLISON

RR
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SEE..... sin/115_______ for ._i.569 .t o .Bnba ssy.

from -----------------------(.....Caldwell____ ) dated__ Dec. 7. 1937
TO name

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese hostilities; military activities in 
Tientsin consular district during November, 1937- 
report on same#

793.94/ 
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B. Halations with Other Countries.

Japan.

1- IIWMSX £PW£U?s- Along the 

Tsinpu railway the Japanese advanced to the Yellow 

Elver during November and apparently were successful 

in clearing out all large Chinese troop concentrations 

east of the railway. No major military actions were 

reported, however. The Chinese troops were reported 

to have destroyed the railway bridges across the Tuhai 

and Yellow Rivers by uy.-waiting. These are both im

portant bridges and will undoubtedly require some time 

for reconstruction.

Numerous encounters between Japanese and Chinese 

troops in Southern Hopei were reported. The Japanese 

troops, operating eastward from the Pinghan line, were 

apparently endeavoring to drive the Chinese troops out 

of the Province but their success seemed problematical 

as the Chinese adopted guerilla tactics and the Japan

ese found it difficult to strike a decisive blow. 

Hany towns were reported to have changed hands several 

times, and the Chinese were reported to have out the 

Pinghan railway in a number of places and to have cap

tured the Japanese airfield at Hantan and destroyed a 

considerable number of Japanese airplanes.

The Japanese reported the capture of Talyuanfu, 

Shansi, on November 9. Various reports were issued 

later of further successes in that Province but at the 

end
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£ end of th* month the Japanese appeared to have occupied
only thin lines into Central Shansi from Shihehiaohuaiig 

to Taiyuan and from Tatung to Taiyuan and a portion of 

the Talyuanfu plain, advancing only a few miles south 
of Taiyuenfu city. • According to the local Japanese 

military spokesman, thejallway from Shihchiaohuang to 

Talyuanfu was not operating at the end of November, the 

Japanese troops in Central Shansi being supplied from 

Tatung. »Vhile the same spokesman stated that these 

supplies were being forwarded from Tatung to Talyuanfu 

by rail, he was obviously misinformed, in this respect 
since there is no railway between these points. There 

is, however, a fairly good highway and it is presumed 

that supplies are being transported by motor truck along 

this line-
No Japanese military activity was reported in Sui- 

yuan during the month.

According to th® best information available to the 

Consulate General, the Japanese were, at the end of 

November, in possession of the Tsinpu railway as far 

south as th® fellow River; the Pinghan railway as far 

south as Northern Honan; a small section of Central 

Shansi around Talyuanfu, with communication lines be
tween Tatung and Taiyuan, and the whole of the Plagsui 
Tallw&y lTôxiadta.1 ~—* - - - -
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State Department 
Far Eastern Division
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REGARDING-. ®ie situation in the Far East: review of past week.

793.94/ 
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DTOUOATB
AMK die AN CONSULATE,

Bep&rfn'.snt 9Î

Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, December 10, 1937.

"" '‘"-’d - - J JVb I »o

2"^x „ _ _____ ’ ^7d~
BU T1A Honorable ——*•--——————— - ; J

SOF J°08ph C* OrW’ 
UBeI^CQa ^^assador, 

Tokyo, Japan.
Sir:

I have the honor to report the following *t>T' 
recent developments in Taiwan connected with the
conflict in China.
Preparations for Nanking Victory

It has been announced that the day following 
tell of Nanking victory will be celebrated 

ighout the island by hoisting of flags in all 
is and that lantern parades and flag processions 
likewise take place. In preparation for this 
expected victory huge floats are now being

^lilt ik this city.
""T^val of New Chief of Mako Naval Station

Rear Admiral Mito, newly appointed Comander- 
in-Chief of the Wako Naval station arrived in

<0
Cm

(D

W
œ

Keelung on the Takasago liaru on December 7th. In
an interview upon arrival he is quoted as saying:

”1 was once in .Mako as a staff officer 
of that Naval Station, and am pleased to 
say that I have many friends there. In 
being appointed at this critical time to 
this important office in the first line se 
of defense in the south, I am prepared to to 4
do ray best in the discharge of my duties, .
and request the assistance of officials co t ! 
and the people. as the incident is co
complicated, it is difficult to foresee 
what will change the situation. However,

as ■' !

■n

V1

' )
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as China wants long period resistance, we 
roust be prepared to meet that. :.unishiaent 
roust be complete and we are acting vdth that 
determination in taind.”
The Taiwan Shiabun comments briefly that he 

thus expressed, the feelings of the Imperial Navy. 
Change of Formosans into Japanese.

Taking advantage of the present situation, the 

campaign for the change of Formosans into Japanese 

Imperial subjects has progressed a pace with the 

announcement by the committee of the Talhoku branch 

of the National Spiritual General Mobilization 

Organization that change should begin with clothes. 
It goes on to state that this means the gradual 

abolition of shanghai style clothes and Chinese 

style clothes, the distinction being that women 

wear the former and men the latter. In place of 

these it is suggested that European style clothes 

be worn. The announced decision further includes 

the absolute abolition of Chinese clothes on 

official occasions, abolition of the lunar calendar 

in favor of the Gregorian or Japanese adaptation 

of that calendar, christening with Japanese stylo 

names, adoption of New Year decorations of pine and 

bamboo at the gate, and further encouragement in 

the daily use of ths Japanese language. This last 

is a continuation of the campaign which began with 

the abolition of the teaching of Chinese in the 
schools, and since June 1 of this year the termination 

of the page in Chinese which until that time had

appeared
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appeared daily in the Japanese press here.
The committee•g resolution on clothes was 

interpreted by local cloth merchants as meaning 
immediate abolition of Formosan Chinese clothes and 
adoption of European or Japanese style clothes. 
Sixty of the leading cotton merchants of Taihoku 
dared to let it be known that they were shocked by 
this resolution which would affect their vital 
interests, conferred among themselves and announced 
that they had invented 30 patterns and styles of 
Improved clothes which they were ready to display 
for discussion in connection with this "great and 
drastic" problem of the improvement of Formosan 
clothes. The committee expressed itself as 

surprised over this unexpected reverberation, and 
announced that a round table conference would be 
held at the Taihoku Public wall on December 6. 
Those attending were 60 cotton cloth merchants, 
authorities of the Taihoku Provincial and Municipal 
Governments and the committee of the Taihoku branch 
of the National General mobilization Organization.

Mayor Ishii of Taihoku made an opening address 
followed by Mr. Taniguohi, Chief of the Social 
Education Section of the Taihoku City Office who 
explained that the proposed improvement does not 
mean immediate abolition of Taiwan clothes, and 
stressed that this point be not misunderstood by 
the cotton cloth merchants. As a personal opinion 

he said that as far as practicable it is desired to 

abolish
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abolish clothes of extreme Chinese fashion and 
frivolous clothes. The following were suggested 

as concrete measures: (1) abolition of women’s 
clothes of the Shanghai style with short sleeves 
and long skirts. (2) Change in men’s clothes 
frca Chinese style to foreign style buttons. (3) 
Non-use of Chinese clothes on official occasions. 
(4) Abolition of high heel shoes and footbinding.

School principals in attendance suggested 
that dresses, uniforms and clothes for daily wear 
should be gradually improved. Cotton cloth 

merchants proposed that Formosan clothes should be 
retained f®m the standpoint of national economy 
as Japan’s rayon exports would be adversely affected. 
Finally Uayor Ishii proposed that the improvement 
of clothes be considered from everyone’s standpoint 
but in compliance with the great principle the 
change of Formosan into Imperial Japanese subjects, 
and requested cooperation in the gradual change to 
suitable clothes. Thus no concrete conclusions 
were reached and the matter was left to voluntary 
improvement.

About 6 months ago instructions were Issued 

by this organization that the Chinese Buddhist style 
family house shrines should contain the Shinto deities 
Ama Terasu 0 M Kami and Kite Shirakawa Mya Denka 
(younger brother of Heiji Tenno and chief deity of 
Taiwan Jinja), which indicates the extent to which 
nationalistic feeling is expressing itself. At

funeral
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funeral services it is advocated that Lhinto rites 
be held first to be followed by Buddhist, and where 
the goverjxment is concerned this Is being carried 
out.
Assimilation of Savages

Ihe Savage Administration Division of the 
Taiwan Gowmeat Jeus ml acted as host in Taihoku 
for 3 days frtm Noveiibor 38 to fifty leading young 

men of the Takae-a^y tribe of savages, for the 
announced purpose of inculcating irto them the 

atmosphere of the critical tiiws in the capital and 

to promote enlightenment and the idea of their 
assimilation ^as Japanese imperial subjects. Their 

visit started with the cuetonwry paying of hoitage 
at Taiwan Jinja, the Ise Shrine of Taiwan, located 
at Maruyama, Taihoku. They then visited the wounded 
and sick soldiers who are crowding the hospitals of 
th«: city, presenting savage souvenirs. Lectures 
were delivered to them on culture, military affaira 
and proper management of youth organisations, motion 
pictures of the China Incident shown, visits paid 
to factories, offices and schools where exercise 
drills were watched, and the Governor General received 
th«a. They broadcast from J?AK under the direction 
of Edu cation Inspector Yokoo and listened to an 
address by the Chief of Police at the Police dlub 
after which they returned to their savage homes. 

Youth Mobilization
a9 a first step in the planned mobilization > 

of
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of the youth of Taiwan the Mobilization of the

young men and women of Taihoku who are graduates
of public schools, residents of this city, and
below 25 years of age was called for the week
beginning November 25. The 5,556 young nen and
3,241 young women of Taihoku included in this group
were di/ided into units and meetings were held at
13 public schools, the liquor factory, tobacco
factory, newspaper offices, Bank'of Taiwan, Ramie
Spinning Coiapany and the Taihoku Telegraph Office
The course included lectures of the national spirit
the current situation, emergency medical attention
national etiquette, clean living, public duty and
related subjects. Drills and gymnastic exercises
were also practiced. These youths likewise paid
the usual visit to Taiwan Jinja, and in addition
units of fully equipped men with their new uniforms
march up Chokushi Gaido to take their leavw, and
school children of all ages carrying flags form a
daily stream of visitors passing this office on
their way to the shrine

Respectfully yours,
i*............ ..

A true copy of

Gerald Warner 
American Consul

File No. 
G‘/tkh

820.02

to Embassy, Tokyo.
to Department of state.

Original 
3 copies 
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE____ 7JÀ*.Q.Q8.Jj[arth.Facifio/273 .... FOR____

FROM State., ..........(Hamilton> DATED Jan* 15_* 1938
TO name

REGARDING: Report that a Chinese plane shot down on which was found 
the body of an American aviator who was buried in 
the International burying ground on January 8, 1938• 
Statement by Mr. Suma of Japanese Embassy that Chiang 
might be Trilling to negotiate peace terms with Japan 
if he could indicate that he had been advised to do 
so by some strong power such as the United States» 

mb

793.94 /
I 22 I 9
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FROM ..China................. ............................. (..J.QtaS.Qn.______ .) dated ....Ian..2.4,.19.38.
TO NAME 1-1127 ere

REGARDING: Japanese air raid in the vicinity of Ichang, Jan 24, 1938 
causing damage to American Lutheran Mission residence p:

793.94/ 
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Washington.

GRAY

Hankow via N. R.

Dated January 24, 1938

Rec’d 12:43 p.m.

53, January 24, 5 p.m.

American naval report states that Japanese planes

dropped about 80 bombs in the vicinity of Ichang
T Gi
January 24, If a.m., and some fragments broke windows Nft

to
and destroyed property in American Lutheran Mission

FEsidEncE» No foreign casualties^

Sent to Hokyo, repeated to Shanghai, Peiping.

JOHNSON

KLP:CSB
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124.932/565
SEE ________ _________________________
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TO

Tel.#34 noon 
....... FOR__________________________ ________

Allison . n.Ttrn Jan.23,1938

NAME 1—1127 ofo

793.94/ 
12221

REGARDING*. Incident involving Japanese civilians in Nanking — 
Report on Embassy garage being broken into by Japanese 
and refusal of military authorities to permit the Unir 
vereity of Nanking Hospital to bring two American doctors 
to Nanking on grounds that the city is still unsafe for 
civilians. Japanese authorities advise measures being 
taken to prevent similar incidents.

emc
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JR GRAY

Nanking via N. R.

Dated January 23, 1938

Rec'd 2:15 p.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

34, January 23, noon»

Last night at about 8:30 p.m., three Japanese broke 

into one of the Embassy garagEs now bEing occupied by 

familiEs of some JapanESE Embassy police and whilE one 

of them madE off with thE sistEr of one of thE policEmEn 

thE other two remained behind and endeavored to prevent 

the Chinese from giving the alarm. However I was 

informed that something was wrong and with Vice Consul 

Espy I went to thE police and found the two Japanese 

there. At the time we did not know that a girl had 

been taken and Department was informed two Japanese 

left when foreigners were sighted no attempt was made 

to hold them. One of the men had on naval uniform 

and carried a large pistol while the other was a civilian 

dress Ed in the type of uniform usually worn by young 

men’s associations in Japan. While we were preparing to 

go in search of the girl she returned saying that the two 

JapanESE we had seen had caught up with her just as she 

was about to be placed in a car and driven away, and 

they had persuaded the first man to release her because

she
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she worked for foreigners. It was obvious that these 
Japanese did not know'*they were on Embassy property 

but this is no excise. ”hile fortunately this incident 

did not result in any serious damage to persons of 

Japan proper it would have done so if foreigners had not 

been on the spot and it is typical of what is going on 

in Nanking despite the assurances of the Japanese 

authorities that efforts are being made to prevent 

such occurrences it should be pointed out that the 

Embassy is well within the so-called safety zone into 

which none but authorized Japanese soldiers are supposed 

to enter and that the garage which was entered is 

within 200 yards of a gendarme station. It is several 

miles from the bund district controlled by the navy 

thus there is no understandable reason to think an armed 

naval enlisted man should be in the vicinity. Japanese 

civilians have been observed occasionally on the streets 

but this is the first time I have heard of one being 

engaged in illegal activities. However, it is perhaps 

significant that certain Japanese civilians are allowed 

to come to Nanking allegedly because needed by the 

army as laborers or small shopkeepers, while the military 

authorities have just refused the request of the

University
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University of Nanking Hospital to bring to this city 

two American doctors, who are urgently needed, on the 

ground that it is not yet safe for civilians to be 

here,

I called this morning on Mr. Fukui and made the 

strong oral protest about the matter and told him I 

intended to report the matter at once to Vfashington 

to Tokyo. Fukui pleaded with me not to report the 

matter for a few days because he was afraid it would 

aggravate American Japanese relations. He again referred 

to the special measures being taken by the military 

authorities to prevent such incidents, (see my 31, 

January 23, 4 p.m.) and assured me that if I would 

but wait a few days I #ould see a great improvement 

in the situation. I told Fukui it would be necessary 

to report the matter but I was willing that it be given 

no publicity for the time being. It is therefore 

requested that this case not be made public until a 

few days have elapsed and it can be seen whether or not 

the special measures referred to above are really 

effective. Prompt report will be made of any noticeable 

change for the better.

Sent to the Department. Repeated to Embassy Hankow, 

Peiping and Shanghai. Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

ALLISON
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

IMS ■ - From comsopat

January 26, 1938
_______ -.... ...Rec»d 9:05k. • .<

OPNAV, WASHINGTON I
INFO : CINCAF ---------- ••

2nd BRIGADE USMC JT Division^ f \
(JOMSUBRON 5 A JAB tA5 1EOFWSS j A
COMDESRON 5 JfkS t,
COMYANGPAT ‘
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA \department of
USS MARBLEHEAD X-“-—
ALUSNA PEIPING

SMS

0026 South China ports quiet 2000

703.04/f 2222
 

F/FG
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From somyangpat

January 26, 1938

REc’d 9:12 r ,

ACTION: OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
INFO: CINCAF

2nd BRIGADE USMC. 
yangpat 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
GOMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0026 Yangtze River ports quiet 2100
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR ... FROM

Washington.

39, January 27, 10 a.m.

It has be En report Ed that

GRAY

Nanking via N. R-, 

Dated,January 27, 1938

Chinese ai/planes dropped

bombs n the vicinity of the air field yesterday morning 

vzhich set on fire some buildings. No airplanes were seen 

bv members of Embassy staff nor was any anti-aircraft 

fire audible.

Sent to Embassy, Hankow, repeated to Peiping -and 

and Shanghai. Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

HPD

ALLISON
dS

Ti
a
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
M I Q

jr From
This telegram must be Peiping via N. R.
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated Dated January 27, 1938
to anyone. (A)

Secretary of Sta,t-e

64, January 27, 4 p

iVT TO Division of
Washington

Rec'd 8 a.m.

Ambassador's 47/ January 22

CONFIDENTIAL

partaient o! %.

It is reliably reported that the British Consul at 

Kashgar has informed London that a missionary near

• ( ?)mchi had informed him that 1500 Soviet armored cars 

and 250 Soviet planes, mostly-fast fighting planes with 

some bombers, had passed eastward toward Lanchow.

LOCKHART

KLP:JLS
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[CONFIDOTIAL)

PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram (no. 84) of January 27, 
1958, from the American Embassy at Peiping reads sub
stantially a* followsi

According to reliable reports the British Govern
ment has been Informed by the British Consul at Kashgar 
that he has received information from a missionary near 
Urumchi to the affect that there had passed eastward 
toward Lanehow 2&Q Soviet airplanes, mostly of the fast 
fighting type with some boaters, and 1,500 soviet 
armored oars.

793.94/12225

FE:EŒC:HES FE 
1-28
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GRAY *4id.................  -........... .........
FROM

CO Pl Tsingtao via N; R

Dated

January 26, 2 p.m

Japanese are making energetic efforts to revive

6 27th.

January 2<

economic life of port. Civilians returning and small 

Japanese shops are reopening. Two hundred freight cars 

and fifty passenger cars in addition to locomotives are 

being brought in by Japanese. Railway service will be 

resumed by February 15th according to present plans.

s» I Leading tobacco manufacturer making stamp tax
as J■a? I

arrangements with local Consolidated Tax Bureau which
? ; -r*tJ
'« -agrees to refund such taxes as may be collected in anyr!
£ CO „ . , >-*

£prec now under control of the Peiping Provisional „

'■<4 Government.

y/ It is reported that all Occidental employees of

> Chinn customs at Tsingtao will be transferred immediately^- 

by order of the Inspector General of Customs at Shanghai.

Repeated to Hankow, Peiping.

SOKOBIN

KLP.’WC

94 / I 2226
 

F/EG

8
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY
From Tsingtao via N. R.

Undated
______ Rec’d* 9 a.m. January 27, 1938

CORRECTED COPY FROM CONFIRMATION

Secretary of State, 
Washington*

FOR WARi DEPARTMENT
Peiping and Hankow please transmit to Military

Attaches No. 22, January 26, 4 p.m. Foreign customs 

officers officially notified that they would be transferred 

FW 793.94/122from Tsingtao* Japanese authorities state that railway to 

Tsingtao should be in operation for passengers and freight ft) 
after February 15th* Locomotives and rolling stock Jor 
Jup*.^ ai-e buing landed at Tsingtao. Japanese reports 
indicate very severe damage to railway tracks for 25 miles 

near Weihsien* Inner harbor expected to be cleared for 

ships of 300 tons by February 1st*

30K0BIN

JL3:HPD
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FROM Tsingtao via N. R.

Rec1d 9 a.m

uary 2?4 1938
Secretary of State

Washington

Undated

FOR WAR DEPARTMENT FROM DORN

Peiping and Hankow please will be transferred from

COPIES SENT TO

Tsingtao. Japanese authorities state that railway to

Tsingtao should be in operation for passengers and 

freight after February 15th. Locomotives and rolling 

stock for Japan are being landed at Tsingtao. Japanese 

reports indicate very severe damage to railway tracks for 

25 miles near ’"eihsien. Inner harbor expected to be 

cleared for ships of 300 tons by February 1st.

SOKOBIN

JLS:HPD
Z3

3Z
I /1

6*

m

0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must be From 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

J

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO: CINCAF
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD

ALUSNA PEIPING 

January 27, 1938 

Rec'd 10:30 a.m.

793.94/12228

0027* Commercial traveller considered reliable just 

returned from Kr.lgan, Kweisue, Paotow states economic 

conditions that areas bad no sign improvement near future. 

Japanese forcing Chinese merchants sell wool, hides, fùrs 

reduced prices. Refuse latter permission ship any wool 

out of first named place impede shipments foreign concerns. 

Nipponese pay for purchases with worthless resurrected 

South Chahar Bank currency and convert all Central 

Government notes obtainable to gold sterling making bad 

money plentiful. Good exchange scarce. 1400.

KLP:HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo
From

2ND BRIGADE, US MG 

January 27, 1938

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMN)
INFO: AI.ÏCON AT SHANGHAI

CCI.EUBRCN 5
CCÎ.ÎDESRON 5
COÎZANGPAT
COHS0PAT
AHAHBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUS NA PEI PE NG

8627. Japanese reinforcing their drive on northern 

section Tsinpu Railway. Fighting continues between 

Layang, ksxntien and Lenghsien with frequent small Chi

nese counter attacks. Japanese airraids today on An- 

chang, Hankow. 1837.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see----- .8.94.«D52/2.80.__________________ for____

FROM ....SftUJghfid--------------------------- (. Sansa.____ .) DATED.... Jan-26-,-1938-_______
TO NAME 1—1127 «PO

REGARDING: Hirota1 s speech of Jan. 22 to Japanese Diet: NOHTH CHINA 
DAILY ICTS comments on-, and reports rumor of an agreement 
between Great Britain and Japan.

793.94/|2230
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'i 5d0

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This tElEgram must bE Hankow via N. R.
cIoseI# paraphrasEd bE- FROM
forE bEing communicatEd DatEd January 27, 1938
to anyonE. (A)

REc’dJL:25 p.m.

from unofficial but appÿfTEntly rEliablE

SEcrEtary of StagX
Washington!. O.N.L A.\l> Ai.I.l).

Qjtr

61, January 27, 2 p.m

It is lEarnEd

sourcE that during ChinESE air raid on Nanking January 26

one plans was shot down and onE madE fore Ed landing and 

was capturEd by thE JapanesE. Aviators in both wepe

Russians and sincE this is thE first timE thE JapanESE 

havE obtainEd positivE proof of ChinESE EmploymEnt of 

Russian pErsonnEl thErE is some spEculation hErE whEthEr 

rElations bEtwEEn Japan and thE SoviEt Union will bE 

affEctEd. REport bEliEVEd rEliablE is that in a JapanESE 

planE shot down by ChinESE at Nanchang rECEntly thE aviator 

who was kill Ed was found to bE Italian. This information - 
i * ÿ

has bEEnrrElEasEd by thE ChinESE. •
I §

RepEatEd to Peiping. '■*'

‘.’V
JOHNSON
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Bv MLbt^s 0 Date JÎ-/8-7S ..

[confidential]

PARAFERAS 8

A telegram (no. 61) of January 27, 1938, from the 
American Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially as 
followsi

From an apparently reliable although unofficial 
source the Embassy has learned that one airplane made a 
forced landing and was captured by the Japanese and one 
plane was shot down during the Chinese air raid on 
Nanking on January 26. The aviators in both of these 
airplanes wore Russians and there is some speculation 
in Hankow whether relations between the Soviet Union 
and Japan will be affected, as this is the first time 
the Japanese have obtained positive proof of the em
ployment by the Chinese of Russian personnel. In a 
Japanese airplane shot down recently at Nanohang by the 
Chinese it was found that the aviator who was killed 
was an Italian, according to a report thought to be 
reliable. The Chinese have released this Information.

793.94/12231

FeSÆîHES 
1-28
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see —XS1k.93M*Z331_ J.*!??________ for memorandum

FROM (_jm.) DATED Jan.17,,1938
TO NAME

REGARDING:

793.94/ 
12232

Withdrawal of troops from Tientsin and Peiping,and 
possible rénovai of embassies from Peiping» Conversation 
with British Ambassador in this regard.

empz
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___ 89Q...Q.Q/77 for______ ______.¥.®sor§£iàtm.

FROM ....Stôtfi..Dfi£ftr.fcn©jQLt______ (..Jones._______ .) DATED___ J.m.» J.9.38_____
TO Far Eastern Division name

REGARDING: Principal developments in Jar Eastern situation for week 
ending Jan. 22: Reports concerning-.

793.94/12233

mr
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i&fijary 25 19$t*

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

*’•/££ 7
The Honorable

Joseph C. Grew,
American Ambassador,

Tokyo.
Sir:

Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 1413 
of January 10, 1038, there are enclosed for your confi
dential information copies of certain documents, as listed 
below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 5, 1938, between the 
British Ambassador and the 
Under Secretary.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 8, 1938, between Dr. 
Ing and the under Secretary.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 10, 1938, between 
Mr. Mallet, Mr. Hamilton, and 
Mr. Ballantine.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 12, 1938, between Dr. 
Ing and Mr. Hornbeck.

5. Telegram no. 14, January 14, 
1938, from Berlin (paraphrase).

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 15, 1938, between Mr. 
Suma, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr.
Ballantine.

JAN 24 193Q ?
«/Atf $0 J.938%
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January 25 195S8

confidential - for staff use ohix

The Honorable
Nelson T. Johnson,

American Ambassador,
Peiping»

Sir:
Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 525 

of January 10, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi
dential information copies of certain documents, as listed 

below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosurest
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 5, 1938, between the 
British Ambassador and the 
Under Secretary.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 8, 1938, between Dr. Ing 
and the under Secretary.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 10, 1938, between 
Mr. Mallet, Mr. Hamilton, and 
Mr. Ballantine.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 12, 1938, between Dr. 
Ing and Mr. Fombock.

5. Telegram no. 14, January 14, 
1938, from Berlin (paraphrase).

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 15, 1938, between 
Mr. Suma, Mr. Hamilton, and 
Mr. Ballantine.

3®
JAN 24 1938*
M 35 1938/

••^56^31aSEa»besai®br, Hankow,
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January 26 1988,

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

*>• é>^8
The Honorable

William C. Bullitt,
American Ambassador,

Parle.
Sir*

Referring to the Department's instruction no. 618 

of January 10, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi
dential Information copies of certain documents, as listed 
below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Sincerely yours.

Cordell Hull

Enclosures:
1* Memorandum of conversation, 

January 5, 1938, between the 
British Ambassador and the 
Under Secretary.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 8, 1938, between 
Dr. Ing and the Under 
Secretary.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 12, 1938, between 
Dr. Ing and Mr. Hornbeck.

4. Telegram no. 14, January 14, 
1938, from Berlin (paraphrase).

5. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 15, 1938, between 
Mr. Sums, Mr. Hamilton, and 
Mr. Ballantine.

g4
as

Routine

795.94/ 
I 2255C

 
FÆ Q

FE:É8rCîHES 1-21
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Department of State letter, August 10. 1972 '
By 0. —NARS, Date 12-18'7$

January 25 19$8 .

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE OHLY

Herschel V. Johnson, Esquire,
American Chargé d’Affaires ad interim, 

London*
Sir:

Referring to the Department's instruction no. 2096 

of January 10, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as listed 
below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation* 

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 5, 1938, between the 
British Ambassador and the 
Under Secretary.

2* Memorandum of conversation, 
January 8, 1938, between 
Dr. Ing and the Under 
Secretary.

3* Memorandum of conversation, 
January 12, 1938, between 
Dr, Ing and Hr. Hornbeck.

4. Telegram no. 14, January 
1938, from Berlin (paraphrase).

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 15, 1938, between 
Mr,. sums, Mr. Hamilton, and 
Mr. Ballantine.

793.94/I2233D

afe
AN $4 1938..

JAN 25 193»;-^7
Kttutlns

FE;?(?C:HES 
1-21
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January 25 195®

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

The Honorable
William Phillipa, 

American Ambassador, 
Rome.

Sirs
Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 235 

of January 10, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi
dential information copies of certain documenta, aa Hated 
below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Sincerely yours.

Oojrdell Hull

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 5, 1938, between the 
British Ambassador and the 
Under Secretary.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 8, 1938, between 
Dr. Ing and the Under 
Secretary.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 12, 1938, between 
Dr. Ing and Mr. Hornbeck.

4. Telegram no. 14, January 14, 
1938, from Berlin (paraphrase).

5. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 15, 1938, between 
Mr. Sums, Mr. Hamilton, and 
Mr. Ballantine.

793.94/12233 
E

^«utlne

JO 25 1938?
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „
By 0 NARS. Date U-l8*1S

ImA CITY, SATURDAY, JANUARY 8, 1938

Here’s Picture 

For Album of 

Japanese Airman

TWO MAJOk
60,000 MEft

They were just an humble family of Nanchang. Around them rorfVed the battling armies of China and Japan. Food was hard to get. 
Luxuries were a myth. Then over the horizon darted Japanese bombers. Across Nanchang the planes roared. Plume after plume of dust 
and smoke marked the trail of their screeching bombs. It’s too bad the bombers didn’t have time to stop and view their handiwork at 
first hand . . . the little scene of domestic tragedy enacted by the humble family of Nanchang. for instance. They would have seen the 
group crouched among the ruins of their bomb-demolished home, mourning the aged grandmother whose body has been extricated from 
the debris.



DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(0) or (£)
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'«O'jRry 27 190b

In reply refer to 
FE

My dear Mr. Boswell:

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of 

January 15, 1933, in regard to the Far Eastern situation.

The comments oontrlned in your letter have re

ceived careful consideration and the spirit which 

prompted you to bring to the Department’s attention 

your views in regard to this Government’s course of 

action is appreciated. With the thought in mind, how

ever, that some of the be.slc facts of the situation may 

not have been entirely clear to you, we wish to point 

out that American official agencies are assisting in 

every feasible way American individuals and firms in 

China in their efforts to safeguard their interests. 

The American Government maintains troops and warships 

at several places in Chins, to assist in providing pro

tection to American citisens, principally in respect 

of mob violence.

The

Mr. A. V. Boswell,

2413 Northwest Fourteenth Street 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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By -NARS, Date U-tf-75

-2-

The American Government has informed the Govern- 

ments of China and of Japan that it reserves all rights 

on its own behalf and on behalf of American oititens 

in respect of damages which might result from military 

operations. Furthermore, this Government has Informed 

the Japanese Government that it objects to the Jeopardis

ing of the lives of American citizens and of noncombatants 

in general by the bombing operations of Japanese planes.

We feel that this Government, confronted by an emer

gency situation which is attended by unusual hazards to 

everyone in the affected areas, has accorded all appro

priate and practicable protection to American nationals, 

as this Government always has done. The American Govern

ment has also continued to uphold the principles of inter

national law and of the sanctity of treaties, as it has 

always done. While it has shown that it demands respect 

for the rights and safety of our people it has, on the 

other hand, never lost sight of the fact that a cardinal 

principle of our foreign relatione is to avoid being 

entangled in hostilities. Furthermore, the Government 

is endeavoring to follow an unbiased course in connection 

with the Fer Eastern situation and is giving close atten

tion to every phase of that situation toward making ef

fective the policies, especially the policy of peace, in 

which
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whioh this country believes end to which it 1» committed. 
The foregoing comment is in no way to be construed 

as a criticism of your viewpoint, and it is hoped that 
you will appreciate and understand that we welcome at 

all times views from all sources on any phase of our 

foreign relations.
As of Interest in this connection, there are en

closed copies of statements given to the press by the 

Department of State on July IS and August 23, 1937, out
lining the policy on which this Government is proceeding 

with reference to the situation in the Far East, to
gether with a copy, as given to the press, of a letter 
of January 8, 1938, addressed to the Vice President on 

this subject.
Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs.
Enclosures:

Press releases of 
July 16, August 23, 
1937, and January 10; 
1938.

J AS ?? 1938 e

*

FE:Mc:VOI 
1/26/38
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A NON-SECTARIAN, NON-PARTISAN, NON-PROFIT PUBLICATION 
p 5

^w^^^hristian American
REV. J. EARNEST STACK, Editor

My dear Mr. Presidentt

? 47 POST OFFICE BOX 405
Houston, Texas

December 22, 1937 fl —.‘A

Bon. Franklin D. Boosevelt 
The White House 
Washington, D. C.

last August I addressed i * ‘ ______
effort to gain an understanding of the executive attitude towards forces 
threatening the freedom of religious worship.

a letter to you in a sincere

I shall not repeat the contents of that comranication. 
It had reference to spiritual matters affecting the Christian masses and 
undoubtedly failed to find an interested recipient in the White House. But 
there is another matter, more worldly, now weighing heavily upon the hearts 
of the people. I mean war, and the attitude of the administration towards 
it.

Today's papers contain an Associated Press dispatch 
from Washington, in which it is said that it is your intention not only to 
cooperate in adjusting old world affairs but that if necessary, you will 
take the leading part "regardless of the cost.”

I gather from that statement and your exchange of 
opinion with ex-Governor Landon, that it is your belief that we have a 

" right to put the strength of the American Government back of private in- 
■ vestments in Asia and if need be sacrifice the blood of the young mamhood 
I of the country to protect the property of those engaged there for private 
| gain.

I In a government of the people, the governed should
have a voice where so serious a matter is involved. "Uncle Sam* hasn't 
a dollar of his own or a fighting man of his own. These essentials for 
carrying forward such a program as you seem to be committed to must bo 
supplied by the citisenry.

I concede that the President and Congress have the 
right to marshal the nation's force for defense. But I do not believe 
one drop of our boy's blood should be shed to protect private property in 
China. Do you think it is consistent to send our youth abroad to defend 
privately owned industries established there for individual profit, when 
there has been such an effort on the part of the present administration 
to impair private industry at home? Inimical legislation has been de
manded, and fireside chats have attacked in the United States, what you 
propose to go to the other side of the world to defend.

\ i

793.94/ 1^235 
F/FG
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Hon.’Franklin D. Roosevelt *2- 12/22/37

The economic royalists have been the targets at which 
all guns have been fired.

I have had occasion to hear from thousands of mothers 
on the question of war. They are disposed to make any sacrifice for the 
defense of liberty and our firesides within our borders. But they are not 
willing for their boys to be torn from their homes and sent to an Asiatic 
battlefield to fight for either American or British dollars.

A candid study of the economic situation in the United 
States places a largo share of the blame for the breakdown upon waste result* 
ing from the last world war. Many millions have suffered because of our 
participation in that conflict. Experts say it would cost fifty billion 
dollars and many lives to whip Japan, and when it was all over, there would 
be nothing to show for it but Gold Star mothers.

I represent the Christian American movement which 
embraces hundreds of ministers of the gospel, and I want to say to you that 
it is the conception of all of us that there is no call, earthly or Divine, 
which justifies you in assuming leadership over the old world, and sacri
ficing hundreds of thousands of the flower of our manhood to enforce good 
behavior or protect bad investments over there.

I note where you pledge yourself to this expedition re
gardless of the cost. But, my dear sir, the cost will not fall upon you but 
upon the mothers, whose boys are taken away, and upon the children who will 
be under-nourished by the necessary conservation of food for such a far-flung 
adventure.

There are millions of protests which have been made to 
our Congressmen and Senators in Washington, against the course you propose.

I am not a pacifist. I am not for peace at any price. 
My protest is against invading the Ihr East, and raking chestnuts, that belong 
to private individuals, out of the fire. The first, and perhaps the wisest of 
all our Presidents, warned us against leaving the home shores on such an ill- 
advised mission. I believe you could do no better than to follow that advice.

There is much to do at home. It can be carried on in 
peace. It may bless instead of curse our people.

Why, at this particular season, when all Christians of 
all nations are thinking in terras of ?eace and Good Will, should the most 
pronounced Christian nation drag a million of her fair sons into the horrors 
of war to defend industries and individuals engaged in private enterprises in 
a far off pagan land! They were there of their own Choice and refused to 
leave when warned that it was dangerous to stay.

Tours very truly,
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January In reply i*0fer to
FE 793.04 Stack, J. Earnest

My dear Mr. Stack:
The receipt la acknowledged, by reference from the 

White House, of your letter of December 22, 1937, ad
dressed to the President, relating in part to the situa
tion In the Far East, with special reference to the 
protection of American cltlsens and American property 
in China.

The question of the types and degrees of protection 
which this Government should afford to its citisens 
abroad presents many difficulties and is one In regard 
to which opinions may very readily differ. In a situa
tion such as has prevailed in the Far East there have 
been developed during more than a century certain rights, 
certain interests, certain obligations, and certain prac
tices. In the light of peculiar features inherent in the 
situation, all of the major powers have developed and em
ployed, with authorisation by the Chinese Government, 

methods 
The Reverend

J. Earnest stack, 
Editor, The Christian American, 

Post Office Box 405, 
Houston, Texas.

793.94/12235
 

F/FG
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method* for safeguarding the live* and interest* and 
property of their national* believed to be appropriate 
to the situation and warranted by the peculiarities 
thereof. Thus, for instance, there came about and there 
is still in existence the system of extraterritorial 
jurisdiction and various of its concomitants. Concur
rently, many nationals of this and other countries have, 
during several generations, gone to China, established 
themselves there In various occupations and activities, 
and subjected themselves both to the advantages and to 
the disadvantages of the conditions prevailing there; and 
the American Government has, along with other governments, 
accepted various rights and incurred various obligations. 
In a situation such as now prevails, many of our nationals 
cannot suddenly cut themselves off from the past nor can 
the American Government suddenly disavow Its obligation* 
and responsibilities. The American naval vessels and the 
small contingents of American landed forces which have 
been maintained in China were placed and have been kept 
there solely for the purpose of assisting In the mainte
nance of order and security as affecting the lives, the 
property, and the legitimate activities of American na
tionals, especially In regard to conditions of local dis
order and unauthorized violence. These vessel* and 
troops have never had in any sense any mission of

aggression.
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aggression* It has long been the desire and expectation 
of the American Government that they shall be withdrawn 
when their appropriate function is no longer called for.

Officers of the American Government have repeatedly 
and earnestly advised American citisens, in face of dan
gers incident to residence in China, to withdraw and are 
making every effort to provide safe means whereby they 
may depart. During the current situation in China the 
American military and naval forces have rendered impor
tant service in protecting the Ilves of American nation
als, in assisting in evacuating Americans from areas of 
special danger, and in making possible the maintenance 
of uninterrupted communications with our nationals and 
our diplomatic and consular establishments in the areas 
involved.

It may be stated also that a cardinal principle of 
our foreign relations and one which is never lost sight 
of is to avoid being entangled in hostilities and that 
the Administration is endeavoring to follow an unbiased 
course in connection with the Far Eastern situation and 
is giving close attention to every phase of that situa
tion toward making effective the policies, especially 
the policy of peace, in which this country believes and 
to which It is committed.
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kt of interest In this connection, there Is enclosed 
« copy of a statement given to the press by the Depart
ment of state on August 23, 1937, outlining tho policy on 
which this Government is proceeding with reference to the 
situation in the Far East, together with a copy, as given 
to the press, of a letter of January 8, 1938, addressed 
to the Vioe President on this subject. 

Sincerely yours, 
For the Secretary of States

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Enclosures:
Press releases of 
August 23, 1937, and 
January 10, 1938.
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*

PHlL-kEF-GUSON 

8th Dist. Oklahoma

of t je tHnfteb States
ri ah tm of Mepresentatfoas

SHarffrington, 3®. C.
1938 JAN 23 AM 9 25

January 27, 1938
/

COMMUTATIONS 
AND RECORDS

Honorable Cordell Hull | 4-= 1938 I 
Secretary of State I .estate/ 
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Secretary:

I

COMMITTEES:
fTUOOO CONTROL.
fRR«’AT,ON AND RecLAMATI°N • X
g-, ggriQN OF President. Vice Pres-
^^ipENT, AND Representatives in 

Congress

b

CONTROL
& MUNITIONS $

would be pleased if you would refer 
to where I can find a copy of our latest treaty 
Japan and China, copies of our correspondence with Jap 
when we were protesting the penetration and annexation 
of Manchuria, the correspondence with Italy concerning 
the Ethiopian conquest and the action taken by the 
President on the Neutrality Act in regard to the Civil 
War in Spain.

793.94/I 2236

I would also appreciate any available refer
ences and any official action taken by the President and 
the State Department in regard to the present Sino-Japanese 
affair, and a statement of any official action under the 
Neutrality Act by this country in this affair.

F/t

Sincerely yours,
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V

In reply refer to 
M?

My dear Mr. Ferguson:
I have received your letter of January 27, 1Ô38 

In which you request certain infomation and Material.
The infomation and material desired are being 

assembled so far as available. I shall coaraunloate 
with you again on the subject in the near future.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

The Honorable 
Fhil Fergu««» 

% Hous® of Representatives.

793.94/12236
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Kr zuary 15 1938»

In reply refer to 
Rp 793.94/13336

My dear Mr. Ferguson:

I refer to your letter of January 87, 1938 and to 

my acknowledgment of January 31 regarding your desire to 

obtain (1) ooples of "our latest treaty with Japan and 

China* and of certain correspondence with Japan in regard 

to Manchuria and with Italy in regard to Ethiopia and (3) 

Information concerning "the action taken by the President 

on the Neutrality Act In regard to the Civil war in Spain” 

and "official action taken by the President and the State 

Department in regard to the present Slno-Japanese affair, 

and ... official action under the Neutrality Act by this 

country in this affair".

The most recently concluded treaty, convention, or 

Executive agreement to which the United States, China, 

and japan are parties Is the Universal postal Convention 

of Cairo and Final protocol signed at Cairo March 80, 

1934. The Treaty of Arbitration signed at Washington 

Juno 37, 1930 and the Agreement for the Reduction of

Visa

The Honorable

Phil Ferguson, 

House of Representatives.

793.94/12236
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▼lea Fees signed at Ranking April 9, 1935 are respectively 
the most recently concluded bilateral treaty or convention 
concluded between the United States and China and the most 
recently concluded Executive agreement between the two 
countries. The Convention to Prevent the Smuggling of 
Intoxicating Liquors into the United States signed at Wash
ington nay 31, 1928 and the Arrangement concerning the 
Importation of Japanese Cotton Piece Goods into the 
Philippine Islands concluded by an exchange of notes dated 
at Washington July 2 and 27, 1937 are respectively the most 
recently concluded bilateral treaty or convention between 
the United States and Japan and the most recently concluded 
bilateral Executive agreement between the two countries.

There are enclosed copies of the first, second, and 
fourth of the documents mentioned. The complete texts of 
the agreement of 1935 with China concerning visa fees and 
the arrangement of 1937 with Japan concerning cotton piece 
goods have not been published by the Department. Information 
concerning the agreement and arrangement referred to will bo 
found in the enclosed copies of the issues of the weekly 
Press Releases for April 30, 1935 and July 31, 1937. As of 
possible service in connection with your interest in treaties 
of the United States with China and Japan, X am enclosing 
typewritten lists of treaties and other international acts 

in
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in force between the United States and China and between 
the United States and Japan.

There ie also enclosed a copy of Senate Document 
Mo. 55, 73d Congress, let Session, Conditions in Manchuria, 
containing the text of a communication of January 26, 1933 
from Secretary of State Stimson to the President together 
with the texts of the appended copies of "(A) The written 
communications, whether formal or informal, including 
memoranda, which hare passed between the Government of the 
United States and the Governments of China and Japan since 
September 18, 1931, relating to the controversy between 
China and Japan in Manchuria since that date**, "(B) The 
written communications, whether formal or Informal, including 
memoranda, which have been sent or have passed between the 
Government of the United States or its representatives and 
the League of Nations or representatives of the league in 
reference to the said controversy between China and Japan in 
Manchuria", and "various other documents transmitted to the 
Government of the United States for its information by the 
Council of the League of Nations, such as resolutions adopted 
by tho council of the league and certain of the more formal 
oommunioations which have passed between the council of the 
league and the Chinese and the Japanese Governments'’.

The Départaient has not published any correspondence 
of this Government with the Italian Government in regard 

to
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to the Ethiopian conflict. You may, however, be inter

ested in the statement which I made to the Italian Am

bassador on July 10, 1935 during hie call made at my 

request; in the references to communications between 

the American Legation at Addie Ababa and the Italian 

authorities in that city which are contained in the 

Legation*» telegrams of May 5, 1936, 11 p.m., May 6, 

1936, 1 a.m., and May 10, 1936, 10 a.m., to the Depart

ment; and in the references to instructions to the Amer

ican Ambassador at Rome in paragraphs numbered 3, 4, and 

5 of my letter of May 11, 1936 to the Honorable Sam D. 

McReynolds, House of Representatives. The statement, 

telegrams, and letter mentioned are printed in the en

closed copies of the issues of the weekly Frees Releasee 

for September 14, 1935, May 9, 1936, and May 16, 1936.

The text of the President’s proclamation of May 1, 

1937 referring to the state of civil strife in Spain, 

issued pursuant to the provisions of subsections (c) and 
(d) of section 1 of the joint resolution of May 1, 193? 

known as the Neutrality Act of 1937, together with the 

texte of the joint resolution approved by the President 

January 8, 1937 HTo prohibit the exportation of arms, 
ammunition, and implements of war from the United States 
to Spain” and of certain relevant regulation», will be 

found
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on page* 24-30 of the enclosed copy of the pamphlet 

entitled EnttrMttffiMl l£*XIU 111 ÀCU-

With reference to the current situation in the Far 

East there are enclosed copie* of Senate Document No. 131 

75th Congress, 3d Session, entitled American Nationals. 

lEflflDl» AD& Capital 1& China, and of several mimeographed 

pros* releaaee and issue* of the printed Press Relea*ea 

which contain the text* of statement*, letter*, et coter*! 

concerning the policy of the United state* in relation 

to that situation. Th* Neutrality Act 1* mentioned on 

page 415 of the issue of &X1M Releases for December 11, 

1037.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosure*:

1. Universal Postal Union
Convention of Cairo.

2. Treaty Berio*, No*. 807 
ana, 857.

3. Publication* of the 
Department of State.

4. Price Hat 05.
5

"S,,.

GE
FEB 5 1958.
FEB 14 193

Senate Document No. 53, 
72d congress, let Session. 
Senate Document No. 131, 
75th Congre**, 3d Session. 
Pres* release* of January 27 
(nos. 39 and 40), 28 (no. 44), 
and 31 (no. 48). 1938.
Pres* Releases (Publications Noe. 
733, 784, 874, 879, 1048, 1066, 1067 
1075, 1080, 1091, 1093, and 1099).

9. International Traffic in Arms.
010. Two typewritten lists. /mX ~ 

RP:WG:TMTsSS/MG Z C KT
2/2 2/10

6.

7, £(0 
i L
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MBo

ACTION:
INFO:

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPAT

January 28, 1938

REcTd 3:45 a.ni.

OPNAV
CINCAF (ADM) 
2ND BRIG (USMO) 
COMDESRON FIVE 
OOMBUBRON FIVE 
CINCAF
C0I.KANGPAT
ALLAI Ï3ASSAD0R CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0027 South China ports quiEt 2000.

4

894/12237
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MBo

ACTION:
INFO:

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

copTS sent to
1........................... .. *

OPNAV ’*7"
CINCAF ’

COMYANGPAT

January 28, 1938

Rec’d 3:45 a.m.

2ND BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT 
COISUBRON 5 
COïîDESRON 5
CINCAF (ADMINISTRATIVE)
COIJSOPAT
AMAIiBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0027. TvjeIve JapanESE mEdium bombErs raidEd Hankow 

during lorEnoon today and bombEd vicinity military aEro~ 

dromE. 2355

JS:

94/ 12238
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MBo TELEGRAM RECEIWP
Peiping via N.R.

68, January 28, 3 p.m.

Advised American military observers at Tientsin 

estimate that 60 trucks and 18 narrow-gauge locomotives 

arrived in North China between January 19 and 25, that, 

according to French military observers at Tientsin, 10, 

000 effectives arrived in North China and 3000 departed 

during first two weeks in January, and that an undeter

mined number of Japanese troops passed through Tientsin 

during recent week by rail from the direction of Peiping 

toward Shantung,
•e 4 

Two. The trucks and locomotives may be intended?^
«wet 

for use on the Shihkiachuan and Taiyuan narrow-gauge 

railway in preparation for further military advance in‘ 

Shantung, This equipment may possibly be in every partic

ular intended for use in railway construction. Some local 

observers are of the opinion that the allegedly imminent 

arrival at Peiping of 20,000 Japanese troops, reported*ln 
the Embassy’s Qz] January 27, 3 p.m., is also a prepara

tory step for a drive in Shantung.

Repeated to the Ambassador, by mail to Tokyo.

KLPsWV/O

793.94/12239

LOCKHART
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TELEGRAM from Lockhart. PEIPIHG. dated January 28. 1<M8 
Trucks and Loaomotivas Arriving In Korth China

smo-ziiift
Secretaiy

Under Secretary

Counselor

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Secretary

Special Asst, to the Secretary of State

Legal Adviser

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on International Economic Affairs

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Division of Current Information

Chief Clerk and Administrative Assistant

Office of Arms and Munitions Control

Office of the Historical Adviser

(over, please)

Chief» or Head of OfflM 

Cordell Hull

Stumer Welles

. R. Walton Moore

George S. Messersmith

Francis B. Sayre

Leo Pasvolsky

Green H. Hackworth

Stanley K. Hornbeck

James C. Dunn

Herbert Feis

Maxwell M. Hamilton

Michael J. McDermott

Edward Yardley

Joseph C. Green

Hunter Miller, Chief
Carlton Savage, Asst.

Historical Adviser

D
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SSIFIED
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E.O

. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D
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TEUWH froa Lockhart. PEIPING.dated Janwv 28. 1938» 
Trucks and Loamiotivea Arriving in Berth Chine fflnnf.Ml

QXXlcfl.TlUa
Division of European Affairs

Division of American Republics

Division of Near Eastern Affairs

Qhtof ■ gr Bead tf Qfflw
Jay Pierrepont Moffat

Laurence Duggan

Wallace Murray
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Lockhart .cabled from Peiping that American military observers 
a£ Peiping estimate that 60 trucks and 18 narrow gauge locomotives — 
arrived In North China betw.en Jan. 19 and Jan. 25. According to French ob 
servers 10,000 effectives arrived in North China and 3,000 departed 
during first two weeks In January. •__
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MBo 2ND BRIO US MC

TELEGRAM RESÊM^Oa, 1938-

Sec
AGITON: ”CINCAP

OPNAV
CINQ AF (ADM)

INFO; AIICONSUL SHANGHAI 
COrSUBRON 5 
COIDESRON 5 
COîlfANGPAT 
ALiAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING 
COIISOPAT

From

•Rec’d llldd a*m

8628 JapanESE Efforts north and south sECtlons 

Tsinpu having littlE success. ChinesE irrEgulars mérï* 

acing JapanESE garrisons vicinity Wutaishan, Shansi|-?> 

Five ChinesE division formsrly stationsd vicinity HaîChow 

transfErrad to Psngpu rEgion 1811.
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JR
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AYEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMCONSUL«SHANGHAI

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
PLAIN AND GRAY

Secretary of State

Washington

January 27, noon

Rec'd 7 a^m.
January 28

Canton via N. R
From 

Dated January 1938

of from one to thirteen planesOperating in groups

(mostly medium and large seaplane bombers)* Japanese

have continued average of four or five daily flights over

Kwangtung. Southern section Hankow Railway raided 

fourteen times from twenty-second to twenty-sixth 

inclusive including attack on local passenger train 

25th with reported 30 casualties. No important damage 

to tracks reported. Planes have flown over Canton several 

tines past few days meeting vigorous improved ground 

fire. Spur line and two military airdromes were during;’ 

the day bombed. Other raiding practically confined to. 

two small attacks on Hong Kong and Samshui Railways, £3 

and numerous minor raids along water routes and main 

highways in general vicinity of Canton presumably directed 

mainly at troop and supply movements but reported resulting 

in heavy noncombatant casualties and property losses.

Official source states 100 civilians killed in sinking

on

793.94/12241
 

F/FQ
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2- January 27, noon, from Canton via N.R.

of one junk on East River. Extensive scouting operations 

also reported.*

Japanese cruisers twenty fifth shelled lower delta 

coastal village near Nantou about twenty five miles north 

of Hong Kong and put out boats which shortly returned to 

ship reportedly repelled by Chinese fire. Evidently a 

defense testing operation.

Mailed Swatow, Hong Kong.

IINNELL

KLP:
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 393*1163 L 07/26 FOR______?elu^024-?ii2

from Navy Department________ (________________ .) DATED___
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING- Japanese air raid in the vicinity of Ichang, today, causing 
damage to American Lutheran Mission residence property• 
No neutral casualties»

793.94/ 
12242

FRG»
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LMS

cp
A'0 ACTION: OPNAV, "WASHINGTON. 

INFO: GIN OAF
2nd BRIGADE USMC 
YANGTZE PATROL 
COMSUBRON 5 
GOMDESRON 5 
CONGOPAT 
ANAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

COMYANGPAT

January 24, 1938

Rec’d 6:50 p, m.

0024 For first time sines beginning Sino-Japanese 

hostilities eight Japanese navy bombers attacked Ichang 
C*j

1000 today dropping approximately 80 bombs vicinity air- \

field and on waterfront. Property Lutheran Church Mission 

damaged. No foreign casualties 2112

SMS :NPL

0^
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the enclosed copy of a letter dated October 27, from the

Archbishop of Canterbury, to the Right Reverend Samuel

Hewlett, D. D., Bishop of South Tokyo and Presiding

Bishop of the Holy Catholic Church of Japan, himself a

Canadian. The letter, as you will see, is in reply to

a recommendation by Bishop Heaslett to the Archbishop of

Canterbury that he should refrain from presiding at the

meeting in Albert Hall for the purpose of expressing

condemnation of Japan’s actions in China. I think that

there is no objection to your placing this letter on

795.94/12243

the confidential files of the Department, if y°u so desire.

With high respect, I am

Faithfully yours,

Enclosure

The Honorable Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C.
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Lambeth Palace, S.E.

27th October £937.

My dear Bishop,

I must apologise for delay in fulfilling the promise 

I made in my telegram of October 7th that I would write 

fully. But I have been quite exceptionally pressed by 

constant work, and I had some hope that possibly I m^ght 

have had some letter from you telling me more than you 

could in your telegram to me of the reasons which impelled 

you to ask me to refrain from presiding at the meeting 

in the Albert Hall, London.

Let me say at once and with the utmost sincerity that 

I have the deepest sympathy with you and with the Bishops, 

clergy, and people of your Church at this present time. 

Most naturally all the instincts of patriotism must be 

aroused among your people; and I know well how specially 

strong in Japan are the impulses of national sentiment. 

I am indeed distressed to think that any action or words 

of mine should have increased the troubles and anxieties 

of the Church in Japan which must already be most grievous.

I. But I cannot help wondering how far you and your 

people have been at all aware of the news which reach this 

and other countries as to the way in which at the time of 

the Albert Hall meeting naval and military comanders in 

China seemed to be conducting this distressing war; for 

I am well aware of the very strict censorship of the Press

imposed
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imposed upon Japan and of the vigour, natural and indeed 

inevitable, in a time of war, of nationalist propaganda. 

Doubtless there may have been some exaggerations on the 

side of China. I fully admitted this in what I said at 

that meeting. But I could not refrain from adding some 

words which in case you may not have read any full report 

of my speech I may here quote:-

"After making all allowances for exaggerations 

evitable in the dire circumstances of war, there 

remains only too much cause for our sense of dismay 

and horror. And, after all, estimated in terms of 

human suffering hundreds are as eloquent as thousands. 

I submit that we are entitled to base our protest 

on the verdict of the Committee of twenty-three 

nations at Geneva given on September 27th and 

endorsed without question by the whole of the assem

bly of the League of Nations. Let me remind you of 

it. ’The Advisory Committee taking into consideration 

the question of aerial bombardment of open towns in 

China by Japanese aircraft expresses its profound 

distress at the loss of life caused to innocent 

civilians ... solemnly condemns such acts, and declares 

that they have aroused horror and indignation throughout 

the world**.

Surely there must have been some justification for a protest 

so unanimous and so widespread especially as in this and

many
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many other countries it has not arisen from any kind of 

enmity against the Japanese nation. I cannot help think

ing that if you and your people had been permitted to know 

what we knew you would at least have understood the motives 

which compelled the people of this country and the represen

tatives of all these nations at Geneva to make a solemn 

protest and appeal to the Japanese Government and Nation.

II. As to my own part in giving some expression to 

this protest and appeal, the occasion was not one of my 

own seeking. The invitation to preside at the Albert Hal 1 

reached me by telegram a few days before the date of the 

meeting. I accepted it because that meeting seemed to 

afford the first opportunity when a large gathering of my 

fellow citizens could give witness to the depth of the 

feelings which were stirring their hearts. But when I 

reached London two days before the meeting I found that it 

was proposed to submit a Resolution which would have been 

an attack upon the whole policy of Japan in China. I said 

that I could not preside at a meeting which did not confine 

itself to the immediate point of the alleged case of ruth

less warfare, and I induced the promoters of the meeting 

to acquiesce. I venture to quote again some sentences 

from my speech as they may show the spirit in which I spoke:- 

•Even between friends the voice of conscience cannot 

be silenced, and conscience forbids us to maintain a 

silence which might be taken to mean acquiescence. We

make 
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maire our appeal to the Government and people of Japan 

to restrain the action of their naval and military 

commanders in China, and thus to vindicate their place 

among civilised nations."

I had already joined with other religious leaders in this 

country in a letter to "The Times" of which I send you a 

copy. It may show that I had with me the chief represen

tatives of the religious life of this country and that our 

protest was not due to any sort of antagonism to the nation 

of Japan.

Let me add quite simply that the position which my 

office gives me in this country as that of a leading 

spokesman of its conscience made it impossible for me to 

be silent on a matter which on the basis of the facts as 

we saw them affected the principles alike of Christianity 

and of humanity.

III. Lastly, rumours have reached me which I can 

scarcely credit that as a result of these protests the 

Nippon Sei Kokwai may be moved to dissociate itself from 

its long and close association with the Church in this 

country and in America, even from communion with the See 

of Canterbury. I know not what truth there may be in 

such rumours. But I am sure that you and your fellow 

Bishops can have no sympathy with any such short-sighted 

impulse: indeed that you will do your utmost to dis

suade your people from any association with it. After

all
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all, even if they may resent my own words, they will remem

ber that the Archbishop of Canterbury for the time being is 

not himself the Anglican Church. This war with all its 

tragic circumstances and all the misunderstandings which it 

creates is only an episode in the history of the Nippon Sei 

Kokwai. It will pass. Let nothing be said or done which 

may prevent the continuance, during it, and still more when 

it is over, of the relations so specially close and by us 

certainly so deeply valued which have united that Church 

and the Anglican Communion. Rather in spite of - nay 

indeed through - these present difficulties and differences 

let the truth remain unshaken that we are "One Body in 

Christ*.

Meanwhile I am preparing for the Service in Westminster 

Abbey on the 29th instant to celebrate the Jubilee of the 

Church in Japan and the Silver Jubilee of the Church 

in China. I trust that it will strengthen the ties between 

these Churches and the Church of England. We shall commit 

both these Churches to God’s care at this anxious time and 

pray most fervently that peace may be restored. I like to 

think that, as I have been told, you yourself wrote about 

this Service in a letter last August "Thank God there is 

one place where China and Japan can unite in prayer*.

Pray forgive the length of this letter. I was most 

anxious both to express my sympathy with you and to en

deavour to remove any misunderstandings. May God bless

and
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and guide you at this time of tension and strain.

Yours very sincerely,

COSMO CANTUAR

The Right Rev.

Bishop Heaslett, D.D.

P.S. I will write again about the matters to which you 

referred in a letter written so long ago as 

June 24th and about which I have been making 

enquiries.
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TIMES October 2, 1937

BOMBING IN THE FAR EAST

SPIRIT OF AGGRESSIVE WARFARE

CHURCH LEADERS’ PROTEST

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES

Sir,- As representatives of the Christian Church in Britain 

we wish to express our shame and sorrow at the action of 

the Japanese Air Force in its several recent bombing raids 

on civilian centres of population in China. We cannot 

believe that such systematic brutality inflicted upon 

crowded areas of helpless civilians can possibly represent 

the spirit and desire of the Japanese people, much less 

of the Christian Church in Japan. We know that the con

ditions which prevail in a State organized on a war basis 

must result in a lack of opportunity to ascertain the 

facts, as also a lack of freedom to discuss them, and we 

believe that many citizens of Japan who desire the good 

will of the world and friendly cooperation with China would 

not condone the present policy of their country.

We have long admired the discipline, the heroism, 

and the self-sacrifice of the Japanese nation, and it is with 

an unspeakable shock of horror that we learn of the dread

ful lengths to which the military authorities of Japan have 

been driven in their efforts to force a victory. Never 

before has aerial bombardment been carried out on such a
scale
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scale even on the battlefield, and we think with ab

horrence of the depths of bitterness and brutality to 

which modern warfare inevitably leads.

The events of recent weeks ought to draw forth from 

men of good will throughout the world a general and em

phatic protest against such appalling and useless suffering, 

and still more against the spirit of aggressive warfare 

by which it has been brought about. We refuse to believe 

that Japan is insensitive to the opinion of the civilized 

world, and we appeal to her to reconsider her policy and 

to renounce such measures, which not only fail to achieve 

the purpose for which they are designed, but only succeed 

in strengthening antagonism and alienating the respect 

and regard of other nations.

We are yours truly,

Cosmo Cantuar:; Dugald Macfarlane, Moderator, 
Church of Scotland; M. E. Aubrey, Modera
tor, Federal Council of the Free Churches; 
Sidney M. Berry, Secretary, Congregational 
Union of England and W'ales; Robert Bond, 
President, Methodist Conference; W. T. 
Elmslie, General Secretary, Presbyterian 
Church of England.

Conference of Missionary Societies, Edinburgh House, 

2, Eaton Gate, S.W.l, Sept. 30.
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January 20, 1938.

My dear Mr. Ambassador»

I wish to thank you for your letter of December 11, 
1937, enclosing a copy of a letter from the Archbishop 
of Canterbury to the Bishop of South Tokyo and Presiding 
Bishop of the Holy Catholic Church of Japan.

I appreciate your having brought the Archbishop’s 
letter to ay attention. X have read It with interest, 
and, In the light of the last sentence of your letter 
under acknowledgment, I am placing It, together with 
your letter, In the Department’s files.

With cordial beet wishes to you, Mrs. Grew and 
the members of your staff,

Sincerely youre,

The Honorable
Joseph 0. Grew, 

American Ambassador, 
Tokyo.

793.94/12243
 

F/FG

S GWR:MA
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
Z- ° I / %

The name of Mr. Kleinman 
does not appear in the current 
Hong list as a resident of 
Japan, and I have never heard 
of him. (L, _
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Mr. John Wattawa, a lawyer In Washington with whom 
I had been associated in our Legation at The Hague in 
1918, telephoned and asked if I would receive a friend 
of his, a Mr. Kleinman, who had recently returned from 
Japan and had some information he wished to impart. I 
told Mr. Wattawa that I would be glad to put Mr. Kleinman 

93.94/12244

in touch with people in our Far Eastern Division if and 
when he called.

Sometime later Mr. Kleinman telephoned me that he^ 

would not be able to come. Later he appeared without g 
appointment, and said that he did not wish to see anyone 
in the Far Eastern Division.- He said that I must be

0
aware of the disagreements which existed between com~

, merclal
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merclal elements and the military, and even between 

certain factions of the military, as to the prosecution 

of hostilities in China. He had been asked to come to 

Washington to sound out whether President Roosevelt would 

not "save Japan from the folly of her own victory" by 
offering to mediate.

I remarked that I thought the attitude of the United 

States toward good offices was clear. He asked me if I 

would look into the matter further and telephone him. I 
told him that I should do no such thing, that I had noth
ing to do with Far Eastern matters, and would "stick to 
my muttons". I then asked him on whose behalf he was 
acting. He said frankly that he didn’t know. I replied 
that governments dealt through regular channels, and that 
my experience had been that when efforts were made to 

short circuit these channels somebody’s fingers usually 

got burned. My advice was that he leave matters where 

they belonged.
He told me that he thought the advice was good, and 

that anyway he considered Ambassador Salto a very clever 

man.
He left no card, and although I could get his full 

name and antecedents by telephoning Mr. Wattawa I have 
not
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t 
t 
?
I -3-

not done so as I did not wish Wattawa to think that we
were Interested.

pp
Plerrepont Moffat

Eu:PM:CMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

NC
GFO From

COMSOPAT

ACTION: OPl'iAV 
INFO: CINCAF (FLAG & 

2ND BRIG USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
OOMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
AMBASS CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

ADO )

January 29, 1938

Rec’d 7:55 a.m.

0028. South China ports quiet. 2000
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

ACTION; OPNAV T
INFO : GIN OAF (FLAG & ADMN) 

2ND BRIG USMC 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESKON 5 
OOMSOPAT 
ambass china 
US3 MARBLEBEAD 
ALU3NA PEIPING

OOMYANGPAT

January 29, 1938

Rec’d 7:55 a.m.

OO28.Yangtze River ports quiet. 2330.
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JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY
FROM

Shanghai via N. R.

Dated January 28, 1938

Secretary of State,

Washington.

163, January 28, 5 p.m 
/ M/44

My No. 124/ January 221

Japanese appEar to have made little progrEss in thEir

attacks upon Fengyang and Elsewhere on thE southErn section

of the Tsinpu Railway. In consequence considerable

reenforcements are reportEd to have been despatched to this 

front. Re Enforcements many of which have passed through 

Shanghai recently are being sent to Wuhu and Hangchow 

where Chinese guerrilla bands continue their attacks, 

Chinese bandits and plain-clothes men are reported active 

in the Wusih Soochow area.

The Chinese Ambassador to Japan who passed through

Shanghai recently en route to Hong Kong informed a foreign 
in 

press representative that he was not carrying a new set

of peace proposals to the National Government. Japanese n

Ambassador to China sailed today for Japan. £o

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping

GAUSS

SMS:NPL

793.94/12247
 

F/FG
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 g 
bTi^ 0 egoai^-HAKS» Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

N(J
From

GRAY 
(Milan) d 
Chiasso

Undat Ed

a ,m.

Secretary of State

Washington

Rec/’d 4:19

- January 29, 1938 
f ion .

irmen,Eighty Italian aircraft and fifty 

some recently returned from Spanish front, it would 

appear, have been ordered to Japan. 

£d aircraft shipments January 25 

colleague called upon me today, 

craft sent at 50. This telegram

Embassy was inform-

last. My British

His figures place air- 

from Swiss boundary, 

SHOLES
KLP

HPD

793.94/12248
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM from Sholes. MILAN, dated Jatmarw ?Q. 
Italian Aircraft and Italian Air—»

£££1^J£Ü1Ê

Secretary

Under Secretary

Counselor

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Secretary

Special Asst, to the Secretary of State

Legal Adviser

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on International Economic Affairs

Division of European Affairs

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Division of Current Information

Chief Clerk and Administrative Assistant

Office of the Historical Adviser

(over, please)

Chief, or Head of Office

Cordell Hull

Sumner Welles

R. Walton foore

George S. Messers’ 1th

Francis B. Sayre

Leo Pasvolsky

Green H. Hackworth

Stanley K. Hornbeck

James C. Dunn

Herbert Feis

Jay Pierrepont Moffat

Maxwell M. Hamilton

Michael J. McDermott

Edward Yardley

Hunter Killer, Chief
Carlton Savage, Asst.

Historical Adviser

D
EC

LA
SSIFIED

» 
E.O

. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D
) or (E)
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TELEGRAM from Shnlas. CTT.AN. January 29. 193g!
Italian Aircraft and Italian Airman - (ContM^

Office Symbol Qfflfig Title Chief, or Head of Office

GA Office of Anns and Innitions Control Joseph C. Green
RA Division of American Republics Laurence Duggan
NE Division of Near Eastern Affairs Wallace Murray

D
EC

LA
SSIFIED

! 
E.O

. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D
) or

D
epartm

ent of State letter, A
ugust 10, 1972

By 
0 <^L4^_N

A
8S, D

ate
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®y NARSt Date ll-!8*7S

Jan, 29» Sholes, U.S. consul at Milan cabled that Mtt "80 ItaliM 
air craft and 50 Italian airmen, soao^recently returned fro«_. _Snanien front, It wouIT appear, have been ordered to Japan. Babaasy 
was Informed aircraft ahlpaenta January 25 last. My British colleague 
called upon ae today. His figures place aircraft sent at 50."
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By 0. __ NAftS, Date

* PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

* Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Xharge to

, J- i,,

Telegram Sent

apartment ni ctate
4938 JAN 31 PM 6 33

Washington,

'll 4. O-"’ '
. ueK.g ;*,r J

amembassy 7^3

TO BE TRANSMITTED 
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONF1DENTIAL CODE 
PARTAIR 

PLAIN

J anuary

ROME (ITALY)
7 Z x X xConsul General Sholes In an undated telegram' sent, 

from'ljhiasgo^and recelvedZ.erZJanuary 29 reports that^ 

eighty ItalianZiircrafZandxfif ty^taliaZairnien have 

been ordered'to Japan''You are requested^discreetly'to 

in vestlgateZhe'accuracy of tnisZeporZand to^cable 

the Department^the results oZyouZlnvestigatiorZas 
promptly as posslbleZZhe President iZ^reatlyZlisturbed 

by the'possibilityZhat aZarge numbeZof Italian^air- 

craff'and especially^ItallaZavlators belongingZitheZ 

to the ^regular 'oZre serve forces'^ have been orderedZo

Japan and if you find that there is even a slighvbasis' 
In f acZf oZsholes'’s'report'we shall'probablyZish to^ 

instruct you to mahe inquiry of the Italian Government' 

regarding tnis matter.

Sent operator____________ M.,--------------------- ----- -

D. C. B.—No. 60 1—1462 u. s. government printing office
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TEI.wr.RAM to Phillips. RO^E. Ja^ai-y 31. 1938»

Çfflg? Tltift
Secretary

Under Secretary

Counselor

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Secretary

Special Aset, to the Secretary of State

Legal Adviser

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on International Economic Affairs

Division of European Affairs

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Office of Aras and Munitions Control 

Office of the Historical Adviser

Division of American Republics

Division of Near Eastern Affairs

Chief, or Head of Office 

Cordell Hull 

Sumner Welles 

R. Walton Moore 

George S. Messersnith 

Francis B. Sayre 

Leo Pasvolsky 

Green H. Hackworth 

Stanley K. Hornbeck 

Janes C. Dunn 

Herbert Feis

Jay Pierrepont Lof fat 

Maxwell K. Hamilton 

Joseph C. Green 

Hunter Miller, Chief 
Carlton Savage, Asst.

Historical Adviser 

Laurence Duggan

Wallace ’urray
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MLtt^ 0 NAKS» Date J2-&7S

EMBASSY OF THE

^pâ^é™ STATES OF amer,ca

'■'JS mm -1 London, January 18, 1938. 
u a || /^

No. 3790.

SUBJECT: Press Comment on Japanese Announcement to 
Cease Dealing with the Nati onai Govern

ment of China.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

MR. HCWNBtCK
FEB 3’1938 t

'^^TMEHT OF

I have the honor to report that the announcement 

in Tokyo on January 16 that the Japanese Government 

would "cease henceforth to deal with the Government of 

Chiang Kai-Shek* has been the subject of editorials in 

several London papers.

The Times points out that this statement represents 

the fruits of nearly a week’s continuous deliberation and

that/
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that while in normal circumstances the refusal of one

state to recognize the government of a neighbor is a

grave business, in this case it has "no meaning at all." 

This paper thinks that the fundamentally realistic

Chinese will take Tokyo’s formal gesture of repudiation 

coolly, and they may even find encouragement in its 

implications. The Times continues:

"Its practical significance is confined 
to the''official termination of unofficial 
peace negotiations. These negotiations, 
which have been conducted through the good 
offices of German diplomatic representatives, 
had already broken down on the flat rejection 
by China of the exorbitant terms drafted by 
Japan; and, for the present, at any rate, 
their continuance would have had no possible 
effect on anything except the patience of 
the intermediaries............. Its apparent
intransigence can only strengthen the Chinese 
will to resist; and its somewhat lugubrious 
undertones reflect a growing consciousness 
of the invader’s dilemma. ...J Japan is 

l slowly discovering that it takes more than 
ashes to make a Phoenix."

The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post thinks the 

announcement does not imply war, and that "the growth 

of a new Chinese regime" will be a slower process than 

is expected. In concluding this paper brings in the 

subject of sanctions as follows:

"But a prospect which is so serious for 
all Powers having rights and interests in 
China were better not darkened by irrespon
sible intervention, such as that of the 
Labour and Socialist International in joint 
sitting with the International Federation 
of Trade Unions. This body has passed a 
resolution proclaiming ’a detailed plan of 
sanctions* against Japan, with embargoes on 
exports and imports, and ’guarantees of 
mutual assistance.* This pretentious plan 
is to be recommended to the national Labour 
organisations, with the explanation that

it/
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it is not directed against the Japanese 
people, ’itself the victim of its military 
caste and rapacious capitalism.’ This 
mischievous intrusion could only embarrass 
diplomacy, without restraining aggression."

The Opposition Liberal Manchester Guardian published 

a longer and more analytical editorial. After sarcastic 

references to the wording of the announcement the

Guardian says:

"In spite of this humbug, however, the 
statement reveals not only considerable 
disappointment but also a certain modera
tion of policy. There can be no doubt 
that the Japanese Government at least 
hoped that the fall of Nanking would 
provide an opportunity for peace negotia
tions, but all in vain. The Japanese 
forces have gone too far to expect a 
negotiated peace and not far enough to 
enforce a dictated peace.............. It is
fairly clear from the number of emergency 
meetings and consultations between the 
Cabinet and Imperial Headquarters that 
these plans did not meet with the approval 
of the Cabinet and were even to some 
extent contradictory. One may say roughly 
that there are three main divisions of 
opinion. The civilian authorities, most 
strongly represented in the Cabinet and 
the Privy Council, are rightly nervous of 
the economic strain and the international 
situation:*they desire peace (on advantage
ous terms) as soon as possible. The 
Army demands vigorous action in the North 
to improve its precarious position there 
and also to prepare against possible 
intervention by Soviet Russia. The Navy, 
on the other hand, dissatisfied with its 
meagre share of glory, demands further 
expansion southwards together with a 
declaration of war which would mean a 
blockade. 4 Just as the Army has one eye 
on Russia, the Navy has one on Britain. 
Of the three policies, that advocated by 
the Navy is far the most dangerous and 
for that reason is,opposed by the Cabinet, 
which on this point may have the support 
of the Army. But asKthe Cabinet could 
hardly hope to carry through a policy of 
moderation in the face of combined 
military opposition, it may have decided

to/
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0 -NAfe. Date ----

/to support the Army’s plan as the lesser 
I of two evils. On the whole, the final 
decision seems to have been a compromise 
between the views of the Army and*the 
civilian authorities with the Navy in dis
gruntled opposition...... For the moment
'that amiable Anglophobe Admiral Suetsugu 
has been defeated, though this is not to 
say that he will not try again."

As regards South China, the Manchester Guardian thinks 

that if the attack on Canton is postponed it will more 

likely be due to the army’s refusal to spare the number 

of men necessary for so serious an operation until the 

position in the North is more secure. This paper 

believes that the Japanese are in constant fear that 

Soviet Russia will encourage Outer Mongolia to join 

in the war on the side of the Chinese, which it 

describes as an ingenious means of giving aid to China 

without abandoning Russian neutrality, and adds:

"The situation is therefore serious 
enough to justify some caution. In 
spite of military successes Japan is not yet 
in sight of peace or victory. She is 
spending vast sums of money without hope 

t of any immediate return. * She has secured 
the Customs but destroyed the trade."

Respectfully yours,

Herschel V. Jdnns/on 
Chargé d ’Affaires''ail interim.

HM/WJK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo 2ND BRIGADE (USMC)

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMINISTRATIVE 
CINCAF
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI CHINA
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR C HINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

January 29, 1938

KLP:

8629 No reports changes military situation 1830.

r*?

793.94/12250
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG -<> From

I t. ; - ;J , ;

ACTEOH: OPHAV **? *

INFO:

CÛMSOHKT

January 29, 1938

CINCAF FLAG AND ADMN 
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
CCLSUBRON FIVE 
COIDESRON FIVE 
COIÏANGPAT 
AIÎEÎ.IBASSY CHINA 
USS Î.ÎARBLEHEAD 
ALUS NA PEIPING

SMS

0029. South China ports quiet. 2000.

s

c

793.94/12251
 

F/FG

F
J
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG COMYANGPAT

ACTION

INFO;

___ From*

: C1?NAVK - ---------- y
CTI’CAF FIAG AND ADMN
SECCID BRIGADE USMC
V\'TGj?Ar''
COKUBRoN FIVE
CCE?E3R0N FIVE
COM^C2AT
AIK BAS :ado... china
UK .K?.rLE3EAD
ALUENA PEIPING

January 29, 1938

I|EC*d 4;22 p.nu

0029. Ya;?,5czt: River ports quiet. 2138.

SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

A portion of this message 
must be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone,. (A)

Canton via N, R.

Dated January 29, 1938

Rec’d 4;30 p.m.
AMCONSUL HONG- KONG 
AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI

Secretary of State,.

Washington.

January 29, 6 p.m.

Twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth Hankow railway 
and

southern section/Lokchong raided four times average nine 

planes about seventy bombs. Hong Kong Railway raided 

once twenty-eighth near Canton. Neither line seriously 

damaged. Central News reports two minor raids on Hoisow 

twenty eighth.

Local papers report Kwangsi^s "third war mobilization" 

involving immediate despatch to front of 200,000 new troopS 

including student groups.

(BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL) Local Kwangsi military repre

sentative confirms that "very large numbers" trained 

militia reserves which have just completed several months ,‘jj 

"advanced" second training course going north via Kweilin 

Hengchow Hankow, some having left already. He believes 

most going to Hsuchow front. Is uncertain what proportion 

as replacements and what as new units, (END CONFIDENTIAL)

Local
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-2~ January 29, 6 p.m. from Canton via N. R-,

Local government newspapers urge enforcement of 

Article 16 by League of Nations.

Mailed Swatow.

IINNELL
SMS: JLS



æCIASSIFIW, S.O. 11652, ,3<E’ “îw’ °r
%J°. ™?.lS.rS 

By fndAy, u. — » -------

(CONFIDENTIAL!

PARAPHRASE
A telegram of January 29, 1938, from the American Consul 

General at Canton reads substantially as followsi
On January 27 and 28 the Hankow Railway, southern sec

tion and Lokchong, was raided four times, average nine planes 
about seventy bombs. Hong Kong Railway was raided ones on 
January 28 neat' Canton. Neither line was seriously damaged. 
Central Nows reports two minor raids on Hoihow on January 28.

Local papers report Kwangs!»e "third war mobilisation* 
involving immediate despatch to front of 200,000 new troops, 
Including student groups.

A representative of the Kwangs! military in Canton con- 
firms a report to the effect that "very large numbers" of 
trained militia reserves which have Just finished an "ad
vanced" second training course of several months are pro
ceeding north by way of Kweilin, Hangchow, and Hankow. Some 
of these reserves have already left. Thia informant is un
certain as to what proportion of these reserves are new 
units and what are replacements, but he is of the opinion 
that most of them are going to the Hsuchow front.

The government newspapers in Canton urge enforcement 
of Article 16 by the League of Nations*

793.94/12253

rfC' 
FEsEBCsHES 
1-31
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 7; From comyangpat

*UÆLD. January 30, 1938,

I Rcc'd 3:49 p.m
ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMN) 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0030. Yangtze River ports quiet, 2355.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
CA Plain

FROM C0MS0PAT

Dated Jan. 30, 1938

Reed 6:05 p.m.
Opnav

Info:

Washington

Cincaf, •
Comsubron,5, 
Comdesron 5, 
Comyangpat, ‘ 
Ambassador China 
USS MARBLE”EAD, 
Alusna, Peiping.

üapartment of

/ Division0

$ USfEHihfi

0030. South China ports quiet 2000.
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EG
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PLAIN

Hankow via N. r • ' 43
FROM Dated January 29, 1938

Rec’d 2:21 p

noon

■ Division of \ 
FAR EASTEHH/krF/SRS i

ipartmenf

Secretary of State,

Washington,

68, -January 29,

Following are translations of excerpts fromxttfdresses 

maHr by representatives of Chinese women’s organizations 

at public meetings at Hankow January twenty eight.

Miss Liu Ching Yang speaking for the North China 

Peoples Self-defense and Direction Committee said:

"At the present time when the Chinese race is being 

oppressed and invaded by its neighbor Japan the Chinese 

people have lost land, lives and property to an extent 

startling to everybody. But we feel gratified, however, 

to see that friendly countries upholding righteousness 

and humanitarianism have given China sympathy and help. 

Under the circumstances we are encouraged all the more 

to fight for racial emancipation and world peace".

Miss Iliu Cai Sui speaking for the Hankow Women’s

Association for Vfar Relief said:

"Under the leadership of Madam Chiang Kai Shek the 

Chinese women showed determination to fight for national 

independence and existence and world peace. As a con

sequence the National Chinese Women’s Association for
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-2- #68, January’.Jgô, noon.’ from Hankow via N-, R,

War Relief was inaugurated in Nanking on August one. The 

establishment of the Association was followed by the 

formation of branches throughout the length and breadth 

of the country* Such branches also sprang up in Burma, 

the Philippines, the United States of America and Europe* 
of

The work/the War Relief Association is very complex. 

Representatives have been sent to console the Chinese 

troops fighting at the front and others are volunteering 

as nurses in hospitals for wounded soldiers. Educated 

women have gladly spent their leisure in writing letters 

for wounded soldiers or in reading newspapers to them. 

The present war has been sweeping through a wide expanse 

of territory. The Japanese invaders have brought death 

to a huge number of war refugees. Many children have been 

killed under Japanese gunfire or have died from cold or 

hunger through having been driven from their homes. We 

have spared no effort to help the Government in doing 

rescue work for all war refugees and we shall make even 

greater efforts to play our part in the nation’s hour of 

need. Madam Chiang Kai Shek is paying particular atten

tion to the aid of the war refugees, especially the un

fortunate childr^b* Led by her we are laboring hard to 

carry out different forms of refugee work. I beg sincerely 

’ to
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-3- ;/68, Je.nu.ary 29, noon, from Hankow via N. R.

to inform all our foreign friends that the Chinese 

Government had indicated its firm determination to 

uphold world peace and to struggle for national inde

pendence and existence and that we the women of China 

will follow the decreed path with similar determination 

and fortitude”.

JOHNSON

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR ■ \/ Sr^T~Tn]1=-»« SECOND BRIGADE USMC
" ‘ - 4 w FROM

ANO M.LD, I January 31, 1938

Rec’d 7:30 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMN)
OPNAV

INFO: ANCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COVSOPAT

AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8631. Reliably reported Japanese drive southward on

Tsinning Kinsiang motor road halted by Chinese unit

attacking from westward. Activity of reinforced Chinese

units left bank Yangtze vicinity ïïuhu has forced Japanese

evacuate stveral villages. Japanese reported reinforcing

that region with 5000 troops which left Tientsin 29

January. 1823.

HPD
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<^\E«pogt_of Japanese reinforcing Wuhu Region
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U Under Secretary Sumner Welles
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A-M Assistant Secretary George S, Messersnith
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A-S Assistant Secretary Francis B. Sayre •
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SA Special Asst, to the Secretary of State Leo Pasvolsky gf 8

T.K Legal Adviser Green H. Hackworth
pa/h Adviser on Political Relations Stanley K. Hornbeck g
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pa/d Adviser on Political Relations Janes C, Dunn
FEIS Adviser on International Economic Affairs Herbert Peis
re Division of Far Eastern Affairs Maxwell M, Hamilton

Division of Current Information Michael J. McDermott

(over* please)

cc Chief Clerk and Administrative Assistant Edward Yardley
CA Office of Ans and Munitions Control Joseph C. Green

SAVAGE Office of the Historical Adviser Hunter Miller* Chief 
Carlton Savage* Asst, 

Historical Adviser



ZStfSPtf fro* Second Brigade. CSMC (Presumably SHANGHAI) dated January 31. 1938» 
Report-of Japanese reinforcing Wuhn Region - (Cont«d)
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Office Symbol Office Title Chief. nr >

ED Division of European Affairs Jay Pierrepont Moffat
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RA Division of American Republics Laurence Duggan ° y

SB Division of Near Eastern Affairs Wallace Murray ,
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
.... From

SECOND BRIGADE USMC

January 31, 1938

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMIN) 
CINCAF 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCONSUL SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMDR YANGTZE PATROL 
COMSOUTH CHINA PATROL 
AM AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
NAVATTACHE PEIPING

1830. Steady fighting reported both sections Tsinpu

Railway. No evidence any Japanese gains. Chinese 

continue concentrate additional forces on Tsinpu and 

Grand Canal. Japanese forces to itensify operations 

against guerillas Naihu Lake region. Thing reported 

retaken by Chinese mobile unit.

DDM

793.94/12258
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR
This telegram must b-E-------------- Tokyo
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated _ Dated 
to anyone. (B) FROM

D O<q ------•
Secretary of State,! ’ ’

A
Washington.

61, January 30, 6 p.m.

The following is the substanc 

presented to me by the Military Attache.

One. An unusually large number of Japanese troops 

has been assembled in Formosa, one estimate from Warner 

at Taihoku running as high as 100,000. Great secrecy is 

being maintained regarding this force and it has been 

impossible to determine its strength, composition or 

location.

Two. However, the presence on the Island of Formosa 

of anything beyond the normal garrison which is usually 

not greater than ten thousand men is significant at this 

time. Formosa is obviously in no danger of attack by $he i 

Chinese and it is an excellent jumping off position or •• 

base for any Japanese operation directed at such points; as 

Foochow, Amoy or Canton.

Three. The fact of the presence of an unusual number

of troops indicates that the idea of operations against 

Foochow, Amoy or Canton was in Japanese minds at the time 

of the assembly of this force. At present, operations may
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-2- #61, January 30, 6 p.m., from Tokyo.

b£ being delayed while preparations are under way or be

cause the Japanese do not feel that the supplies entering 

China at those places are sufficient to warrant embarking 

on such an operation or finally that they do not care to 

run .'the risk of incurring any further international com

plications at the moment.

Four. Such an operation is thoroughly in accord with 

what is known as the "coastal policy" which has the support 

of considerable army opinion. This policy as its name im

plies advocates the holding of key points along the coast 

as a means of exerting pressure against China as compared 

to any other policy based upon further excursions inland.

GREW

WWC:KLP
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[CONFIDENTIAL!

paraphrase

A telegram (no. 61) of January 30, 1938, from the 
American Ambassador at Tokyo contains the substance of 

a memorandum presented by the American Military Attaché 
to the Aafcaseador as followst

There has been assembled in Formosa an unusually 
large number of Japanese troops. On® estimate of the 
number of these troops received from the American Consul 
at Taihoku runs as high as 100,000. It has been impos
sible to obtain information with regard to the location, 
strength, or composition of thia force, as great secrecy 
is being maintained concerning it.

At this time, however, the presence of any number 
of troops in Formosa beyond the normal garrison, which 
generally la composed of not more than 10,000 men, is 
significant. Obviously, there la no danger of an at
tack by the Chinese on Formosa and it Is a very good 

base or jumping-off position for any operation directed 
by the Japanese at such places as Csnton, Amoy, or 
Foochow.

The fact that there is an unusual number of troops 
in Formosa indicates that at the time this force was 
aasorablod the Japanese had in mind the idea of opera
tions against Canton, Foochow, or Amoy. It may be that 
operations are being delayed at the present time because 

the
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the Japanese feel tiiat supplies are not entering China 
at those places in sufficient quantities to justify em
barking on such an operation, because at the present 
time the Japanese do not wish to risk incurring any 
further international complications* or lastly while 
preparations are under way.

Such an operation Is entirely in accord with the 
"coastal policy" which, as its name indicates, advocates 
as a way of exerting pressure against China as compared 
to any other policy based upon further excursions into 
the Interior of China, the holding of key points along 
the coast. Tl’ls policy has the support of a large body 
of army opinion.

793.94/12259
» FEjESCjHES 
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TELEGRAM fror Grew. TOKYO, dated January 30. 1998.- 
Assembling of Japanese Troopsin Formosa

Office Title
Secretary

Under Secretary
Counselor

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Secretary

Special Asst, to the Secretary of State
Legal Adviser

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on Political Relations

Adviser on International Economic Affairs
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Division of Current Information

Chief Clerk and Administrative Assistant
Office of Arms and Munitions Control
Division of European Affairs

Division of American Republies
Division of Near Eastern Affairs

ÇhleXa. or HtatLaX. Qfflw 
Cordell Hull 
Sumner Welles 

R. Walton Moore 

George S. Hessersmith 

Francis B. Sayre 

Leo Pasvolsky 

Green H. Hackworth 

Stanley K. Hornbeck 

James C. Dunn 

Herbert Fels

. Maxwell M. Hamilton 

Michael J. McDermott 
Edward Yardley 

Joseph C. Green 

Jay Pierrepont Moffat . 

Laurence Duggan

Wallace f/urray
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Orew cabled fro» Tokyo that the U.S. Military attacha had suppliée 
hla with a memorandum stating substantially the following: -------■

"An unusually large number of Japanese troops has boon assembled 
in Formosa, estimate from Warner at Taihoku running as high as 100,000. 
Great secrecy Is being Maintained regarding this force, and It has been 
laposslble to deteralne Its strength, coapoeition or location. 

"However, the presence on the island of Formosa of anything beyond 
the noraal garrison which Is usually not greater than 10,000 men Is 
significant at this time." The memorandum added that Formosa Is 
obviously.In no danger of attack by the Chinese and is a good base for 
attacks on Amoy and other coastal cities.------------------------------ - ----------------- _
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James A. J arrell, C/idinnnn Graeme K. Howard, Vict'Chairman Eugene P. Thomas, President Robert H. Patchin, Treasurer Lindsay Crawford, Secretary

NATIONAL FORgJGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.
26 beavet^ • NEW YORK, N. Y. January 26,1938FE 793.94/12165

I93Ô J x.
Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck, 
Adviser on Political 
Department of State, 
Washington, D. C.

w o 46
Relations,
, OF
-»OMMUNNn * tepartme

Dear Dr» Hornbeck:

Division ur \ 
hh EASiuonm p

January 29 198
AnaœrW y»w- -letter .&£ the 2&th regarding the 

telegram from Mr. Kenji Kodama, President, Japan Foreign Trade Federation, 
I should like to place the construction on the message that it is merely 
a New Year’s Greeting, but the context of the message definitely indicates 
that the greetings are a mere prelude to the pr^fe?ganda which it contains.

' MR.

■JAN 2 ? 1S23

of

I find it difficult, therefore, to ignore in any reply 
the context of the message without giving offense, but feel at the same time 
an opportunity is provided of making clear that our Council is unable to 
communicate with its members or foreign traders generally along the lines 
which Mr. Kodama advocates.

(0
01

I have therefore drafted the attached suggested reply, 
and would appreciate your advice as to its propriety; as I am unwilling 
to make any reply which might not meet with your approval.

<0

Yours very truly
to 

to

Telephone: WHitehall 4'5780
COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS:

Cable Addrew: NAFTRAC

FOREIGN TRADE COMMUTEE OF THE BUSINESS ADVISORY COUNCIL, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
EXPORTERS-IMPOHTERS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN EXPORTERS * IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION
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Jamis A. Fakrbll, Chairman 
Î* '

Graeme K. Howard, Vice'Chairman Eugene P. Thomas, President Robert H. Patchin, Treat,

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.

26 BEAVER STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. Jaawry 26, 1938

Mr. Kenji Kodama, President, 
Japan Foreign Trade Federation, 
Tokyo, Japan.

Dear Mr. Kodanai

I have pleasure in acknowledging the receipt, ria Washington, D*C. 
of your cablegram of January 15, 1938, conveying Greetings for the New Tear, which 
I cordially reciprocate*

We have also noted the views you express regarding the present 
Sino-Japanese conflict. Ton will appreciate the fact that our Council does not 
assume to advise its members - which consists not only of exporters, but banking, 
transportation and producing interests - in regard to their respective individual 
policies of trading with any foreign country*

Our Council is a cooperative institution for its members to use 
as a clearing house for ths exchange of information bearing on foreign trade 
problem, such as blocked funds, exchange restrictions, quotas, reciprocal trade 
agreements, etc*

We earnestly share in your hope for the continuous development 
of prosperous economic relations between our two countries*

Thanking you for your greetings, and cordial expreeelone, I remain

Tours very truly

f
President

EPT/U

>...
Telephone: Whitehall 4'5780 Cable Address: NAFTRÂC

FOREIGN COMMERCE DEPARTMENT, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
FOREIGN TRADE COMMITTEE OF THE BUSINESS ADVISORY COUNCIL, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

EXPORTERS* IMPORTERS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN EXPORTERS ft IMPORTEI
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Canary 29 ls?g

In reply refer to 
ys 793.94

Dear Mr. Thomaei
I hare received

in which you enclose
your letter of January 26, 1938, 
a draft of your proposed reply to 
by you from Mr. Kenji Kodama,a cablegram received 

President, Japan Foreign Trade Federation, and referred 
to in previous correspondence with me, and request my 
advice as to the propriety of the proposed reply,

I have carefully examined the draft of your pro
posed reply and perceive no objection to its contents 

X appreciate the cooperative spirit which has 
in close touch with the Depart-prompted you to keep

sent on thia matter.
Tours sincerely

Stanley K. Hornbook 
Adviser on Political Relations

JAB

Mr, Sogeno P. Thomas, 
President, Rational Foreign 

1 Trade Council, Inc, 
29 1938. FM 26 Beaver Street, 

Mow York, Wow York

1/28/38

793.94/12260
 

F/FG
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SEE----- 84I.t(X0........ FOR----- Despatch __________

from —Graai..Britaln.______ ( Johnson___-) dated Jan. 17,1938___
TO NAME j-uj,

REGARDING: Far Eastern situation. British Labor’s attitude toward 
the,-. Summary by the Council of Labor's policy towards 
Far Eastern situation, boycott measures,

793.94/
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British Labor*s Attitude tocard Far La.
Wll

Supplementing the remarks made in last week’s report 
on this subject, the national Connell of Labor deaided at 
its neeting on January 10 to send representatives to 
Brussels on January 16 to discuss the Far Eastern crisis 
with leaders of the Labor and ocielist International and 

the International Federation of Trade Unions.
Labor*s policy towards the Far Eastern situation was 

suasBarlsod by the Connell as follows:
(1) a eonaimera* boycott of Japanese goods;
(8) no British war materials or loans for 

Japan; and
(3) international economic action by 

Governments.
The D*lly Herald (Labor) complimented the Brussels 

Conference on its decisions, stating that Wld Labor 
had struck another blow against international aggression.

Boycott wasures
The London Co-Operative Society which operates some 

890 grocery and 60 drapery and hardware establishments 

in the metropolitan area has deaided to instruct the 
society*s buyers that no purchase of goods known to be 
of Japanese origin shall be made where there la an 

alternative source of supply, except with the authority 
of the cornait tee of nanageawnt.

The
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-li

ne International Peace campaign announced oa January 
IS that a eonference to organ!»* a world boycott of 
Japan and aid for China will be halt ia Leaden oa 
February 11. It io ooate*plated that Tieoount Cooil 
will preside at the Mating.
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/
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR ------------------  COMYANGPAT

January 31, 1938

ACTION; OPNAV

- FROM
Rec’d 11.-55 a«m« /

INFO: CINCAF ADMIN
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR C HINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

fDivis!
:AR EAST"J

tZAN ;

Ospartcu

0031. Yangtze River ports quiet. 2025-,
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPAT

FROMTanuary 31, 1938

ACTION: OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
INFO; COMDESRON 9

2nd BRIGADE USMG 
(JOMSUBRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMYANGPAT 
amambassador china 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0031 Air Halte railroads vicinity Canton sixteen

BSP sighted, other South China ports quiet 2000

KLP
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE -811.001-Roosevelt, F. D./5784 FOR

FROM ------------------------------------(.------- ------------- .) DATED--------- Jaa...24.1S3B^.„.
TO Tokyo NAME

793.94/ 
12264

REGARDING: Statement made by Sohichi I chi da regarding the present 
conflict between China and Japan and some newly issued 
Japanese postage stamps. Incident of the PANAY involved.

th
Vi
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NO. //J^ , Z

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL.

1338 JAN 31 PfP^^ai» China,
December 23, 1937

COMMUN!CAT!ONS~" 
AND RECORDS

A « S
-■5 «s td

I Sûfcjfetr:
. -J Lx-
1 1 / J\ O

। w<i-/
Editorials from Local English Lan 
Newspapers during November, 1937,

THE ^ONORWLE i

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

age

WASHINGTON.

SIR:
<0 
(X

<0
I have the honor, with reference to my despatch

No. 1083 November 15, 1937, "Editorials from English

Language Newspapers”, to submit with this despatch a 

representative selection of editorials that appeared in 

M 
0 cn 
cn

the local English language newspapers during November 
1937

As in the preceding month the editorials in the 

aggregate are very long. Consequently quotations from 

and comment on them are included in this despatch in the

hope of briefly indicating their substances

The

subjects

office’s

opinion of the Consulate General on many of the 
covered by the editorials was submitted in this § 

monthly political report for November (Despatch _

No. 1019 dated December 8, 1937) copies of i»hich were se;

despatches

i—im

to the Department and in telegrams and other
A list of the titles of the editorials, dates of’^^y. 

publication and the newspapers in which they appeared is

also

0

i
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also enclosed. One copy of each of the editorials is 
being sent to the Department only.

Military Situation

During the first twelve days of November there were 

many editorials in the local press on military developments. 

After the fall of Nantao on the twelfth and the consequent 
termination of hostilities in the immediate vicinity of 

Shanghai there were comparatively few editorials on military 
affairs.

All the local English language papers at the beginning 

of the month carried editorials commending the courage of the 

Chinese detachment that held out in the Joint Savings Socie
ty's godown after Chapei had fallen to the Japanese. These 

editorials expressed relief when the surviving members of the 

detachment abandoned the godown and were interned in the 

Settlement after being disarmed by British troops. In an 

editorial on November 2 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY 

stated :
"Certainly the heroism of that last stand was far from 
futile, even though it had no direct military objective.

The same editorial also stated with reference to the stand 

of the Detachment:
"This has been post impressive to the outside 
world, vhile at the same time heating the 
patriotic feeling of many tens of thousands 
of Other Chinese •"

Several of the editorials mentioned a report of The CENTRAL 

NEWS AGENCY that the detachment withdrew only when ordered 

to do so directly by Chiang Kai-shek.
In an editorial called "On the Perimeter" the NORTH 

CHINA DAILY NEWS pointed out on November 2 the danger of 
j the foreign defence forces being led, by their sympathy for

China
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China, from strict neutrality to covert assistance to the 

Chinese. After commending the neutral forces, especially 

the American and British for their assistance to Chinese 

refugees the editorial sounded a warning

"Against the unrestrained expression of feelings 
which, however spontaneous and creditable in 
themselves, may tend to obliterate the boundary 
of the mental perimeter of neutrality."

In conclusion the editorial stated in part:

"British Shanghailanders have a special obligation 
to temper their legitimate sympathy for China with 
observance of those qualities of courtesy, restraint 
and dispassionate judgment which their neutrality 
imposes on them."

Under the heading of "Three Months" the NORTH CHINA

DAILY NEWS on November 8 attempted a general review of 

military developments. The editorial stated that the 

capture of Taiyuanfu did not necessarily mean that the 

Japanese would have ", . . . even now an easy passage to 

the Yellow River . . . ." It then contended that:

"The question is how far the resistance which 
the Japanese have met has provided the necessary 
stimulus to the Government’s (Chinese) declared 
intention to perservere in upholding China’s 
independence. That can be answered only by the 
course of events as they now proceed to unfold 
themselves, although it appears that there is 
every indication that the Government has behind 
it a solid backing of national opinion and that the 
morale of its forces has been remarkably maintained."

Continuing, the editorial pointed out the importance

of the landing effected by the Japanese near Chapu on Hang

chow Bay and stated that it

". . has rendered the position of the Chinese 
forces at Pootung untenable and it is probable that 
a withdrawal will now take place, as also generally 
from the Jessfield and Hungjao areas."

It summarized the military situation on November 8 by 

stating that the Japanese were within reach of two objectives 

the physical control of the five northern provinces and the 

isolation of Shanghai from the rest of China.
The
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The SHANGHAI TIMBS on November 12 in an edi •tori

called "The Final Phase** produced a grim picture of 

the conclusion of hostilities in the immediate vicinity 

of Shanghai and the destruction and devastation left be

hind. It mentioned that one Chinese estimate, necessarily 

very rough, of the value of property destroyed in Greater 
Shanghai, was $500,000,000. Chinese currency.

Also on November 12 the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS publish

ed an editorial review of military developments in which it 

stated:

"Although they originally could not have expected 
to defend their lines round Shanghai for more than 
a fortnight or three weeks, Chinese cannot but feel 
despondent at the withdrawal now it has come.
They may be heartened by the valour of their defence, 
by the knowledge that their soldiers have been stead
fast enough to exact a high price for the invader’s 
advance, even though their own losses have been 
terrible. ...”

The editorial then commented on hostilities in North

China in relation to the fighting in the Shanghai area, and 

stated in relation to the latter:

"Just now Shanghai has to steel itself to endurance 
of a period of great economic, political and social 
strain. Apprehension and pessimism are rife."

In a review of military developments under the subject

of "A New Chapter", the CHINA PRESS on November 14 stated;

"With the final withdrawal of Chinese troops 
from the vicinity of Shanghai, a new chapter 
in the history of the Sino-Japanese "War will 
be written along a new front extending from 
Liuho in the north to Chapoo in the south. 
The local aspect of the hostilities during the 
past three months has revealed two significant 
points. On the one hand, the Chinese have 
demonstrated their ability to withstand a 
superiorly ripped force, to the surprise of 
the world as well as to the admiration of cer
tain Japanese spokesmen. On the other hand, it 
has also proved that on the battlefield mechanised 
units stand a far better chance to overcome sheer 
man power."

The
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7/ The SHANGHAI TIMES on November 16 carried a long

editorial on the "Military Situation". After mentioning

ft that the landing of Japanese troops above Liuho had caused

another withdrawal of Chinese troops, this time from the

Quinsan region, the editorial stated:

"Looking back over the past three months and 
taking note of successive Japanese moves it is 
clearly discernible that strategy has followed the 
line of devising a series of pincer movements, 
once the main Chinese line which had Dahzang as 
its center was broken."

Further on the editorial stated:

"From being a ’sideshow* the operations in 
this (Shanghai-Nanking) part of the country 
now loom as being the decisive factor by 
reason of the fact that it is here and in 
Nanking where the Central authorities have 
their bases."

In conclusion the editorial maintained:

"Three months* hostilities have proven beyond a 
doubt that in a military way China is not equal 
to winning in the field against the modernised 
Japanese army, and the speed at which resistance 
has shown its weak spots has been disappointing 
to those who first held such high hopes."

The rapidity of military developments may be illus

trated by noting that to November 12 editorial writers

were concerned with the situation in the immediate vicinity

of Shanghai but at the end of month they were discussing

the impending attack on Nanking. The SHANGHAI TIMES
8/ carried editorials on the latter subject on November 27 and

9/ 30. On November 27 it stated that "an obstinate defence

of Nanking by the Chinese forces seems assured" but express

ed doubts on the practicability of China’s alleged policy

of "determined resistance". On November 30 the same

paper commented on General Tang Sheng-chih’s warning to 

foreigners to leave Nanking because it might become a 

battlefield in the near future. The editorial indicated

that
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that disorders might be expected from Chinese troops in

the vicinity of Nanking because of the pressure of the

£ Japanese advance.

2. Nine Power Conference
| There were twenty-one leading editorials on the

f Brussels conference in the local English language newspapers

| during November. In general they were pessimistic from the

| beginning over the prospects of the conference. On Novem-
lu/ | ber 1 in an editorial called "A Refusal” the NORTH CHINA

I DAILY NEWS pointed out that it was particularly unfortunate

| that Japan had refused to attend the conference because
| Japanese spokesmen persistently maintain that its actions

\ in China ”are misunderstood”. The editorial then stated: »
”There must be an uneasy feeling among many 
Japanese that, in running away from Brussels, 
their Government is in effect exposing itself 
to the interpretation that it has a poor oase or that 
it is doubtful of the ability of its diplomats to 
deal with the criticism lately evoked by their 
country’s military actions in China.”

11/ The CHINA PRESS in an editorial review on November 3

of the attitude of various Powers toward the conference made

the following statement in regard to the United States:

”The policy of the./United States has been 
made unmistakably/clear. President Roosevelt
has in no uncertain terms deprecated the 
isolationist traditions of a bygone age and Secretary Cordel^ Hull has likewise displayed 
sterling statesmanship by espousing the cause 
of international justice.”

12/ In an editorial dated November 3 on the "Background

of Brussels" the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY found

"Some interesting international shifts under way".

It then stated:

"More important than any other is the growing tendency for Great/Bfitain and the United States 
to join hands in dealing with the China problem."

After 
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After affirming that the British Foreign Secretary was 

strongly in favor of cooperation with the United States, 

the editorial again referred to American policy:
I "Up to very recently many untravelled Americans 

adhered to an isolationist policy, but events 
plus the guidance of President Roosevelt seem 
to have done a great deal to convince them that 
a united stand of the democratic countries was 
the only way to keep trouble from beating at the 
door."

13/ On November 5 the SHANGHAI TIMES in reviewing the

opening speeches at the Nine Power Conference stated:

"The outstanding feature of the opening session 
of the Nine Power Conference was the close 
identity of views expressed by the American and 
British delegates and their insistence that the 
problems underlying Sino-Japanese relations must 
be solved on a basis fair and acceptable to each,"

The editorial then assumed the pessimistic tone, that 

characterized most of the subsequent editorials on the 

conference, and stated:

"One comes instantly up against the fact that 
neither the Chinese nor Japanese Governments 
are to-day in any mood for peace on terms other 
than would be quite unsatisfactory to the other, 
for both view their requirements well beyond what 
the other would at present concede."

14/ The CHINA PRESS on November 14 carried an editorial

on Japan’s second refusal to attend the Brussels conference.

"It is also noteworthy" the editorial stated:

"That almost simultaneously with the rejection, 
the creation of the Imperial Headquarters has 
been announced not to mention the tri-partite 
agreement against communism which she so recent
ly concluded with Italy and Germany."

In the next paragraph the article contended that:

"These events appear to confirm the decision of 
the Japanese Government not to restrict the areas 
of hostilities in China but to extend them on a 
major scale. The decision is indeed most un
fortunate both for this country (China) and for 
Japan herself."

In regard to the United States the editorial remarked:

"It has consequently been suggested that, if
I the efforts at Brussels should fail, the most

eligible
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(
| eligible country to assist in the restoration 
I of peace would, be the United States. It is, 
i in the first place, allied neither with Commu- 
I nisra nor with Fascism, and secondly, it has ' little material conflict with the Japanese 

Empire. In even more realistic terms it may 
be added that both China and Japan will be desirous 
of courting American friendship, in view of the 
possible financial assistance which may be re
quired in post-war days by the former to re- 

। habilitate her devastated areas and by the latter 
to replenish her depleted national coffers.’*

15/ I In an editorial on November 17, the SHANGHAI EVENING

POST & MERCURY stated:

"The declaration of the Nine-Power Conference 
appears to us essentially conservative, an appeal 
to the realities of the Far Eastern situation. 
Paricularly notable are such points as that there 
is no warrant in law for the use of armed force 
by any country for the purpose of intervening in 
the internal regime of another country.**

The following quotation may indicate the substance of the 

editorial which, in general, praises the Declaration and 

criticizes Japan:

"This declaration properly expressing regret at Tokyo’s 
refusal to co-operate and belief that the Sino-Japanese 
conflict is not a matter for direct settlement is far 
more realistic than Tokyo’s assertion that battle 
alone can decide the issue."

16/ Also on November 17 the pro-Chinese CHINA PRESS in an

editorial expressed its disappointment over the conference’s 

declaration. The editorial states in part:

"V/hat China needs today is not so much the 
condemnation of Japan’s actions as the effective 
means by which the Sino-Japanese conflict may 
be brought to an end and peace in the Far East 
preserved, in order to avoid the spread of 
hostilities to other parts of the world."

17/ On November 26 the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS and the

18/ SHANGHAI TIMES both carried editorials maintaining that the 

Nine Power Conference had not been a success. The News 

stated that:

"The Brussels Conference has failed to do more 
than affirm the importance of an international 
code which it has been unable to enforce,"

The
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The SHANGHAI TIMES began its editorial with the following 

sentences;

"Many people will find it extremely difficult 
to agree with the opinion of Mr. Norman Davis 
that much has been gained by the holding of 
the Nine-Power Conference which has now gone 
into recess with the likelihood that it will 
not meet again.

"From the Chinese point of view it has been a 
failure,inasmuch as it has not resulted in 
concerted action against Japan and has produced 
only an ’ineffectual reaffirmation of principles.’ **

5. Peace Negotiations
19/ On November 12 the SHANGHAI TIMES, which is frequently

sympathetic to Japanese policy, carried a long editorial 

called "Can There Be Peace?” It began with the following 

sentences:

”By a great many people any suggestion for the 
early restoration of peace between China and 
Japan will be regarded as premature. They 
see the Nine-Power Conference at Brussels still 
striving to persuade Japan to come within the 
orbit of its deliberations and they also see 
China’s determination to continue resistance as 
being little if any different from the day on 
which Nanking made its fateful decision. But 
there are others, genuinely concerned for the 
welfare of China and its people, who have diffi
culty in seeing anything other than further smash- 
up and tribulation if this war is a great deal 
further prolonged.”

The editorial briefly reviewed certain aspects of 

developments unfavorable to China during the preceding 

three months and then inquired:

”Can China hope to get a better peace by fighting 
on than that which might be negotiated to-day?
That, it seems to many, is the really vital 
question of the hour, and plain speaking demands 
the answer that, in the absence of active inter
vention by others, she has little likelihood of so 
doing.”

The remainder of the editorial is largely a plea to

China to sue for peace.

4. Japanese
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During November there were more than twenty editorials 

in the local English language newspapers on Japan’s policy 

and actions in China. Throughout the month the SHANGHAI 

TIMES maintained a sympathetic attitude to Japan’s aims.

; The other papers became more guarded in their ni»1 tj ni sms

of Japan and in some cases fairly sympathetic to the Japanese 

point of view, after the Chinese forces had withdrawn from
I the vicinity of Shanghai and the Mayor and other Chinese 

' officials had left.

20/ Oh November 1 the CHINA PRESS concluded an editorial

review, praising a speech by Madame H. H. Kung in which 

she severely criticised Japan, with the following sentences: 

"The great pity on Japan’s side, is that it will 
be the great mass of down-trodden people in Japan- 
who really do not want war with China or with any 
other nation-on whom the burden of the war with 
China will fall. It is against all laws of humanity 
that a military clique should force millions of 
innocent people, belonging to both the aggressor and 
the invaded nation, to suffer as people have suffered 
but few times before in world history."

21/ In an editorial called "Two Basic Psychologies" the

CHINA PRESS stated that China had an advantage over Japan 

in that the Chinese people ", .have been told the truth 

about the present conflict. . " while the Japanese people 

", . are being constantly fooled in many and sundry ways." 

The article develops this theme and then stated in conclu
sion:

"It is not difficult to imagine what will occur 
when the Japanese people finally realize that 
they have been deluded on every score-that brothers, 
fathers and sons have died or been wounded in a 
cause in which they have no direct or indirect 
interest, that the reckoning economically will 
have to be paid in enormous taxes, that the costs 
of the bare necessities of life cannot be met 
because of inflated prices, that the exhileration 
of war is followed by a relentless despair which 
will spread throughout the land."

The
1
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22/ The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY in a long

editorial on November 8 discussed the probable effects

a formal declaration of war would have on China and Japan.
After remarking that the Japanese Navy was understood to

be in favor of a declaration of war and the Army against
it, the editorial stated:

"We have ventured far into the realm of Alice 
In Wonderland by the terrifying conduct of 
widespread hostilities in China while diplomatic 
relations were continued and the forms of friend
ship between Japan and China remain unbroken."

In general the editorial contended that neither side had

much to gain from a declaration of war as Japan has already 

established a blockade and China could not establish one.

23/ In concluding an editorial criticizing the propaganda
activities in Europe of Colonel Tan Takahashi, the CHINA
PRESS stated on November 10:

"It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the 
nation-wide attitude toward Japan in respect 
to her aggrbssion in China is not the result 
of Kuomintang propaganda but the inevitable 
outcome of that aggression itself. With or 
without the Kuomintang China and the Chinese 
will resist foreign invasion, Colonel Takahashi*s 
fabrications notwithstanding."

24/ On November 15 the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS commented
on the interview with General Matsui that aroused great

j interest and consternation in Shanghai. The editorial is

Î considered interesting as illustrating an appreciable 

softening of the paper’s former attitude toward Japan.
| In that connection the following quotation may be of interest: 
II "Activities and expressions of view which might
| have been proper before that (Japanese military)
I occupation can no longer be indulged without
I breaching the public peace."
X

In
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In regard to the Matsui interview in which he is

reported to have said that he was the master of Shanghai,

I the editorial stated:

’’General Matsui is credited with certain statements 
which have been precipitately interpreted as if 
they were formal announcements of policy. So far 
as can be judged the substance of them can be re
garded as the outcome of a soldier’s desire to em
phasize the extent of his recent victory.**

25/ The CHINA PRESS on November 24 carried an editorial

called ’’The Jspanese Requests” in which it stated:

’•The Shanghai Municipal Council has practically 
made up its mind to comply with the five requests 
of the Japanese in respect to the Chinese and 
their anti-Japanese activities.”

The editorial then stated that the adoption of such an

attitude by the Council was "perhaps inevitable” and in

explanation pointed out that:

"Even if the Council were inclined to preserve 
its corporated integrity, it could take no 
effective measures in the face of a superior 
military force at its doorstep, unless the 
Powers to which it owes its existence were 
prepared to maintain its status against all 
odds."

The editorial remarked that the policies of the various

Powers were made clear at the Brussels Conference. And 

it then stated:

"The decision of the Council, therefore, may be 
regarded as a reflection or echo of the more 
mementous decision at Brussels.”

26/ On November 25 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY

published an editorial in which it criticized in part the 

editorial in the CHINA PRESS quoted above, but supported the 

plea of the CHINA PRESS "For a hands off policy on non

political and essential Chinese organs such as the Land 

Office of the Chinese Municipal Government. . • " and the 

Chinese courts.

"General Matsui’s Opinion" was the subject of an

editorial
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27/ editorial in the CHINA PRESS on November 28. The 

editorial contended that from General Matsui*s press 

interviews "One may perhaps conclude that General Matsui 

is disposed to grant the Settlement and Concession each a 

status of qualified neutrality**. In the next paragraph 
the article stated:

"The situation is indeed highly delicate, and present 
developments seem to show that the latter(the Shanghai 
Municipal Council) are prepared to avoid a crisis 
which may lead the Japanese to take what General 
Matsui has described as *decisive actions*."

In the conclusion the editorial stated that "... The 

municipal authorities can do little except to make the best 

of a bad situation."

28/ The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY on November 30

strongly criticized the policy of the Japanese in Shanghai 

with special reference to the "closed areas", and maintained 

that there are no signs of constructive efforts by the Japan 

ese to begin reconstruction in Shanghai or toward assisting 

the city to resume its normal activities. In connection 

with the "closed areas" the editorial stated in part:

"With apparent good will, it was declared early in 
the hostilities that only the needs for ’defense* 
of the areas north of the creek kept these areas 
closed - - that and a desire to preserve from harm 
those who might have been willing to risk their 
lives if permitted. As a matter of fact these 
areas were less tight shut during a good share of 
the early fighting than they became after the 
fighting was finished.
"The same considerations were declared to hold true 
in the Jessfield, the Hungjao, the Nantao areas, 
yet they now remain locked long after hostilities 
have swept far off to the westward."

The editorial remarked that the troubles of the foreign 

community were bad enough but that it was even worse that 

"No apparent effort is being made to let industry resume in 

the closed areas."

In
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In connection with the misery caused by the cessation

of industry the editorial stated:
• "The human suffering occasioned by this has been

the subject of frequent comment in these columns 
yet nothing can even begin to picture what it 
means for 135,000 industrial workers to be 
deprived of their jobs, while at the same time 
countless thousands of farmers are huddled in 
refugee camps or roaming the streets instead of 
going back to their devastated farms to do at 
least what they can toward carrying on."

5. Policies of Other Foreign Countries

A. GERMANY
29/ The CHINA PRESS on November 2 carried an editorial

on Germany’s refusal to attend the Nine-Power Conference 

in Brussels. The editorial stated that from a legalistic 

point of view Germany’s refusal may have been correct at 

that country was not a signatory of the Nine Power Treaty. 

It then continued as follows:

"Yet from a realistic angle, the situation which 
this treaty originally contemplated has come to 
pass, in which German interests are as much at 
stake as those of the other Powers which have 
sponsored the Conference."

The editorial expressed its regrets over the German decision 

and maintained that German and Italian interests in the 

Far East were quite different. In conclusion it stated: 

"Although Japan may jstill strive to use the ’Red’ 
scare to bring together Italy and Germany on her 
side, she is prece^rdiijg on the presumption that 
the statesmen of the two countries are grossly 
ignorant of the real state of affairs in the Far 
East. Such a presumption is a dangerous one; it 
is as likely that <Japan will be disappointed as 
that she may succeed in fooling the world."

30/ On November 13 under the heading, "Through a Telescope"

the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY commented on rumors 

that Germany was endeavoring to act as mediator between 

China and Japan. It listed at length the alleged demands

that
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that China must accept before Japan will negotiate peace 

and stated concerning them:

B "However, they are so framed both as to make
China completely subservient to Japan and to 
avoid technical violation of the pledge against 
territorial aggrandizement."

The demands included:recognition of "Manchukuo" and the 

formation of an economic bloc among China, Japan, and 

"Manchukuo"; the formation of anti-commun 1 st «dmini st.-ra- 

tions; appointment of a Japanese Inspector General of 

Customs and of Japanese advisers in national and pro

vincialdepartments; the replacement of Chiang Kai-shek 

by a pro-Japanese leader; and the practical demilitarisa

tion of China except for a special peace preservation 

corps. The editorial contended that China would not 

accept such terms and stated in conclusion:

"Certainly every friend of both countries 
would like beyond measure, to see peace but 
the barometer is not yet promising."

B. GREAT BRITAIN

51/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS on November 4 published an

editorial praising the British Foreign Minister for his 

statement on Far Eastern policy in which he was reported 

to have said that Great Britain will go as far as the 

United States. It is believed that the following 

quotation illustrates the general tone of the editorial:

"Mr. Eden assures the House of Commons that 
he proposes to limit British policy by eschew*» 
ing precipitate action and by keeping abreast 
with American decisions, he is putting a wise 
chehk on certain enthusiasms and he is giving 
President Roosevelt relief from possible em
barrassment."

6. Evacuation of Nanking by the Chinese Government

In the latter part of November the SHANGHAI TIMES 

carried several editorials on the decision of the Chinese

Government
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32/ Government to leave Nanking. The CHINA PRESS also

carried an editorial on this subject on November 19 under

A the heading of "Timely Removal". It stated that the

Government’s decision had occassioned no surprise and

that plans had apparently been made . .To continue

China’s resistance to the utmost of her ability » . .”
33/ The SHANGHAI TIMES stated on November 18 in regard

to the removal:

"The first thought that strikes one on reading 
of the Government’s decision is that an 
administration carried on from three or four 
different centres cannot be well-coordinated 
and efficient, but no doubt the actual facts of 
the case are that during the period of the 
hostilities all decisions of importance will be 
taken where the Generalissimo is and that the 
ordinary duties of the Yuans will be greatly 
lightened."

The editorial stated further on that:

"It would seem that the only thing which can 
prevent the Japanese from eventually occupying 
the city (Nanking) is the decision of the 
Chinese Government to negotiate terms with 
Japan."

The preceding quotation is one example of frequent ex

pressions of opinion by the SHANGHAI TIMES to the effect 

that it would be advisable for China to negotiate peace 

directly with Japan.

34/ On November 22 the SHANGHAI TD.IES announced in its

editorial column that the Chinese Government had officially 

moved from Nanking. And then, after a review of the 

military situation, stated that the removal appeared to 

indicate that the Chinese Government would continue to 

resist and to refuse to negotiate with Japan.

35/ The SHANGHAI TIMES on November 25 praised in an

editorial the proposal to establish a neutral zone in 

Nanking sinri 1 ar to the Nantao safety zone in Shanghai.

7. Developments
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7» Developments in Shanghai

During November there were more than twenty editor

ials in the local English language newspapers on the

Shanghai situation in general or some particular aspect

of it, not including those on the refugee problem. 

Editorials on the refugee problem are reviewed in a 

subsequent section of this despatch. As the contents of 

several of the editorials are repeated from the same point 

of view in others, only a representative selection, is 

enclosed.

The general trend of editorial opinion on the 

situation in Shanghai was that now that the catastrophic 

hostilities have receded from the immediate vicinity of 

j Shanghai every effort should be made to begin reconstruc- 

> tion and to return the industries and the life of the city 

| to a state as nearly normal as possible. The encircle- 
I 
j ment of Shanghai by Japanese forces led to a softening of 
| editorial criticism of Japan’s actions and policies in 

I this area. This was especially noticeable in the case 
t 
I of the British NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS. It was not 

| apparent to any great extent in the SHANGHAI EVENING POST 

MERCURY or in the CHINA PRESS during November. The

SHANGHAI TIMES continued to profess its friendship for

China and to maintain its sympathetic understanding of the

Japanese point of view. It emphasized the desirability 

of peace and indicated that in its opinion China would be 

wise to sue for peace.
36/ <rhe SHANGHAI TIMES on November 3 in an editorial on

the reopening of schools stated:
"The reopening of schools under the Municipal 
Council is further evidence of that spirit of 
’carry on* which is getting Shanghai through 
this crisis.**

However,
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However, very few schools reopened and those that did 

were not functioning on a normal basis.

On the occasion of the first meeting of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council as a full body since the outbreak of 

37/ hostilities, the SHANGHAI TIMES on November 3 in its 

editorial columns commended the members of the Council, 

especially the American and British ". . . Who did con

tinue active functioning and carried the burden of maintain

ing the administration of the Settlement in all its details 

during a time of unusual stress and difficulty. . ." 

38/ On November 6 the SHANGHAI TIMES published a long

editorial on ’’Shanghai’s Shipping Difficulties”« The 

editorial mentioned that "French, Italian and some other 

vessels” had made use of the anchorage at Woosung, and 

subsequently stated:

"The average man-in-the-street does, of course, 
ask why it is that if some non-British ships 
can give service to this port a similar service 
cannot be resumed by old-established British lines 
. . . ."

The editorial answers the question thus:

"And it needs to be understood quite plainly 
that the greatest handicap has been in the 
matter of insurance .... One fears that 
underwriting premiums have bean all too high 
for this part of the world when assessed in 
relation to the real risks run."

39/ Under the heading of "Shanghai’s Current problems"

the SHANGHAI TIMES on November 11 published a long editorial 

discussing in general the problems Shanghai would be con

fronted with upon the withdrawal of the Chinese forces 

from the vicinity of the city. In connection with the 

demands the Japanese would make, the editorial stated:

"It has been suggested that the Japanese will 
ask for greater representation on the Shanghai

Municipal
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40/

Municipal Council, that they will ask for the 
creation of a Japanese Concession in the northern 
district and that, in any event, they will insist 
upon the creation of a large and strictly con
trolled demilitarized zone to prevent any possible 
recurrence of the present tragedy.”

The editorial contended subsequently that ”The setting

up of a Peace Preservation Committee will have to be 

undertaken . . And it indicated its sympathy for the 

Japanese point of view by stating in this connection:

. It is to be hoped that any Chinese leaders 
who might see fit to co-operate in this matter 
(establishment of a Peace Preservation Committee) 
will be spared the charge of being ’puppets’."

The CHINA PRESS on November 15 mentioned in its

editorial Vice Admiral Sir Charles Little’s statement that

he saw no objection to British vessels coming up the

Whangpoo and then stated:

"With this in mind, a similar question is bound 
to arise regarding principal American passenger 
and freight lines, which have with a single 
exception completely avoided Shanghai as a port 
of call since shortly after the hostilities in 
this area started.”

The article pointed out that American and Canadian ships 

sailing to Shanghai from Pacific coast ports were faced 

with different problems from those of European lines:

"Under normal conditions when they (American and 
Canadian ships) arrive in Shanghai, travelling 
in either direction, they still have the bulk of 
their cargo aboard, either bound for southern 
ports or for the Pacific Coast. Should these 
ships call here under present regulations en
forced by insurance companies, they would be 
forced to pay extra insurance on all cargo 
aboard, both that for Shanghai and that destined 
for ports beyond.”

In its conclusion the editorial stated that notwith

standing the difficulties involved there will be few 

people who will not welcome the return of the regular 

trans-Pacific liners.

On
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41/ On November 18 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY

published a strongly worded editorial called "Unlock the
} Closed Areas! " The opening sentence stated:

"It is impossible to detect either ml 15tary 
necessity or any other present reason for 
denying foreign residents on the Western Dis
trict ’outside roads* access to their homes 
and other properties."

The editorial also remarked that "While the ’north of the

Creek* situation was more complex the same general principle

applies, obviously. . ." In conclusion the article 

stated:

"If the Japanese have not yet given thoughts to 
rights and needs in these matters it is high 
time that they did."

42/ On November 20 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY carried

an editorial similar to the one quoted above but confined

to the Hungjao area. It also mentioned evidence of looting

by Japanese soldiers of houses in that area including those 

belonging to foreigners.
43/ An editorial on "The Shanghai Land Regulations" appear

ed in the CHINA PRESS on November 25, It refered to a

I statement reported to have been made by the British Foreign
! Secretary in the House of Commons to the effect that

I Shanghai was administered under the Land Regulations

1 . which could not be modified without the consent of

■i the Chinese Government." The editorial contained a
IJ description of the conditions under which a person becomes

I eligible to vote for the members of the Shanghai Municipal
I
| Council, and contended that the Land Regulations in effect 
* permit unfair manipulation of the right to vote.

44/ On November 26 the CHINA PRESS published an editorial

praising the Shanghai public utilities for their work in

maintaining
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maintaining facilities with remarkably few interruptions

and under great difficulties during the hostilities. The

B waterworks, Power Company, Gas Company, the Telephone Com

pany and the Fire Brigade all came in for particular praise.
45/ ’’Rationalizing China’s Industries" was the title of

an editorial appearing in the CHINA PRESS on November 27.

The following quotation may indicate the theme of the 

article:

"Most Chinese factories are located in such cities 
as Shanghai, Tientsin, Canton and the principal 
Yangtze ports. As all these cities have been 
seriously affected by the war, practically all 
the industrial plants concerned have either been 
destroyed or so badly damaged as to make their 
resumption of operations almost next to impossible. 
As a result production is ata complete standstill 
and tens of thousands of workers are thrown out 
of employment.
"The present emergency affords China an excellent 
opportunity to readjust the uneven geographical 
distribution of her industrial establishments and 
to lay the foundation for a nation-wide planning 
of industrialization."

46/ The SHANGHAI TIMES on November 27 published an editor

ial on the rice shortage in Shanghai. The article stated 

that the authorities should take further steps to control 

the distribution of rice and thus decrease the jostling 

crowds in front of rice shops and the time wasted in wait

ing to buy rice. The editorial claimed that "rice supplies 

are coming in quite well, but there is fear psychology at 

work."
8. Customs and Other Organs of the Chinese Government.

47/ In an editorial on "A Customs Issue" The NORTH CHINA

DAILY NEWS on November 23 mentioned the interest of foreign

Powers in the customs and the hypothecation of customs 

revenue for the service of foreign loans and stated hope

fully:

i "They (the Japanese) desire to assert their

\ de facto
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I de facto right through military control only 
I in respect of the surplus accruing after that 
I primary obligation has been fulfilled.«

48/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS on November 27 began an editor

ial as follows;

"The closing of the Chinese Government offices 
in the International Settlement has led to the 
Departure of many Chinese citizens from Shanghai. 
Their number has been swelled by the exodus of other 
Chinese who, taking the cue from recent public 
pronouncements, consider that continued residence 
here may be embarrassing.”

It then developed the theme that the Japanese should en

courage Chinese technical and Governmental experts to re

main in Shanghai to assist in the work of reconstruction.

In conclusion the editorial stated that the Japanese will 

feel the lack of assistance in the difficult task of 

restoring Shanghai if, 

"... There is such a drain of capable Chinese 
citizenhood that trustworthy and upright men 
cannot be secured to function in the provisional 
organizations which must be speedily set up for 
the practical solution of the day-to-day problem 
of municipal administration.”

49/ i The CHINA PRESS on November 28 published an interesting
! editorial on the reports that Japan was considering taking

• over the Chinese Maritime Customs. It mentioned the pro- 

; blem of customs revenues hypothecated to servicing foreign 

: loans and thendiscussed the probable future of Shanghai if

a Customs regime was functioning here that was not recognized 

; in many other parts of China. It maintained that such 

; a situation might lead to one duty being charged by the

I regime in Shanghai and another by the proper iauthorities
■ of China when the goods came within the territory over 

which they have de facto as well as de jure control. The 

editorial stated that such a situation might lead to the

I rapid deterioration of Shanghai as a great commercial and 

| shipping center as cargos would be diverted to Hongkong
or
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or other ports.

9. Refugees

There were fifteen major editorials on the refugee 

problem in the local English language newspapers during 

50-54/ November. Five covering important phases of the refugee 

problem are enclosed with this despatch. There was no 

important divergence of views among local editors in re

gard to the refugee problem. All recognized the urgency 

and great importance of the problem. And on humanitarian 
the 

grounds all sympathized with/terrible plight of the 

hundreds of thousands of refugees. The editors unanimous

ly praised the safety zone established for refugees in 

Nantao and Father P. Jacquinot and his co-workers for their 

efforts in successfully negotiating for the establishment 

of the zone with the Chinese and Japanese authorities con

cerned. Editors agreed with other observers that wher

ever possible refugees should be returned to their homes, 

or, if that was impossible, to their native provinces. 

The problem was greatly complicated when hostilities 

spread to a much larger area and additional hordes of 

refugees streamed into the Settlement and the French Con

cession. As the Japanese army advanced refugees fled 

from the Hungjao area and Nantao. After the Safety Zone 

was established they poured into it. They gathered in 

crowds and waited with remarkable patience for admittance 

at the gates of the French Concession as others before 

had waited at posts along the British and other defense 

sectors. Editors were aware that the devastation of much 

of the country east of a line from Kiangyin on the Yangtze 

south almost to Hangchow had tremendously increased the

refugee
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refugee problem. One editor estimated, that exclud

ing Shanghai eighty per cent of the population of the 

area mentioned was homeless.

Toward the end of November editors suggested that 

safety zones, similar to the one in Nantao, be established 

in Nanking and Hangchow. One of the enclosed editorials 

suggested that safety zones should be created wherever 

hostilities broke out in the world.

10. Wounded Soldiers

55-57/ The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY published three

editorials in November on the neglect of the Chinese Govern

ment to take proper care of many thousands of its wounded 

soldiers. One of these editorials pointed out that, in 

addition to the humanitarian reasons for caring for the 

wounded there was also a military necessity as although 

China’s man power was loosely said to be inexhaustible, 

the country’s supply of well-trained modern soldiers 

definitely was limited.

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss, 
t American Consul General. /

Enclosures:
* 1-57/- As stated in the "List of Editorials”

attached hereto.
IN QUINTUPLICATE(one copy of each enclosure to Department only) 
Copy to Embassy, Hankow
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Embassy, TokyoCopy to Admired. Yarnell, Shanghai.

800
MBH/Jw
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LIST OF EDITORIALS

Encl.No. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers Date

1. The Lost Battalion Shanghai Evening
Post & Mercury November 2, 1937

2. On the Perimeter North China Daily
News November 2, 1937• 3. Three Months - - ditto - - November 8, 1937

4. The Final Phase Shanghai Times November 12, 1937
5. Shanghai Rede North China Daily

News November 12, 1937
6. À New Chapter China Press November 14, 1937
7. Military Situation Shanghai Times November 16, 1937
8. Defence of Nanking - - ditto --- November 27, 1937
9. An Ominous Warning - - ditto - - November 30, 1937

10. A Refusal North China Daily
News November 1, 1937

11. The Nine-Power Conference China Press November 3, 1937
12. Background of Brussels Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury November 3, 1937
13. Brussels Conference Shanghai Times November 5, 1937
14. A Second Refusal China Press November 14, 1937
15. An Appeal To The Shanghai Evening

Realities Post & Mercury November 17, 1937
16. The Brussels

Declaration China Press November 17, 1937
17. A Clear Issue North China Daily

News November 26, 1937
18. Brussels Conference

Peters Out Shanghai Times November 26, 1937
19. Can There Be Peace? - - ditto - - November 12, 1937
20. Madame Kung's Address China Press November 1, 1937
21. Two Basic Psychologies - - ditto - - November 7, 1937
22. Formalizing Our War Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury November 8, 1937
23. Col. Takahashi's

Fabrications China Press November 10, 1937
24. For Shanghai North China Daily

News November 15, 1937
25. The Japanese Requests China Press November 24, 1937
26. Shifting Gears Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury November 25, 1937
27. General Matsui's

Opinion China Press November 28, 1937
28. War Against Whom? Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury November 30, 1937
29. Berlin and Brussels China Press November 2, 1937
30. Through A Telescope Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury November 13, 1937
31. Keeping Step North China Daily

News November 4, 1937
32. Timely Removal China Press November 19, 1937
33. Nanking Prepares Shanghai Times November 18, 1937
34. Change of Capital Shanghai Times November 22, 1937
35. Neutral Zone for Nanking - - ditto - - November 25, 1937
36. Re-opening of Schools

in Shanghai - - ditto - - November 3, 1937
37. S. M. C. At Work - - ditto - - November 3, 1937
38. Shanghai's Shipping

Difficulties - - ditto - - November 6, 1937.
39. Shanghai's Current

Problems - - ditto - - November 11, 1937
40. Trade Prospects China Press November 15, 1937

Encl.No
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Encl.No. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers Date

41. Unlock The Closed AreasI Shanghai Evening
Post & Mercury November 18, 1937

42. The Hungjao Problem - - ditto - - November 20, 1937
> 43. The Shanghai Land
V Regulations China Press November 25, 1937

44. Shanghai Utilities - - ditto - - November 26, 1937
45. Rationalizing China’s

Industries - - ditto - - November 27, 1937
46. Rice Problem Shanghai Times November 27, 1937
47. A Customs Issue North China Daily

News November 23, 1937
48. Modus Vivendi - - ditto - - November 27, 1937
49. The Maritime Customs China Press November 28, 1937
50. The Refugee District - - ditto - - November 8, 1937
51. A Brilliant Success North China Daily

News November 13, 1937
52. An Obligation Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury November 23, 1937
53. Civilian Safety Zones China Press November 26, 1937
54. Distressful Conditions

in Shanghai Shanghai Times November 26, 1937
55. New Deal For The Shanghai Evening

Wounded Post & Mercury November 1, 1937
56. Foreign-Trained Doctors - - ditto - - November 4, 1937
57. The Plight Of China’s

Wounded - - ditto - - November 15, 1937

Encl.No
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7The Lost Battalion
QIGHS OF RELIEF might have been l>ard 

clear around the world as General Chiang 
Kai-shek’s order sent remnants of the Chapei 
“Lost Battalion” out of its shattered godown 
north of the Creek and into Settlement shelter.

It is reported that more than 100 bodies 
were teft behind. Three hundred and sixty 
were able to depart but only 339. were un
wounded. There seems no reason to doubt 
that every man might have perished had not 
Nanking ordained that such sacrifice would 
be useless.

Certainly the heroism of that last stand 
was far from futile, even though It had no 
direct military Objective.

China has been the butt of much cynici .ni 
for many years past, and the usually ultra- ! 
practical Chinese viewpoint on life and death 
has given ground for such a view. Unless the 
average Chinese can see a good reason for 
sacrifice, he is likely to take a canny view 
concerning the least risk to his skin. Some
times this goes to such an extreme degree as| 
to pass the understanding of the Westerner.

Such a gesture as that in Chapei helps- 
redress the balance of comprehension. Dra-I mand when its fulfillment could by no possible 
màtically it proves that when a Chinese can 
see good reason for sacrifice he can go the 
limit arid beyond. This is a fact well known 
to Occidentals intimately familiar with China, 
but it takes long acquaintance with the coun
try to drive the lesson home.

Conditions of Chinese life have not been 
such as to foster the social viewpoint of the 
Occidental from less close-packed lands. The 
family has been the major social unit in the 
past. The individual was swallowed up in the 
welfare of his family, and he would perform 
prodigies of unselfish devotion for his family. 
On the other hand he was not accustomed to

That implied no lack of Chinese character 
but the very opposite; it is Chinese character 
channelized in a way different from Western 
character, but still susceptfoie to being bent 
to any sound Western point of view. The 
sense of national unity and of patriotic devo
tion is something wherein China has had to 
follow the West, very willingly as the need for 
such an attitude became apparent. But few 
have been ready to credit China with very 

1 great progress.
The spirit of the “Lost Battalion” gave a 

II sudden and startling demonstration that 
China’s oft-maligned soldiers were capable of 
a complete devotion to the cause of thjbir 

(country. They were willing to shed the last 
drop of blood, if it were called for, in opposing 
encroachment by a foreign foe.

This has been most impressive to the out
side world, while at the same time heating 
the patriotic feeling of many tens of thousands 
of other Chinese. Had the final sacrifice been 
demanded of all, we and every other unbiased 
but sympathetic observer must believe it would 
have been granted as freely by the survivors 

! as by the hundred who perished. High com- 
I mand could not, of course, make such a de-

chance achieve any military end; the massacre 
would have been too harrowing a thing to have 
Ion anyone’s conscience save perhaps those who( 
(their patience having become exhausted, as 

jthey explained) were quite willing to per
lpetrate it.

think it at all his responsibility to care for$ 
those outside the sacred circle, and he was' 
not trained to be conscious of country— 
“patriotic’'—in the ordinary sense.
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ON THE PERI
The duties of the international garrison oik 

the sandbagged perimeter of Shanghai are 
symbolical of the position which should be • 
mentally adopted by the foreign Shanghai- 
lander in relations with the two principals in 
the struggle raging outside and, unfortunate
ly, spilling over into the Settlement or French ■ 
Concession at times. The soldiers of countries 
directly unconcerned in the dispute have the 
job to prevent violation of the perimeter and

arbitrament of arms it is not possible to do1 
more than establish that point of view, 
although, as unhappily the inevitable excesses 
of warfare have involved unmerited attacks 
on civilians and the destruction of non- 
combatant life and property, appropriate 
censure has also to be added to the record.

Even if certain Japanese complaints against 
British actions are misguided and, to a great 
extent, unjustified, there should be care in 
observing a sense of proportion, in keeping 
issues to the right perspective. The British 
Government has properly refused to concealv r* jr v vAAuiiCAiv nao xvxuowi irv vvuwai

generally to maintain the “neutrality” of the i its sympathy with China’s resistance to what 
This naturally jj is held to be unwarranted aggression.areas within its compass. ' 

brings them into contact with, both sides of 
the undeclared war. According to the 
circumstances of the moment the contact may 
or may not be electric: it does not, however, 
alter the fundamental fact that the guardians 
of the perimeter are in a sense touch-line 
judges who run more risk than most of their 
kind from the inability of the contestants to 
keep their activities within the chalk 
rectangle. Although, therefore, the events of 
the last few days have naturally aroused 
certain emotions and produced a strain which 
has led to plain-speaking, resort to the local 
safety-valve must not be taken to go beyond 
its primary function of letting off steam. 
Opinions on the present issue between China 
and Japan may sharply differ, but it is not 
desirable—in fact it is highly improper—for 
any of the defence forces here to display or be 
led into actions which can be regarded by one 
side or the other as partizan. This, of course, 
does not traverse the military decisions 
essential to prevention of either Japanese 
or Chinese movements which might in
fringe the integrity of the perimeter. Nor 
does it apply to those admirable activities 
which are prompted by a humanitarian desire 
to spare civilians from some of the worst 
dangers of their present plight. American 
and British troops on the perimeter have 
been particularly conspicuous in ministering 
to the desperate needs of refugees—chiefly 
because most of the opportunities have 
emerged in front of those sectors. The same 
solicitude for suffering has been shown 
within a necessarily limited scope by French 
and Italian forces. As a matter of fact the 

! regular and special police have found the 
greatest opportunities of all and have risen 
to the occasion with no less readiness and 
fearlessness for their personal safety.

These observations are made, not in any 
spirit of criticism or depreciation of worthy 
actions, but in the desire to sound a warning 
against the unrestiained expression of feel
ings which, however spontaneous and credit
able in themselves, may tend to obliterate 
the boundary of the mental perimeter of 
neutrality. No doubt the responsible authori
ties have this principle well in mind. The 
question is whether they receive all the sup
port which they should in ensuring its nice 
observance as the routine of a difficult and, 
at times, highly dangerous task is unfolded. 
This journal has been bluntly frank in con
demnation of certain aspects of the anti- 

i British campaign which some organs in Japan 
have seen fit to encourage in the present 
crisis. It has been no less frank in deploring 
the surrender of Japanese policy to a military 
ambition which has launched aggression on 
the soil of China and is consequently the 
primary cause of Shanghai’s tragic plight. 
Now that the issue has been referred to the

. It is 
however adhering to a strictly legal attitude 
of neutrality. It has to look to the time when 
China ^and Japan once more are able to 
discuss ^iheir relationships in terms of 
diplomatic assessment rather than of military 

. force. When humane resentment finds' it 
f necessary to protest it is important that the 
• grounds should be carefully defined. For 
example, Japanese critics have a real, 
grievance when, as has happened in certain 
British journals, tragedies like the accidental 
bombings in Nanking Road and Avenue 
Edward VII are pictorially ascribed to Japan
ese and not to Chinese aeroplanes. As all 
too frequent lapses have shown, Japan’s air 
force has enough to answer for without being 
saddled with such responsibilities. The in
discriminate bombing and machine-gunning 
reported from the country districts cannot be 
condoned, but, in common fairness, it mpst 
be conceded that considering the proximity 
of the battle-line to the Settlement and the 
French Concession, the Japanese airmen have 
a low percentage of error to their debit here 
—in contrast to the unfortunate miscalcula
tions of their artillery or of Chinese airmen. 
In a good hour may that view be stated. 
Veterans of the Great War will be the first i 
to admit that perfection of aim or choice of I 
target cannot be rigidly guaranteed. The I 
same caution applies to the destruction of i 
foreign property by Chinese bombs as the 
result of periodical air-raids over Yangtsze- j 
poo and elsewhere. Chinese themselves will j 
not thank their sympathisers for blindly un- ■ 
discriminating partisanship. For one thing it | 
evokes corresponding recklessness on the, 
other side in the endeavour to make the ■ 
process of whitewashing cover actions which ) 
otherwise deserve unhesitating condemna-j 
tion. It tends to obscure the basic grievances 
on which China’s case firmly rests, There is 
ho doubt that an inveterate hbstility to all 
Chinese claims has generated an unfairness 
in some British expositions of this crisis. 
Undue emphasis has been laid on defects of 
Chinese origin and too little on Japanese 
provocation. That does not excuse resort to \ 
the other extreme. British ShahghailanderS ) 
have a special obligation to temper theit 
legitimate sympathy for China with observ
ance of those qualities of courtesy, restraint 
and dispassionate judgment which their 
neutrality imposes on them. They have—or 
should have—friends in the Japanese as in 
the Chinese communitw here. It should be 
their object to permit that .friendship to lose 
none of its power for co-operation in the all- 
important endeavour of limiting the scopé| 
of this distressing conflict so that.Vthé* 
eventual processes of reconcilement may 
stimulated rather than retarded by their Ind 
fluence. W 

—..
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From Tne Nortn Ghxna Daily News, dated Novemoer 8, 1W37.

THREE MONTHS \\
The operations in China over a perlpd of 

three months have severely tested Japan’s 
military machine. The campaign in the North ‘ 
is still the main pre-occupation, although the 
unexpected strength of the Chinese effort 
round Shanghai has necessitated large-scale 
naval and military activities and the general 
situation has impelled the Japanese to declare 
a modified blockade of the China coast, de
monstrations against Canton and intensive 
aerial offensives against fifty Chinese cities 
spread over a wide area. The capture of 
Taiyuan, the capital of Shansi, the provincial ; 
administration has moved its headquarters to 
Linfen—gives the Japanese a useful point 
of concentration for support of the advance 
on the Peking Hankow Railway where their 
progress has outstripped that made to the 
east and west. Japanese reports admit that 
the fighting in Shansi has been fierce and the 
resistance of the Chinese forces there has 
been overcome only by dint of the unsparing 
employment of the superior artillery and air- 
power at Japanese disposal. It is by no 
means certain that the advancing forces will 
have even now an easy passage to the Yellow 
River for obviously the Government here is 
not disposed to make specific announcement 
of its military plans. That the Japanese would : 
eventually be able to occupy Taiyuan has 
been generally expected. The question is 
how far the resistance which the Japanese 
have met has provided the necessary stimulus ! 
to the Government’s declared intention to' 
persevere in upholding China’s independence.! 
That can be answered only by the course of ' 
events as they now proceed to unfold them
selves, although it appears that there is ‘ 
every indication that the Government has > 
behind it a solid backing of national opinion ! 
and that the morale of its forces has been • 
remarkably maintained. ;

In the Shanghai area, the Japanese by • 
feinting at Liuho and in the Whangpoo with j 
transports and fishing craft, have managed 
to make a substantial landing on the ; 
Chekiang-Kiangsu coast near Chapoo. This 
strategic move has rendered the position of 
the Chinese forces at Pootung untenable and 
it is probable that a withdrawal will now 
take place, as also generally from the Jess
field and Hungjao areas. In contemplating 
this situation which suggests that the en
circlement of Shanghai by Japanese forces 
may before long be effected, it is appropriate 
to bear in mind the underlying principle of ! 
Chinese operations here. It was not expected I 
that the Japanese would have much difficulty 
in clearing the districts round Shanghai but ‘ 
when it was found that conditions lent them- ; 
selves to more than a mere show of resistance i 
—the weather was favourable to the Chinese I 
—especially as the Chinese forces, despite 
heavy punishment and severe losses, were in 
good trim, the advantages of hanging on 
longer were perceived and seized. Few 
observers would have ventured to prophesy 

I on Aug. 13 that for three months the fighting 
would persist within and on the edge of 
Shanghai. This outcome will give the 
Chinese Command a confidence which, if the
retirement now indicated be carried out in 
good order, as was that from Kiangwan and 
Chapei, may prove invaluable as the defence 
of positions further west is now taken in

hand. • It must, however, be realized that the 
region west of Shanghai has suffered 
severely from the operations of the Japanese 
airforce and it is not known what organiza
tion had been able to achieve in mitigating 
that difficulty for the purpose of continuing 
the defensive-offensive by which it. is hoped

J to contain a large force of Japanese in this 
zone of operations. The Japanese have ac
complished their first real surprise movement 
of the “War”. The strength of the landing 
near Chapoo is not exactly known. Apparently 
reliable reports mention large figures. It is 
conceivable that the Japanese plan may be 

। directed toward a wide-sweeping movement 
j which by a rapid concentration west of the 
Tai Hu Lake might confront the Chinese 
General Staff with an unexpectedly difficult 
problem for the defence of Nanking. Much 
of course will depend on the line which the 
defence is designed to take and on the 
measures which have been put in train to 
check /he deployment from the Chapoo area. 
It is significant that on hearing of the arrival 

, of Japanese advance guards on the Whangpoo 
j near Sungkiang Chinese troops were at once 
on the alert to deal with that threat.

The developments round Shanghai and the 
capture of Taiyuan indicate that the Japanese 

’■ are within reach of two objectives—the 
! physical control of the five northern prov- 
I inces, for the creation of the autonomous 
régime of Inner Mongolia has automatically 
arisen from the invasion of Suiyuan, and the 
creation of a belt ringing off Shanghai from 
the rest of China. How far this carries Japan 

, to the final settlement of her differences with 
China~the event alone wifi determine. On] 
the face of it the achievement looks more 
substantial than it really may turn out to be. 
For one thing the potentialities of Chinese 

; guerrilla plans in the North have yet to be 
; tested. Until the present crisis broke, Japan 

had considerable influence on affairs north 
of the Yellow River. She also was no 
negligible factor in Shanghai’s destiny. The 
unknown quantity is now Nanking. Events 

| in that capital have been shrouded in the 
! mystery of war-time reticence. It is, how- 
| ever, believed that political co-ordination has 
■ been actively at work. There is a clearly- 
defined war policy to which all sectional dif
ferences have been subordinated. In other 
words it may well happen that Japan has 
still a long way to go before she can assert 
that she is within measurable distance of 
enforcing her will upon the Chinese Govern
ment. The effort which she is now making 
with the apparently whole-hearted support 
of her people may have to be continued. It 

• will be interesting to see what are the 
developments which may arise from the 
Chinese Government’s adjustment of its 
plans to the new phase now about to come 
into the picture. Japan can report successes 
to her people. The question is how far those 
successes will require further and more 
elaborate effort to establish their efficacy in 
opening the door to direct negotiations be
tween the two countries. Both are unwilling 
combatants—up to a point. Both, however, 
have certain fixed principles which so far 
cannot be satisfied without continuance of

There is the tragedy of ththe struggle.
-situation.
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Fron The Shanghai Times, dated November 12, 1937

Z THE FINAL PHAS^V^
With thé heavens darkened'by 3 

thick pall of smoke, with crowds throng
ing the Bund, with' the’ rioise of bombs 

[and shells sounding an almost unbroken 
.accompaniment, Shanghai yesterday 
witnessed what is generally regarded sis 
part of thé closing scenes of its 1937 
hostilities. Operating against remnants 
of Chinese forces in Pootung and Nantao, 
Japanese operations were carried oh with 
an intensity which inevitably had to 
spell the doom or surrender of those 
unfortunate meh who were trapped in 
behind the Japanese line, swiftly com
pleted from Sungkiang to Hungjao. 
Estimates have differed widely as to the 

[number trapped but large numbers càme 
I unarmed into the Concession yesterday 
afternoon and evening. Completing the. 

, circle of destruction around the foreign- 
controlled areas, large portions Of Pootung 
and Nantao Went up in flames, and there j 
can be nothing but sympathy for those । 
upon whom such grievous losses will fall. 
One Chinese estimate a few days ago put 
the value of property destroyed here at the 
enormous figure of $500,000,900, and td 
that has to be added much other destruc
tion which has since taken place. Not a 
point of the compass around Shanghai has 
now been spared some degree of désolation, 
and the problem of rehousing the mariy 
thousands who have fled those areas ànd 
will one day wish to return to resume 
peaceful avbcations is going to be af vast 
one. One fears that the overcrowded 
state of thé Settlement and Concession 
must continue for many months to côme, 
for even if there could be reoccupation 
of areas now under the control of the 
Japanese military what is there left in, 
the way of housing? Over a million peo
ple have been displaced in Chapei alone, 

l and when Hongkew, Wayside, Yangtzepoo, 
Nantao and thé outside districts are added 
it is an enormous population which has 
been rendered homeless so far as its 
wonted places of residence and .work are 
concerned. Yesterday was Armistice 
Day, but who could have missed the irony 
of that fact here when observance Wàs 
made to the accompaniment of the sight 
and sounds of war And who, in the 
light of all that has happened during the, 
past three months, can fail to pray that j 
Shanghai will never again have to pass 
through its 1937 nightmare, or that 
peaceful means shall not take the place 
of war for the settlement of human dif
ferences? -
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SHANGHAI RED

Sympathy can do little 
it is fitting that at this 
Chinese people should 
section of the foreign 
elsewhere in China is

The war sprite, having seared antynarried i; 
the heart of Shanghai, recedes to continue his ! 
devil’s tattoo further away. Shanghai has ! 
still to bear some of his importunities and ?

I cannot escape from the pressure of the iron 
I embrace which keeps him off. Although they 

I ; originally could not have expected to defend/ 
/ ‘ their lines round Shanghai for more than/a 

fortnight or three weeks, Chinese cannot nut 
feel despondent at the withdrawal now it has 
come. They may be heartened by the valour 
of their defence, by the knowledge that their ! 
soldiers have been steadfast enough to exact 
a high price for the invader’s advance, even 
though their own losses have been terrible, 
but with the prospect of having to wait as 
the clash beyond unfolds itself, to revert to 
a drab sort of neutral reticence, they are ex
periencing emotions which should have the 
sympathy and respect of their fellow-citizens 
of all nationalities, 
in such a case. Yet 
difficult moment the 
know that a large 
population here and
acutely distressed by their travail and 
sympathizes deeply in the sacrifices now being 
made for resistance to foreign aggression. 
When over 3,000,000 Chinese in the sixth city 

i in the world are now temporarily cut off from 
1 direct and unrestrained contact with their 
government and country in a great national 
crisis, it is no moment to be critical, to hoick 
political post mortems; an ounce of genuine 
sympathy and appreciation is worth a ton of 
counsel and admonition. Spiritual encourage
ment to the adoption of the stoical restraint ’ 
which the national dignity demands may find 
therein its proper scope.

Shanghai, as a whole, naturally regards the 
present turn of events as marking a phase in ! 
its own difficulties. They are not likely to j 
decrease even though the intensity of war’s 
alarums may be disappearing. They will : 
require development of a civic co-op^raUqn 
which, at times, will pose awkward dilemfna^ 
personal and communal. In such a situation 
it is important that foreigners shopld recognize 
the obligations which they themselves incur 
in adjusting the daily routine to realities. A : 
good deal of pains is being taken by some 
to justify the contention that Shanghai’s woe 
is the direct outcome of the Chinese Govern
ment’s decision to make this city the point 

j of a main resistance to Japanese aggression. 
I Ingenious manipulation of theories and facts 
; is invoked to that end. Much play is made 
with ostensible legal assessments of the course 
of events. Japanese arguments that this 
Shanghai “side-show” has sprung from Chi- | 
nese perversity and breach of agreements | 
find facile credence. Lest this line ।of thought 
should be allowed to lead foreign opinion 
astray it ' is well here to reiterate certain I 
broad considerations. Having by her actions I 
in the North presented the Government and t 
people of China with the choice of either 
acquiescing in further erosion of soil, to the 
peril of national integrity, or plunging into 
a resistance to overwhelming military force, 
Japan cannot validly pretend that she has 
the right to criticize the consequences of the 
choice. That is the crux of the Shanghai 
problem as it stands to-day. Foreign emotion

is necessarily all the more gravely stirred 
because the clash between the two principals 
has unfortunately, if undesignedly, damaged 

, vast neutral interests on which much of 
Shanghai’s economic security rests. This 
point cannot be overlooked even if at the 
moment it cannot receive precise definition. 
Jn due time the misfortunes of the tertius noi\ 
gaudens here—the non-Japanese foreign com
munity which has helplessly been forced to 
incur much risk to its life and property— 
must come up for consideration if there be 
any equity in the eventual solution of this 
momentous crisis in Shanghai’s affairs—in
cidental though it be to the larger issue of 
Sino-Japanese relationships.

The view that hostilities should have been 
confined to the North actually seeks to 
establish the theory that, having taken up the 
Japanese challenge, China was wrong to । 
choose a battleground other than that suit- । 
able to Japan. Shanghai, it is true, seemed ! 
to be covered by the agreement of May 1932, ’ 
but, apart from the fact that that agreement 
was not ratified, it was not intended to be 
more than a provisional arrangement. With
out accepting charges that the Chinese 

j authorities breached the agreement by pre
paring means of defence against the evident :

1 possibilities of Japanese policy here and else-| 
where—charges which are based on an almost ' 
unravellable tangle of facts, exaggerations 
and fantasy—and without expounding in 
detail the frequently developed thesis that the 
breaches were not the monopoly of either 
side, it is sufficient to point out that, faced 

! with an armed attack on her sovereignty, 
China was fully justified in striking where, 

। having regard to all the circumstances, she 
felt she could inflict an effective and, it might 
even be, a shattering blow to the invader. 
Whether into those calculations entered due 

i consideration of the material losses invited by 
j staging hostilities in this huge city the critic 
j of the future must determine. Judgment on 
; that point cannot be attempted until the final 
j issue of the whole struggle from Canton to 
Peiping is ascertained. Just now, Shanghai 
has to steel itself to endurance of a period 
of great économie, political and social strain. 
Apprehension and pessimism are rife. As the 
encirclement of this city by an invading army 
is being completed let it be remembered that 
beyond that ring of steel, beyond Nanking 
itself, lies the great, pulsating mass of Chinese 
humanity and Chinese virility. Whatever 
woes may now seem so devastating that con
crete fact remains. It is the earnest of 
Cllina’s ultimate recovery and release from 
alien domination. It is the guarantee to 
Shanghai that the essential needs of China 
must in due course again invest this city and 
port with the responsibilities which go to 
furnish its prosperity and justify faith in its 
destiny as the commercial and financial ad
jutant to China’s progress. Spiritually, too, 
the tale is the same: slaughter and destruc-

■ tion cannot destroy the soul of this great 
1 people; rather will they find it anew in the 

stress of a common affliction and so exorcise 
the errors which may have weighed upon 
them. Specially appropriate, on this day 
hallowed to the memory of the Republic’s I 
Founder, is that definition of foreign sympathy |

i as it ministers to China’s solace in a grimj 
.hour.
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Frou The China Press, dated November 14, 1937

A NEW CHAPTER '

WITH the final withdrawal of the Chinese woSrh I'ronXj 
the vicinity of Shanghai, a new chapter in the I 

history of the Sino-Japanese War will be written along a 
new front extending from Liuho in the north to Chapoo 
in the south. The local aspect of the hostilities during the 
pâst three months has revealed two significant points. On 
the one hand, the Chinese have demonstrated their ability 
to withstand a superiorly equipped force, to the surprise 
ofKthe world as well as to the admiration of certain Japan
ese spokesmen. On the other hand, it has also proved that 
on the battlefield mechanised units stand a far better chance 
to overcome sheer man power. The one thing which the
protracted struggle has not settled either for China or fori 
Japan is the Sino-Japanese controversy itself. '
4 The shift in the scene of hostilities, therefore, has 

opened another angle to the Sino-Japanese War. The 
i^tyre developments depend more on the Japanese military 
command than on the Chinese defence. If the Japanese are 
determined to push further into the interior, then it may 
be truthfully said that the war has just begun, after the 
Shanghai conflict has warmed both sides, as it were, for 
a-"prolonged combat. If the Japanese should confine them
selves to a temporary military occupation of Greater Shang
hai till ultimate peace is restore#between the two belligerents, 
then expended operations ^may-be expected north of the 
Yellow River. The Chinese are on the defensive, and they

in no position to dictate the course of events.
»* While one may indulge in conjectures as to the future 

potentialities, it must be recognized that international 
Shanghai must presently address itself to the task of re
establishing normalcy under abnormal conditions. The pro
bfems which are likely to confront .the Japanese military 
Wthe one-hand and the foreign municipal authorities on 
the othbr are bound to grow in number and complexity 
aS;'the Sino-Japanese War progresses elsewhere. In the 
circumstances the closest co-operation betweéh the Council 
and the residents irrespective of nationality is highly 
imperative. It would be superfluous to point out that 
special responsibility (Jevolves upon the Council in its rela
tion with the Chinesq^who constitute the preponderate ma- 
jprity oT’thd local population^ and<?on whose peaceful 
pursuit-of trade and industry may the International Settle
ment, including the Japanese themselves, hope co minimize 
the extent of depression, which is bound to follow in the 
wake of; recent property destruction and business standstill.
a Just how the various problems may be solved from 

time to time is beyond the province or competence of this 
journal to suggest. From certain quarters disturbing 
utterances have been reported/ but the community prefers 
to preserve .its usual composure and to trust in the ability 
of the powers that be to face the unique cbîsÏK with courage 
a|^vith goodwill to all. .
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./military situatio^K\
The latest landing of Japanese troops 

above Liuho and their rapid drive in
land in the direction of Chitang has 
brought about another withdrawal of 

, Chinese forces, from the region around 
Quinsan and along the Shanghai-Nanking 
Railway in the direction of Soochow. The 
advance which has been made in the 
south to the west of Sungkiang has 
already reached Kashan and will soon 
bring about fighting on the line of the 
Kashing railway, which runs down the 
east side of the Tahu Lake from Soochow. 
One has only to study the map to realize 
that the latest reported Japanese move
ment now offers a threat to all Chinese 
forces east of the Lake, and in the light 
of well-based reports that the Chinese 
are not yet settled down in any formid
able way but are still in a state of flux | 
it would seem that the extra Japanese 
forces put in against them are in good 
position to make a further and fairly I 
rapid advance. Looking back over the* 
past three months and taking note of 
successive Japanese moves it is clearly 
discernible that strategy has followed the 
line of devising a series of pincer move
ments, once the main Chinese line which 
had Dahzang as its centre was broken. 
This first line had to be tackled frontally 

, and, because of its well-prepared nature, 
the stubbornness of its defence, and the 
fact that the Japanese military strength 
and movement had to be organized and 
started ab initio, it proved to be the most 
protracted phase of what might be re
garded as the opening canto of extending 
operations. Kiangwan and Chapei were ! 
rendered untenable once Dahzang had 
fallen, and since then we have seen 
further pincer movements which have 
led to the evacuation of Hungjao, Pootung 
and all the territory south of the Soochow 
Creek to a point farther west than Sung
kiang. What appears to be developing 
now is an elaboration of that simultaneous * 
drive from the Yangtze on the north and 
Hangchow Bay on the south with lines 
converging on Tahu Lake which, unless 
there is a determined Chinese stand made, 
will force the Chinese troops to give 
ground round to the north and south, of 
the Lake itself. This takes the scene of 
operations far away from Shanghai, 
though one cannot help regretting that 
the productive countryside all around the 
Lake and especially in the Wusih district 
is now due to suffer the ravishings of 
war. This area is one of the most fertile ' 
and well cultivated in the whole of the 
country and its subjection to the status of 
a battleground adds to the costliness 
which these hostilities have been to 
peaceful agricultural people. / - j

Unless there is a turn in the politicalj 
situation, the extension of hostilities along ’ 
the lower reaches of the Yangtze have to 
be looked forward to, and what has been 
regarded hitherto as the “Shanghai side
show” bids fair to develop into one of

the most decisive phases of the war. 
Chinese official sources in Nanking have 
made a statement in which it is pointed 
out that Sino-Japanese hostilities are now 
divided into four fronts: the eastern front, 
comprising the Shanghai-Nanking and 
Shanghai-Hangchow Railways; the west- 

। ern front in Shansi and Suiyuan pro
vinces; the northern front along the 
Tientsin-Pukow and Peiping-Hankow 
Railways; and the southern front in the 
Kwangtung and Fukien provinces. There 
has been no development on the last- 
named, and its inclusion is probably re
flective of near future anticipations. But1 
the Japanese successes on all remaining 
three fronts must be causing considerable 
anxiety in the capital. Suiyuan can 
hardly now be included in a front at all, 
because of its complete incorporation in 
the new Inner Mongolian State, and in 
Shansi there has already been lost the 
important centre of Taiyuanfu from 
which Japanese forces are seeking to take 
control over the whole of the Shansi 
plain. With the inclusion of more Cen
tral Government troops in the armies re
sisting along the. two main railways 
which run from the Yangtze to the north 
it is already evident that the speed of 
Japanese progress has been reduced, but 
it has already been conceded that the 
occupation of all territory north of the 
Yellow River is not now preventible. The 
line of that great waterway will possibly 
be the southern limit of the Japanese, 
advance, but along the Yangtze, starting 
from Shanghai, there is nothing yet in
dicative of a westwards point at which 

I Japanese penetration would be halted.
Nanking itself will be made an objective 

’ if nothing transpires in the meantime to 
end hostilities on a basis other tKan 
military considerations, and although it 
has not been lately disclosed what the. 
Japanese strength is in these parts it is 
quite clear that it is now considerably 
greater than was at one time thought 
likely. From being a “sideshow” the 
operations in this part of the country now 
loom as being the decisive factor by 
reason of the fact that it is here and in 
Nanking where the Central authorities 
have their bases. It is quite true that 
those authorities can move elsewhere to 
the west, and declare that Changsha or 
Loyang, or any other inland centre, is the 
temporary capital. But practical difficul
ties will not be absent from such a pro
cedure, and in the process further tracts 
of territory will come under alien con
trol. Three months’ hostilities have prov
ed beyond a doubt that in a military way 

j China is not equal to winning in the field 
against the modernized Japanese army, 
and the speed at which resistance has 
shown its weak spots has been disappoint- t 
ing to those who first held such high 
hopes. What is needed in addition to the 
will to resistance is a clear-headed assess
ment of all that it has so far entailed and 

threatens still further to entail. >
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DEFENCE OF NANKING
An obstinate defence of Nanking by 

the Chinese forces seems assured in view 
of the latest statement by General 
.Chiang Kai-shek. “China intends to 
maintain her policy . of determined 
resistance/’ declared the Generalissimo, i 
“Nanking will be defended, but from 
quite far away, and foreign life and ! 
property will be defended.” Exactly what 
the Generalissimo means by saying “from 
quite far away” we cannot, of course, say 
for certain, but we presume it means! 
that the Chinese troops are to make a i 
determined stand somewhere in the 
country directly to the west of the Taihu 
Lake, possibly with Chinkiang on their 
left flank and the Chekiang mountains 
on the right. Both Wusih, north of the 
Lake, and Huchow, south of the Lake, 
are in possession of the Japanese whose 
armies are now marching along ' both 
shores. It seems that Wusih was strongly 
held but it would appear that the better 
strategic position for the Chinese forces 
to make a major stand is distinctly 
further west where their forces will not 
be cut in half by the Lake. The fall of 
Wusih and Huchow, therefore, although 
it marks a further advance by the 
Japanese is probably not of much tactical 
advantage. The Japanese have not yet i 
succeeded in destroying the Kiangyin 
boom but even if they do it is believed 
that the Chinese are endeavouring to put. 
down another boom a little to the east

formally presented to the Chinese Gov
ernment the latter has not given it any 
consideration. On the other hand, a 
Tokyo newspaper waxes critical and 
declares that Japan’s drive on Nanking 
would be seriously hampered if the 
proposed zone were established while 
another claims that the Nanking zone is 
entirely different from the Jacquinot zone 
in Nantao. It seems to us, however, that 
if the committee can ensure that there 
will be no abuse of the zone. by the 
Chinese military and that it will not 
hamper military operations by the Japan
ese, it should be established forthwith if 
practicable. The saving of civilian life 
and property should be attempted on 
every possible occasion and we would 
welcome a Jacquinot zone in every area 
which is subjected to modern warfare.

The more obstinate the defence of 
Nanking the more serious must be the 
blow struck at China if the Japanese 
should take it. General Chiang Kai-shek 

J again enunciates the same Chinese thesis, 
now grown so familiar to all ears, that 
it is the Government’s fixed policy to 
resist to the last inch and to the last man. 
This is, of course, only figurative talk. 
The “last inch and the last man” will । 
eventually be found somewhere and if a j 
decisive defeat were administered to the : 
Chinese forces in front of Nanking it | 
might be there. It is understood that 
very considerable forces have been pushed 
forward by the Chinese High Command 
to positions west of Taihu Lake and it

to be aerial 
ample evidence 
belong to the 

been stories of

of Chinkiang, so as to prevent the Japan
ese warships from playing an important 
role in the attack on Nanking.

The vital factor in the drive on 
Nanking would seem 
superiority and there is 
that this continues to 
Japanese. There have
Nanking and its environs being well- 

I equipped with aircraft but it remains to 
jbe seen whether the Chinese air arm is 
i strong enough to attempt to fight large 
numbers of Japanese war machines in 
the skies. It is in anticipation of an 
extensive use of the Japanese air arm,

is believed by many that when the 
? retreating forces have joined these fresh 
[men and taken a rightabout face the 
Japanese will be faced with a difficult 
obstacle in their path. If the Japanese 
could speedily silence the forts at 
Kiangyin and Chinkiang and bring war 

i vessels up the Yangtze they would be 
I* able to turn any such Chinese positions;
and possibly operations on the Yangtze 

’will be continued until the river is 
rendered free for navigation by the 
advancing forces. From a military point 
of view the operations would seem to 
hold much of interest. Of their political

we have no doubt,, that an international J consequences, if the Japanese are success- 
committee composed of nationals ofhfj*!’ ls imP0SS1ble as yet to judge. One 
Denmark, Germany, Great Britain and | ^mg we may say however and that is 
the United States has been active in «that the supposed Chinese plan of yield- 

■ suggesting to the Chinese and Japanese ‘1’”® ?tep J?y step, from ■^Shanghai to 
fl,, a ÜNanking, Nanking to Hankow, Hankow

to Chungking—or whatever routé the 
armies take—seems to us limited 

A Waichiaopu official Practicability.

authorities the establishment of a safety 
zone for civilian refugees. It appears 
that no actual decision has been taken on 
this matter as yet. .
in Nanking says that as it has not been
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' AN OMINOUS WARDING
General Tang Sheng-chih, Nanking 

Garrison Commander, in the interview he 
gave last Saturday evening to a gather
ing of foreigners in Narfkihg, issued a 
rather ominous warning. He declared 
that Nanking might be a battleground in 
the near future and advised foreigners 
who were able to do so to go away, 
emphasizing, however, that the Chinese 
Government would do its utmost to ensure 
the safety of those remaining in the city. 
Still more noteworthy was his reference, 
to possible disorders. “After prolonged 
warfare,” he pointed out, “disorders are 
inevitable. Even a drunken hian^does 
things which he would not do if he were 
sober. Why wonder that an army 
harassed by shells and bombs and sub
jected to very great strains sometimes 
transgresses?” We do not know exactly 
what General Tang has in mind or what 
his statement portends. Giving his 
remarks their natural significance, how
ever, it would seem that the Nanking 
Garrison Commander envisages some 
breakdown in thé discipline of at least a 
part of the Chinese army. Indeed, lie 
goes on to say that Nanking is defended 
by well-organized troops but others ai*e 
retreating, and from them one cannot 
expect as good discipline. Apparently, in 
General Tang’s view it is possible that 
some of the retreating forces may come 
into collision with the fresh troops that 
have been brought up to defend Nanking 
for he talks of the possibility of the City’s 
gates being closed and “other action 
taken.” There is much about the military 
situation west of the Taihu Lake which 
is obscure but there is no doubt that, 
despite the difficulty of the terrain and 
the obstacles encountered in bringing up 
supplies of food and munitions, the 
Japanese advance has been fairly rapid, 
especially during the last few days. 
According to General Tang, arrange
ments have been made to station troops 
to preserve discipline, not only in 
Nanking, but also fifty kilometres around 
it, with instructions not to let other troops 
enter the city save under the understand-! 
ing that, if they do, they must be pre-' 
pared to die. The Japanese are now 
rapidly approaching the fifty-kilometre 
perimeter and it is obvious that we are 
on the eve of important events.
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From The North China Daily News, dated November 1, 1937.

So persistently is it maintained that Japan\ 
policy and present actions in China are mis
understood that it is.particularly unfortunate 
that the Japanese Government does not see 

! its way to accept the invitation to the Con
ference of the Nine Power Treaty’s signatories 
at Brussels, tendered by President Franklin 
Roosevelt and conveyed through the Belgian 
Ambassador at Tokyo. The technique which 
has inspired this refusal is familiar to those 
who have despairingly watched the gradual 
deterioration of Japan’s international contacts 
from the time that the Mukden incident of 
1931 gave the signal for a sustained attack 
on the Shidehara policies. So, although the 

I Lytton Commission came to Manchuria as 
the result of a motion moved by Japan’s 
official representative at Geneva in November 

! of that year, it arrived to find eliminated all 
traces of the spirit which went thus far in 
the process of collaboration. The resultant l 
report brilliantly vindicated the impartiality 
and judgment of the distinguished members 
of the Commission but it was incontinently 
rejected by Japan who thus lost a golden 
opportunity of protecting herself against 
many of the embarrassments later accruing 
from the Manchurian adventure. Is another 
such opportunity being lost? That thought 
irresistibly rises to the mind in studying the 
terms of Japan’s latest refusal. There must 
be an uneasy feeling among many Japanese 
that, in running away from Brussels, their 
Government is in effect exposing itself to the 
interpretation that it has a poor case or that 

i it is doubtful of the ability of its diplomats 
I to deal with the criticism lately evoked by 
‘ their country’s military actions in China.

The machinery set up to facilitate inter
national discussion of the Far Eastern situa
tion has been devised expressly to respect 
Japanese susceptibilities. The League of 
Nations has been relieved of the respon
sibility for immediate examination of Sino- 
Japanese relations. Japan could have en
tered the council chamber at Brussels with a 
complete sense of equality and without fear 
of being singled out for one-sided condemna
tion. The argument that the invitation had 
to be rejected because, although the confer
ence was meeting under the auspices of a 
non-League organization, the League’s pre
vious handling of the issue stultified solicitude 
for Japan, violently wrenches realities to fit ! 
in with a preconceived attitude of negation J 
It is matched by the efforts now being made i 
to pretend that, despite the lavish space given 
by British organs of opinion to the presenta
tion of Japanese views, there is a conspiracy 
to conceal those views from the world at 
large. Indeed the vigour with which Japa
nese apologists are wooing British sympathies . 
and at the same time countenancing in their 

I own journals the most extravagant attacks 
on British good faith and policy is indicative 
of a bewildering disregard of the elementary 
principles of international comity. The latest ! 
example of this perversity is forthcoming in 

without in any 
distortion of the

intransigence is

the factitious resentment formally expressed 
by parliamentary and industrial opinion in 
Japan in condemnation of Great Britain’? 
alleged arrogance and breach of “neutrality’’. 
It is to be hoped that this apparently re
presentative denunciation will be promptly 
corrected for its danger in further mislead
ing public opinion is obvious. British critics ; 
could readily expose the fundamental 
fallacies of the premises on which it is framed, ! 
but they probably would hold that such an 
exercise would merely exacerbate relations 
between the two countries 
way mitigating an amazing 
truth.

Underlying this unhappy 
the political desperation which has, for the 
time being, entrusted the keeping of Japan’s 
national conscience to militarist aggression 

. The better mind of Japan is imprisoned in 
ignorance of the actions which are daily being 
committed in her name to the dismay and 
apprehension of her friends throughout the 
world. Thoughtful Japanese cannot, how- 

i ever, refrain from asking themselves how it 
: is that their present leaders so resolutely 
oppose any form of international consulta- 

( tion by which joint examination of current 
i issues in the Far East can be facilitated. The 
! pose which assumes authority to criticize and 
I condemn the freely expressed opinions of 
western democracies and at the same time 
rejects any means for applying the recognized 
method of conference and frank discussion to 
solution of common problems cannot be in
definitely maintained without surrender of 
claims to the world’s confidence. No nation 
can pretend to be the sole arbiter of disputes 
in which its own actions, as well as those of 
other powers, are at issue. If it avoids the 
conference table it exposes itself to the 
suspicion that its policies are not susceptible 
of defence or justification. Once again let it 
be recalled that the object of the Brussels 
Conference is to comply with Article VII of 
the Washington Treaty of 1922:

The Contracting Powers agree that, when
ever a situation arises which in the opinion 
of any one of them involves the application 
of the stipulations of the present Treaty, and

I renders desirable discussion of such applica-1 
tion, there shall be full and frank com- : 

. munication between the Contracting Powers 
! concerned.
! |
The direct invocation of that article virtually i 
relegates to the background the expression | 

I of definite views on the situation which—in ;
the opinion of at least. one signatory— I 
demands discussion. It leaves Japan free to 
argue that that opinion is ill-conceived, to 
present her case and her grievances, to justify 
the decisions which, she has maintained, have 
been so essential to her conception of the 
needs of Far Eastern stability. By rejecting 
this opportunity the Japanese Government 
takes on its shoulders a heavy responsibility 
for which, in due course, it may have to 
account to its own people when they fully 
realize the implications' of the issues at stake.
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From The China Tress, dated November 3, 1937.

7 THE NINE=POWER CONFERENCE

T^HE world’s attention is foday directed toward Brussels 
A where the delegates of tfie major Powers are gathered 

in the interest of world peace. Ostensibly the Conference 
is charged with the task of trjing to solve the Sino-Japanese 
issues by pacific means, but fundamentally it is to under
take the larger mission of ascertaining whether the pledged 
word shall ever be honored and international obligations 
fulfilled. Its success is accordingly to be measured alike 
by the effective measures to be taken to bring to a close the 
military operations now ravaging all China and by the 
safeguards which may be evolved against recurrences here 
and elsewhere.

Though the Conference is called pursuant to Article VII 
of the Nine-Power Treaty, the. preservation of world peace 
is certainly the concern of all nations*. It is decidedly for thh 
reason that non-signatofies have been invited to participate 
in its deliberations and . in the common endeavor to outlaw 
aggression, wherever and however it may be perpetrated. 
In consonance with this spirit . Soviet Russia has unhesitat
ingly accepted the invitation, and may be counted upon/to 
exert her best effort toward ensuring the sanctity of law 
among nations.

Germany, as already commented upon yesterday, has 
unfortunately not seen fit to follow in the footsteps oi 
Russia, and yet she is not unalive to the desirability 
of joint action aiming at terminating the Sino-Japanese 
conflict. It may be said with a large grain of truth that, 
while absent from Brussels, she may be following it with all 
£he seriousness which the occasion demands.

Italy, if one were to judge from official utterances to 
late, appears to be laboring under an erroneous impression 
;hat China, by concluding a non-aggression pact with Rus
sia, has committed herself to Communism even though the 
Chinese “Red Army” has since then been incorporated into 
the National Army. The apparent lack of a correct under
standing of the situation in China is probably responsible 
for- the regrettable attitude revealed by certain state
ments in Rome, but 4Os no definite indication that the 
friendship which II Duceand Count Ciano hâve so un
failingly, shown toward China in the past is in danger of 
beipg forfeited overnight. cannot but regret^ how
ever, that the. Italian Foreigf? Minister has at the last m°- 
me|it beentl&evented from carrying out his original in
tention to- attend, the Conference in person, though there is 
no [doubt that’ his eminent leadership will still be available 
to thej Italian. delegates.

^ The^ policy of the United States has been made r un
mistakably clear. President Roosevelt has in ho uncertain 
terfiisv deprecated the isolationist traditions of a bygone-age 
and Secretary Cordell Hull has ^likewise displayed sterling 
statesmanship by espousing IKe cause of Internationa' 
justice. Mp. Norman Davis, America’s foremost authority or. 
foreign relations, is in Brussels with the lofty mission of 
achieving “peace ^yjngreement,” andin this mission he is 
assisted by no less a student of Far Eastern affairs than Dr. 
Stahley Hornbeck. The-determination of America to per
form her established role"1 as champion of the “Open Door” 
in Chinois thus removed from the realm of doubt.

^France, though the least articulate thus, far on the 
Sinoi Japanese question,/ has in her own quiet ways de-' 
monst^ted no less convincingly//her friendship for the’ 
Chinese and /her sympathy ’for. their national cause. Thei 
impressive delegation which she . has dispatched to Brussels’ 
is îù Itself an eloquent proof of that friendships arid^ 
sympathy. _ ‘
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Belgium, by her gracious offer of her national capital 
for’.tiîe Convocation of the Conference, has also shown 
where her sympathy lies. Though her cabinet crisis may 
unhappily divert a major part of her attention, it is hoped 
that, her interest in the problems under discussion will not 
be fpffipd wanting.

( Great Britain, with the largest interests at stake m
China,‘is naturally gravely concerned with the S1«°" 
Japanese conflict and the consequent devastation and de- 

^ struction as well as with the threat to the national ex-;
istence of China as an independent sovereign state. Yet 
because "of the uncertain situation confronting Europe and 
of h£F far-flung engagements, her position at the Con
ference is by far the most difficult. The Chinese Govern
ment and people are fully acquainted with the obstacles in 
the way of a positive policy toward the Far East which 
Britain would otherwise have enunciated in an emphatic 
manner and at an early stage of the whole Sino-Japanese 
conflict. If moderation could achieve the desired end for 
which the. Nine-Power Treaty was entered into and the 
Nine-Power Conference is now beihg held, every nation 
wouidYeadily subscribe to it. If moderation should, as has 
beeh amply proved since the Mukden Incident of 1931, be 
interpreted as weakness and become a strong temptation for 
more and worse acts of aggression* which it is intended to 
stop, then moderation cannot be the proper, cure for a 
world-wide ailment growing out of lawlessness and 
rapacity. z

It is sometimes suggested that moderation? will serve a 
double purpose. On the one hand, it will give the offender

enough rope to hang himself and, on the other, it will ; 
-provide the righteous nations a breathing spell to prepare 
for an ultimate showdown. This argument does not take 
into consideration the possibility that the offender may also 
grow stronger during the spell or with each additional rope, 
so to speak, which it may gain. The homely way to stop • 
an epidemic, to borrow a phrase from President Roosevelt, 
is to stop it at once and by all means. Japan has caus’ed 
an international epidemic, and Japan must be stopped if the 
epidemic is to be stopped.

There should, therefore, be no surprise if the Chinese 
delegates at Brussels should insist on a literal observance 
of the Nine-Power Treaty in spite of the obvious difficulties 
likely to be encountered. In fact, in a statement sub
mitted by the General Union of Civic Associations of Shang
hai? to the Governments concerned through their local re
presentatives, the Chinese attitude is well defined. To 
quote :
t ; While we feel grateful to all our friends for desiring to 

•bring an early end to the present conflict through mediatory 
formulas to be devised at the Brussels Conference, we are ■at 
the same time convinced that it is cur duty' to serve a friendly 
warning to our sympathisers over the seas that half-way 
measures would never eradicate the dangers of an eventual 
.world menace. Firmness at this time by all nations in concert 

■ would still not bo too late to bring the results of the proverbial) 
ounce of prevention.

In this frank expression is set forth the hope, which 
th£ -Chinese have reposed in the Conference and in the 
statesmen who are now steering its course. In all ex
pectancy will we watch the events during the next few days

Weeks. Upon its outcome hinges not only the future of 
^phffia but also the happiness of humanity and posterity.—---------- —---------- -------—----------------------------------
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From The Shanghe-* Evening =ost and Mercury 
dated November 3, 1937. ’

' Background Of Brussels! \
qpHE OPENING of the Nine-Power ConVerence*'
A in Brussels today finds some interesting 

international shifts under way. i
More important than any other is the grow-' 

ing tendency for Great Britain and the United* 
States to join hands in dealing with the China 
problem. Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden was 
emphatic in his Commons speech yesterday in 
underscoring the necessity, in his view, of co
operation by the United States in any action 
toward a Far East Settlement.

“I say without hesitation,” Mr. Eden 
declared, “that in order to get the full co- ! 
operation, on an equal basis, of the United 
States in an international conference I would
travel not only from Geneva to Brussels but; 
from Melbourne to Alaska-more particularly 
in the present state of the international situa
tion.”

He emphasized, at the same time, that the 
initiative for the Nine-Power Conference hacl 
been taken by the American Government and( 
said that his guide.on policies in this conneb-j 
tion was a desire to act in full accord with 
the United States rather than either to lead or 
to follow. This general policy appears to 
express the view of both Bidtons and Americans, 
in high places, as well as the general run of 
Britons and Americans in the Far East. ( 

, Up to very recently many untravelledj 
| Americans adhered to an isolationist policy, but 

events plus the guidance of President Roosevelt 
seem to have done a great deal to convince 

t them that a united stand of the democratic 
t countries was the only way to keep trouble 
I from beating at the door. There is today very 

little of the old tendency in America to accuse 
Britain of asking others to pull her chestnuts 
out of the fire.

In other words, both in the United States 
and Great Britain there appears to be a large1! 
and growing body of opinion aligned with Mr.| 
Eden’s idea that the world will not have “en
during peace until all nations accept to be 
bound... .by international law....” The isola
tionist attitude is abandoned reluctantly, but as 
a measure of necessity under the pressure of I 
horrifying events which might easily move! 
nearer and nearer.

Germany's refusal to attend the Brussels 
meeting must be disappointing to Chinese.,,JWe 
cannot go with the view that even from a most 
strictly legalistic viewpoint (that Germany was 
not a signatory to the agreement) Germany can 
be excused for this attitude; for the eighth 
article of the convention expressly provides 
that “Powers not signatory to the present 
Treaty, which have Governments recognized by 
the signatory Powers and which have treaty 
relations with China, shall be invited to 
adhere , . .” Certainly that throws open the 
door widely enough, and if Germany chooses to 
abstain there is a moral weight upon those who 
elect such decision under prevailing circum
stances. A 2.

Japan is doing everything possible, of 
course', to bind Germany and Italy to her; but 
the relations of China with the Germans arid 
the Italians have been very close up to the 
present time and it seems impossiole that 
either nation can actually wish to assume an 
attitude unfriendly to China, for both Germans 
and Italians in China have manifested, the 
precise 'contrary attitude with apparent con
currence of the home Governments. The com
munist bogy is the only possible excuse Japan 
has for summoning Germany and Italy to her 
side, and surely those Germans and Italians 
who have first-hand knowledge of the China 
scene are in position to report to their respec
tive Governments how ridiculous are the 
Japanese claims of any “communization” of 
China.

The clear fact is that Japan in the Far 
East stands only for Japan. Not merely the 
Germans and the Italians, but thé Americans, 
the British, and many other countries would 
like to be friendly with Japan. China herself 
has no spirit of anti-Japonism which could not 
be conquered by Japanese respect for China as 
a nation—which was not, in fact, in a fair way I 
to be stifled in every important aspect (as 
trade returns clinchingly showed) up to the 
time that Japan’s military machine once more 
began to roll in North China last July.

It will be one of the tasks of the Nine- 
Powéï meeting to prove that it constitutes no 
packed jury. It is no gathering of those 
against Japan as a nation. The Nine-Power 
Treaty is a document of the utmost liberality, 
enjoining upon those signatory to it only the 
duty of treating China as a nation to toe dealt 
with fairly. Japan herself signed willingly 
enough at Washington in 1922. If the treaty 
docs not now appeal to Japan, the fault is not 
because of any alteration in the treaty, cer
tainly. The alteration has been on the part 
of Japan—a fact for every interested nation to 
consider very carefully in its final choosing of 
sides as the present Sino-Japanese dispute 
receives as full airing as possible.
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jfroia .e Shanghai Times, dated Nc aber 5, 1*37.

/BRUSSELS CONFERENCE'S.,
___ _________ 32___ _ _____ AI__ _______ >

China wants peace, but honourable peace. 
China wants the conference, to. discuss not 
only the “North China” problem, but also all 
other pending problems. The North-Eastern j 
Provinces (Manchuria and Jehol) were never J 
ceded to Japan; they are only under the, 
Japanese military occupation, and they are 
now included on the “lost territory list” to 

j be recovered: and they are one of the pending 
problems which must be solved before peace 
is possible. Any move to exclude this 
pending problem on the conference agenda 
will be sufficient to cause 460,000,000 people 

। to jump to their feet and the Chinese delegates 
j to quit the conference automatically. Any 
1 promise on the part of any Power to “avoid 
j the discussion of the Manchuria problem” 
| during the conference will be considered as 

most “unfriendly” by the 460,000,000 Chinese!

One does not know with what degree, if 
any, Mr. Meng has official inspiration for 
his argument, but if the question of 
Manchoukuo is going to be dragged into 
the Nine-Powef Conference one fears 
that that parley is doomed to be abortive. 
Dr. Wellington Koo did not himself 
directly refer to the matter. One 
recognizes that Dr. Koo had to state his 
case from the standpoint of an aggrieved i 
party and, considering all things, he made 
an able speech. M. Litvinoff spoke in his

The outstanding feature of the open
ing session of the Nine-Power Conference 
was the close identity of views expressed 
by the American and British delegates 
and their insistence that the problem^ 
underlying Sino-Japanese relation^ must 
be . solved on a basis fair and acceptable 
to each. S. The fundamental need of the 
hour is to find a pacific solution which 
will provide for the early ending of these 

j unfortunate hostilities, but it is quite \ 
unlikely that the conference at Brussels, i 

’ or any other international conference, j 
1 could profitably seek detailed adjustment 
of all the questions which directly con
cern Nanking and Tokyo. One comes 
instantly up against the fact that neither 
the Chinese nor Japanese Governments are 
to-day in any mood for peace on terms 
other than would be quitç unsatisfactory 
to the other, for both view their require
ments well beyond what the other would 
at present concede. Mr. Norman Davis, 
head of the American delegation, was 
particularly careful to link both China 
and Japan asi 
ties” and he said that America expected 1 usual realistic manner when he said that 
to join with other nations “in urging I conferences were apt to concern them- 
upon Japan and China that they should ' " ...
resort to peaceful processes.” There was 
no suggestion in Mr. Davis’s speech of 
blaming either country, and Mr. Anthony 
Eden, in expressing full agreement with 
everything which Mr. Davis had said, put 
the British attitude clearly when he said 
that the consultation was “to ascertain if achieved. The restoring of peace in the 
we can assist in the early cessation of Far East is not more important, th^n the 
hostilities and the restoration of stable ‘ -..............
conditions.” Not the slightest question 
can be made of the Anglo-American 
attitude as thus disclosed, for both coun- ? 
tries have large interests in this part of j influence they can. 
the world which are being seriously ’ j 
affected to-day and naturally desire to 
see peace restored. Mr. Anthony Eden 
was not very optimistic but rightly said J 
that if they were afraid of failure they i 
were not deserving of success. The I 
French delegate referred to atrocities,1 
and the Italian delegate thought the work ’i 
of the conference would be finished if and • 
when they brought the parties together— j 
obviously meaning that if they did that it1 
would be for China and Japan mutually 
to work out their own basis of future 
neighbourly co-operation.

Dr. Wellington Koo strongly rejected 
the idea of “peace at any price” and 
referred to the fact that the League of 
Nations had already found Japan guilty 
of armed aggression. He naturally had to 
put himself in the role of an accuser, and < 

1 harked back to Japan’s “policy of ter
ritorial expansion dating back to before 
the Mukden incident in 1931.” The 
League of Nations has already passed its 
verdict on the setting up of the State of 
Manchoukuo—a verdict which led Japan 

I to quit the League—and one cannot see a 
great deal of hope for the early cessation 

i in China’s favour of these present hostili
ties if revision of the fait accompli north 
of the Great Wall is going to be made 
one of China’s objectives. In an article 
appearing in a local contemporary Mr. 
C. Y. W. Meng, in discussing China’s 
hopes at Brussels, has written:

regards “resort to hostili-1 
aid that America expected I

selves principally with the maintenance ; 
, of their own existence and with super- I 

, ficial successes, but M. Litvinoff would ! 
s probably answer the inference much the 1 
| same as other men, namely, that some- I 
phing constructive has been done when 
\the limitation of trouble has been

The restoring of peace in the

prevention of the spread of hostilities by 
contagion. It will doubtless be with this 
clearly in mind that America, Britain and 
France will seek to exercise whatever

Hope has, apparently, not been given 
up of inducing Japan to alter her mind 
in the matter of collaborating at Brussels, 
although it is realized that there is little 
prospect of this being secured. Now that . 
opening speeches have been delivered it i 
is not easy to see what the next move will 
be, though the rumour that Britain and 
the United States may undertake media
tion gives a clue to the line of thought 
most popularly pursued. Japan, in the 
belief that she alone can bring China to 
adopt a different attitude towards the 
Island Empire, still insists that she is 
averse to third-party intervention, while 
China has made up its mind to a pro- 
jpnged war of resistance and has plainly 
indicated that she wants no patched- 
up peace. Views on both sides of the 
Yellow Sea are sô diametrically opposed 
and mutual belief in wrongs to be 

^righted is so strong that the role of media- 
| tion is seemingly premature. But the 
j eyes of the world are on Brussels and it 
i will be interesting to watch the develop^ 
ments which take place there.
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From The China Press, dateu November 14, 1937.
/ A SECOND REFUSAL WK
JAPAN .6as again turned down the invitation to attend 

th^ Niiiè-Power Conference at Brussels, obviously to the 
disappointment of the Powers concerned and the world at 
large. It is * also noteworthy that almost simultaneous 
with the rejection the creation of the Imperial Headquart
ers has: been announced, not to mention the tri-partite 
agreement against communism which she so recently con
cluded with Italy and Germany.
n’ Thfese events appear to confirm the decision of the 
Japanese Government not to restrict the areas of hostilities 
in China but to extend them on a major scale. The de
cision i$ indeed most unfortunate both for this country and 
fbr Japan herself. Though so far the armed conflict has 
been Jipiited' to the two neighboring nations, its prolonga
tion is naturally fraught with complications which may 
Conceivably threaten the peace of the world.

1 If any channel is likely to bring China and Japan toge
ther with honor to both, it is the Brussels Conference. The 
leadership which the United States has assumed in this 
international conclave is the best assurance of an “open 
niihd” toward the disputants. China asks no more than 
thé respect for her territorial and administrative integrity; 
ajid presumably Japan can hardly refuse that respect which 
éh’e herself has undertaken to guarantee.

Now that the channel through Brussels seems to be 
closed—unless other methods of inducement should suc-, 
ceed—there remains the alternative of mediation through a 
third Power not signatory to the Nine-Power Treaty and 
the exertion of direct pressure on Japan by its signatories, 
'the former has already been declined by General Chiang 
Kài-shek in a recent statement, and the latter, though ef- 
féctive, is capable of further straining international rela
tions. _______ !__  -

Apparently Japan would, if outside mediation is at all 
to be entertained, prefer, to let the credit go to one of the 
countries with which a common front against eoxm^upj^m 
has been maintained. It cannot be emphasized tço strong
ly that, should China accept, for instance, the

’ of Germany, with which the most cordial relation»' have 
I been witnessed, she would be helping to reduce still more 
' the prestige of the League of Nations of which she is a 
member and from which, in an indirect manner, the Nine- 
Power Conference has been evolved.

It has consequently been suggested that, if ths efforts 
at Brussels should fail, the most eligible country to assist 
in the restoration of peace would be the United States. It is, 
in the first place, allied neither with Communism nor with 
Fascism, and secondly, it has little material conflict with 
the Japanese Empire. In even more realistic terms it may 
be added that both China and Japan will be desirous of 

i courting ^American friendship, in view of the possible 
financial assistance which may be required in post-war days 

; by the former to rehabilitate her devastated areas and by 
the latter to replenish her depleted national coffers.

Meantime the world must content itself with the hope 
that somehow or other pacific influence will prevail in 
Japan, so that the futile hostilities on this continent mayj 
be brought to an end and that the two neighboring coun
tries may be spared ultimate ruin which must result if 
the struggle is permitted to run its natural course.
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HpHE DECLARATION cf the Nine-Power 
A Conference appears to Us essentially con

servative, an appeal to the realities of the ‘Far 
East situation. Particularly notable are such
points as that there is no warrant in law for
the use of armed force by any country loathe 
purpose of intervening in the intèrnal regime 
of another country. True it is that general re
cognition of such a right would be a per
manent cause of conflict. How would Japan 
like to be faced with war because other 
nations felt she must embark on democracy^

While the peace-loving nations have been 
treated by Japan as an assemblage of soft
headed triflcrs. events may quickly enough 
prove that it is they who are taking the es
sentially practical view. This déclaration; pro
perly expressing {regret at Tokyo’s refusal to 
co-opérate and belief that the Sino-Japanese 
conflict is not a 'matter for direct settlement, 
is far more realistic than Tokyo’s assertions 
that battle alone can decide the issue. By 
comparison, the Japanese attitude is medieval. 
What is worse, it is impractical.

As the declaration points out, there is 
every reason to believe that if the matter is 
entirely left to Japan and China the armed 
conflict, with its attendant destruction of life 
and property, disorder and uncertainty, in
stability and suffering, enmity and hatred, 
and the disturbance of the whole world, may 
go on indefinitely.

Particularly apropos is the calling of at
tention to the fact that “these hostilities have
brought to some nationals of third countries 
death, to many nationals of third countries 
great peril to International communications 
disruptions, to the property of nationals of 
third countries widespread destruction, to 
international trade disturbance and loss; to 
thé peoples of all nations a sense of horror 
and Indignation, and to all the world feelings 
of ùpçertainty and apprehension.”

' We are interested in Italy’s refusal to vote 
for the declaration, coupled with its statement 
that the declaration did not tend to facilitate 
mediation. We, and others, feel inclined to 
ask—

Just what in that* declaration is objec
tionable? And just what would tend to facili
tate mediation?

After all, openness of mind has beén the 
keynote of the conference despite Japan’s in
sistence that she would go before a packed 
jury if she took part. Is it Italy’s view that 
Japan is right in this attitude?—-and parti
cularly, is it Italy’s point of view that some- 
thing can be done to facilitate mediation • 
which has not already been done?

Japan seems simply not to want mediation, j 
Her idea seems to be to beat China to the 
ground. If anything else will suffice, let that 
fact be known either from Japan, Italy or 
some other source: Nobody is out on a lyn
ching party. The world sees a horribly des
tructive enterprise in progress and. wants. tO: 
help. ? All that is needed is some co-operation 
which is thus far’ not forthcoming nor is thefe 
any indication of how it could Jae made tq 

.come forth. 't. f S'
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Froia x’he Mina Press, Shanghai, hoveither 17, 1^37,
THE BRUSSELS* DECLARATION

/pHE Brussels Conference of 19 Powers has be^Xcon- 
M. fronted with the resolute refusal'of Japan to participate 
in its deliberations in spite of the conciliatory tone of its sec
ond invitation to Tokyct In order.to overcome the apparently 
insurmountable difficulty, the Conference has adopted a de
claration regretting Tokyo’s refusal to co-operate with the 
Conference, affirming, that the conflict was not a matter for 
direct settlement between /China and Japan, and stating that 
the Powers must consider What was to be their Common at
titude if Japan’s refusal to join îh the talks was maintained, i

’ This gesture of moral censure must have been expected 
by the' Japanese Government when it persisted in its re-1 
fusai. It can be no more surprising to tHe Japanese than it ; 
is disappointing to the Chinese. Even the frank assertion 
that no good may come out of direct negotiations between 
China and Japan can hardly assuage the feeling of disap
pointment; still less can the resolution to refer Japan’s 
refusal to the respective governments concerned.^

■ What China needs today is not so much the condemna
tion of Japan’s actions as the effective means by which the 
Sino-Japanese conflict may be brought to an end and peace 

' in the Far East preserved, in order tô avoid the spread of 
hostilities to other parts of the world. It appears now that 
the Conference and the Chinese Government alike have been 
conamitted to a policy against direct negotiations with 
Japan, and yet no alternative has been suggested to replace 
the ; much-dreaded procedure.

There is no doubt but that the Chinese Government is 
prepared to play the game with the Other Powers. In the 
present case as in~ that of the Mukden Incident, China 
hasî been encouraged to renose high hopes’in the professions 
of goodwill^ from the world chancelleries, but unless some
thing more" than mere resolutions is forthcoming, China is 
liable to witness the same failure at Brussels as she did 
at Geneva.

. It may be recalled that, when China referred Japan’s in
vasion of her territory to the League of Nations, she did so 
only for the purpose of record and in fulfilment of her duty 
as a member-state. Fresh hopes for international action did 
not arise until the question was taken put of the League and 
referred to the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty. Now 
that Japan has practically forestalled' all possible action at 
Brussels by her flat refusals to attend, the other Powers in 
attendee should not content themselves with empty 

(gestures, however gratifying they may be spiritually to the 
’Chinese; nor should they adopt the oriental method of saving 
“face” by refusing to admit failure. (

Perhaps under the auspices of the Nine-Power Con-' 
ference other avenues of approach to Japan may be exploit
ed, so that a fundamental settlement of the Sino-Japanese 
conflict may be sought without making the settlement ap
pear as the dirèct outcome of the Conference as a whole. If 
the question were to be referred to individual governments' 
again, the Conference may steadily fizzle out, not only to the 
detriment of China but also to the discredit of the Powers 
which have so emphatically recognised Japan’s aggressions 
in China.
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?ron The Nortn China Daily hews Shanghai, liovenber 26, ls>57

far as it goes but it altogether evades the! 
issue. The Brussels Conference was not con
cerned with League principles. It was as
sembled in no breach of the policy of neu
trality. Its authority to discuss the Sino- 
Japanese conflict was directly derived from 
the Washington Treaty. Whether the League] 
be right or wrong, whether collective se-' 
curity be folly or a noble ideal, were issues 
right beyond the scope of the Conference. 
It simply had to consider what should be 
done by the signatories to a formal pact 
when circumstances suggested that the 
obligations jointly and severally accepted by 
them had been affected by the actions of 
one or more of their number. That prosaic 
procedure will be appreciated by any private 
individual who, in the course of business 
routine, has entered into a contract.

Japanese newspapers seem bent on adopt
ing a minatory tone in their exhortations to 
Great Britain. Judging from impressions 
made on recent visitors to Japan they have 
not been successful in impregnating the 
people with that sentiment, for the un
affected courtesy, good nature and friendliness 
usually experienced by British travellers 
there are still to be found as a pseudonymous . 
letter from a prominent Shanghailander i 
amply demonstrates. The fact is that this ; 
whipping up of animosity against Great | 
Britain smacks a good deal of mechanical 
artificiality. It is a formidable fact all the 
same, for there is never any telling where 
such an unfortunate manipulation of an 
obsequious press will end. Great Britain has 
no reason to be ashamed of her efforts since 
the War to support international co-operation. 
She disarmed to an extent which has exposed 
her to the gravest possible risks in the hope 
of setting an example. Although Japan in 
1931 broke the ranks of the Powers who 
were persevering in the pursuit of a sympa
thetic and patient policy in China, Great 
Britain, bound to maintain her point of view, 
sedulously endeavoured to preserve friendly 
contacts with her former ally. Whatever 
criticism may have been made by British 
commentators on the policy adopted by Japan, 
there has been in it far more of sorrow than 
anger. Concerned as a great commercial 

’ Empire with the growing fondness of im
patient nations for a realism which often 

' has been merely a synonym for flouting 
j canons of accepted conduct, Great Britain 
; has striven to throw her weight behind ef
forts for the restoration of confidence and 
fair dealing in international politics. She has 

S been impelled reluctantly to recognize that 
i her weakness in armament has been mis- 
; understood and actually undermined her au- 
i thority. She is rapidly repairing that defect, 
i When that process is completed she will not 
willingly surrender the principles to which ; 
she still attaches the highest practical im-j 
portance, for she expects that it will auto- ■ 

! maticdlly assist her to give more effective ■ 
j support to influences for peace. Meanwhile, ' 
I in the face of persistent calumny and de- f 
liberate misconstruction of her actions, she is ! 
not disposed to falter in upholding policies 
abandonment of which would belie her 
traditions and do violence to her convic
tions. To suggest that this is an anti
Japanese attitude is to be blind to actualities, 
—or worse still to saddle Japan with a 
mentality which, so far, even the most

-partisan critic has not yet imputed to her.

/ A CLEAR ISSU^\ \

' The Bruges Conference has failed to 
more than affirm the importance of an inter
national code which it has been unable to 
enforce. Its expression of opinion that the 
suspension of hostilities in China would best 
serve the interests of all parties to the 
Washington Treaty marks the sense of im
potence which has prevailed. There is 
no ground for exultation over this further 
proof of the breakdown of the safeguards 

i which statesmanship had hoped to make the 
effective guarantees of ordered relations be
tween nations. There is equally no ground 

j for casting aspersions on the good faith of 
those who sought through the Conference to 
provide a practical solution for Sino-Japanese 
differences. It was hoped that when Pre
sident Franklin Roosevelt won the support 
of other signatories to the Treaty for their 
meeting in Conference, the way was clear 
to ensure the co-operation of the principals 
in the dispute under review. That hope was 
only half fulfilled. Therein lies the cause of 
the failure. Experience can be given its 
cheap triumph over hope, but in the long 
run the principles on which that hope was 
made to rest cannot be rejected. It is amaz
ing to observe that some commentators ex
hibit gratification in the breakdown. To 
what future do they look if the world is to 
continue to be exposed to the periodical dis
locations which the disregard of international 
pledges must produce, if the bitter lessons of 
the last few years are any guide? Nations, 
thus seized by an ecstasy of repudiation of 
their solemn words, unwittingly prove the 
danger of their situation by profuse offers 
of further assurances the liquidity of which 
is obviously doubtful to say the least of it. 
Nor is it without significance that the sabre
rattler invariably seeks justification by 
levelling charges of broken faith. In short 
the very process of pact-breaking is based 
on an admission that it is inherently anti
social. So, despite the latest evidence of the. 
unreadiness of the world to face the realities j 
of international politics, the belief that sooner 
or later the pressure of events will bring 
statesmanship back to a fundamental {re
conciliation of deeds with words stands un
shaken.

There is a tendency in the Japanese press 
to argue that the Brussels Conference has 
been unfairly used by Great Britain, in par
ticular, to put Japan at a disadvantage 
Nothing, of course, is further from the truth. 
The Conference may have failed to achieve 
concrete results but its insistence on the 
importance of international agreements 
derives from a general apprehension of the 
danger in which the world lies as the result 
of repeated disregard of that principle. Mr. 
Walter Lippman, the eminent American 
writer, seems to encourage that error when 
he assails his own Government’s participa
tion in the Conference by arguing that 
thereby it essays a middle course between 
adherence to League principles and rever
sion to “old fashioned ideas of neutrality”. 
He maintains that the United States of 
America, having decided to be neutral in 
the desire to avoid foreign entanglements, 
should avoid a policy of “pinpricks, mild 
sanctions and provocative resolutions”. There 
is good sound sense in that contention so
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possibilities of the situation” as he 
declared, although the Report and 
Declaration does not greatly encourage 
that hope.

Anyhow, the Conference is as gooc 
as dead and one presumes that the mattei 

i will eventually be taken back to the 
f League of 
discussion.

, hostilities, 
i expression 
desire.
only persisting in their “fight to the last” 
idea but still expressing conviction that 
China can eventually come out on top.

BRUSSELS CONFERENCE 
PETERS OUT VÇ 

Many people will find it ext\pmely 
difficult to agree with the opinion of Mr. i. 
Norman Davis that much has been gained 
by the holding of the Nine-Power Con- j 
ference which has now gone into recess î 
with the likelihood that it will not meet 
again. From the Chinese point of view, ; 
it has been a failure, inasmuch as it has 
not resulted in concerted action against [ 
Japan and has produced only an “in
effectual reaffirmation of principles.” ! 
Chinese hopes were pinned upon common 
action in the form of positive aid, whereas Dr. H. H. Kung, in his latest statement is 
all that has eventuated has been what is not in the least perturbed and says that 
described as an historical survey of what China has made all preparations for a 
has happened hitherto, plus platitudinous । prolonged war. Against that, one has to 
declarations and the destructively nega- put the statement of General K. Ugaki, 
tive opinion that direct negotiations Ij one of the members of the so-called “brain 
between China and Japan cannot give a I* trust” which has been formed in Tokyo 
lasting settlement. The assumption under- j to co-ordinate the waging of the war with 

Hying that opinion and the further state- |the national life as a whole, 
ment that “any settlement must take into ! intention to fight until China admits 
account the various interests in the Far | 
East” is that in any direct settlement I 
those third-party interests would either I 
be overlooked or trespassed upon, but, to I 
descend to the colloquial, this is surely a ■ 
case of squealing before one is hurt. In 
all the statements which have been made 
on behalf of Japan it has been clearly 

। asserted that while Japan regards it as an 
inescapable mission to bring about a 
better and more co-operative relationship 
between herself and the continental 
neighbour with whom she is destined by 
geography and economics to live in weal 
oi in woe, she will pay due respect to 
the rights and interests of third parties.
Perhaps that assurance is not believed or, J Chiang Kai-shek, recognizes the principle 
to put the matter another way, it is felt 
that if Japan succeeds in forcing China 
to make terms with her then Japan will 
secure for herself Conditions under which 
her own interest will have favoured 
treatment to the detriment of others. 
Our own view on that point is, that by 
virtue of Treaty rights with China other 
Powers would enjoy the benefits of the 
most-favoured-nation clause and that 
beyond that safeguard there must operate 
the rules and principles of ordinary 
commercial competition. Most alarming 
fears are sometimes thoughtlessly express
ed, but, being just as jealous as others of 
British interests in China, we cannot share 
al] the conclusions which seem to lie 
at the root of those fears. China is only 
on the threshold of its commercial and 
industrial possibilities and there is room ! such a 
for all to share in its progressive develop
ment, provided the fact is honestly 
admitted that Japan’s position is an

Nations for further abortive 
By urging the suspension o: 
the - Declaration did give 

to at least one supportable 
Chinese leaders are, however, not

Japan’s

defeat was expressed by him, and one 
cannot doubt that that represents Japanese 
thought as a whole. What began as an 
incident has now become a full trial of 
military strength and the longer that trial 
is waged the greater will be the commit
ments on both sides. Some of the remarks 
of General Ugaki are worthy of serious 
consideration, especially the statement 
that the greater the sacrifices and efforts 
which Japan will be called upon to make 
because of the prolongation of hostilities 
the greater might be the national desires 
and demands when the final reckoning 
comes. According to the General, Japan 
does not desire the downfall of General

of “China for the Chinese,” and looks for 
* heart-to-heart talks to settle the con
troversy.

Here is something upon which a 
response from Chinese leaders might well 
be justified. The historical references of 
General Ugaki with regard to the Sino- 
Japanese dispute arising out of Manchuria 

, are also of interest and importance. If 
" China and Japan had then got together 
I instead of China running to the League 
^of Nations, which only succeeded in 
antagonizing Japan and causing her to 
leave that organization, there is little 

I doubt that the present situation would 
not have arisen. Once again we see 
China being encouraged not to have 
direct dealings with her neighbour and 

’ there cannot be other than despair over 
course. The whole tenor of 

General Ugaki’s statement ought to be 
regarded as encouraging to the moderate 
elements in this country, for if there were

advantageous one by reason of so many ■ acceptance at its face value of Japan’s 
inescapable affinities. We cannot ignore ! = assertion that her principal aim is to bring 
or defeat unchangeable facts and it is far about a fundamental change in relations 
more constructive to adjust ourselves to between the two countries, it might not 
them than it is to contribute to the growth prove at all difficult or humiliating to 

J work out terms upon which peace could 
be restored. Japan’s greatest objection is 
politically-fostered animosity and China’s 
appeals to others to help her out of the 

• scrapes which result. Third parties have 
■an enormous responsibility in this Far 
'Eastern affair. It would be an historié 
tràgédÿ if incursions from the Occident 
and Occidental influence resulted in the 
embittered estrangement of two indigen
ous peoples who have not only their owr 
destinies to work out but their neighbourly 
adjustments to make. The Powers woulc 
do better to tell China to fix things uj 
with Japan than encourage her to furthei 
impoverishment.

of enmity between two great peoples inj 
an attempt either to compete with the one 
or curry favour the other. One can only* 
hope that Mr. Norman Davis and his 
fellow conferees did gsdn “a more Com
plete knowledge of the difficulties and
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From The Shanghai Times, dated November 12, 1937

^CAN THERE BE P^éE? \
By a great many peopleMw^ugges- 

tion for the early restoration of peace 
between China and Japan will be 
regarded as premature. They seé the 
Nine-Power Conference at Brussels still 
striving to persuade Japan to come 
within the orbit of its deliberations and 
they also see China’s determination to 
continue resistance as being little if any 
different from the day on which Nanking 
made its fateful decision. But there are 
others, genuinely concerned for the wel
fare of China and its people,^..who have 
difficulty in seeing anything other than 
further smash-up and tribulation if this 
war is a great deal further prolonged. 
The “Times” of London has just recorded 
its view that there is no sign that China 
will cease fighting “until her ends are 
attained, or are definitely unattainable,” 
and it goes on to add that “as long as 
further resistance is possible, no Chinese 
Government could conclude a peace 
which left Japan to control a substantial 
part of Chinese territory.” What one has 
to ask—and there ought to be no timidity 
or make-believe about this—is whether 
China can now attain the ends which 
Nanking has previously announced as 
being the basis of its war of resistance. 
The avowed end is nothing less than the 
driving out of “the invader” and the re
assumption by Nanking of its full 

' authority and supremacy in all parts oj/ 
what is regarded as being China Proper. 
For three months these hostilities have 
been waged, and it has to be admitted 
that China’s armies, valorous though they ' 
have been, are proving to be no ’ 
match for the better-equipped and I 
better-directed Japanese forces. In 
North China there has been a spectacular 
Japanese advance and it cannot with 
safety be pretended that China can 
hope to drive the Japanese back to 
their original lines. There can, and 
doubtless will, be the prosecution of, 
guerrilla tactics, but as these are mainly : 
waged by plain clothes men there are 
grave dangers created for vast numbers. 
of innocent civilians. Large regions will 
be kept distraught and millions of people 
reduced to saddening straits. Here in the 
Shanghai area, where Nanking undoubt
edly threw the flower of its army and 
great quantities of material into the fight, 
there has been a slow but sure Japanese 
ascendancy and indications now are that 
Japan’s military programme here and in 
the lower reaches of the Yangtze is going 
to develop on a much larger scale than 
was at first indicated. Both sides have 
undoubtedly suffered heavy losses, but it 
is no use disguising the truth that the 
Chinese army has been dealt a tremend
ously heavy blow and that it cannot do 
much more than slow up Japanese 
military penetration even up to Nanking 
itself if operations are continued for so 
lengthy a time.

Facts have to be faced. It is true 
that Chinese morale has not greatly 
broken down, that the will to fight is still 
there. But those who still argue that a 
prolonged war of attrition can be waged 
to the undoing of Japan are surely over
looking the fact that if Chinese morale is 
still good in face of military reverses 
Japanese morale is the higher because 
of military successes. In material re
sources Japan is not the impoverished 
country some have been prone to believe, 

; and if the cost of this campaign has been 
high that is all the added reason in 
Japanese eyes why it should now be 

। prosecuted to the point whereat its fruits 
can be garnered. These are possibly 
unpleasant considerations for many to 
bear in mind, but they are not capable 
safely of being ignored. When one tries 
to look forward to the end of this tre
mendously tragic and important episode 
in Far Eastern history it is not easy to 
see Nanking in a position to wield cen
tralized and complete control over all the 
territory hitherto regarded by its 
oligarchy as being rightfully under its 
long-range jurisdiction, and if it is going 
to be argued that no Government in this 
country could conclude a peace which 
took note of this changed circumstance 
then it seems inevitable that this sorry । 
chapter is going to be prolonged into a | 
military trial which might very easily 
lead to a more disastrous peace than 
statesmanship and realism could earlier 
secure. Can China hope to get a better 
peace by fighting on than that which 
might be negotiated to-day? That, it 
seems to many, is the really vital question 
of the hour, and plain speaking demands 
the answer that, in the absence of active 
intervention by others, she has little 
likelihood of so doing. The chances of 
that intervention are but slim. There 
will no doubt be a good deal of talk added 
to that which has already been made, but 
international action of such a character 
as could materially affect the situation is 

•extremely unlikely. China might, with 
some justification, complain on this 
account, but she was never really in doubt 
as to Japan’s insistence that Sino- 
Japanese relations were a matter for 
direct settlement between the two coun
tries concerned. That point is still being 
maintained and, in view of the general 
international situation and the alignment 

f of interests which we have lately seen in 
J the purely political realm, it is not safe 
to contemplate more than third-party 
moral support for this country. China 
still looks to Brussels when it might, with 
more immediate profit look inwardly at 
itself.

The “Times” might be right when 
it says that “a settlement based on any
thing less than the recognition of China’# 
rights will mean a postponement of war* 
rather than the establishment of peace,” 
but, without in any way going into all 
mat might be envisaged in the phrase 
“China’s rights,” the postponement of 
war, when that war seems to be develop- 

|ing so onesidedly, is not an objective to 
be contemptuously rejected. No-one can: 
deny thé right of thé Nanking Govern
ment to lead the people along thé line of 
further resistance and rio-one can fail to 
pay tribute to the spirit behind such a 
decision, but there are other things in the 
human scale besides the spirit, and will 
of leaders. Especially is this sa in China,
where a vast lowly, industrious, peace- 

I loving people are suddenly and surpris/ 
ingly brought face to face with a situation 
which brings nothing but misery to tWein. 
To save and salve is a worthier 'motive 

[than to waste, especially where wastage 
looks like being ineffectual* These words 
are written with every regard rVtocT 
sympathy for our Chinese friends and. 
have no other purpose than the earliest
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From The China Press, dated November 1, 1937
Madame kung’s address V \j 

ILÉ^^ME H. H. Kung, distinguished wife of thXchinese 
frl 'Minister of Finance, scored an Achillean hit on the 
^ISFese when she declared in her radio address late last 
WfM to the United States over the nation-wide Columbia 
Broadcasting Service “what the combined great powers can 
now well ask themselves is, ‘Why be afraid any longer to 
ift&ist upon proper respect for the sanctity of treaties to insure 

preservation of mankind ? Why be afraid indeed ?’ 
"^j^Oint is pertinent—in fact, it so squarely hits the nail 

t head that the question must be one truly embarrass- 
^ to^the Japanese military. Following the same line of 
jMÏgSbt Madame Kung also stated, “Japan has, however, 

^something of a surprise. Utterly unexpectedly she 
*China up and fighting as she has never fought before, 

OMRing with courage and skill. China has consequently 
yWed two things. First, that we Chinese are not 

co$|grds, and second, and of greater significance, Japan it 
w invincible. Even though we may be overwhelmed we 
have pricked a bubble, or exposed a bogey, for- the wide 
world to see.”

«ft is precisely on this point where Japan has*exposed 
great inherent weakness of her military machine when 
pared with the equipment, and knowledge bf its use;

SPmher major world powers. It is common knowledge that 
:cp&ipetent foreign military observers in Shanghai have 
'aching little short of scorn for the poor shewing which

Japanese have made in Shanghai—in their inability pro- 
to employ mechanized equipment, in crimina 

inaccuracy of their bombers as is being daily replayed in 
many Chinese cities and in the comic ,and ^almost wholly 
ineffectual firing of their anti-aircraft weapons. .These same 
observers are constantly remarking that manV -phases ol 
Japanese military activity in the Shanghai ar^ reflects r 
befuddled scientific and military knowledge. Triie, the Jap 
anese have made progress, but it has been a progress s< 
slow and so costly that it has demonstrated that o^her world 
powers 'vitally interested in upholding the sanctitymf treaties 
and the pledged word need not be unduly concerned about 
any possible threat from Japan should it be "déterminée 
thât a dose of sanctions or economic embargo iâ the best 
cUr| for the world’s number one bad boy. $

s“Out of the world’s troubles Japan calculates she could 
reap a great fortune, and out of China she decided she 
could cârve an expanded empire.” Madame Kung also said 
in Mr talk. “She was prepared to take any risks, and 
chance any consequences, to secure the loot she coveted, 
because she was convinced that she could, if the worst came 
to the worst, defeat any nation or combination of nations 
that might try to curb her ruthless aggressiveness and her 
treachery with regard to treaties. She was encouraged in 
this belief by the world’s failure to resent her contemptuous 
violation of treaties, of her invasion of China, when she 
seized Manchuria in 1931/’ f

Many thoughtful people today realize, as apparently 
Japan does not, that a day of reckoning is at hand. Nations, 
even those not directly concerned, have a way of remember
ing the acts of the* bully and causing him to pay dearly 
when the opportunity presents itself, as it usually does. The 
military leaders of Japan may have rested confident in the 
behèf that a savage, uncontrolled use of the sword would 
bi|ng everything that they desired. The great pity, on 
Japan’s side, is that it will-be the great mass of down- 
tr^den people in' Japan—who really do not want war with 
CWna or With any other nation—on whqm the burden 
or%he war with China will fall. It is agamst all laws of 
hutnanity that a military clique should forée millions of j 
inhopent people, belonging to both the aggressor and the j 
iny&ed nation, to suffer asf people have suffered but few 
Hnf^_beforein world history. ’
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Japan is playing a dangerous game in persistently and 
constantly affronting the conscience of the world. She can 
have no real friend among the colony of nations. Even 
another ^aggressive nation must of necessity regard her as 
a country; Without principle and with which any alliances 
made will oniy hold good so long as they are to the definite 
advantage of the party concerned.

Taking 'a most sane outlook on China’s life-and-death 
problem,^ Madame Kung. asks the people of America and 
other parts of the world wherever the written word is 
read, “We do not ask .you to fight our war. But short of 
gQing to war, there are'many effective ways in which you 
can helpjus and "th^ cause for which we are fighting.* We 
knoW wgjh^'Ve ydur/sympathy and your moral support, and 
we appréèjate both. But we need from you more than that.

need, Within measure your material support. . . . We 
need arh^ XM ammunition, help for the millions of in-' 
nçcent* homSess women and children whom treaties have 
failed to protect, and for the tens of thousands of wounded. 
. J. At the, same time we want your co-operation to prevent 
Japan from getting money to continue her aggression. 
That|£a$,^ done by buying ’ nothing from,, and selling 
nothi W^Bi1 the Japanese. .

: “Treaties will stand or fall,” Madame Kung con
tinued, “upon what?;happens at Brussels, and peace in the 
world will correspondingly be blessed or be.damned. The 
great powers have, great responsibilities... They are the ones 
who are to deter^jjp whether civilization is to be sacrificed, 
and whether thejnhumanities that are spreading bloodshed 
and ruin broadcast over China today dxdto become the lot 
of other countries tomorrow. s
_ “We cannot believe that America will do other than 

resolutely act to mobilize the other responsible powers ini 
a move to take the simple steps required to stop for ail 
lime what otherwise would become the recognition of a; 
violent era of undeclared war and brutality.” !

This latter point has apparently not been missed by 
President Roosevelt, as his recent and emphatic statements 
would indicate, nor by the more responsible leaders in Great 
Britain. It is widely accepted by world leaders that the 
powers which stand for peace missed their chance in not 

i checking Japan in 1931 when Manchuria was wrested from, 
I China. They have since had ample time to see what hai 
'happened to foreign interests in the puppet state of 
“Manchukuo,” as well as view recent Japanese encroach
ment on North China, not to speak of the present widespread 

I invasion of this country. It is to be expected that if world 
; powers are not willing to surrender to the ever-increasing 
! menace of a “mad-dog” nation that they vdll take action 
which will at least put the beast under the restraining in
fluence of a secure leash and, it is to be hoped, \ thoroughly 
effetfrrve muzzle. \
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and ruin broadcast over China today 4ré;to become the lot 
of other countries tomorrow.
. „ “JVe cannot believe that America will do other than 

resolutely act to mobilize the other responsible powers in 
a move to take the simple steps required to stop for all! 
lime what otherwise would become the recognition of a; 
violent era of undeclared war and brutality.”

This latter point has apparently not been missed by 
President Roosevelt, as his recent and emphatic statements 
would indicate, nor by the more responsible leaders in Great 
Britain. It is widely accepted by world leaders that the 
powers which stand for peace missed their chance in not 

j checking Japan in 1931 when Manchuria was wrested from 
I China. They have since had ample time to see what ha^ 
'happened to foreign interests in the puppet state of 
“Manchukuo,” as well as view recent Japanese encroach- 

| ment on North China, not to speak of the present widespread 
’ invasion of this country. It is to be expected that if world 
I powers are not willing to surrender to the ever-increasing 
I menace of a “mad-dog” nation that they udll take action 
which will at least put the beast under the restraining in
fluent of a secure leash and, it is to be hoped, \ thoroughly 
effective muzzle. \
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jfron The China ?ress, daten November 7, 1937

/ TWO BASIC PSYCHOLOGIES^/^. \

A week is added to week in the present hostilities there 
** is one great advantage that is constantly working in 
the favor of the Chinese side. It is in. the matter of basic 
psychologies of the two nations. All Chinese throughout 
the length and breadth of the land are being and have been 
told the truth about the present conflict with Japan. On 
the Japanese side there is an exact opposite state of affairs. 
Their people are being constantly fooled in many and sundry 
Ways.*

The thousands of Japanese wounded are being side
tracked to Formosa and* Manchuria, so that the people at 
home will not learn the true cost in young manhood. The 
news^papers, we are J’ informed on competent authority, 
reptSrt “victories” that have never occurred and sidelights 
on the war that are as far from fact as it is possible to 
imagine. In Japan, the Chinese air force, of course, has 
long since been “wiped out,” the people of China are “run
ning as wolves crazed with hunger through the streets” 
and lhe Chinese soldier is ap individual that} even a child 
could chastise. .

This one-sided story—highly distorted and therefore 
subject to being exposed at any time to the very people who 
are duped—is being given out in an attempt to keep the 
Japanese “satisfied” with being called on to make great 
sacrifices, both financial apd in giving up members of their 
families to the fighting services. It all ties in, also, with 
the very urgent necessity of the Japanese militarists in 
making the people of Dai Nippon believe that their adventure 
in China will be brief and, of course* highly successful.

Many foreigners who have recently visited Japan bear 
out this statement, saying that the catch-word everywhere 
is that the present war will be a short one. Herein rests 
she basic psychological difference in the attitudes of the 
two nations. China is prepared for a long war. Her leaders 
at all times have warned the people that the struggle 
may last a year or it may last two years, but whatever 
the.time that'tlfe War Willbe Rmg\*and wfllrequire sacrifices 
Jrpih everyone. Such an appeal is ah appeal to reason and 
àn appeal based on honesty

. It is not difficult to iniagine what will occur when the 
Japanese people finally, realize that they have been deluded 
on everyscore—that brothers, fathers and sons have died 
or been..wounded in a sààse iiv which they have no direct 
hr indirect • interest thaVthe reckoning economically will 
have to be paid in enormous taxes; that the costs of the 
hare necessities 6Ï life cannot be met'because of inflated 
prices ; tha^ the exhilaration of war is followed by a relent
less despair which will spréàd throughout the land.
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jfrom The oAanghai Evening Post aated noveiaber 8. 1937

Formalizing Our War
XTÏEWS favoring a declaration of oy?

* Japan against China are reported by the 
Hochi Shimbun of Tokyo to be gaining ground 
throughout Japan. It is understood that the 
Navy supports this and the Army opposes. 
Actually we doubt if anybody knows much 
about the issues involved, outside of a few 
cloistered experts.

We have ventured far into the realm of 
Alice In Wonderland by the terrifying conduct 
of widespread hostilities in China while dip
lomatic relations were continued and the forms 
of friendship between Japan and China re-{ 
mained unbroken. Neither party has thus far! 
concluded that it was desirable to formalize 
war by calling it such.

China, of course, initially had the reason 
that a state of war meant a blockade. But a 
blockade came into being from August 26 when 
Japanese naval forces ordered such a course 
for approximately 800 miles from the mouth 
of the Yangtze to SWatow, this being later 
extended northward as well though with a 
conspicuous exemption of Tsingtao where vast 
Japanese investments are centered.

It is true that an explanatory statement! 
frern the Japanese Foreign Office declared] 
that this measure, 
would apply solely 
would exempt “peaceful commerce” carried on 
by third parties. On the same day, however, 
a Japanese naval spokesman here cast doubt 
on the nature of the blockade by declaring 
that “foreign shipping along the China coast 
may be halted by Japanese warships” 
ing “the privilege of pre-emption 
foreign bottoms carrying a cargo that 
of war would‘constitute contraband.”

These declarations brought into being a 
situation which has been gingerly skirted both 
by Japan and by the foreign Powers engaged 
in China 
toward a 
motivated 
and shut 
splittings.

As is pointed out in a recent bulletin of 
the Foreign Policy Association, the issue as it; 
still stands is bristling with legal difficulties 
and fraught with a danger of serious incidents. 
The bulletin says:

“Under international law, pre-emption is 
the right of a belligerent to seize conditional 
contraband (i.e., articles not recognized to be 
‘absolute’ contraband) found on neutral vessels 
and destined for the enemy—provided there is 
just compensation. Although neutral ship
ping has not been interfered with in the past' 
by states not technically at war under the 
form of a pacific blockade, the rights of pro
tagonists and third parties has not been clear
ly defined.

“Quite apart from legal niceties, the facts i 
are that a blockade of the China coast is in J 
full force, that Japanese naval commanders,> 
despite protestations from Tokyo, are 
apparently prepared to interfere with neutral 
shipping, and that serious incidents involv
ing not only the ‘rights’ but the honor and 
prestige of foreign Powers may result.”

Foreign Office declared 
taken in. “self defense,” 
to Chinese shipping and

exercis- 
toward 

in time

trade, and the Navy’s inclination 
formal state of war is presumably 
by a blunt naval desire for an open 
situation devoid of legalistic hai^

We are all walking a chalk line, in other 
; words, as result of the ambiguities of the 

present position; but if the ambiguities were 
; 'removed, other disabilities would have to be 
. considered.

v The belligerent first to declare war, for 
one thing, would incur not only the general 
opprobrium of seeming to “pick a fight”— 

ihowever ludicrous that may sound at the 
moment, the war-declaring nation would go 

/Mown in the historic record as formally an 
^aggressor—jut it would likewise be violating 
the Kellogg Anti-War pledge. Realistically 
considered, that pledge was already violated 
by Japan in China long ago, but those in high 
^quarters like to keep such things off the record, 
i China would hardly gain by any formal 
right to declare a blockade because she has no 

Inavy with which to blockade Japan in any 
•.event. Japan is less dependent on foreign 
munitions than China, likewise. That is a 
point to consider, blockade aside, when such 
matters as the American Neutrality Act come 
into the picture. With a formal declaration of 
war the Act would come into effect, further 
shutting off needed supplies for China which 
already have been given a rockier road to 
travel through Washington’s decision not to 
allow Government-owned ships to bring them.

A declaration of war would mean con
fiscation of enemy property and internment of, \ 
enemy nationals. Japan could lose title to a I 
gcod deal of valuable property by this means, ! 
which would not be the case with China. 
China would suffer the internment of some 
Japan-visiting amahs. Most civilian nationals 
of both countries have evacuated homeward.

There would, of course, be some sort or 
declaration of objectives in connection with 
declaration of war. So much might be in
formative, though it could hardly be con
strued as necessarily the last word. Japan has 
already declared she does not seek territorial 
gains or special privilege in China, and those, 
who doubt the official statement’s full truth 
would ’oe equally disposed to expect enlarge
ment of whatever might be covered in a 
formal war declaration.^ ,.. .. ........ ......

Finally there is the question of dignifying 
the present conflict. Japan started to regard 
it as a strictly regional matter but later ex
panded it under the general title of “the China 
incident” and although at the outset a decla
ration of war against China might have been 
something of a shock to Japan’s home public, 
the way is pow prepared for Japanese accept-

• ance of sucli a notion except for Japanese high 
'authority’s reluctance to admit that China is 
ja nation capable of putting up a war. So far 
as China is concerned, a declaration probably 
would be welcomed, 
difference whatever 
sible international 
application of the American Neutrality Act. 

*Being very much in. a war, whatever the thing 
be called, many Chinese feel it would strengthen 
their cause and thé national morale to re
cognize it openly^

We have heard it loosely declared that a 
i war declaration would mean, that all foreigners 
( would have to get out. We see no reason to 
subscribe to that. Foreigners have remained 
in other countries in states of war,, though the 

| situation cannot be easy or pleasant—but the

so much as it meant any 
and aside from the pos- 
repercussions such as

situation now is neither easy nor pleasant, yet 
foreigners with interests, at stake, and respon
sibilities resting heavily upon them,- hold on.

Japan’s anticipated establishment on 
November 10 of an “Imperial Headquarters,* 
uniting, the executive power of the Govern
ment and the military department, will carry- 
one step farther the Service domination of- 
Japan’s policies. The Cabinet and .members of 

I the Privy Council- under this scheme vzill parti 
cipate in lî&siciQUîiTvGirs coiifijrdiccs only tincK 
special order from the Throne, ordinaril 
receiving such information as the War an 
Navy Ministers may deign to impart, and i

I general playing the part of good childre
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situation- now 1s heithereasÿ nos pleasant, yet [ 

X° -u’n|S^erS With iïîterests a*- «taxe, and respon-t 
° flslbUlües resting heavily upon them,- hold, on. I

Japan’s anticipated establishment on| 
November 10 of an, “Imperial Headquarters/| 
uniting the executive power of the Govern- Q 
ment and. the...military department, will carry ! 
one step farther the Service domination of » 
Japan’s policies. The Cabinet and members o£t( 
the Privy Council- under this scheme will parti- 
cipate in Headquarters conferences only tinder. 
special order from the Throne, ordinarily j 
receiving such information as the War and 

a Navy Ministers may deign to impart, and ihl|S 
I general playing the part of good children 
I neither seen nor heaird. p*
I One thing is clear from these various® 
I schemes and that is the reluctant Japanese ijg; 
R conclusion that portracted hostilities in China fwl 
| must, be anticipated. Earlier rosy hopes, of a 

victorious 10-day campaign, something liket^B 
that in Jehol only quicker and better, hav®JwjjR 
now gone completely. The present line is tCfeH 
keep a stiff upper lip and marshal every force 
under a military dictatorship, saying nothing ^E 
whatever of the inevitable results to the nation 
from protracted China warfare. Those results!» 
will not foe mentioned in Japan; there will befcyB 

„ silence upon this point above all others. YetMf 
I here we have the crucial and probably decisive^ 

point in this whole affair—that if China can 
“take It” long enough she can break Japan 
by the sheer weight of burdening an already 
over-extended nation with an impossibl 
military adventure.
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COL. TAKAHASHI’S FABRICATIOFtô\\

COLONEL Tan Takahashi-Èàs been busy of late X>icmg 
his views on the Sirio-Japanese war in far-away Europe, 

apparently for the benefit of the Brussels Conference. 
Though he may be the head of the Chinese Department of 
the Japanese War Office, he is grossly ignorant of things 
Chinese. (

In his opinion Japan is conducting hostilities in China' 
for a dual purpose. On the one hand She is trying to combat 
communism for the good of the world; on the other, she is 
trying to “annihilate” the Kuomintang for the good of the 
Chinese.

It happens that the world outside of Japan has not 
seen fit to appreciate the good offices of the Japanese; other
wise there would have been no conference at Brussels. As 
The Manchester Guardian remarks:

Even Japan finds Communism a convenient bogey. Her 
claim that she is fighting communism in China is sheer 
nonsense, for no government has ever fought communists more 
vigorously than General Chiang Kai-shek’s Government.
If Japan's claim to fight Communism in China is 

nonsense, her attempt to “annihilate” the Kuomintang will 
be futile. Not that & political party is so omnipotent that! 
it cannot be “annihilated,” but that the Party has so stead-1 
ily receded into the background as far as active politics are J 
concerned that it has been generally regarded only as the 
guiding hand of the Government.

* For the past few years the Kuomintang, pursuant to 
the principles laid down ;by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, has taken a 
number of steps toward ;the .< termination of the period of 
political tutelage. The proclamation of the Constitution 
of the Republic and the convocation of the National Peo
ple’s Congress are two outstanding events testifying to its 
sincerity to return the rule of the country to the people.

Moreover, a casual glance of the Government roster 
will show most clearly that many of the most important 
positions are now being held not by Kuomintang members 
but by others some of whom were once openly in disagree
ment with the Party^. **If -Colpnel Takahashi thinks that 
the people are opposed to; the Kuomintang, he is either 
sadly mistaken qt dc|iberafely friisfe^fiing.

It cannot be too^strop^Jy emphasized that the nation-; 
wide attitude towai^ ÛâpâH ’ în rèspect to her aggression in 
China is not the result of Kuomintang propaganda but the 
inevitable outcome of that aggression itself. With or 
without the Kuomintang China’and the Chinese will resist 
foreign invasion, ColoneJ Takahashi; s fabrications nq£with-
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i?roLi The North China Daily itfetvs, dated November 15, 1937.

' /^ "/'s~ ~ 77 U
FOR SHANGHAi-T \

/To all intents and purposes Shanghai 
'now ringed by Japanese forces which are 
in military control of the Chinese territory 
surrounding the International Settlement 
and French Concession. The position is un
enviable, even though it undoubtedly 
connotes relief from the extreme dangers 
and hardships of the last three months. 
The complications attendant on the triple 
polity of this city of over 3,000,000 people 
produce anomalies which have their embar
rassment for the Shanghailander and also 

■' for the military authorities now charged with 
* the dual task of continuing operations in . the 
; field beyond Shanghai and yet maintaining 
: order in that part of the City which has now 
fallen temporarily into their hands. General 
Matsui is credited with certain statements 
which have been precipitately interpreted as 
if they were formal announcements of policy. 
So far as can be judged the substance of 
them can be regarded as the outcome of a 
soldier’s desire to emphasize the extent of 
his recent victory. This journal sees no 
reason to alter its view that General Matsui 
is not likely to overlook the peculiar status 
of the foreign municipal areas. He would 
not lightly attempt to burden himself with 
problems which would distract his (atten
tion and divert his energies from his main 
pre-occupation—the successful prosecution of 
operations in the field. Those who have— 
quite naturally perhaps—been impatient to 
ensure the restoration of certain amenities 
at the earliest possible date will have to 
realize that the Japanese Commander-in- 
Chief must place first the security of his 
forces and their freedom to continue their 
offensive. In so far as that object is faci
litated by the prevalence of normality in 
Shanghai he will no doubt be disposed to 
give such matters attention. There is every 
indication that he will be anxious to avoid 
any action which might be calculated to 
retard the application of remedial processes 
to the stricken organization of this city. On 
this point Chinese and Japanese interests 
coincide. Just as for the Chinese of Shang
hai, who have done all that they can to 
maintain their national sympathies, the im
mediate concern is the restoration of nor
mality or as near normality as conditions 
permit, so for the Japanese command the 
elimination of Shanghai as a military liabi
lity is Equally desirable. That naturally will 
be brought about by a general effort on the 
part of all concerned to co-operate in pre
serving civic equilibrium.

At this moment the mental distress of the 
majority of Shanghai’s citizens owing to the 
occupation of their territory by a foreign 
military force is recognized and evokes sym
pathy. They will, however, have the prac
tical commonsense to agree that, since the 
armed forces of their country, after a gal
lant resistance, are now beyond Shanghai’s 
contact they cannot do more than hope for 
an ultimately satisfactory outcome of the 
policy which inspired the general acceptance 
of Japan’s challenge. Here in Shanghai there 
is much work to be done in the provision 
of relief for distressed Chinese civilians, in 
furthering the medical care of wounded 
soldiers now virtually interned in the foreign 
areas. Without provoking actions to which 
the Japanese military authorities could take 
logical exception energies can be concen

trated on this humanitarian work and still 
vindicate Chinese Shanghailanders’ patrio
tism. In other respects it is necessary for 
all citizens, whether Chinese or foreign, to 
order their occasions in the light of the oc
cupation which has now been established ! 
under General Matsui’s direction. Activities! 
and expressions of view which might have f 
been proper before that occupation can no 
longer be£ indulged without breaching the 

I public peace. Dignity alone demands frank 
I acceptance of that situation for efforts to 
evade it or to act as if it did not exist can 
only lead to aggravation of the general dis
tress and so to an ignominious exposure of 
their futility.

Destruction and worse have been endured 
by Shanghai with sufficient fortitude to 
acquit its citizens at this hour of any lack 
of courage or independence. Shanghai has 
now to work for Shanghai and by so doing 
it will best serve the cause of China. It 

; were no benefit to the Government if per
versity here were to expose this city to fur
ther strife when the means for continuing 
that strife on the only lines which could 
possibly be effective have disappeared. If 
the attitude of the Japanese military au
thorities be dispassionately considered from 
the time that their ring has been placed 
round Shanghai it will have to be admitted 
that they have shown considerable restraint, 
have even displayed anxiety to facilitate the 
normal working of the administrations of 
the two foreign-controlled municipality. 
It will not be denied that this directly bene
fits the vast Chinese population of those two 
areas and actually gives a guarantee that, 
provided reasonable regard be paid to the 
realities of Japanese military control outside, 
those administrations can continue to func
tion. That development must greatly con
tribute to the restoration of such parts of 
the dislocated machinery as can be put into 
running order even though the economic 
and other disabilities of the {moment ,are 
irksome. This does not prejudice the view 
which has .been taken of the rights and 
wrongs of tne present conflict. It bars no 
eventual effort to ensure that due attention 
is paid to that view when the termination 
of hostilities leads to discussion of the future. 
Indeed the sooner Shanghai can recover 
some of its main sources of commercial, 
social and financial activity, the better will 
Chinese citizens here be able to throw their 
full weight into the scale of such negotia
tions. That time unfortunately has not come. 
For the present Shanghai has to regard 
itself as an internee. Such a position de
mands courtesy, respect and consideration 
for those who have by circumstances as
sumed certain responsibilities for the ad
ministration of areas which no longer aï& 
controlled by Chinese authority. Those obli
gations weigh with special intensity on the 
citizens of the foreign areas, for the com
paratively greater freedom which they enjoy 
imposes the necessity for a corresponding 
restraint in the interests of the community 
as a whole and of the great city itself. From 
observation of the conduct of the Japanese 
High Command here there is ground for the 
belief that if these principles are observed 
it will be ready fully to co-operate in en
suring the immunity of Shanghai from un
necessary restrictions on its legitimated 
activities.
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I IProd The China Press, Shanghai, TTovenbei’ 24, 19S7.
THE JAPANESE RÉQUESTS

TIE Shanghai Municipal Courfcifhas practically made up 
its mind to comply with the five requests of the 

Japanese in respect to the Chinese and their anti-Japanese 
activities. Its decision to “face realities” is perhaps 
jnevitabîè, when its peculiar structure and anomalous status 
are taken into consideration.

In many respects the Council is not unlike the League 
of Nations. Its own being is dependent upon the collective 
wishes of certain Powers, and its ability to force its de
cisions, if voluntarily arrived at, has to be qualified by 
readiness of those Powers to lend it material support.

Even if the Council were inclined to preserve its 
corporate integrity, it could take no effective measures in the 
face of a superior military force at its doorstep, unless the 
Powers to which it owes its existence were prepared to 
maintain its status against all odds.

The policy of each of the Powers concerned, if it has not 
been officially made .clear locally, can be easily gathered from 
the outcome of the Nine-Power Conference at Brussels. If 
they were not willing or able to call a halt to the military 
operations in China, they would certainly not plunge into 
an open conflict with the Japanese here which would in 
the end entail the same risks which were expected to attend 
any decision at Brussels to call such a halt.

The decision of the Council, therefore, may be regarded 
as a reflection or echo of the more momentous decision at 
Brussels. It has been suggested that, by moderation, the 
Japanese may be persuaded to minimize the extent of their 
military measures, and this suggestion has apparently been 
driven home to the Council.

In the midst of military occupation it would be idle to 
undertake an academic discussion of the pro’s and con’s in 
respect to the decision which has been arrived at, we are 
sure, with much hesitation and reluctance. Be that as it 
may, the validity of the Council’s contemplated action will 
scarcely be contested by the Chinese, and their compliance, 
however involuntary, may probably be expected in due 
course.

It must be pointed'out, nevertheless, that this interna
tional community of Shanghai must not induce itself to the 
belief that all will be well once the Chinese are put in their 
place, as it were. Through its economic fabric many Chin
ese threads are interwoven; it would be suicidal for its 
leaders to try to draw out these threads without great cau
tion, if they can be drawn out at all. Should Chinese in
terests in Shanghai be allowed to be damaged beyond repair, 
then the existence of Shanghai will become an empty one 
or a mere “geographical expression,” to borrow an apt 
Japanese phrase.

While the Council may have agreed in principle to the 
five Japanese requests, we may presumably maintain that 
certain Chinese Government organs in Shanghai cannot be 
removed or closed without inflicting a serious strain upon 
its social and econotnic structure.

Take, for instance, the Land Office of the Chinese 
Municipal Government. This organ is purely an agency for. 
land registration which has not least political complexion or 
significance. The title of thousands of land owners is pre
served in its archives, and their preservation will assist im
measurably in the liquidity of real estate in this metropolis. 
Should it be forced to wind up, even temporarily, incalculable 
inconvenience will at once be experienced by both in
dividuals and public institutions.
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Take/agaiïïr^e Chüi^e-Courts as an example. . Th^ 
are admittedly judicial &r$anfc?freé from political affiliatûttjjBÈ 
The judges who'presidei>|er all cases have been chosenl^for 
their knowledge of law Tind for their personal character?. 
They are in their official ^capacity not responsive to the
changes which are taking place, save in places where the 
prosecution of war has unavoidably suspended the operation
of civil law.

In these Courts innumerable cases are pending, and in 
their custody are documents of great value, certifying to the 
rights of creditors, mortgagors, heirs, and the like. Once 
these documents are either lost or damaged, needless I in
justice will be inflicted on the innocent litigants.

In the two instances cited at random the interests of 
the foreign nationals as well as of the Chinese are at stake. 
To these interests the Council cannot be indifferent, nor to 
them can the foreign ratepayers afford to pay scant heed. 
Judging by the Japanese official promise to refrain from 
interfering with public- utilities, even though Chinese gov- 
erment enterprises, one may perhaps hope that the same 
consideration will be given to other Chinese Government 
agencies upon whose continued existence the public at 
large must depend for the protection or recognition of their 
private rights. In this particular aspect the Council is 
obligated by its public duty to exert the greatest endeavor, 
to protect the public. I

History is undoubtedly being ^nade in Shanghai, for 
better or for worse, and history is apt to repeat or reverse | 
itself. Though the Council is perforce constrained to rescind! 
its recent pledge to permit no change in its status, it will 
command abundant public sympathy if it would take a long- * 
range view of the lo^al situation. If it must, as it should,1 
save itself, the act^Æ^ying must be done with Hn eye on 
jfLe future. It -wo^^^^^^^rievous njistake to think that its 
duty is to tide over the ^present while the future wilOS^e 
care of itself.

The Chinese con^aunity in Shanghai has always been 
law-abiding. Not phniindful of the temporary refuge 
whigh^h^s ironical^ been provided by the foreign adminfeta- 
tive afcé^s, it .is ready to abide by the considered policy of 
the Cetmtn&an order to preserve local peace and order. 
Unquestionably* ' the situation» is delicate, and delicacy 
requires tact in which we are sure the Council will not be 
found wanting.
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its anxiety to avoid such clash. In the matter 
pf closing Chinese newspapers, for example, 
we are pleased to note that Secretary-General 
Sterling Fesserideh has disclaimed that anyone 
vyas authorized to give unofficial advice to five 
dailies reported to have received such advice 
and to be closing on a basis of it'. It appears 
that two Council members did tender advice 
however unauthorized, and the Lilt Pao—which 
has had some very intelligent, independent and 
often amusing matter—and the Min Pao have 
concluded to abide by their decision to 
suspend. But the China Times, à well-edited 
^modern daily, and two others are to go on for

Shifting Gears
'T'HUS FAR there has oeen a rather 

* x ed atmosphere of harmony in 
» 
matters in the foreign areas of 

^foilowing the Japanese military taking-over of 
’areas outside. Perhaps the Japanese were 
rather smarter than usual in their handling of 
all this. General Matsui’s interview, given only 
to foreign correspondents but inevitably leak
ing through ^the town, administered a ter
rific fright in many quarters), which Was 
followed by an attitude of moderation as to the 
actual putting into effect of the Japanese 
ideas. The result has been relief that matters ' the time being at any rate. Our point is riot 
Were not worse, rather than antagonism that uthat some papers will not have to close, but 
they were so bad. bthat a chance for continùâtiôn should be given
' Of course in some minds the fact of any ; where the avowed policies of the publications 

change has appeared outrageous. What to some Ido not clearly indicate that such generosity 
seemed an effort to operate realistically has; would merely fruitlessly prolong the agony. ! 
seemed to others only tame surrender. But the;
former view overwhelmingly prevailed because! continuation of the cautious policy which has 
it has been clear that there was no actual thus far been shown by Council and Japanese 
alternative; Shanghai could not be kept water- alike against disrupting “going concerns” of one 
tight, sealed away from a change in jurisdiction ’ variety and another. While Chinese censorship 
over areas about tile foreign Settlement andj within the Settlement was clearly out of the 
Concession, any mote than it could formerly < question under the changed situation, for 

example, it has been deemed sufficient for the 
time being to eliminate this—it was in fact 
self-liquidating !—without trying to set up 
fresh restrictions.

We support the plea of the China Press for a 
hands off policy on non-political and essential 
Chinese organs such as the Land Office of the 
Chinese Municipal Government, preserving title

unexpect- 
adjusting 
Shanghai

There is a great deal to be said for a

be kept watertight afià sealed away from, the 
permeating then-prevailing jurisdictional in
fluence.

Formerly that influence was Chinese. Now 
it is Japanese. The penetrative successes of 
the one directly led to the corresponding in
heritances of the other and if that be rejected 
as theory it must be choked down as fact.

It is quite incorrect to say, as a contempor- thousands of land owners in its archives, and 
ary does, that the Shanghai Municipal Council 
has practically made up its mind to comply 
with the five requests of the Japanese. The 
Council made up its mind in advance and its 
activities along the lines of the five requests 
were in full swing when the requests were 
received. That was not because the Council 
was pro-Japanese but because it knew the *>est 
way to run a motorcar is by gradual accéléra-' 
tions and decelerations rather than by yanking 
open the throttle or locking the wheels.

Our chief concern is now not that there 
will be clash between Council and Japanese, but 
lest the Council be a trifle over-assiduous in 
the performance of its suppressive functions in

the Chinese courts whose judges were chosen 
for personal character and knowledge of law 
and before whom many cases are pending, while^ 
in their custody are many documents of great, 
yalue. _______ .____ _ _________

Foreign as welt as Chinese interests are 
involved in such matters and it is deeply to be 
hoped that the Japanese will be intelligent, and 
the Council firm, in differentiating between 
such organs and other matters of clearly 
political nature to pass through this period 
of gear-shifting without undue clash and at^ 

^tendant damage to the mechanism.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, November 28, lyi57

GENERAL MATSUI’S OPINION

w GENERAL Iwane Matsui, in an interview with the local 
press, has once more sought to define the Japanese at

titude toward the International Settlement and French Con
cession. Whether or not one is inclined to agree with him, 
serious note may have to be taken of his utterances.

In General Matsui’s opinion, the Settlement and Con
cession authorities are not4‘strictly required to carry out our 
(Japanese) requests;” but at the same time he does not 
consider that “the Settlement and Concession authorities 
have an absolute right of neutrality.”

From this dual statement one may perhaps conclude that । 
General Matsui is disposed to grant the Settlement and Con- i 
cession each a status of qualified neutrality. The question1 
is the extent to which this neutrality may be qualified. Here 
at once one is confronted with a most difficult task of 
framing an answer, for no answer can be framed without 
.voluminous disputes among the best jurists of the world.

It is conceivable that General Matsui will press the is
sues as fÂ as possible and that the two foreign municipal 
administrations will try to alter the status quo as 
little as possible. The situation is indeed highly delicate, and 
present developments seem to show that the latter are 
prepared to avoid a crisis which may lead the Japanese to 
take what General Matsui has described as, “decisive ac
tions.” <

Meanwhile, questions on this precise subject are being 
asked daily in the British House of Commons, and yet no 
satisfactory solution has been evolved. It appears that the 
local foreign authorities in the International Settlement are 
looking to thërf ThSpecfîvë home governments for guidance, 
while the eume governments are, depending on thelocal re
presentatives for advice. The vicious circle has been going 
on for a week and is likely to repeat itself.

The position of , the French Concession is a happier one, 
in that it may act in accordance with the wishes of one 
government and no other. While the status of the French 
Concession is, from the standpoint of administration, dif
ferent from that of the International Settlement, the Jap
anese do not seem to be prepared to recognise the difference. 
The French authorities themselves will probably refrain 
from insisting on this poiqt ; on the contrary, they appear to 
be ready to fall in line with whatever policy the Shanghai 
Municipal Council may adopt.

These questions had been raised by this journal and 
other journals before the local hostilities started. At that 
time the public mind worked after th^ pattern of 1932 and 

I did not wish to bring itself to believe that this time the 
| Japanese policy toward Shanghai .light be vastly more rigid.

Now that the opportunity is gone for calm deliberation, 
! the municipal authorities can do little except to make the 
best of*a bad situation. Their difficulties are fully appreciat
ed by the public, including the Chinese community, and the 
recent closure of certain Chinese organizations and departure > 
of certain important Chinese personages are obviously! 
designed to prevent further complications. With the 
atmosphere gradually cleared, the task may be rendered, 

।slightly easier for Shanghai to emerge with minimum) 
damage.
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who might have been willing" to 
lives if permitted. As a matter of 
areas were less tight-shut during a good share 
of the early fighting than they became after 
the fighting was finished.

The same considerations were declared to 
hold true in the Jessfield, the Hungjap, the 
Nantao areas, yet they now remain locked long 
after hostilities have swept far off to the west
ward.

Meanwhile there is a continuation of the 
Nantao fires, there are rumors of other 
destruction land loss, and such access as is 
occasionally given is stated to be for purposes 

, . not of restoration but of further removals of 
improvement in Shanghai s position complete y forejgn property—this at a time when so far 

as we can see, the thing to do is not to remove 
•but to restore and re-occupy.

The troubles of the foreign community with 
reference to such matters as the Hungjao 
residential section are bad enough. But fun
damentally it is much worse, both for indivi
duals concerned and for the community as a 
whole, that no apparent effort is being made 
to let industry resume in the closed areas. The 
human suffering occasioned by this has been 
subject of frequent comment in these columns 
yet nothing can even begin to picture what it 
means for 135,000 industrial workers to be de
prived of their jobs, while at the same time 
countless thousands of farmers are huddled in 
refugee camps or roaming the streets instead 
of going back to their devastated farms to do 
at least what they can toward carrying on.

The knife of pity is twisted in every bosom 
hourly by incidents of all descriptions. We 
know, for example, of a foreign woman— 
herself in poor circumstances—who discovered 
a refugee mother and two children shivering 
on her doorstep late at night. She turned 
back into the house and gathered together^ 
some old cloth with the idea of at least helpingj 
them make a warmer nest, but when she werit| 
out they fled wildly into the night again.- 
Such an incident is almost too inconsequential: 
to record, yet is it not somehow possible to 
impress some realization of the fact upon! 
those in authority that this is no time to! 
tax inadequate charities further beyond theirj 
capacity when the means for resumption of 
work, even on a limited scale, are lying un
used?

This is no war in Shanghai today. What- 
tyer N before, the milit
ary phas^nST passed? Yet"it remains â war 
by inertia against those least fitted to resist, 
or least able through their completely detached 
status to do anything, to remedy matters. Such 
a position does not aid Japan. It aids no
body. It would be in some measure tp the; 
Japanese interest to facilitate some measure of 
return toward Shanghai normality but even if 
Japan were completely unaffected, the most 
elemental instinct of fair play and humanity 
should turn the balance toward such courses.

War Against Whom?!-y
Tj'VERY WAR-WAGING NATION» Within 
& modern times has made it a special point 
graciously to stress its lack of desire to punish 
the civilian population of the opposing coun
try, or to inflict needless hardships upon1 
neutrals. :

Although the difficulties of fully living Up; 
to any such declaration are obvious, it has’ 
always been found soundest policy in the long; 
run to adhere to it as much as possible. There ; 
is an Immediate local application which is1 
becoming increasingly and more painfully 
dear as each day passes with hoped-for

risk their 
fact, these

wanting, and hard times growing harder.
In Shanghai we are confronted with a., 

curious question. Does Japan wish deliberate
ly to ruin Shanghai, one of the great cities of J 
the world? The answer should be unhesitat-’ 
ingly in the negative, yet the policies of the 
local military—perhaps they are merely lack 
of policies, but they have very positive effect— 
give rise to a spirit of doubt even though no 
intelligent analysis can discern reason for any 
such Japanese attitude.

We find ourselves today not merely help
less bystanders (civilian Chinese population and 
foreigners alike), unavoidably damaged by the' 
fury of war, but so far as the present state of[ 
affairs is concerned, the actual main target! 
Is this 
be, yet 
cleared 
combatant Chinese and neutral foreigners 
who feel the spur sinking deeper and deeper.

Any sign of constructive effort by the 
Japanese military toward solving the obvious 
problems left by military operations would be 
hailed. What signs of such nature are being 
seen? We find ourselves unable to discover ; 
any. Instead of some effort either to improve 
matters themselves or to join hands with 
others in effecting such improvement, we have 
a dead weight of inertia in everything save 
affairs within the Settlement south of the Creek 
and in the. French Concession. Requests are 
made against the foreign authorities but there 
is no effort at mutuality; the sincere strive 
ings toward realistic handling of matters with
in our tiny foreign ringed-in municipalities^ 
are met by no such corresponding attitude, 
so far as we are able to discern, in freeing us 
from the inconvenience, expense and potential 
ruin originally imposed by military necessity.

We and many others must confess. to a 
feeling of genuine puzzlement as to what is in 
the minds of Japanese who have the situation 
within their control. There has been sUch a 
variety of statement on the position that no ■ 
one seems to know precisely where anything j 
stands at the moment. With apparent good 
will, it was declared early in the hostilities 
that only the needs for “defense” of the areas 

/ north of the Creek kept these areas closed— 
that and a desire to preserve from harm those

war, but so far as the present state of j

a war directed against us? It cannot 
day by day^with the Chinese troops 
completely out of this area, it is non
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From The China Press, dated November 2, 1937
/ vvz BERLIN AND BRUSSELS . \ i

C- EEJW-NY has definitely declined to attend the Nine- 
J- Power Conference at Brussels when it opens* tomorrow, j 

The attitude of the Keich*has been explained both in the) 
reply to the invitation'of the Royal Government of'Belgium 
and in an address si^s|£uetftly delivered by the German 
Foreign Minister. r

It is pointed out on both occasions that, since the Con
ference is being called: pursuant to Article VII of the Nine- 
Power Treaty and since the application of this article would 
be the chief feature of the agenda, the German Government, 
not being a signatory to the agreement, does pot feel itself 
able to attend the Conference.
- The reason thus advanced maÿ appear to be correct from 
a strictly legalistic viewpoint. As the name of the Conference 
implies, it is to be one, among the nine Powers which haa 
signed or adhered to the Nine-Power Treaty. Yet from a 
realistic angle, the situation which this treaty originally con
templated has come to pass, in which German interests are 
as much at stake us those of the other Powers which have 
sponsored the Conference.

It, is^perhaps because of the latter point that the Ger
man Government, while declining the Belgian Government's 
invitation? has at the same time expressed its willingness to 
participate in any international action aiming at the settle
ment of the Sino-Japanese war under preliminary conditions 
which it may regard as satisfactory.

White German abstention is much to be regretted, there 
is still hope for her support to any definite program which 
may help to solve thé problems submitted for discussion at 
the Brussels Conference. In this respect the policy of the 
Germa# Government^tnay be perhaps regarded as different; 
from that of the Italian Government which, according to; 
Official utterances, seems to be influenced by the unfounded 
Japanese rumor that China has gone “Communistic.” ;

-Whatever their interests in Europe may be, German and I 
Italian interests: are not the same in China.. In fact, evei 
since the establishment of the National Government, Germai 
trade with China has shown an annual increase until today 
it has become an important item in the foreign trade of this 
country. It is, therefore, difficult to conceive of German sup
port to’Japan’s aggressive policy in China without cutting 
herself away from 0néÿ>f jhe’iargest outlets, actual as well 
as potentialj for Gèrtnan products.

If one may proceed one step further, the possibility of a 
German-Italian-Japapese Entente is still remote. In Europe 
Italo-Germamco-operation can never attain absolute whole
heartedness, as long as Austria remains a bone of contention
between the two .countries. In China, Ger man-Japanese 
collaboration can never*gro% to be genuine, as long as the 
Chinese market is to be sought by their respective traders. 
If economic factors arç conducive to war among nations, 
then plainly economic competition is sure to keep competing 
nations apart.

Although Japan may still strive to use the “Red” scare 
to bring together Italy and Germany on her side, she is pro
ceeding on the presumption that the statesmen of the twc; 
countries are grossly ignorant of the real state of affairs i^ 
the Far East. Such a presu-ffiption is a dangerous one; it i| 
as likely that Japan will be disappointed as that she ma| 
succeed in fooling the world.- O;
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, datea November 13, 1937

' Through A Telescope V'Ç • ' 
POREIGN REACTIONS to the finally achieved 
A though long deferred Japanese occupation 
around Shanghai are most interesting. In some 
ways they may be enlightening as well, for not 
infrequently the world capitals have access to 
information denied those on the scene.

Special attention will fasten on the outline 
of reported terms being urged by extreme 
Japanese militarists, as embodied in a Washing
ton dispatch, and on a !
that ‘«Herr Hitler, with the cordial approval of 
Italy, is now applying pressure on both General 
Chiang Kai-shek and Tokyo to accept his 
mediation in thg Sino-Japanese dispute,” this 
last being on the authority of the Daily Herald.

The Washington story is guarded enough to 
say that behind the scenes in Tokyo there are 
Wide differences of opinion, and the reported 
terms are apparently not supported by more 
liberal elements. However, they are so framed 
both as to make China completely subservient 
to Japah and to avoid technical violation of the 
pledge against territorial aggrandizement.

As reported, these terms would include re
cognition of “Manchukuo” and formation of a 
China-Japan-“Manchukuo” economic bloc; for
mation of “autonomous, anti-Communist ad
ministrations” in North China and Inner Mon
golia under Japanese protection but controlling 
their own taxes and customs revenues; appoint
ment of a Japanese inspector-general of cus
toms and Japanese advisers in national and pro
vincial departments, with revision of Chinese 
tariffs to promote exchange of Japanese manu
factures against Chinese raw materials; a pro
Japanese president to replace the leadership 
of General Chiang, while China would join the 
anti-Communist bloc now comprising Japan, 
Germany and Italy; and finally that China 
would possess no army or war planes, a special ।

The Herald's story of pressure for Hitler 
meàiation must be regarded with recollection of 
the paper’s Labor bias in mind, yet though the 
report seems without apparent basis there may 
well be something in it. European nations 
friendly to Japan must naturally have some in
clination to discourage China fromr persisting 
in warfare, but one can only say that some 

•Of the advice reported to» have been given 
General Chiang—particularly as io the perils of -Afe, I F ----- ------- - — W..W

London telegram saying! Russian domination of China—seems fantastic 
1 1 Bl 1V) 1 i 0'1^ 4* nfi ^4- A w 4* ‘ ‘ C? A ' «•in the light of past and present events?” So far, 

; àt least, China seems to have Jjeen doing a 
; father good job of attending to her own troubles 

in fashion considerably more efficacious than 
anyone would have dreamed in mid-summer.

London’s rise in Far Eastern loans, inter
preted as a reflection of City hopes that peace 
is not far distant, seems to be based on the 
idea that both Japan and China want peace so 
that the change in Shanghai’s position will 
stimulate efforts in that direction. That is a- 
view which seems reasonable on the face of it, 
but it appears to us to reflect judgment at too 
great a distance.

The fact is that for a day or two no one, 
either on the scene or far removed from it, 
is likely to be capable of A-l gauging of the 
situation. Three months of struggle around 
Shanghai have had a curious effect on all men
talities. The very proportions of the Chinese 
resistance has given a perhaps fictitious value 

V) the withdrawal which finally occurred. Had 
this withdrawal been in three weeks instead of 
three months, as most observers seemed to ex
pect at the outset, it might easily enough have- 
appeared a matter of little moment since thé 
whole Yangtze Delta area is regarded as strate
gically hafd to defend; but because the 
Japanese had a hard time to push the Chinesej 
out, their ultimate achievement is regarded now 

Peace Preservation Corps would be formed fori as important!—an ironical turn of human' 
internal police functions, and all commercial ; psychology, but explicable.
air services would be managed and planes sup- ; 
plied by Japan. i

Of all the comment we have seen, that of 
the liberal Manchester Guardian appears to us

This group of alleged terms is a shrewd 
composite but it is hard to believe that at the 
present stage, anyone can be advocating that 
they be pressed in their entireity^ It is notable 
that seme cf the Japanese militarists want 
Japanese concessions at various treaty ports, 
with retention of coastal islands for aerial 
bombing stations. Certainly all these things 
are wanted by one group or another among the 
Extremists, but they are clearly terms only to 
be imposed upon a fully defeated foe and it 
seems impossible to believe that anyone in 
Tokyo or elsewhere construes China to be in 
that status either because of North China or

sanest and soundest. The Guardian thinks the 
| Japanese military problem is far from solved 
and it believes that this time even German in
genuity might be hdrd pressed to find a basis 
of peace acceptable to both sides.

Certainly there has been no indication that 
the Chinese army is in mood to accept peace 
on Japan’s terms. Japan for her part is like 
the man with a bear by tfie tail—not finding 
the enterprise either happy or constructive, 
but unable to see just how to let go. Certainly 
every friend of both countries would like, 
beyond measure, to see peace but the barometer 
is not yet promising.

Shanghai developments.
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' KEEPING STEPtf \
Mi*. Anthony Eden should be held to have 

satisfactorily disposed of the charge that
Great Britain is not ready enough to co
operate with the United States of America 
in the development of world peace. He has 
promptly accepted an opponent’s definition 
of the form which British policy in the Far 
East should take and thereby undertakes that 
“in this difficult and dangerous situation”, 
Great Britain will

go as far as the United States—in full accord 
with them—not rushing in front but not being 
left behind.

There Mr. Eden neatly pilloried two errors 
of his predecessors in their attempt to secure 
Anglo-American collaboration. It is highly ! 
important that British statesmen should 
realize the danger of appearing to rush the 
Government of the United States right up to 
the limit of any particular statement which 
may emanate from Washington. Thoughtful 
Americans and their counterparts in Great 
Britain recognize the compelling interests 
which indicate the mutual advantages of 
close co-operation, but they cannot be blind 
to the experiences of the past. Both coun
tries are democratic in tradition and form of 
government. They will not accept what, in ' 
another connection, Mr. Eden describes as 
“orders from the housetop” or be overawed 
by an “ultimatum presented in the guise of 
peace”. Mr. Franklin Roosevelt boldly stated 
his belief in the need for his country to take 
active note certain tendencies in world 
politics. His statement went to the length 
of appearing to cut across some of the most 
cherished arguments for isolation. It has 
evoked a gratifying amount of support, but 
the voice of the critic has not been silent.

Mr. Eden therefore is wise in leaving the 
pace-making to America. Up to that speed 
Great Britain is prepared to run level with 
her sister Anglo-Saxon power. She does not 
want to prejudice the association by making 
too insistent demands upon it. The test of 
Anglo-American unity is to be found, not 
so much in the pious utterances of speakers 
at Pilgrim Dinners, in the pleasant inter
changes at cultural or social reunions, as 
in the hard facts of solid sections of opinion 
with which the President of the United States 
specially has to contend. President Roosevelt, 
as the first Democratic holder of his high ’ 
office, since President Wppdrow Wilson, is 
most unlikely to overlook that factor in 
securing national support for a defined for
eign policy. The American Government is 
admittedly right in recognizing the futility! 
of imagining that to a world war the Ameri
can people can be indifferent to the point of 
successfully avoiding all part in it. Yet 
isolation is still a fervently upheld ideal in 
many parts of America and it is a powerful 
stimulant to the peace societies whose recent 
activities have been noted in China. When 
Mr. Eden assures the House of Commons ; 
that he proposes to limit British policy by : 
eschewing precipitate action and by keeping 
abreast with American decisions, he is put** 
ting a wise check on certain enthusiasms apd < 
he is giving President Roosevelt relief from I 
possible embarrassment. 'j

The present exceedingly cordial and friend-^! 
ly relations between the United States of I 
America and Great Britain have their dan- 

tgfers—not because they are unreal or liable 
to deteriorate but because the many cultural 
ties which give them special power of ex
pression tend to breed forgetfulness of cer
tain untractable and important differences of 
opinion. So speeches from Englishmen— 
like Mr. Wickham Steed for example lately 
spending a honeymoon! in the United States 
on oratory bent—expounding the rational view 
of the collective system are liable to be in
terpreted by President Roosevelt’s critics as 
so much insidious British propaganda design
ed to lure an innocent Republic into another 
world conflagration, to ensure that American 
fingers shaR pull British chestnuts out of the 
fire. Of course Englishmen indignantly deny 
such charges. They affirm that they are 
merely giving expression of their views in 
cousinly frankness. They are apt to forget 
that thé cousin may be a cousin and may 
speak and read the same language but is es
sentially a foreign state with whom it is 
necessary to stand on ceremony at times— 
ceremony which the cousinly mood does not 
fit. Indicative of this difficulty which Mr. 
Roosevelt has to face is the apparent 
success of a brilliantly mordant continuation 
of Walter Millis’ “Road to War.” Quincey 
Howe, a former editor of “Living Age” has 
sounded the warning in “England Expects 
Every American To Do His Duty.” This 
effort to outline a practical foreign policy 
for keeping the author’s country “out of the 
next war”, has been hailed by one leading 

I critic as a book which “should be the bible 
I of every American mother who did not raise 

her boy to be a soldier—or a marine”. Its 
thesis is designed to show

how the forces which brought the United 
States to the rescue of the British Eimpire in 
1917 are pushing it in the same direction in I 
1937. As Britain’s position throughout the ! 
world grows weaker, her dependence upon 
the United States decreases. This means in
creasing pressure, increasing propaganda 
operating in a thousand1 directions $sr the! 
zero hour draws near.

The bopk has, of course, been severely 
attacked by American upholders of the 
Government’s policy, but it has nevertheless 
secured .considerable support. It clearly 
forestalls many of the arguments which 
British statesmen might use in advocating 
Anglo-American co-dperation. That is why 
Mri Eden’s present restraint is so prudent. 
The technique which will more satisfactorily 
ensure that co-operation derives rather from 
0 determination to develop British independ
ence of American support except such as 
spontaneously accrues from American assess
ment of American needs. Success in dis
proving tfie theory that Great Britain’s 
position in the world is weaker will make a 
more valid contribution to removal of this 
sectional distrust of British policy thapi any 
amount of protestations of friendship which, 
ip point of tact, can be reliably taken for 
granted and so escape the ignominy of ex
posure to cynical, if not always remediable 
suspicion.
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From The China iJress, Shanghai, November 19, 1957

TIMELY REMOVAL
*T*HE current report that the National Government

A moving its different ministries to different parts in the 
interior has caused no surprise in well-informed circles. In
the course of the last few months plans have apparently been 
made to continue China’s resistance to the utmost of her 
ability, and the contingency of Japanese advance further is
not unforeseen..

It may be recalled that General Chiang Kai-shek in his 
famous Kuling statement, did not hesitate to warn the 
public against the odds which the Chinese fighting services 
would have to encounter and the great sacrifices which the 
nation would have to endure. With the withdrawal of the 
Chinese troops from Shanghai the Chinese military com- 
Imand has, in accordance with its preconceived plan of 
Campaign, settled d$wn to a long-drawn struggle. On the 
one hand it has to compel the Japanese to extend their lines 
Df invasion and temporary occupation, and on the other, it 
has to conserve its own resources and man-power by shorten
ing its lines of defence.

It may be realized, therefore, that, if this plan of cam
paign is to be effectively carried out, much of the interior 
will have to be exposed to the impact of a superior military 
force with all consequences attendant upon it. The scenes 
of destruction which are being witnessed day by day were an
ticipated from the start, and while it has not been possible 
for the Chinese Government to fortify every city and town, 
yet the extent of preparation already revealed should bespeak 
the untiring efforts of the Chinese Government toward 
minimizing the ravages in a war for which it is admittedly 
unprepared.

When these factors are taken into consideration, it 
should naturally follow that Nanking, as the national metro
polis on the Yangtse River and comparatively close to 
the coast, is geographically a vulnerable point of attack. 
Though its air defence has been acknowledged by neutral 
observers as being almost equal to the best in the world, yet 
it may entail unnecessary sacrifices to try to hold the national 
capital against possible assaults from the north and the east. 
Prudence would accordingly counsel its timely removal 
elsewhere, and the National Government is to be commend
ed for the preparations already disclosed to that end.

The decision to scatter the different .ministries between 
Chungking and Changsha is also a sagacious one. Those 
which need to keep in active touch with the outside world 
will be more centrally located while others will find their seats 
of authority as far as the premier emporium of Szechwan. 
Thus the capital of China, as it were, will be spread over the 
length and breadth of the land, and no claim can ever be laid 
of its capture until the entire country is placed under alien 
military occupation.

It is safe to conclude that the piecemeal removal of the 
national capital is the best proof of the Chinese Government’s 
determination to continue its campaign of resistance at all 
cost. This determination is brought into greater relief by 
the announcement that General Chiang Kai-shek will re
main with the troops in Nanking and will probably direct 
its defence personally. His spirit of sharing the common 
fate with the rank and file is indeed admirable, and it is this 
spirit which has inspired many heroic deeds in the field of 
battle.
1 Moreover, if press reports are correct, General Chiang 

(may shortly resign from the presidency of the Executive
Yuan so that he may concentrate his personal attention on 
the country’s military affairs alone. This political realign
ment is patently designed to prolong and intensify Chinese 
defence, and therefore the local public may rest assured that 
the Chinese people’s war of resistance will not be abandoned 
as long as an inch of ̂ Chinese territory is left in Chinese 
hands. -

Simultaneous with the report of General Chiang’s pos
sible resignation is that of the possible appointment of Dr. 
H. H. Kung in his stead. Fresh from an extended trip I 
abroad, Dr. ï£ung has lost no time in proceeding to Nanking i 
to resume his arduous affairs of state. His achievements as» 
the Minister of Finance are all too well known to require 
comment, ahd with the knowledge he has gained abroad of 
international relations he is pre-eminently qualified to head 
the civil branch of the National Government.
i Thus the current reports, instead of dampening public 
^ardor, should go a long way toward strengthening its con
fidence both in the determination of the National Govern
ment in respect to defence and in its ability to make that 
Üefepçe worthy of universal udmjratiop. _____ ___ .
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tirvo. The Shanghai Tines, dated November 18, 1957.

/ NANKING I&ÊPAIŒS \ !
Although Chinese troops aV\maki\g 

a strong stand in the Taihu Lak\ area, ir
is considered doubtful whether they will. 
be able to stem the Japanese advance upon | 
Nanking for any length of time. As to the ’ 
actual strength of the Nanking defences, 
opinions differ, some believing that the 
city admits of a long defence while others 
think that once the Kiangyin Forts are 
taken by the Japanese—probably this 1 
operation would be performed from the 
rear—and the Yangtze channel swept up, 
the position will be a vulnerable one. In 
any case, it is obvious that the situation i. 
of the Government in Nanking has become ' 

.precarious and that a move is indicated.
It is reported that the Executive Yuan, 

1 Legislative Yuan, Judicial Yuan, Examina- I 
tion Yuan and Control Yuan are moving f 
to Chungking in Szechwan, while the | 
Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Finance | 
and the Waichiaopu are to go to Hankow, | 
the last two establishing offices there in I 
order to be in close contact with the re
presentatives of the Powers and with 
financial institutions. The Ministry of 
Communications, it is believed, will have 
offices at Changsha, capital of Hunan. 
Military establishments will remain in 
Nanking until the last minute. The for
eign Embassies are busy trying to make 
arrangements to evacuate their respective 
nationals—not only those who usually live 
in Nanking but those who have fled there 
from other places. Presumably, when this 
task has been completed, most of the 
diplomatic officials will themselves leave.

The first thought that strikes one on 
; reading of the Government’s decision is 

■ that an administration carried on from 
s three or four different centres cannot be
5 well co-ordinated and efficient, but no
1 doubt the actual facts of the case are that 

during the period of the hostilities all 
, decisions of importance will be taken
* where the Generalissimo is and that the
I ordinary duties of the Yuans will become 

greatly lightened. The Generalissimo is 
। now in Nanking and is likely to remain 
1 there so long as it is possible to direct 

military affairs, and such other matters as 
are of urgency at this crucial moment, 
from that centre. Although an official 
body consisting of the leading figures in 
the Government has been organized to deal 
with matters of supreme moment, it is 
understood that almost all decisions of out
standing importance are taken personally 

i by General Chiang Kai-shek himself. On 
his shoulders rests the burden of an 
enormous responsibility which he can 
hardly share with others in view of the I 
special circumstances. So long, therefore. I 
as the Generalissimo can secure the execu- 1 
tion of his orders it is chiefly essential to 
his authority that he should be in a centre 
with good communications from where he 
may direct operations. He cannot deal

with all details, pf course, and much dis
cretion must be allowed to subordinates. 
Nevertheless, under modern conditions the 
possession of well-established central 
offices and properly kept files and archives 
are very necessary for working out details - 
of governmental operations and even for 
the direction of military operations on a I 
large scale. In this sense the evacuation 
of so many Government organs from । 
Nanking must hamper the administration 
to some extent. It depends upon the 
length of the military operations before 
the city whether this means much or not. ; 
It is impossible to declare that the Gov- ! 
ernment’s action is premature, however, I 
and we may recall that during the 1932 ; 
hostilities the Government moved 
promptly to Loyang when it was felt that 
there might be a threat to Nanking. The 
present hostilities are incomparably more 
serious and the Government is fully 
justified in removing its offices and 
archives to more interior places. Un
fortunately, however, owing to the 
superiority of ttié > Japanese air arm, no 
place can bé really? called safe—although 
Chungking may for some time be so.

As regards the probable fate of Nan
king, we can only hope that it will escape 
the almost complete destruction which has 
befallen a number of Chinese cities. This 
will, of course, depend upon the nature ; 
of the military operations which are likely Î 
to take place in the near future; should 
the Chinese forces contest every inch of j 
ground to the walls and streets of the city 

. there is little hope of the capital, wjth its 
many fine new buildings, escaping serious 

I damage. Already air raids have taken a ! 
considerable toll of buildings in Nanking 
which is perhaps only an earnest of what 
is to come. It would seem that the only* 
thing which can prevent the Japanese 
from eventually occupying the city is the 
decision of the Chinese Government to 
negotiate terms with Japan. The removal 
of Government offices and the reinforce
ment of the troops in the Taihu Lake area 
shows that the- Government has no 
intention of doing this and the declaration 

I adopted by the Brussels Conference, which 
I deprecates a direct settlement between 

China and Japan themselves, would in it
self make it practically impossible for the 
Chinese Government to change the policy 
it has adopted on this point. The situa

tion which results is really this—that so 
long as the present Government exists it 
will not negotiate with Japan,, however 
much it may be driven from pükar to post. 
It may cease to be a Government in pjl; 
but name but so long as a vestige of 
authority can be produced the Brussels 
Conference’s declaration means that it will 
be recognized de jure by the majority of 
the Powers although some other de facta

I authority may have been set pp. r
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irroxi The Shanghai ïiiaes, Shanghai, November 22,

7 CHANGE OF CAJ^TAL \
The Chinese Government has officially' 

removed from Nanking to Chungking, a 
city of Szechwan, lying at the confluence 
of the Kialing River and the Yangtze, 
1,400 miles from Shanghai. In the name 
of the people of Szechwan, the Provincial 
Government at Chengtu telegraphed to 
Mr. Lin Sen, Chairman of the 
National Government, voicing its welcome 
to the Chief Executive, and declar- 
ing that the transfer conclusively demon
strated its determination to keep on 
resisting the Japanese invasion. Among j 
the high Chinese officials remaining in 
Nanking for the tifne being are General

terior centre. A decisive defeat in front 
f ; of Nanking might make it extremely 
\ difficult to re-mobilize China’s forces at

any centre further inland. In some ways 
! a speedy withdrawal of the main forces.

operating in the Nanking area to Hankow 
! might serve China’s purposes best but it 

can be no easy matter to secure this in 
the face of the Japanese pressure 
although the weather should be an assist
ing factor to the Chinese as it prevents 
an extensive use of bombing planes and 
also hampers the moving up of artillery i 
units. However this may be, the Removal 
of the Government from Nanking is j 
a step which envisages a prolonged • 
resistance on the part of its present |O v ** j ICulbldlivC Mil Lllv^ v U1 lVu> pipyvUv

Chiang Kai-shek, who rumour said a few heads. So long as they can secu^'th^ 
day> ago had secretly come to Shanghai, obedience of sufficient armed forced thjy ; 
Dr. H. H. Kung, Dr. Wang Chung-hui wni be able to continue to refuse, any 

Chang Chun. The British direct negotiations with the Japanese, 
not move until next Wed- 
members of the Embassy 
for Hankow in the British 
In the statement issued by

and General 
Embassy will 
nesday when 
staff will sail 
gunboat Bee. 
the Government it was emphasized that 
China would continue to fight on and that 

| the Japanese drive towards Nanking would 
> not ^fqrce her to accept humiliating 
terms'."' According to reports, every
thing of value is being removed from 
offices, factories and hospitals, and if 
the capital is taken, it will be only 
an empty shell. Meanwhile, the eyes 
of the world are on the war front 
itself. For several days the news of what 
has been taking place, especially on the 
Chinese side of the line, has been sparse. 
The Japanese have captured Soochow, 
Kashing and Fushan Forts and are still 
advancing westwards. As to the condi
tion of the retreating Chinese forces, not ‘ 
much is known, but it is believed that they ( 

, are not in a position to make much of a 
stand without fresh reinforcements. A 
Japanese report even says that the troops 
in Wusih have commenced to fall back on i 
Nanking and that observation flights made 
by military aircraft over that area showed 
the Chinese in retreat along all channels j 
of transportation, including creeks, rail
way and highways. On the other hand, 
Chinese reports speak of fresh troops com
ing up4 through Nanking and the possibili- ! 
ty of a determined resistance being 
put up in front of the capital. It is also 
said that the Yangtze between Chinkiang 
and Kiangyin is being heavily mined and 
a determined Japanese attempt to break 
the boom at Kiangyin is foreseen.

। Kiangyin Forts are the strongest Chinese 
defences on the Yangtze and operations 
here may give the Japanese some trouble 
unless they can attack them from the land
ward side as well as from the river. A 
retreat of the Chinese from Wusih and 
Yuehchengkiao would make encirclement 
from the landward side a fairly simple 
matter.

The prospects perhaps are that the 
Chinese army, if it can be sufficiently 
reorganized, will make a strong effort to 
stem the Japanese attack somewhere be
tween the Chinkiang-Juiyang line and the 
capital. On the other hand after the with
drawal of the Government, the Chinese 
High Command may think it advisable to 
withdraw their troops to some more in- ;

Whether the military and the people will 
j j continue to acquiesce in this policy, we 
| ! cannot, of course, even hazard a guess. 
iThe fall of Nanking, if if comes about, 

j~j must be a severe hlowjto China’s^ prestige , 
but need not affect the determination of | 

j the country’s leaders to prolong the1 
J struggle.
j There can be doubt that much 

hangs upon what happens during the next 
week or two and the Chinese problem 
seems to us, if the Japanese cannot be

• driven back, to be one of how to extricate 
the army as intact as possible from the 
present area of activities with a view to

. entire reorganization. Should the Chinese 
| fall back into the interior with their army

। intact the prospects of an early peace 
cannot be called good and doubtless the 
Japanese will attempt to make a grand 
scale effort to inflict a mortal blow. Mean- j 
while 
reopen its deliberations to-day and the 
Powers assembled in the Belgian capital 
will no doubt have to give due considera
tion to the actual military situation before 
they come to any definite conclusion as to 
what their future course is to be. Possibly 
they will adjourn their deliberations in 
order to see what comes of the latest 
developments and whether Nanking proves 
readily defensible or not. The situation 
is distinctly uncertain and any decision 
to take action at Brussels would be prema
ture. The actual facts are that after 
making a prolonged resistance around 
Shanghai itself, the Chinese forces have 
fallen rapidly back to the west, and no 
decisions with respect to the future would 
seem really possible until if becomes clear 
what is going to happen in the military 
sense. The fact that there is no sign of 
civil disorder or impending collapse in 
Nanking itself, despite the extensive 
evacuation, is to be placed to the credit 
of the Chinese Government but it is too 
early to say that it gives any tip to the 
^Brussels Conference as to what sort of 
practical backing might most assist the 
Cninese authorities at the present moment 
—even if the Powers should be prepared 
to take any such action. In any case the 
present week is likely to be one of the 
most interesting since the development of 
the whole situation.

the Brussels Conference will
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/ NEUTRAL ZONE FOR 
/ NANKING \y
y The indication given here yesterday 
that Japanese naval and military head
quarters were giving study to a plant for 
the creation of a nëüfral zone in Nanking 
prompts, the hope that the scheme will bê 
possible of acceptance in principle, even if 
some geographical modifications are found 
desirable. Realizing as we do here in 
Shanghai the enormous benefit conferred 
on thousands of helpless non-combatants 
by the creation pf the “Jacquinot 
and realizing, also, the sad plight to which 
a great many poor people in Nanking are 

.gQtog to be subject unless they are given 
,soip^^fpe of .sanctuary out of the 
fighti^ ^hich threatens to envelop the 
er^dhjè ^capital, no two opinions are 
possible ,tps , to the humanitarian act it 
wfeof iîè’ If something similar could be 
demised. It has been quite in order for a 

! nonMdUieial group of foreigners to sponsor 
su^h a scheme, and they doubtless realize 
that the responsibility will devolve upon 
them *to carry out after-care work on 
similar lines to that so well done by 
Fathef Jacquinot and his international 
committee. Fortunately, there/has been 
strict Observance by all of the agreement 
reached as regards part of Nantao and 
that gives encouragement as regards the 
Nanking suggestion. We feeljsurethatjf 
it lies within the power and military 
necessities of the Japanese forces, 
sympathetic consideration will be given to 
a proposal which would spare thousands 
of people too poor to fend elsewhere for 
themselves in the rigorous winter season 
now; approaching.
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f RE-OPENING OF SCHOOL^' 
IN SHANGHAI ¥r 4

The re-opening of schools under the 
Municipal Council is further evidence of, 
that spirit of “carry on” which is getting* 
Shanghai through this crisis. The enrol- 

. ment of about 6Ô0 pupils in foreign 
t schools and the expectation that this* 

number .will be considerably increased 
during the next few days as more child-* 
ten return to Shanghai indicates the need 
there was to get schooling restarted, and 
the Education » Department deserves com
mendation for the manner in which it has 

j succeeded in, finding temporary k accom- 
। modatibn to take the place of some of its] 
own school premises which are now either 
occupied by military defence forces Or in 
areas where it is still impossible to func-1 
tion. Admittedly, the present are but 
makeshift arrangements, but with every
body doing their best mainly in strange 
premises and without much of the usual 
equipment and facilities the time between 
now and the return of more normal condi
tions can be tided over. It is quite 
important that the children, both foreign 
and Chinese, should not be penalized 
educationally more than is absolutely 
necessary by this local crisis, and if every
thing at the moment is not satisfactory 
it is a worthy attempt to keep things 
going. Some questioning has been made, 
however, of the wisdom of giving child
ren a four-hour stretch as is now being 
done in some cases. Girls are in school 
from 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., with a short 
mid-morning .break and the hours , for 
boys are from 1 p.m. till 5 p.m. Owing 
to the long distances which some of the 
children have to travel to and from school 
meals have to be taken either too early 
or out of routine and it is felt by some 
that an almost continuous four-hour 
stretch of class-work is rather a strain 
upon certain of the scholars. This is a 
matter which will no doubt be carefully 
watched by the authorities in charge, ■ 
whose competence as judges must be<! 
accepted. In any temporary arrangement 
there must be proof of working practice 
before things settle down, and there will 
no doubt be revision and adjustment 
made if experience seems to warrant it.

! The great thing is that the children are 
progressing in their studies and that time 
is not being Wholly lost—an important 
consideration when the age-limit of 
certain examinations is remembered. The

|Cathedral Girls’ School is still being used 
•f-by the St. Luke’s Hospital, and it is much 

to be hoped that that splendid institution, 
with such a long record of valuable 
service behind it, will be able to find 
other accommôdationi1 by the time the 
School is wanted for its ordinary func
tioning. The shortened closing term of 
thé school year will be a strange and 
makeshift one for the majority of scholars j 
here but it will at least have kept them! 
from that mental retrogression which all! 
inactivity produces. J

5: iy.. ■ ' --i—* . "S-
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From The Shanghai Times, hated November 3, 1V37

S.M.C. AT W0Rl£\>
Meeting as a full body for the first 

time since the outbreak of hostilities, the 
Shanghai Municipal Council will to-day 
resume its formal gatherings in the Coun
cil Chamber. Conditions were such at the
outset on and after August 13 that it was 
quite impracticable for full meetings to 
be held, and to those members who did 
continue active functioning and carried 
the burden of maintaining the adminis- 

i tration of the Settlement in all its details
[ during a time of unusual stress and 
difficulty the thanks of the whole com
munity is due in the fullest possible 
measure. To the British and American 
members this remark has particular 
application and the spirit in which the 
neutrality of the Settlement has been 
maintained as well as in the many 
emergency measures and activities under
taken there has been a display of prac
ticalpolicy" which has earned for all con
cerned the gratitude of residents as a 
whole. In the early days of the crisis 
there was much responsibility to be borne 
and the manner in which that responsibil
ity was shouldered stands highly to the 
[credit of the community’s elected repre- 
j sentatives. Fortunately, it wais proved upy 
to the hilt that in its profession^ 
personnel the Council had a body pt 
servants fully capable of rising to /ne 
needs of the emergency, and the combina
tion of Council and Staff caine through 
the greatest crisis Shanghai has ever 
suffered with flying* colours. * It is, at 
times like these when the criticism'of. 
those who are not themselves bearing 
responsibility is most often voiced, when 
the “Bobby Know-All” on thé sidelines 
can airily say what he would have* done 
differently and better than the men 
actually doing the job, but one of the 
most remarkable things about Shanghai’s 
1937 .crisis has been the almost complete 
unanimity with which praise has been 
voiced for the Council and all its Depart
ments. That is a greater tribute than can 
be paid here, and one which has doubt
less been full recompense to those who
have worked through long trying days to
the end that this community should suffer
as little as possible from tragic events 
beyond its immediate control. To-day 4 
the Council reassembles in what is hoped n 
will be full strength—à hojie based Very ’ 
largely on thé great desirability of main
taining to the full the international 
character of the authority by which the , 
Foreign Settlement is governed. We àre Î 
by no means yet out of the crisis and the | 
Council is facing a tremendous problem^] 
in the matter of finances. * Whàt is wànjtMÿ 
now, irrespective of nationality, anij 4 
quite apart altogether from thé rights and J
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rrura ïne Lnan^ial rimes, aaiea iNovemoer 6, LW57.

«/SHANGHAI'S SHIPPING \ 
DIFFICULTIES

The questions asked in the Hojïse of 
Commons regarding difficulties experi
enced by merchants and shippers in 
Shanghai raise a matter of vital import
ance to this port. For some considerable 
time past it has been felt that British 
lipers trading to this part of the world 
might well have made use of the safe 
anchorage at. Woosung as is being done
by French, Italian and some other vessels. 
There has rightly been the highest praise 
accorded to the British coastal lines 
which, in spite of great difficulties and 
no little risk in the Whangpoo, have 
carried on in the true spirit of çpercantile 
tradition. It is recognized, however, that i 
behind the continued omission of i 
Shanghai from the schedules of the larger 
British ocean-going boats there are a 
number of important considerations which 
have dictated policy. It is not inferred— 
as indeed it cannot be—that the operating 
Companies are any less imbued with the ! 
British idea of “carry on” than are those 
who own and operate the smaller ships. 
It all comes down, apparently, to dollars 
and cents, to costs of operating, cost of 
insurance, and amount o£. business offer- ; 
ing, and it is with those essentials clearly । 
in mind that the subject should be 
viewed. The average man-in-the-street 
does, of course, ask why it is that if some 
non-British ships can give service to this 
port a similar service cannot be resumed 
by old-established British lines whose

while those goods are on board they 
[cannot get insurance protection during 
rthe process of landing, and it was inter
esting to learn from the Commons debate 
that underwriters are now considering" 
the possibility of assisting shippers by ' 
extending the scope of the cover in this ( 
direction. «We learn that merchants here;] 
who have had the enterprise to send 
China produce down from Hankow to 
Canton and Hongkong by way of the 
Canton-Hankow Railway have had to do

names are synonymous with the British

so wholly at their o\yn risk as insurance 
was unobtainable.

One could go on to give other | 
instances in which the attitude of insurers | 
has been a difficult one for merchants and 
shipowners to overcome and it does seem, 
on the face of things, that the “fly in the 
ointment” has been the lack of reasonably 
cheap protection against what has so far 
proved to be a risk not attendant with 
heavy loss. There is possibly quite a 
good answer on the part of the insurance 
companies, though it might be pointed 
out that in the ordinary run of commerce 
it is a three-party combination which 
mutually benefits—merchants, shipowners । 
and insurance companies. When any one ! 
of those three partners, as we may call 
them, make conditions difficult it is trade 
as a whole which suffers. The merchant 
is struggling to do business, even on a 
limited scale; the shipowners want to run 
their ships profitably and with reason
ably-priced protection against loss; and 
the insurance companies have the role of 
providing protection to both the others at

trade and interests which have been built 
up over the course of the past century, 
but the giving of an answer must take 
note of all the circumstances. And it 
needs to be understood quite plainly that 
the greatest handicap has been in the 
matter of insurance. British underwriters f 
follow what are probably the safest and 
most conservative methods in the world 
—which is the reason, of course, for the 
very high place they occupy in the world’s 
insurance domain. But there has been 
considerable questioning regarding the ! 
ultra-cautiousness they have shown in 
face of this Far Eastern crisis. It was 
only the other day that Japanese ship- j 
owners and shippers took exception to the 
high rates of Lloyds in London on ships 
and cargoes to and from Japan, and pne 
fears that underwriting premium^4>ave 
been all too high for this.part of the world. 
when assessed in relation to théWêàfl 
risks run. It is true, as Captain Euan 
Wallace stated in the House of Commons, 
that underwriters are freely granting 
war risk insurance on vessels and cargoes 
coming to Shanghai and Woosung, but the

a price which does not endanger insur-
ance stability. It is a case of assessment 
into which a co-operative spirit should 
play its part, and it seems to us that some 
safe revision of the terms prevailing 
to-day could be come to. Çaptain Euan 
Wallace rightly pointed out that it is for 
shipowners to decide whether to send 
ships to Woosung or not, and many in 
Shanghai hope that they will soon come 

। to such a decision. People cannot help 
* the sentimental side entering into what 
t are otherwise purely prosaic and financial 
considerations, for to see “the old red 
duster” coming and going up and down 
the Whangpoo on British coasters has* 
been a heartening symbol of that “stick, 
it out” spirit which Britons in Shanghai 
are trying to show. There was a time in 
the early days of the trouble when it; 
looked as though those in authority 
wanted us all to run out at the double; 
that was scotched and here we still are, 

I with every intention of remaining. Many 
J feel it would be a contribution to our 
general ability to stick if considerate 
adjustment were made of the dollars and 
cents side of the machinery by which;

rates asked are high in relation to the 
amount of mercantile business offering. 
Merchants here rightly complain that 
although they can get coverage on goods

E’e is carried on and protected. Those' 
;erned will doubtless bear that fully, 
lind.
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From The Shanghai Times, hated November 11, 1W7.

throes of puzzled thought 
whole range of problems 

confront us, following the 
retirement of the Chinese

ment of Greater Shanghai becomes, in the 
circumstances obtaining to-day, virtually 
non est in its erstwhile form, and the 
problem of forming an administrative 
body later to function in Chinese areas 
has to be faced. The setting up of a 
Peace Preservation Committee will have 
to be undertaken, and inasmuch as this 
will be an essential requirement it is to be 
hoped that any Chinese leaders who might 
see fit to co-operate in this matter will be 
spared the charge of being “puppets.” 
Chinese of the type who will be wanted 
are doubtless now living in the Settlement ’ 
or Concession, and to them protection will J 
have to be given. Anti-Japanese pro- j 
paganda within the foreign-controlled ; 
areas will, have to die down, and the ' 
delicate matter of dealing with Chinese ' 
censorship over cables, radiograms and 
the Post Office will have to be faced. It 
is not to be expected that the Japanese 
will forego all such fruits of their military 
gains, and something will possibly be j 
done regarding the functioning and : 
local revenues of the Maritime !
Customs. We have heard the suggestion 
made that all such revenues—upon what
ever scale they might be—might be 
credited to a special fund, at least ad 
interim, but here again clarification of the 
general situation must be awaited. Regard
ing the reopening of Chapei, Hongkew, 
Yangtzepoo, Nantao and the western 
district it is obvious that special precau
tions will have to be taken. It would be 
impossible to allow^ Chinese freely to re
enter under present conditions, and the 
Japanese will doubtless ask for their 
ovzn well-protected re-entry into Settle
ment areas south of the Soochow Creek 
so that they may resume their businesses. 
Political complexities as well as factual 
difficulties abound here to-day because of 
the extraordinary position in which the 
International Settlement now finds itself, 
and it is going to call for the greatest of 
patience, forbearance and statesmanship 
if these problems are to be resolved in 
other than acrimonious atmosphere.

It was a Chinese decision which led 
to Shanghai being made the venue of 

। terribly destructive and cruel hostilities, 
! but in the light of the Japanese victory 

here there must be an accommodation of 
thought to suit. Well over three-and-a- 
half million people—many of them 

L destitute—are herded wjthin narrow con- 
’ fines, there is the problem of adequate and 

cheap food supplies, there is the menace 
to health, the strict necessity for the 
maintenance of public law and good order. 
Surely, no other city has been called upon 
to face a situation quite comparable to 

i that in which we are now living. Armed 
forces of several powers have kept in- 

I violate a zone around which major 
warfare has been waged, both of the 
combatants being partners in the Settle
ment itself and one of them having the 
right to its own armed forces taking part 
in defence measures. China’s sovereignty 
impinges here in a dozen different ways 
upon the powers of the local Administra
tion, and now that Japanese forces have 
created a de facto situation of which 
Japan will ask note to be taken and for 
adjustments to suit there is need for a 
sane, co-operative, realistic view to be 
shown. Nothing need be feared, we think, 
by any Chinese living within the Settle
ment or Concession provided there is 
studious avoidance of words and deeds 
which fail to take account of changed 
conditions. Foreign interests have the 
duty of waiting upon actualities and of 

■ trying to aid instead of merely criticizing. 
■ The Japanese authorities must show a 
■ mindfulness for the difficult position in 
■ which merchants and property owners of 
■ all nationalities are with regard to trading 
■ and property interests, and now that* 
■ Shanghai has almost wholly passed 
■ through a saddening and destructive 
I experience to which it ought never have.

/ SHANGHAI’S CURRENT \ 
r PROBLEMS \V

Contrasting strangely with thç clear 
I serene autumn day, Shanghai yesterday 
was in the 
regarding a 
which now 
defeat and 
forces. With the exception of a mixed 
force of men now surrounded and holding 
out in the environs of Nantao there has 
been a complete withdrawal, and it can 
be a matter of but a short while before 
the Japanese military liquidate this last 
remaining vestige of the opposition in the 
Shanghai area against which they have 
waged war for the past three months. 
There is no practical purpose to be 
served by this staging of another “Lone 
Battalion” episode, and one can be 
pardoned for questioning the decision of 
certain military and police commanders > 
who have ordered a stand “until the last | 
bullet and the last drop of blood.” 
Prodigality of man-power does not win a 
war and the sacrifice of many brave men, 
while it might have a certain moral value 
to others, is a proceeding against which 
humanitarian instincts protest. It would 
have been far better for these men to have 
made their retreat with the others, to have 
accompanied those who will eventually 
reorganize to fight where fighting might 
be of some military value. The Nantao 
“last stand” must not only end in the 
defeat of those who are staging it but 
it also endangers non-combatant areas 
which are so urgently needed for the 
housing of refugees. One does not seek to 
detract from the valour of the men con
cerned, but only to question the wisdom 
of those by whose orders another costly4 
hazard has been created, entailing as it 
does the lives of men who have earned^ 
well of their fellow-countrymen.

i But it is not on this point that 
; puzzled thought is now mainly evoked.
On all sides many important questions 
are being asked and giving rise to com
plex considerations. Certain it is that the 
former status of much of Shanghai must 
come under revision. It will possibly be 
countered that many matters must await ‘ 
the final outcome of the Sino-Japanese 

I hostilities in general, but it has to be con
ceded that what Shanghai must have as 
soon as possible is a working settlement 
of some of the urgent questions of day- 
to-day administration so that we can get * 
along with a minimum of chaos, disloca
tion and friction. This journal does not 
pretend to be able to give answer to a 
great many of the questions involved, but 
indication of some of them might serve a 
public purpose. It has been suggested that ;

| the Japanese will ask for greater re- 
i presentation on the Shanghai Municipal 
! Council, that they will ask fqr the créa- ’ 
! tion of a Japanese Concession in the 

northern district and that, in any event, 
they will insist upon the creation of a 
large and strictly controlled demilitarized 
zone to prevent any possible recurrence

| of the present tragedy. The City Govern
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From The China Press, dated November 15, 1937.

' — TRADE PROSPECTS 1
/CERTAIN groupsan Shanghai's business world which bave 

been working for the normal resumption of shipping 
commerce in this port_will undoubtedly. feel support^bas 
been given their ^arguments by the statement of Agitai 
Sir Charles Little, Comman^er-in-Chief of the British China 
Station, that he sees no objection to British ships berWfftg 
at British wharves on either side of the Whangpoo. It is 
also understood JthaJ this information i$ being conveÿaÿ to 
the shipping firms concerned through the British Consplate- 
G eneral.

With this in mind, a similar question is bound to .arise 
regarding principal American passenger and freight lines, 
wbich have with a single exception completely avoided 
Shanghai as a port of call since shortly after the hostilities 
in this area started. While an early resumption may be 

j anticipated on the part of American liners and freighters, 
it has been' pointed out that the same problems! do not face 
these lines that confront British and other companies operat
ing out of Europe. The same may be said to apply to the 
Canadian Pacific, Both this line and the Dollar Steamship 
Lilies run between Pacific Coast ports and Hongkong and 

\ Manila. Under normal conditions when they arrive in 
\ Shanghai, traveling in either direction, they still have the 
\ bulk of their cargo aboard, either bound for southern ports 

or for the. Pacific Coast. Should these ships call here under 
present regulations enforced by insurance companies, they 
would be forced to pay extra insurance on all cargo aboard, 
both that for Shanghai and that destined for ports beyond.

With demand for cargo here greatly reduced, and with 
the opportunity for transporting goods to Shanghai from 
the interior curtailed in the extreme, it is unlikely that 
calls made here by either of these lines would prove pro
fitable. There is also the matter of berthing space available 
in harbor, as well as the even more important question of 
finding godown accommodation for discharged cargo. Wit
ness to the lack of warehouse facilities may be seen daily 
in the large amount of merchandise of all types stored 
unprotected and partially protected along almost the^ en&re 

of the International Settlement and Freneh^BÜh&,.
Jjfhese difficulties notwithstanding, there 

Shaiighailanders who will not welcome the return ofmoppal 
shipping schedules, especially across the Pacific, wlMch Will 

I permit the arrival and clearing of regular mails, as well as 
restoration of normal steamship travel facilities. Mention 
should be made in passing of the valuable assistance given 
the American community here by units of the U.S. Navy, 
both in transporting evacuees and in carrying the mails 
under emergency conditions.
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From fhe shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, November 18, 1937

/ Unlock The Closed Areas jK
TT IS IMPOSSIBLE to detect either military 

npçpssity or any other present reason for 
denying foreign residents on the Western Dis
trict “outside roads” access to their homes and 
other properties.

Patience has been displayed because of 
realistic considerations. In other words, what 
you clearly can’t have will not be got hy crying 
about it, property-holders appear to have felt. 
But that does not alter the fact that great in
convenience and worry is being caused for no 
apparent cause unless it be a petty and un
worthy desire to display authority over a 
hard-won battlefield.

Looking at the matter from another point 
of view, the Japanese ought in our estimation 
to be glad to shake this particular respon
sibility off their shoulders.

While they retain exclusive occupancy it is 
up to them to try to preserve property from 
damage and removal. A great deal is known 
about the situation of . this property at the 
time the Japanese took over, and such knowl
edge may be used as basis for argument by 
the owners as to what has happened since the 
Japanese took over. While we know that the 
Japanese authorities have taken steps to pre
vent their troops or others from theft and 
destruction, why should they lay themselves 
open to charges that these steps have been 
ineffective, as is certain to be the case if they 
persist in a continued occupation? Moreover, 
why be bothered with ordinary policing which 
the civil authorities will be only too willing 
to take up once more?

We have argued on behalf of all interests 
involved in the present tangled situation that 
there should be moderation and patience by 
everybody. But certainly we would never argue 
that such qualities be manifested exclusively 
by a single group, such as foreign civilian 
property-holders. They have rights which 
should not be infringed beyond the bounds of 
military necessity under any circumstances, 
since such a course merely stirs resentment 
against Japan in a way which can hardly be 
desired or desirable.

Up to the present state of things, the situa
tion Has been largely unavoidable if we grant 
the presence of a war—and certainly there is a 
war whether declared or not. Now, however, 
the time has comp to recognize that no good 
end will be served while only ill feeling and 
damage claims will result through policies of 
doggedly keeping the Hungjao region tight- 
shut.

While the “north of the ’Creek” situation 
is rather more complex the same general 
principle applies, obviously— and this a5?ea 
has been free of conflict for a period longer 
than, the Western District. If the Japanese 
have not yet given thought to rights and 
needs in these matters it is high time that 
they did.
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The Hungjao Problem x
►REIGNEKS with property, in the Hungjao 
area are increasingly concerned over its

.situation under continued military occupancy, 
and signs are to be seen that responsible 
Japanese, both military and civilian, share 
this feeling The question is how a definite 
safeguarding of such property can be assured.

No one, so far as we can ascertain, has
any desire to be unreasonable. It is recogniz
ed that a state of affairs exists and that the
thing to do is to devise means of dealing with 
it.

It is a proved fact that houses in this area 
have been entered during the period of 
Japanese occupancy. Some supplies have 
been taken and various forms of mischief 
have been done. There has been no organized
looting so far as we are aware, but soldiers 
quartered in such an area are bound to indulge' 
in some prowling and the consequences are 
not beneficial to property. At the same time 
the owners recognize that the responsible 
authorities haves taken steps in an effort to 
check the trouble.

Word of certain activities in Holly Heath 
has been telegraphed to London and repre
sentations have been made to: the Japanese 
authorities. At certain other points it is 
known that Japanese soldiers have either been 
Observed entering houses, or signs of such 
action have been observed, and protests have 
been made as result.

The Japanese authorities in response to 
appeals have made efforts to patrol the locali
ties where happenings of th|s sort have been 
reported. None of the property owners wants 
undue publicity, for two reasons—first, that 
further trouble is feared; and second, that 
some of the owners hope the precautionary 
measures will prove effective providing the 
Japanese authorities can be kept*working for 
the owners, rather than concluding that 
ingratitude deserves no special protective 
activities.

Certainly we do not wish to make things 
worse, but the contrary. We believe that it 
is wise to face facts, however, and so for as 
we can see there is likely to be a continuation I 
of‘this difficulty with the troops until owners 
are allowed once more to have passes ’enabling 
them toinspect their property regularly, and 
particularly until they are allowed to restore 
watchmen to the properties. Even the greatest 
precaution iby the Japanese ^authorities are 
not likely to prove wholly airtight, especially 
in view of the fact that many of the trôopsd 
are in transit and it is difficult to keeptrack: 
of them and to instruct them in their duties! 
to safeguard foreign properties. v . . ’ ; !

As soon as possible we believe that thel 
whole arèa should get back to normal.
Meanwhile the need for owners’ passes, and 
for permission to put watchmen back on their 
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< THE SHANGHAI LAND REGULATIONS \
’T’HE status of the International Settlement of Shanghai

A has of late been referred to on several occasions in the 
London House of Commons. The latest announcement of 
importance was: that made by Mr. Anthony Eden, the British 
Foreign Secretary, November 23, who pointed out that the 
Foreign Settlement of Shanghai was administered under the 
Land Regulations, which could not be modified without-the 

t Chinese Government’s consent.
The moment is apropos to state what the principal points 

of these Land ^Regulations are. They are archaic, un
doubtedly, but they constitute the basis of the administra
tion of the Foreign Settlement and are, therefore, worthy of 
study. They lay down rules for the acquisition of land, the 
laying out of municipal roads, the establishment of a Police 
Force, of* a Public Works Department and, in skeleton form, 
indicate measures on the basis of which has been developed a 
huge governmental machine.

The principal point in the Land Regulations is that the 
voting qualifications are confined to persons of other than 
Chinese nationality, and although the property qualifications 
are not extremely onerous, they are sufficiently restrictive to 
exclude probably three-fourths of the non-Chinose population 
from voting for members of the Municipal Council, which is 
in reality the executive arm of the Ratepayers, who assemble 
once a year, rather perfunctorily on most occasions, to re
view the work of the Council in the year that has come to 
an end and in a general way outline the course for the new 
Council that is just coming into power.

The procedure above mentioned refers only to the non
Chinese. The Chinese hold their own form of elections for 
the five Chinese members of the Council, the non-Chinese 
members of which comprise mine members, of whom as at 
present constituted, five members are British, two are 
Americans, and two are Japanese.

The Land Regulations provide that any one who owns 
property to a value of five hundred taels, or who pays rental 
during one year to the same amount, shall be entitled to 
vote. It has occasionally happened that a person who has 
had some small plot of land valued at Taels 300, and in 
addition paid a rental of say taels 200 more per year, has 
been able to combine the two, and . secure a vote in this 
way.

It is to be noted that, although there is plural voting to 
a certain extent, it does not mean if one man has a property 
worth Tls. 100,000, and that alongside him another man has 
a property worth Tls. 10,000, that the former has ten times 
as many votes as the latter. In fact both have the same* 
number of votes, namely one each. It, nevertheless, is the 
case that sometimes some legal firm or real estate firm has 
a dozen or more votes to its credit, this being in accordance 
with the procedure followed that although vbtes are not 
apportioned according to the value of property represented, 
yet one vote is allowed for each “interest”, no matter how 
small it may be (so long as it equals Tls. 500) ; and if those 
“interests” are centered in a single individual or firm (as 
they frequently are), it follows that said individual or film 
will have more voting power in its hands than say the in
dividual who owns the largest block of real estate in the 
Settlement.

It is likewise no secret that in many cases such “in
terests” really represent land which is “beneficially” owned 
by Chinese, but which has been registered in the name of 
said foreign legal or real estate firm, so as to comply with 
the afore-mentioned archaic Land Regulations.

( It follows, from the above outline of the administration 
| of the Shanghai International Settlement, that if any group 
I is intent on increasing its voting power, it can simply adopt 
* the policy of acquiring land and splitting it up in^p small 

units, and parcelling out those small units to individuals. 
Such a unit need not be worth more than Tls* 500 ‘ ($700, ' 
Chinese currency) to entitle the holder to a vote. j

. . 1 1 y f SI
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< \ SHANGHAI UTILITIES \

NOW that the scene of hostilities has been removed from
Shanghai and there are indications that the city is 

laying the groundwork for a return to normal conditions, it 
is appropriate to recall the excellent work done during 
Shanghai’s darkest days by public utility concerns. With 
their plants for some weeks within or adjacent to the very 
zones of fighting, service was nevertheless * maintained 
under dangerous and extremely difficult conditions. This 
was especially true of the Shanghai Power Company and 
the Waterworks. Workmen and officials alike were either 
in constant attendance in many instances or in others paid 
daily visits. For some weeks travel between the Power Com
pany and waterworks plants in Yangtszepoo could only be 
down the river by launch—and this at a time when constant 
fire was being exchanged between Japanese naval vessels 
in the Whangpoo and Chinese machine-gunners and 
artillery units on the Pootung side. Several instances— 
probably forgotten now by the general public—-were re
ported during the height of hostilities of launch parties of 
both concerns narrowly escaping death. Both the grounds 
of both plants were also struck by aerial bombs. In the 
case of the Waterworks shortly after the war opened here, 
a number of casualties resulted.

During the whole of these hectic weeks never an in
timation was given that Shanghai would be deprived of! 
either service. Only extensive damage to equipment 
would have resulted in a forced interruption. The closing 
of the Shanghai Gas Company mains for a short time is 
not to be Viewed in any other light than that of being wisely 
prudent because of the then constant danger that storage 
tanks would be struck by shells or aerial bombs and result 
in a catastrophe which might well have excelled some of the 
worst that the city experienced.

Another indispensable service that was maintained 
under duress was that of the Shanghai Telephone Company. 
Since the installation of telephones in Shanghai, there has 
perhaps never been the urgent need for this means of 
communication as then existed. During the height of the 
crisis many thousands of càlls were made daily, bringing 
a line traffic problem that perhaps only automatic equip
ment could have handled so well. Repair crews of the 
Telephone Company also were constantly exposed to danger 
when inspecting and maintaining lines in the Northern and 
Western Districts. Nor should Shanghai soon forget the 
hazardous and heroic work of the Fire Brigade, * which was 
perhaps called upon to combat a series of some of the 
world’s largest urban fires in history under conditions and 
obstacles that could not have been worse.
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g RATIONALIZING CHINA’S INbU ES

THE present Sino-Japanese conflict is -affording China 
rrftiny objective lessons. In order to profit by such 

lessons, she will have to take revolutionary measures tot 
rationalize many phases of her national life. One of the! 
most important phases, namely, China’s industries, may be; 
briefly discussed. J

For ages, China has been and still remains an agricul
tural country. The industrialization of the West has affected 
her only very slightly, cofisidering the enormous size of he^ 
country and population. Even as an agricultural country, 
she is undeveloped and her methods of production are 
antiquated. She has still a long way to go, before her 
agriculture can be placed on an industrial basis.

China’s industries are few and all in an infant stage, when 
compared with* those of most western countries and even of 
Japan. At no time does the lack of industrialization affect 
China more vitally than at the present moment, when the 
country is at war. Though rich in raW materials and man 
power, China is not self-sufficient in military equipment and 
therefore has to depend on its supply, from countries abroad.

Furthermore, the few producing agencies serving China’s 
industry which she has fostered and developed during the 
past few decades are practically all concentrated in coastal 
cities and river pqrts. Such a situation is anomalous ; even j 
in normal times, it must have a very adverse effect on her i 
national economy. In time of. war, it is bound to be 
disastrous, as has been evidenced by the military operations 
during the past several months.

Most Chinese factories are located in such cities as 
Shanghai, Tientsin, Canton and the principal Yangtse ports. 
As all these cities have been seriously affected by the war, 
practically all the industrial plants concerned have either 

! been destroyed or so badly damaged as to make their re- 
; sumption of operations almost next to impossible. As a 

result, production is at a complete standstill and tens of 
thousands of workers are thrown out of employment.

The present emergency affords China an excellent oppor
tunity to-readjust the uneven geographical distribution of her-

I industrial establishments and to lay the foundation Tor a
I nation-wide planning of industrialization.
' Of course, important as it is, the project of transfer is no

easy or simple matter. In the first place, it involves a heavy 
expenditure which few factories at the present juncture can 
bear. Secondly; such matters as the removal of machinery, 
selection offactory sites, installation of electric power supply.’ 
disposal of personnel and other relevant issues are all fraught 
with difficulties. This explains why Chinese factory owners 
have thus far been hesitant in carrying out an admittedly 
difficult proposal.

However, in view of the urgency of the matter, it is be
coming increasingly recognized tha.t the difficulties hav&Jp 
be faced and overcome, even though only partially. “To 
facilitate the execution of such a project, it is absolutely ■ 
necessary that' the Chinese Government and public swid| 
accord the* industrialists their fullest support apd cqJ 
operation. ' y :

For example; the Chinese Government can actively awst 
in the removal of the machinery and also map oùt^Fco- 
or di nated program, of industrialization for the whol^country. 
To this .end;’it will ascertain the needs of the varies pàrts 
of the country, and distribute in a well-proportioned manner 
the different branches of industry accordingly. In this way, 
wasteful duplication and over-congestion in some cities to the 
neglect of th?requirements of other districts will be avoided.

For/the time,being, such a program may be entirely on
a wartime basis,'but it may likewise serve as. the initial step 
for national industrialization in the future. In the mean-1 
while, every "encouragement may similarly be given to the 
handicraft a.nd domestic industries in order to increase pro
duction as well as to confer employment on the mounting 
total of idleàajpot induced by presenthostilities.

According to latest indications,-the*Chinese Government 
seems to have already given this matter its thorough consi- 
deratiom The* recent appointment of three committees for 
the readjustment of agricultural^ production, industrial and 
mining enterprises, as well as trade ^and commerce may 
be taken an ‘effort towards the formulation of. a nation
wide program h for the rationalization of these Jdiree im
portant phâsêê of China's national life'. ~
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rrora The Shanghai Tines, Shanghai, Noveuber

/ RICE PROBLEM!
The sights to be seen otflB&e the 

rice shops and the experiences'through 
which one’s own servants have had to 
go calls for some further action in the 
matter of control. Relatively, only a few 
shops are open and during the hours in 
which rice is on sale in small quantities 
quite large crowds gather around and 
jostle for position. There ^as been seme 
attempt at regulation, but it is hopelessly 
inadequate in face of the completely 
foreign idea which orderly queueing up 
is to the vast majority of poor Chinese. 
They are more used to a scramble and 
scrambles there have been in plenty. It 
is not a small nor yet an easy task to 
control the crowds at the various shops 
retailing rice to-day, but if the police 
•authorities could do more themselves and 
get others to help them it. would be a 
boon on the young or the rather old who 

jnow hopelessly try get near the little 
’pigeon holes where the rice is handed out. 
j Lucky is the buyer to-day who gets off 
without a tap on the head from a police
man trying ineffectually to stem the 
pushing crowd, * but doomed to be unlucky 
is the would-be buyer who doesn’t dp his 
or her own bit of pushing. Cannot 
something, more be done to put things 
on a better basis? Fortunately, rice 
supplies are coming in quite well, but 
there is the fear psychology at work. 
.Afraid that stocks and supplies might run 
short, a great many people are buying 
more than their present needs. Wherever 
It can be afforded, something extra is 
। being bought as a stand-by and .this 
constitutes Jr heavy drain on available 
stores. Is not an - official reassuring 
statement needed? Should not a Council 
proclamation be mâde and widely 
publicized telling the public that they 
need not buy more than normal quantities 
and that rice is coming forward from 
outside sufficient for all? And could not 
something more be done to put a stop to 
the profiteering which is known to be 
going on in some cases? Perhaps it is 
not widespread, but it ought to be made 
criminal to hold up hidden stocks for the 
purpose of a rise in price at a time when 

। other people are in dire. need. Only , the 
firmest of handling will bring about a 
better order in this rice problem than 
exists to-day, and the two Councils ought 
to shoulder the responsibility of display
ing that firmness. These are emergency 

’days arid there should be rib hesitancy to 
assume emergency powers.
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A CUSTOMS ISSUE to approach this issue in the 
the situation demands. It is

other parties 
.spirit which 
important that the service of the foreign 
loans should be maintained and also those 
other activities which affect the lawful oc
casions of neutrals in this port. The Japan
ese Government has consistently maintained 
its solicitude for the interests of neutrals and 
as, indeed, those interests in important 
respects are shared by Japanese nationals 
there is all the more ground for confidence 
in the competence of diplomatic discussion 
to arrive at a correct and amicable solution.

In illustration of the special difficulties 
created by these hostilities, the seizure ofj 
the Whangpoo Conservancy Board Dredger, 
Chien She, is pertinent. By the International 
Peace Protocol of September 7, 1901 an agree
ment for the Whangpoo Conservancy was 
established. It was revised in September 
1905 and replaced by a new agreement under 
the auspices of the newly-founded Republic 
of China in 1912. The essential feature of the 
dredging arrangements carried under this 
agreement is the international significance of 
the maintenance of a channel for big ships 

, to use the Whangpoo and the port 'of Shang- 
: hai. Special dues, known as Conservancy 

dues, 80 per cent, of which are paid by for
eign shipping are levied for the financial sup
port of the Conservancy Board. Moreover, 
a Consultative Committee composed of one 
Chinese and five foreign members, these 
latter representing the powers with the 
greatest visiting tonnage, has been appointed 
under the 1912 agreement to advise the! 
Board. It is plain, therefore, that the dredger 
is an important factor in preserving interna
tional interests Japan herself shares. There 
is no reason to believe that the implications of 
the seizure will be ignored by the Japanese 
authorities. It is recessary, however, to : 
explain its significance so that there can be 
no misunderstanding. In that and the cognate 
matter of the Customs administration it is 
hoped that the discussion between the Jap
anese and the appropriate authorities will 

i proceed on lines which will facilitate a 
settlement equally safeguarding international 
rights and satisfying the immediately reason
able requirements of the Japanese High 
Command.

I The announcement of certain Japanese in- 
i tentions toward the administrative offices of 
i the Chinese Government still operating in 
I Shanghai indicates recognition of the inter- 
| national issues involved, especially in respect 
j of the Maritime Customs. The interests of 

Japanese themselves are best served by 
। special consideration of that kind, but it will 
be necessary for the various authorities to give 
the matter close attention lest some lack of 
foresight should unnecessarily complicate an ' 
already complicated situation to the further 
detriment of basic commercial and financial | 
arrangements vital to the international rela- i 
tions which Japanese policy is declared to;

» j aim at respecting. The Customs Revenue is 
I hypothecated for the service of the foreign 
I loans and it appears to be the purpose of the 
I Japanese authorities that that function should [ 
| continue to be discharged. They desire to
f j assert their de facto right through military 

control only in respect of the surplus accruing
* after that primary obligation has been fulfilled. 

, The whole question of the disposal of Customs 
| Revenue obviously requires the careful 
| consideration of other foreign governments 
and it is to be hoped, therefore, that the 

j Japanese Government will be able to agree 
to a workable scheme and to discourage 
precipitate action which might later be re
gretted. It will be admitted that the peculiar 
problems arising from the complexity of the 
relations of the Customs present everyone ‘ 
concerned with delicate diplomatic and com
mercial difficulties and consequently call for 
the exercise of the greatest circumspection 

«and the display of a reasonable spirit of! 
compromise.

No doubt expeditious discussions are already1 
in train between the Japanese Government and 
the various Powers concerned. It is satis
factory to observe that the military authorities 
on the spot, while indicating their desire to 
ensure that the operations which they are 
now conducting shall not be hampered by 
the presence of Chinese organs in the foreign- ; 
controlled areas, are disposed to recognize ! 
the need for caution in respect of certain ' 
institutions, such as the Customs and other 
departmental offices. It remains for the
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MODUS VIVENDI
The closing of Chinese Government offices 

in the International Settlement has led to the 
departure of many Chinese citizens from 
Shanghai. Their number has been swelled 
by the exodus of other Chinese who, taking 
the cue from recent public pronouncements, 
consider that continued residence here may 
be embarrassing. Whether it would be 
desirable to have more specific intimation of 
the intentions of the Japanese military 
authorities in this regard must be a matter 
of opinion. Chinese citizens in their present 
painful situation have general sympathy. 

/The neutral attitude which it is proper for 
Shanghailanders to adopt is not incompatible 
with a chivalrous perception of the emotional i. 

’ strain thus imposed on men and women who ' 
naturally are greatly distressed by the im
plications of the Japanese victory here. Nor 
will common decency permit itself to em
phasize the change in the position of many 
formerly prominent Chinese residents here. 
Although on personal and public grounds 
certain departures may be advisable it is 
open to doubt whether the uncertainty 
hitherto prevailing on this matter should be 
allowed to develop, for already there are 
signs that the exodus is in danger of embrac- ' cannot now find expression, to play the part 
ing a number of professional, business and of the temporary administrator under Jap- 
technical men who might otherwise be of anese direction.
real service to Shanghai in the ultimate : 

| process of recovery and the immediate need 
I for finding a modus vivendi. It is understand- 
1 able that men who have been closely 
identified with what might be called the 
political activities of the Chinese Government, 
on finding their occupation gone,, will wisely j 
consider means of seeking a temporary abode . 
elsewhere. Others who, however intensely 
convinced of the justice of their country’s 
cause, are not politicians in the technical 
sense of the term and have no active 
Kuomintang affiliation, might more properly 
be advised to stay, if some assurances on 
that point could be forthcoming. \

The authorities of the International Settle
ment and French Concession can obviously 
make no public pronouncement, although it 
will be hoped that they will not allow them- 

' selves to be carried too far in offering in- • 
terpretations of the situation. They have I 
certain obligations in the preservation of the! 
special status of their respective areas. They [ 
are right to recognize the realities of Japanese

control of the surrounding territory. They 
are, however, free to offer suggestions which 
may actually be helpful to all parties at this 
difficult moment. Realizing that Shanghai 
can take no active part in the hostilities now 
proceeding away beyond its ken, the duty of 
all is to devise means for ensuring the 
provisional administration of the city during 
a period of exceptional difficulty. On the 
French administration and the Municipal 
Council lies responsibility for their respective 
domains, subject to such conditions as derive 
from the military reality of the moment. 
From Chinese territory civil authority has 
vanished. The Japanese High Command is 
concerned with the improvization *of 
machinery for carrying on institutions neces
sary to the civic life therein. Much depends 
on the possibility of inducing responsible 
Chinese citizens to come forward at invitation 
and accept the thankless but essentially ( 
public-spirited task 'of co-operating with the 
de -facto power for the sake of the com- ; 
munity’s welfare as a whole. This should 
not be baulked by any misgiving or misin
terpretation of motives. Patriotism is not 
outraged by the action of a Chinese citizen 
who,* recognizing the requirements of the 
moment, is prepared, without offence to his 
political sentiments which, in any event,

This should be clearly understood, for the 
alternative is either complete chaos or the 
desperate expedient of resort to undesirable 
elements whose co-operation is available to' 
anyone at any time for purely mercenary 
reasons. This situation therefore imposes on 
Chinese citizens a considerable restraint. It 
demands from them a clear recognition of the 
realities of the plight in which the Chinese 
areas stand. It also suggests that the Jap
anese military authorities would do well 
promptly to define their requirements regard
ing the exodus or otherwise of leading 
Chinese residents. They will not be assisted 
in their difficult task if there is such a drain 
of capable Chinese citizenhood that trust
worthy and upright men cannot be secured 
to function in the provisional organizations 
which must be speedily set up for the * 
practical solution of the day-to-day problem, 
dfvnunicipal administration.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, hovenber 28, 1937.

I THE MARITIME CUSTOMS
’T'HE latest press reports seem to indicate that the Japanese 

. authorities, are seriously considering the question of 
taking control of the local Chinese Maritime Customs 
through the appointment of Japanese examiners and ap
praise^ The, légal' aspect of this momentous step, if ever 
adopted, is a most complicated one, and we feel that it is 
beyond our competence in the present circumstance to enter 
into a thorough discussion.

It may be pointed out, however, that though the physical • 
procedure of assuming the control of a vital .government 
service will be a simple one, while no protest may be effec
tively made, yet the actual operation will immediately give 
rise to numerous questions in which the public is vitally 
interested.

The foremost question is, of course, the future service 
of the various Chinese Government bonds secured on the 
customs revenue. Assurances in this respect have been of
fered by the Japanese authorities, and there is no need to 
suspect that thesq assurances will not be fulfilled, if for no 
other reason, at least because their fulfilment is to the 
advantage of the Japanese investors as well as of other for
eign nationals. •

However, on this very point a clear-out statement seems 
to be called for, partly to alleviate public apprehension and! 
largely to affirm the manner in which the service is to be 
continued. In other words, it is important for the public 
to know whether the hypothecated customs revenue, if ever 
collected through the Japanese agents, is to he turned to the 
existing sinking fund commission or to be set aside as a 
special account to be administered after the conclusion of the 
present hostilities.

The second question which is of immediate concern to 
this metropolis is the effect which the Japanese control of 
the Chinese maritime customs will produce on the shipping 
trade here, if not the local foreign trade. It goes without 
saying that duties paid to the local customs administration 
which are not paid directly into the Chinese national coffers 
will not be recognised as valid in other parts of China which 
are not under Japanese military occupation. Cargoes 
unloaded in Shanghai will then have to* be taxed twice, once 
in this port and again at the port of entry for inland ship- « 
ment where the Chinese Government still exercises complete 
authority. The alternative course would be to ship 
to Hongkong cargoes which, intended for shipment to 
the interior, would ordinarily be imported through Shanghai. 
It is this inevitable course which will deprive Shanghai of 
its importance as a ^hipping center, as long as the integrity 
of the local Chinese custpms administration is threatened.

What is true of importe will be more or less true of 
exports. Thus oversight/ Shanghai may become so un
important commercially as to reduce its economic status to 
that in the days of the “mud flat.”

Jt appears that the only course which would then ; 
be left for the foreign business firms would be to liquidate { 
tfieirl enterprises and seek new pasture elsewhere. This 
must, be the inevitable result of k situation where A? jure 
authority is recognised while de facto authority is exercised.

In the interests o> Shanghai itself rather than in those j 
of the Chinese Government every endeavor should m made I 
to dissuade the Japanese authorities from pursuingcourse i 
of action which is liable to prejudice and impair the rights 
of all nationals through whose initiative and energy this 
port has been promoted to the rank of being tfie sixth largest 
in the world, \
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/ 1 THE REFUGEE? DISTRJcIP^ LX
Ï ■ ------------------------ »■-, •>

'/ÇïNE third of Nantao along the horth&n wwiàdSyrÿAvili 
be definitely reserved for war reiufee! Sbme- 

thing untoward should happen in the meantime to disrupt 
the existing plan already agreed to by the Chinese and 
Japanese authorities... The humanitarian appeal of Father 
Jacquinot has met with happy response from ah sides, and 
it may be in order to point out the real purpose of this 
arrangement so that no mischievous misunderstanding may 
arise.

The influx of refugees from Chapei, Hungjao and even
tually from Nantao when the war/operations extend to that 
area, is bound to exhaust all available spâce for accommoda
tion in the two foreign administrative, areas. The conges
tion which is so patent to the hïbst Casual observer will be
come even more acute with the approach of winter when 
sleeping in the open will no longer be possible.

With the view to meeting this inevitable contingency 
it has been proposed to establish a refuge for some.of the 
present war victims and for others to come. To the In
ternational Red Cross Committee which was editorially 
commented upon in this journal at its inception and of 
which Father Jacquinot is a prominent member must be 
given the. credit for initiative, and it may be also added that 
the impartial or non-partisan nature of this Committee, 
more than anything else, has inspired confidence in the 
Chinese Municipal Government and the Chinese military 
leaders to accept the plan, with little hesitation.

The refugee district is to be patrolled by members of 
the Peace Preservation Corps and is accordingly still under 
Chinese control. In Major Yui’s pledge to refuse the pre
sence of armed forces in this restricted area, absolute faith 
may be reposed. Thus to all appearances this plan should 
prove satisfactory to both sides of the Sino-Japanese war.

There is, however, one point on which the public has 
entertained just apprehension. From a statement made by 
a Japanese spokesman at a recent press conference, this 
sanctum of humanity may yet be subject to Japanese occupa- * 
tion should the Chinese troops withdraw from Shanghai.! 
The position assumed by the Japanese, it seems to us, isj 
contrary io the spirit of this otherwise excellent plan. It 
goes without, saying that refugees will always be refugees 
whether the Chinese troops are stationed in the immediate 
neighborhood of Shanghai or whatever the Chinese troops 
may choose to do. As long as the district is reserved for 
the humanitarian mission undertaken by the International 
Red Cross, the good faith of its members must be taken for 
granted. If the Chinese authorities are willing to throw- 
$ safety cordon around it .when the Chinese troops are still 
holding the adjacent territory and when the Japanese troops 
have not ..the slightest prospect of entering it, it mu§t follow 
that the Japanese .mithpyities, must display a like spirit if 
and when the positions should ever be temporarily: reversed.

The. real value of the whole idea, as far as we can see, 
is the permanent ‘Safety of."the district during the period* 
of war, which eannot^bejrffeirfed by Its fortunes. On this' 
vital point Ave hope* a'clear statement will be forthcoming;1 
so that public japp^epten^io^ may" be promptly allayed. ;

, ..... . ' ,-#4. 1
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' A BRILLIANT SUCCESS LA \
It is difficult to express in sufficiently glXvin^ 

terms the admiration which the whole com
munity feels for the International Committee 
which, in co-operation with the Japanese and 
Chinese authorities, has been wonderfully suc
cessful with its supervision of the reserved area 
in Nantao. When Father Jacquinot and his 
colleagues showed that nothing would deter 
them from pressing their neutralization scheme 
on the responsible parties, it was hoped that 
their persistence would be rewarded, but sad 
experience impelled caution in giving that hope 
too free a rein. The developments arising from 
the struggle in Nantao where the Japanese 
forces were seeking to dislodge a remnant of 
the Chinese defenders made it appear almost 
impossible for the Committee to expect that the 
reserved area would escape violation. The 
agreement held. As the statement issued shows, 
all three parties adhered to it and carried out 
their respective parts of the bargain. The area i 
was resorted to by over 100,000 refugees and I 
the members of the Committee assiduously 
patrolled it spreading confidence by their pre
sence and encouragement. The danger of their 
task is illustrated by the fact that some of them ! 

j had narrow escapes. Father Jacquinot himself 
had his cassock torn by a stray splinter. The 
Japanese as attackers showed themselves 
specially alert in keeping in touch with the 
Committee and their fire was directed with due 
consideration so that the reserved area was 
unscathed. There is more than a local value in 
this remarkable achievement. Does it not show 
that, given goodwill such as that which the 
Committee and the two authorities were able to 
mobilize, success can be achieved in limiting 
the incidence of the major horrors of war to the 
sparing of non-combatants? It also shows that, 
even in the most difficult and) delicate circum
stances produced by the heat of battle, scope 
is still left for the observance of the laws of 
humanity and the sanctity of the pledged word. 
Helief at the misery which those refugees have 
escaped thanks to thè courage of the Inter- ; 
national Committee and the co-operation which j 
it commanded will be generally recorded, to- 1 
gethero with an expression of deep gratitude for 
the splendid example thus set. \
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why should these authorities not be asked to 
give co-operation on matters which will help 

] to remove a heavy charge from foreign should* 
lers and relieve the present suffering of 
people against whom the Japanese themselves 
have declared they befcr no grudge?

So far as possible, the foreign authorities; 
; have already done what they could to stimulate I 

fAAWIci cfi■*»■»»i«trts r\f . The IndUS—
trig! Section of the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil has performed extremely useful but 
necessarily handicapped service in. bringing 
in touch those who by working together could 
resume functioning despite the fact that many 
plants have been destroyed or shut from 

।access. In certain instances, for example, 
| • manufacturers had been in the habit of doing 

only part of a complete fabrication process; 
Plant A might start, 
middle work, and 
Suppose Plant B is 
whole process would halt unless some 
procedure could be devised, and here the In
dustrial Section has helped by finding other J 
plants competent to step into the chain and: 
complete the cycle. Some goods ordinarily; 
imported in a partially completed stage can! 
be turned out here from the beginning, it has! 
been found. '

All this has been helpful but of course 
greatly circumscribed by the fact that major 
industrial areas have been cut off. To resume 
work in such areas will be to improve the lot 
of the whole community, probably including 
civilian Japanese who have likewise suffered 
from the stoppage of industry and for whose 
benefit relief funds have had to be obtained 
from Japan.

A considerable degree of industrial deve
lopment took place in Shanghai during the 
period since the last Sino-Japanese hostilities 
in 1932, despite panic, slump in land values 
and other factors of which we have been per
haps too much aware in judging the city as a 
whole. It is estimated by experts that so 
^tremendous was this development that the de
struction during the recent fighting only about 
equalled the five-year increase, so that when 
work can be resumed it will be roughly on a 
basis of the status! of 1932 despite all the 
bombing, shelling and burning. This is import
ant as showing that there is something really 
to be accomplished by getting to work as 
quickly as the situation permits. Instead of a 
disheartening complete “waste land” we have 
a great deal of productive machinery lying 
idle. I

The very fact that anything approaching 
complete normality cannot foe restored to 

|j Shanghai for a long time to come is all the

An Obligation ( X
TAPAN’S DESIRES for temporarily exeruising 

various administrative activities within the 
foreign areas in succession to Chinese author
ity, as a result of the new military position, have 
now been announced and upon the whole they 
appear within the bounds of reason and ex- 
pectafaon. But its a poor rule which does nod/the JeeWe stlrrings of industry.
work two ways. Is it not necessary for the 
Japanese to give thought to their own obliga
tion under the new position?

Of Shanghai’s normal working population 
of 185,000 within the boundaries of the Inter
national Settlement, only 50,000 are employed 
at present leaving a total of 135,000 unemplpy- 
ed. To this number must be added many 
additional thousands ordinarily employed in1 
the Western District, particularly in the Jccs- 
field area; those who usually gain a livelihood 
in Nantao and Lunghwa; and the thousands 
of farmers who are being kept from access to 
militarily occupied rural districts.

The Japanese assertion of military neces
sities has been on the whole patiently accepted 
by everyone as valid reason for keeping shut 
the scenes of recent hostilities. But now the 
whole position is obviously becoming more 
stabilized, as is shown by the Japanese moves 
to deal with matters formerly subject to 
Chinese jurisdiction within the foreign areas, 
and by the pledges of Japan’s own spokesmen 
it is clearly a duty of first consequence to give 
the Chinese common people of this locality a; 
chance to make livings for themselves. !

Japanese leaders have repeatedly declared' 
that they are fighting the Chinese army, not 
the Chinese people—yet by keeping industrial 
and agricultural districts tight-shut, they are 
causing untold suffering to those deprived of 
livelihoods and homes. General Matsui and 
Admiral Hasegawa each has given $10,000 to ' 
ameliorate the lots of the 126,000 unemployed 
and destitute men, women and children living 
in camps, yet how much more precious would 
be the boon of a chance to earn livings again 
"ather than rely on the help of others! Six, 
hundred thousands people are estimated to be 
subsisting today within Shanghai from the 
generosity of friends and relatives; this is a 
terrific tax for any community to bear, and 
particularly a community which has i been 
ravaged by war, which is now in large degree! 
cut off from the rest of the country, and which ! 
is still being denied access to vital areas where] 
despite the devastation there is work to be 
done if people can be given leave to go and 
do it.

Obviously the situation is complicated and 
the Japanese cannot, under existing conditions, j _ __ _
be blamed for exercising safeguards. In some ; more reason why the Japanese authorities 
sections north of the Creek it may be deemed should realize the urgent necessity for moving 
necessary to admit only certified and pass- as as p0SSjbfe to get the process started; 
bearing workers for some time, but that could *We repeat that in maRy ways this shmâd benefit 
be arranged if there but be intelligent effort them and their own paople. In any event, 
toward it. The Settlement and Concession Sjnce they have many; times protested their 
authorities are being asked to give co-opera- jack of animus against the Chinese people, and 
tion on matters of moment to the Japanese, desnre so far ^as : possible to safeguard 
such as the suppression of anti-Japanese n€Utral foreign interests and properties, the 
organs, the eviction of Chinese Government duty to open the. restricted areas at least parti- 
offices, the prohibition of Chinese postal, tele- ajjy w>th as little^ further delay as may* be. is 
graph and press censorship and the suppres- çiéa?ï

organs, the eviction of Chinese Government

graph and press censorship and the suppres
sion of unauthorized radio communications;

Plant B would , do the 
Plant C would finish, 
located in Chapei—the 

new

duty to open the restricted areas at least parti
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CIVILIAN SAFETY ZONES \\7

PEOPLE of all nationalities cannot fail to look Nvith 
approval on the recent efforts of international groups, 

and internationally minded individuals, to establish safety 
zones in Hangchow and Nanking where civilian non-com
batants will be spared the horrors of being subjected to the 
fruits of war. While the Nanking zone plan would estab
lish a specified area within the city to be set aside as 
exempt from either attack or use as a military base, that as 
regards Hangchow envisages a more ambitious scheme and 
would include the entire city.

Inspiration for the success of these humanitarian ef
forts is to be seen in the Nantao Safety Area now being 
administered by the Supervisory Committee of the In
ternational Red Cross. The Nantao zone has demonstrated 
that such a plan can be worked out and is daily demonstrat
ing that even belligerents are not entirely without considera
tion for the fate of those who have no active part in the 
hostilities. If Hangchow, a city known throughout the 
world for its ancient beauty and peaceful charm, can also 
be placed outside the devastating orbit of the present 
hostilities, there will be thousands of people of all nationali
ties who will heartily applaud such action.

.Under the plan proposed by an international group of 
foreigners jn Hangchow the city would be completely de
militarizes and made immune from attack. It is anticipated 
that no objection will be raised by the Chinese Government, ' 
both because of the humanitarian aspect of the proposal and 
also because the city is of little strategic value. This lat
ter point of view is also expected to be taken by the 
Japanese.

In the event that the Nanking and Hangchow proposals; 
are given the approval of both belligerents and that the! 
neutrality of the respective areas is not violated, a big step « 
forward in setting a precedent in preventing human suf
fering in times of war will have been taken. It will be re
called that intimation has been given by the Nantao area 
Supervisory Committee that a proposal will be made at 
some future date to some international organ that similar 
zones be established elsewhere throughout the world in 
time of war.
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DISTRESSFUL CONDITIONS 
IN SHANGHAI

The condition of the enormous ■ 
number of refugees in Shanghai continues 
to be a source of much anxiety. The 
onset of the cold weather naturally makes I 
the problem more difficult to handle and | 
there is a great need for a big communal j 
effort to help the thousands of destitute ; 
people who are encamped in our midst. - 
It appears that there are at least 200,000 
persons in the International Settlement, 
the French Concession and the “Jacquinot I 
Zone” who are without means of 
subsistence of their own and the mainten- ; 
ance of such a large destitute population ! 
is a heavy burden upon the resources of ’ 
the city as a whole. Many firms and ; 
individuals have come forward with 1 
generous donations to help alleviate • 
the condition of the refugees but there is 
a feeling that wealthy Chinese, of whom 
there are a considerable number in 
Shanghai, might come forward morei 
extensively to help the situation. Not j 
only is more money required by those I 
who are actually engaged in running the 1 
camps but personal interest and gifts of | 
various necessary articles would be most Ï 
welcome. The letter of Dr. John Earl \ 
Baker in yesterday’s issue of this journal 
asking for gifts to the Shanghai Interna-of whether th can h on until suCh 
rmnnl WnH f r» o v% /*< r% rtf r»

time as they can secure some profitable 
business or industry. Closely connected 
with the unemployment and distress in 
the city is the food problem. Rice is 

'being sold out almost as fast as it can 
be delivered to controlled stores but on 
the other hand ships are now arriving 
regularly from Saigon with fresh supplies 
and it is hoped that the rice these vessels 
bring will be sufficient to keep the wolf 
from Shanghai’s door. Other provisions 
are steadily trickling in but inasmuch as 
rice is the chief staple of consumption 
among the Chinese of Shanghai this is the 
commodity that matters most to the 
population as a whole. Up to the present 
the S.M.C. has refrained from assuming 
direct responsibility for the Settlement’s 
rice supply, and on the whole this policy 
has worked pretty well. Should, however, 
the question of importing sufficient 
quantities of grain become a serious 
difficulty we presume that the Council 
Mil take other steps, .even to handling 
the^ice importation itself. Side-by-sidç 
wMn distress among the Chinese a con- 
xfiderable number of foreigners are 
in straitened circumstances. Deserving 
cases are receiving help from the many 
charitable organizations that exist here 
(to the credit of the local community) 
but it is obvious that funds will not last 
for ever unless generously supplemented 
by fresh allocations from those who can 
afford to help. Unfortunately, a number 
of undeserving persons have been discov
ered trying to make capital out of the 
situation and it is emphasized that help 
should be given as much as possible 
through the proper organizations which 
are in a position to make adequate in
quiries before taking . on the task of 
assisting persons who. may or may not be 
in genuine distress.

tional Red Cross of sandbags which have i 
been removed from buildings in the town ; 
within the last few days, as these might \ 
be used for bedding purposes in the ; 
Nantao Refugee Zone, is a poignant | 
reminder of thé terrible straits to which I 
many unfortunate people are reduced. J- 
W’e fear that many of these bags have * 
already been seriously damaged by the | 
severe weather conditions that have .1 
prevailed since the defences were first put j 
up but doubtless quite a number of them 
could be washed and patched up suffi
ciently well to serve a useful purpose. 
We hope that this appeal will be respond- i 
ed to by those who have sandbags in 

|decent condition. But that such appeal 
has had to be made by Dr. Baker must 
go to the hearts of everybody who reads 
his letter. The suffering of people, who 
are already reduced to fare that is the 
mere minimum of necessity, from a lack . 
of sufficient bedding and warm clothing j 
in a cold “snap” such as Shanghai is now I 
experiencing can be better imagined than 
described, and it is no wonder that many J 
deaths from exposure are reported. I 
People who have old blankets and other1 
articles of bedding which they can 
dispense with need not hesitate to donate i 
them to those who are trying to give the 
refugees a little better accommodation. 
The same applies to people who have any" 
kind of warm clothing which they could- 
do without themselves. Refugees housed 
in bamboo sheds are in a particularly 
severe predicament these cold nights as it 
is not possible safely to provide any kind 1 
of heating in this type of dwelling. The ! 
covering of the bamboo poles and matting ‘ 
with paper or plaster has been proposed 
and actually carried out in some instances I 
but it is felt that a much better plan 

[would be to house as many as possible 
of the refugees m permanent buildings. 
..Quite a number of godowns and other 
buildings are empty at present, and it js

’that owners will domé 
the offer of some of their 

The question of making

to be hoped 
forward with 
unused space, 
some of these buildings suitable for the 
reception of refugees is no doubt a difficult 
one to solve but it is less formidable than 
trying to render mat and bamboo sheds 
sufficient protection from the wintry 
weather.

In addition to the refugees who are 
actually on the hands of the community 
already there is the fear that many more 
people who have been living on their 
savings for the past two or three months 
may become destitute in the near future. 
These people are mostly those wh"o had 
good employment before the hostilities 
broke out but who are now faced with an 
absence of sources of fresh income. The 
existing unemployment is enormous and 
may gradually become more and more 
acute. Efforts have been made to revive 
industry as much as the present circum
stances allow but it has been pointed out 
that many small factories were located in 
areas which have either been devastated 
or are under Japanese military occupation. 
Recovery from the effects of war in and 
around Shanghai is obviously going to be 
a slow matter although there is no 
reason why it should not be steady. With 
many of the poorer Chinese it is a matter
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v At the same time, grotesque as the fact 
appears, we feel there is reason to think that 
charity’s appeal to the private pocket is very 
much weakened by the present necessity for 
diffusing effort over such a wide front. From 
a remote and detached point of view it is 
clear that the numerous necessities of the case 
demand the utmost from every giver; but when 
it comes down to the individual, he tends to 
respond much more reàdily to an appeal for 
some specific purpose which he knows will 
benefit by his offering.

In other words, those who are asked for 
money seem to us likely to give if they have 
before them the mental picture of a refugee 
child, needing food and about to get that food 
from the money the donor is giving; or if they 
feel that some peasant woman, victim of a 
shell, bomb or machinegun bullet, will receive 
hospital care through their bounty. But when 
they feel that they are giving to a vague 
general cause including all manner of things, 
they have much less direct urgency upon 
their consciences even though the result 
shdüld be precisely the opposite. This is a 
natural psychological reaction quite divorced 
from any fear that in such a multitude of 
causes, their gift may somehow “slip down a 
crack” or at least mean little one way or an
other.

The Government should at once shoulder 
its obviously demanded burden, taking the 
whole care of wounded soldiers off the back of 
private charity as rapidly as may be, and 
appropriating funds sufficient to see that the 
job is handled properly. Fifty million dollars 
would not be too much for this and the money 
can be had if it must. There should be an 
end to makeshift matshed hospitals operated 
by private enterprise, and a start to a 
modern, co-ordinated Government plan com
prehensively caring for all wounded from 
the moment that the casualty occurs.

Such a policy would pay dividends from 
the start in the avoidance of deaths from 
gangrene alone. It .would keep tfrack of the 
lightly wounded and preserve them in the 
army instead of letting them wander off to 
distent points and perhaps became charges 
upon local communities. It would free pri
vate charity to deal adequately with th© tre
mendous work which now must of necessity foe 
in the nature of side issue, so long 
of the Government’s main jobs is shirked and 
lefj^to Palate hands if any.

)—'-------------
Pfgw Deal For The Woundern 1 

p«fiINA IS COMMITTED to modem and 
therefore frightfully destructive war.

China should at once begin to take a modern 
view of, the* problem, of her soldier casualties.

Wounded soldiers should not be left to 
stray off uncared-for, to develop fatal but 
avoidable complications- to receive the 
necessarily limited help of private charity. The 
whole system of depending on private charity 
for whatever help the soldiers receive is wrong 
and should be changed without delay. In 
effect It amounts to a lack of system, from 
the Government’s viewpoint, and no modern 
war can be fought unplanned.

In the first place, private charity already 
has a stupendous job in. merely caring for 
civilian casualties and refugees. In the second 
place, China’s soldiers are her primary fight
ing instruments; and it is ap foolish—humani
tarian considerations quite aside, for the mo- 
ment—to waste and destroy this weapon as t(^ 
waste and c^estroy any other weapon. 1

China is. gradually learning that complet 
machineguns, and airplanes must be kept up . 
and repaired. But China’s fighting men, the' 
most complex and indispensible weapons of all, 
are being treated on a basis rooted in medieval 
practice.

We are quite aware that it is in full accord
ance with Chinese tradition to regard China 
as an inexhaustable reservoir of manpower. It 
has always been the practice to regard a dam
aged man as a useless man, to be discarded. 
But there is not an inexhaustable reservoir of 
modernly trained fighting men in China any 
more than in any other country. Taking a 
purely hard-boiled attitude on this problem,, it 
is not. hard to see that good reason exists for 
conserving the militarily suitable manpower 
of China which is Obviously undergoing a 
terrific hammering from Japan’s mechanized 
battering-ram.

To be blunt, private charity simply isn’t 
up to the job of giving the Chinese armies 
what they need in the way of medical and 
surgical backing. It never will be. What is 
more, there is good reason to think that the 
legitimate functions of the private charitable 
organizations are being to a considerable ex
tent hamstrung by the present necessity for 
striving to handle work the Government 
should handle with regard to that Govern
ment’s armies. ;

In any enterprise of this sort, private or
ganizations must lag far behind the require
ments and all the efforts to equip both large 
and small private hospitals, arid to chase thé 
armies with private ambulances, cannot hide 
the fact At the same time, private charity isj 
striving to look after thousands of wounded' 
civilians; and to care for tens of thousands of 
civilians dispossessed of their homes. IsJ0£j 
any wonder that private charity finds itself 
inadequate? J
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/ Foreign-Trained Doctors J 
A HEAVY oURDEN of moral responsibility

* rests upon Chinese surgeons and physicians 
who have received their education abroad.; 
Such reports as have come to us of late do not 
indicate that such returned students are, as a 
class and of course with individual exceptions, 
discharging their responsibility at all com-! 
pletely.

To be specific,, these doctors appear to be 
clinging to th© great centers with grim tenacity 
worthy of a better cause while the great 
majority refuse to go out into the field, where 
danger and discomfort are certain but where 
need is greatest.

There are plenty of volunteer doctors in 
Shanghai. Even in Shanghai, however, as we 
understand the situation there is a dearth ol 
really efficient foreign-trained Chinese doctors 
because of a tendency of the more well-to-do 
to stick to their regular practices and let the. 
xess gainfully employed doctors do the volun
teering. We have also heard rather discourag
ing reports of the polite putting-off of well- 
intentioned assistance from foreign doctors, 
apparently on the theory that everything must 
be Chinese; but this is another matter and an 
even more delicate one, in any event not sus
ceptible to the sort of statistical proof which: 
may foe applied to the presence or absence of j 
foreign-trained Chinese doctors in the interior.;

The story is an old one. For years, one of 
the major problems of the Peking Union 
Medical College was to separate its Chinese 
doctors from its own personnel after their 
training had been completed and to persuade 
them out into the interior where they were 
needed very much indeed but where the rewards 
and the glory were obviously to be had only 
in practically inverse ratio to the need.

With the beginning of rural welfare work 
in such provinces as Kiangsi, reclaimed from 
the Reds, it appeared that the interest of some 
of these young foreign-trained men might 
fasten on the new health centers. Some ac-
tually went out. The pressure of the present 
emergency would appear more than sufficient 
tc send out more—but thus far the problem has 
not settled itself by any means. [

A few of the foreign-trained and returned] 
medical people have gone to Nanking, it is true. J 
But as to the really obscure and remote interior, I 
the universal answer seems in effect to be 
“Nothing doing!” although of course the actual) 
procedure is merely a polite and silent 
abstenance from volunteering in response to 
call.

The situation in Shansi, for example, is now 
reported to be desperate. Thousands of wound
ed are pouring^>aek from the fighting lines and 
there is nothing like adequate medical help to 
be had. In the whole province there is not one

In this work of conserving China’s trained I 
military man-power (a vastly different thing) 
from the untrained peasantry,, sheer “cannon-1 
fodder’" in all truth, of an earlier day) the for-1 
©ign-trained doctor, often returned after costly! 
arid valuable training abroad, could take the’ 
key place in China’s interior, if he but would?

Writing last Monday on the need for a “new 
deal for the wounded,” we discussed the fact 
that “China’s fighting men, the most complex 
àhd indispensable weapons of all, are being 
treated on a basis rooted in medieval practice.” 
Ottr reference in that connection was to the 
fact that care of the wounded is being left a 
job for private charity rather than (being 
Shouldered by the National Government as a 
vital part of fighting a modern war. The 
thought mry well be extended here to cover 
the sort of care given the Wounded. No one 
knows so Well as the foreign-trained doctor how 
to deal with such problems as that of asepsis 
particularly important in a country like China 
Where there is both much dirt and much 
ignorance. It is nothing short’ of criminal to 
withhold the benefit of modern medical knowl
edge in such respects, yet thousands of lives ar€ 
being heedlessly lost as the days pass and the 
foreign-trained men hold baek from volunteer
ing for duty in the interior.

Here, again, there is-perhaps a special argu
ment in favor of a Government assumption Of 
full responsibility. Private enterprise should 
not be left to deal with the problem of the 
wounded soldier, as we have said before; the 
problem is too great, and private enterprise has 
too many other problems with which it must 
cope, including those of wounded civilians and 
the care of thousands of helpless refugees.

We do not think that everything would be 
solved instanter by the fact that the Govern
ment shouldered this burden, but at least 
matters would be properly channelized—and, 
incidentally, more funds would go into this 
absolutely essential work for it would foe neces
sary for the Government without delay toi 
appropriate millions of dollars if it undertook 
its clearly indicated task of caring for military 
casualties. We are inclined to think that the 
Government might devise means for enlisting 
foreign-trained doctors which private enter
prise cannot.

Meanwhile, however, the very fact that 
there is no forcible conscription of doctors im
poses upon their consciences a special weight. 
They are the repositories of the world’s most 
advanced medical knowledge. Their nation is
at a time of unprecedented crisis, fighting for 
its very existence with its back to th© wall. 
Can they be content to go on selfishly in their 
accustomed-courses white men die for vtemt of 
their skm? _ . \

X-raÿ machine, we are informed. The price 
of all this in human suffering is beyond com
putation, and from the standpoint of national 
military efficiency the cost must be staggering 
indeed because when a man is wounded, the 
chances are more than ten to one that his 
military service is finished no matter how 
valuable or well-trained a man he maÿ be.
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/The Plight Of Chin,a’&T^ounded
Tj'OR CENTURIES Chinese general^ have pro- 
x ceeded upon the assumption that China’s 
reservoir of fighting manpower was inexhaus-^ 
table. Today, when technical training and 
military discipline are essential to a modem 
army, that assumption has become a myth. 
But the National Government’s treatment of 
its wounded soldiers shows that in many high 
quarters, the fact is not yet realized.

We approach the subject from this “hard-

stupid. This is a harsh way to put it but the 
situation must be dealt with in direct terms.

The Army Medical Service is, to be blunt, 
not up to its job. There is inadequate experi
ence, inadequate resources, and (we fear) in

sufficient realization s of the-seriousness of its 
task. At Nanking we understand that 5000 
men are being looked after by this newly 
created service, whereas the casualties requir
ing care from this front alone are estimated 
at 150,000. Private enterprise has done what 
it could in Shanghai but clearly that is not

boiled” point of view with full realization that enough. Men have been dragging themselves 
it ignores the humanitarian aspect which to ïback from the front by any means availablef
many Westerners will seem far more import
ant. The suffering which some observers have 
been so unfortunate as to witness has torn at 
their hearts almost intolerably. Such feeling 
must bè experienced even- more poignantly by 
many Chinese.

But Nanking is fighting a war, and sen
timent unhappily must take a back seat when 
war is on. We can understand that the ques
tion of human suffering is not the deciding 
factor in time of war. But this—seen in a 
light which we cannot believe has shone 
brightly at Nanking thus far—may well be
come a deciding factor in the success or failure 
of the war. Does not that warrant intelligent 
and measured consideration in place of the re
latively hasty and off-hand treatment it has 
been accorded thus far?

We repeat what we said at the outset, be
fore proceeding to more detailed considera
tion. China’s modern fighting manpower is 
not inexhaustable. From the point of view of 
modern fighting manpower, to put the matter 
in another way, Japan’s manpower is nearer 
to being inexhaustable than China’s, and one 
of the important reasons is that China is her
self fearfully wasting her manpower by total
ly inadequate measures for’care of the wound
ed! Men are dying who should not die. Men 
are becoming shattered ruined creatures who 
might be repaired and sent back to the fight
ing lines. Does it offend delicate sensibilities 
to suggest that mended men can go to the 
fighting lines again? Consider if it is better 
to let those men go as crippled beggars to drag 
out the rest of their span in futility and 
starvation!

We have touched upon this general sub
ject before, but with less weight of informa
tion which has come in to us of late from 
several responsible sources both Chinese and 
foreign. Our last such article, dealing with 
the need for foreign-trained doctors; brought 
a Nanking retort through the, Central News 
Agfncy. In brief, we were told that we were 
quite wrong, that an Army Medical Service 
had been set up and that it was quite unfair 
to say that care of the wounded was being 
left to private charity.

Nevertheless we repeat, on a basis of this 
fuller information, that in not merely our 
view but the view of others with more first
hand knowledge and experience Nanking is 
still shewing a disregard for the welfare of 
thé wounded which is not merely callous but 

>• often their own unaided efforts, and going for 
four days or more without medical or surgicai 
attention after receiving their wouflds. Boy 
Scouts, whose heroic work has been rightly 
commend :d tut who simply are not the pro
per persons to do such work, have been, trying 
to help the wounded from the front lines—and 
often losing their own lives in the venture.* 
The whole thing is a ghastly mess. Testimony 
to that effect is overwhelming. The cost to
China is beyond measure. The supply of 
trained manpower, we repeat once more, is 
not inexhaustable, not by any means. Nan
king will be finding the fact out, but perhaps, 
too late if present policies are not drastically 
and immediately revised. 4

Foreign help of many descriptions has been 
offered. Some use is being made of it, but. 
not nearly enough, and so far as the Army 
Medical Service is concerned—none at all, so 
far as we can see. We know of a British 
effort, to name one example, to get trained 
men out by air at no cost to China and with 
no obligation on China’s part to keep them 
longer than their instructional and organiza

tional usefulness could extend; yet the offer 
: failed because of a Nanking attitude-which 
may be described conservatively as lukewarm.

We do not argue that foreign guidance is 
absolutely necessary, although we confess to 
a feeling that with conditions as they are the 
Chinese might well avail themselves of a. 
chance to learn from foreign medical experts 
on as comprehensive a plan as possible. 
Foreign co-operation probably is necessary; wé 
have come to that conclusion simply off a 
basis of the apparent facts as they have de
veloped thus far through the campaign. At 
the least, a really serious attitude on the part 
of Nanking toward the present tremendous 
drain on China’s effective manpower is 
absolutely essential. That attitude would im
ply a Government program, drastically dif
ferent from anything thus far attempted, and 
the expenditure of millions of dollars which 
should be allocated without a second’s hesita
tion or delay. The time has come to wake up 
to the gravity of this problem of the Chinese 
wounded—to wake up and do something be
fore it is too late.
S * * *

On this page tomorrow we shall pre
sent a special article by Dr. Amos Wong 
embodying suggestions for the reorganize- / 
tian of the Chinese Army Medical Service.
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OÇW W. HARTER
U OHIO

$oiig«*s of tt)i ®nitei> States
' f A'r«»r ^^Seof Mepresentatibefi

'S58FEB I « 9 «•**•»•*
£• ■ ■ ’ •-।. ■ - 1/31/38

Hon Cordell Hull 
Secretary of &tate 
State Department 
Washington, D. C.

■VB %® 
t * 1 

,-C^®^

FfAlBS I

Re: Attached letter.

Jfy dear Secretary-

I am attaching a letter from a young Lawyer and con
stituent of mine in my District who desires some in
formation relative to the Japanese crisis. Is it poss
ible for the Department to furnish Mr. Victor anything 
on this subject?

Thanking you, I am

793.94/12266
 

<3 
F/FG

'
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Law Offices
BEERY, UNDERWOOD, RYDER & KROEGER 

First-Central Tower
Akron, Ohio

Clyde F. Beery
Aldrich B. Underwood
Robert C. Ryder
Clarence E. Kroeger

January 28, 1938

Miss Mary Alice Myers 
House Office Building 
Washington D.C.
Dear Miss Myers,

At the suggestion of Mr. Clyde F. Beery for whom 
I am working as a young attorney, I am writing to you 
in the hope that I may be able to obtain some informa
tion which perhaps you or Congressman Harter can get 
from the State Department.

I am seeking some pamphlet material justifying the 
keeping of our merchant vessels and fighting craft in 
Chinese waters during the present Sino-Japanese crisis.

Thanking you for the same I remain

Very truly yours,

WILLIAM H. VICTOR
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In reply refer to
FT 793.94/12266^

My dear Mr. Hartert
I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Jaxm» 

ary 31, 1938, with which you transmitted the enclosed 
letter from Kr. William B. Victor requesting that he be 
supplied with information in regard to the maintenance 

of American vessels in Chinese waters,
I enclose herewith for your information a copy of 

the Department’s letter to Sr. Victor on this subject, 
Sincerely yours.

gerdell HulA

Enclosures t 
Prom Mr. Victor, 

January 28, 1938. 
From Department to 

Mr. victor, with 
enclosures.

The Honorable
Dow w. Harter,

House of Representative*
'r ^qe. &

Kuuüna FE:EtfC:HES fe 
2-2 ■’^,^4/

793.94/12266
 

F/FG
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February 3 19^8

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12266

My dear Mr. Victor»
The Department has received, by reference from the 

honorable Dow W. Harter, your request of January 28, 
1933, for information In regard to the maintenance of 
American vessels in Chinese waters.

In response to your Inquiry there is enclosed a 
copy, as given to the press, of a letter addressed to 
the Vice President on January 8, 1938. It is believed 
that you will find on page 3 et sag, of that letter in
formation bearing on the subject of your inquiry. As 
of interest in this connection there is enclosed also a 
copy of a statement given to the press on September 14, 
1937, by the Whit® House with regard to the transporta
tion. to China or Japan of arms and ammunition on

American-owned 
Mr. '//illlam H. Victor,

Beery, Underwood, Ryder and Kroeger, 
First-Central Tower, 

Akron, Ohio.

793.94/12266
 

F/FG
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Amerlcan-OYned merchant vessels* 
Sincerely youra. 

For the Secretary of Statet

Maxwell M. Hamilton OMef
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Enclosures*

EB .

, Prase releases at
/ Septsaber 14, 1957,

i and January 10,
1938.

FEîEGflîHES FE 
2-2
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American Consulate general,
æ8JWlîl

communications 
' and records December 11, 1937

iUBJECT; Intelligence Summaries^^r the Period 
November 8th to November 30 th.

THE HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON.

S,R: M-^7
I have the honor to refer to my de spat ch'No. 1060

of November 8, 1937, transmitting the intelligence summaries
prepared by Captain R. A. Boone, Intelligence Officer of the 
United States Fourth Marines, for the period October 16th 

to November 7th. Captain Boone’s reports for the period, 
November 8th to November 30th, are enclosed herewith as of 
probable interest to the Department.

y respectfully yours

C. E. <*auss 
American Consul General

800
3FS
In Ulff ïnataC
Copy to Embassy, Nanking •’> MCUSSIFIEB -——— 

to. 118!?. " - —1 ~ * 8fW
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

8 November 1937

RESTRICTED

B - 2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 7 NOVEMBER, TO 0800, 8 NOVEMBER 1937 

1, Operations

The debarkation of Japanese troops and mat
erial in the Kingshan-Tsaoking region continues. 
The leading elements of the advance have already 
effected a crossing of the upper Whangpoo near 
Rice Market Ferry, and are pressing northward to
ward Sungkiang and the Hangchow Railway.

The new Japanese threat has already achieved 
one result of tremendous importance, for, accord
ing to reliable reports, the 49th and 57th Chin
ese divisions which have been in Pootung, have 
been withdrawn and removed to Fengsien, about 35 
miles southwest of Shanghai. The withdrawal of 
these troops leaves only Chinese police on the 
Pootung side near Shanghai. Japanese occupation 
of the waterfront industrial area is believed imm
inent .

i«ith the exception of an 800 yard stretch of 
the stream west of Poh Sing Kyung, Japanese forces 
control the southern bank of Soochcs; Creek from a 
point east of ..arren Piece to Tien Doo. Yesterday, 
forces between Warren and Rubicon Roads drove south 
across Lincoln Avenue where their advance was stop
ped by heavy fire from a well integrated set of 
machine gun positions.

The Chinese continue to construct strong def
enses south of Siccawei Creek. Yesterday morning 
they dynamited the Siccawei Railway Bridge, and 
made preparations for burning the Chung San Bridge.

r A • ....................... ' • - ........ -
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2. Miscellaneous

The Paoantui troops which have guarded the 
Nantao Bund were withdrawn on the 6th and their 
place taken by Special Police.

On the 6th, three Japanese transports sec
ured to wharves in Yangtzepoo. They landed about 
500 laborers, along with a number of trucks and 
armored cars.

The removal of the menace of Chinese artil
lery in Pootung should have an immediate effect 
on commercial Shanghai making it possible for 
seagoing vessels to come up the Whangpoo in safe
ty.

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.

'f ' „t.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

9 November 1937

RESTRICTED

B - 2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 8 NOVEMBER, TO 0800, 9 NOVEMBER 1937

Map Reference - Plan of Shanghai, Scale 4”=1 mile, 
Sheet 2, British jar Office.

1, Operations

The Japanese offensive moving north from Hangchow 
Bay has expanded along the banks of the whangpoo in 
both directions from the Rice Market Ferry. Accord
ing to late reports, one mechanized detachment has 
progressed almost to the Minghong crossing, while a 
sizeable force has crossed the river and advanced to 
Sunkiang where fighting is now in progress. Farther 
west, another unit has cut the Hangchow Railway. Chin
ese troops both from Hangchow and the shanghai front, 
have been rushed to the defense.

l-ith weather favorable for good observation, Jap
anese field batteries were active throughout all of 
yesterday. Under the vigorous shelling, Japanese 
troops made slow progress along the Soochow Creek 
front. In the Sih Ka So region units have penetrated 
as far as 300 yards south of Lincoln Avenue.

During the past two nights Chinese troops have 
been seen moving southward from the extra settlement 
roads area toward Minghong.

Last night after 2400 the withdrawal assumed 
large proportions, and a mass retreat is indicated. 
At 0800, all Chinese forces had left the British per
imeter and large numbers were seen moving precipitately 
southward from the Hungjao area, Japanese troops are 
crossing the creek via the Jessfield Railroad Bridge 
as this report closes.
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At 0220 this morning the Toyoda Mill (28.75-45.70) 
was set on fire and is still burning.

The Pootung area was quiet yesterday, with no dis
turbance other than several cases of looting brought 
on by the flight of Chinese police from the waterfront 
section. It is reported that there are remaining in 
Pootung a number of plain clothes snipers. There is 
however no confirmation of this report.

2, Aircraft

Japanese planes bembed the Hungjao Road Sector 
intermittently during the day. At about 0'900, 3 planes 
made dive bombing attacks on the Lunghwa area.

Longer range bombing flights were carried out 
over Sunkiang, Soochow, Tsingpu and xiashing.

This morning over 20 bombers were active in the 
Hungjao Road section.

3. Miscellaneous

It is reported that the 46th, 59th, 90th, and 
93rd Divisions have been transferred from the shanghai 
front to Tsingpu.

On the 7th, three Japanese transports unloaded a 
number of trucks, light tanks, and munitions supplies 
at wharves in Yangtzepoo.

A number of Japanese divers have recently arrived 
in Shanghai reportedly to assist in cutting the Ahangpoo 
boom.

R. A. BOONE, '
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps,

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1, Operations

The swift retreat of the Chinese forces from this 
area was closely followed by Japanese infantry and mech
anized units which have occupied the entire Hungjao- 
Lunghwa area. Advance units pressed southward toward 
Minghong in an effort to contact Japanese forces driving 
northward, while "mopping-up” detachments advanced into 
the Nantao region where a group of Chinese regulars and 
Paoantui are isolated.

Farther to the North, Chinese defenders in the Kaung 
Jao and Nanziang regions were in retreat yesterday, but 
as yet there is no evidence of withdrawal from Kiating.

The drive from Hangchow Bay has progressed north from 
Sungkiang along the railroad, although fighting is still 
in progress in that town.

./here the Chinese will take up their next stand is 
still problematical. Heretofore the heavy defense has 
generally been described as running from the Yangtze 
through Taitsang, Tsingpu and Sungkiang, to Chapu on Hang
chow Bay. However the Japanese effort north of Chapu and 
the imminent fall of Sungkiang has so menaced the Chinese 
center that there is little possibility of Tsingpu being 
held.

2, Aviation

The retreating Chinese forces were closely followed 
by Japanese bombing and strafing planes which extended 
their operations as far as Sungkiang and Tsingpu. Between 
0730 and 1030 yesterday two large tri-motor bombers con
centrated on the Lunghwa Station area. At 1615 six more 
planes bombed the Kiangnan Arsenal and the Kiangnan En
gineering Dorks, where some of the surrounded Chinese troops 
are located.

Bombing operations were also carried out over Soochow
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3» Miscellaneous

Five Japanese transports arrived on the 8th. They 
disembarked about 3000 troops, quantities of gasoline and 
munitions at ./harves in Yangtzepoo.

"/ il,fCys R. A. BOONE,
Captain, U, S, Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1. Operations

The Japanese forces which crossed Soochow Creek 
on the 9th pressed southward yesterday toward Minghong 
and it is reported that they have made contact with 
units advancing northeast from Sungkiang. That town 
is now in Japanese hands and their penetration has 
reached the point where Tsingpu is threatened. It 
was learned yesterday that little pressure is being 
exerted in the Liuho-Nanziang sector, and that the 
line from Liuho to Soochow Creek is held by only two 
Japanese divisions, while the greater part of the att
acking force is pursuing the withdrawing Chinese to 
the southwestward.

Another Japanese landing force is reported to 
have secured a beachhead on the south side of Hangchow 
Bay, and to have cut the important Hangchow-Ningpo 
highway.

The Chinese troops isolated in Nantao are estimât, 
ed to number between 4000 and 8000, and are composed 
of remnants of regular units, Paoantui, police, and 
volunteers. Beginning at about 1300 yesterday, after 
a previous warning to the Consular body, the Japanese 
began a vigorous assault with artillery, machine guns, 
and aerial bombs, in an effort to force the Chinese 
to surrender or withdraw across the Jhangpoo. During 
the attack, over 50 large bombs were dropped in the 
vicinity of the San Peh Docks, the Chinese Electric 
Company and the Kiangnan Arsenal. Shells fell general
ly over the Nantao area east of Zah Dei Creek. Many
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of these projectiles were fired frcm batteries near 
Zi Ka Zah (28.75-47.15), and passed over the French 
Concession and International Settlement in their 
flight. The Chinese defenders have several field 
guns which they fired intermittently during the after
noon and last night.

2. Aircraft

Extensive bombing operations were carried out 
yesterday at Tsingpu, Hashing, Soochow, and at Nanking, 
where 12 bombers raided the military airdrome.

Chinese planes made a bombing attack on Japanese 
warships anchored in Hangchow Bay.

5. Miscellaneous

Four Japanese transports secured to wharves in 
Yangtzepoo on the 9th, bringing about 3500 men, muni
tions and supplies.

Yesterday General Matsui stated that it was his 
intention to use all available means of communication, 
land sea and air, to supply the Japanese Army, with 
the deep penetration inland, the Japanese logistical 
problem is greatly intensified. It is believed that 
if the Hangchow and Nanking railways are to be used, 
rolling stock and engines will have to be brought from 
Japan, for the Chinese equipment has moved back with 
the Chinese Army,

1 H. A. BOONE, !
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps,

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1. Operations

The Japanese forces r'?' -u a junction on 
the 10th, near Ssuching, have continued their dr’"" 
to the southwest. The resistance offered thus far 
to the pursuit has not been strong, and Japanese 
vanguards have pressed down the Hangchow railway 
to within 15 miles of Hashing, while the Chinese 
stronghold of Tsingpu is reported to have fallen 
yesterday. There is still little activity from 
Luiho to Nanziang. The Chinese have recently with
drawn two divisions, the 159th and 170th from that 
area to Hashing.

On the local front, efforts were made from 
three sides to force the surrender of the Chinese 
in Nantac., Relentless artillery shelling, coupled 
with aerial bombing, fire from two gunboats, and 
infantry assaults on Bah Jei Creek have rendered 
the area a burning shambles. Japanese forces which 
landed in Pootung yesterday morning maintained a 
heavy fire on the Nan'oao Bund. The Chinese defend
ers replied, from time to time. with, field pieces 
and machine guns, but were finally forced to give 
ground, and shortly after 1400, began disarming them
selves and surrendering to the French authorities. 
By this morning, ?-r®r 4000 have been interned in con
centration camps, and the Japanese remain practically 
unopposed in Nantao.

2. Aircraft

Hashing, Nanking, Soochow, Wusih, and other 
Kiangsu and Chekiang cities were raided by Japan
ese bombers yesterday,
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3, Miscellaneous

Indications of the Japanese intentions regard
ing the occupied area around Shanghai are evidenced 
by the arrival in the city of Chen Chueh-sung, Chief 
of the Peiping-Mukden Railway Administration, and 
Wong Ih-tong, member of the defunct Hopei-Chahar 
Political Council. These men, well known Nipponese 
tools, are reliably reported to be Chairman and vice 
Chairman of the "Shanghai Peace Maintenance Associa
tion" to exercise jurisdiction over an area not yet 
clearly defined, but known to include the region 
from Chapei to Paoshan.

Four Japanese transports arrived on the 10th, 
carrying 1500 men, artillery, and light tanks,

During the progress of the Nantao episode yes
terday, Japanese sailors set fire to a number of 
junks in the V/hangpoo boom. The burning boats broke 
from their moorings and, for a time, menaced neutral 
vessels in the harbor.

Today at 1100, the Messageries Maritimes "Pres
ident Doumer" will secure to the Shanghai-Hongkew 
Wharf Company’s Hongkew Wharf (in Yangtzepoo), thus 
being the first ocean going steamer of other than 
Japanese nationality bo come all the way up the 
river.

R. A. BOONE, '
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1« Operations

The continued lack of unified resistance on the 
part of the withdrawing Chinese forces gives strong 
indication that a coordinated defense will be impos
sible this side of the lake region. A line running 
from Quinsan or Changshu, through Soochow and Hash
ing, to Chapu, appears to be the most probable set
ting for any staunch Chinese defense.

Troops from Hangchow Bay and the Shanghai reg
ion, pressing from two directions have caused the 
evacuation of Nanziang and Anting, and are continuing 
toward Kiating while other Japanese units are march
ing in the direction of Quinsan.

The Japanese are now in full control in Nantao. 
After a day of intermittent artillery shelling from 
the Pootung waterfront, landing units advanced into 
the Chinese city from the Bund late yesterday after
noon and completed the occupation, thus ending fight
ing in the urban area. Japanese troops were with
drawn from Nantao in large numbers, and moved north
ward on Chung San and Chao Tung Roads in the direc
tion of Kiating.

2, Aircraft

Bombing raids were made at Kashing, Soochow, 
Quinsan, Changshu, and at Jusih, where the American 
Mission Hospital is said to have been hit.
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S. Miscellaneous

General Pai Chung-hsi, who is reported to have 
been in general field command of the entire Chinese 
defense, both in North China and the Shanghai area, 
is now in Hashing, having come from Haichow, Kiangsu. 
His presence there is undoubtedlj' for the purpose 
of coordinating the Chinese retreat and organizing 
the new defense line.

Ten Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on 
the 11th. They carried about 5000 troops plus a 
number of motor trucks and light tanks.

Yesterday afternoon a Japanese gunboat made its 
way through the Uhangpoo River boom.

■ /t'y 7^-^tf
R. A. BOONE, ‘ 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1< Operations

Concentrating efforts in a drive against the Chinese 
left flank, Japanese forces yesterday achieved the fall 
of Elating, and have advanced to within 3 miles of Quinsan, 
gnd 2 miles of Taitsang. The column advancing south on 
the Hangchon’ Railway has reached a point only 10 miles 
from Hashing, while on the 12th another column captured 
Pingwu and progressed to within 2 miles of the Chinese 
right flank strong Id at Chapu. It becomes increasingly 
evident that since the withdrawal of 9 November the Chinese 
resistance has been of the weakest sort,

Shanghai and the adjacent region were quiet yesterday, 
the only activity being Japanese efforts to open a larger 
channel through the Whangpoo bo cm. Two mines were found 
and destroyed by Japanese naval craft.

It is reliably reported that the Japanese landing on 
the south side of Hangchow' Bay has progressed about 15 
miles inland, and has succeeded in cutting the Hangchow- 
Ningpo motor road near Shaohing (18 miles east of Hangchow) , 

2. Aircraft

Japanese planes dropped bombs in the vicinity of Chapu, 
Quinsan, Hashing and Ningpo yesterday.
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5. Miscellaneous

It is reported that the 7th Army, which was in 
the Nanziang-Liuho line prior to the Chinese withdrawal, 
is now in the vicinity of Kashing.

A number of the local Chinese government offices, 
including the Passport Bureau have been closed down.

Japanese cotton mill owners held a meeting of their 
senior Chinese employees on the 11th, in an effort to 
secure the 1’esumption of mill operations. An agreement 
was reached with a number of the workers, and it is ex
pected that parti C activity will be resumed in the near 
future.

Five Japanese transports arrived on the 12th and 
secured to wharves in Yangtzepoo. They carried about 2000 
troops, and munitions supplies.

Eight Japanese launches were noted to pass ”C:’ sec
tor on Soochow Creek yesterday.

/m„R. A. BOONE, 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1, Operations

Changsha and Quinsan, two of the Chinese key de
fense points were further menaced yesterday by another 
major landing of Japanese troops. This took place at 
Paimaokuo, a point on the Yangtze coast 18 miles north
west of Liuho, and, from latest reports, had progressed 
to within 9 miles of Quinsan and 15 miles of Changsha. 
At the same time. Quinsan was aid ange red from the south 
by too mobile columns -which had captured Taitsang on 
the afternoon of the 13th. forced the evacuation of 
Liuho yesterday morning, and advanced to within 2 miles 
of the city.

Japanese forces operating from Tsingpu are driving 
westward in an effort to cut the Kashing-Soochow railway. 
Advance units have penetrated to within 3 miles of the 
line. This railroad is a providential lateral communi
cation axis for the Kashing-SoochoW-OHangshü, or the 
Kashing-Soochow-Wusih-Kiangyin defense lines--* Loss of 
any point on this road would work inestimable ham to 
the Chinese plan.

2» Aircraft

The advancing Japanese columns were closely sipport- 
ed yesterday by bombing planes which attacked (Quinsan, 
Wusih, and troop concentrations between Kashan and Kashing 
and near Soochow.

3, Miscellaneous

Three Japanese transports arrived on the 13th, 
carrying about 1500 troops, also munitions and several 
light artillery pie'e'.
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The continued.influx of troops and war materials in
dicates that it is the Japanese plan to continue their 
drive in the Shanghai-Nanking area,

Japanese naval craft yesterday proceeded up the 
Whangpoo past Minghong, where they made contact with 
army forces'. During this trip they removed a total of 
fifteen mines and captured four Chinese gunboats.

R. A. BOONE, 
Captain, U7 S. Harlne Corps 

Brigade Intelligence Officer
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1. Operations

Steadily pressing westward, the Japanese advance yes
terday morning occupied the important town of Quinsan. 
This Column, moving tip the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, is " 
now less than T5 miles from Soochow, pivotal point of the 
lake region defense, while another column, frcra Taitsang, 
is about 10 miles from Changzu.

The break in the Soochow-Kashing railroad described as 
imminent in yesterday’s report has actually occurred. Jap
anese forces moving overland, and on motor sampans 
and junks through the lakes and canals, captured Pingwang, 
16 miles north of Hashing.

From Kashan to Chapoo the Chinese are offering stouter 
resistance than on any other section of the line. Although 
Japanese' forces are very near Chapoo, they have not yet 
taken the town, no"? have they advanced much nearer Hashing 
than Fishan station.

2. Aircraft

Japanese bombers carried out an Intensive raid on Soo
chow yesterday-, causing heavy damage and leaving large 
areas in flames. Hashing also was vigorously bombed, as 
were Wusih, Changzu, Tanyang, Yangchow, and the Nanking 
Military Airdrome.

3. Shanghai and Environs

For the policing of the Pootung area the Japanese mil
itary have appointed Une Tsu Yao’Soh, recently arrived 
from Tientsin, as Chief of Police, and have’ hired about’ 
300 Chinese constables, who were folmerly members of the 
Shanghai City Government Police Bureau.
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The_incoming supply of faim produces, which wa's 
greatly curtailed during and immediately after the 
Chinese retreat, has begun to increase. Japanese 
troops in the Western District and Pootung ar© encour
aging farmers' to return' to’ their vrork. Considerable ’ 
trouble has been experienced with ex-S01diers who have 
shîf’’ed to plain clothe A and afe engaged in looting. 
The Japanese shoot these people on sight.

On the 13th, Sikh constables of the Shanghai Muni-' 
cipal Police took over traffic direction in the Hongkew 
district as far north as Range Road.

About 300 Japanese residents who evacuated the city 
in early August were returned here via the Shanghai 
Maru on the 12th.

4. Miscellaneous

"It is reported that the 47th Chinese Amy (SSechUan- 
ese provincial troops) are on their way from Szechuen 
to Nanking.

Two Japanese transports arrived in Yan~jzep'Oo on the 
14th, carrying 1200 men, munitions, and a number of 
mules.

The Japanese Navy yesterday took over nine Chinese 
customs cruisers berthed at the C.M.S.N. Kin Lee Yuen 
wharf.

8. A. BOONE, 
Captain, UTS. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1. Operations

The Japanese right flank advance continued its 
rapid westward movement yesterday. Units operating 
from Quinsan have driven through Iting, a station on 
the Nanking Railway only eight miles from the walls 
of Soochow. The column moving toward Changzu has 
advanced to within feur miles of the town, and yes
terday subjected it to an intensive artillery bombard
ment.

Chinese defenses on the Chapoo-Khshan line have 
held up the Japanese advance effectively for three 
days. However, the security of this line is endangered 
by the growing wedge which Nipponese forces have driven 
into the Kashing-Soochow railway at Pingwan.

A new development has appeared with the report 
that Japanese troops have been landed on Pitman King 
Island, in the Yangtze, due north of Changzu.

2. Miscellaneous

We are informed that the organ for administration 
of the Japanese occupied territory around Shanghai will 
consist of nine Japanese and six Chinese. Four of the 
Chinese will be natives of North China, while the other 
two will be local men.

There are persistent reports that the «seat of the 
Central Government is being moved from Nanking with 
departments going to Hankow, Chengtu, and Chungking. 
Many important archives have already been sent to Hankow 
for safe keeping. The Central Military Academy has al
ready beenm-’ to Changsha, Hunan.
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Thirteen Japanese transports docked at wharves 
between Woosung and Yangtzepoo on the 15th. They 
carried about 7000 troops, 20 trucks, 10 heavy ar
tillery peices, and miscellaneous supplfes and mun
itions,

/7 // i&æ-zP'nf 
R. A. BOONE, ' 

Captain, U. S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1. Operations

It is reported that Ghangzu, the Chinese strong
hold 25 miles north of Soochow has fallen into Japanese 
hands. Soochow is now endangered from three sides, with 
Japanese units marching toward the city on the Nanking 
Railway, Hashing-Soochow railway, and Soochow-Changzu 
motor road» Farther south, the columns driving toward 
Hashing have passed through Kashan and are less than four 
miles from the town.

With the fall of Changzu and the steady advance on 
both Soochow and Hashing it becomes quite evident that 
the Chapoo-Kashing-Soochow line, considered by many to 
be th strongest tactical position between Shanghai and 
Nanking, cannot be held, The next satisfactory disposi
tion is on a line from Kiangyin to Wusih, with the right 
flank resting on Tai Hi, and from Nansing to _ Haiyen o
Huchow to Hangchow, using the lake for left flank security. 
In connection with this plan it is to be noted that Tai 
Hu may well prove an aid for the Japanese, since utilizing 
motor sampans and miscellaneous craft they can cross the 
lake and arrive in considerable force behind the Chinese 
lines, Moreover, the Yangtze flank on Kiangyin is none 
to secure, as Japanese warships have already bombarded 
the forts there while efforts are being made to break the 
boom at that point. In short, operations on the Yangtze 
delta have reached a point where, unless Chinese resist
ance stiffens with great rapidity, the extent of the Jap
anese advance will be dictated solely by the Japanese will.

2. Miscellaneous

The Pootung Branch of the Shanghai Police Bureau 
is now operating. Its chief, one Yih Shing, and its 
personnel, are all Chinese, ex-members of the Shanghai 
City Government Police-
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In order to assist in maintaining the supply of 
poultry and truck garden products, a ferry service for 
farmers has been instituted between the Customs Jetty 
and the Kiaochiao Creek ferry wharf, Pootung.

Six Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on the 
16th, carrying 120C troops, 30 motor sampans, gasoline 
and lumber.

Between the 1st and 13th of this month 1124 for
eigners returned to Shanghai. Of this number 791 were 
British and 89 American.

/ / ' & "L<
R. A. BO ONE, 

Captain, ILS. Marine Corps, 
Brigade intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, 
HEADQUARTERS. SECOND MARINE BRIGADE, 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

19 November, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REFORT

PERIOD 0800, 18 NOVEMBER. TO 0800, 19 NOVEMBER, 1937.

I. Operations

There is little change in the military situation. 
Heavy rains have curtailed. Japanese aircraft activity, 
transportation, and artillery observation. This coupled 
with more concerted Chinese resistance before Soochow, 
has operated to retard the Japanese drive. Troops 
moving on Kashing from the north have reached the city 
walls, while the column advancing from the east is 
within two miles of the town-

The Japanese units which cut the Hashing-Soochow 
railway have pressed on westward and now have a foothold 
on the bank of Tai Hu, where preparations are being 
made to launch an attack by water on the Chinese rear.

2. Miscellaneous

Twelve Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on 
the 17th, They discharged 30 motor sampans, lumber, 
munitions, and 3500 troops.

The jo. nt Japanese army-navy casualties for the 
Shanghai area have been set by their spokesman at 40,810 
killed and wounded, This figure appears to be somewhat 
low, best estimates putting the number between 50,000 
and 60,000.

2720 Chinese refugees left the city for Tungchow 
and Haimen yesterday,

h / y
R. A. BOONE, ' 

Captain, U.S, Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer,
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, 
HEADQUARTERS. SECOND MARINE BRIGADE, 

SHANGHAI, CHINA.

20 November, 1957

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800. 19 NOVEMBER, TO 0800, 20 NOVEMBER, 1957.

1= Operations

Japanese reports, as yet unconfirmed., announce 
that Nipponese forces have completely occupied. Kashing. 
Actually, it is believed that Chinese troops are still 
in partial possession of the town, with severe fighting 
still going on. Farther up the Soochow-Kashing Railway 
the Japanese are pressing slowly toward. Soochow, app
arently encountering stiff resistance. The line between 
Soochow and. the Yangtze was broken yesterday by Japanese 
units at a point about miles southwest of Fushan, 
and. although the Japanese claim to have captured. Changzu, 
Chinese spokesman insist that the town remains in their 
hands.

Heavy Chinese reinforcements have moved eastward 
through Nanking toward the active area. It is noted 
that these reinforcements are made up. in a large degree, 
of poorer class soldiers. In the past few days app
roximately 24,000 Yunnanese provincial troops and 25,000 
old northeastern troops rave moved into the Kiangyin- 
Wusih-Soochow area.

2. Miscellaneous

President Lin Sen of the Chinese Republic left 
Nanking on the 17th, along with several ministers of the 
Executive Yuan.

Numerous instances have come to note of Chinese of 
considerable prominence making open gestures of friend
ship to the Japanese in the Shanghai area. Among these 
are Chi Hsieh-yuan, ex-governor of Kiangsu province, and 
Tu Yuen-sung, chairman of the Shanghai Citizens Associat
ion.

Three Japanese transports docked at wharves in 
Yangtzepoc on the 19thr carrying munitions and 2000 troops.

2670 
yesterday.

Chinese refugees left Shanghai for Tungchow

; 'Y. H.
ft'. R. A. BOONE,

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

23 November, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 22 NOVEMBER, TO 0800, 23 NOVEMBER 1937 

1. Operations

The precipitate retreat of the Chinese forces 
continues as Japanese troops crossing Tai Hu lake 
in small boats are attempting to outflank the with
drawing units. The vanguard of the Japanese column 
north of Tai Hu is nearing Wusih, and Japanese re
ports declare that advance units entered the town 
yesterday. Further Nipponese reinforcements were 
landed at Fushan while naval vessels shelled the 
Kiangyin Forts. South of the lake, Chinese forces 
appear to still hold Haiyen and Haining, but Huchow 
is in imminent danger of capture because of threats 
from the eastward on land, and the northward from 
the lake. Units transported on motor sampans have 
already landed on the west shore of Tai Hu, and are 
engaged with Chinese troops in that area. Indica
tions are that the Wusih-Kiangyin line will soon 
give way to one extending from Chinkiang to Hangchow, 
passing west of Tai Hu.

2« Miscellaneous

140 Japanese transports were noted yesterday 
between Fairway Buoy and ’Voosung. Of these only 
three carried troops, the remainder being loaded 
with supplies. It is learned that some of these 
vessels came from Dairen.

It is reported that the Chinese Ministry of the 
Navy has been abolished. The larger ships have been 
sunk to make two additional booms above Chinkiang.
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A branch ot the Yokohama Specie Bank was opened 
in Eongkew on the 20th employing about 10 Chinese and 
Japanese members of the regular staff.

During the first three weens of this month 1470 
foreign evacuees returned to Shanghai. This number 
included 940- British and 119 Americans. Approximately 
60 per cent of the British subjects who evacuated at 
the inception of the trouble have now returned.

y ll.
/' L R. A. BOONE, 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

26 November, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 RETORT

PERIOD C80C, 35 NOVEMBER, TO 0800, 26 NOVEMBER, 1937, 

1, Operations

The Chinese command has concentrated large numbers 
of troops along the well fortified Kiangyin-Wusih road, 
and are presenting the strongest resistance shown since 
the fall of the Kating-Dazang line. This defense is 
being directed by General Chen Cheng, Vice-Minister of War. 
The all-important Niangyin Forts, securing the Chinese 
left wing are under the command of General Ong Chao-wan, 
who commanded the Woosung forts in the 1932 fighting. 
Weak point in the defense is the right flank resting on 
the north bank of Tai-Hh, open at any time to attack from 
the water. It is in this area that the Nipponese are 
making their strongest effort. Covering three miles in 
as many days,- Japanese forces have driven the defenders 
back to the walls of Wusih. The Japanese military spoke
sman last night declared that assault units had already 
entered the town. The fall of Wusih will undoubtedly 
be followed by an evacuation of the present line to 
positions west of Tai Hu, with the left flank still at 
Eiangyin.

The defense line between Tai-Hu and Hangchew Bay 
is gradually moving westward, although Haiyen, despite 
repeated Japanese naval bombardment and infantry assaults, 
still remains in Chinese hands. Washing (Huchow) which 
had held out against heavy frontal attacks was finally 
outflanked and captured on the 24th by a successful 
Japanese landing on the lake shore north of the town.

2» Aircraft

During the past two days Japanese aviation haa been 
vigorously active along the entire line.
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' R. A. BOONE, !
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.

Wusih and Kiangyin were bombed repeatedly on the after
noon of the 24th and again yesterday morning. Changchow, 
Thing, and other cities on the west side of Tai-Hu lake 
have also been attacked.

Cn the 24th the Canton-Kowloon railway .was bombed, 
while Japanese planes carried out air raids over Nanking 
on the 24 and 25th.

3. Miscellaneous

A total of thirteen Japanese transports arrived on 
the 23rd and 24th. They landed 4,000 men, 30 trucks, 300 
horses, lumber and munitions.

An unconfirmed report states that Mr. T.V. So'orig, 
Chairman of the National Economic Council, accompanied 
by Mr. David Kung (son of H.H. Kung) departed for Hong
kong on the 22nd.

Since the removal of fighting from this region, 729 
families have returned to the West Hongkew District.

Yesterday the Lloyd Triestino liner Conte-Rosso 
docked carrying about 800 foreign passengers. Among these 
were 256 British and 198 Americans, principally women and 
children ret oing from Hongkong and Manila.

The British Consulate-General announced yesterday 
that hostilities having moved away from the International 
Settlement, the reasons for British subjects not re
turning to Shanghai no longer exist.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
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B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 080C, 26 NOVEMBER, TO Q8OQ, 29 NOVEMBER, 1937 

1. Operations

Japanese units which succeeded in breaking th
rough the Chinese line at Wusih and to the northward, 
have, during the past two days, driven up the Nanking 
Railroad and southwestward around Tai Hu Lake. Their 
efforts are centered now on the capture of Wutsin 
(Changchow) and reduction of the Kiangyin Forts. The 
defenses at Kiangyin are sustaining vigorous bombard
ment fraa both land and naval guns, but still remain 
intacto

South of the lake the Japanese columns from 
Huchow (Wushing) which occupied Changhing, have divi
ded forces. One unit,which is pressing westward in 
the face of weak resistance.has reached Szean, a 
town only 13 miles from Kwangteh, Anhwei, while an
other unit is advancing north along the lake shore. 

Jcining forces with the troops which were landed at 
Kiapu several days ago, this detachment is moving on 
Thing.

2. Aircraft

Availing themselves of the fair weather, Jap
anese aircraft units have been vigorously active the 
past two days, bombing Chinese defenses and routes 
of supply. Kiangyin has been attacked daily as have 
Changchow, Thing, Kwangteh. Tsingteh, and Chinkiang. 
Yesterday the Canton area underwent an extensive air
raid during which the Cant on-Kowloon Railway service 
was temporarily interrupted.

3. Miscellaneous

On the 26th ten Japanese transports disembarked 
2000 men, along with 100 horses, 200 mules, several 
trucks, and muniticns.

The following Japanese army units have been noted 
in the Yangtze delta campaign:

3rd Division
6th Division
^.h Division
ïïth Division
16th Divis ion
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*lQlth Division
*102th Division
*103rd Divisicn
*112th Division
*114th Division
*Imp erial Guards Reserve Division

Two Formosan Brigades
1st Tank Regiment
4th Cavalry Brigade
1st Heavy Field Artillery Brigade
4th Heavy Field Artillery Brigade
6th Heavy Field Artillery Regiment

10th Heavy Field Artillery Regiment
Kelung Heavy Artillery Regiment
3rd Independent Mountain Artillery Regiment
1st Anti-aircraft Regiment
3rd Air Regiment
4th Air Regiment (2 Squadrons).

^Reserve Units.

It is widely rumored that General Yang Hu, 
Commander of the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison has 
heen executed by Nanking for malfeasance in office, 
prior to the Japanese occupation.

Yesterday, on orders of the Japanese, local 
Chinese Communication offices refused to accept 
telegrams for the interior. Messages to foreign 
points are accepted as usual. The Japanese state 
that they have in principle taken over the local 
customs, postoffice, and communication facilities, 
and that no further extension of control is immed
iately contemplated.

'V X
<• R. A. BOONE, 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

30 November, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 29 NOVEMBER, TO 08QQ, 30 NOVEMBER 1937

1. Operations

The Japanese drive north of Tai Hu Lake has pro
gressed rapidly during the past 24 hours. Moving up 
the Nanking Railroad, one unit reached the outskirts 
of Wutsin (Changchow) while another column, moving 
along the lake shore, occupied Thing yesterday morn
ing. The Kiangyin Forts, although still in Chinese 
hands, are virtually outflanked on the south and are 
receiving a continuous artillery bombardment, A 
breach large enough to permit the passage of small 
gunboats has been made in the boom, and the early 
fall if this flank is expected.

Little of nete is reported from the area south 
of the lake. The vanguard of the Japanese advance 
on Kwangteh is within five miles of the town. Although 
still delaying the attacking forces, the Chinese line 
between Haiyen and the Grand Canal can scarcely hold 
out much longer in view of the rapid advance in the 
Changhing-Kwangteh region.

2. Miscellaneous

On the 27th and 28th, 14 Japanese transports 
arrived in Shanghai carrying 3500 troops, motor trucks, 
gasoline, motor sampans, and rice.

It is reported that General Ku Chu-tung, who, 
during the early part of the cperations exercised com
mand in the Shanghai area, has been named provincial 
governor of Kiangsu, and second in command to Chiang 
Kai-shek in the Chekiang-Kiangsu defense.

The ,TAramis" departing for Hongkong on the 27th, 
had on board a large number of important Chinese, 
including O.K. Yui, Dou Yu-seng, Wang Hsiao-lai, (pres
ident of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce), Yui Ming, 
T, Y: Soong, (brother of T. V. Soong), and Mrs. T. 
V. Soong.

R. A. BOONE, 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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On November 10 a press report 0 
in Shanghai stated, that US$10,000,00 
is being raised by U.S. Red Cross 4 
for China relief.

/ British C.G. on NeUberll an-
I nounced that the reasons for Britisl 
/ subjects not returning to Shanghai 
/ no longer existed.
I Bone of the photographs of 

interest.
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A FEW MAJOR EVENTS OF THE 1937 INCIDENT 
WHICH ARE REPORTED TO HAVE HAPPENED IN 
AND NEAR SHANGHAI DURING THE PERIOD 
NOVEMBER 1ST TO DECEMBER 10TH AS CULLED 
FROM THE NEWSPAPERS AND ARRANGED IN A 
DAY-TO-DAY CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER.

November 1, Monday

j According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, worthless
I|banknotes have been found on the bodies of Japanese
1
;j soldiers killed in action around Shanghai, such as those 
J of the Bank of Territorial Development, closed since 

1916, and German mark notes of the inflation period 

following the Great War. The suggestion has been made 

that these have been used to purchase supplies from 
^Chinese peasants.

The Company of the British Royal Ulster Rifles who 

have had four of their men killed during the last week, 

and others injured, while guarding the Jessfield-Keswick 

Road Sector, have been relieved by a company of the 

Loyal Regiment.

A protest was made by Brig.-General John C. Beaumont 

today to Japanese naval authorities when Japanese 

Marines crossed the Soochow Creek just béflLow Woochen Road 

Bridge at about noon and seized a junk load of rice which 

was being unloaded alongside the American sector. The 

protest resulted in the expression of "sincere regrets” 

by the Landing Party commander to General Beaumont. The 

matter is not considered settled as Japanese gave no 

indication that the rice or junk would be returned.

According to a Reuter message from Tokyo, the 

Japanese Foreign Office announced that the Minghong 

incident of October 12th, when two of a convoy of three 

British Embassy cars were attacked by Japanese aeroplanes

while
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while proceeding from Nanking to Shanghai has been settled. 

November 2, Tuesday

A Reuter dispatch from Manila states that on October 

31st, about 1000 members attended the Philippine League 

for the Defence of Democracy, an unofficial body repre

senting labor, student and civic bodies in Manila, and 

passed the following resolution:

"To urge the Filipino people to condemn Japanese 
I aggression and the massacre of Chinese non-combatants 

and to start a campaign to raise funds for the wounded 
and the refugees and for an economic boycott against

** Japan."

A contingent of about 40 French soldiers moved into 

the Chiaotung University, a Chinese Government institution, 

in Avenue Haig this afternoon to protect more than 2000 

Chinese war refugees. Immediately after their arrival, 

a French flag was hoisted on the main administration 

building.

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, the report 

that the British posts fired today on Japanese aeroplanes 

is without foundation.

November 3, Wednesday

A proposal that a small portion of the old Chinese 

City of Shanghai be set aside as a refuge for non- 

combatants was in progress today, the International 

Relief Committee acting as intermediaries between the 

Chinese and Japanese authorities. The name of a French 

Father Jacquinot was prominently mentioned in connection 

with this committee.

The first shipment of Chinese products to be 

exported which has been sent from up river to Shanghai 

by water since the establishment of the boom at Kiangyin

arrived
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arrived from Hankow in a Butterfield and Swire vessel 

today.

The Shanghai Municipal Council, after its recess, 

reassembled today with a full attendance of members. 

November 4, Thursday

4 Persistent Japanese Attempts to cross the Soochow Creek

result m bitter engagements. Severe night bombardment 

rocks Western areas of Shanghai.

Mr. Clarence £. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, 

China

Frenchtown’s lifeline, the waterworks plant in 

Nantao on the bank of the Whangpoo River, has been encircled 

and is being closely guarded by French Marines from the 

gunboat SAVORGNAN DE BRAZZA.

According to a Reuter dispatch dated November 4th 

received in Shanghai, abolition of the extra-territorial 

rights of foreign nationals in "Manchukuo” was announced 

in Changchun today. 

November 5, Friday

Negotiations
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Negotiations over a period of several days, conducted 

by the International Red Cross Refugee Committee with both 

Chinese and Japanese authorities, for the formation of a 

safety area in the Chinese City, "for humanitarian reasons, 

to protect the non-combatants,” met success late tonight 

as both Chinese and Japanese signed agreements with the 

Committee.

A special organ for the education of wounded Chinese 

soldiers has been organized by the Ministry of Education 

in collaboration with the war aid association in Nanking.

A lengthy statement of facts as regards the destruc

tion of Chinese education and cultural institutions by 

the invading Japanese forces during the present hostil

ities was issued in Nanking today by 102 Chinese university 

presidents, professors and other educational leaders. 

November 6, Saturday

Admiral Sir Charles Little, Commander in Chief of 

British China Fleet, states today that it is his opinion 

that the risk of cargo making passage above Gough Island 

to the Settlement or French Bund is no greater than the 

risk on Gough Island or at the neutral anchorage.

Japanese forces made landings near Chapoo on the 

Hangchow Bay. Chinese Army rushed reinforcements.

Japanese propaganda baloon was shot down by Chinese 

Army defending the Soochow Creek line.

November 7, Sunday

With the Japanese advance from the coast towards 

Sungkiang, the last highways to remain open to Hangchow 

and land routes to Nanking have now been officially 

declared unsafe.

Hundreds of refugees once more poured into the 

Settlement today as Pootung districts are suddenly 

evacuated. _That
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That China is not in favor of direct negotiations 

with -Japan in settling the Far Eastern conflict was made 

clear by General Chiang Kai-shek in a press interview in 

Nanking this afternoon. General Chiang expressed himself 

as being optimistic concerning the military situation and 

reaffirmed China’s determination to continue the present 

struggle until justice is re-established in this part of 

the world.

Mr. Donald, 
Australian, Adviser 

to General
Chiang Kai-shek

November 8, Monday

The search is still in progress for Mr. C. M. 

Robertson, local American owner of the Shanghai Auto 

Service, who disappeared last Thursday. Reports were 

current that he had been killed by a marine bomb explosion

while
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while at Pootung, but no definite confirmation of his 

fate has been received. The Chinese authorities have 

been asked to join in the investigation now being made 

by the American Consulate General and every effort is 

being made to locate Mr. Robertson.

The southbound Blue Express passenger train No. 301 

was bombed by six Japanese planes at 10:30 this morning 

between Hsuchow and Nansuchow on the Tientsin-Pukow 
Railway with seven of the train’s coaches destroyed and 

200 passengers killed and wounded.

Since the boom at Kiangyin made traffic beyond it 

up the Yangtsze River an impossibility, two British 

steamers carried capacity bookings of passengers on 

Saturday and Sunday to Tungchow, the farthest up-river 

port still open for traffic.

A London Reuter message dated November 8th states that 

the British Consul General in Shanghai, Mir. Herbert 

Phillips, had been instructed to file claims by Britons 

in the International Settlement for compensation for 

damage caused by the Sino-Japanese hostilities, announced Mr. 

Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, in the House of Com

mons today. 

November 9, Thursday

Chinese Army withdraws from Western area of Shanghai, 

and is determined to defend Nantao.

It is understood that acting on medical advice, Sir 

Hughe Khatchbull-Hugessen, British Ambassador, is post

poning his return to China, and he is not expected to 

resume his duties here before the end of the year.
With the hoisting of Red Cross flags over the prin

cipal buildings on its four sides, the Nantao area
reserved
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reserved for non-combatants, which is the northern 

section of the Chinese City, was formally established 

today. The only armed force in area is police with 

pistols and batons. a notice was issued by Mr. 0. K. 

Yui, the Mayor, acquainting the public with the creation 

of the area.

Shanghai Municipal Council official denies 

changes in the status of Shanghai, saying administration 

of city will remain in hands of elected Councilors.

Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek, Wife of the 

Chinese Generalissimo

November 10, Wednesday 
4- -P Arrangements for raising 118^10,000,000 to aid

the war victims in China have been completed by the 

s Red Cross society of America, according to word

received
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received here from Dr. C. T. Wang, Chinese Ambassador 

to the United States. It is understood that the fund 

will be raised much in the same way as the Red Cross 

drive in the United States of America to aid the Japanese 

during the Tokyo earthquake.

With the International Settlement boundaries freed 

of hostilities, orders were issued this morning announc

ing the demobilization of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps 

with effect from November 12th.

The Standard 
Bearer of the ".Lost 
Battalion", one of 
two girls reported 
to have chosen to be 
barricaded in Joint 
Savings Society Build
ing with other sol
diers to protect 
Chinese retreat from 
Ohapei. She appears 
camera shy•

Despite the fact that a refugee zone has been opened 

in Nantao by the Shanghai International Red Cross, thou

sands of the Nantao section residents were jamming all

entrances
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entrances into the French Concession during the after

noon and far into the night, hoping to be admitted into 

French controlled territory.

November 11, Thursday

Mr. Philip Pembroke Stephens, correspondent for the 

DAILY TELEGRAPH of London, was killed today and three 

other foreigners were wounded when a Japanese machine

gun fired for about fifteen minutes across Siccawei 

Creek, including in its spray of bullets the water tower 

at the end of Avenue Dubail which was being used by a 

party of nine foreigners at 3 p.m. as an observation 

point.

A force of between 3000 and 4000 Chinese soldiers 

who had decided to hold on to the end but were vastly 

outnumbered and overpowered by all the mechanical might 

of the Japanese forces, were ordered to evacuate Nantao 

by Chinese headquarters in the evening.

In the midst of war, Armistice Day ceremonies were 

observed in Shanghai. In fact bombing could be seen as 

well as heard during the service on the Bund. 

November 12, Friday

A six-hundred word address, bidding temporary fare

well to Greater Shanghai, was issued tonight to the local 

Chinese populace by the Political Department of the 

Military Affairs Commission. Among other things, the 

address states that the withdrawal of Chinese troops 

from Shanghai area should not be construed as a military 

defeat but the beginning of a prolonged campaign of re

sistance. An early recovery of the Shanghai-Woosung area 

was promised.

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, approximately

5000
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5000 Chinese soldiers are now interned in camps in the 

French Concession following the evacuation of Nantao.

Admiral Yarnell, Commander in Chief of the United

Soldiers of ".uost Battalion” taken by 
flashlight immediately they evacuated Shape! for 
the British controlled sector of International 

settlement. Time 3 xi.k. Oct.31st.
States nsiatic Fleet, and his officers were the guests 

today of the Royal Air Force association of Shanghai 

at the weekly luncheon in "The Dome”. During the luncheon 

he remarked, "I have been grieved by the sight of so much 

destruction in and around Shanghai during the present 

hostilities and I wonder when mankind will realize the 

proper uses of aviation.” He also said that there were 

rules for warfare as much as for any other activity, and 

it was distressing to see the wanton destruction of 

property and lives of non-combatants by the belligerents 

and to realize the helpless plight of non-combatants here 

in Shanghai.

The St. Andrew's Hospital of the American Church

Mission in Wusih was bombed by Japanese planes this

morning
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morning. Two Chinese were killed. There were no 

American casualties.

Reuter is authorized to state that the report to 

the effect that British military and naval authorities 

in Shanghai have been empowered "to open fire immediately 

if Japan makes any move to attack the International Set

tlement south of the Soochow Creek" is entirely without 

foundation.

November 15, Saturday

In the opinion of Sir Charles Little, British Com

mander in Chief, there is now no objection to British

ships berthing at the British wharves on either bank of

the Jhangpoo River. This information is being conveyed

to the shipping companies concerned by the British

Consulate General.

Members of "Lost Battalion", a few minutes 
after running the guantlet of Japanese machine gun 
and shrapnel fire, climbing into autobuses to be 
interned in the International Settlement. Time

3: 15 A.lv. October 31st.

French residents and property have emerged safely 

through the Sino-Japanese hostilities in Nantao during
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the last few days, according to a report by Havas Agency.

No trace was found today of Mr. C. M. Robertson who 

disappeared ten days ago when he made a trip to Pootung, 

when a special investigation visit was made by the American 

consular and naval authorities to the place where he was 

last seen alive. 

November 14, Sunday

Two dispatches are received in Shanghai from London 

which, in part, state as follows:

"Although much speculation is naturally active re

garding the future status of Shanghai there is no indi

cation that, at the present stage, official opinion is 

inclined to canvass the subject. It is far too early 

yet to attempt to define the conditions in which con

templation of it will be possible..."

"Since the outbreack of hostilities in China certain 

arrangements for cooperation in the defense of their eastern 

possessions have been reached between Great Britain and 

Holland."

Despite the change of the military situation in areas 

around Shanghai, the local branches of the four Govern

ment banks, namely, the Central Bank of China, the Bank 

of China, the Bank of Communications and the Farmers Bank 

of China, have been ordered by the Ministry of Finance 

to continue operations in order to stabilize the currency 

situation here, says the Central News. 

November 15, Monday

The Central Executive Committee in China of the 

British Fund for Relief in China has, with the approval 

of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and the 

Relief Fund Committee in London, been constituted at

Shanghai
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Shanghai with Sir Hugh Hnatchbull-Hugessen, and Sir 

Geofirey Hoithcote, u-overnor of Hongkong as Joint Presi

dents and ion • Herbert Phillips, British Consul General 

at Shanghai as Chairman.

Peace Preservation Corps men evacuating 
Nantao (Chinese Territory) for the more peaceful 
French Concession. The high stepper in the barbe 
wire is not disposed to await his turn at the gat

According to the NOP Til CHINa DALLY 1U..S, twenty 

Japanese marines visited the Chinese General Post Office 

this morning.

The Passport Office, the only remaining department 

of the Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government, 

is closed.

November 16, Tuesday

Arrangements for the welfare of the quarter of a 

million refugees now being cared for in the "Jacquinot 

Zone” in Nantao are proceeding in an entirely satisfactory 

manner, according to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS. It has 

also been decided that, for the time being, the area 

shall remain under the supervision of the Committee who,

(D

actuated
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actuated by purely humanitarian motives, will be respon

sible for the welfare of the refugees.

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS says that the Executive 

Yuan, Legislative Yuan, Judicial Yuan, Examination Yuan 

and Control Yuan are moving to Chungking, in Szechuen, 

while the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Finance 

and the Foreign Office are moving to Hankow, the latter 

two establishing offices there in order to be in close 

contact with the representatives of the Powers and with 

financial institutions. The Ministry of Communications, 

it is understood, will have offices at Changsha, capital 

of Hunan province. Military establishment, however, will 

remain at Nanking. 

November 17, Wednesday

According to a Tokyo Reuter message, the spokesman 

of the Japanese Foreign Office categorically denied that 

the Japanese authorities had any intention of occupying 

the International Settlement.

Peace Preservation Corps men being herded 
to cover by French soldiers. Japanese forces were 

approaching boundary line.

The
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The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states that "After 

being practically buried under sandbags and boardings 

for about three months, most of the office workers along 

the Bund express gratification over the changed condi

tions" as all the buildings on The Bund, except one, 

are "desandbaggingÎ". 

November 18, Thursday

With the exception of a brief period of inactivity 

at the beginning of hostilities, the local insurance 

market has not suffered any appreciable loss of business, 

says the CHINA PRESS. A Reuter message from London of 

November 18th published in the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 

states: "War risk rates for Shanghai bound cargoes were 

reduced from 20/- to 5/- per cent (in other words from 

one per cent to one-quarter of a per cent) by a new 

schedule issued today by the Joint War Risk Rating Com

mittee of Company and Lloyds Underwriters. Reductions 

were also made for other voyages to China."

American members of the St. John’s University 

faculty, who evacuated the campus during the fighting 

in the western area, have moved back to the compound, 

located at the edge of the British perimeter.

Five Americans and two of British nationality have 

been stranded in Pootung for the past 11 days as a 

result of the refusal of the Japanese naval authorities 

to permit them to cross the Whangpoo River until mine

sweeping operations have been completed. Food was 

exhausted and their position is becoming more hazardous 

hourly.

November 19, Friday

Conflagrations, in constant sucession, are devastating

further
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further the Chinese City, once a very populous section, 

but now laid waste by fires. Starting from November 10, 

when Chinese positions in Nantao were severely bombarded 

following the withdrawal of troops from western Shanghai, 

the blaze, counted as one, has now been burning for ten 

days .

French Officer shaking hands with 
young Chinese officer who has entered the French 
Concession along with some 5000 other Chinese 

evacuees.

The Acting German Consul General in Shanghai has 

lodged a verbal protest with the Japanese Consul General 

here against the action of the crew of the Japanese gun

boat SETO in seizing two Gentian tug-boats lying at the 

French-owned Kiousin Docks and proceeding to haul down 

the German flags flying at their mast-heads at the time 

of the seizure.

Foreign embassies may leave Nanking to open in 

Hankow.

November 20, Saturday

The U.S.S. AUGUSTA, flagship of the U. S. Asiatic

Fleet
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Fleet, will probably sail from Shanghai for Manila early 

next month, if present plans materilize. The vessel is 

long overdue for overhaul and repair and with conditions 

in Shanghai becoming more settled, tentative arrangements 

have been made for the ship to lift anchor and steam 

south right after December 1st.

The CHINA ERESS states: ’’Contending that Communist 

and anti-Japanese activities engaged in by Chinese within 

the International Settlement ’obstructed’ Japanese mili

tary operations in the Lower Yangtsze area, the Japanese 

military attache this afternoon asked for an official 

curb by the Shanghai Municipal Council authorities on 

such movement.”

Japanese Aviators, captives of the Chinese, 
being held as prisoners, of war in the model peni

tentiary in Nanking.

November 21, Sunday

A New York message dated today states that the 

early resumption of a steamship service to Shanghai from 

United States ports is foreseen following reports that

the
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the example of London in reducing war risk insurance 

rates by 75 per cent, will be followed here, probably 

next week.

The acceptance of cargoes may at first be on an 

optional bill of lading, permitting discharge at any 

port should it become inadvisable to make the call at 

Shanghai. American liners have omitted calling at 

Shanghai since the bombing of the PRESIDENT HOOVER in 

September.

Japanese seize over 30 vessels belonging to the 

Chinese Customs, the Shanghai River Police and the 

Whangpoo Conservancy Board and the Barbor Fire Brigade.

The new Commander-in-Chief of the French military 

forces in China, Colonel Henry Jacomy, who recently ar

rived in Shanghai to assume his duties, brings with him 

a wide military experience, and a brilliant army record. 

November 82, Monday

Arrangements have been made by the Shanghai Tele

phone Company for the re-opening of their Wayside Tele

phone Exchange, serving principally subscribers living 

outside the Settlement Perimeter, with effect from 

November 24th.

The foreign embassies and Chinese officials in 

Nanking have formulated a scheme for a neutral zone in 

the Capital.

The Chapei fire may have been bigger and more 

spectacular but it certainly did not last as long as 

the blaze, or series of blazes, that have been raging in 

Nantao for many days, says the CHINA PRESS. 

November 23, Tuesday
”No matter how long the war will last, China is

financially
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financially prepared to see it through, declared Dr.

H. H. Kung, Minister of Finance, today when he passed 

through Hankow en route to Chungking," says the CHINA 

PRESS. "Dr. Kung, who, it is reported, will soon suc

ceed Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek as President of the 

Executive Yuan, avowed that the National Government has 

completed all preparations, financially, monetarily and 

economically for the purpose."

According to a Reuter dispatch from London, the 

status of the International Settlement in Shanghai was 

discussed in the British House of Commons today. Among 

other things, Mr. Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, 

declared that the conditions under which the International 

Settlement was held and administered would in no way be 

varied without the Chinese Government’s consent.

Removal of personal effects and furniture from the 

Hongkew, Wayside and Yangtszepoo areas by former foreign 

residents of the Settlement, north of Soochow Creek, will 

again be permitted by the Japanese from November 27 to 

December 1.

November 24, Wednesday

A United Press message from Washington is published 

in today’s SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY (first edi

tion) to the effect that "close collaboration with 

Foreign Powers interested in Shanghai should the Japanese 

attempt to direct the Settlement Government was indicated 

as probably by the Department of State here today" (Novem

ber 23) .

"However, Mr. Clarence E. Gauss, Consul General, has 

been left the widest discretion as the State Department 

does not feel that the situation thus far warrants any

Mr.
special instructions.
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Mr. Gauss has informed the State Department of 

measures proposed to curb anti-Japanese sentiment and 

its dissemination in the Settlement. Officials of the

Department declined to comment on the measures but it was 

indicated that they do not consider the proposals exces

sive under the circumstances.

However, it was believed that the U. S. and other

Foreign Powers would almost certainly emphatically object 

to any attempt on the part of the Japanese to seize 

active control of the International Settlement.”

Part of vanguard of Japanese civilian 
rooters that were much in evidence during the parade.

Mr. Stirling Fessenden, Secretary General of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council, disclaimed today that the 

Council had authorized anyone to give ’’unofficial advice” 

on its behalf for the immediate suspension of the Central 

News Agency and the five leading local Chinese dailies. 

The LIH PAO and the MEN P^O, however, which printed their 

farewell numbers today, decided that they will abide with 

the original suggestion of the Council for suspension.

The
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The Central News Agency will also continue to suspend, 

its service pending a definite decision on the matter by 

the Council.

November 25, Thursday

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS is authorized by the 

.British Consul General to state that, with reference to 

his Notification of October 11, last, the British author

ities consider that, owing to hostilities having moved 

? away from the International Settlement, the reasons for i 
British subjects not returning to Shanghai no longer

! exist. At the same time, it is not suggested that con

ditions here can be regarded as normal, and it must be 

remembered that in certain parts of the Settlement, North 

of the Soochow Creek, and in the Hungjao area, residents 

are not yet able to return to their houses.

The First Battalion, The British Durham Light 

Infantry, or the 68th Foot, which arrived on Tuesday on 

board the transport DILWARA, marched on to their billets 

in Yu Yuen Road today. The outgoing battalion was the 

Royal Ulster Rifles which arrived in Shanghai at the 

beginning of hostilities to assist in the defense of the 

Settlement, and since have lost five men in its ranks 

during the hostilities.

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NWS, the proposed 

refugee zone in Nanking is coldly received by Japan. Tokyo 

press raises objections as hindrance to attacking force 

is seen.

The rice situation in the International Settlement is 

somewhat easier today as more shops opened their doors and 

were able to distribute the product to a larger number of

Chinese.
We
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"We firmly believe that right must overcome might, 

and it is oui- fixed policy to resist to the last inch 

and the last men,” said General Chiang Kai-shek at a 

reception to the foreign press in Nanking this evening.

The proposal advanced by an international group of 

Hangchow residents and handed over to the Japanese this 

morning by Mr. Clarence E. Gauss, U. S. Consul General 

in Shanghai, to keep the lakeside city free from hostil

ities is being considered today by the Japanese naval and 

military authorities together with the plans for creating 

a safety zone in Nanking. 

November 26, Friday

Following the example of the P. & 0. Steam Navigation 

Company, whose S.S. RAJPUTANA will be the first British 

passenger vessel to visit Shanghai since August, the Blue 

Funnel Line now state that their fortnightly service to 

Shanghai will be resumed with the S.S. AJAX, which will 

leave Liverpool on December 11, says a Reuter message 

from London.

Having warned all Chinese newspapers that no anti- 

Japanese activities will be allowed in the International 

Settlement, the Shanghai Municipal Council hopes that it 

will have no cause to order the suspension of any local 

journals, Mr. Stirling Fessenden, S.M.C. Secretary General, 

stated in the course of an interview with THE CHINA PRESS 

today.

Dr. Oscar P. Trautmann, the Ambassador of Germany to 

China, arrived in Hankow from Nanking today. 

November 27, Saturday

Although the Japanese today made no really apparent 

move to take over control of the Chinese telegraphs, radio 

communications, the Central Post Office administration and

radio
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radio station XiiHC, the Japanese Embassy spokesman at 

the press conference tonight declared that all processes 

necessary to assume control of these Chinese government 

communications have been put into operation.

Japanese Cavalry marching through
British urmy lines on to International Settle

ment extension roads.

A London dispatch says ’’The British Ambassador to 

Japan, Sir Robert Craigie, has been authorized to leave 

the Japanese Government in no doubt whatsoever that the 

British Government claim the right to be consulted on any 

arrangement made about the Chinese maritime Customs, it 

is learned in official circles here today.”

Nanking assumes appearance of a deserted city. 

November 28, Sunday

The United States gunboat LUZON arrived in Hankow 

in the afternoon today from Nanking, bringing the American 

Ambassador, Ur. Nelson T. Johnson, and the majority of 

the American Embassy staff. The British Charge d’Affaires,

Mr.
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Mf. R. G. Howe, accompanied by the majority of the 

staff of the British Embassy, arrived almost at the same 

time aboard the British gunboat BEE. Meanwhile, the 

Chinese Foreign Office has established temporary offices 

in the Administration Building of the Third Special 

District or the former British Concession. It is under

stood that if Hankow is attacked, the Foreign Office will 

move into Szechuen, probably establishing office at Chung

king, says the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS.

In a gathering of foreigners representing the foreign 

consulates, missions, press and principal business firms 

today, General Tang Sheng-chih, Commander of the Nanking 

Garrison, declared that Nanking may be a battle-ground 

in the near future and that the Chinese Capital will be 

defended until very last. 

November 29, Monday

Radio and telegraph communications between Shanghai 

and other cities in China continued to be out of operation 

when the Shanghai Telegraph Office, which was taken over 

by the Japanese authorities, remained closed. The head 

office of the Shanghai Telegraph Office on Foochow Road 

had been sealed, while work at all the branch offices of 

the organizations had also been suspended.

Meantime, the Chinese Government Radio Administration 

continued to operate its international service. The three 

local foreign cable offices are continuing their service 

without any change. Japanese officials have not approach

ed them, the head of one of the cable companies revealed 

today, says THE CHINA PRESS.

The Henry Lester Institute of Medical Research and 

the Lester School and Henry Lester Institute of Technical

Education
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Education, two of Shanghai’s most potent scientific 

research institutions, supported by the Lester Trust, 

have been forced by conditions brought about by the 

war to suspend the major portion of their work for a 

period of six months, THE CHINA PRESS learned today.

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states, "Mr. 0. K. Yui 

and his party arrived at Hongkong today in the Messageries 

Maritimes liner ARAIHS. Meanwhile, it has been belatedly 

learned that Mr. Sun Fo, the President of the Legislative 

Yuan, arrived in Hongkong last Wednesday... Following 

the departure of Mr. T. V. Soong, chairman of the Bank 

of China, and Mr. 0. K. Yui, the Mayor, several Chinese 

civic leaders also left Shanghai for the south to proceed 

to Hankow by way of Hongkong and Canton, it was reported 

in Chinese circles today."

Japanese infantry marching along 
Yu Ya Ching Road, formerly Tibet Road.

November 30, Tuesday

The Japanese naval landing party this afternoon 

removed Italian and American flags from tenders along

the
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The Bund and, after hoisting the Japanese flag, pro

ceeded to tow them down-river to an unknown destination. 

In addition, four other river craft were taken down 

stream by a Japanese tug from a point opposite the Hong

kong and Shanghai Bank Building.

Four months, almost to a day, after they were com

pelled to flee from their homes in Hongkew, Wayside, and 

Yangtszepoo, foreign residents of these areas will be 

permitted to return there on December 15th. This was 

announced by a spokesman of the Japanese Embassy, who 

intimated, however, that the official date of the re

opening of the areas would be announced later, says 

the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS.

"The London Chamber of Commerce today," states a 

Reuter message from London, "drew the attention of the 

British Government to the fact that the Japanese author

ities are insisting on the payment of Japanese import 

duty on cargo intended for Shanghai but carried on to 

Japan, unless it is re-exported within a month.

"It is also understood that, if the Japanese import 

duty is paid, no refund is allowed when the goods are 

reshipped to Shanghai. The Chamber points out that 

this is a great disadvantage to shippers, who in many 

cases are having difficulty in tracing their cargo. 

The Chamber therefore urges the Foreign Office to re

quest the Japanese Government to grant a further exten

sion period of three months."

General Chiang Kai-shek inspected the defences 

around the city of Nanking today, after which, Reuter 

learns from an authoritative source, he expressed himself 

as very satisfied with them. Madame Chiang also remains 

there. The Japanese armies are rabidly advancing upon

China* s
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China’s Capital.

Detimber 1, Wednesday

With radio and telegraphic communications between 

Shanghai and inland cities still disrupted, Hongkong 

today becomes the clearing house in relaying messages 

to and from Shanghai. The Shanghai Telegraph Office, 

taken over by the Japanese on November 23, remained 

closed.

Some 500 girls in attractive Red Cross uniforms 

launched the local drive of the Shanghai International 

Red Cross today to raise #100,000 to aid the refugees 

in the local war areas. Mrs. Arthur N. Young, .American , 

well-known for her social welfare here, is heading the 

sub-committee in charge of the drive.
Aiming to put more men back to work, the Industrial 

Section of the Shanghai Municipal Council is now appealing 

to the factory owners of the International Settlement to 

re-open their plants.

Japanese officers interrogating Japanese 
member of the S.M.C. Police at the scene of the 

hand grenade incident.
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As a precautionary measure, the art treasures which 
were transferred to Nanking from the Palace Museum in 

Peiping four years ago and which have since been stored 

in air-conditioned vaults pending the construction of a 

museum for permanent exhibition, are being removed to the 

interior of China, according to an official announcement. 
December 2, Thursday

Admiral H. E. Yarnell, Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. 
Asiatic Fleet, will accompany his flagship, the U.S.3. 

AUGUSTA, when that vessel leaves Shanghai for Manila on 

December 14th, according to an official press release 
issued yesterday from the Admiral's staff offices.

The British Charge d*Affaires, Mr. R. G. Howe, and 

other members of the British Embassy staff in Hankow are 

leaving on December 3d for Shanghai, where the Embassy 

will be established temporarily. This action, it is under
stood, is being taken to enable the Embassy more closely 
to follow developments in Shanghai.

A Tokyo dispatch states that Japan is "considering" 

taking over the Chinese customs administration in Shanghai, 

the Japanese Foreign Minister told the Privy Council 
yesterday in the course of his report on diplomatic affairs. 
The Minister did not amplify his statement regarding the 

customs in his report to the council, which dealt with 
other matters, including Japan’s recognition of the regime 

of General Franco of Spain.
A "warning” has been given to the Hongkong authorities, 

says a Reuter message from Tokyo, by the Japanese Consul 
General there, according to a Japanese news agency report 
received in Tokyo December 1st. The Japanese Consul General 

drew the attention of the colonial authorities "to the fact
that
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that a number of Chinese Government leaders who have 

recently be'en entering and leaving Hongkong have been 

engaged in political activities there against Japan." 

December 5, Friday

Peace conversations at present take place in Nanking 

between General Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Execu

tive Yuan and Commander-in-Chief of China’s armed forces, 

and Dr. Oscar Trautmann, the German Ambassador to China, 

the latter left Hankow for Nanking by steamer on November 

30th accompanied by Dr. Hsu Mo, the Chinese Vice-Minister 

for Foreign Affairs.

It is learned from authoritative sources that the

German offer for peace between China and Japan includes:

"(1) A definite assurance from Japan that she 
has no territorial ambitions in North China, and 
merely desires economic cooperation with China.
(2) China should participate in the anti-Comintern 
pact. (3) Japanese troops should be withdrawn 
from Chinese territory."

The launch FEE TING, owned by the China Foreign

Steamship Corporation, an American concern, was returned to 

the company on December 1st by the Japanese, according to 

a statement released by the company. The launch was 

seized by Japanese bluejackets Tuesday afternoon after 

they had lowered the American flag on the ship’s flag-staff.

The two Italian-owned launches ROMOLO and LIDO have also 

been returned.

December 4, Saturday

The Japanese parade through the Settlement yesterday 

started on scheduled time, 11 A.M., from the Toyoda Mills 

and lasted for almost two hours. Approximately 5000 men 

participated in the long march to the Garden Bridge and 

the parade was completed by 2 p.m. As the marchers entered the 

Settlement, very few spectators were on hand to watch them.

The
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The people who lined the streets around Jessfield were 

mostly newspapermen and photographers. Larg^ numbers 

of cheering Japanese civilians crowded the line of march 

along avenue r'och, Yu Ya Ching and Nanking Roads where, 

fearing untoward events, Chinese as well as foreigners 

were turned back by the Settlement Police.

British x-n-my officer’s motor car being 
stopped by Japanese patrol shortly after Japane 

assumed control of area of Settlement 
in grenade exploded.

nt 12:50 p.m., a hand grenade was tossed at a pass

ing column of Japanese troops by a young man alleged by 

Japanese to have been a Chinese from a position near the 

oun Sun department Store. Four Japanese, including 

three soldiers, and a British police sergeant, were 

wounded. The young man, whose age was put at about 25 

years, managed to get through the police lines at Kwangse 

Road from where he hurled the missile. A Chinese police 

constable hearby immediately fired on the man, wounding 

him in four places. He died about one hour afterwards. 

It was reported in some circles that the man who threw 

the grenade was a Korean and not a Chinese. During the

commotion
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coramotion Japanese soldiers broke ranks.

Japanese investigation party last night was in oc

cupation of hanking Road from Fokien Road to Yu Ya Ching 

Road. They also held sections of Yu Ya Ching and i'okien 

Roads•

ut an impromptu conference held under the dim light 

of street lamps on Nanking Road, representatives of the 

Japanese army and the Shanghai municipal Police agreed 

upon the terms of settlement of the affair, and the 

Nanking Road was clear of Japanese gendarmerie and 

military shortly after 9 o’clock in the evening.

Detachment of British soldiers 
being held up on Nanking Road by Japanese 

patrol.

Colonel F. B. Price, commanding the 4th U. S. Marines, 

accompanied by members of his staff, appeared on the scene 

at Mohawk Road shortly before 5 p.m. yesterday, and told 

the Japanese officer in command of the detachment of 

Japanese troops engaged in investigating the Nanking Road 

grenading yesterday afternoon that the Japanese troops 

were well inside the defense sector of the U. 3. Marines.
He
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He suggested that they leave the sector.

The Japanese officer stated he did not realize that 

his men had advanced such a distance along Bubbling Well 

Road and the order for withdrawal was given.

Today's proposed march of the Japanese army into 

Nantao by way of The Bund and the French Bund will not 

take place, it was understood last night. The French 

authorities are reported to have decided that the Japanese 

would not be permitted to proceed through their territory. 

December 5, Sunday

n Japanese army convoy consisting of five army trucks 

loaded with supplies, an army motor-car, a civilian motor

car and a passenger truck, empty except for the driver, and 

bearing Japanese flags, bound for Nantao, was held up for

Return of Japanese Parade to
Hongkew Section of International Settlement

45 minutes yesterday morning by the French Police at the 

foot of Avenue Edward VII. After negotiations on the 

scene, the French Police finally decided to allow the

Japanese to pass along the French Bund to Nantao under a

French
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French Police escort. An Anamite soldier was detailed 

to each lorry.

A Japanese military spokesman stated yesterday in a 

press conference that the bomb affair during the Japanese 

parade on Friday is now’’considered closed, the Shanghai 

Municipal Council having agreed to prevent, to the best 

of their ability, the recurrence of such incidents, 

following an exchange of views between representatives of 

the Japanese Army and the police."

A Reuter dispatch from Tokyo dated December 4th 

states, "A large-scale expansion of shipping activities 

along the China coast and the Yangtsze River to make Japan 

predominant in shipping there, has been decided on by the 

Japanese Government, and the Ministry of Communications 

is studying the precise form which the expansion program 

shall take, according to the ’ASAHI SHIMBUN’”.

Mr. Robert F. Fitch, president emeritus of the Hang

chow Christian College, with the approval of Mr. C. E. 

Gauss, American Consul General at Shanghai, made proposal 

to the Japanese that the Imperial Island in Hangchow be 

turned into a safety zone for the civilian population, as 

it is out of the line of attack and retreat.

December 6, Monday

Colonel F. R. W. Graham, Commandant of the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps, attended his last parade with the Corps 

yesterday when he took official leave of the Corps.

Sir Hughe Knatchbull-Hugessen, British Ambassador to 

China, who is recuperating from the wound he received 

when his car was fired on by a Japanese plane last August, 

is proceeding to London with his family on December 11th 

in order to complete his convalescence.

The British gunboat LADYBIRD, Jardine’s steamer

TUCKWO
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TUCKWO and the Butterfield Swire S.S. TATUNG were bombed 

by Japanese planes in the course of a raid on Wuhu at 11 

o’clock yesterday morning. The TUCKWO was practically 

burned out. The LADYBIRD escaped with less damage, she 

being beached.

December 7, Tuesday

A group of armed Japanese went into the Great Eastern 

Hotel, in the Wing On Building, Nanking Road, early yester 

day monring and ’’arrested” four Chinese - three men and a 

woman - whom they whisked away in motor cars and drove 

over the Garden Bridge into Hongkew and finally released 

later in the day after questioning. The woman not being 

given time to dress left the hotel only in her under
garments .

The Shanghai Municipal Council has the whole matter 

under urgent consideration and is entering an immediate 

protest with the Senior Consul.

Carrying copies of a resolution urging the Japanese 

Government to take "determined action" for settlement of 

the so-called "Maitland flag incident" of December 3rd, 

representatives of the Japanese Residents’ Corporation 

made a round of calls on Japanese military officials and 

diplomatic representatives yesterday morning.

According to the eyewitness of the incident, which 

occurred during the Japanese parade on Nanking Road, Mr. 

E. T. Maitland, British, formerly Municipal Advocate, 

grew annoyed at the way in which a Japanese flag was waved 

about in his face, and eventually snatched it away, smash

ing the frail stock on which the flag was mounted. 

Angered in turn, the civilian hit Mr. Maitland, whereupon 

another foreigner standing next to him struck a return 
blow
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blow, and a scrimmage ensued right in the entrance of 

Hall & Holtz’s Man’s Shop.

December 8, Wednesday

Acting following the receipt of a written protest 

from the Consular Body, the Japanese Consul General yes

terday assured the Shan^aai Municipal Council that there 

will be no recurrence of a raid similar to that which 

took place at the Great Eastern Hotel Monday. The 

Council has considered the case as closed.

The total sum collected by the Shanghai International 

Red Cross has nearly reached the ^>40,000 mark.

An article carried in THE CHINA PRESS states that 

members of the so-called "Great Way City Government" at 

Pootung, the first autonomous government established in 

the vicinity of Shanghai, are directing their whole atten

tion to the problem of finding work to keep themselves 

busy, according to a Chinese report yesterday. With the 

district across the Whangpoo practically denuded of the 

population, the "officials" found that, having assumed 

"office" they are confronted with the task of finding ways 

and means of exercising their "power”, the report revealed. 

Su Hsi-wen, a native of Fukien Province, who installed 

himself as "Mayor" has established headquarters at the 

Bureau of Police station at Laineedu. During the "inau

guration” of the "Government" on Sunday, a number of Su’s 

Japanese advisers were present at the banquet. So far, 

the report said, the "officials” have failed to find 

any work to do apart from posting notices and hoisting 

the Taoist flags. On every street and practically on 

every builîingT^u and his friends have succeeded in 

posting large notices announcing its "inauguration" 

and in putting up the red, yellow and blue emblems.
A
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A Reuter message from Tokyo states that following 

the fall of Nanking, the Japanese Government is likely 

to issue a statement withdrawing recognition of the 

Nanking Government. 

December 9, Thursday

A spokesman of the Central Bank of China states that 

the report in yesterday morning’s local press that the 

Shanghai branches of the four Government Banks have 

decided to close down, is entirely untrue.

A Tokyo dispatch states that negotiations now in 

progress in Shanghai regarding the emergency administra

tion of the Chinese Maritime Customs are proceeding 

satisfactorily, the metropolitan press reported today, 

December 8th.

Moving up fresh units and supplies to strengthen 

their defense lines, Chinese forces on the outskirts of 

Nanking appeared last night to have succeeded in their 

task of slowing up the Japanese drive against the capital. 

Japanese Consul General at Shanghai handed memorandum to 

Mr. Aall, Senior Consul, warning all foreigners to leave 

Nanking.

’’Japan’s peace ÿlans had not yet been formulated, 

the spokesman of the Foreign Office declared at a press 

conference today in answer to questions regarding peace 

prospects in the Sino-Japanese conflict," states a Reuter 

message from Tokyo. There was no truth in the report that 

the British Ambassador to Japan had approached the Foreign 

Office with an offer of mediation. Germany, Italy and 

the United States, he continued, were countries which also 

felt great interest in the Far East and might be active 

in a manner similar to that of Great Britain."
December
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December 10, Friday

hlr. h. G. Howe, British Charge d’affaires, and his 

staff wno recently travelled down from Hankow to Hongkong 

arrived at ohanghai yesterday afternoon aboard the s.s. 

PxiI’nOCLuo. it is learned that the British embassy is 

now to be established indefinitely in Shanghai•

Return of Japanese Parade to
Hongkew Section of International Settlement

large launch, flying the British flag and which 

is the property of the Shanghai Tug & Lighter Co., was 

seized by the Japanese navy from a point on The Bund near 

the Cenotaph yesterday, despite protests by the Captain, 

general manager of the British firm of tug and passenger 

tender operators.

In the event of Nanking falling, South China will 

redouble its efforts to stand by the Central Government, 

declared General Wu Te-chen, Govermaor of Kwangtung.

"Reuter's correspondent in Hankow reports that 

political and governmental changes are taking place daily.

The
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The whole civial organization of the Chinese Government 

has practically faded away, and is replaced by a military 

organization which has developed out of General Chiang’s 

headquarters

Today’s NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states, "The Com

mander in Chief of the Japanese forces in Central China, 

yesterday at noon advised General Tang Sheng-chi, 

Commander of the Nanking Garrisons, to surrender the 

city without struggle by noon today. In a letter dropped 

over Nanking by a fleet Japanese pursuit plane, it was 

stated that abandonment of resistance would spare 

Nanking’s historic relie-s -and spots of beauty."

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS of December 11th states 

that Japanese Army launched the attack on Nanking shortly 

after 3. p.m. yesterday as no reply was received from 

the Chinese defender of the Capital for surrender of the 

city by noon yesterday. According to a Havas message 

from Hankow yesterday, ’’Hopes entertained for a peaceful 

settlement of the Sino-Japanese conflict are rapidly 

dwindling here, Chinese Government leaders appear to 

be convinced that Japan is not prepared to accept 

Germany’s offer to mediate during the present hostilities. 

Dr. Trautmann has now returned to Hankow from Nanking and 

no further attempts will be made at present to resume the 

conversations which took place in Nanking."
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APPENDIX I

A Summary of Major Events
Said to have happened in and near Shanghai during 

the 1937 Incident

Foreign embassies, removal of
German Ambassador arrived at Hankow Nov. 26
U. S. and British Ambassadors arrived 

at Hankow 28
British Embassy removed to Shanghai Dec. 10

Evacuees, Return of
No objection to return to Shanghai of

British subjects Nov. 25
Government Offices, Removal of

To Chungking and Hankow Nov. 16

Japanese bombing of Wuhu Dec. 6

Japanese Seizures
Customs launches, etc. Nov. 21
Telegraph Office, etc. 29
Tenders flying Italian and American 

flags, etc. 30
Four Chinese in International Settlement Dec. 7
British launch 10

North of Soochow Creek
Possible reopening of, on December 15th Nov. 30

Parade, Japanese, in International Settlement Dec. 4

Peace Talk
German Ambassador and Generalissimo Chiang Dec. 3,9,10

Protests against Japanese
By General Beaumont for seizure of a Chinese

rice junk in American defense sector Nov. 1
By German Consul General for seizure of

two German tug-boats Nov. 19

Puppet Government in vicinity of Shanghai Dec. 8

Refugees
Safety Zone in Nantao officially opened Nov. 9
Proposal for a similar zone in Nanking 22
In Hangchow Dec. 5

Shanghai, Status of
Shanghai Municipal Council Nov. 9
Japanese Government 17
British House of Commons 23
U. S. Government: MT. Gauss left widest 

discretion 24
British Government 27

Shanghai Volunteer Corps
Demobilized Nov. 10

Shipping
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Shipping
Safety of cargo making passage above Gough

Island Nov. 6
No objection to British ships berthing at

British wharves on either bank of
Whangpoo River 13

Decision for resumption of sailings of 
British passenger ships 26

Expansion of Japanese shipping activities Dec. 5

Troop arrival
First Battalion, Durham Light Infantry 

arrived on November 23 (British) Nov. 25

War Risk Insurance Rates
Dropped to one per cent 10
Dropped to one -quarter of a per cent 18

APPENDIX II

CRAIGIE, ROBERT, Sir, British Ambassador to Japan

FITCH, ROBERT F., Former President of Hangchow Christian 
College, promoter of Safety Zone in Hangchow.

HSU LiO, Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs.

JAC0MÏ, HENRY, Colonel, Commander in Chief of French 
Military Forces in China.

JACQUINOT, R., Father, Sponsor of the Safety Zone for 
Refugees in Nantao.

NORTHCOTE, GEOFFREY, Governor of Hongkong

SU HSI WEN, who installed himself as "Mayor"of the so- 
called "Great Way City Government" of Shanghai.

SUN FO, President of the Legislative Yuan.

TANG SHENG CHIH, General, Commander of the Nanking 
Garrisons.

STEPHENS, PHILIP P., Correspondent for the DAILY TELEGRAPH 
of London who was killed by Japanese machine-gun 
fire on November 11th.

YOUNG, Mrs. ARTHUR N., American social worker, in charge 
of Red Cross Society sub-committee on the 
$100,000 Campaign .

H. 0. Chen, Consular Clerk, ably assisted 
in the preparation of this report.

800
CVîHcc
In quintuplioate to the Department of State;
One copy to American Embassy, Hankow;
One copy to American Embassy, Tokyo, Japan.
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Note: "North China" indicates NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, and 
"Evening Post", SHAN CE Al EVENING POST AND MERCURY.
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A FEW MAJOR EVENTS OF THE 1937 INCIDENT 
WHICH ARE REPORTED TO HAVE HAPPENED IN 
AND NEAR SHANGHAI DURING THE PERIOD 
NOVEMBER 1ST TO DECEMBER 10TH AS CULLED 
FROM THE NEWSPAPERS AND ARRANGED IN A 
DAY-TO-DAY CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER.

American Consulate General, 
Shanghai, China

Date completed: December 11, 1937

Date mailed:

APPROVED:

C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General
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A FEW MAJOR EVENTS OF THE 1937 INCIDENT 
WHICH ABE REPORTED TO HAVE HAPPENED IN 
AND NEAR SHANGHAI DURING THE PERIOD 
NOVEMBER 1ST TO DECEMBER 10TH AS CULLED 
FROM THE NEWSPAPERS AND ARRANGED IN A 
DAY-TO-DAY CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER.

November 1, Monday

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, worthless 

banknotes have been found on the bodies of Japanese 

soldiers killed in action around Shanghai, such as those 

of the Bank of Territorial Development, closed since 

1916, and German mark notes of the inflation period 

following the Great War. The suggestion has been made 

that these have been used to purchase supplies from 

Chinese peasants.

The Company of the British Royal Ulster Rifles who 

have had four of their men killed during the last week, 

and others injured, while guarding the Jessfield-Keswick 

Road Sector, have been relieved by a company of the 

Loyal Regiment.

A protest was made by Brig.-General John C. Beaumont 

today to the Japanese naval authorities when Japanese 

Marines crossed the Soochow Creek just below Woochen Road 
4 

Bridge at about noon and seised a junk load of rice which 

was being unloaded alongside the American sector. The 

protest resulted in the expression of "sincere regrets” 

by the Landing Party commander to General Beaumont. The 

matter is not considered settled as Japanese gave no 

indication that the rice or junk would be returned.

According to a Reuter message from Tokyo, the 

Japanese Foreign Office announced that the Minghong 

Incident of October 12th, when two of a convoy of three 

British Embassy oars were attacked by Japanese aeroplanes

while
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whlle proceeding from Nanking to Shanghai has been settled. 

November 2, Tuesday

A Reuter dispatch from Manila states that on October 

31st, about 1000 members attended the Philippine League 

for the Defence of Democracy, an unofficial body repre

senting labor, student and oiTio bodies in Manila, and 

passed the following resolution:

"To urge the Filipino people to condemn Japanese 
aggression and the massacre of Chinese non-combatants 
and to start a campaign to raise funds for the wounded 
and the refugees and for an economic boycott against 
Japan.*

A contingent of about 40 French soldiers moved into 

the Chiaotung University, a Chinese Government institution, 

in Avenue Haig this afternoon to protect more than 2000 

Chinese war refugees. Immediately after their arrival, 

a French flag was hoisted on the main administration 

building.

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NWS, the report 

that the British posts fired today on Japanese aeroplanes 

Is without foundation.

November 3, Wednesday

A proposal that a small portion of the old Chinese 

City of Shanghai be set aside as a refuge for non- 

combatants was In progress today, the International 

Relief Committee acting as intermediaries between the 

Chinese and Japanese authorities. The name of a French 

Father Jaoquinot was prominently mentioned in connection 

with this committee.

The first shipment of Chinese products to be 

exported which has been sent from up river to Shanghai 

by water since the establishment of the boom at Kiangyin 

arrived
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arrived from Hankow in a Butterfield and Swire vessel 

today.

The Shanghai Municipal Council, after its recess, 

reassembled today with a full attendance of members. 

November 4, Thursday

Persistent Japanese Attempts to cross the Soochow Creek 

result in bitter engagements. Severe night bombardment 

rocks Western areas of Shanghai.

Mr. Clarence E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, 

China

Frenchtown’s lifeline, the waterworks plant in 

Nantao on the bank of the Whangpoo River, has been encircled 

and is being closely guarded by French Marines from the 

gunboat SAVORGNAN DE BRAZZA.

According to a Reuter dispatch dated November 4th 

received in Shanghai, abolition of the extra-territorial 

rights of foreign nationals in "Manchukuo" was announced 

in Changchun today. 

November 5, Friday

Negotiations
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Negotiations over a period of several days, conducted 

by the International Red Cross Refugee Committee with both 

Chinese and Japanese authorities, for the formation of a 

safety area in the Chinese City, "for humanitarian reasons, 

to protect the non-combatants," met success late tonight 

as both Chinese and Japanese signed agreements with the 

Committee.

A special organ for the education of wounded Chinese 

soldiers has been organized by the Ministry of Education 

in collaboration with the war aid association in Nanking.

A lengthy statement of facts as regards the destruc

tion of Chinese education and cultural institutions by 

the invading Japanese forces during the present hostil

ities was issued in Nanking today by 102 Chinese university 

presidents, professors and other educational leaders. 

November 6, Saturday

Admiral Sir Charles Little, Commander in Chief of 

British China Fleet, states today that it is his opinion 

that the risk of cargo making passage above Gough Island 

to the Settlement or French Bund is no greater than the 

risk on Gough Island or at the neutral anchorage.

Japanese forces made landings near Chapoo on the 

Hangchow Bay. Chinese Army rushed reinforcements.

Japanese propaganda baloon was shot down by Chinese 

Army defending the Soochow Creek line.

November 7, Sunday

With the Japanese advance from the coast towards 

Sungkiang, the last highways to remain open to Hangchow 

and land routes to Nanking have now been officially 

declared unsafe.

Hundreds of refugees once more poured into the 

Settlement today as Pootung districts are suddenly 

evacuated.
That
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That China is not in favor of direct negotiations 

with Japan in settling the Far Eastern conflict was made 

clear by general. Chiang Kai-shek in a press interview in 

Nanking this afternoon. General Chiang expressed himself 

as being optimistic concerning the military situation and 

reaffirmed China*s dete imination to continue the present 

struggle until justice is re-established in this part of 
the world.

Mr. Donald, 
Australian, Adviser 

to General 
Chiang Kai-shek

November 8, Monday

The search is still in progress for Mr. C. M. 

Robertson, local American owner of the Shanghai Auto 

Service, who disappeared last Thursday. Reports were 

current that he had been killed by a marine bomb explosion

while
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while at Pootung, but no definite confirmation of his 

fate has been received. The Chinese authorities have 

been asked to join in the investigation now being made 

by the American Consulate General and every effort is 

being made to locate Mr. Robertson.

The southbound Blue Express passenger train No. 301 

was bombed by six Japanese planes at 10:50 this morning 

between Hsuchow and Nansuohow on the Tientsin-Pukow 

Railway with seven of the train’s coaches destroyed and 

200 passengers killed and wounded.

Since the boom at Kiangyin made traffic beyond it 

up the Yangtsze River an Impossibility, two British 

steamers carried capacity bookings of passengers on 

Saturday and Sunday to Tungchow, the farthest up-river 

port still open for traffic.

A London Reuter message dated November 8th states that 

the British Consul General in Shanghai, Mr. Herbert 

Phillips, had been instructed to file claims by Britons 

in the International Settlement for compensation for 

damage caused by the Sino-Japanese hostilities, announced Mr. 

Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, in the House of Com

mons today.

November 9, Thursday

Chinese Army withdraws from Western area of Shanghai, 

and is determined to defend Nantao.

It is understood that acting on medical advice, Sir 

Hughe Knatohbull-Hugessen, British Ambassador, is post

poning his return to China, and he is not expected to 

resume his duties here before the end of the year.

With the hoisting of Red Cross flags over the prin

cipal buildings on its four sides, the Nantao area

reserved
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reserved for non-combatants, which is the northern 

section of the Chinese City, was formally established 

today. The only armed force in area is police with 

pistols and batons. a notice was issued by Mr. 0. K. 

Yui, the .ayor, acquainting the public with the creation 

of the area.

A Shanghai Municipal Council official denies 

changes in. the status of Shanghai, saying administration 

of city will remain in hands of elected Councilors.

Madame Chi an g 
Kai-shek, Wife of the 

Chinese Generalissimo

November 10, Wednesday

Arrangements for raising JS$10,000,000 to aid 

the war victims in China have been completed by the 

Red Cross Society of America, according to word

received
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received here from Dr. C. T. Wang, Chinese Ambassador 

to the United States. It is understood that the fund 

will be raised much in the same way as the Red Cross 

drive in the United States of America to aid the Japanese 

during the Tokyo earthquake.

With the International Settlement boundaries freed 

of hostilities, orders were issued this morning announc

ing the demobilization of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps 

with effect from November 12th.

The Standard 
Bearer of the "Lost 
Battalion”, one of 
two girls reported 
to have chosen to be 
barricaded in Joint 
Savings Society Build
ing with other sol
diers to protect 
Chinese retreat from 
Chapel . She appears 
camera shy.

Despite the fact that a refugee zone has been opened 

in Nantao by the Shanghai International Red Cross, thou

sands of the Nantao section residents were jamming all

entrances
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entrances Into the French Concession during the after

noon and far into the night, hoping to be admitted into 

French controlled territory.

November 11, Thursday

Mr. Philip Pembroke Stephens, correspondent for the 

DAILY TELEGRAPH of London, was killed today and three 

other foreigners were wounded when a Japanese machine

gun fired for about fifteen minutes across Sicoawei 

Creek, including in its spray of bullets the water tower 

at the end of Avenue Dubai1 which was being used by a 

party of nine foreigners at 3 p.m. as an observation 

point.

A force of between 3000 and 4000 Chinese soldiers 

who had decided to hold on to the end but were vastly 

outnumbered and overpowered by all the mechanical might 

of the Japanese forces, were ordered to evacuate Nantao 

by Chinese headquarters in the evening.

In the midst of war, Armistice Day ceremonies were 

observed in Shanghai. In fact bombing could be seen as 

well as heard during the service on the Bund. 

November 12, Friday

A six-hundred word address, bidding temporary fare

well to Greater Shanghai, was issued tonight to the local 

Chinese populace by the Political Department of the 

Military Affairs Commission. Among other things, the 

address states that the withdrawal of Chinese troops 

from Shanghai area should not be construed as a military 

defeat but the beginning of a prolonged campaign of re

sistance. An early recovery of the Shanghai-Woosung area 

was promised.

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, approximately

6000
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5000 Chinese soldi-ers are now interned in camps in the 

French Concession following the evacuation of Nantao.

Admiral Yarnell, Commander in Chief of the United

Soldiers of ’’Lost Battalion" taken by 
flashlight immediately they evacuated Chapei for 
the British controlled sector of International 

Settlement. Time 3 A.M. Oct.31st.

States Asiatic Fleet, and his officers were the guests 

today of the Royal Air Force Association of Shanghai 

at the weekly luncheon in "The Dome". During the luncheon 

he remarked, "I have been grieved by the sight of so much 

destruction in and around Shanghai during the present 

hostilities and I wonder when mankind will realize the 

proper uses of aviation.” He also said that there were 

rules for warfare as much as for any other activity, and 

it was distressing to see the wanton destruction of 

property and lives of non-combatants by the belligerents 

and to realize the helpless plight of non-combatants here 

in Shanghai.

The St. Andrew’s Hospital of the American Church 

Mission in Wusih was bombed by Japanese planes this

morning
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morning. Two Chinese were killed. There were no 

Amerl can casualties.

Reuter is authorized to state that the report to 

the effect that British military and naval authorities 

in Shanghai have been empowered "to open fire immediately 

if Japan makes any move to attack the international Set

tlement south of the Soochow Creek'* is entirely without 

foundation. 

November 13, Saturday

In the opinion of Sir Charles Little, British Com

mander in Chief, there is now no objection to British 

ships berthing at the British wharves on either bank of 

the IVhangpoo River. This information is being conveyed 

to the shipping companies concerned by the British 

Consulate General.

Members of "Lost Battalion", a few minutes 
after running the guantlet of Japanese machine gun 
and shrapnel fire, climbing into autobuses to be 
interned in the International Settlement. Time

3: 15 A.M. October 31st.

French residents and property have emerged safely 

through the Sino-Japanese hostilities in Nantao during

the
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the last few days, according to a report by Havas Agency.

No trace was found today of Mr. C. M. Robertson who 

disappeared ten days ago when he made a trip to Pootung, 

when a special investigation visit was made by the American 

consular and naval authorities to the place where he was 

last seen alive. 

November 14, Sunday

Two dispatches are received in Shanghai from London 

which, in part, state as follows:

"Although much speculation is naturally active re

garding the future status of Shanghai there is no indi

cation that, at the present stage, official opinion is 

inclined to canvass the subject. It is far too early 

yet to attempt to define the conditions in which con

templation of it will be possible..."

"Since the outbreack of hostilities in China certain 

arrangements for cooperation in the defense of their eastern 

possessions have been reached between Great Britain and 

Holland."

Despite the change of the military situation in areas 

around Shanghai, the local branches of the four Govern

ment banks, namely, the Central Bank of China, the Bank 

of China, the Bank of Communications and the Farmers Bank 

of China, have been ordered by the Ministry of Finance 

to continue operations in order to stabilize the currency 

situation here, says the Central News. 

November 15, Monday

The Central Executive Committee in China of the 

British Fund for Relief in China has, with the approval 

of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and the 

Relief Fund Committee in London, been constituted at

Shanghai
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Shanghai with Sir Hugh Knatchbull-Hugessen, and sir 

Geoffrey Northcote, Governor of Hongkong as Joint Presi

dents and Ar. xïerbert Phillips, British Consul General 
at Shanghai ns Chai naan.

Peace Preservation Corps non evacuating 
xiantao iuninese Territory} for the more peaceful 
French Concession. The high stepper in the barbed 
wire is not disposed to await his turn at the gate.

According to the NORTH GHIN^ DAILY NEUS, twenty 

Japanese marines visited the Chinese General Post office 

this morning.

The Passport Office, the only remaining department 

of the Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government, 

is closed.

November 16, Tuesday

Arrangements for the welfare of the quarter of. a 

million refugees now being cared for in the ”Jacquinot 

Lone” in Nantao are proceeding in an entirely satisfactory 

manner, according to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS. It has 

also been decided that, for the time being, the area 

shall remain under the supervision of the Committee who, 

actuated
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actuated by purely humanitarian motives, will be respon

sible for the welfare of the refugees.

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS says that the Executive 

Yuan, Legislative Yuan, Judicial Yuan, Examination Yuan 

and Control Yuan are moving to Chungking, in Szeohuen, 

while the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Finance 

and the Foreigi Office are moving to Hankow, the latter 

two establishing offices there in order to be in close 

contact with the representatives of the Powers and with 

financial institutions. The Ministry of Communications, 

it is understood, will have offices at Changsha, capital 

of Hunan province. Military establishment, however, will 

remain at Nanking.

November 17, Wednesday

According to a Tokyo Reuter message, the spokesman 

of the Japanese Foreign Office categorically denied that 

the Japanese authorities had any intention of occupying 

the International Settlement.

Peace Preservation Corps men being herded 
to cover by French soldiers. Japanese forces were 

approaching boundary line.

The
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The NOHTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states that "After 

being practically buried under sandbags and boardings 

for about three months, most of the office workers along 

the Bund express gratification over the changed condi

tions'’ as all the buildings on The Bund, except one, 

are "desandbaggingl"• 

November 18, Thursday

With the exception of a brief period of inactivity 

at the beginning of hostilities, the local insurance 

market has not suffered any appreciable loss of business, 

says the CHINA PRESS. A Reuter message from London of 

November 18th published in the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 

states: "War risk rates for Shanghai bound cargoes were 

reduced from 20/- to 5/- per cent (in other words from 

one per cent to one-quarter of a per oent) by a new 

schedule issued today by the Joint War Risk Rating Com

mittee of Company and Lloyds Underwriters. Reductions 

were also made for other voyages to China."

American members of the St. John’s University 

faculty, who evacuated the campus during the fighting 

in the western area, have moved back to the compound, 

located at the edge of the British perimeter.

Five Americans and two of British nationality have 

been stranded in Pootung for the past 11 days as a 

result of the refusal of the Japanese naval authorities 

to permit than to cross the Whangpoo River until mine

sweeping operations have been completed. Food was 

exhausted and their position is becoming more hazardous 

hourly. 

November 19, Friday

Conflagrations, in constant euoession, are devastating 

further
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further the Chinese City, once a very populous section, 

but now laid waste by fires. Starting from November 10, 

when Chinese positions in Nantao were severely bombarded 

following the withdrawal of troops from western Shanghai, 

the blaze, counted as one, has now been burning for ten 

days.

French Officer shaking hands with 
young Chinese officer who has entered the French 
Concession along with some 5000 other Chinese 

evacuees.

The Acting German Consul General in Shanghai has 

lodged a verbal protest wi th the Japanese Consul General 

here against the action of the crew of the Japanese gun

boat SETO in seizing two German tug-boats lying at the 

French-owned Kiousin Docks and proceeding to haul down 

the German flags flying at their mast-heads at the time 

of the seizure.

Foreigi embassies may leave Nanking to open in 

Hankow.

November 20, Saturday

The U.S.S. AUGUSTA, flagship of the U. S. Asiatic

Fleet
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Fleet, will probably sail from Shanghai for Manila early 

next month, if present plans materllize. The vessel is 

long overdue for overhaul and repair and with conditions 

in Shan gh. ai becoming more settled, tentative arrangements 

have been made for the ship to lift anchor and steam 

south right after Deoember 1st.

The CHINA PRESS states: "Contending that Communist 

and anti-Japanese activities engaged in by Chinese within 

the International Settlement ’obstructed* Japanese mili

tary operations in the Lower Yangtsze area, the Japanese 

military attache this afternoon asked for an official 

curb by the Shanghai Municipal Council authorities on 

such movement."

Japanese Aviators, captives of the Chinese, 
being held as prisoners of war in the model peni

tentiary in Nanking.

November 21, Sunday

A New York message dated today states that the 

early resumption of a steamship service to Shanghai from 

United States ports is foreseen following reports that 

the
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the example of London In reducing war risk insurance 

rates by 75 per cent, will be followed here, probably 

next week.

The acceptance of cargoes may at first be on an 

optional bill of lading, permitting discharge at any 

port should it become inadvisable to make the call at 

Shanghai. American liners have omitted calling at 

Shanghai since the bombing of the PRESIDENT HOOVER in 

September.

Japanese seize over 30 vessels belonging to the 

Chinese Customs, the Shanghai River Police and the 

Whangpoo Conservancy Board and the Barbor Fire Brigade.

The new Commander-in-Chief of the French military 

forces in China, Colonel Henry Jaoomy, who recently ar

rived in Shanghai to assume his duties, brings with him 

a wide military experience, and a brilliant army record. 

November 22, Monday

Arrangements have been made by the Shanghai Tele

phone Company for the re-opening of their Wayside Tele

phone Exchange, serving principally subscribers living 

outside the Settlement Perimeter, with effect from 

November 24th.

The foreign embassies and Chinese officials in 

Nanking have formulated a scheme for a neutral zone in 

the Capital.

The Chapel fire may have been bigger and more 

spectacular but it certainly did not last as long as 

the blaze, or series of blazes, that have been raging in 

Nantao for many days, says the CHINA PRESS.

November 23, Tuesday

"No matter how long the war will last,'} China is

financially
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finanolally prepared to see it through, declared Dr.

H. H. Kung, Minister of Finance, today when he passed 

through Hankow en route to Chungking,” says the CHINA 

PRESS. "Dr. Kung, who, it is reported, will soon suc

ceed Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek as President of the 

Executive Yuan, avowed that the National Government has 

completed all preparations, financially, monetarily and 

economically for the purpose."

According to a Reuter dispatch from London, the 

status of the International Settlement in Shanghai was 

discussed in the British House of Commons today. Among 

other things, Mr. Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, 

declared that the conditions under which the International 

Settlement was held and administered would in no way be 

varied without the Chinese Government’s consent.

Removal of personal effects and furniture from the 

Hongkew, Wayside and Yangtszepoo areas by former foreign 

residents of the Settlement, north of Soochow Creek, will 

again be permitted by the Japanese from November 27 to 

December 1.

November 24, Wednesday

A United Press message from Washington is published 

in today’s SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY (first edi

tion) to the effect that "close collaboration with 

Foreign Powers interested in Shanghai should the Japanese 

attempt to direct the Settlement Government was indicated 

as probably by the Department of State here today" (Novem

ber 23).

"However, Mr. Clarence E. Gauss, Consul General, has 

been left the widest discretion as the State Department 

does not feel that the situation thus far warrants any
. \; 

special instructions.
Mr.
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Mr. Gauss has informed the State Department of 

measures proposed to curb anti-Japanese sentiment and 

its dissemination in the Settlement. Officials of the 

Department declined to comment on the measure» but it was 

indicated that they do not consider the proposals exces

sive under the circumstances.

However, it was believed that the U. S. and other 

Foreign Powers would almost certainly emphatically object 

to any attempt on the part of the Japanese to seize 

active control of the International Settlement."

Part of vanguard of Japanese civilian 
rooters that were much in evidence during the parage.

Mr. Stirling Fessenden, Secretary General of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council, disclaimed today that the 

Council had authorized anyone to give "unofficial advice" 

on its behalf for the immediate suspension of the Central 

News Agency and the five leading local Chinese dailies. 

The LIH PAD and the MIN PAO, however, which printed their 

farewell numbers today, decided that they will abide with 

the original suggestion of the Council for suspension.

The
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The Central News Agency will also continue to suspend 

its service pending a definite decision on the matter by 

the Council.

November 25, Thursday

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS is authorized by the 

British Consul General to state that, with reference to 

his Notification of October 11, last, the British author

ities consider that, owing to hostilities having moved 

away from the International Settlement, the reasons for 

British subjects not returning to Shanghai no longer 

exist. At the same time, it is not suggested that con

ditions here can be regarded as normal, and it must be 

remembered that in certain parts of the Settlement, North 

of the Soochow Creek, and in the Hungjao area, residents 

are not yet able to return to their houses.

The First Battalion, The British Durham Light 

Infantry, or the 68th Foot, which arrived on Tuesday on 

board the transport DILWARA, marched on to their billets 

in Yu Yuen Road today. The outgoing battalion was the 

Royal Ulster Rifles which arrived in Shanghai at the 

beginning of hostilities to assist in the defense of the 

Settlement, and since have lost five men in its ranks 

during the hostilities.

According to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, the proposed 

refugee zone in Nanking is coldly received by Japan. Tokyo 

press raises objections as hindrance to attacking force 

is seen.

The rice situation in the International Settlement is 

somewhat easier today as more shops opened their doors and 

were able to distribute the product to a larger number of 

Chinese.
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"We firmly believe that right must overcome might, 

and it is our fixed policy to resist to the last inch 

and the last men," said General Chiang Kai-shek at a 

reception to the foreign press in Nanking this evening.

The proposal advanced by an international group of 

Hangchow residents and handed over to the Japanese this 

morning by Mr. Clarence E. Gauss, U. S. Consul General 

in Shanghai, to keep the lakeside city free from hostil

ities is being considered today by the Japanese naval and 

military authorities together with the plans for creating 

a safety zone in Nanking. 

November 26, Friday

Following the example of the P. & 0. Steam Navigation 

Company, whose S.S. RAJPUTANA will be the first British 

passenger vessel to visit Shanghai since August, the Blue 

Funnel Line now state that their fortnightly service to 

Shanghai will be resumed with the S.S. AJAX, which will 

leave Liverpool on December 11, says a Reuter message 

from London.

Having warned all Chinese newspapers that no anti

Japanese activities will be allowed in the International 

Settlement, the Shanghai Municipal Council hopes that it 

will have no cause to order the suspension of any local 

journals, Mr. Stirling Fessenden, S.M.C. Secretary General, 

stated in the course of an interview with THE CHINA PRESS 

today.

Dr. Oscar P. Trautmann, the Ambassador of Germany to 

China, arrived in Hankow from Nanking today. 

November 27, Saturday

Although the Japanese today made no really apparent 

move to take over control of the Chinese telegraphs, radio 

communications, the Central Post Office administration and

radio
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radio station XQHC, the Japanese Embassy spokesman at 

the press conference tonight declared that all processes 

necessary to assume control of these Chinese government 

communioations have been put into operation.

Japanese Cavalry marching through
British Army lines on to InternationalSettle- 

ment extension roads.

A London dispatch says "The British Ambassador to 

Japan, Sir Robert Craigie, has been authorized to leave 

the Japanese Government in no doubt whatsoever that the 

British Government claim the right to be consulted on any 

arrangement made about the Chinese Maritime Customs, it 

is learned in official circles here today."

Nanking assumes appearance of a deserted city.

November 28, Sunday

The United States gunboat LUZON arrived in Hankow 

in the afternoon today from Nanking, bringing the American 

Ambassador, Mr. Nelson T. Johnson, and the majority of 

the American Embassy staff. The British Charge d’Affaires, 

Mr.
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Mr. R. G. Howe, accompanied by the majority of the 

staff of the British Embassy, arrived almost at the same 

time aboard the British gunboat BEE. Meanwhile, the 

Chinese Foreign Office has established temporary offices 

in the Administration Building of the Third Special 

District or the former British Concession. It is under

stood that if Hankow is attacked, the Foreign Office will 

move into Szechuen, probably establishing office at Chung

king, says the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS.

In a gathering of foreigners representing the foreign 

consulates, missions, press and principal business firms 

today, General Tang Sheng-chih, Commander of the Nanking 

Garrison, declared that Nanking may be a battle-ground 

in the near future and that the Chinese Capital will be 

defended until very last. 

November 29, Monday

Radio and telegraph communications between Shanghai 

and other cities in China continued to be out of operation 

when the Shanghai Telegraph Office, which was taken over 

by the Japanese authorities, remained closed. The head 

office of the Shanghai Telegraph Office on Foochow Road 

had been sealed, while work at all the branch offices of 

the organizations had also been suspended.

Meantime, the Chinese Government RadioAdministrât!on 

continued to operate its international service. The three 

local foreign cable offices are continuing their service 

without any change. Japanese officials have not approach

ed them, the head of one of the cable companies revealed 

today, says THE CHINA PRESS.

The Henry Lester Institute of Medical Research and 

the Lester School and Henry Lester Institute of Technical 

Education
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Education, two of Shangiai’s most potent scientific 

research institutions, supported by the Lester Trust, 

have been forced by conditions brought about by the 

war to suspend the major portion of their work for a 

period of six months, TEE CHINA PRESS learned today.

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states, "Mr. O.K. Yui 

and his party arrived at Hongkong today in the Messageries 

Mari times liner ARAMS. Meanwhile, it has been belatedly 

learned that Mr. Sun Fo, the President of the Legislative 

Yuan, arrived in Hongkong last Wednesday... Following 

the departure of Mr. T. V. Soong, chairman of the Bank 

of China, and Mr. 0. K. Yui, the Mayor, several Chinese 

oivio leaders also left Shanghai for the south to proceed 

to Hankow by way of Hongkong and Canton, it was reported 

in Chinese circles today.”

Japanese infantry marching along 
Yu Ya Ching Road, formerly Tibet Road.

November SO. Tuesday

The Japanese naval landing party this afternoon 

removed Italian and American flags from tenders along 

the
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The Bund and, after hoisting the Japanese flag, pro

ceeded to tow them down-river to an unknown destination. 

In addition, four other river craft were taken down 

stream by a Japanese tug from a point opposite the Hong

kong and Shanghai Bank Building.

Four months, almost to a day, after they were com

pelled to flee from their homes in Hongkew, Wayside, and 

Yangtszepoo, foreign residents of these areas will be 

permitted to return there on December 15th. This was 

announced by a spokesman of the Japanese Embassy, who 

intimated, however, that the official date of the re

opening of the areas would be announced later, says 

the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS.

"The London Chamber of Commerce today,” states a 

Reuter message from London, "drew the attention of the 

British Government to the fact that the Japanese author

ities are insisting on the payment of Japanese import 

duty on cargo intended for Shanghai but carried on to 

Japan, unless it is re-exported within a month.

"It is also understood that, if the Japanese import 

duty is paid, no refund is allowed when the goods are 

reshipped to Shanghai. The Chamber points out that 

this is a great disadvantage to shippers, who in many 

cases are having difficulty in tracing their cargo. 

The Chamber therefore urges the Foreign Office to re

quest the Japanese Government to grant a further exten

sion period of three months."

General Chiang Kai-shek Inspected the defences 

around the city of Nanking today, after which, Reuter 

learns from an authoritative source, he expressed himself 

as very satisfied with them. Madame Chiang also remains 

there. The Japanese armies are rapidly advancing upon

à China’s
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China’s Capital.

Dooember 1, Wednesday

With, radio and telegraphic commuai oat ions between 

Shanghai and inland cities still disrupted, Hongkong 

today becomes the clearing house in relaying messages 

to and from Shanghai. The Shanghai Telegraph Office, 

taken over by the Japanese on November 28, remained 

closed.

Some 500 ^.rls in attractive Red Cross uniforms 

launched the local drive of the Shanghai International 

Red Cross today to raise #100,000 to aid the refugees 

in the local war areas. Mrs. Arthur N. Young, American , 

well-known for her social welfare here, is heading the 

sub-committee in charge of the drive.

Aiming to put more men back to work, the Industrial 

Section of the Shanghai Municipal Council is now appealing 

to the factory owners of the International Settlement to 

re-open their plants.

Japanese officers interrogating Japanese 
member of the S.M.C. Police at the scene of the 

bond grenade incident.
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As a precautionary measure, the art treasures which 

were transferred to Nanking from the Palace Museum in 

Peiping four years ago and which have since been stored 

in air-conditioned vaults pending the construction of a 

museum for permanent exhibition, are being removed to the 

interior of China, according to an official announcement. 

December 2, Thursday

Admiral H. E. Yarnell, Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. 

Asiatic Fleet, will accompany his flagship, the U.S.3. 

AUGUSTA, when that vessel leaves Shanghai for Manila on 

December 14th, according to an official press release 

issued yesterday from the Admiral’s staff offices.

The British Charge d*Affaires, Mr. R. G. Howe, and 

other members of the British Embassy staff in Hankow are 

leaving on December 3d for Shanghai, where the Embassy 

will be established temporarily. This action, it is under

stood, is being taken to enable the Embassy more closely 

to follow developments in Shanghai.

A Tokyo dispatch states that Japan is "considering” 

taking over the Chinese customs administration in Shanghai, 

the Japanese Foreign Minister told the Privy Council 

yesterday in the course of his report on diplomatic affairs. 

The Minister did not amplify his statement regarding the 

customs in his report to the council, which dealt with 

other matters, including Japan’s recognition of the regime 

of General Franco of Spain.

A "warning" has been given to the Hongkong authorities, 

says a Reuter message from Tokyo, by the Japanese Consul 

General there, according to a Japanese news agenoy report 

received in Tokyo December 1st. The Japanese Consul General 

drew ths attention of the colonial authorities "to the fact

that
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that a number of Chinese Government leaders who have 

recently been entering and leaving Hongkong have been 

engaged in political activities there against Japan." 

December 5, Friday

Peace conversations at present take place in Nanking 

between General Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Execu

tive Yuan and Commander-in-Chief of China's armed forces, 

and Dr. Oscar Trautmann, the German Ambassador to China, 

the latter left Hankow for Nanking by steamer on November 

30th accompanied by Dr. Hsu Mo, the Chinese Vice-Minister 

for Foreign Affairs.

It is learned from authoritative sources that the 

German offer for peace between China and Japan includes: 

"(1) A definite assurance from Japan that she 
has no territorial ambitions in North China, and 
merely desires economic cooperation with China.
(2) China should participate in the anti-Comintern 
pact. (3) Japanese troops should be withdrawan 
from Chinese territory.”

The launch FEI TING, owned by the China Foreign 

Steamship Corporation, an American concern, was returned to 

the company on December 1st by the Japanese, according to 

a statement released by the company. The launch was 

seized by Japanese bluejackets Tuesday afternoon after 

they had lowered the American flag on the ship's flag-staff. 

The two Italian-owned launches ROMOLO and LIDO have also 

been returned.

December 4, Saturday

The Japanese parade through the Settlement yesterday 

started on scheduled time, 11 A.M., from the Toyoda Mills 

and lasted for almost two hours. Approximately 5000 mon 

participated in the long march to the Garden Bridge and 

the parade was completed by 2 p.m. As the marchers entered the 

Settlement, very few spectators wore on hand to watch them.

The
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The people who lined the streets around Jessfield were 

mostly newspapermen and photographers. Large numbers

of cheering Japanese civilians crowded the line of march 

along Avenue Foch, Yu Ya Ching and Nanking Roads where, 

fearing untoward events, Chinese as well as foreigners 

were turned back by the Settlement Police.

British Army Officer’s motor car being 
stopped by Japanese patrol shortly after Japanese 

assumed control of area of Settlement 
in grenade exploded.

At 12:50 p.m., a hand grenade was tossed at a pass

ing column of Japanese troops by a young man alleged by 

Japanese to have been a Chinese from a position near the 

Sun Sun Department Store. Four Japanese, including 

three soldiers, and a British police sergeant, were 

wounded. The young man, whose age was put at about 25 

years, managed to get through the police lines at Kwangse 

Road from where he hurled the missile. A Chinese police 

constable hearby immediately fired on the man, wounding 

him in four places. He died about one hour afterwards. 

It was reported in some circles that the man who threw 

the grenade was a Korean and not a Chinese. During the

commotion
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oommotion Japanese soldiers broke ranks.

Japanese investigation party last night was in oc

cupation of Nanking Road from Fokien Road to Yu Ya Ching 

Road. They also held sections of Yu Ya Ching and Fokien 

Roads.

At an impromptu oonferenoe held under the dim light 

of street lamps on Nanking Road, representatives of the 

Japanese army and the Shanghai Municipal Police agreed 

upon the terms of settlement of the affair, and the 

Nanking Road was clear of Japanese gendarmerie and 

military shortly after 9 o’clock in the evening.

Detachment of British soldiers
being held up on Nanking Road by Japanese 

patrol.

Colonel F. B. Price, commanding the 4th U. S. Marines 

accompanied by members of his staff, appeared on the scene 

at Mohawk Road shortly before 5 p.m. yesterday, and told 

the Japanese officer in command of the detachment of 

Japanese troops engaged in investigating the Nanking Road 

grenading yesterday afternoon that the Japanese troops 

were well inside the defense sector of the U. 3. Marines.
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He suggested that they leave the sector.

‘ The Japanese officer stated he did not realize that

his men had advanced such a distance along Bubbling Well 

Road and the order for withdrawal was given.

Today’s proposed march of the Japanese army into 

Nantao by way of The Bund and the French Bund will not 

take place, it was understood last night. The French 

authorities are reported to have decided that the Japanese 

would not be permitted to proceed through their territory. 

December 5, Sunday

A Japanese army convoy consisting of five army trucks 

loaded with supplies, an army motor-car, a civilian motor

car and a passenger truck, empty except for the driver, and 

bearing Japanese flags, bound for Nantao, was held up for

Return of Japanese Parade to
Hongkew Section of International Settlement

45 minutes yesterday morning by the French Police at the 

foot of Avenue Edward VII. After negotiations on the 

scene, the French Police finally decided to allow the 

Japanese to pass along the French Bund to Nantao under a 

French
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French Police escort. An Anamlte soldier was detailed 

to each lorry.

A Japanese military spokesman stated yesterday in a 

press conference that the bomb affair during the Japanese 

parade on Friday is now ’Considered closed, the Shanghai 

Municipal Council having agreed to prevent, to the best 

of their ability, the recurrence of such incidents, 

following an exchange of views between representatives of 

the Japanese Army and the police."

A Reuter dispatch from Tokyo dated December 4th 

states, "A large-scale expansion of shipping activities 

along the China coast and the Yangtsze River to make Japan 

predominant in shipping there, has been decided on by ths 

Japanese Government, and the Ministry of Communications 

is studying the precise form which the expansion program 

shall take, according to the ’ASAHI SHIMBUN’".

Mr. Robert F. Fitch, president emeritus of the Hang

chow Christian College, with the approval of Mr. C. E. 

Gauss, American Consul General at Shanghai, made proposal 

to the Japanese that the Imperial Island in Hangchow be 

turned into a safety zone for the civilian population, as 

it is out of the line of attack and retreat.

December 6, Monday

Colonel F. R. W. Graham, Commandant of the Shanghai 

Volunteer Corps, attended his last parade with the Corps 

yesterday when he took official leave of the Corps.

Sir Hughe Knatchbull-Hugessen, British Ambassador to 

China, who is recuperating from the wound he received 

when his oar was fired on by a Japanese plane last August, 

is proceeding to London with his family on December 11th 

in order to complete his convalescence.

The British gunboat LADTBIRD, Jardine’s steamer

TOCKWO
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TUCKWO and the Butterfield Swire S.S. TATUNG were bombed 

by Japanese planes in the course of a raid on Wuhu at 11 

o'clock yesterday morning. The TUCKWÛ was practically 

burned out. The LADYBIRD escaped with less damage, îj^te 

being beached.

December 7, Tuesday

A group of armed Japanese went into the Great Eastern 

Hotel, in the Wing On Building, Nanking Road, early yester 

day monring and "arrested" four Chinese - three men and a 

woman - whom they whisked away in motor cars and drove 

over the Garden Bridge into Hongkew and finally released 

later in the day after questioning. The woman not being 

given time to dress left the hotel only in her under

garments.

The Shanghai Municipal Council has the whole matter 

under urgent consideration and is entering an immediate 

protest with the Senior Consul.

Carrying copies of a resolution urging the Japanese 

Government to take "determined action" for settlement of 

the so-called "Maitland flag incident" of December 3rd, 

representatives of the Japanese Residents* Corporation 

made a round of calls on Japanese military officials and 

diplomatic representatives yesterday morning.

According to the eyewitness of the incident, which 

occurred during the Japanese parade on Nanking Road, Mr. 

E. T. Maitland, British, formerly Municipal Advocate, 

grew annoyed at the way in which a Japanese flag was waved 

about in his face, and eventually snatched it away, smash

ing the frail stock on which the flag was mounted. 

Angered in turn, the civilian hit Mr. Maitland, whereupon 

another foreigner standing next to him struck a return 

blow
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blow, and a scrimmage ensued right in the entrance of 

Hall &. Holtz's Man's Shop.

December 3, Wednesday

Acting following the’ receipt of a written protest 

from the Consular Body, the Japanese Consul General yes

terday assured the Shanna! Municipal Council that there 

will be no recurrence of a raid similar to that which 

took place at the Great Eastern Hotel Monday. The 

Council has considered the case as closed.

The total sum collected by the Shanghai International 

Red Cross has nearly reached the $40,000 mark.

An article carried in THE CHINA PRESS states that 

members of the so-oalled "Great Way City Government" at 

Pootung, the first autonomous government established in 

the vicinity of Shanghai, are directing their whole atten

tion to the problem of finding work to keep themselves 

busy, according to a Chinese report yesterday. With the 

district across the Whangpoo practically denuded of the 

population, the "officials" found that, having assumed 

"office" they are confronted with the task of finding ways 

and means of exercising their "power", the report revealed. 

Su Hsi-wen, a native of Fukien Province, who installed 

himself as "Mayor" has established headquarters at the 

Bureau of Police station at Laineedu. During the "inau

guration" of the "Government" on Sunday, a number of Su’s 

Japanese advisers were present at the banquet. So far, 

the report said, the "officials" have failed to find 

any work to do apart from posting notices and hoisting 

the Taoist flags. On every street and practically on 

every building, Su and his friends have succeeded in 

posting large notices announcing its "inauguration" 

and in putting up the red, yellow and blue emblems.

A
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A Reuter message from Tokyo states that following 

the fall of Nanking, the Japanese Government is likely 

to issue a statement withdrawing recognition of the 

Nanking Government. 

December 9, Thursday

A spokesman of the Central Bank of China states that 

the report in yesterday morning’s local press that the 

Shanghai branches of the four Government Banks have 

decided to close down, is entirely untrue.

A Tokyo dispatch states that negotiations now in 

progress in Shanghai regarding the emergency administra

tion of the Chinese Maritime Customs are proceeding 

satisfactorily, the metropolitan press reported today, 

December 8th.

Moving up fresh units and supplies to strengthen 

their defense lines, Chinese forces on the outskirts of 

Nanking appeared last night to have succeeded in their 

task of slowing up the Japanese drive against the capital. 

Japanese Consul General at Shanghai handed memorandum to 

Mr. Aall, Senior Consul, warning all foreigners to leave 

Nanking.

"Japan’s peace flans had not yet been formulated, 

the spokesman of the Foreign Office declared at a press 

conference today in answer to questions regarding peace 

prospects in the Slno-Japanese conflict,’* states a Reuter 

message from Tokyo. There was no truth in the report that 

the British Ambassador to Japan had approached the Foreign 

Office with an offer of mediation. Germany, Italy and 

the United States, he continued, were countries which also 

felt great interest in the Far East and might be active 

in a manner similar to that of Groat Britain."

December
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Deoember 10, Friday

Mr. R. G. Bowe, British. Charge d*Affaires, and his 

staff who recently travelled down from Hankow to Hongkong 

arrived at Shanghai yesterday afternoon aboard the S.S. 

PATaOCLGS. It is learned that the British Embassy is 

now to be established indefinitely in Shanghai.

Return of Japanese Parade to
Hongkew Section of International Settlement

A large launch, flying the British flag and which 

is the property of the Shanghai Tug & Lighter Co., was 

seized by the Japanese navy from a point on The Bund near 

the Cenotaph yesterday, despite protests by the Captain, 

general manager of the British firm of tug and passenger 

tender operators.

In the event of Nanking falling, South China will 

redouble its efforts to stand by the Central Government, 

declared General Wu Te-chen, Governmor of Kwangtung.

"Reuter’s correspondent in Hankow reports that 

political and governmental changes are taking place daily.

The
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The whole civial organization of the Chinese foyrar™<>n-t 

has practically faded away, and is replaced by a military 

organization which has developed out of General Chiang's 

headquarters."

Today’ 8 NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states, "The Com

mander in Chief of the Japanese forces in Central China, 

yesterday at noon advised General Tang Sheng-chi, 

Commander of the Nanking Garrisons, to surrender the 

city without struggle by noon today. in a letter dropped 

over Nanking by a fleet Japanese pursuit plane, it was 

stated that abandonment of resistance would spare 

Nanking’s historic relics and spots of beauty."

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS of December 11th states 

that Japanese Army launched the attack on Nanking shortly 

after 2 p.m. yesterday as no reply was received from 

the Chinese defender of the Capital for surrender of the 

city by noon yesterday. According to a Havas message 

from Hankow yesterday, "Hopes entertained for a peaceful 

settlement of the Sino-Japanese conflict are rapidly 

dwindling here, Chinese Government leaders appear to 

be convinced that Japan is not prepared to accept 

Germany’s offer to mediate during the present hostilities. 

Dr. Trautmann has now returned to Hankow from Nanking and 

no further attempts will be made at present to resume the 

conversations which took place in Nanking."
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APPWDIX I

A Summary of Majoi* Events
Said to have happened in and near Shan^iai during 

the 1937 Incident

Foreign embassies, removal of
German Ambassador arrived at Hankow Nov. 26
U. S. and British Ambassadors arrived 

at Hankow 28
British Embassy removed to Shanghai Dec. 10

Evacuees, Return of
' No objection to return to Shanghai of 

British subjects Nov. 25

Government Offices, Removal of
To Chungking and Hankow Nov. 16

Japanese bombing of Wuhu Deo. 6

Japanese Seizures 
Customs launches, etc. Nov. 21
Telegraph Office, etc. 29
Tenders flying Italian and American 

flags, etc. 30
Four Chinese in International Settlement Deo. 7
British launch 10

North of Soochow Creek 
Possible reopening of, on December 15th Nov. 30

Parade, Japanese, in International Settlement Dec. 4

Peace Talk
German Ambassador and Generalissimo Chiang Dec. 3,9,10

Protests against Japanese
By General Beaumont for seizure of a Chinese

rice Junk in American defense sector Nov. 1
By German Consul General for seizure of 

two German tug-boats Nov. 19

Puppet Government in vicinity of Shanghai Doo. 8

Refugees
Safety Zone in Nantao officially opened Nov. 9
Proposal for a similar zone in Nanking 22
In Hangchow Dec. S

Shanghai, Status of
Shanghai Municipal Council Nov. 9
Japanese Government 17
British House of Commons 23
U. S. Government: Mr. Gauss left widest 

discretion 24
British Government 27

Shanghai Volunteer Corps 
Demobilized Nov • 10

Shipping
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PP£afety of cargo making passage above Gough
Island Nor. 6

Mo objection to British ships berthing at 
British wharves on either bank of 
Whangpoo River 13

Decision for resumption of sailings of 
British passenger ships 26

Expansion of Japanese shipping activities Deo. 5

Troop arrival
First Battalion, Durham Light Infantry 

arrived on November 23 (British) Nov. 25

War Risk Insurance Rates 
Dropped to one percent 10
Dropped to one -quarter of a per cent Id

APPENDIX II

CRAIGIE, ROBERT, Sir, British Ambassador to Japan

FITCH, ROBERT F., Former President of Hangchow Christian 
College, promoter of Safety Zone in Hangchow.

HSU MO, Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs.

JACOMT, HENRY, Colonel, Commander in Chief of French 
Military Forces in China.

JACQUINOT, R., Father, Sponsor of the Safety Zone for 
Refugees in Nantao.

NORTHCOTE, GEOFFREY, Governor of Hongkong

SU HSI WEN, who installed himself as "Mayor"of the so- 
called "Great Way City Government" of Shanghai.

SUN FO, President of the Legislative Yuan.

TANG SHENG CHIH, General, Commander of the Nanking 
Garrisons.

STEPHENS, PHILIP P., Correspondent for the DAILY TELEGRAPH 
of London who was killed by Japanese machine-gun 
fire on November 11th.

YOUNG, Mrs. ARTHUR N., American social worker, in charge 
of Red Cross Society sub-committee on the 
1100 ,000 Campaign .

H. C. Chen, Consular Clerk, ably assisted 
in tke preparation of this report.
800
CV:Hoo
In quintuplicate to the Department of State;
One oopy to American Embassy, Hankow;
One oopy to American Embassy, Tokyo, Japan-
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Source of Information

Note: "North China" indicates NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, and 
"Evening Post", SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY.

Newspaper
Date Item Name» Date Page
1937 Nov.
Nov.l 1 North China 1 6

2-3 ft 2 5
4 tt 2 6

2 1 tt 2 6
2 tt 3 6
3 tt 3 5

3 1-3 ft 4 5

4 1 ft 5 5
2 China Press 5 1
3 North China 5 5

5 1 North China 6 5
2 w 6 6
3 China Press 6 2

6 1-3 North China 7 9

7 1-2 ft 8 5
3 tt 8 6

8 1 tt 8 5
2 China Press 9 1
3 North China 8 6
4 « 9 5

9 1 North China 10 5
China Press 10 1

2 North China 10 5
3 ft 10 8
4 China Press 10 1

10 1 » 11 1
2 n 11 5
3 tt 11 1

11 1-3 North China 12 5

12 1 China Press 12 1
2-5 North China 13 5

13 1 tt 14 10
2 ft 14 9
3 ft 14

14 1-3 ft 15 5
4 China Press 15 1

15 1 North China 16 5
2-3 ft 16 6

16 1-2 ft 17 5

17 1-2 ft 18 5

18 1 North China 19 5
China Press 19 1

Date Item _
Newspaper

Name Date Page
ibv .18 2 China Pres<T 19 2

3 w 19 1

19 1-3 North China 20 5

20 1-2 China Press 21 1

21 1-3 North China 22 5
4 ft 22 6

22 1 ft 23 5
2 China Press 23 1
3 ft 23 4

23 1-3 China Press 24 1

24 1-4 Evening Post 24 1
5 China Press 25 1

25 1-3 North China 26 1
4 ft 26 2

5-6 China Press 26 1

26 1-3 « 27 1

27 1-3 ft 28 1

28 1-2 North China 29 5

29 1-3 China Press 30 1
4 North China 30 6,9

30 1-5 ft Deo . 1 5
Deo. 1 1-4 China Press 1 1

2 1 ft 2 10
2-4 ft 2 1

3 1-3 tt 3 1
4 ft 2 2

4 1-7 ft 4 1,5

5 1 North Chinn 5 5
2 it 5 10

3-4 tt • 5

6 1-3 w 6 5
7 1-2 It 7 5

3 It 7 7
4 ft 4 9

8 1-4 China Press 8 1

9 1 w 9 3
2-4 tt 9 1

10 1-5 North China 10 5
6 •t 11 5

19
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China 

19:8 JAH 31 PM 3 32
December 28, 1937

SUBJECT;

The honorable

SIR:

OMMUN'.CATIONS 
AND RECORDS

1 .flUi'AVP

Victory March ThroughJapanese Army 1
the International Settïement~on 
December 3, 1937, and the Resulting 
Incident and Complications.

The secretary of state,

NT TO 
ÀLLD.

WASHINGTON.

In supplement to my several telegvafits. cited below,

I have now the honor to submit the following brief
report and documentation in reference to the Japanese
Army victory march through the International Settlement

7
9

3
.9

4
/

1
2

2
6

9

2 >

4 1

at Shanghai and the resulting bombing incident and

complications with the foreign authorities.

Telegram Citations. The Intention of the Japanese

\\ military to march through

•rted in my telegram No.

the

998

Settlement was first re-

of November 22, 12 noon, and
J

tU s.y
referred to again in paragraph 8 

ember 22, 7 p.m. By my No. 1008

of my No. 1002,

of November 23,

Nov-

8 p.m.

m

paragraph two, I reported that the principal consular

representatives had strongly advised their Japanese

colleague against such a proposed parade. The matter

was further discussed in my No. 1012 of November 24,

2 p.m. By my No. 1038, November 29, 8 p.m., I informed
T1

the 0

1—1221
b*
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the Department that there had been a conference between 

the foreign garrison commanders and the Japanese military 

authorities which seemed to be satisfactory on both sides 

and that no precipitate action was anticipated. I had 

also again discussed the proposal with my Japanese col

league , upon whom I had repeatedly urged the inadvisabil

ity of action which could but result in some incident.

By my No. 1050 of December 1, 11 a.m., I reported again 

that the matter was in abeyance, but by my No. 1057 of 

December 1, 7 p.m., I informed the Department that the 

Japanese Assistant Military Attache' had informed the 

British (senior) Commandant of the intention of the 

Japanese to pass a column of troops (they avoid refer

ring to it as a parade or victory march, but such it 

was intended to be) through the American and British 

sectors on December third, and of the objections filed 

with the Japanese authorities by the American and British 

commanders. By my No. 1070 of December 2, 9 p.m., I 

informed the Department that I had made representations 

to the Japanese Consul General who, however, could do 

nothing in the face of a high military decision.

My No. 1074 of December 3, 2 p.m., briefly reported 

the bombing incident during the parade; my No. 1081 of 

December 3, 8 p.m., and No. 1085 of December 4, 3 p.m., 

amplified the report and, together with my No. 1088 of 

December 5, 9 a.m., and my No. 1093 of December 5, 5 p.m. 

gave detailed information concerning the report that the 

United States Marines had been involved in the incident.
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By telegram No. 1086 of December 4, 4 p.m., I 

reported the memorandum exchanged between the Japanese 

forces and the Commissioner of Police of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council, which was seriously regarded as affect

ing the continued control of the Settlement by the Municipal 

authorities. By my No. 1089 of December 5, 10 a.m., I 

reported that the Japanese had indicated that they were 

considering withdrawal of the memorandum. Telegram No. 

1090 of December 5, 11 a.m., quoted a press release 

issued by the Shanghai Municipal Council to allay popular 

apprehension. My No. 1091 of December 5, 12 noon, com

municated the report of the Commissioner of Police to 

the Council, while my No. 1092 of December 5, 1 p.m., 

quoted the substance of the communication addressed by 

the Municipal Council to the Senior Consul.

My message No. 1097 of December 6, 6 p.m., informed 

the Department of the action determined upon at a meeting 

on December sixth, when the Senior Consul called his 

colleagues of the extraterritorial powers (except Japan) 

into consultation.

My No. 1105, December 7, 8 p.m., reported that the 

Japanese Consul General had agreed to attend a meeting 

with his colleagues for formal discussion of the matter.

My No. 1112 of December 8, 3 p.m., reported the 

result of the meeting.
Documentation. In order to complete the record 

I submit the following documentation to supplement the 

telegrams above cited:

1. Full text of letter dated December 4, 1937, 
addressed to the Senior Consul by the

Chairman
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Chairman of the Shanghai Municipal Council, 
with attached, confidential report of 
December 4, by the Commissioner of Police 
to the Secretary of the Council, and copy 
of the memorandum referred to therein, 
exchanged between the Commi ssloner and 
the Japanese military authorities.

2. ’’Draft memorandum” regarding ’’consultation 
meeting” of various heads of Consulates 
of extraterritorial powers held at the 
residence of the Senior Consul on December 
6, 1937. (The Secretary of the Consular 
Body informs me that by direction of the 
Senior Consul this memorandum has not been 
circulated. It should therefore be regard
ed as an unofficial record of the meeting.)

3. Copy of the ’’Memorandum” handed by the
Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul Gen
eral embodying the facts set out in the 
correspondence mentioned in enclosure No. 
1 above.

4. Copy of the ’’Corrected Minutes” of the 
Consular meeting of December 8, 1937.

In the original ’’draft" minutes of this meeting it 

was recorded that the Japanese Consul General had stated 

as follows:

”Thus it was his duty to solve this 
question and so he held conversations with 
his military authorities and succeeded in 
getting them to say that the matter had been 
settled right there and that they would not 
take advantage of the incident which occurred 
than afternoon; also to say, just as the 
Senior Consul had stated, that the matter 
could be considered ’just as if no demands 
at all had been presented.”’

The Japanese Consul General amended the draft minutes 

before they were circulated, to read as follows:

"Thus it was his duty to solve this 
question and so he held conversations with 
his military authorities and succeeded in 
getting them to say that the matter had been 
settled right there and that they would not 
take advantage of the incident which occurred 
that afternoon; also to say that the Japanese 
authorities have no intention of taking any- 
further steps in regard to the matter.”

For the information of the Department I quote from
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my verbatim stenographic record of the statement made

by the Japanese Consul General on the point;

"Then I heard that there were certain 
demands presented to the Commissioner of 
Police, which I did not know. Then it was 
my duty to solve this and I had conversations 
with the military authorities and succeeded to 
let them say that the matter has been settled 
right there. We will not take advantage of 
the incident which occurred that afternoon. We 
can treat it just as the Senior Consul said— 
just as if the conditions or demands were not 
presented at all. I must express my deep 
regret to my honorable colleagues that this 
trouble should have happened. For my part I 
have done everything to settle this unfortunate 
incident in that way."

I also enclose

5. Draft letter from the Senior Consul to the 
Chairman of the Shanghai Municipal Council 
in reply to his communication of December 
4, 1937. The Secretary of the Consular 
Body informs me that the draft was sub
mitted to the Japanese Consul General 
along with other colleagues, and was sent 
on December 14, 1937, as drafted. The 
Japanese Consul General had made no 
objection to the draft beyond saying that 
it was understood that the correspondence 
was not to be published.

At the Consular meeting on December eighth, the 

Japanese Consul General had agreed that a press release 

might be issued in order to allay public apprehension 

in regard to Japanese intentions concerning the Inter

national Settlement. A text of such release was drafted 

at the meeting and received general approval; but at 

the suggestion of the Senior Consul the draft was sent 

to the Japanese Consul General for his final approval 

before release and the Consul General indicated orally, 

after consultation with his military authorities, that 

he could not consent to any statement to the press. The 

text of the press release as drafted is given below:

"The
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"The matter of the reported document 
which was exchanged between the Japanese 
military authorities and the Commissioner 
of Police, Major Gerrard, on the evening of 
Friday, December the 3d, was discussed at a 
meeting of the interested consular representa
tives on December 8th, at which the Japanese 
Consul General informed his colleagues that 
the Japanese authorities considered the matter 
as having been satisfactorily determined and 
that no reference would be made in the future 
to this document."

Respe fully yours

800
C'EG MB

closures:
1/5/- As listed above.

C. E. Gauss 
American Consul General

In Quintuplicate.

Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

Copy for Embassy, Hankow.
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THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE AND 
INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING 
FOR THEIR INFORMATION. THE MATTER WILL BE DISCUSSED AT A SPECIAL CONSULT

-ION MEETING TO BE HELD AT 2.30 PL M._, TODAY AT THE RESIDENCE OF THË~ " " 
SENIOR CONSUL, 2 PEKING ROAD;. TOP FLOOR, TO WHICH HE INVITES THEIR 
PRESENCE. kTo consider the question of any representations which may 

bo made to the Japanese Consul-General.)
( Letter fro$ the Chairman, S.M.C, to the Senior Consul.)

4th December, 1937.

N. Aall, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway ana Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Sir,
I have the honour to address you in connection with the 

parade of Japanese troops through the International Settlement 
which took place on Friday, December 3.

although the Council did not receive information until the 
morning of December 2 that the -Japanese forces proposed to parade 
through the Settlement, it had been made known to the Council for 
some time past that the Japanese military authorities had in 
contemplation the project of marching Japanese troops along the 
Bund. On each occasion that this project was discussed with the 
Japanese authorities the Council's representatives stressed the 
inadvisability of Japanese troops entering at the present time that 
part of the Settlement which lies South of the Soochow Creek. 
It was considered that while the Council has, of course, neither the 
right nor the power to object on'legal grounds to the passage of 
foreign firees through the International Settlement, nevertheless 
the passage of Japanese armed troops through the Settlement at the 
present time would cause grave embarrassment to the Settlement 
authorities and place a grave strain upon the Municipal Police. 
It was emphasised that with a large Chinese population having 
vividly in their minds the recent local hostilities, and with an 
unprecedented number of destitute persons and refugees in the 
Settlement, it was quite imposeiule for the Municipal Police, though 
taking every possible precaution not to feel that a marOh by 
Japanese troops was likely to result in an unfortunate incident 
which would tend to disturb peace and order and the confidence of 
a peaceful population. 1 have previously stated that it was only 
on Thursdayj December 2, that the Council received information of the 
course that the Japanese authorities intended to take on Friday 
December 3. 1 myself personally again emphasised to thé Japanese
Consul-General the Council's view as to the inadvisability of the 
march which the Japanese military authorities proposed.

As you are aware, the Commissioner of Police, immediately upon 
receiving information as to the proposed march, instituted special 
policé measures. It can, I think, be stated with confidence that 
nothing was left undone which could have been done to prevent the 
type of incident which, the Council feared. Most gratifying 
testimony has been received as th the thoroughness with which the 
Police arrangements were made.

According to the report of the Commissioner of Police, the 
Japanese column entered the Settlement at 11 a.m. and continued 
along the prescribed route without any incident tintil the second 
battalion was passing Kwangse Road. At that moment an unknown 
male, dressed In foreign style clothing, attempted to pass the police 
cordon on Kwangse Road at a*point approximately thirty yards south 
of Nanking. He was stopped'by a Chinese police constable on duty 
and told to go back. The nodded his head, but immediately turned 
to the right and threw a parcel wrapped in newspaper which-he 
carried in his right hand*. Fearing that he had thrown a dangerous 
missile, the Chinese police constable drew his pistol and loaded, 
hearing an explosion he opened fire on the thrower who was attempting 
to run back through the crowd. The man fell to the ground wounded . 
This incident occurred at .12..44 p.m.

The missile was a bomb of some sort and exploded on the north 
side of the marching columnThree Japanese soldiers, one

.] Japanese civilian, one foreign police officer and one Chinese police 
' ccjjstable/
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'constable were wounded^ As far as is at present known none^eidyjbn__ __

wounds wereserious. The marching column halted and deployed, a 
number loading their rifles ready for action.

After about ten minutes the column re-formed. and had started, 
moving, when a Japanese sentry who had taken up his position on 
Keangse Scad fired a shot at a civilian who was locking out of a 
window of the Suh. Sun Company's building, causing a further halt of 
the column. No one was injured in the building by the shot. ï.fter 
a few minutes the column again started marching, and crossed the 
Garden Bridge without firther incident.

A party of Japanese military remained behind and took command, of 
the area.

After some delay the Police wore allowed, to proceed, with their 
investigation into the incident, but were not allowed, to touch the 
body and. were denied full freedom of action, the Japanese military 
proceeding with an independent investigation.

All traffic on Nanking Bead, was stopped, and by 5 o'clock in the 
evening the Japanese military had. thrown a ccrd.cn round, the area 
bound.ed by Shanse Bead, Kiukiang Read, Yu Yr Ching Read. and. Tientsin 
Road, and also extended up Bubbling Well Road, as far as Park Read.

In view of its importance and. in view of the misleading state
ments which have been issued, in relation to it, the facts df the 
interview which tock place subsequently between the Commissioner cf 
Police and. the assistant Military attache tc the Jnpanese E bassy are 
set cut in the Commissioner:s own words in a copy cf a report made 
by him tc the Secretary of the Council, which is attached, to this 
letter. I have also attached, to the Commissioner's report a copy of 
the document which was handed to the Commissioner and which he endorsed. 
X venture to draw particular attention tc the terms of the Commissioner's 
endorsement.

While not, of course, questioning the fact that it was natural 
for the J panese military to. take immediate precautionary steps on 
the occurrence of t£.e regrettable incident of the bcmb throwing, I 
would stress the fact that there would, appear to have been no good, 
reason for the continuing presence of J.-.panesc troops for a period of 
about eight hours in a crowed, part of the Settlement. The troops 
in question hampered, the police in performing their legitimate 
functions, and. their continued presence undoubtedly caused, alarm and. 
lack of confidence among the civilian population of the Settlement. 
I venture to express the hope that the interested. Consuls may think 
fit to remonstrate with the J panese authorities in regard, to this 
aspect of the matter,

It is the wish of the Council to place the full facts of the 
occurrences under discussion before the interested. Consuls "nd. to 
request them, through you, tc take such steps as they may think 
proper in regard thereto.

Ends.
DB.

I have the honour tc be, 
Sir,

Ycur obedient servant, 
(sc.) G. S. Franklin.

Chairman,

Circulated: December 6th, 1937,

ccrd.cn
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POLICE FORCE 
COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE. December 4 J 937.

CONFIDENTIAL.

The Secretary, 

S. M. C.

On the evening of yesterday, 3rd December, at about 

5.45 p.m., I proceeded with Mr. Aiers, D.C. (Divisions) to a 

shop on Nanking Road near Kwangse Road where the Japanese 

Military had established a temporary office, and there I met 

Col. Kusumoto, Assistant Military Attache to the Japanese 

Embassy. Col. Kusumoto having cleared the room of all but 

Japanese Military officers and my own officers including 

Mr. Young, D.C. (Crime), through Mr. Uyehara, D.C. (Japanese) 

acting as Interpreter, made the following statement

Speaking for General Matsui, he informed me that the 

Japanese Military Authorities took a serious view of an 

Incident in which a Foreigner at Szeehuen Road had broken 

a Japanese flag and considered that the Police were 

responsible for not preventing such incidents. He 

further stated that the Japanese Military, being now 

in occupation of the territory surrounding Shanghai, had 

the right to move troops through the Settlement and would 

do so again without notice.

He then requested a guarantee that such an incident 

as the bomb throwing would not occur again. I informed him 

that I could not give such a guarantee, but was prepared to 

guarantee that the Police would do their best to present such 
if sueh 

incidents. He then stated that/inoidents occur again, the 

Japanese Military Authorities would consider that the Police * 

were not capable of maintaining order and would take such 

appropriate action as they wished.

Having made this statement, he informed me that the
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Japanese Military troops would be withdrawn, and asked for 

protection for them on their way out of the Settlement, and 

requested us to provide means of conveyance. This was 

arranged.

In the course of the next two hours they prepared 

some document in Japanese and English which they eventually 

expressed a desire that I should sign. I read the document, 

which purported to be a memorandum of the conversation. I made 

it clear tha-t I would only sign it as suoh and that I could 

not sign any agreement that Japanese troops could pass through 

the Settlement. I was assured that they understood the limit 

of my authority and that the document was merely a memorandum 

of our conversation which was required for record purposes. 

To make my position clear, I endorsed on the copy a statement 

to the effect that I had read and understood what was written, 

and that I would bring the contents to the notice of the Council, 

and that so far as the Poliee were concerned, every effort would 

be made to prevent a similar incident.

This document having been signed, Japanese Military 

withdrew at a'‘bout 8.40 p.m., and Nanking Road was open for 

traffic by 9 p.m., normal Police duties being established^

I would suggest that the Council take into serious 

consideration the announcement by the Japanese Military repre

sentatives that the Japanese tffpops would march through the 

Settlement in future unannounced and if any incident happened 

they would take what appropriate action they considered necess£C$

It is impossible for the Police to carry out their 

normal duties under such circumstances, and it is also not in 

their power to. prevent the Japanese Military Authorities doing 

what they anndhnce they intend to do. If it is to be made
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* 
possible for the Police to funetlo» a.etl*ffceto»lly, this 

question must be cleared up by higher» awthooltleo issued.!at-ely 

if the interests of the Settlement ere not to suffer.

(Sgd.) F. W. Gerrard,

Commissioner of Poliee.
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Memorandum exchanged between Colonel Khsvmoto, 

representative of the Commander-In-Chief of the Japanese 

forces, and Major Gerrard, Commissioner of Police, in front 

of the Sun Sun Company, in the International Settlement, on 

December 3, 1937.

1. The Japanese forces will in future freely pass 

through the International Settlement without notice whenever 

it is considered necessary.

2. The Shanghai Municipal Police Authorities promise that 

in future adequate measures will be taken positively to prevent 

the <i«ècurrence of a similar regrettable incident as that of 

to-day.

3. In case of the occurrence of such a regrettable 

incident as that of to-day in future, the Japanese forces 

will adopt appropriate actions independently assuming that 

the Shanghai Municipal Police authorities have no power to 

maintain peace and order.

4. The Japanese forces will adopt appropriate measures 

independently in making searches and arrests should the 

policing on the^art of the Shanghai Municipal Police be consi

dered unsatisfactory.

I have read and understood the above and will bring the 
contents to the notice of the Council. So far as the Police 
are concerned, every effort will be made to ^prevent a similar 
incident.

(Sgd. ) F. W. Gerrard
Commissioner’ of Police,

3/12/1937. 
(Sgd.) Colonel S. Kusumoto.
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. /A? %f q e Gauss 
American Consul General at Shangiïâï7"china, dated ’ 
December 28, 1937, on the subject; "Japanese Army 
Victory March Through the International Settlement on 
December 3, 1937, and the Resulting Incident and 
Complications."

Copy

DRAFT MEIvîORANDUM REGARDING A CONSULTATION MEETING BETWEEN 
VARIOUS EXTRATERRITORIAL HEADS OF CONSULATES ON MONDAY, 
DECEMBER 6TH COMMENCING AT 10 A.M. AT THE RESIDENCE OF MR. 
AALL, CONSUL-GENERAL FOR NOWAY AND SENIOR CONSUL.

N. Aall, Esquire, Senior 
E. Lardy, Esquire 
Comm. L. Neyrone, 
Dr. A. J. Alves, 
P. Scheel, Esquire, 
M. Baudez, Esquire, 
C. E. Gauss, Esquire, 
A. van Cutsem, Esquire, 
H. Phillips, Esquire,

PRESENT

Consul and Consul General for Norway
Consul General for Switzerland.
Consul General for Italy.
Consul General for Portugal.
Consul General for Denmark.
Consul General for France.
Consul General for the U.S.A.
Consul General for Belgium.
Consul General for Great Britain.

Dr. L. A. Gastmann,Acting Consul General for the Netherlands. 
E. Kronvall, Esquire, Acting Consul General for Sweden.

Mr. Aall emphasized that the present gathering was 
not a Consular Body meeting, either of the full Body or 
of the Extraterritorial Section. He had merely asked 
some of his colleagues to meet so that he could obtain 
their advice in connection with the parade of Japanese 
troops through the Settlement on December 3rd, the bombing 
incident which occurred at the time and subsequent 
occupation of a certain portion of the Settlement area in 
the Central District by Japanese forces. He received a 
report from the Council, (after twice requesting it) on 
Saturday December 4th at 8 P.M. and an hour later he 
called on Mr. Okamoto, the Consul-General for Japan, as 
he was particularly perturbed over the contents of a 
memorandum signed by Col. Kusumoto, assistant military 
attache, and conditionally, by Major Gerrard, Commissioner 
of Police, attached to the report, which stated inter 
alia that Japanese troops would march through the Set
tlement any time they liked without previous notice; 
institute searches and arrests themselves. As he had 
been greatly reassured by Mr. Okamoto on his visit re
ferred to, he had deferred consulting with his colleagues 
the previous day (Sunday 5th) but would now like to have 
their opinion on the Council’s report, a copy of which 
had been sent to them. He then read the following from 
prepared notes;

"I produced the memorandum (hereinbefore referred to) 
which I said that I presumed that Mr. Okamoto knew the 
contents of, and I said that on reading the same I had been 
very greatly perturbed as it seemed to mean that we might 
expect that the Japanese Military would march their troops 
through the Settlement at any time and even without giving 
notice to the Settlement authorities. I had therefore

lost
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lost no time in calling on him not only in my capacity 
as Senior Consul but also to ask him for humanity’s 
sake to do everything in his power to prevent that such 
parades were made. We had seen what happened yesterday 
and my colleagues and myself were of the opinion that it 
would be absolutely impossible to prevent incidents 
during the present times when Shanghai was full of almost 
starving people and of dangerous criminals who were well 
supplied with arms. We had all seen from the newspaper 
reports how the police vzere busily engaged every day in 
rounding up gangs of gunmen. No police force in the world 
could be expected to act better and more efficiently than 
the Settlement Police had done yesterday, and I believed 
that everybody -including the Japanese authorities -would 
agree with me in this,-----

Mr. Okamoto gave the Police his unreserved recognition 
for the way in which they had handled the situation in 
Nanking Road yesterday, and said that all Japanese agreed 
with him there.

I further mentioned a couple of cases such as the 
attempt on several Japanese officials in Hongkew Park in 
1932, when the Japanese Military authorities were in 
charge,- and the affair in Marseilles some years ago, 
which both proved that such incidents were impossible 
to prevent, even when the best organized police forces in 
the world had made preparations for days or weeks to avoid 
such unfortunate happenings,- and conditions in Shanghai 
today were more difficult than they had been on both those 
occasions mentioned.

Mr. Okamoto said that we could consider the incident 
in Nanking Road yesterday as closed and that the Japanese 
authorities would pay no more attention to it. And there 
would not be any more of that kind of parades. Small 
movements of troops might be considered necessary but he 
did not think that they would cause any trouble. He said 
that he would take the responsibility for the prevention 
of any parades which might cause trouble. He emphasized 
that I could be quite sure of this ; he would fix that 
with his military people, and he added: ’’let us consider 
the Memorandum (exchanged between Kusumoto and Gerrard) 
as not written.”’

While he had received verbal assurances he had nothing 
in writing; nor had he yet sent a copy of the Council’s 
report to Mr. Okamoto. He would welcome the suggestion of 
his colleagues as to the next step.

Mr. Phillips said he thought the meeting would agree 
that they owed a debt of gratitude to the Senior Consul 
for his prompt action on their behalf. The occupation 
by the Japanese military of an important section of the 
Nanking Road district for such a long time and the memo
randum which the Commissioner of Police was obliged to 
sign were serious matters, and so the Shanghai Municipal 
Council was perfectly right in bringing them to the attention 
of the Senior Consul and asking him to make representations

regarding
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regarding them. Although satisfactory assurances had 
been received from the Consul General for Japan to the 
preliminary representations of the Senior Consul, he 
(Mr. Phillips) thought that a formal letter should be 
addressed by the Senior Consul to his Japanese colleague, 
transmitting a copy of the Council’s letter and express
ing the hope that suitable measures would be taken to 
prevent a recurrence of such incidents.

The Senior Consul said he was quite prepared to mak-ft 
any further representations desired by his colleagues in 
any form they wished. He detailed the steps taken by him 
on the evening in question including attempts to get into 
touch with the Secretary General of Council, Mr. Fessenden, 
and Major Gerrard at Police Headquarters, both being out, 
although he saw the latter when he visited the scene of 
the bombing subsequently that evening.

Mr. Phillips said he thought it would be a good 
opportunity to say to the Consul General for Japan that 
the Consular Body (interested members) had a definite 
claim to be consulted in matters of this importance. 
There had been a tendency recently for the Japanese 
authorities to deal directly with the Council in present
ing certain demands, but it was the representatives of 
the interested Powers who in the long run had to assume 
the responsibility for Settlement government and protection, 
and he would like the Senior Consul to make that clear 
in his further representations to the Consul General for 
Japan.

Mr. Gauss, in associating himself with Mr. Phillips’ 
remarks, said he regarded the memorandum which was signed 
by Col. Kusumoto and conditionally by the Commissioner of 
Police as the crux of the whole situation. He was inter
ested in hearing the Senior Consul say that their Japanese 
colleague had stated they need not pay any attention to 
that memorandum but the matter was not disposed of that 
easily. He believed that the time had come to take a 
firm stand, and that a statement should be made to the 
Consul General for Japan (and communicated to their 
respective Home Governments) with regard to the memorandum 
mentioned emphasizing that its declarations would provoke 
uneasiness and possible disturbances in the Settlement and 
pointing out that the Council had maintained peace and 
order in the past and presumably could do so in the 
future if disorder was not invited through unwise action. 
The situation should not be allowed to pass unchallenged. 
The Commissioner of Police was obliged to report any 
memorandum such as the one in question to the Council as 
it involved administrative rights and the Council should 
of necessity report it to the interested Consuls. He was 
of the opinion that the Consul General for Japan should 
be invited to give formal assurances that the memorandum 
could be disregarded with a statement that his assurances 
were supported by his military authorities.

At this stage, Comm. Neyrone asked if any further 
troops had entered or passed through the Settlement south

of
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of the Creek. Mr. Long (Secretary) telephoned the enquiry 
to Major Gerrard, Commissioner of Police, who replied 
that he had not received any report regarding such movements.

The Senior Consul expressed the opinion that in the 
first place a comparatively mild letter should be sent to 
the Japanese Consul General to assist him in getting a 
satisfactory settlement, particularly vis-a-vis his 
military authorities. He believed his Japanese col
league attempted to get back the memorandum from Major 
Gerrard but the latter had replied that it had already 
been sent to the Council.

Comm. Neyrone supported the Senior Consul’s proposal.

Mr. Baudez stated the desirability of having a 
written confirmation of his Japanese colleague’s assur
ances supported by the concurrence of the Japanese military 
authorities. Messrs. Gauss and Phillips endorsed this view.

Comm. Neyrone observed that under the conditions upon 
which the memorandum was signed by Major Gerrard the 
Council was not committed in any way and hence the memo
randum would not be bi, ding on the Council.

Messrs. Gauss and Phillips thought that as the Com
missioner of Police had brought the memorandum officially 
to the Council, as he was bound to do, the Council must 
take official cognizance of it, especially in view of its 
alarming threat to the Council’s authority.

Mr. Gauss suggested that a memorandum be prepared 
embodying the substance of the Chairman’s letter of 
December 4th (Cir: 235) and enclosures, and that the 
Senior Consul be kind enough to take the memorandum to 
the Consul General for Japan and ask him if he would be 
willing to meet his interested colleagues and explain the 
Japanese position. If Mr. Okamoto could say at the meet
ing that the memorandum was not formulated with the 
autnority of General Matsui, his statement could be written 
into the Minutes for record. He believed that unless the 
memorandum was withdrawn it would cause trouble in the future.

Mr. Lardy said be shared the anxiety of his colleagues 
over the declarations in the memorandum and agreed that 
there should be some confirmation of his Japanese col
league’s assurance to the Senior Consul. He favoured Mr. 
Gauss’ proposal.

After discussion it was agreed that the memorandum 
suggested by Mr. Gauss should be prepared and circulated 
for approval thé next morning. The Senior Consul said 
he would take it to his Japanese Colleague that afternoon 
(7th) and make representations on the lines of MT. Gauss’ 
proposal in which the meeting had concurred.

Copied by MB 
Compared with DIM
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The Senior Consol has received from the Chairman- a 
Shanghai Municipal Council a report in connection with the perc-adLe’"*'' 
of Japanese troops through the International Settlement on 
Friday December 3rd, and the unfortunate incident which occurred 
at the time. The following resume gives the substance of that 
report ? -
The Council did not receive information until the morning of 

December 2 that the Japanese forces proposed to prade through the 
Settlement although it had oecn made known to the Council for some 
time previously that the Japanese military authorities had in 
contemplation the project of marching Japanese troops along the Bund. 
On each occasion that this project was discussed with the Japanese 
authorities the Council’s representatives stressed the inadvisability 
of Japanese troops entering at the present time that part of the 
Settlement which lies South of the Soochow Creek. It was considered 
that while the Council has, of course, neither the right nor the 
power to dhjeet on legal grounds to the passge of foreign forces through 
the International Settlement, nevertheless the passage of Japanese 
armed troops through the Settlement at the present time would cause 
grave embarrassment to the Settlement authorities and place a grave 
strain upon the Municipal Police. It was emphasised that with a 
large Chinese population having vividly in their mind the recent local 
hostilities, and with an unprecedented number of destitute persons 
and refugees in the Settlement, it was quite impossible for the 
Municipal Police, though taking every possible precaution not to feel 
that a march by Japanese troops were likely to result in an 
unfortunate incident which would bend to disturb peace and order and 
the confidence of a peaceful population. then the Chairman received 
the information referred to on Ik. c ember 2nd he personally again 
emphasised to the Japanese Consul-General the Council’s view as to 
the inadvisability of the march which the Japanese military 
authorities proposed.

The Commissioner of •..Police? immediately upon receiving 
information as to the proposed march instituted special police 
measures. The Council states that nothing was left undone which 
could have been done to prevent the type of incident which the Council 
feared. Most gr-,tifyipg...^estimciiy has been received by the Council 
os to the thcroughness/Wni'bh the Police arrangements were made.

Ac cording to the ^fcpor-t of the Commissioner of Police, the 
Japanese column entered the Settlement at 11 a.m. and continued along 
the prescribed route without- any incident until the second battalion 
was passing Kwangso Road. At that moment an unknown male, dressed 
in foreign style clothing, attempted to pass the police cordon on 
Kwangse Road at a point approximately thirty yards south of Nanking 
Rood. He was stopped by a Chinese police constable on duty and told 
to go back. The man nodded his head, but immediately turned to the 
right and threw a parcel wrapped in newspaper which he carried in 
his right hand. Fearing that he had thrown a dangerous missile, the 
Chinese police constable drew his pistol and loaded. Hearing an 
explosion he opened fire on the thrower who was attempting to run 
back through the crowd. The man fell to the ground wounded. 
This incident occurred at 12-44 p.m.

The missile was a bomb of some sort and exploded on the • 11 
north side of the marching column.- Three Japanese soldiers, one 
Japanese civilian, one foreign police officer and one Chinese police 
constable were wounded. As far as is at present known, none of the 
wounds were serious. The marching column halted, and deployed, a 
number loading their rifles ready for action.

After about ten minutes the column re-formed and had started 
moving, when a J-.paneso sentry who had taken up his position on 
Kwangsé Road, fired a shot at a civilian who was looking out of a 
window of the Sun Sun Companyrs Building, causing a further halt of 
the column. He one was injured in the building by the shot. After 
?, few minutes the column again started marching, and crossed the 
Garden Bridge without further incident.

A party of Japanese military remained behind, and took command 
of the area. .

After some delay the Police were allowed tc proceed, with 
their/
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their investigation into the incident, but were net allowed to touch 
th.e body anol were denied. full freedom of action, the Japanese military 
proceeding with an independent investigation.

All traffic on Nanking Rond was stopped and by 5 o’clock in the 
evening the Japanese military had thrown a cordon round the area 
bounded by Shanse Road, Kiukiang Road, Yu Ya Ching Road and Tientsin 
Road, ■’.nd also extended up Bubbling Well Road as far as Park Road.

In view of its importance and in view of the misleading statements 
which have been issued in relation to it£ the Council obtained from 
the Commissioner of Police a report otS the alleged facts of the inter
view which took place subsequently between him ahd the Assistant 
Military Attache to the Jcpanese Embassy, Col. Kusumoto. A summary 
of this report appears immediately hereunder:-

On the evening of yesterday, wrd December, at about 5.45 p.m., 
the Commissioner, Major Gerrard proceeded with Mr. Aiers, D.C. 
(Divisions) to a shop on Nanking Road near Kwangse Road where the 
Japanese Military had established a temporary office, and there he 
met Col. Kusumoto, Assistant Military Attache to the Japanese 
Embassy. Col. Kusumoto having cleared the room of all but 
Japanese Military officers and my own officers including Mr. Young, 
D.C. (Crime), through Mr. Uyehara, D.C. (Japanese) acting as 
interpreter, made the following statement:- 
Speaking for General Matsui, he informed the Commissioner that the 
Japanese Military Authorities took a serious view of an incident 
in which a Foreigner at Szechuen Road had broken a Japanese flag' 
and considered that the Police were responsible for not preventing 
such incidents. Ho further stated that tjae Japanese Military, 
being now in occupation of the territory surrounding Shanghai, had 
the right to move troops through the Settlement and would do so 
again without notice.

He then requested a guarantee that such an incident as the bomb 
throwing would not occur again. The Commissioner informed him that 
he could not give such a guarantee, but was prepared to guarantee 
that the Police would de their best to prevent such incidents. He 
then stated that if such incidents occur again, the Japanese military 
authorities would consider that the Police were not capable of main
taining order and would take such appropriate action as they wished.

Having made this statement, he informed the Commissioner that 
the Japanese Military troops would be withdrawn, and asked for pro
tection for them on their way out of the Settlement, and requested 

the Shanghai Municipal Police 
to provide means of conveyance. This was arranged.

■*-n the course of the next two hours the Japanese Military present 
prepared some document in Japanese and English which they eventually 
expressed, a desire that the Commissioner should sign. The Commissioner 
read the document, which purported to be a memorandum of the conver
sation. He made it clear that he would only sign it as such and that 
he could, not sign any agreement that Japanese troops could pass through 
the Settlement. ' He was assured that they understood the
limit of his authority and that the document was merely a memorandum of 
the conversation which was required for record purposes. To make his 
position clear, the Commissioner endorsed on the ccpy a statement to 
the effect that he had read and understood what was written, and that 
he would bring the contents to the notice of the Council, and that so 
far as the Police were concerned, every effort would be made to prevent 
a similar incident.

This document having been signed, Japanese Military withdrew at 
abcut 8.40 p.m., and Nanking Road was open for traffic by 9 p.m., normal 
Police duties being established.

The memorandum of the conversation between Cel. Kusumoto and 
Major Gerrard referred to above contained four clauses and stated 
(a) that Japanese forces would in future pass freely through the 
International Settlement without notice whenever it is considered 
necessary.
(b) That the Shanghai Municipal Police promised that in future adequate 
measures would, be taken to prevent the occurrence of the incident which 
had happened that day (throwing of a grenade by an unidentified person 
resulting in wounding of Japanese soldiers and police);
(c) That in case such an incident did recur the Japanese forces would 
adopt appropriate actions independently assuming

That the Shanghai Municipal Police had. no power to maintain peace ■ 
■^nd. order and/that the Japanese forces wo uld adopt appropriate measures/

(A? \
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measures independently in making searches and arrests should the 
Shanghai Municipal Police be considered unsatisfactory.

The Council contend that if the Japanese military authorities carry 
out the intentions expressed in (a) (c ) and (d) of the memorandum, 
it would be impossible for the Shanghai Municipal Police to carry out 
their norml functions.

In/cluding its report the Council state that while not of course 
questioning the fact that it was natural for the Japanese military 
to take immediate precautionary steps on the occurrence of the regrettable 
incident of the bomb throwing, the Council wished to stress the fact 
that there would appear to have been no good reason for the continuing 
presence of Japanese troops for a period of about eight hours in a 
crowed part of the Settlement. The troops in question hampered the 
police in performing their legitimate functions, and their continued 
presence undoubtedly caused alarm and lack of confidence among the 
civilian population of the Settlement.
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CORRECTED MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE EXTRATERRITORIAL HEADS OÏA^ 
CONSULATES ON WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER STH IN THE COMMITTEE ROOM.' 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, GŒ.ÎENCING AT 10A.M.

N. Aall, Esquire, Seyiioi
E. Lardy, Esquire, 
Comm. L. Neyrone, 
Dr. A. J. Alves, 
P. Scheel; Esquire, 
M. Baudes, Esquire, 
C. E. Gauss. Esquire, 
A van Cutsem, Esquire, 
S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
H. Phillips, Esquire, 
Dr. L. A. Gasimann, Acting: 
E. Kronvall, Esquire, Acting 
M. Fischer, Esquire, (By invi- ation) Consul-General for Germany

Consul and Consul-Cleneraj. fox- Norway
3 on.su 1-Genera 1 for Switzerland
Consul-General for Italy
Consul-Genera], for .Portugal
consul-Genera1 for Denmark
Consul-General for J'.ÂcvB.C C
Consul-General for the U.S.A.
Consul-General for Be Igium
Consul-General for Japan
Consul-General for Great Britain
Consul-General for the Netherlands
Consul-General for Sweden

The Senior Consul commenced the proceedings by expressing on 
behalf of his colleagues a cordial welcome to Mr, Fischer, the 
newly arrived Consul-General a.-i. for Germany. He mentioned that 
Mr. Fischer was an old China hand and his ripe experience of Chinese 
affairs would therefoi*e be of great va??.ie in Consular Body meetings... 
Mr. Fischer bowed his acknowledgements. The Senior Consul mentioned 
that the departing Acting Consul-General for Germany, Mr. R.C.W. 
Behrend had asked him to say farewell to any of his colleagues whom, 
he had been unable, because of a hasty leaving, to see personally» 

Continuing the Senior Consul said he wished to review, briefly, 
the circumstances leading to the present meeting. Referring to 
the parade of Japanese troops through the Settlement '-i December 3rd 
he remarked that as soon ns nc heard of the bombing incident at 
Nanking Road and subsequent occupation of a portion of pho Settle
ment area in that vicinity by “apanese military units, he asked 
Council officials for a report and repeated the request the next 
morning (4th) but it was act until 8 o'clock that night that he 
received it. To that report- was attached the memorandum signed 
by Col. Kusumoto and Major Garrard, the Commissioner of Police. 
At three of the points in ‘.hit- memorandum were rather alarming he 
went to see his Japanese colleague at 9 P.M. the same night and 
expressed his perturbation about the statement that Japanese forces 
would march through the Settlement at any time in the future without, 
notifying the Shanghai Municipal Council”. He received very 
gratifying assurances from his Japanese colleague to the effect that 
such a march without notice would not occur. He did not take up
the other points in the nemorf.ndum at the time as he desired to 
consult his colleagues about them. On Monday (6th) ho had a con
sultation with these colleagues and the next day (7th) in the 
afternoon he visited the Consul-General for Japan taking with him 
a memorandum containing a digest of the Council’s report- referred 
to. Ag"-in ho received satisfactory reassurances to the effect 
that the matters complained of in the Council’s report would not. 
happen again. Before his visit to his Japanese colleague that 
afternoon he had received another complaint from the Council con
cerning arrests which hod been made by Japanese military at the 
Great Eastern Hotel on the morning of the 6th. Accordingly he 
made representations concerning this matter also at the interview 
referred to and received a reply that the incident was probably 
due to a mistake or misunderstanding.

The Senior Consul th<n asked if his Japanese colleague would 
be kind enough to give his colleagues at the meeting the same 
assurances as he (the Senior Consul) had received. As stated, he 
had been satisfactorily reassured and he would be grateful if his 
Japanese colleague would reiterate these assurances now.

Responding Mr. Okamoto said that when he first .Learnt of the 
order of his military authorities to move Japanese troops from the 
Western district to Yc.ngtszepoo, following a route through the 
International Settlement his only thought was to see that every pre
caution to prevent an unfortunate incident should be taken. He 
then approached Mr. Fessenden and Mr. Phillips, respectively

\ * Secretary/

on.su
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Secretary Ger.e.ral and Score tar.y of the Shanghai, Auixcinal Council,., 
personally end asked their kind cooper rt,ten in doing everything 
possible with the object of preventing any untoward occurrence and 
to instruct the Shanghai Municipal Police to the.same end. In 
spite of all the Shanghai Musi: rpai Police did they could not 
prevent an incident. Very unfortunatei.y a home was thrown, but he 
could say that he fully appreciates every effort made by the 
Shanghai Municipal Police to pro rent su.cn incidents; they did 
everything possible. After t-fc throwing of the bomb, he heard 
that a small number of J connu sc soldiers were stationed in Nanking 
Road, so his first duty was to. see. that chose troops 'were withdrawn 
as soon as possible. He did his test in this regard, but owing 
to the excitement felt by hi? miJitary authorities negotiations 
dragged, but at last about 8-20 in toe evening the conversations 
yielded a satisfactory result and the troops were withdrawn. Then 
he heard that a certain mem.randum had been presented to the 
Commissioner of Police' ’to be signed by him, which he did not know 
about. Thus it was his duty tc.solve this question and so he 
held conversations with his military authorities and succeeded in 
getting them, to say that the matter had been settled right there 
and that they would not take advantage of the incident wnioh 
occurred that afternoon; also to .say that the Japanese authorities 
have no intention of taking any further steps in regard to the 
matter. Continuing he stated that it was a matter of regret that 
this trouble should have happened. but he could assure them that 
on his part he had dene everything to settle the very unfortunate 
incident in the way indicated.-

As to the ,?eecnd question. which_the Senior Consul had just- 
mentioned (the arrests at. the Great Eastern Hotel) there would 
appear to have been some mi.eund-C'.’standing or mistake committed by 
the gendarmerie who did not know 'trie Consular re lacions with the 
Shanghai Municipal Council-, There was some ux’gency in arresting 
certain very dangerous spies who were reported to have acme 
connection with -the Headquarters of the Shanghai Garrison Commiss
ioner in plotting against fcjs military authorities. The gendarmer.t: 
had taken hasty action coacorning which he was not consulted and 
he was also very sorry that this incident should have happened. 
we had talked to his military authorities the previous day and had 
been assured that practices of this nature would non occur again 
in the future as Long as the Shanghai Municipal Police would 
coopei'ate with the Japanese authorities and he had consented at 
the suggestion of the Senior Consul, to give a statement to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council that the Japanese Consul-General did net 
have any knowledge beforehand of what was intended and had already 
taken steps to avoid o recurrence of sucn an incident. He said 
all this by v/ay of explanation to his colleagues <.

With regard to the notification in the naming newspapers issued 
by the Shanghai Municipal Council to the effect that the"raid at 
the Great Eastern Hotel took place without the knowledge of the 
Japanese Consul-General, who had taken steps to avoid a recurrence, 
the Senior Consul mentioned vhat the previous night (7th) Mr. 
Franklin, Chairman of the Shanghai Municipal Council, had telephoned 
him asking if something ccaid not be done to calm the Chinese 
pcptJ'a;.x f Shanghai who were wry nervous as to what was going to 
happen next. He was therefsru acting as an intermediary when he 
went to see his Japanese colleague in pursuance of this request. 
The result was revealed in the newspaper announcement mentioned.

The Consul-General for Japan said he wished to express his 
sincere thanks to the Senior Consul for his good offices in the 
various matters first outlined, by him. Tne Consul-Go-neral for 
Italy echoed this sentiment<.

The American Ccnsul-Gcnoi”;4. observed that he vei-y much appre
ciated the statement made by nrit Japanese colleague.; which helped 
to clarify a very unfortunate -situation. He was very glad to take 
note of the statement of the Senior Consul to the effect that his 
Japanese colleague had assorted with regard to the memorandum 
mentioned that it could be regarded as if no conditions or demands 
were ever presented, He would like to inquire of his Japane^- 
colleague whether that assorti, a ’was mode with the acquiescence of 
the Japanese military authorities since the memorandum had been 

\ submitted/
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submitted tc the Commissicner of Police by the military c.uthcritics 
end not by the Consul-General. Pressing this enquiry, the 
American Consul-General observed that if the Japanese military- 
authorities did net acquiesce in the assertion they might net agree 
to it.

The Consul-General for Japan replied that he would nake the 
responsibility for what he had said.

The American Consul-General remarked that it was very 
.fortunate his Japanese colleague had an appreciation of the sit

uation as the memorandum referred tc had caused great apprehension 
in respect to the control of the International Settlement by the 
Settlement authorities.

The Consul-General for Groat Britain said he agreed entirely 
with his American colleague. He alsc very greatly appreciated the 
statement of his Japanese colleague but thought that if £ were 
generally known that it was made with the concurrence of the 
Japanese military authorities it would go a long way towards re
lieving the disturbed atmosphere now surrounding Shanghai. He was 
sure that the question of coopératifn by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council was assured and that the Council was always ready tc 
cooperate in any manner which preserved the integrity of uhe 
Settlement.

The Consul-General for Japan remarked that after reading the 
memorandum presented by the Senior Consul he received the impression 
that the memorandum signed by the Commissicner of Police did nit 
seem tc contain demands but was really a record of the conversation 
which took place on the spot that evening and that probably his 
military authorities wanted the document signed just for record. 
That was what he learned later on. As he had already said his 
military authorities considered the matter closed and would not take 
any further steps regarding it. The Senior Consul was very 
apprehensive the night of his visit that another march through the 
Settlement would take place, but that would not occur according to 
his understanding. At any rate no such march would take place in 
the near future. He did not think Japanese troops would march 
through the Settlement without previous notice, adding "that is 
impossible." 
SEIZURE OF THE FIREFLOAT "POOCHI" »

The Senior Consul referred to the representations made with the 
object of rendering this firefloat available in case of emergency 
and to the successful efforts in this regard which he thought were 
as satisfactory as could be expected.

The Consul-General for Great Britain asked if the Senior Consul 
had definite information that this would be done and received the 
latters reply that all the correspondence had been circulated to his 
colleagues, thus giving such information as he possessed.
PORT HEALTH SERVICE

The Senior Consul mentioned that he had taken advantage of his 
visit to his Japanese colleague the previous day to bring up the 
question of the Council taking over and operating the Port Health 
Service, reminding him of the importance of re-establishing this 
service as soon as possible. His Japanese colleague had promised 
to do his best to give him an early answer.

The Consul-General for Japan observed that his naval and 
military people were still studying the question and he.trusted 
would come to a decision as soon as possible as he realized the 
importance of quarantine measures.

The Consul-General for Great Britain remarked that the question 
was an urgent one as a serious epedemic might occur in Shanghai 
at any moment.
RE-OPENING OF DISTRICTS NORTH OF THE SOOCHOW CREEK

The Consul-General for'Japan said the Senior Consul had also 
broached this matter. -He had frequentlyfpromised his colleagues 
to do everything to expedite this re-opening and he was happy to 
say that at last he had partly succeeded. From about the loth 
of this month the whole district would be re-opened for those who 
had lived there before up to the time the hostilities 

commenced/
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commenced, that is, for foreigners and their Chinese domestics. 
He was addressing a letter to the Senior Consul about the matter. 
A certain number of somewhat elaborate rules and regtilations had 
been laid down. However this was only the first step and he hoped 
that shortly the whole district would be opened up for residential, 
commercial .nd every other purpose. Au first he"- nad been trying 
to effect the re-opening by stages, Hongkew, Wayside and ïangtszepoo 
but he had succeeded in getting all three areas re-opened at the 
same time for former residents and their servants.

The donsul-General for Great Britain observed that it was very 
satisfactory to get this information and he hoped it would not be 
long before all restrictions were removed.

The Consul-General for Japan observed that the next step would 
probably be the opening of the Hungjao Road area.

The Consul-General for Great Britain enquired if special passes 
to enter those areas could be issued by the Japanese authorities 
to the Consuls-General and their staff?

The Consul-General for Japan replied that he thought the matter 
could be arranged, at least so far as the International Settlement 
north of the Soochow Creek was concerned. He asked if two 
photographs of each applicant for such passes could be fox-warded to 
his Consulate, but added that he could probably arrange for the 
passes without the photographs, if necessary.

The Consul-General for great Britain reiterated that he hoped 
it would not be long before the various districts concerned "would 
be completely re-opened and he was relying on the good offices of 
his Japanese colleague in this connection. He pointed out that 
big ships were now returning to Shanghai and mentioned that he was 
being pressed every day over the question of re-opening.

Mr, Phillips also drew Mr. Okamoto’s attention to the fact that 
the importance of the matter could be gauged by the fact that it 
had been discussed in the House of Commons.

The Consul-General for Japon repeated that he would do his 
utmost in this regord.

The Consul-General for Switzerland remarked that the question 
of removing goods from the areas north of the Soochow Creek was in 
his opinion, quite as important as the re-opening for the return of 
residents thereof and he earnestly urged that the one question 
be given the same degree of attention as the other. He mentioned 
that some of his nationals had been waiting many weeks to remove 
goods.

The Consul-General for Japan replied that the question of 
removing merchandize would be next in order, and he would keep ih 
mind the representations of his Swiss Colleague.

The Consul-General for Switzerland observed that the insuff
iciency of personnel for purposes of convoy seemed to be a difficulty 
and suggested the personnel might be augmented. The Consul-General 
for Japan said he would take note of that.

The Senior Consul mentioned goods stored at the China Merchants 
Wharf belonging to Norwegian concerns.

His Japanese colleague asked that he be approached concerning 
the case.

The Senior Consul announced that draft replies to the Council 
to the letters of the 4th and 7th December, first discussed would 
be circulated for approval.

Tbrê‘TônsuT-Gënër~T^'fôr-'Grëâ':E_^’itain 'raised "tne ' qùestTôn“ô? the 
seizure by the Japanese Navy of small craft flying foreign flags. 
He urged that reference should be made to the Consulate concerned if 
the Japanese authorities entertained doubt as to the right of any 
such craft to fly a foreign flag and that each Consulate should decide 
the question. Speaking for the British authorities he declared that 
they would not countenance any abuse of the British flag and would 
gladly cooperate with the Japanese authorities to this end. However 
they themselves desired to remove the British flag from any craft not 
entitled to display it. He urged therefore that the Japanese 
authorities should not seize any such craft until abuse had been 
established by the national authority concerned.

Centinuing/
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Continuing he explained that as there were a large number of British 
small craft scattered in the surrounding waterways it was difficult to 
compile an accurate or complete list of them.

The American Consul-General said he was in a similar position. 
Some of the American owned small Craft were registered at his Consulat 
but as there was no compulsory registration, that is no law or penalty 
to enforce registration he could not uhdertake to compile a complete 
list of such craft. Moreover, some of the American-owned small craft, 
probably belonging to missionaries., might be in the area of the present 
hostilities but outside his consular district. He supported his 
British colleague’s assertion that the national authority concerned 
should be allowed to decide whether or not any such craft was entitled 
to fly the foreign flag. The American authorities would act in good 
faith in any case referred to them.

The Consul-General for Japan observed that he quite appreciated 
the difficulties which his colleagues might experience In compi ling 
a complete list of small craft but it would greatly help if they 
could furnish him with such lists as they could prepare, especially 
including any well-known craft. His naval authorities were pressing 
for such information and so he wished to ask for the cooperation of 
his colleagues in furnishing it as soon as possible- He had already
made representations to his naval authorities regarding their seizures 
of small craft and had asked that he be consulted beforehand. He did 
not think there would be any further seizures (unless legitimate) on 
the Whangpoo but there might be so$e difficulty with craft in distant 
places like Soochow, Chinkiang, etc., where it would be impractical 
to get into touch with the national authority concerned. His naval 
authorities were anxious to see that none of these small craft were 
used by the Chinese side because of the abuse of a foreign flag.

The Senior Consul remarked that it would sa'be trouble for the 
owners if the desired lists were given to the Japanese authorities. 
In incomplete list would be better than no list at all, and he thought 
the owners themselves in their own interests should help in ensuring 
as complete a list as possible.________________________2.______________

A discussion ensued on the desirability of issuing a communication 
to the press regarding the two incidents referred to in these minutes 
with the object of allaying public anxiety and apprehension and the 
text of suchZcommunication was agreed upon.

Due to the subsequent objection of the Consul-General for Japan 
however, this communication was not sent for publication.

The Senior Consul concluded the proceedings by saying that while 
they all had their difficulties during this abnormal period, and, of 
course, not everybody could be satisfied, he nevertheless thought a 
wholehearted tribute should be paid to his Japanese colleague for his 
helpful and cooperative attitude in dealing with the various matters 
presented to him and his unfailing courtesy to his colleagues. As 
Senior Consul, particularly, he had good cause tc be grateful and 
appreciative in this regard.

The meeting endorsed these sentiments.

THE MEETING THEN TERMINATED.

E. A. Long. 
Secretary, Consular Body

Circulated: December 22nd, 1937.
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URGENT (CIRCULAR 243-G-VII.

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR APPROVAL. FAILING THE RECEIPT OF ANY 
OBJECTION BY TUESDAY AFTERNOON ^DECEMBER 14TH) , WHICH MAY BE 
TELEPHONED TO THE SECRETARY, APPROVAL WILL BE ASSUMED.

( Letter from the Senior Consul to the Chairman, S.M.C.)

C. S. Franklin, Esquire,
Chairman, Shan hai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Sir:
I have the honour to refer to your letter of December 

4th, which communicates the alleged facts concerning the parade 
of Japanese troops through the International Settlement on 
December 3rd and the bombing incident which occurred at the time 
and makes certain representations in relation thereto.

I may mentioned, at the outset, that I personally had 
no knowledge of the proposed military parade until I read an 
announcement of it in the newspapers on the morning just prior 
to its occurrence and that I did not receive your official re
port concerning it until 8 P.M. the following night. Had I 
known officially beforehand that it was intended to hold this 
parade I am confident that my interested colleagues would have 
desired me to join the Settlement Municipal Authorities and the 
local foreign (non-Japanese) Military Authorities in representing 
the undesirability of holding it. However neither I, nor my 
Interested colleagues, have been detered on this account from 
making immediate and energetic representations to the Consul- 
General for Japan based on your report against the action of his 
military authorities (a) in occupying for such a protracted 
period as eight hours a congested pai*t or tne Settlemerrt vwsd 
hampering the Shanghai Municipal Police in the exercise of their 
legitimate functions, thus causing alarm and lack of confidence 
among the civilian population of the Settlement and (b) presenting 
and impelling the Commissioner of Police to sign a statement con
taining wholly inadmissable declarations on the part of the 
Japanese military of intention to disregard the administrative 
rights of the Settlement authorities and the authority of the 
Council.

An hour after the receipt of your letter under reply, 
namely at 9 P.M. on December 4th I made oral representations to
my Japanese colleague on certain points presented in the letter 
and aefompaniments and received in reply very gratifying assurances / 
which served to allay my immediate apprehensions thereanent. *
.After a consultation with my interested colleagues I invited the 
Consul-General for Japan to attend a meetihg of these colleagues. ; 
He accepted the invitation and there repeated the assurances I

4

mentioned, intimating that he was making them with the knowledge 
and concurrence of his military authorities. He explained that 
the prolonged occupation of the Settlement area referred to was 
caused by the excitement engendered among his military authorities t 
consequent on the bombing attack and the necessity for consult- 
ation between those present and the higher authorities, also that } 
the memorandum which was signed by the Commissioner of Pulice was 
intended as a record of the conversation which took place on the < 
spot between that official and the Japanese military authorities.My Japanese ^-'gue ^aaerted that this mémorandum may be 'Z
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may be disregarded as the Japanese authorities have no 
intention of taking any further steps in regard to the matter» 
He has also assured his interested colleagues that no further 
march of Japanese troops through the'Settlement is contemplated 
in the near future and certainly none without previous notice 
thereof to the Shanghai Municipal Police.

In expressing his deep regret over these occurrences, 
he added his complete satisfaction with and appreciation of tne 
arrangements made and services rendered by the Shanghai Municipal 
Police both in connection with the parade itself and during the 
bombing incident and subsequent investigation.

My interested colleagues, therefore, replying with 
confidence on the assurances of the Consul-General for Japan, 
hope that the complaints arising out of your letter and its 
accompaniments may be now considered as satisfactorily determined.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

Senior Consul
and Consul-General for Norway.

Circulated.-' Bcc^iber 11th. 1937.
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DDM ' GRAY
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PEIPING via N. R.

Dated February 1, 1938 
FROM Rec’d 7:40

Secretary of State !-*■’ *' - ■■■ i K’* -----.............
... . . . I O-iN.I. .•/ ‘ •< DiviMonof \
Washington •---------------—it mi]/S

79, February 1, 4 p.m.-

One. A secretary of the Japanese Embassy Informed a 

member of my staff at 11 p,m. last night that the Japanese 

military stated that several Chinese planes had bombarded 

Yuanping, sixty miles north Taiyuan, earlier in the even

ing; that Chinese planes had subsequently bombed Taiyuan; 

that Chinese planes had flown over Paoting later; that • 

they might be intending to bomb Peiping; that the lights 

of Peiping had therefore been extinguished; and that it 

was desired that the lights of the Legation quarter also 

be out. While the request was being complied with, 

information was received from tli'e Japanese Embassy that -n 

the danger was past.

Two. The Embassy was informed this morning by the 

above mentioned secretary that the Japanes military then 

said that only Yuanping had been bombed; immediately he 

corrected this, saying that Chinese planes had merely 

passed over Yuanping and requesting that the matter be 

kept confidential. Still later the local Japanese military

spokesman informed a press correspondent that there had 

been no visit by Chinese planes to the places named but

that
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DDM -2- #79, February 1, 4 p.m. from Peiping

that the report was a part of the air defense maneuvers 

which the Japanese military have been conducting at 

Peiping during the past two or three days.

Repeated to the Ambassador. By mail to Tientsin and 

Tokyo.

LOCKHART

DDF

RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must be FROM^°^° 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated Dated February 193g 
to anyone. (A)

Rec’d 9:1

Secretary of State/ |r»?T- l^rA’7

Washington,

îa His
À

7^3-^ February 1, 1 p.m

My unnumbered telegram January 31, 5 p.m., V|a

Shanghai.

One. The period of military and political quiet in 

China which has existed since the Japanese Government’s 

announcement of policy on January 14 has begun to raise 

in the Japanese popular mind some perplexity and doubt 

as to future developments. The official announcements 

had been preceded by several weeks of mysterious 

discussions within the Government and had a somewhat 

theatrical setting. For a short time it was believed 

that the ground was being prepared for some powerful 

blow which was to be dealt to China either in a political 

\ 
|Y

6
*

9
.6

L

sense or in a military sense or both. Continued 

inactivity is therefore tending to become anticlimatic 

and is having adverse effect on public morale.

Tirço. It is therefore in an atmosphere tinctured

with sorte degree of pessimism and perplexity that reports *T1 

wepe rEC/EivEd of discussions bEtwEEn GrEat Britain, Frances
and 'S 0

7^ .
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-2- #63, February 1, 1 p.rru, from Tokyo.

and Soviet Russia with regard to some form of systematic 

aid to China. If such an arrangement were reached it is 

obvious that it could not be ignored by Japan without 

risking a collapse of public confidence in Japanfs 

ability to meet any challenge from European quarters. 

The logical step for Japan to take to support that 

confidence would be to declare war. It is realized 

by the Japanese that such measure would not facilitate 

the prevention of the entry of arms from Indo China and 

Soviet Russia and that the closing of the Hong Kong 

route would merely divert the traffic to the other 

routes. The practical results would be small but the 

belief prevails amongst many Japanese that if Japan were 

not to take formal cognizance of any such arrangement if 

made the moral consequences in Japan itself would be 

extremely serious•

Three. We have no information with regard to the 

degree to which the building up of a concensus of 

opinion within the Government has developed and we would 

be inclined to advise the Department to discount reports 

from correspondents affecting to know that a decision 

to declare war has been reached if a specified condition 

of affairs should occur. Certainly the statement of the

Prime
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Prime Minister reported to the Department might warrant 

such a conclusion but we do not believe that ’’inside" 

information will be permitted to leak out.

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

GR£r;

KLP:WV/C
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[CONFIDENTIAL]

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 63) of February 1, 1938, from the 

American Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as 

followsI

Some doubt and perplexity with regard to future de

velopments la beginning to appear In the Japanese popu

lar mind as a result of the period of political and 

military quiet in China which Las existed since the an

nouncement of policy on January 14 by the Japanese Gov

ernment, Several weeks of mysterious discussions within 

the Government preceded the official announcements which 

had a rather theatrical setting. It was thought for a 

short time that plans were being made for some powerful 

blow, either in a military sense or in a political sense 

or both, which was to be dealt to China. Therefore, 

continued -ctivlty is having a tendency to become an 

anticlimax and the public morale is thereby being af

fected adversely.

Reports of discussions between Great Britain, France, 

and the Soviet Government concerning some form of systema

tic assistance to China were received, therefore, in an 

atmosphere tinged to some degree with perplexity and pes

simism. It la obvious that, if an arrangement to extend 

some form of systematic assistance to China were arrived 

at, Japan could not ignore such an arrangement without 

running the risk of bringing about a collapse of public 

confidence
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confldenoo In the ability of Japan to meet any cliallenge 

from ■'urope. A declaration of war would be the lorioal 

step for the Japanese Government to take to support 

public conf Id eno®. The Japanese realise that a déclara** 

tlon of war would not assist in preventing the entry 

into China of arms from Soviet Russia and Indochina and 

that traffic in arms would merely be diverted to the 

other routes by the closing of the Hong Kong route. Al

though th® practical results of a declaration of war 

would be small, there prevails among many Japanese the 

belief that, if Japan did not formally take cognisance 

of an arrangement, if made, to extend aid to China, the 

moral consequences would be very serious In Japan itself 

The statement of ths Prime Minister reported In the 

T^ribaasy’a telegram of January 51 mirht warrant the con

clusion that a decision to declare war has been reached 

in case a specified condition of affairs should come 

about, but the Ambassador is of the opinion that ’’in

side’’ information will not be permitted to leak out. 

The Ambassador has no information concerning the degree 

to which the building up of>’a consensus of opinion 

within the Government has developed and he is Inclined 

to advise the department that reports from press corre

spondents affecting to know that such a decision has 
should 

been reached/be discounted. 

793.94/12271 

FE ?ÉGC : HES -FE 
2-2
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Tokyo

Dated February 1, 1938

RecTd 9:10 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

63, February 1, 1 p.m.

My unnumbered telegram January 31, 5 p.m., via 

Shanghai.

One. The period of military and political quiet in 

China which has existed since the Japanese Government’s 

announcement of policy on January 14 has begun to raise 

in the Japanese popular mind some perplexity and doubt 

as to future developments. The official announcements 

had been preceded by several weeks of mysterious 

discussions within the Government and had a somewhat 

theatrical setting. For a short time it was believed 

that the ground was being prepared for some powerful 

blow which was to be dealt to China either in a political 

sense or in a military sense or both. Continued 

inactivity is therefore tending to become anticlimatic 

and is having adverse Effect on public morale.

Two. It is therefore in an atmosphere tinctured 

with some degree of pessimism and perplexity that reports 

were received of discussions between Great Britain, France

and
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and Soviet Russia with regard to some form of systematic 

aid to China. If such an arrangement were reached it is 

obvious that it could not be ignored by Japan without 

risking a collapse of public confidence in Japan1s 

ability to meet any challenge from European quarters. 

The logical step for Japan to take to support that 

confidence world be to declare war. It is realized 

by the Japanese that such measure would not facilitate 

the prevention of the entry of arms from Indo China and 

Soviet Russia and that the closing of the Hong Kong 

route would merely divert the traffic to the other 

routes. The practical results would be small but the 

belief prevails amongst many Japanese that if Japan were 

not to take formal cognizance of any such arrangement if 

made the moral consequences in. Japan itself would be 

extremely serious•

Three. Te have no information with regard to the 

degree to which the building un of a, concensus of 

opinion within the Government has developed and we would 

be inclined to advise the Department to discount reports 

from correspondents affecting to know that a decision 

to declare war has been reached if a specified condition 

of affairs should occur, Certainly the statement of the

Prime
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Prime ; inister reported to the Department might warrant 

such a conclusion but we do not believe that ‘’inside" 

information will be permitted to leak out.

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

GRE’7
KLP :W’7C
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CONFIDENTIAL 1

I am inclined to think also 
that this query should be made in 
writing with the request that it 
be answered in writing.

!
F. D. R. ' ’

.i January 29, 1958.

ivIEIvlORANDUid FOR
a*

THE SECRETARY OF STATE

This telegram greatly disturbs 
me. I am inclined to think that 
the time has come for Phillips 
officially to ask the Italian 
Government whether it is true that 
a large number of Italian aircraft 
and Italian airmen have beer ordered 
to Japan. And if the Italian Govern
ment denies that this has been done 
by government orders, to ask cate
gorically whether any Italian air
men, belonging to the Italian 
regular or reserve forces, have 
gone or are going to Japan with 
the approval or knowledge of the 
Italian Government.
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NO GRAY
(Milan)
Chiasso

Undated

Kec'd 4:19 a.m,

January 29, 1938
Secretary of State

Washington

Eighty Italian aircraft and fifty Italian airmen, 

some recently returned from Soanish front, it would 

appear, have oeen ordered to Japan. Embassy was inform

ed aircraft shipments January 25 last. My British 

colleague called upon me today. His figures place air

craft sent at 50. This telegram from Swiss boundary.

SHOLES
KLP

HPD
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FEB 3 ' 1938

My dear Mr. Presidentt

Reference Is made to your confidential memorandum 

of January 29, 1938 suggesting that further Information 

be obtained from the Embassy In Rome concerning the 

telegraphic report from the Consul General at Milan to 

the effect that eighty Italian aircraft and fifty 

Italian airmen have been ordered to Japan.

The Embassy In Rome was requested to Investigate 

the accuracy of this report. A copy of the Embassy's 

reply Is transmitted herewith.

For your convenience, I am enclosing copies of the 

report of the American Military Attache In Rome of 

December 17, 1937, no* 16,374, and of tije pertinent 
section of the Embassy's despatch no. 6^9 of December 8, 

1937, which are mentioned In the Embassy's telegram.

I am also attaching a copy of report no. 16,400 

from the Military Attache in Romo dated January 13, 

1938

Tne President, 

The White Rouse.
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1938 concerning the appointment of an Italian aleeion 

to Japan and the manufacture of airplane engines by 

the Flat Company in Turin forJapan.

Faithfully youre

Enclosurea:

1 Telegram . _. ____
Rone, February 1, 1938. 
Froœjü lilt ary Attache? 
Rome, no. 16,374, 
December 17, 1937. 
From Embassy, Rome, 
no. 679, December a, 1937. 
From Military Attache 
Rome, no. 16,400, 
January 13, 1938.

Eu:JNH:LF .K

no. 17 from
8.

ÏEB 4.

bl M *
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

jr .rr—~~s<7 SECOND BRIGADE USMC
Î CP / ■ ' * °

__V (.D ’ February 1, 1938
^.UU. » J, -i . * J

-- --- — - -
| Rec’d 11:50 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADM)

OPNAV

INFO: AMCONSUL SHANGHAI CHINA 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COHDESRON FIVE 
COHYANGPAT 
COrSOPAT 
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8601.» No change positions Northern Section Tsinpu 

railway. On Southern section reports indicate Chinese 

positions North bank Hwai River intact and heavy fighting 

in progress vicinity Ming Kwang with Japanese making slow 

progress on either side of railway, Japanese for third 

time claim capture of Linhwaikawan. Believe Chinese 

have recaptured Mengyin south central Shantung and have 

pressed northward ten miles, Chinese claim Chinese mobile 

unit has retaken Kaoyang 19 miles southeast Paotungfu 

Hopei. 1914. a

§ 

WC
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fore being communicated Dated February 1, 1938 
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aF0 ^ROMREc’d 2:20 p.m;

Washington

17, February

Department* s

I learn that

SEcrEtciry of State

1, 6 p.m

Consul General

7, January 31

■

Sholes secured his

information from British colleague in Milan but upon 
>

inquiry the British Embassy advises me that they have 

as yet received no information on this subject from Milan 

or from any other source. Nor has any other confirmation 

of the Milan report been received as yet. The Embassy 

is, however, making every effort to secure the 

Information desired.
m

Rumors such as reported by the Military Attache orib 

the occasion of Baron Okura’s visit, see Military Attache 

report of December 17, 1937, number 16,374 and by the ïo

Embassy in connection with the visit of the Japanese 

military mission, see despatch No. 679 of December 2, ' 

1937, have been prevalent to the effect that supplies 

of munitions have gone forward from Italy to Japan but 

no reliable evidence is available that any members of 

the armed forces of Italy or Fascist militia have gone 

to China for service with the Japanese forces. It

might

7
9

3
.9

4
/

1
2
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might, however, be of interest if it could be determined 

whether the Caproni airplane factory near Shanghai, where 

until recently Italian pilots were employed by the 

Chinese as teachers and demonstrators of Italian planes, 

have reopened under Japanese auspices. If this is the 

case it is of course possible that Italians may be 

returning to their former activities in this connection.

The Embassy has also learned from reliable sources 

that a bonus of l^OOOlire per month has been offered to 

at least one Italian piLot if he would proceed to China 

to join the Japanese forces but it is not known in what 

capacity he would go nor whether the bonus has been 

offered by the Japanese or Italians.

PHILLIPS

CSB
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Department of State

D,VIS'ON of FarEastern Affairs
January 22, i93e>

P
M

S
Li Secretary.

summa™ep«raI-ttt?°hed the
Department ?” the
the Sino-Jan«nZo lu.re£ar<l to 
January le^S ^nation

the 5eotSÏT:it1t??tZ°u reaa
Pages 1-3 and -Hed "General" 
entitled "cement"
Page. ’ on the last

WH/REK
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The '’apanaee Gov»ïW»nt announced on January 16 that since 
the Chinese GovernBent authorities had failed to reconsider their 
attitude (l.a., failed to accept Japanese peace terras), Japan would 
no longer deal with the Chinese Central Coverruasnt. Instead she will 
look forward to the establishment of a "new Chinese regime" with 

,, ,j who* Japan can cooperate for the adjustment of Sino-Japaneae rela- 
; /f tions and for the building up of a rejuvenated China•

To this the Chinese Government replied In a statement is
sued at Hankow January 17, denouncing Japanese actions In China and 
reaffiialng that China would continue to resist Japanese aggression. 
Any peace terras which Inpaired China's sovereign rights and terri
torial and administrative Integrity would not be acceptable. The 
statement further declared all acts by puppet governments to be null 
and void. Chinese sources maintain that Japan's recognition of a 
puppet government at Peiping or elsewhere will not bo important. 
3uch action had been expected for some time* If Japan wins the 
present struggle the Central Government will fall anyway and if the 
Chinese manage to win, the puppet governments will fall.

Prince honoye In his opening address to the first business 
session of the Diet cm January S& warned that Japan still faced a 
long war. hlle the new peace terras have not been published it is
believed that they are substantially the same as those given in the 
J-2 Nummary on January 3.

Reliable reports from Hankow assert that the German military 
advisers are considerably more optimistic. They believe the Chinese 
now ean put up a prolonged resistance, chile they have no hopes that 
the guerrilla campaign will be decisive, they expect the campaign to 
have considerable harassing value. Mew shipments of artillery are ex
pected soon.

A reliable source at Shanghai reports tliat Cantonese au- -q
thoritles are dissatisfied with the new set-up of the Chinese Central \
Government because of dominating communist influence. These gentry T
went T. V. Soong to have more financial responsibility. dritiahC^n-lig 0 
fluence is also reported behind these movements. There is no eon- C 
filiation of these reports from Canton or Hankow. fs g

The Chinese Government disclosed at Hankow January 21 &>nt 
40 high ranking Chinese of floors, half of them division Commanders,
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had been tried by courts mertiel and eight had been sentenced to 
death, huaorc persist that ban Fu-ehu has been executed but there 
is no official confirmation.

The Chinese Ambassador left Tokyo on January 20. The Jap
anese Ambassador is leaving for Tokyo after a visit to Nanking. 
Despite the Japanese announoesent that it would no longer recognize 
the Chinese Central Government, and the -withdrawal of the ambassadors 
under instructions from their governments, both embassies will con
tinue to function st Tokyo and Shanghai under Charges d’ Affaires.

A Berlin dispatch states that Genaan mediation activities 
had been engaged in at the solicitation of both Japan and China. 
The Issue of the Japanese manifesto on January 16 (denouncing the 
Central Government and stating she would deal only with another re
gime) now precluded further Garman intervention. Nor is Germany pre
pared to enter into' a faris-sujyjested four-power intervention by 
irance, England, Germany, and the United States, because Germany feels 
that the other three powers mentioned do not appreciate the Japanese 
viewpoint and hence cannot be considered neutral. It ie believed 
in Berlin that the German military advisers now in China will be 
recalled.

Baron Goh, president of the Japanese Economic Federation 
at Tokyo on January 19 warned Japan that the present situation is 
the gravest the country has ever faced and that the nation must be 
prepared to undergo future hardships in carrying out the war. ' He 
pointed out that demobilization of troops after the war will present 
an even more serious problem. He stressed the points that Japan 
must maintain the value of the Yen, that international payments must 
be balanced, and that if bonds are to be absorbed, the market must 
first be assured.

The Japanese isar Office and Naval Ministry era studying a 
program which will insraase the possible enlistments in the military 
forces by about 28 per eent. Koreans will now bo permitted to volun
teer for service in the Japanese military und naval forces.

Admiral Noda, spokesman for the Japanese Navy, in a press 
conference on January 20 announced that Japan was unwilling to take 
part in a naval arms race. Instead she stood ready to participate 
in a limitations conference in which aha would adhéra to ths prin
ciple of equal navies* He refused to deny or affirm reports of the 
building of Japanese 43,000-ton super battleships* Information from 
presumably reliable Husalan and Chinees sources in Japan state that 
the original plans cm these ships called for 40,000-ton vessels with 
18" guns. Due to disputes with naval officers who advocated less 
costly smaller craft and aircraft, work is now being held in abeyance
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until this question is settled. Reports from London dated January 21 
state the British Ambassador at Tokyo has bean instructed to ascertain 
if the Japanese were actually eonstruetiag battleships of sore than 
35,000 tons.

The Japanese press expressed conoem over reports of Brit
ish maneuvers at Singapore and American naval participation in the 
cérémonies attending upon the opening of the Singapore naval base.

Reporta from Amsterdan state that Netherlands air and 
naval forces in Rest Indian waters had been "intensified" because of 
increasing numbers of Japanese fishing vessels in areas which are im
portant to the Netherlands defense plans.

Peng Hsou-pel, Vice Minister of Cowntmlcations at Hankow, 
on January 19 informed the press that a sweeping prograa of comunioa- 
tion development was now in progress. The aost important project is 
a highway to Ruasia across Ginklang, Another project is a road from 
Yunaanfu into Morth Burma to connect with the British railway there. 
This rwid is expected to be completed in 3 or 4 Months. The Chunking- 
Kwaichow-Yunnanfu highway was opened January 9 and will facilitate 
the movement of supplies arriving via the French Indo-China railway. 
A railway connecting the Canton-Hankow line with the French Indo-China 
border at Lungcho via Kweilin is now being rushed and win be ready 
in four months. Air lines are also being expanded. The Chinese 
press reports that Russia will build a railway frma Russian Turkestan 
to Chungking and that she will supply all building materials as a 
loan.

Hsinklng reports state that Outer Mongolia is preparing a 
heavily Banned and fortified defense line along the southern border. 
Civilians living near the frontier are compelled to move into the 
interior to discourage espionage by Japanese agents. Hankow reports 
that both Chinese and Soviet authorities deny the reports that Outer 
Mongolian troops are aiding ths Chinese and these authorities state 
that there is no military activity of any kind in Outer Mongolia.

Mom CHINA

About 10,000 Japanese troops haw been leaded at Tslngtao 
since the city was occupied on January 11. It is believed these are 
being assembled for a drive southwest to the eastern point of the 
Lunghai railway. AU of these troops are equipped for winter opera
tions. Further reports on the Lunghai front will be given below.

Thirty Japanese warships and transports are reported in 
Tslngtao harbor. The Japanese Navy has taken owr the exclusive use 
of the port facilities remaining after the Chinese sabotage. The 
airfield is being repaired for use.

In Shansi, organised Chinese troops are reported to be
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withdrawing south of Taiyuan. Guerrilla bands, however, continue 
their activity on the Chengtal railway and on the llng-Han railway 
in Hopei.

Japanese troop movemente throu^i Tientsin for the two weeks 
ending January 18 are estimated as follows: In, 60 carloads of ar
tillery and 70 trucks; Out, 1,500 troops, 80 trucks and 1,200 «annui
ties. AH above movements wore by rail. Chinese also report that 
£0,000 Japanese troops have been withdrawn fron the Ping-Han and 
from ahansi to reinforce the drive down the Tsin-Pu on Suehow.

The Japanese are becoming dissatisfied with --Juag Ea-min 
who is the top man in the "Provisional liepublic" at Peiping. They 
are now looking with favor upon Chen Yun-peng, who was Premier of 
China from 1919 to 1921. Kasayuki Tani, ex-Japenese Minister to 
Austria, now on a political Mission in Peiping, intimated that Japan 
will not recognize the puppet regime until a President is elected, 
and that he was seeking a candidate.

The Tientsin Chinese and Japanese newspapers published an 
order from the East Hopei Government that special trade (a polite 
name for snuggling) will cease as of January 20. This nay indicate 
an early announcement of revised tariff rates in North China. The 
East Hopei autonomous Government has not yet been absorbed into the 
"Provisional Republic" due to reported objections fron its creators, 
the Kwautung Army.

An Anglo-Japanese dispute occurred at Tientsin on January 
19. Japanese authorities dwaanded the surrender of certain Chinese 
in the British Concession and when refused, threatened to take the 
Chinese out by force. The British replied that they would resist 
violation of their concession and Japanese backed down. Later ten 
Chinese gunmen said to bo in the employ of the Japanese Military 
police entered the British Concession and raided the residence of 
Li Tu, an ex-eubordinato of Ma Chan-chan and a former guerrilla 
leader In Manchuria. Li was out but the gunmen shot three Chinese, 
one fatally.

HBicaui mrrs

According to Japanese reports the Chinese have a total of 
400,000 troops defending the Lunghal area, Chineae report the Jap
anese have SO,000 troops in their drive on the north side of the 
lunghai and that these are being reinforced by 20,000 additional 
troops, mostly cavalry and artillery, withdrawn from Shansi and the 
Ung-Han railway, snow and sleet have put a damper on military 
operations the latter part of this week. Japanese however have not 
been Baking such progreae for the pest two weeks. North of the
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Lunghai, they are «till being held la th» vicinity of Tcinlng, 
Tenghsien on the Tsln-Pu railway, and îiangyin and Chuhslen, east of 
the railway. A Japanese column Is reported moving southwest frost 
Tslngtao. Lincheag 1» a toy point in the Chinese defense north of 
the Lunghal and when and if that point falls, a Chinese withdrawal 
west from the eastern portion of ths Lunghai railway is inevitable.

Jouth of the Mingfcai the Japanese drive north from hanking 
1* still held up at Linhwelkwan on the Tsin-Pu and at Kaoyu on the 
Jraad Canal north of Chinklang. Linhwaitoan was reported In Japanese 
hands last week but lata reports place that point in Chinese hands. 
The Japanese report that they have repulsed two Chinese counterat
tacks at ^ingkwang, 70 ailes north of hanking.

üntil grounded by blizzards the latter part of the week, 
Japanese aircraft were active in bombing Chinese defensive positions 
and lines of communications north and south of the Mtnghai.

The Japanese Military spokesmn at Peiping on January 20 
explained the present inactivity of Japanese troops in Shantung as 
due to the preparations necessary to start a determined offensive, 
stiffened Chinese realstance is also evident.

cmm cm

Japanese Military activity In this area consisted mainly 
of repulsing increasing guerrilla attacks by Chinese troops. Chi» 
neso unite are reported within five alias of uhu, close to Hangchow, 
and in the vicinity of ^ohslen (where the Panay was sunk). Japanese 
forces are also engaged In sopping up irregular units on the Pootung 
peninsula and Just west of the International Settlament. Seven 
thousand Chinese troops were reported within a few miles of Hangchow 
on January IB and heavy Japanese reinforcements wore rushed there to 
meet the threat. Three thousand Chinese Irregulars are on the Poo- 
tung peninsula, where they are reported to have captured a village 
garrisoned by 270 Japanese troops. They are holding the prisoners 
as hostages against aerial attack.

Yunnaneso troops, well equipped with arms and French steel 
helmts brought in via French Indo-Chinn, are reputed to bo construct 
Ing and manning an elaborate defensive position In the vicinity of 
jpoyung Lake to defend the Chinese air base at Nanohang. A new river 
barrier on the Yangtze toe been completed near the antrance to Poyang 
Lake.

Japanese aircraft bombed Changsha, Yeneheng, Nanehang, and 
Jiaokan, b0 miles northwest of Hankow on the 16th. Chinese are re
ported to have bombed «uhu cm January Id, inflicting losses. Bad
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matter the latter part of the week tampered air activity. One 
hundred jovlet airplanes aannod by Russian pilots under their own 
officers are reliably reported at Nsnehang. These have been con
ducting raids on Japanese air bases. Mo results have bean reported.

Reports from Nanking state that despite assurances and 
promises fror. local Japanese consular authorities and Tokyo officials 
Japanese soldiers continue to force their way into Amorioan property 
and commit depredations, strong protests at Tokyo have elicited 
a statement from the Foreign Office that a special representative 
from the >’>ar Office will be sent to Nanking to put a stop to the 
outrages. The continuances of these serious breaches of discipline, 
despite the apparently sincere assurances of the highest Japanese 
military authorities in Tokyo, is illuminating.

The Japanese-sponsored local government at Nanking is tak
ing over the activities of the International Relief Committee, which 
administered ths refugee kjm, on the grounds that the organization 
was really a semi-official Chinese government organ and that arms 
had been found in the zone. Reported atrocities of poorly disci
plined Japanese soldiers continue to discourage the rehabilitation 
of the area between Shanghai and Masking. This onoe populous region 
is practically denuded of human life except for the Japanese military

General Matsuda is reported to be in Shanghai as adviser 
and organizer of a projected regime for Central China to be set up 
about February 1. Teng shao-yl, ang Tze-wel, ang shal-lal and Li 
Su-hao are among the Chinese being considered In the new government. 
Chinese sources assert that General Dolhara, famed "Lawrence of 
Asia," ---dio had been reported killed in action. Is now at Shanghai 
conducting his usual intrigue.

The Japanese high command at Shanghai suggested that the 
British forces evacuate their defease sector on the western border 
of the Jettlament, stating that Japanese troops In the vicinity could 
take over the duty. The British refused to secede.

Japanese air activity continues An Jouth China with dally 
attacks on the roads and railways leading into Canton.

The British Ambassador at Tokyo was informed by the Jap
anese Jovemmant that conoentrated air attacks would bo conducted 
on that portion of the Canton-Kowloon road lying outside of British 
leased territory. British citizens at Hongkong have been instructed 
to inform the local British authorities when they Intend to use the 
road. Tho British authorities will then notify the Japanese.
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An attempted landing by Japanese sailors at Tuling harbor, 
Hainan Island, on January 20 repulsed by Chinese troops. A 
dispatch from Paris states that France will ask the Japanese Govern- 
naat for details regarding attempted landings on Hainan Island.

Hew highways covering Kwangtung, Kwangs!, Klangs! and 
Hunan, giving several routes to Hankow, are reported completed. Hew 
military trucks recently received In large quantities from âmoriean 
and Hernan sources are expected to make increasing use of the Hongkong- 
Canton road and the roads leading north.

GOWW

Despite overwhelming Japanese Military successes, the 
seventh month of the undeclared war shows few signs of an approeching 
peace. The Chinese Central Goverment avows it will continue to re
sist to the bitter end, and the Japanese Government Is girding its 
loins and schooling its people for a long drawn out and costly cam
paign. The Japanese, In spite of desperate efforts, are still ex
periencing difficulty in finding suitable reputable Chinese to man 
an effective puppot government. The creation of puppet governments 
In the occupied areas apparently will not have any immediate effect 
on the situation* Guerrilla bands will continue to harry the Jap
anese lines of oomuni cation and assassins will continue to discourage 
Chinese participation in Japanese-controlled governments*

There are three Japanese armies Involved in the operations 
In China : First, the Kwantung Army, which completely controls Man- 
chcrakuo, exercises complete jurisdiction over the additional puppets 
it has created in Worth Shansi, Inner Mongolia and East Hopei) second, 
the North China District Amy under General Terauchi at Peiping is 
la the process of t carving out for itself an empire to dominate, 
similar to the one the Kwantung Amy now controls} third, in Central 
China, General Hataul's amy, whose mission, apparently, was the 
destruction of the Central Government's military force and with it 
China’s will to resist.

These three amies seen to bo ecasplete entities with aims 
find objectives which While not necesMrily divergent, have possi
bilities of friction. This is particularly true where the boundaries 
of empire of the Kwantung and the North China amies mot. It is 
Interesting to speculate as to just how much control the Japanese 
Government and G.H.Q. have over them powerful leaders and their 
staffs and by what means coordination and correlation of alm Is 
achieved.
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1. Herewith «re «asary «ad situation l(*p oertMÇ» 
lag «venta In China for the period January U - S, 1938.

2. The outetandlng developnante for thia period 
have been*

a* Centirand advaneo of Japanese 
feroan southward through Shantwag.

b. Xaoreasiag activity of Chinese 
airs raft in the lower ïangtee Itelley.

a, Uentlnued and «larged Japanese 
âlMMSâS en International ôettleneat authorl» 
tlaa at Shanghai, and growts^TOritlsh^apanoee 
frietion there*
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WKBAI,

Chinese sources claim that the recent réorganisation of 
the Chinese Government has strengthened Chiang Kai-shek*s power, de
spite hie relinquiahmont of his post as ehairsan of the ^xeeutlve 
Yuan la favor of H. H. Kung. In Ma oapeeity as bead of the supreme 
aar Council and Caamander-ln-Chief of the Amy, Chiang will continue 
to exereise plenary powers over both military and civil affaire, 
while left wing elements have not been given important posts In tho 
new government.

Chinese recruiting is being pushed on a large scale. Chi
nese sources report that they expeet to have 80 full divisions, well 
equipped, in the field by spring. Reliable reporta state that Chiang 
has requested his German advisers to seise plans for the imsdiate re
organization of @8 divisions. The barman advisers are still vary 
auoh in evidence and appear thoroughly loyal to Chiang. There are 
roots egain that the üaraan Govenment win soon ozder the recall 
of the advisers.

Chinese reporta ut Ghsngbai state that SO alllior. dollars 
worth of orders for mnnitioua have been placed abroad. The munitions 
inelude artillery, mchina guns, rifles and amtmition, and shipments 
will be made through French Indo-China and through Russia.

Chinese reports state that french aircraft is being ss- 
sanbled in French Zndo-Ohina and ferried into China.

Most of the rolling stock of the Tain-Pu, hanghsi-Hangchow 
and Nanking-Shanghai railways was removed before Japanese occupation. 
& part of the railway equipment is eoneentrated in the Hanchang- 
Dantaw area. Other equipment is now held on the western section of 
the Luagfeai railway. It is reported that the Japanese aw changing 
the narrow gauge Cheng-Tai railway (running from 'hihohlacbuang to 
Taiyuan) to standard gauge and that work would taka approximately 
one year. Only one loounotivo is available for use on the Cheng-Tai 
railway at the present time. Nineteen "snail" locomotives were 
shipped Inta North China during the week ending January 4. These 
nay bo narrow gauge locomotives for use on the Cheng-Tai railway 
and in Shansi.

The Chinese Government protested to Japan against alleged 
raids on Chinese consulates at Genoa» and Fuson in Korea in which
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official documents were seised and consular staffs forced to flea. 
Tho protest included u threat to elose all consulates la
Japan and Korea if the Japanese continued their coercion to force 
Chinese consular officers to declare thaaelvas representatives of 
the "Provisional Republic" at Peiping.

Reports froK London state that 16 Japanese tyanapayte ori- 
ginelly destined for Russia as paynont for the Chin*an» ï-astem Rail
way will be diverted to the Italians for use in the MedlterruoMn.

Tokyo press states the reasons for the proposed increase of 
United Mates naval strength are due to the present intamal sitae» 
tian in the United States, such as the depression and the failure of 
New Deal policies. A Tokyo Foreign Office spofos^an stated that any 
iuoreese In United States or British naval strength would not be 
welcome because Japan wishes to avoid an arms race. However, the 
spokesman said, Japan is not really concerned because her naval fore. 
Is now strong anough.

The Japanese foreign Office announced on January 7 that Ad» 
Mral 3netsugu*s blasts against the supremacy of the white races, and 
against the aid Great Britain extending to China, were ssade before 
the «idialral took office as Lœv.- Minister, and that his statements did 
not represent the views of the Japanese Governmnt.

a s ta tassant issued in Tokyo after a conference by the Pre» 
Eaior with the -ar, Navy, and Foreign Ministers on January 6, said 
that the "Chinese Government was showing increasing evidence of en 
intention to sue for peace." Mothing in dispatches from China or 
other sources indicates any contemplated pease overtures by the Ohl» 
asse Government.

CfflM

The Japanese drive in Shantung continues. Two strong 
solans are pushing southward, ana down the Tclo-Pu railway toward 
luchow and one west of the railway with Lwelteh on the Lung-Hal rail

way as the probable objective. Talas was captured on January 3 and 
the Japanese are reported to have pushed through Tenchow (Tsoyang) 
and now slain to be in possession of Tsowfaaien, Bining, £6 nils, 
southwest of Xenehow, and Sintai, 36 Mlos southeast of Taian. Chi
nese forons continu® to retreat southward and little realstance any 
be expected short of Uneheng, SO Mies north of Suohow, where • 
Chinese defensive position is reported. Ban Fu-chu’s troop, are 
retreating «long the Tsln-Pu railway and Ben himself is reported 
to have left hie forces and flown to Kaifeng. Tu Bsueh-ctamgta 
troops are noving southwest by road and the bulk of hie forces are 
now southwest of Chuhslen. Admiral Shen io reported to bo en route 
to Suehow by ear.
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l*te report# from Hankow state that the Japanese occupation 
of Tsinlag brings than within striking distance of Kweiteh and 
t rsatens the left flank of the forças holding ^uohow. The chmm 
my find it necessary to abandon the strongly fortified line fran 
lienyun, near Bftiehow, to «uehow, and to withdraw west «long the 
Lunghal toward Chengchow*

There appear® to be little activity on the Tsinan-Tslngtao 
railway though th® /uranase are reported la th® vicinity of eiheien 
end Kaonl. txeept for snail remnants practically nil Chinese troops 
are now well south.

Chiasse reports state that 3 divisions have been cent to 
rainfaroe the defenders in the vicinity of Haiehow, eastern terminus 
of tho lunghal railway, Llenyun, a newly constructed port for Baiehow, 
was dynaMt-sd by the Chinese.

Japanese » ire reft continued to boat towns on the Tsln-Pu 
and lua^çhei railways, wad to harass the retreating Chinese troops*

Tokyo broadcast January & reported that the Japanese eon» 
suis at Tsiagtao and Tsinanfn would return to their posts and reopen 
their consulates iaeedl&tely* Shis indicates that the Japanese do 
not anticipate any Military action at ~91n;.;taa or east Shantung*

Keports from Peiping state that the Chines» guerrilla 
campaign along the Ping-Ken railway end in Shansi is assisslng serious 
proportions. Chinese report a eoapany of kenehonkm troops, sta
tioned south of Taiyuan, deserted and joined the Chinese Irregulars*

The "Provisional hopublio,* Japanese puppet govwmaont, at 
Peking ooatlnues to grow* From a skeleton oablnst of 6 non throe 
weeks ago, it now has 41 officials, linamÿt uaaa are Chinese of stand
ing. daw Uel-llng aosuaod office as Chaixnan of Hopei oa January 1, 
with ths provincial capital at Tientsin. Tn Chln-ho 1« slated to 
be -Mayor of Peiping and Fan Tu-kwel, Knyor of Tientsin* The recent 
assassinations of two Chinese connected with the Shanghai ynpyet 
3<jv- nuwnt hats the Chinese leaders In the Sorth China puppet govera- 
mnt thosou^ly seared*

Japanese cm reported Intent on acquiring real estate in 
Peiping. They usually pay cash but offer yriM* far below actual 
value which the Chinese owners are eoertsd into accepting.

■a® railway between Tangku and Tientsin is now being double
tracked. It is reported that when this section is eomplcted the work 
win bo extended to wiping and ultimtsly to the Plsg-tîui railway. 
The double-tracking of these lines is probably due to strategic reasons 
as the present and pros'cctiv® eoausorclal hauls do not aamnt Us 
expense.
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C&TO1 CHINA

Mile the Japanese report their drive north on the Tstn-Pu 
railway and on the ^rand Canal has started, there are ao reports of 
the capture of towns north of the positions held last week. At that 
tine they were reported meeting stiff Chinese resistance at Kalahari 
and Xaoyu. The Japanese should be able to make a junction of the 
drives south fro® Shantung and north throw’h Kiangsu, In the viakdty 
of Juchow within two or three weeks,

Chinese air activity haa bean resumed in Central China. 
Five heavy bombers bcxabed Nanking on January £, and air attacks were 
made on iuhu on January 3 and 8. The Chinose claim that two Japanese 
gunboats were sunk by their booths at uhu cm January 3. Hangchow and 
hashing were reported bombed on January 6, Chinese have requested 
that they be kept informed of the location of foreign ships on the 
Yangtse, It is probable that moat of the airplanes used In these at
tests ere of Kussian origin,

Xn retaliation for th- Chinese air attacks, Japanese planes 
raided Banchang twice on January 3 and onee on January 7, and con
ducted mass bombing with 40 planes at hantow on January 4 end on Jan
uary d, Several Chinese planes were reported destroyed, but other 
damage was comparatively light. soviet fliers reported to be at 
tontow did not participate in the defense of the city. The Chinese 
arsenal at Hanyang was reported to have been, covered by a protective 
snake screen during the Japanese air attacks.

The Aaarican tohasey at Banking was reopened on January 8. 
The American consular officers were net by coopérât ivo representatives 
of the Jopaneso military, naval and consular headquarters, The ISn- 
bassy reports all Aaerlcans safe and that while there had been con
siderable looting of Anerioan property by Japanese soldiers, the 
situation has improved•

Belated reports froa uhu and Hangchow state of further 
nisbobevior of Japanese soldiers at those pointe after their occu
pe t ion. Ths reports cite looting, wanton killing aad raping by in
toxicated Japanese soldiery,

Mew denands for increased control in the Shanghai Inter
actional iettleaent wore made by the Japanese authorities on January 
4. The donands were based on a feeling on the part of the Japanese 
expeditionary forces that aunicipal authorities lacked oarcsataoM 
and ability to suppress the anti-Japeness elements in the ; Settlement, 
TAerefare the Japanese authorities deasndt

1, That ths Municipal Council raise the positions 
and authority of Japanese in the police force and to increase their 
ambers.
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2. To place Japanew Ik controlling position* in 
all iijportant metiers of the Council.

3. The Halnteaance of rigid control over the Chine» 
Chamt>er of C-omoree, Chinee* Cenerel labor Union, and the Special 
Citizens Federation, and a reçulreneiit that th*» organisation* pub
licly retract their recant opposition to the Js;sar.BS»-3ponsored 
local govsramnt.

4. To tase appropriate measures to eradioote «spr**- 
;ions of &nti-Japanl®a in the aettleasnt and the maintenaaae of rigid 
control over newspapers whether foreign or Chine».

Replies to the demands ere new being considered by the 
hunielpal Council. Th® foreign consuls have al» referred them de
mands to their home governments for study and for such cotion a* nay 
be possible.

British authorities at Shanghai reported that two British 
nunlclpel policemen, who had been suanoned to the Japan»» barracks 
on leeeaiber 26 were beaten by the Japanese. Two other British Kunifil- 
pal pollcæaan wore nanhandled by Japan»» soldier* on January f. A 
British Military sentry was reported to have been dragged off hi* 
post by S Japan»» soldier* and beaten. British Military authorities 
protested the» incidents to the Japanese.

;ubnlral Yarnell on January b protested to Mairal Hawgawa 
against the announced Japons» policy to paraît only Japa^ess mrehant 
w»»l* to proceed up the Yangtas Biver.

The Japanese have established eenaorshlp of sable* end 
radio in Shanghai. The Chine» staff at the ccwanmlcatton center 
is reported to have walked out on orders from the Minister of Co*» 
Munioatlon*. Traffic 1« now being routed via Tokyo.

30ÜTB ŒXMA

Japanese continue air raid* on the Ewatngtung railway*. Most 
of the bombs dropped during th* past week hew bean 500-pound bomba, 
.'ose 100-pound bonba war* aim obmrwd, and one foreign obwrver 
stated that several 1,000-pound boab* were dropped on January 1.

A now bridge linking Chin»» and British Motion* of th* 
l&ngkong-Canton motor road wa* opened January 1. Hundreds of Afri
can and derman trucks haw bean driven throu^jh carrying supplie*, 
American and Italian bombing plane*, and Italian bombs to Canton.

Report* fra* Canton state that the projected Japan*» In
vasion scheduled for about January 1 had been postponed. Thirty 
thousand troops were moved fro* Shanghai to For»» la preparation 
for Landing on '-rath China. Them haw been diverted to Manehoukn*

/ a r
-b-
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last week, it is reported, because ths Japanese «onside* it necessary 
to reinforce their north garriaoaa.

Yunna* reports state that a road has bean ««opiated between 
Tklifu sad Boras* Another is being oonatruotod front Kaijram, Tunes 
to the Keaagsi border.

Mail reports state that the Central ^Tiatlon Academy for- 
merly at fcangehow is now «eadueting a* advaueed training school at 
Yunaanfu. The primary training sehool is located at Lluohcw, Kwangei

Chinese report that five Japanese warships bssbartod Anoy 
January 3.
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LMS . From

! copljîfe SENTTo"'
I 0.N4.- MJ.D. i,—__ _____ _

ACTION; OPNAV

COMYANGPAT

February 1, 1938

Rec’d 8:47 p. m.

INFO: C IN CAF ADMINISTRATIVE
2nd BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CIN CAF 
COKSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPI1G

0001 Yangtze River ports

SMS;NPL
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LMS COMSOPAT
From

£ .'^February 1, 1938

; ‘Rec’d 7:37 p. m.

ACTION; OPNAV **** /
INFO: CINCAF ADMINISTRATIVE

2nd BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
GOMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR TO CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0001 South China ports ouiet

SMS:NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LMS ---------------- ilATF and GRAY

AMEMBASSY|p^OW^-

VtN.I., A..

Shanghai via N. R.
_EBQM
C? »r ?Dated February 1, 1938 

;JRec’d 7:35 p. iw.

Secretary of State

Washington

177, February 1, 11 a. m

Following from Tokyo» g ;

"January 31, 5p.m. Please relay the following

to the Department and repeat to Ambassador Johnson: 

”My 25, January 13, 6 p. m., paragraph No. 3.

One. Tn view of recent developments at Geneva the 

Department may be interested in the statement made in 

the Diet on January 25 by the Minister for Foreign

Affairs as follows: ’The first point of the present 

interpellation was a question of the significance of

calling the present Sino-Japanese relations an incident

and not a war. As is well known, the present trouble

arose from the Lukowkia bridge incident, becoming grad

ually aggravated until turned into a general conflict. 

Up to the present time, if we look at the situation

between Japan and China, it is clearly a great struggle 

for the Far East an extraordinary struggle. However

as you know the situation in the Far East is not one

like

F JC'.’"- ,
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LMS 2-.No. 177, February 1, 11 a. m., from Shanghai.

like that of Europe based on concepts of international 

law. Speaking from racial as well as other considerations 

the relations of these two countries cannot be regulated 

by war. Actually Japan has from the outset of this inci

dent announced that it was combatting the anti-Japanese 

movement as represented by the Chiang regime and the 

military cliques. On the one hand there has arisen in 

North China a government which, friendly to Japan, is 

adopting a joint anti-Communist policy. Arguing from 

this standpoint it is beyond need of proof that the 

relations between China and Japan are not a war in which 

the Chinese Government and its people are looked upon 

as enemies, Ordinarily, according to the dictates of 

international law, in the case of war it is usual to 

make a declaration of war at the outset or later. As
O'

•iSf result of the delaration of war it is customary for 

third countries to assume the obligations of neutrals. 

In the present situation in the Far East the advantages 

and disadvantages of the application of the principles 

of international law to this situation must be considered 

carefully. In the light of the situation in China and 

in international relations we have not yet taken the 

step of declaring war. However, depending on developments 

this
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this step may become necessary. Consequently it is 

unnecessary to repeat that both internally and exter

nally the present struggle is in fact a war. Accord

ingly the question of the steps to be taken at the 

termination are the same as those of war. If we look 

at the attitude of the Chinese National Government up 

to the present time we see that it lacked entirely 

any sincere intention to negotiate with Japan and we 

therefore severed all international intercourse with 

it. However from the standpoint of actual fact the 

relations between Japan and China must be postponed. 

Having reached this state, Japan with extraordinary 

determination is urging the reflection of all China 

and is building everlasting peace in the Far East. 

Japan cannot lend an ear to effort by a third power to 

intervene at this time. I can hardly imagine there 

would be such a third country. However with respect 

to relations between China and third countries in the 

past there are a number of countries which have had 

very many cultural or material interests in China. 

Considerable reflection is necessary as to what degree 

these countries will maintain the interests they have 

had
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had in China up to the present time. Should, through 

the action of a third country, there result aid being 

given to China this will only serve to prolong the 

incident and would have a deplorable effect on the resto 

ration of peace in the Far East, to be sure,'-taey.; on 

the restoration of peace in the world. We are trying 

to get the various countries to understand fully the 

present situation in the Far East and to adopt policies 

in conformity with the new situation. In this respect 

in the past in the relation between China and third 

countries it is a fact that there have been such things 

as the supplying of armaments. It appears in the 

majority of cases that third countries and China, not 

being subject to the restrictions of laws of neutrality, 

regard this trade in arms as undertaken purely as a 

commercial transaction. However this is a matter of 

theory. Actually those countries with kindly intentions 

desiring a quick solution of the present situation-, 

restoration of the peace in the Far East, and mainte

nance of world peace, are for the most part restrict

ing voluntarily the supplying of arms. Those who are 

not so doing have had the situation explained to them 

and have had attention called to this fact.. Various 

countries are cited and we often are asked which

country
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country is the principal supplier of armaments. Recently 

in a communication received from England it has been 

explained that in Hong Kong which is supposed to be the 

principal import source of arms to China, at the present 

time the armaments of English manufactures occupy but 

a small portion of the whole. We must recognize that 

almost the entire amount comes from other countries. 

To look upon this as an act of commercial character and 

to simplify it and with folded arms can only result in 

the prolongation of the present trouble between Japan 

and China and I am constantly calling this to the atten

tion of various foreign countries, the countries con

cerned. As the situation develops I believe that these 

countries can be made to have a more comprehensive 

understanding, particularly as a result of making clear 

our attitude that we would have nothing to do with 

Chiang Kai Shek, that with different administration as 

the center we would assist in the reconstruction of 

China, I believe that the business of various countries 

who have been supplying the armaments to the national 

movement for purely profit motives will reflect seriously. 

This will constitute my answer to the above interpellation 

Two.

î
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Two. As reports from Geneva state that Eden, Delbos, 

and Litvinov have assured Koo that their respective 

countries are prepared to assist China by continued sup

plies of arms and munitions considerable significance 

is being attached to a statement made by the Prime Min

ister on January 29 before the Budget Committee of the 

lower house. No official text of the statement is 

available but it was reported in the press to have been 

as follows:

’With reference to a declaration of war, it is 

possible by methods of diplomacy to prevent to a certain 

degree third countries helping China by the supply of 

munitions and we are employing various appropriate means 

to convey to such countries a correct conception of 

Japanese position in China, However as I stated on a 

previous occasion we intend to request that His Majesty 

declare war if Chiang Kai Shek’s future attitude and 

other developments, both internal and external to Japan, 

should warrant such action.-’ Comment will follow shortly.” 

Grew.”

GAUSS

SMS:NPL
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With

sllltw, altwrtlafi changé 
mpMly during Wewabe»| «ad iMmm mUta&M, whieh Me 

been wll orgenleed ead ewtarweaely etebbern, «rambled pew- 

eeptlbly» îhl» eiseage «m «meed by * eadde® Jepimeee 

lanrtltig la feree al<mg th» eouthero she»» ©f the Feeta»$ 

penimnOe anâ the empie edwnee ©r eeeheRiee^ eelwaee 
amUet
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against the LM^ehow*tlumghal Sailwy and the strategic 

city of «ungkiang* ïhto sawittr forced a -hlneoe wlto- 

drawl free the .oeehow sreek sector and fw» Pootung sns^ 

we followed up with such vigor a»d speed th®t the < htoese, 

seemingly unable to emeolldet® towaelvoa along any of 

toe.tr prepared posltlms, .in quick succession last «ashtog, 

fcoeetew, ctengste, ’itosing, -uclh, end > tongyln with the 

result that as th® math elosee the entire TaWu 'ake area 

we doraineted ty the »c panose*

ih® wall wedge vfcieh th® «apancco suecoodod in drlw- 

tog into the Chinese line© ®a toe scuto bank of ooehow 

creek wc gradually extended, although the operation w« 

•low because of determined Chinese opposition «d the relay 

weather which prevailed far too first few dayc to 'Mowteber* 

(8) toe strength of China»» opposition mfc it clear tout 

it wee their intention to hold the creek -sector

ae lang as possible। and it we generally antieipsited that 

to dislodge tow would ^ww to be a costly operation for 

the Japanese and would result to the destruction of nueh 

valuable foreign ^poporty to tbs cungjao district* toe 

sudden landing; or a eanetooriable Ospoaw fwee on the 

scutoarn shore of rootuna jwatosuto e little to the north

's® st of ctoMpu w the Ewmlng of toweùber 6to effected a 

radical ©tenge to toe military situatiw*(t) toe wee with 

sfeioh the ^apansee effected a landing indicated tost too 

Chinese, who Md long anticipated Just suto a naneuwer, 

ted grow careless and ted taken inadequate precautions* 

toe mmuwr was skillfully and efficiently carried out 

toy too divisions of troops tecu^ht down fro» terto totoa. 

A falsa toMtog was staged on toe swto ten* of too îaagtao
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River above Liuho, while a lax®» nra&er of <Mp«n»«e fish

ing boat* lending eraft elipped cfws the ^hengpoo and 
errand r-ootaw wdMmb during tea windy» rain-swept nl«ht 
of ^evrafcer 4te ai# rapidly landed aewral thousand ram 
under emr of s heavy naval iamH. rhe "binera appear 
te have been taken by surprise and were ao unprepared teat 
little or no reelstenee »« offered to the initial Xaad- 
ing* (10) Japanese raehanirad units rapidly pushed north 
toward the Whangpo© River end tee city of -ungkiangj the 
two Chinera division» holding '.‘ootunt. prainsuls. wSer the 
e«mBnd. of -eserai. Chang ’a-kw®i rapidly withdrew fraa ;'o> 
twag end attrapted to stras the Japanese advance# Ather 
Chinese troops fra® the L'an^ehow erra were reported to be 
©«verging on teas ^ipeneae units which rare pushing toward 
Éun^fclÆÆ®» Bwm»i ths chinera appear to have failed to 
wake aa& «©ardlratod and eraeerted attack m these Mpanera 
unite in epito of the fact that they were orders-'' and urged 
t© d© eo by their .aiWE æilitary advieera with s view to 

destroying the «Mpsnera ralran before it had euffleiontly 

lnereara<i in strength to neraeo the entire Chinese poet* 

tira in the -banghal area*

The iamediato result of this virtually unchecked land
ing oporatim wi to oauoe a withdrawal of Chinera troops 

ant only fvem ?ootuns but also fran the soe^ow creek see* 

ter«(ll) BU latter toon place during the ni^t of Krarau 
Innp 8th# it* following nwming the Japanese wore in no*» 

plots eentrol of the hungjra diatwtat and woo rapidly fal

lowing up the retreating Chinera troop»» eras of «fera with

drew la the dlrratton of ^m^arag and steers bo tee west# 

(too rap ra para 1®») W wevraber Wth tee Ara»* fores* 

lÊBMte
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AdwNlfië f»» «be dlstrlet bad offbetod

a jxmetlwB near Minghawi tise Whanooo tivor with the 

.Japanese eolwms advsncljaF && uwj)siang> tfeieh fbU before 

a eeæblnad Japanese aerial sad infantry assault en the 

tree day. 'he environs »f thaaghai were thus clear of 

Chinese with the exception ôf e roree con

sisting of troops* ?eaoe Freservati«a corp® unite* sad 

pel lee nmberlng appn^exlmtely five thouaesx:, wh© elected 

t© mke a final stand in the mntae area t© th© seuth of 

the >eneh ©neosaion. (It) Thi* for©* was eewsanded by 
jeaeral '^aal ’i'ing-chtm* the Chinese camiaaisner of -'Ollee 

whe> announced that he weald hole Santas %® tee last mn— 

a s ram tie but futile gesture. W a strictly military 

standpoint* the defense of Santa© had no <sirjnif loanee 

whatever »nc merely resulted in a mis ewemtim of the 

?htoeee Stipulation* lansenae destruetlm of property, aw3 

extremely heavy losses te its sitiams, /ftar advising 

the Consular tto&tr of the intended bembardmnt of ^iantao» 

the tepanese eawneneed to shell and bwnh that area beav* 

ily ©n the afternoon of F-ovenber 10th. Hundrede of shells 

wore thrrm into snatao by Mpsnese firing over the set» 

tlenoat and i-’reneh Conaeasian, Wbüe ^puete beabere 

droned evevhead and deliberately and nothodieelly released 

terne of hlfJa ax^leolvoo ever thia anno populeue area* (1» 

After thirtsMiis heure of heavy beedbartoent* «fcpweeee 

teaks ami infantry attaebedj and by the nenning of Sevan । 
ber 18tfe tanta® «ne eoapletoly in dapeneoe hands* She 

great najority of the defenders of testae laid down tbolr 

tree «me stored the vronob wseoaiea* where they wore 

interneduid) ïwi®è these operations the fowteng die-

M1SÈ
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triet was Uiw ©v®r hy the and in eoneew®**»

by toWBbtr ISta tfcangMl we ««pletely emlreled by 
Japanese amloe. hostilities iœediately arowd thanfebai 
were thus temiwted exactly four «mths after their eon- 
mwiewwt t» August 13th« tfaanghai stood ringed by a wide 
area of utter uestructim and. desolation» awaiting the 
fab»» and Use dictates @f its new neater with the utaiost 
anxiety.

The warfare* which for W math® bee® a daily 
actuality» rapidly peered beyond the audible and visible 
ran&e of the eltlss®» of fhanghal. Japaæee æoebanleed 
units and airplanes purmed the Chtaese relentleaolyi 
and it soon became apparent that the Japanese thrust frees 
sangehow bay had developed te mh strengtï' asvC with such 
rapidity that th® whm® Chine»» system of prepared defenses 
in the vioinlty of the lake region was In a mat proearieua 
poeitim# jej®mse «cl wma free Busg^tew My» after ef« 
fleeting a Jwmion with the -tam^hai mite* ^uehsc west 
along the ^hmgiai-iWvjcd»» Kallwey* Amther edwan oper
ating farther to the nmrth alee paeheâ vest and by the uae 

of motorised aampana mat Vente eut thMngh rapidly by 
waterway to the highly important and strategie lateral 

Mmagefiooehow MUwayi while a third eolunsk» aftwr 

©apturlng Haaaiang» Xiating» and Wnahan» adtaneed on Boo» 

«•■Æ* and changetauClB) cn Mowowher ISth Changalm fall* 

largely beeauee of the mtlay of three diwlaiona of farswr 

Bnpthtaetmm troops, with the fall of tmeneohn» the Mpa* 

neoe eoawrged on too<rtsaw from three aider and eewqtftd 
that feMma city on ffwber diet. M the «matlM* the 

aapenoao eolwm operating fnrtber sooth al«M the £hanahal-
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Railway oaptured sashing* The entir» washing» 

:.oochew»Chan£ahu line, which «( extremely strong an® frw 

all repart» Md been wlî fortified,fall late Japanese 

haada lee® than two weeks after ware ceneladed

1» the tfeangtei are».(16> (-’so «p on pa&« 16. J

The ■■Jblæae retreat fro» the osehow».' freest

was preelpitatej but the majority of the troops in thia 

area were able to rea©<-. the strongly fortifiée' R’Uagyin- 

wuaih lise, vfoero » »«• determined effort ms »4e to 

eheefe the repid Japanese advance, (r?) routh of the Lake, 

foUcHrlBg the eagtm of sesshisg, the Chinese were forced 

to retreat alms the lake shore am* the TMïvMi-mngehw 

fiailwy towards ^tfttatag (Mhovk The Japanese ala© ser

ried out an operettas aerees the Take in notortied Mata 

and. Thia wa sueeosaful, the bines®

offering little er no resietenee, althou^i It we reported 

that there were severe! Chinese £«r.U«ti or* the Lafe». TM 

operetta» enabled, the Japanese to gain a foothold on the 

wet alicwreif and, as reenforoeraenta were brought up, they 

were able be eemoolldate their positions and later te out» 

Hank the Chinee» linos te both the north and the south 

of t he £•!». «ubsing fell as Meweubor 64th as the result 

of a «ûssbined frontal and flank attaak, the latter being 

launched by the Jbpaneae units which had crossed the Uhe 

and landed a® the wet share te the north ef the eity»(18) 

Follcwinr We feu at «uhiifié, • Japan»»» eolwa eneeun» 

tertsf, very weak resistance sowed rapidly west wad by the 

•nd of th» smth wee reported to have occupied .FWfwteh, 

Ahbwi. Kerth of the tadee th» Japanese suaeeedsd in 

piereiw'. the ^ia^y$n>^u»ib line to the north of wsîh anâ 

eawtured
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**&&**& that oity «a Kovwber 88th after

•tree* fighting, ’R& .,h.tac«e then retreated aiesv «bo 

&han^hal*Sanking BeUway te §iâUia (Cfcengehow) ans wr® 
•ISO foresd to withdrew from xhlng, «ieh is te the west 
»f Lake lalhu and is an important function ©» the Imng- 
•hewmatlag tt» noter hi;.-hwy®» (19)
As ths oenth closed* the line r&a fro-’.-. .-.Ximgyls the 
south banfe of We «s»gto Hiver, which ws still in Chi
nese hands, to the outskirts of Wtolnj fro® ftutata snath 
to s point a few æilee west, of Osino fr» iMne to swang- 
tetj fren Kwangtefc to cufeng., aprr«xijn®t®ly twntyfiw 
wiles north of i.;«gohswf mA frew there t© iJaiyen, which 
is « ;«ngetow My,ft^rowhaately fifty miles wet of 
fsngehow, (tee mp cm page !&•)

tn ths around the Lake re^lm, the psnsss

wndwbtedly «displayed sound strste^yj for, ««ace having 

forced th® Ojlnese to withdrew prweipitately frcm the 

environs At ^an^hsl by the strong, rapid thrust tree 

j^jcîiow .2ay> they followed up this sdwnts^o by pressing 

the .'hinese without respits* in «base operations their 

mmhanised units sjekS their airplanes, which bath tfestroyetf 

and dnsmlisee retreating troops, played a very iwpertant 

to1«, '■iuch. of the Japanese smeess my also be attributed 

to We g&AA. use ®ede of the osnals and ereeks with tibleh 

tkie «tire area Is intersected, .Japanese units beiaa 

trams jasrted by theec waterways to several strategie points 

aivi thus being enabled to outflank strong Chinese posit Ions 

In this cemsstiaa it should be smarted that ths Chinese 

apwwfttly wr® not prepared for sueh use of waterways 

an*a sw«lng;ly mde little or m effort to block then er
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then In othsr wâ«, no defenoes

appear to l®ve torn prsperetî against use ef «hi* wry 

Iwpartaet seam &f aoœmleatio® toy an iawdlng ferae. 

Japanese navel imita were &f mtortal assister»» te «je 

j®pano« Cmy to th© eonduet of ite twratims. Sip*» 

neee ami wsaels vigorously shelled Chine»® nattions 

61®ï;i th® goutfc bank af to® ïengtse Riw an$ aient' We 

Mrth Were of tangahw soy *s& seta poasiblo taré Inge 
to both iaeelitiee. it Mt apparent frees the msaber of 

Jsnamse rwnfereeswats shieh ware poured late this area» 

wbleh brought We total Jepemee effaetiws up to 
apprortaately tw hwrérré ®n£ thirty thwasmâ Mtn* Wat 

a ewehlag drive through to ^aabAotc waul*? be undertaken.
?h» state- 

emti whlefe Wemal mteal, In chief of We
^penese “3Kprélîtleoery Wee» te Staaghel* 1» reported 

to haw mde regarding «^paneae totmtim*. with respect 

t© ^anghal to œ totorrtow granted to fesrwlgr neee 

.repreeentotiws cm m^r Htr «rental a profoundly 

s'istwrhing topreeslcm both hm and «bread, oenersl ?^t* 

eui told wiveepoiréttfito that he wi nee virtual meter of 

.■tenr/hai and felt free to take *aay etepe* tletated by 

military neoeeeity to the mteraaticnel totttaeent ae veil 

ae to .'Ixlneee territory. ïhis thought *» reiterated 

esveral tinea during the eeuree of the interview. »ith 

roepeet to feroign rl^bte «ré Intereeta is ihaMtal» ha 

is reported to taw aato that be peeferred not to inter» 

fere with the ri^tae of ftoei^a eom^riee and ttat he weald 

pratoot wW tatoreets within toe beontlarlee of toe settle- 

seal, eew> hie remuta on thia paint woo «mIgKetio.

far tab
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fee fee its quoted r.8 having «id that 9&uaanXLj

apeafctog and et» * principle, 1 re».peet th» totereat© ©f 
third P0M» but if th© neeeaaity aria©», w aiaU haw 

to tak» «top» to reaedy th© ©itoatl^a®, mtaui

emptotomi at th© lack of «©jmtlra ^ij^layed beth toy 
the repreaentotiwa ©f th© pwer® to tiwr;hal enO by the 
itoa^hal ^uniolpal Council, ©fcieh he tottosted ha thought 
had not remtoed neutwl to th© ocmfltot. ; e
also totlmted that* a® far a® the totormticml ©tole- 
newt ©a© M e&w a© difference betwea the area
north anei th© area awtfc of *«od»» Creek and stated that 
ha intended ta uaa fceebew creak fo? the transportation 
of troops and •y^ltoa* feltfc rsspect to the chines© Sari- 
tto» cu»w««i to ©toted that he did n®t intend taking it 
mr -.-ar th© æeæsant but that h« would, .pretoably hive th» 
mttar «maMawtton l«t«r. a© vagarda em^dp of tie 

poetal> talagrapht and eabl© amnrieea* vHkmmmI Mtaui 
eato all depended upaa the •attitude” of thoa© daapateMsg 

meM^ea and latten* (%))

Th» general lspm«lMi created by Geneval &’etaui*s 

«t»t«œsent «te that the Mpaneee intended ta de peeatiaally 

aa they pleased la Shanghai and» while prepared in princi

ple to eenaldeeetim to the right» ef third peeew» 

were not diepoaed to let awb rl^hta hamper then unduly* 

Ttw Japan©©© torelgB Office endaawred to allay th© gen- 

eral a^rchtmion eenaod by thia toterrlaw by anammaing 

to«t Hmaral ifetenl had been ©ds^uotod* it la net Inprob

able U»! mwa repreaentatiwa eeeewtiaeised eeme ef 

Genwal ^tauito remark» > bat it 1© believed that la gen* 

oral the «totemnt repm^ated fairly aaearately the afctl-
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tod» ef the tope»»®» rail iter J- authorities y^aydlri. the 
interne tiensl ■ ettlementj the righto am interest* ©f 
third pewer»> sad the postal, totograjft, «m ©able ser» 
vice». It night be w>Ud further that the stoteKant» 
wade toy Jape»»»» ©mêlais in Japan «nd the action taken 
by toe Japan»»» authorities la i^hanghal have in g«MNl 
erntflmed the Jfcpams® position so enlgmtieally outlined 
by sMaeral Matsul.

tom* Bswetoer Itth, the Japanese «ml auth&ritle» 

totoed twelve prevent ire wescle belling to the torittae 

Custom». U1 ) lliie we taken te be a prelude to further 

eetlon la regard to the cost esse । but nothing developed 

until November 23ré, when it *»» learned that the Japan»»» 

had intleated te the (British) ceemlssimer of cue tons 

that he wm expected to enter into negotlatitms with th» 

Japanese Consul '.wnl end .present a eemreto plan for 

"supervision’’ ®r "control" ©f toe Customs which would 

satisfy the Japanese. (88) thortly after negotiations 

were e^Mmed between toe ‘’«sniaaioner and the JtpaMM Can- 

awl cenerel, several senior Japan»»» mentor» of toe Oil* 

n»ae Shrill»» Oustoato servie» wore transferred to ^sn^ni 

waft asel^ned to toy ptoitirsa» in the custom Eeuso. She 

Afeintotrativo CeonlMluner» being toe eaeeutive offleer 

or the Ouatons establishment, is new a Mpaneae. (23) A 

maaber of stâHr&taato Japan»»» «tober» «f the Costons 

•toff haw» alto tom aaslgnto to to» toas^tati CustoMM 

it is mt yat known wtotonr tola rwprsssats toe estant to 

tolete Japan»»» saqpervlsion ©r Stotrol Is to be applied.

lawtont question of diseussito bas been tbs dis* 

BOSltito
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«22»

position at tbo ûuMom rémues, jm topoaltto t® th» 
W«6 & ‘tombai ftuodae a» asp»»»»®
baw Inalat®s that t&® t'c»18sianar open aeowœh to all 
maiut» to tto Yokcto -paato '-ank, th® stated waaaa 
fw this tolng a to»ire to prewant to® transfer of futo* 
to the chtoasa SowmMmt ar their hypothawti^ for tto 
wrehea® of Mlitery supplies*(64)

th® Plato tottaatloK by th® wepatoae -omuI -ffl»ral 
that tMto^pewor reps^tonti'tivea eouW n.ot be permitted 
to pavttolpato to th® dlseuælon» anrt neg&ttoti<m® tofcwen 
th» CssMdLasUuMP ©f -Suatma «» the <;ap«nes© Consul wæ*» 

oral caused miah tototam to Wtô^ngtâa* totoon* &&& tori». 
(t®> Wpeatto MW»M»totlM» wr» mtoe both at toiey» ato 

locally to aa aftort to top®»*» apes to» <X^mmuh> aatoiw- 

Itto» to» wrj g»*w am&ara fait by toe totomato» pmnhhi 
fw t'ha mdtatoaan»» »f th* totogrity of to* custom» »«rrto» 

aad tor to» »»«urlty »f to» Custoas y»VM»»»t toito »»rvito 

ftovig» loan® and Iwtomltl»» a» wll a* totoa*» tomati» 

totobtoNtowm*
By to» ®l»»a of toviwsb»», th» aitoation had mmmM 

a polat to»*»» toll® àealtotog to wtolt totoft-poser 

•antottw* la to» n»g»tlatia&« totom to» Aipa»»»» autoar- 

îtia» ato to» tonKlMlsno of cu»toa»s the oapanas® c«n»»l 

>wv»l to» ?rmwd to hold tof—ol «awmttau v&to 

his lntor»»tod aollaagu»» to 2«wm to»!» daaitosatoi tot 

to assurance e«uM to totals»»» toat to* ftoal «mMgaNtoto 

as tweotlstad with tto c«s»l»»l<m»r of C*»to»» weld to 

•otalttod tor th® ««nawHNKto» to* iatortotto tor»!#» 

thtra*pow»r .rsprawsatatlw» tofto» totof «to» »fto»tlw®(26)
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. W CMtoteO^»ta> 
A «pt&«an*n for the ûapa- 

neee authorities that tlae iitoeee peatai, rtdlo,
and telegraph eewiwa to • fean;;hat wwuU be taken over cm 
Fcwatw g?th.

to aa tor as the AImm postal servie» me tonmrned, 
the mto post off Im located m the north beak of Jooelww 
Creek w« toapeoted by the ^pemrae military en wamber 
16th* (t?) Follovtog Use Inapoetlon, the troop*
were wittWrtwu "he ^apsmoae amte it plain that they had 
th® rlf.ht to «ntoree a emaorahip of the mile Wt sawieed 
that they did not wiah to interfere urjduly with the pmtel 

servie» and mid not eenaor mil miss® it ap-anred t© 
then iwaewerj ta te a®« hile no eeaeor® er poliee have 
been plated to the poet offlee# it to mteretted that 
^paneae «entera of the loeal poet offioe mat be eo&mltte 
in regard to the eperaiton of the servie.» »

Saveasber 87tsh the ^tyanaee diape.6®t';®<* inapeetwe 

ansi teteniolana to the mto and various Womb office» of 

the feinaae stwmwjt telegraph Atetoletratic* located 

to the mternetlenal ^ettleomt and thee fceehaloally aaawsed 

eentrol ef thU eaaamlmWm aawlee of We CMnaae k>w> 

enuant» (M) to We Majority ef tele^raW effloea «hey 

left ana er tee awe te prevent the teatruetien ar rénovai 

of e<wl$nent« At We earn thee* the Mpanaae aanaimeotf 

they hoped Wat the CMneae étoffé weald ramie end weeper* 

ate with them le eater Wat there sight be ne eiarttpttea 

of the telegram aervieo» Wwevera the aatire chlaa*® ataff 

of the mto affite and aany attaehod to the braaah «mm 

mlbed out j ell telegrajfc aervteo batteeu Wenghei and
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aamt sag . Coceaalm* etetornnts ®ade by 

•ral Btml wgsrôlng ttw intersatloml .©ttlemnt 

rlae t© twee that m drawee military Intetadiod to eats» 

We cottlwcnt. ^wloæenü cw not grwtly

allay tho^e foera, but It aid not appear that th® «Mpanoae 

actually cmtoaplate^ any ®æh arbitrary aetim,

a® first step taka?. the .Mpunew affecting Wo 

zattlacMmt «as a raewat mtte to th© ^unlcipel

Cornell to tak® template maawraa to aupproae «11 few»» 
of anti^pMa»®® prope^c»^ 1» tha and to tala»
etailar aeti&n vi8«<*vie ®stl*4fe|»aeaa organiaatione looat»^ 

therein* (30) council took pmpt eau »ffootiw ®eas- 

une to eœaply ®ith this æt wmwas-U re^uaet» Warn* 

lag» war» iesued to all Chinese papers, mgarhm»»* nMSio 

broaxlaaatiiag »tatlsmt easA mt&rnal - alwtlon or other 

antl-sMpaaoB® ^r^Koîmtîme» A« a remit, all but four 

ihtoee ^opora aloood doon aasft wu* fifty entl-Japa»»»© 

&e &ticB61 saluatlan aaooolatlim» aloooà «hoir offleo» 

and «ae»®e«3 to jhmtlon* Sator the Japems© anxsmuocod that 

they hs^ taken oner the efflee» s««S funetîomt of the fomer 

chines® newspaper eoneor* a»a re^uoetotf Chime»» uaA favol^n 

■^m amd p^lioation® ta follow the prooadur» which M 

obtained in tha ya*te (31)

ïM ^pemeaa »apr»»»«M3 thoseelwe» mi being satlaflad 

«îth the prosfpt eat ion Wtam by the Chan^hal Munieipal 

•Cwnelli hut, althooeh th» RMNMh ausioipal authoriti»»*» 

to who» ttw »»»» ai weflifr»«»r» ballovaâ to haw

taken similar action, it wa apparently aot entirely aatla- 

ftMstcry to . th» Oapanae» la a» at the local 4ajMUMia«
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pj»b« <m several ««asiona aaserbed Wat the i-Wish <'on- 
ee«8ie& ms harboring, mawrouR antl*âap»iMtee iwgsm î g.^ tian* »

■ ■urlBg th* |«mr part er the aoatfc, the -apes*®* 
Military and nml autharltle® infonsed th» will*
tary eaamBâer® Wat they tetendoe to «Hspatw Uw» tet® 
the various foreign eoetore with a view t® ^uardW «Mp»~ 
new lives «rd propertyj it w&e also intteetod that <Mpa~ 
»•»» troops Might be merely through the forets eeetwe. 
(W Wpresentatlofâ» ware ue& by the forelga allitery 
eOMmatere consular reyromatatlws in am attest to 
eteesMWte We ^apaaee* authorities f»o« taking eetlon which 
®5.gM mil 1«H to laeMent® msS aeriw® dietutteuae»®» It 
set ®1>® pointed >M*t that <Mpan®6® liwe aaâ jamperty in 
the fereiga seetere Mâ heea fully protected during hoirtii- 
itiee end that there we® æ reoeR te believe that atteste 
protection eeul£ net ’oe eontlmâtd, le the a®fâ 
Were w» ame m«® ta hope that the «Mpeaeae wuld not 
^aem thee® mttere, at leaat far the woeent; but the 
called "vtetory mreh" of mm« ala thouewsd .'g^ness tsw>« 
thrcMgh th» heart of the setUeamt ee ^eeasber 3«’ 
the eetloh take® fey the ^tpe»e®« ellltery f©llô»ir< « 
taeldeet Vhloh oeeewed AiM«< «>e mreh tediested that 
to ®or® extreme ^puw«e eleeent® were datemlmd U 
itenmatiate that they are "saaet»re?! of Fhan^Mi.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

F^ifi0ND BRIGADE USMC
February 2, 1938

| Rec’d 10:05 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMIN) 
CINCAF 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEITING

8602. No change northern Tsinpu frona. On southern

section Japanese unit west of railroad has forced

evacuation Mingkwang and is advancing northward, Japanese 

claim their troops have occupied Fengyang and are 

attacking Tlngyuan. Reliably reported every Japanese 

Effort cross Chientang river vicinity Hangchow has been

repulsed. 1631.

CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE .....884>2QmZ199--____ ________________ FOR_____ LS-ti®?.

from _...Jiayy.DeDartnent______ (------------- -----) dated „.Jsi..25.*..l&38__
TO NAME 1—112T uro

REGARDING*. Propaganda, dealing with Far Eastern conflict, currently being 
distributed by Japanese Consul, Chicago* enclosing copies 
material; questions the propriety of distribution of one of 
enclosures»
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zyp

SEE____ 890.00/78

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

for____Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division 

from----- ------------------------------------ (....Jones....
TQ NAME

REGARDING*.

.) DATEDJan..29.4...19.3g_.
1—1127 ero

Situation in the Far East:- Sino-Japanese conflict

Review of the past week

FRG<
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.71/187 FOR____

from___ Shanghai (__Gauss.______) dated_ Be.<L.Zx-.183Z_.
TO NAME 1—1127 oo

REGARDING*. Relations of Shanghai Postal authorities with Japanese: re
marks of Mr. A«M* Chapelain, Shanghai Director of Posts of 
the Chinese Postal Administration.

FRG.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

3

SEE 393.24/350) FOR —Talfigram..^2^..fi..p^nu.

FROM ....Japan
TO

.. (....Grew.________ .)
NAME

DATED ---------Feb.-2T-1938
1—1127 epo

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese conflict: Percentage 

sent into China via Hong Kong for 
given,for certain countries.

of war supplies 
Chinese army
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JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

Tokyo

Dated February 2, 1938

Rec’d 8:45 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

r. u Washington.

67, February 2, 6 p.m.

CONFIDENTIAL.

My British colleague informs me in confidence that 

the percentage of war supplies sent in4-© China via Hong 

Kong for the Chinese army is by countries as follows: 

Germany 62 ner cent, Italy 21 per cent, France 12 per 

cent, Great Britain 3 per cent, United States and 

Belgium make up the trivial balance.

Craigie has taken particular pleasure in 

communicating these figures to the Vice Minister for 

Foreign Affairs.

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

GREW

DDM ;WWC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS COMYANGPAT
FROMFEbruary 2, 1938

Rec’d 5:18 p. m.

ACTION: OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
INFO: GIN OAF

2nd BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMSOPAT 
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0002 YangtzE RIvef popts quiEt, 2025
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS COMSOPAT
From

February 2, 1938

Rec’d 5:20 p. m.

7^

ACTION: OPNAV, WASHINGTON. 
INFO: CINCAF

2ND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0002 Railroads bombed 

sighted. Other South China

vicinity Canton. Two BSP

ports quiet 2000
<0
«

SMS-.NPL

...4 - ............. ..

'I

8
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS

Î'--p.as sl?;t toI
I O.i>. L A!-,U ni.LO. I
■ • - ------ • - — •____________ J^7

AMEMBASSY, HANKOW 
AMEMBASSY, PEIPING 
ANSONSUL, SHANGHAI

Secretary of State,

Washington.

February 2, 4 p, m.

FRdftAIN

Ghefoo via N. R.

Dated February 2, 1938

Rec’d 5:22 p. m.

troops inI am reliably informed that Japanese 

motor trucks proceeded yesterday from Chengyang on 

Shantung Railway to Laiyang, midpoint on Tsingtao 

Chefoo motor road. Report indicates that part of 

Japanese force today proceeded northwest to Chainyuan 

and remainder of force proceeded north without oppo

sition and reached Fushan eleven miles from Chefoo at 

3:30 this afternoon. Although a number of armed police 

are concentrated in Chefoo, local Chinese businessmen 

are working to avoid danger of violence in the event 

that Japanese enter Chefoo,

SMSiNPL

ALLEN m
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS •” FROMpLAlN

AMEMBASSY HANKOW
AMEMBASSY PEIPINS
AMERICAN CONSUL, CANTON

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

February 2, 2 p. m. 

Five Japanese planes

Swatow via N. R.

minutes today at 1:45 p. m., but no bombing attempted.

KETCHAM

SMSrNPL ____  _ __ _
| CP; srr.'T T0~j 

AMD d.D j
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JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVE

O.NA. t

Secretary of State

Washington

PRIORITY.

February 3, 5 p.m

From

GRAY ! [JEW

Canton via

Dated Febr

a.m

N. R

ary 3, 1938

Rec'd 7:5

Military headquarters has advised all commercial

foreign vessels to leave Canton and pass Bocca Tigris 

before dark tonight "by reason of increased tension'! ? 

No other reason given but rumors are rife the Japanese 

8

(0*
intend to bomb Canton. Three Standard Oil Company vessels jq

<0here will not be discharged until 10 p.m., tonightj will q

leave Canton for Hong Kong at daybreak tomorrow. I am

informed that British Hong Kong river steamer will not leave 

Canton until 8 a.m., tomorrow regular sailing time.

It is hoped that Hankow refugee train will arrive in time 

to place passengers on boat.

LINNELL

RR

“H
T1 
0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR PLAIN
«po From

z a,*?4/ 
7F

AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

February 3, 7

Chefoo via N. R.

1938

Japanese army forces occupied Chefoo without 8
opposition in early hours this morning. Chinese Chamber

of Commerce representatives will meet Japanese at eight 

o'clock to arrange removal of armed Chinese police who 

have concentrated in southern suburb of Chefoo. Japanese 

are dropping printed information from aircraft and affixing 

posters advising against resistance. =-i

ALLEN
JS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR FrJtJtAIK
AMEMBASSY HANKOW
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI

Chefoo via N. R

Dated February 3, 1938

Washington

Secretary of State

Naval landing parti

February 3, 10

Rec’d 6 a.m

force of nine Japanese

naval vessels are completing occupation of Chefoo. Japanese

have hoisted Japanese flag over all Chinese public -• • 

buildings. Commissioner of Customs intends to protest 

against raising of Japanese flag over Chinese Customs on 

grounds of international interest in customs and customs 

revenue,. I do not believe that Japanese action constitutes 

an infringement of American rights in customs integrity 

and customs r evenue which would warrant a protest from me 

at this time,. Posters distributed by Japanese forces showt-L 
......—

five barred flag and bear Chinese characters "Republic H 

reborn Peking".

ALLEN

JS
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‘ ’ Department of State
d . --------
' Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Febr. 4, 1938.

The wording of the enclosure 
to Hong Kong’s Despatch No. 63, 
of December 31, 1937, Is identical 
with the wording in the enclosure 
to a letter addressed to the 
President by one S. Ichida on 
December 20, 1937.

(811.001-Roosevelt, F.D./5874)

ARR
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I ‘ . No. 63

’ ST,;;;
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL 

'^8 FEB 2 H^g^Kong, December 31, 1937.

S U BJ ECT: Transmitting Unique Japanese Propaganda.

I have the honor to transmit herewith, as of 

possible interest to the Department, a copy of a 

printed letter received by lûr. J. B. Emnje'rt, a 

local American resident, from a fellow philatelist 

in Japan.

This letter is believed to be significant in 

that it shows the lengths to which the Japanese 

will go in spreading their propaganda, and the 

unique form it is taking among foreigners in the 

Far East.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

1/ From Sohichi Ichida, 
December 15, 1937.
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Original and four copies to Department 
Cogy Embassy, Tokyo

JCP/mm
r
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Enclosure No. 1 to Despatch No. 63 
of December 31, 1937, from the Con
sulate General, Hong Kong to the 
Department of State, Washington.

SOHICHI I Ch IDA

157, Higashi-Tamagawa, 

Setagaya, Tokyo, Japan 

15th Dec. 1937

Ky dear fellow Philatelist,

I feel it an honour to write you as a Japanese member 

of American Philatelic Society, to explain the true state

ment of facts in regard to the present dispute between 

Japan and China and trust that it will arouse your right 

judgment and recognition of Japan's real motive, just as 

you do in matters relative to philatelies.

Contrary to your imagination, China is not a civilized 

and orderly ruled country. Her people are suffering from 

unreasonable heavy burdens, her natural products lay buried 

and moreover her people are constantly exposed to bandits 

who are appearing everywhere and against which the Chinese 

army is almost powerless. We, Japanese, have retained an 

affectionate friendship for the Chinese people for more 

than a thousand years. Even now despite the complicated* 

political situation our ultimate aim is to secuie a serene 

and lasting peace in Orient.

China, however, is tramping over international treaties 

in the persecution of our residents in China, the boycotting 

of Japanese goods and as,a result of the anti-Japanese 
{sic) 

propaganda by redicals^ reds and student classes causing 
(sic) 

open and premiditate«ymurders.

On the other hand, I must point out the temporary 

penetration of communism into China, the Orient and the

attempt
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attempt to enter Japan. As communism is against our 

imperial principles and is also the greatest enemy of 

peace in the Orient, we feel it our solemn responsibility 

to eradicate it.

we, Japanese, as leaders of peace in the Orient, are 

striving to bring China to understand her present situation 

and condition.

We were forced to take military action for the sake 

of justice and humanity but only after every other means 

of peaceful settlement had been exhausted.

Nov/ I wish to place before you some facts to explain 

the Japanese situations:

Do you not know that--

(1) China is trying to stir the sympathy of other coun

tries by means of her fabricated and unscrupulous propaganda. 

(2) The Chinese army reported that Japanese army is using 

dum-dum and poison gas, murdering the Chinese non-combatants 

which is absolutely false and without foundation. However 

to the contrary these inhuman tactics are used only by the 

Chinese Army.

(3) Several hundred Japanese residents with many women 

and children, were massacred by the Chinese army at Tsushu 

near Peng-King in a single day.

(4) where-ever our army marches in, public peace is 

restored and the Chinese inhabitants welcome our army by 
( sic )

waving Japanese flags. Immediate fratenising/takes place 

and our army takes care of the needs of the inhabitants.

(5) Our army is feeding the Chinese residents and pro

tecting them from the unruly Chinese army.

(6) we respect the rights and interests of other coun

tries and have withheld often times our attack on account
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of the presence of foreigners.

(7) You may ask why we are bombing Chinese universities. 

Because they have been changed to barracks or armoury of the 

Chinese army.

(8) Chinese capital, Nanking, is one of the most powerful 

cities protected against air-raids which fact the Chinese 

try to hide.

I believe that you will be able to agree with my state

ment which I wish assure you is a true statement of the 

present situation.

I shall be satisfied if you can understand clearly that 

Japan is not the aggressor but is chastising the Chinese army 

and on the other hand asking the people of China for a 

genuine mutual understanding. What we want in the Orient 

is peace and friendly relations with our neighbours the 

Chinese people.

Therefore, if China will reflect and agree to act in 

concert with us for our mutual benefit, there will be no 

reason for a conflict between Japan and China whose people 

come from the same racial stock.

I earnestly hope that I may have the opportunity of 

meeting you sometime to discuss the many interesting matters 

about Japanese stamps and the Chinese Problems as well.

Please do not hesitate to write me at any time, as I 

shall be happy to answer all your question about both matters 

to the best of my ability.

Trusting this finds you in the best of health and looking 

forward to your further kind favours.

With best regards.

SOHICHI ICHIDA 
(Signed) S Ichida
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Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
IBS DORSET ROAD 

WABAN, MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Stanley K. Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political 
Department of State 
Washington D. C.

Relat:

Dear Mr, Hornbeck:

Februsyy 2,.^93 8
K V / A

■ r <

POLIT/C/it^ÿ

^74 7'^

MR.

I thank you for your explanation and promise 
to respect your request regarding the source of infor
mation. I am glad I did not publish the contents of 
Madame Chiang’s letter in any newspaper because the 
misunderstanding about the airplances might have aroused 
public sentiment unnecessarily. You will find enclosed 
a copy of the letter which I am sending today to Madame
Chiang Kai-shek.

793.94/12294

It might interest you to know that I was; In 
ISIS - 1919 Assistant Chief of the Statistics Depart
ment of the U. 8. Employment Service in Washington, and 
in 1919 - 1920 the first B.A. and first woman Research 
member of the Legislative Reference Service of the 
Library of Congress. I imagine that even now in the 
files you could find my ’’History of Strikes and Lock
outs for 10 Years for Fifteen Different Countries”, .
which I wrote for Representative Smith of Michigan; m
my long translation from an Italian article on The ) 
Nitrogen Problem, and many other reports for different " 
Senators and Representatives. At the end of the war, ^*'7 '° 
Appleton Prentiss Clark Griffin and I each translated 
•me half of the ’’Reply of the Allied and Associated
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WABAN,MASSACHUSETTS

Mr, Stanley K. Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political 
Department of State 
Washington D. C.

February 2>^1S38
4^»' OF^

1938
ON

Dear Mr. Hornbeck:

Peia^Ç^rPÔÜÏÏC/ir^Ai- 
Mfi. HGjïWf CK' Z

C 1 £ asB

for your explanation and promise 
to respect your request regarding the source of infor
mation. I am glad I did not publish the contents of

I thank you

Madame Chiang’s letter in any newspaper because the 
misunderstanding about the airplances might have aroused 
public sentiment unnecessarily. You will find enclosed 
a copy of the letter which I àm sending today to Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek.

793.94/12294

It might interest you to know that I was: In 
1918 - 1919 Assistant Chief of the Statistics Depart
ment of the U. S, Employment Service in Washington, and 
in 1919 - 1920 the first B.A. and first woman Research
member of the Legislative Reference Service of the 
Library of Congress. I imagine that even now in the 
files you could find my ’’History of Strikes and Lock
outs for 10 Years for Fifteen Different Countries”, 
which I wrote for Representative Smith of Michigan^ 
my long translation from an Italian article on The । 
Nitrogen Problem, and many other reports for diffej*ent; 
Senators and Representatives. At the end of the war, V 

i rar/a-7, Appleton Prentiss Clark Griffin and I each translated 
one half of the ’’Reply of the Allied and Associated

13
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Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
183 DORSET ROAD 

WABAN,MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Stanley K. Hornbeck - 2 - February 2, 1938

Powers to the Remarks of the Austrian Delegation on 
the Peace Treaty” for the Foreign Relations Committee of 
the Senate. My desk was in an alcove of the Senate 
Reading Room of the Library of Congress. ^From 1920-1921 
I was Assistant Librarian and Researcher for the 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace under James 
Brown Scott, at 4 Jackson Place. Your State Department 
Librarian coached me in library technique.

Miss Alice Matthews, Librarian of the 
Carnegie Endowment, Miss Grace Gardner Griffin of the 
Library of Congress, Ex-Senator George H. Moses and 
Roger VI. Babson know me well.

Your kindness in taking the time to answer 
my letter without having even the above references has 
been greatly appreciated. If I can be any kind of a 
helpful "Intermediary” in relations with China — please 
make use of my services.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Charles Meldon Clark

mhc/ac
Enclosure
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Copy o,f letter to Madame Chiang Kai-shek

Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
183 DORSET ROAD 

WABAN, MASSACHUSETTS

February 2, 1938

Madame Chiang Kai-shek
Headquarters of the Generalissimo 
Hankow, China.

Dear Mayling:

I was very glad to hear from you and have 
tried to place your message where it will help you 
most. We Americans — especially we women and most es
pecially we Wellesley graduates admire you and the 
ideals which you have been transferring to your people. 
Wo have read almost breathlessly every magazine and 
newspaper article to which you have contributed. 
’’Right” must win, Mayling, and because it must — surely 
something will happen soon to stop the terribly wrong 
slaughtering of human beings. Besides, you are 
Wellesley bred and you are going to keep the spirit of 
Wellesley and its ideals alive in China.

My motto has been ’’There is no such word as 
’can’t’J” ever since in High School I had to learn a 
story in French: "Impossible n’est pas français.” 
I’ve never forgotten the story which ran: ’’Napoleon 
Premier dit un jour à un jeun lieutenant une ordre 
difficile à executer. L’officier hésité et murmur, 
’Sire, l’execution de cet ordre est impossibleJ’ 
’Impossible!’ criet Napoleon, furieux, ’Impossible! Ce
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Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
183 DORSET ROAD 

WABAN,MASSACHUSETTS

Madame Chiang Kai-shek - 2 - February 2, 1938

mot n’est pas français 1” 
Chinese)\

Impossible n’est pas

I happen to know, Mayling, that the American 
Government has taken no action to prevent the shipment 
of airplanes to China, and that American airplanes have 
been and are being purchased in this country and 
shipped to China.

The planes you mentioned as yet not received 
must be the shipment of airplanes destined for China 
which, in September, was removed from the S.S.Wichita, 
a vessel owned by the American Government, before that 
vessel sailed for China. This action was taken follow
ing a public statement made by President Roosevelt on 
September 14, 1937, that merchant vessels owned by the 
Government of the United States would not thereafter 
until further notice be^permitted to transport to China 
or Japan any of the arms, ammunition or implements of 
war which were listed in the President's Proclamation 
of May 1, 1937. Airplanes were* listed in the President’s 
Proclamation of May 1, 1937. Subsequently the airplanes 
in question were transshipped to ’another" vessel',* a 
vessel not owned" Vy the Government of the United States, 
and those planes should, therefore, have already 
reached China.

Please do not feel that if China loses — it
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Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
1S3 DORSET ROAD 

WABAN,MASSACHUSETTS

Madame Chiang Kai-shek - 3 - February 2, 1938

will be the fault of the United States! Can’t you see 
that we are still suffering from the effects of the 
World War? We do not want war for ourselves or our 
children. We hate war and sympathize with you but we 
advocate abstinence by all nations from use of force 
in pursuit of policy and from interference in the inter
nal affairs of other nations. We believe in respect by 
all nations for the rights of others and performance by 
all nations of established obligations.

You lived in Wellesley under our U.S.Govern
ment for four years, Mayling. You were happy here, you 
seemed to like us and we certainly liked you. You know 
we wouldn’t as friends, as a college, or as a nation 
make a move to hurt you or your people. But please 
remember that our government, having the responsibility 
of protecting all the various types and nationalities 
within its borders (just as when you yourself were here) 
must avoid entering into alliances or entangling 
commitments.

To us American Women you are the ’’Joan of Arc” 
of China. No matter what the future holds, you have 
done a ’’swell job” as we say in American slang.

If I can help in the tiniest way by sending 
you my insignificant letters, reply by China Clipper.
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Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
183 DORSET ROAD 

WABAN, MASSACHUSETTS

Madame Chiang Kai-shek - 4 - February 2, 1938.

Realize, too, that in this letter I am sending you the 
love of all the Wellesley Graduates I have been able to 
reach since receiving your letter. Remember: Impossible 
n’est pas Chinese!J

Lovingly

Mrs. Charles M. Clark

miic/ac
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Mr. Stanley K, Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political delations 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C.
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have

Mrs.Charles M. Clark 
1B3 DORSET ROAD 

WABAN,MASSACHUSETTS

Honorable Cordell RtCtiv't”1 
United States Secr^a4ÿî<Mftët$|te 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C.6 1938 m 9 .

J anuary o 1 19
You will find enclosed? the/of a letter which 
just received from W$^^^fé(n®çKai-shek via the China

Dear Sir:

just received 
Clipper.

I feel that her message was meant not for me alone but for 
you, for the Department of State and for our United States.

What does she mean in her statement about the airplanes 
from this country, and why do we not fulfill an order for 
which we have evidently been paid?

Won’t you please consider some kind of immediate action? 
How can you and I sit back and enjoy our homes after read
ing such an appeal?

Mayling Soong Chiang lived in my dormitory at Wellesley 
College and spent many hours with my roommate and with me. 
To one who has known Mayling - United States’ inaction 
seems very wrong and selfish.

7
9

3
.9

4
/

I 2
2

9
4

January 24, 1938.

Very ,truly yours

Mrs. Charles Meldon Clark.

HORNBECK

JAM 2 8 1923
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HEADQU/iRTERS OF THE GENERALISSIMO

Hankow, China
January 5, 1938.

Mrs. Miriam H. Clark, 
183 Dorset Road, 
Waban, Mass., 
U. S. A.

Dear Mrs. Clark,

I have just received your Christmas card with the photographs of your 
two daughters, and your garden. They are adorable children, and your garden, 
with its prospects, completes what I should think are delightful surr&ndings 
for you. A

I remember the ’’Mims” well, but, as you can imagine, the conditions 
under which I am living to-day, are far different from those of the days when 
we were in college.

We are doing our best with limited equipment and resources to fight 
for'our freedom. The wholesale and unrestricted slaughter of non-combatant 
men, women, qnd children, is beyond belief and is continuous.

The Japanese, by not declaring war, believe that they can employ all 
modern weapons of warfare with complete ruthlessness and disregard of all inter
national law and human rights. The amazing thing is that the world so far has I 
done no more than express condemnation of this barbarity. ’

Alien the slaughter started it was thought to be accidental, but as 
time went on, it became apparent that it was all part of a deliberate intention 
to wipe out as many of the Chinese people as possible. Alien Japan decided to 
try and take China she started off by swamping the northern part of the country 
where she was dominating, with opium and narcotics. This effort was to demoral
ize the people and deprive them of powers of resistance. Since hostilities 
broke out the Japanese have discovered that with maching guns and high explosives 
they could definitely remove thousands upon thousands of people quite easily. 
So, they began to bomb and maching 5un cities, towns, and villages—and 
refugees fleeing from their homes to safety. Now they have gone further than 
that. They are shooting all able-bodied men, singly and in batches, between 
Shanghai and Nanking. Very few able-bodied men survive and these have been 
forced to labor for the Japanese. At Nanking they butchered thousands in colgj 
blood. Similar massacres have been going on throughout North China, and theyT 
will continue while the Japanese think they can keep the world in a ^.tate of I 
fear. That is the tragedy of the whole situation. ’ **
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I '
Mrs. Miriam H. Clark, 
Waban, Mass., U. S. A.

2.

The Japanese feel certain that the people of America and’Great Britain 
have lost their fighting spirit and are craven before Japanese strength and power. 
We believe that this is untrue, of course, and we realize that neither nation 
wishes to be precipitated into warfare at this time. Yet, we Chinese, cannot 1 
help but feel that if America and Great Britain could speak with one voice to l 
Japan there need be no war. We may be wrong, but we feel that the turning of a j 
few financial screws would put sufficient pressure upon Janan to make her change j 
her policies. Thoroughgoing condemnation by the world could be impressed upon | 
J&pfcn by the civilized nations withdrawing their embassies as a protest. f

We, in China, will fight while we can get supplies. If we are unable 
to get supplies, we will be defeated, but_the--de£ea±._will„n5^be_hy_J^na^^but 
because America, Great Britain, and other countries have mat epi a lly_ assisted 
Jap an to beat us^to death. We do not understand why the American Government 'i 
stopped aircraft, which we bought and paid for before hostilities began, from 
coming to China. Those airplanes are not here yet. This, and similar actions, [ 
are what is giving Japan encouragement and confidence. We do not know when the 
great powers are really goung to do something to uphold the sanctity of treaties, 
preserve international law, and safeguard human rights, but if they do not do it 
soon you can be sure that what has been happening in China will, in course of 
time, happen in other democratic countries.

I hope that the beautiful homes in America will be safeguarded against 
such horrible happenings as those that are befalling my country. With best 
remembrances to you and deep thanks for your good wishes,

Yours very sincerely, 
kayling Soong Chiang 

(Madame Chiang Kai-shek)
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January 81 1®?8

In reply refer to 
FB

My dear Mrs. Clark:

The receipt is acknowledged of your telegram ami 

letter, both under date January 24, 1938, in regard to 

a letter received by you from Madame Chiang Kai-shek. 

Tour courtesy in forwarding to the Department a copy 

of Madame Chiang*s interesting latter to you Is very 

much appreciated.

With regard to the matter of shipments of airplanes 

to China, it would appear from the statement in Madame 

Chiang's letter and the inquiry in your letter that there 

exists a misunderstanding of the situation. The Ameri

can Government has taken no action to prevent the ship

ment of airplanes to China, and, as a matter of fact, 

American airplanes have been and are being purehased In 

this country and shipped to China. No doubt Madame Chiang 

has reference to a shipment of airplanes destined for 

China

Mrs. Charles Meldon Clark,

183 Dorset Road, 

Waban, Massachusetts
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China whioh, in September, was removed from ths S.S. 

Wichita, a vessel owned by the Amerloan Government, 

before that vessel sailed for China. This aotion was 

taken following a public statement made by President 

Roosevelt on September 14, 1937, that merchant vessels 

owned by the Government of the United States would not 

thereafter until further notice be permitted to trans

port to China or Japan any of the arms, ammunition or 

implements of war whioh were listed in the President*8 

Proclamation of May 1, 1937. Airplanes were listed in 

the President's Proclamation of May 1, 1937. Subsequently 

the airplanes in question wore transshipped to another 

vessel, and the Department is without information whioh 

would indicate that those planes have not already reached 

China.

With regard to your general queries concerning our 

attitude toward the present unfortunate situation in 

China, there are enclosed oopies of several of the De

partment's releases to the press whioh it is hoped will 

be of interest and assistanoe to you.

The Department follows with the olosest attention 

developments in the Par East and gives careful consider

ation to the various views which are being presented to 

it
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it In regard to the course which this Government should 

pursue. It appreciates the motives which have prompted 

you to express your views.

As you will realize, the Department, in replying to 

the questions which you have raised, is simply endeavor» 

Ing to inform you of the facts pertinent to the points 

with regard to which you have Inquired, and although you 

may make use of the statements contained in this letter 

as statements of fact, the Department would request that 

you not quota therefrom or make reference to the Depart

ment as your source of information.

Sincerely yours, 

For the Secretary of State:

Stanley K. Hornbeck
Adviser on Political Relations

Enclosures:

1. Press release of 
Statement by the

OR '7^

W 31 1938. FK

2. Press release of August S3, 1937, 
Press Conference statement.

3. Press release of January 10, 1936, 
Text of letter from the Secretary 
of State to the Vice President.

July Id, 1937, 
Secretary of State.

1/3L/3B
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. RECEIVED

1938^'F- 2 ,n >7
From

19wu pn 27 c5^^n^,ns

AN--

Hon Cordell Hull, Personal Dont phone

Washdc

Am sending air mail letter just received froi

Madame Chiang Kai Shek please give it your personal and 

Immediate attention

Mr! am g Clark 183 Dorset Road V/aban Mass

P°UTlc*î~iï>''^ 
MR. HORNBECK 

? JAN 2 8 1923 J?

V6
‘96

L -Md
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\ DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

693.002/470
SEE___________ ____

Memorandum
FOR_______________________________

State Department z Bill x Jan.26,1938
FROM Secr#tBry ( -) DATED
TQ NAME 1—1127 «po

REGARDING: Conversation with Chinese Ambassador concerning 
situation In Tar East - 
He stated that a rather serious development seems 
to be In prospect In connection with the understanding 
that Japanese puppet government located at Peiping is 
undertaking to lower or abolish certain tariffs.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see ....8.9.3,0P„P,R....MexZ125______________ for ....Deapatay..#143_____ __ _____

FROM ...4®<?X_________ _________ __ (..Altaffex____ .) DATED______D.e.cJ...2Q+..lS37
TO NAME 1-1127 o™

REGARDING. g^no-Japanese relations: Report on-*, for November, 1937.
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1. Halations with Japan 

(a) continued attacks on jlu-li-shsn and àn-anih 
forts, uad au Tunx on uaoy Island.

Japanese warships and planes operating fro» 

^uernoy Island (4t ) were unusually active during

November in bombing the fortifications of Amoy end 

points on \®oy Island. The Su-li-shan ( $ % 3* ) 

and an-ahih (^ % ) forts and the vicinity around

#u Tung ( £• là. ) on iMoy Island earns in f or most of 

the attacks. «u Tung, which is the landing place 

for ferries plying between Amoy Island and the mainland 

route to Foochow, is w said to be tie center of 

considerable Chinese troop concentrations. It is said 

that these troops In this vicinity were building gun 

emplacements and otherwise fortifying the vicinity 

around Au Tung, and that the Japanese warships were bom

barding this area to slow up or stop tnese works.

This
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* 4 *

This vicinity wus bombarded toy Japanese warships 

on November 8, 14, 20, 23, 24 and 28, killing an 

old Chinese woman and child, and causing very little 

damage during the entire operation®. The moy forts 

were boaiberded by warships and planes on November 10, 

13, 14 end 24. Th© local press reported that the 

Japanese several times attempted to land boats at 

Au Tung without success.

(h) conditions >n . ,usaoy Island.

A local newspaper stated that Chinese 

refugees reported that business has been practically 

suspended on uoaoy Island after she occupation by 

the Japanese. oince trade intercourse was practically 

cut off with the mainland and with Amoy prices are 

said to have gone up more than 100 per cent. Hundreds 

of refugees frog tuemoy are reported to have gone 

abroad.

(o) évacuation of Chinese frog Cities on or 
near ^ukTen coast.

Toward the end of November, the Fukien 

rovineial authorities ordered all people living on 

the coast of the province to remove their families 

to the interior. A local newspaper reported that 
many families had evacuated moy, Chuan Chow (J^. 'Hj), 

Chang Chow ) and other towns, in obedience to

thia order. During November, it was calculated that

more than half the population of \moy had evacuated, 

as moy during November consumad only about 300 bags 

of rice a day compared with a consumption of about 800 

bags during normal times.

(d)
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(cl) (.Llnere frx f-ors/Uit.

^nveiLbtr 21, i local ufccs repox't 

stated th* t ?.b>ut GOO Chiasse arrived in s»oy fro®

Z. relation.-. with Italy. eilfcfcHflllh. ****** *i^**&*v^^^***f+**H*gg9Ml

Chinese to, ,i leu warship,

Tts Italian ulu^ . ^4ïvM &rriw<i

1rs ’ on hovenber 1-4, fr-» haiphong ana departed 

* '>ï ^.hunghai on hovaxbsr US, 1U37. ■ ioeul newspaper

reported that Chinese trsnsp^x'tati >n coolies and 

liejjiter men refused to load 400 tins of motor fuel 

whioa the "ih. A/ii’O” puroXiJ»aed from the <tenderd~V&euuBi 

oil Oompoâÿ, Amoy. it was alao reported that local 

teel eellerfc i’ Juod it impossible to supply thie warship 

with dOC pounfia of beef *ina other provisions. rae 

uoi.-Œtaûuui- ox tix ”»*r.. «KTv* wee reported t> hu<e asked 

otxitfr foreign ns»Vél sutfeoritise In .r->y to tell the 

l.or.„i Chinese aubhoritiee here tlxet the provisions 

were vjsntsd for ths per sonnai of the ship only, 

C. aelat.i-w of a Oeneral n urmtlonal Qmrftcter. 

^••■: 'o-f h 4 f’*> .
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
--------------- COMYANGPAT

February, 3, 1938
FROM !

Rec’d 8:33 p, m.

ACTION: 
INFO ;

OPNAV
SIN CAF, ADMINISTRATIVE 

and FLAG
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON 5
COMDESRON 5
COMSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0003 Yangtze River ports quiet 1900

SMS:NPL 7
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LMS I,'"'., 1/ ? ----- ------ . COMSOPAT

I1 v. Si 'MT 7ÏJ i
‘ s | February 3, 1938

GPO (From
REC,d 8;34 p. m.

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO : CIN CAF, ADMINISTRATIVE

and FLAG
COMSUBRON 5
COMDESRON 5 
GOMYANGPAT 
AMBASSADOR G£ïNA<$ 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0003 Air raid railroads north of city uanton dis 

turbed by rumors of attack other South China ports 

quiet 2000

SMS:NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ACTION: GINJAF, ADMINISTRATIVE

SEC MARINE BRIGADE 

February 3, 1938 

Rec’d 8:37 p, m.

OPNAV
INFO: AMCONSUL SHANGHAI

COMSUBRON FIVE 
GOMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
GONSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALuSNA PEIPING

8603 Japanese northward

succeeded capturing Fengyang, Tingyuan, Pengpu. No

evidence any Japanese crossing Whai River, north

Pengpu. Chinese continue reenforce Lunghai defense

seven additional divisions arrived Hsuchow area past

week 1851

SMS:NPL
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g
JS This received

closely paraphrased be-------
fore being communicated 
to anyone (A)

GPO From

HANKOW Via N4t

Secretary of State
J

Washington, D.C

Dated February 3, 1938

76, February 3, 2 p.m. !
Tokyo's 63/ February 1

Rec'd 6:50 p.m

1 p.m

since the incident at theSeven months have elapsed

Marco Polo bridge precipitated the present invasion of

China by Japan. Japanese armies have succeeded/ this^time 

at enormous^c^qt in,lives, material and treasure, in

driving the asset Government of China and its armies

away from the coast, from Shanghai to Shanhaikwan, and 

have occupied the ruined and depopulated cities of Hang

chow, Shanghai, Soochow, Wusih, Nanking, and Wuhu. They 

hold Tsingtao, Tsinan, Taiyuan, Tientsin and Peiping. They 

have systematically destroyed Chin—ese industry in these 

areas. They control the railways between Shanghai and 

Suiyuan, and a good part of the Peiping Hankow Railway. 

Japanese bombing planes based within this area are able 

at will to bomb practically all of the other commercial 

centers of China, It is believed that Japanese military
< ' t-■ forces, if disposed to do so, and at further considerable 

expense of lives, material and treasure, can in time 

occupy the Lunghai Railway, Hankow and the rest of the

railway between Peiping and Hankow. If this happens 
4 JJapanese
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From Hankow, #76.

Japanese military forces will then have occupied practical

ly the whole of the Yangtze and Yellow River valleys where 

the bulk of China’s population lives and from which it 

draws the bulk of its food supply. But the Japanese mili

tary will still be a long way from conquering or occupy

ing the whole of China.

The intellectual life which has dominated the areas 

thus occupied and which has given character to modern 

nationalist China will then have been driven into the 

western, more mountainous and Iess fertile areas. There 

is no apparent evidence that this intellectual leadership 

and what is left of its armed forces are prepared to 

capitulate and make peace. It is true that what is 

of China's armed forces will be without equipment/to enable 

it to wage effective offensive war on the plains, but it 

will still have access to sufficient quantities of small 

arms and ammunition to enable it to equip mobile units 

which will roam the country attacking trains, destroying 

crops and supplies, attacking Japanese and those working 

with them. The Japanese military will therefore have to 

garrison its holdings and police every mile of the lines 

of communications along which supplies for its forces must 

be carried. The future prospect for the plains occupied by 

the Japanese during the next three or four years promises 

little in the way of peaceful development; I believe that 

conditions throughout those areas will be chaotic in the 

extreme
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From Hankow, #76. <597

extreme, with robberies, assassinations, and kidnapings.

The prospect for the immediate future is hopeless 

unless Japan is prepared to send far greater forces into 

China to enable her to garrison and police the occupied 

areas. Trade is and will continue to be completely dis

rupted. Chinese industry no longer exists. Travel in the 

interior is already well nigh impossible.

The situation as between^Ch^^ ai^ Japan at the 

present time is therefore at a 4^ , with Japan's armies

carrying destruction into the very areas from whose pop

ulation she apparently expected to receive cooperation 

and where she expected to market her goods.

A declaration of war will not in my opinion materially 

affect this situation. It will have its effect upon trade 

through Hong Kong and possibly Hanoi, but it will not 

lessen the necessity for Japan to continue the present 

heavy expense and future military operations. It will not 

close China’s back doors through India, Burma and H#- . 

Japanese hostilities have entered the stage of long time 

operations to pacify immense areas where the populations 

have been impoverished and terrorized. Japan must soon 

come to a realization that up to the present time all 

that her efforts have netted her has begn hostility abroad 

and expense in China. Japan can hardly expect to recoup 

this expense from Chinese trade in another twenty or thirty

years
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4598

years.

Repeat Ed to Peiping and Shanghai. Shanghai please 

relay to Tokyo and show to Commander-in-chief.

JOHNSON

SMS NPL
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no, 76) Of February 3, 1933, from the Ameri

can Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially as follows:

It has been seven months since the occurrence of the in

cident at Marco Polo Bridge which precipitated Japan’s pres

ent Invasion of China. At a very great cost in lives, treasure, 

and material the armies of Japan have this time succeeded in 

driving the Chinese amies and the Central Government of China 

away from the coast in the area from Shanghai to Shanhaikwan 

and have occupied the depopulated cities of b'uhu, 'Vusih, 

Hangchow, Booohcw, Shanghai, and Hanking, a large part of the 

Peiping-Hankow Railway and the railways between shanghai and 

Suiyuan are controlled by the Japanese. Peiping, Tientsin, 

Taiyuan, Tsingtao, and Tainan aro held by the Japanese who 
industry 

have systematically destroyed Chineso/ln these regions. 

Japanese borblng planes, based within this area, can at will 

bomb almost all of China’s other oonmeroial centers. If the 

Japanese military‘ is disposed to occupy the tunghai Railway, 

Hankow, and the remainder of the Peiping-Hankow Railway, it 

is believed that It can in time, at a further considerable 

cost of lives, treasure, and material, do so. Although, in 

case this happens, Japan’s military forces will have occupied 

then almost all of the valleys of the Yellow and Yangtee 

Rivers, whence China draws the greater part of its food supply 

and where most of the population lives, Japanese military 

forces will still be far from occupying or conquering all of 

China.

By

7 87 3 -V H
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By tliat time the intellectual life which given char

acter to modern nationalist China and which has dominated the 

regions thus occupied will have been driven into the less 

fertile» more mountainous western areas. Ho evidence is ap

parent to indicate that this intellectual leadership and what 

remains of its military forces afto ready to give up and make 

peace, /tithough It Is true that the remnant of the Chinese 

military forces will lack the equipment necessary to make 

possible the waging of an effective offensive war on the 

plains, It will still have access to small arms and ammunition 

in sufficient quantities to make possible the equipment of 

mobile units which will wander over the country destroying 

supplies end crops, attacking Japanese and those working 

with them, and attacking trains. Therefore, it will be 

necessary for the Japanese military to police every mile of 

the communications lines over which supplies for Japanese 

forces must be carried and to garrison Japanese holdings. 

There Is little promise in the way of peaceful development 

in prospect during the next three or four years for the 

plains areas occupied by ti e Japanese. That conditions In 

those areas will be extremely chaotic with kldnaplngs, rob* 

berles, and assassinations is the opinion of the Achassador.

Unless Japan is ready to send into China much greater 

forces to enable her to police and garrison the occupied 

areas, the prospect for the near future is hopeless. Al

ready travel Is well nigh impossible in the interior. Trade 

is
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la entirely disrupted and will continue to be so, Chinese 

Industry exists no longer*

Therefore, with the armies of Japan carrying destruction 

into the very regions where she looked forward to selling her 

goods and from whose population she expected apparently to 

reoeive cooperation, the situation at the present time as 

between Japan and china Is at a stalemate*

The Ambassador Is of the opinion that this situation 

would not be materially affected by a declaration of war* A 

declaration of war will not close the back doors of China 

through Turkestan, Burma, and India, although it v/ill affect 

trade through Hong Kong and possibly Hanoi. It will not make 

any less necessary the continuance by Japan of the present 

heavy expense and future military operations. The stage has 

been reached in Japanese hostilities of operations extending 

over a long period of tine to pacify huge areas in which ths 

people have been terrorised and impoverished* Before long 

Japan must realise that expense in China and hostility abroad 

are all that her efforts have up to the present time netted 

her. Japan can hardly look forward to reinïbursing herself 

from Chinese trade in another twenty or tit»ty years for this 

expense in China.

793.94/12301

FE:SGC:HES 
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Co Meet
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to

$

Telegram Sent

Ltepartiiwnt of

Washington,

TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

IONCONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR 

PLAIN

!938 FEB A c-
February 4, 1938.

AMEMBASSY

HANKOW ( China ). O ,

/ 
For the Ambassador.'

The Department appreciates zreceiving, Xnd has/read/ 

with/interest /andybenefit/ the /summary? and évalua tioi/of 

the situatior^/contained in your/76,^ February 3, 2 p.m.

793.94/12301

FENfCV:VCI FE

*W-

Enciphered by

Sent by operator 19.

D. C. R.—No. 60 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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JS Gray

SHANGHAI Via N.R.
f^e3 

j Rec’d 
Secretary of Stat 

Washington, D.C.

195, February 3, 7 p.m.
j mzS] J r-'^Ospartment

My telegram No. 163,/January 28, 5 p.m,

Following the arrival of Japanese reinforcements 

on the southern section of the Tsinpu front the Japanese 

launched several vigorous attacks and claim to have 

captured Mingkwang and Fengyang. An American who recently 

returned from Hangchow states that while Chinese guerilla 

operations continue around that city thus far they have not 

been in sufficient strength seriously to threaten Japan

ese positions. He states also there are no present indica

tions that the Japanese contemplate launching the campaign 

along the Hangchow front.

A number of bombing incidents occurred on January 29 

and 30 but the special precautions taken by the police of 

the Settlement and Concession prevented further acts of 

terrorism during the China New Year holidays. Two of the 

incidents were o.pparently directed against the Japanese 

but the missiles exploded harmlessly and thus far the on 

Japanese have not protested them.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

, GAUSS

NPL Si'lS , - -   

February 3

6:40 p.m

1938

/V DivisiciJ -of

V
E6

1
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
SHANGHAI Via N R

cr-i i l * 
ü ' ! D Dated February 3, lp38

8;30 p.m. I

LjEGJL adviser

{DEPARTMENT OfR'

Secretary of State

Washington, D.C

to

199, February 3, midnight. —•'*

Following from Tokyo; February 3, 6 p.m. Please repeat 

Department as Embassy’s 73, February 3, 6 p.m.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The following report from 

the British Consul at Nanking dated January 28 is repeated 

to the Department as possibly amplifying the Department’s 

information concerning conditions there:

"The situation at Nanking is far more difficult and 

abnormal than had been anticipated. The atrocities com

mitted during the first two weeks after the occupation 

of the city were of a nature and on a scale which are 

al miost incredible. Conditions as regards military un

ruliness are slowly improving but isolated cases of murder, 

and other barbarities continue. Within the last three days, 

houses occupied by Germans and Americans and flying the 

national flags of the two countries have been forcibly 

entered, by the military and from one American house a 

Chinese was summarily removed without consultation with 

the United States Embassy.

The city is entirely under military domination. The 

military are in a sinister mood and bitterly hostile 

towards
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From Shanghai, #199..

towards the British consular authorities. They remon

strated with the German Consul privately for his eccen

tricity in arriving in Nanking in the British Consul’s 

company. The Embassy officials are friendly and helpful 

as far as circumstances permit. The autonomous committee 

was organized as agreed upon and was accorded grudging 

recognition some time after its formal inauguration on 

1st January.. So far as the British Consul can learn it is 

still in the process of finding its feet and it may be 

some time before it begins to function effectively.

The Chinese, mostly of the poorer classes, arc 

congregated in the safety zone. Their number is estimated 

at about 200,000. The work accomplished by the American 

and German members of the zone committee transcends all 

praise. There can be no doubt that their presence alone 

has secured the comparative safety of the zone and many 

of the attacks on individuals were averted by their gallant 

intervention. There is a strong movement to get rid of 

them and of course the only eventual solution is for the 

Japanese to undertake the care of the remaining civilian 

population and civil administration in general so soon 

as proper arrangements can be made.

The military are firmly opposed to the return of any 

foreigners except officials and it is obvious in any case 

in the cirsumstances above-described that it would be 

inadvisable and quite futile for any British subjects to

return
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From Shanghai #199»

' b Ü1

return. Any revival of business activities must depend 

on the restoration of some measure of confidence among the 

Chinese and it is impossible to say when that may come.

(The remainder of the telegram deals with proposed 

arrangements for the continuance of British consular 

representation in Nanking)".

Following is a further apprecaiation of the situation 

at Nanking by the British Consul as of January 29:

"Military lawlessness continues due to a lack of 

centralized control. Majority of cases are of ransacking. 

Ronins (civilian hangerson of the army) have appeared 

on the scene and are likely to prove a source of future 

trouble.

The problem of 250,000 Chinese civilian refugees must 

disperse before 4th of February. Most of them have no 

where to go and no means of subsistence and any hasty action 

by the Japanese authorities may lead to rioting and more 

atrociti cs.

The Japanese continue to resent violently any observa* 

tion of their activities by foreigners. There is consider

able ill-feeling against the United States and German 

Embassi es.

The Japanese have a plan for segregating troops 

in a specified area in the center of the town." Grew.

GAUSS

SMS NPL
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No

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

LONDON, January 26, 1538•

SUBJECT: Press comment on the Far East
,.z'|z?,tws/'.v or
"VPr’ÊW -ft

L_^pARTMEtii Of

The
'■3

Secretary of State

Washington

of January 18, and previous despatches giving British

D. C

Wl ÊASÏTBh ÀffAi?
D 4- 1938

■a riment m‘ 4-m

cable

■SiÊa pi
With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 379P

press comment on Japanese policy in China, I have the 

honor to report that the newspapers have published

further editorials on the subject since the despatch

under reference.

The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post, referring to

the
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the statement of Prince Konoye on January 20 that Japan 

would continue to attack the Central Chinese Government 

and refrain from other dealings with it, says:

"Stripped of its verbal wrappings, then, the 
situation stands out fairly clearly. The military 
defeat of Marshal Chiang Kai-shek has not created 
a rout or a surrender, nor has it provoked that 
spontaneous revolt against his authority which the 
Japanese hoped would be the first sign of Chinese 
jlgr-weariness. The peace negotiations carried on 
with the Chinese Government through the intermediary 
of the German Ambassador, Dr. TrantTnenn, have 
failed. ..... .Japan regards the unification 
of China so unexpectedly stimulated by Japanese 
aggression as a temporary phenomenon which increased 
aggression will be likely to dispel.

"Yet it is evident from scrutiny of Prince 
Konoye’s recent statements of Japanese policy that 
he recognises something of the magnitude of the 
task."

An article by Scrutator in the Sunday Times 

refers particularly to the strategical position of Great 

Britain in the Par East and the hope of assistance 

from the United States. Referring to the three American 

cruisers which are to be present at the opening cere

mony of the Singapore base, this paper states:

"Mindful that the worst disservice that can be 
done to the chances of active American friendship 
with us is to seem to run after it, one must be 
cautious before attaching especial political sig
nificance to their presence.................

"It is enough now to say that it is easy to 
imagine circumstances in Which Singapore and its 
fortifications would be as serviceable to the 
United States as to ourselves. A hostile Power at

Singapore
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Singapore and at the more vulnerable Manila could 
bar all access to Chinese waters, both to Europe 
and America.”

Turning to the subject of Japanese policy and the re

cent statements in Tokyo, the Sunday Tire a says:

"Japan, therefore, now proposes to "ignore” 
Chiang - that is to say, she will not follow him 
indefinitely into the interior of China.................

"It will be a very slow and costly business; 
already Japan has a third of her whole army in 
China, and as yet she has only succeeded in 
strengthening patriotic resistance..................”

As regards the rumors of the construction of new Japanese 

battleships exceeding the treaty categories, this paper 

states that it is in the highest degree unlikely that 

Japan would wait for the result of a shipbuilding com

petition in which she would certainly lose. The Sunday 

Times continues:

"Two conclusions seem to follow. The first is 
that a combination between this country and America 
could prevent a major war in which either of us 
would be involved; the second that to be effective 
plans of action must be concerted beforehand, and 
that the political conditions under which we are 
prepared to put them into execution should be 

J announced beforehand, and not left to be decided 
by contingencies."

"If both our countries and such other countries 
as care to join us issued a declaration in that 
sense, and at the same time concocted measures for 
carrying it into effect, they would have done no 
more than their duty to their own people and they 
would probably be met by Japan. China might or 
might not be saved, but her future, after all, de
pends far more on her own tenacity of purpose than on

anything
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anything that we or America, or both of us, seem 
likely to do for her.”

The Socialist Daily Herald claims that all the 

peaceful forces of the world have acted as if they 

were utterly impotent to stop one nation, not a very 

strong nation at that. The refusal of the British 

Military Commander at Tientsin to permit the Japanese 

to enter the British concession and the preparations to 

defend Hong Kong are examples of how Great Britain is 

risking war.

This paper continues:

”Yet we will not cooperate with a number of 
other powerful countries in imposing economic sanc
tions against Japan, though we know Japan would 
have to call the war off if they were imposed.”

The Liberal Manchester Guardian discusses the 

question of the supplying of arms to China and points 

out that this is one of the principal Japanese charges 

against Great Britain and Soviet Russia. For this reason 

it thinks that an article published in the Japanese 

”Asahi Shimbun” and written by its correspondent in 

Hong Kong must have caused considerable embarrassment 

to the Japanese Government:

”The correspondent, who has made a thorough 
inquiry, gives a list of explosives shipped to 
China by various countries between December 25 
and January 15. It is true that Britain has

second
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second, place on the list, but the first and. third 
places are taken respectively by those warm friends 
of Japan Italy and Germany....................."

After referring to the statement from Tokyo that both

Italy and Germany have stopped sending arms, the edi

torial concludes as follows:

**...........Italy, too, after some hesitation, has
withdrawn her military mission from China, but the 
German mission remains at Hankow, cooperating 
cheerfully with the Soviet airmen (if there are 
any) and no doubt ordering arms from Krupp when 
necessary. It looks as though Japan will have to 
free China from her friends as well as from her 
enemies."

Respectfully yours,

Herschel V. Johnson 
Chargé d’Affaires ad: Interim

HM/ALC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
AM EMBASSY HANKOW
AMEMBASSY PEIPING
AMCONSUL CANTON

PLAIN AND GRAY
From

Swatow via N. R,

Secretary of State,

Washington.

Two air raid alarms

February 3, 11 p.m.

second alarm three seaplanes were sighted apparently on 

scouting mission. I have just been informed by fairly 

reliable source that a Japanese landing near Swatow is 
feared in near future.

KETCHAM
DDM
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MBo
This felegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

From
Hankow via N.R

Dated February 4, 1938 /

Secretary Of State

Washington

7 February 4, 9 a»m.

Rec’d 7:00 a»m,

Division of

In recent conversation with Vi'ce Minister Hsu Mo lat-

ter informed Peck that the Secretary of State had said to 

the Chinese Ambassador in regard to reports that Great 

Britain, France and the Soviet Union were discussing plan 

for assisting China to resist Japan, that the United State •f
would go as far as other powers in aiding China but de- 

)
dined to cormnit itself in regard to any plan still in 

stage of discussion. The remark of the Vice Minister was 

made casually in a general conversation but may be of 

interest.

JOHNSON

RRsKLP
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JR GRAY AND PLAIN i

AMEMBASSY P eiŒLEGRAM ^SSèiVéd’ r‘

AMEMBASSY HANKOW Dated February Zi 1938
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI ---------------- *

Rec’d 7 a.m,, 4th.
GPO From /Secretary of State, /

Washington. . jr Division cf \

4Æ£“'Ô:s Ie
February 3, 4 p.m. ‘J v

Japanese air raiding has continued daily 'exenrait^"-^' 

January twenty-ninth and February first. Three raids 

on Whampoa. Hankow railway, southern section, heavily 

raided once and Samshui railway twice by average thirteen 

planes January thirty-first. In latter raid small pursuit 

planes flew only a few feet above the ground and machine 

gunned enemy on railway. Hankow line not seriously 

damaged but damage and casualties along both lines reported 

considerable. Numerous minor raids at points along Hong 

Kong and other highways. Extensive daily scouting over 

delta regions and sections near Canton.

Bocca Tigris forts shelled February first for half 

hour by two Japanese destroyers forts replying. No damage 

renorted. ,

Referring to my January 29J 6 p.m., press reports 

French warship arrived Hoihow January thirtieth.

China New Year’s celebrated usual manner but very
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restricted scale due to poor business. Patriotic parade “q

staged New Year's eve. -q
3G)Mailed Hong Kong, Swatow. h

&
KLP LINNELL §
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
^R?etruary 4, 1938

Rec’d 9:35 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMIN)
CINCAF
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI CHINA
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA CHINA

8604. Fighting continues northern section Tsinpu 

front north of Tenghsien. Chinese based on Mengyin 

driving toward Sintai 16 miles to northward and Szeshui 

34 miles to westward. No change southern Tsingpu sector, 

Japanese reorganizing to continue advance, Chinese counter 

attacks continue Wuhu area, fighting reported near 

Tikanchen 24 miles southwest Wuhu. 1833.
4s
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0, Date 

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR GRAY
GPO From

•IM EMBASSY HANKOW Swatow via N. R.
AMEMBASSY PEIPING
AI4C0N CANTON Dated February 4, 1938

There were five air alarms today commencing/^t 

8:40 a.m,, and continuing to 4:30 p.m., when four planes 

were sighted. Four bombs drooped at Chaochowfu but 

damage was reported slight. Shelling was heard this 

afternoon in direction of Haimun Bay twelve miles south 

of Swatow. In view of evident activity this area 

consider it advisable presence American gunboat at Swatow.

Canton olease inform Comsopat.

KETCHAM

KLPjTJC
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DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
ByfHLftw. NAfe. Date -----

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE---- 841_,00 _P ..R./5J37______ __ ________ FOR______$5810.____________________

FROM tain
TO NAME

.) DATED........ JL938______________
1—1137 «PO

REGARDING: British Labor’s attitud© toward ^*ar ^astern situation* 
Decision of executive leaders of all sections of 
British Labor and Trade Union movements to ask 
for presentation of-
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0. NARS, Date /3*i8*75

British Labor*s Attitude toward Far Eastern situation 

In continuation of this subject, at a meeting on

January 20 of the executive leaders of all sections of 

British Labor and Trade Union movements, it was decided 

that a deputation would ask to present Labor's views 

regarding Japanese aggression to the Prime Minister. 

It was later reported that the Prime Minister had arranged 

to receive the deputation during the coming week. It was 

indicated that the Labor delegation desires the British 

Government to take the lead at the League Council, meeting

on

-7-

on January 26, in calling for immediate action to 

restrain Japanese aggression. The Labor leaders 

were criticized by the Daily Mail for their ineptitude 

in handling foreign affairs and it described their 

policy of demanding sanctions against Japan as an 

"utterly unreal outlook" on the Far Eastern situation, 

in view of past experiments showing that the application 

of sanctions is quite impracticable.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By O^V^- NARS. Date U-&75

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE—--- ------- -?~6d.0Q__P. R.^/66 ________ FOR Despatch #358

FROM--------------Sijj£ap.ore.............. (....McEnelly....... } xtKtWD.... Jan»Z JL938
TO name

REGARDING: Sino- Japanese conflict. The absorbing topic in Malaya
during the past two months has been,—. The sentiment 
of the European population which consists mainly of British 
nationals, is strbngly anti- Japanese.

fp



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0, NAfe. Date ...

TELEGRAM RECEIVED ■
LMS

ACTION* 
INFO ;

UOMSOPAT

from February 4, 1938

Rec’d 7:43 p. m.
OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
GIN OAF 
2nd BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0004 Air raids railroads vicinity Canton. Ten

DSP eleven BLP sighted. Destroyers attacked Fort

Bocca Tigris. Bombing vicinity of Swatow. Other

7
9
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South China ports quiet 2355
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED? ^5^ 
\A»a. “J ïLMS ---------------- X^flhFmtf >

This telegram must be London '^~~L---- ilL—
closely paraphrased bE-_
fore0 being communicated*" MDated February 4, 1938 
to anyone. (0)

Rec’d 6:^7 p. m. < \ 
/ fjx > ■ . -a V

Secretary of State, j ' " " r

Washington, T< -e J
Üsprtment ht h tats

99, February 4, 11 p. m. /

STRItJTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

Mr. Hugh :7ilson informs me that, when talking 

privately with Mr. Eden for a moment this afternoon, 

Mr. Eden told him that if the Japanese attacked Hong 

Kong they would act at once in its defense; that this 

might mean the withdrawal of substantial forces from 

the Mediterranean but that the British could not do 

otherwise. He further said that the British would 

act to defend Hong Kong if attacked regardless of what 

American action might be.

JOHNSON

SMS:NPL



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „
By MLtfaw 0. NARS. Date ^12-/8*75 

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LMS --------------- GOMYANGPAT

FROM PEbr>uary 4, 1938

A OPTION :
INFO j

OPNAV, WASHINGTON.
GIN OAF
COMSUBRON 5
GOMDESRON 5
AMAMBASSADOR OHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0004 Yangtze River ports

Rec ’ d 7:43 p* m«

SMSiRGC



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
ByMLttws 0, .-WARS, Date ,ll-l8'7S

n
PREPARING OFFICE 

WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to

$

Telegram Sent

Bepartnti'nt nf A {,

1938 FEB 4
AMEMBASSY, 

TOKYO (JAPAN).

’b04
TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE
VM^NCONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR
PLAIN

Washington, 
°Febr&&ry 4, 1938>

u

An Associated Press report from Tokyo'under date

February 2 states that the Minister for Foreign Affairs, in 
reply 4o aZjuestio^i, made a statement/ in the 'Diet *on February 

as follows: QUOTE There is no
2

/

Chinese Central Government^
/of war exists^between the tworecognized by Japan, k state

countries^UNQUOTE. A further press,report from ^okyc/■ 
/ X / ' I / /date (February 3 states that Prince Konoye, in reply to a 

question in the^Diet / QUOTl/ indicated £hat Japan clid no/

under

repeat'not intend to declare war bn China formally'at present
• I / > I / tbut said it was reasonable to expect that under'conditions 

which/might^arise^in the future,/a declaration might be /

issueai1 unquote/ , ,
‘ 1 / I I

The Department has found most helpful your telegrams 63, 
‘ / IFebruary 1, 1 p. m., and your unnumbered telegram January 31, 

/ I f /
5 p. m., jvia Shanghai, as well as previous telegrams in
regard to'developments delating ^to a 'possible Ideclaration of

& i i I ' \ ( )
^war/by Japan, and the Department desires that you continue to 

à o? i I I ‘ I I' /'Mt keep it'currently'informed of any significant developments, 
kHL adding such ^comments of/appraisal 4nd^ interpretation ^as may be) 

helpful.
Enciphered by__________ ___ _________

H
Sent by operator_____________M.t--------------------- , 19----- , ------------------------------------

D. C. R.—NO. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

FE:MMH:REK FE^^.// pA/H
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 
By IHLfars 0» NAnSe Date 75

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see___ â?Aî.Q.3?/l?À_ __ __________ FOR

State Department
FROM^a?--^-?^®?.1!.JBiXk?-l-9JL______ (DATED___L?.?.?.

TQ NAME 1—1127 «PC

REGARDING:Sino-Japanese situation : Comments on address of 
Kir. Hirota, Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
before Imperial Diet on Jan. 22, 1938.
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED 
MBo 

GPO

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

79, February 5,

Uy unnumbered January 31,' 5 p.m. via Shanghai.

We were told at the Foreign Office that the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs replying to a request for clarifient! 

of his statement in the Diet of January 25 that "both 

internally and externally the present struggle is in fact 

a war", stated at a meeting this afternoon of the budget 

committee of the Lower House that: Japan tas not claimed 

the rights of a belligerent and this position was not in 

any way changed by the government’s statement of January - 
16 (see our 32,^ January 16, 3 p,m, ),

Repeated to Shanghai for relay to Hankow.

GREW

CSB:



DECLASSIFIED: E.O» 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 10f 1972 

O _NARS, Date -----

MBo

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From2ND brigade usmcGPO

February 5, 1938

Rec ’d 9;50 a.m«

ACTIONS CINCAF (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
CINCAF 
OPNAV

INFO: ALIC ON SHANGHAI CHINA
COISUBRON 5
CCI.IDESRON 5
C 01 TANGPAT
CO: ISOPAT
ZÛ AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS IMRBLEHEAD 
ZJ.USNA PEIPING

8605. Japanese resumed northward drive Tsingpu line, 

made unsuccessful attempt cross Hwai River between Pengpu 

and Linhwaikwan. Japanese claim occupied Hwaiyuan ten 

miles west Pengpu, Nipponese column advancing westward 

from Tingyuan Effort envelope Hofei Yuki Railway. Other 

sectors quiet. 1838.

CSB;
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10. 1972By 0 Æ. Date I1-I8-7S

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
A portion of this tel Egram Canton via N. R.
must frt clos Ely paraphras
bEforE bEing communicat Ed DatEd FEbruary 4, 1938 
to anyonE. (A)

REc’d 8 a.m.

7^

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI

February 4, 8

Bocca Tigris forts bombarded intensely today by three

Japanese ships. Foreign vessels starting this morning 

from Hong Kong to Canton and Canton to Hong Kong returned 

to port of departure, those from Canton under orders of 

Chinese military authorities. Understood Pearl River not 

physically blocked as yet. Official notices has been 

received that the channels into the West River have been 

completely blocked and it is reported from Kongmoon that 

this has been done (END GRAY) in anticipation of 

surprise attack. Local authorities there say they expect 

about 100 fishing junks and motor boats to come from 

Formosa with 7000 marines.

Military has been recently removing airplanes repair Y 
factory and other military equipment from Canton, southward'’ 

troops movements evidently to meet expected Japanese naval 

attacks bElow Bocca Tigris and Rias Bay are rEport Ed.

(GRAY) Strict
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By _NARSe Date U-/8*7S

-2- February 4, 8 p.m., from Canton»

(GRAY) Strict martial lawfenforced last night; 

police and gendarmes searching and later stopping all street 

traffic. Restrictions relaxed today but authorities still 

displaying special vigilance. Informed by military 

headquarters spokesman (END GRAY) that precautions due 

to intelligence reports that Japanese have been assist! g 

Chinese traitors in plot to organize anti-Centrai Govern
ment agitation^^^^^disgruntled statesmen, officials and 

National Council groups, timed to coincide with intensive 

air and naval attacks. Numerous arrests of Japanese spies 

at Canton reported. Likelihood of any pro Japanese coup 

believed remote.

As predicted Japanese planes appeared over Canton 

today in repeated flights of sn^l^groups which scouted 

extensively over city at low att-itudec but dropped no 

bombs in city proper. Somshui Railway heavily bombed. 

Chinese ground fire most vigorous yet seen reportedly 

brought down two planes. Japanese scouting flights are 

becoming increasingly extensive. Yesterday about forty 

planes in small groups engaged in some fifteen flights 

over all railways principal highways delta and other points 

but actual raiding practically confined to a few bombs on 

main railways. Mailed Hong Kong.

LINNELL

CSB



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, Augus
By 0. NARS,

t 10, 1972
Date U-18*15

'[CONFIDENTIAL!

paraphrase

A telegram of February 4, 1938, from the American 

Consul General at Canton reads substantially as follows: 
intensely

On February 4 the Booca Tigris forts were/bombarded 

by three Japanese ships. Foreign vessels starting on 

the morning of February 4 from Hong Kong to Canton and 

Canton to Hong Kong returned to port of departure, those 

from Canton under orders of Chinese military authorities. 

It is understood that Pearl River is not physically 

blocked as yet. Official notice has been received that 

the channels into the West River have been completely 

blocked and it is reported from Kongmoon that this has 

been done in expectation of a surprise attack. Authori

ties at Kongmoon state that they anticipate the arrival 

from Formosa of about one hundred motor boats and fish

ing junks with seven thousand marines.

Recently military equipment, including airplanes 

repair factory, has been moved from Canton by the mili

tary. It is reported that there are movements southward 

of troops, evidently to meet Japanese naval attacks 

which are looked for below Blas Bay and Focca Tigris.

Strict martial law was enforced on the night of 

February 3; police and gendarmes were searching and 

later stopping all street traffic. Restrictions were 

relaxed on February 4 but authorities are still display

ing special vigilance. Precautions are being taken, ac

cording



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By Q NÂ5S» Date M-/8-7S-----

-2-

oordlng to a military headquarters spokesman, on account 

of intelligence reporte to the effect that Japanese have 

been helping Chinose traitors in a plot to organise agi

tation against the Central Government among disgruntled 

officials, statesmen, and National Council groups. This 

plot is timed to coincide with intensive naval and air 

attacks. It is believed that there is little likelihood 

of any pro-Japanese coup. There are reports of many ar

rests of Japanese spies at Cnnton.

Cn February 4 Japanese airplanes appeared over 

Canton as predicted and in repeated flights of small 

groups scouted extensively at low altitudes over the 

city. No bombs were droppod In the oity proper. There 

was heavy bombing of the Sarashul Railway. According to 

reports, two planes were brought down by the Chinese 

ground fire, which was the most vigorous yet seen. 

Scouting flights of Japanese planes are becoming more 

and more extensive. Although about forty planes flying 

in small groups on February 3 made about fifteen flights 

over various points, Including the delta, all railways, 

and principal highways, the -dropping of a few bombs on 

the main railways was practically the only actual raiding.

793.94/12318



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972
By NARS. Date U-t8'7$

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MBo ----------------’C OLIS 0 PAT

FROM February 5, 1938

ACTION:
INFO;

OPïïAV WASHN
CI 1”CAF
2ND BRIGADE USMC
COLSUBRON 5
CO'IDESRON 5 
COLiYANGPAT 
ALAHBASSADOR CHINA 
USE LIARBLEHEAD 
ALüSNA PEIPING

Rec’d 3:00 p.m.

Lb “

< Départent d *4^

fflfi EASIER hi jfr

0005 Ainoy bombed second and third, bombardment forts

fourth, other south China ports quiet 2200.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 101 1972
By 0, NARS. Date U-&15 __

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ACTION :
INFO :

OPNAV

COMYANGPAT

February 5, 1938

Rec’d. 6:18 p. m.

(J1NCAF (Flag) 
CINCAF (Administrât 
YANGPAT 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COM30PAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
HSS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0005 Yangtze River ports quiet 2100

NPL
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O» H652. Sec» 3(E) and 5(^) or (®)

J, TELEGRAM received
— ------- — -•.... PLAIN
COP'ES Tf *------------- ■

Foochow via N. R.

Dff^February 5, 1938

Rec’d 12:25 a.m,

O ;

Secretary of State, 

’Washington.
-L v x i-- x v ' ' ~
EASTtliH ÀFMIhJ $

February 5, 8 p.m. 

Following message just recei*ved from Amoy for
r e transmi s s ion:

"February 4, 5 p.m. Four Japanese planes circled 

over Amoy on afternoon of second, two flew over fort and 

dropped nine bombs and other two dropped four bombs on 

hillside of-Amoy*

On February third Japanese planes based on vessels at 

^uemoy flew over Amoy and its environs seven times dropping 

thirty-eight bombs with total of about thirty civilian 

casualties ten of which were killed outright» Amoy City 

was bombed tvzice during the day with considerable property 

damage around municipal buildings* All casualties were 

reported in the city*

This morning a Japanese cruiser opened fire on-Amoy 

forts and after firing twenty guns moved back to Quemoy* 

The forts replied vzith about nine guns with no damage 

report edF Altaffar”<

Since



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972ByMLtUv, 0 -_NA§S> Date 12-/8-75-----

2- . ebruary 5, 8 p.m., from Foochow via N. R.

Since Amoy is now without naval radio facilities 

copy of Embassy's February three, 5 p.m., mailed to it 

yesterday repeated to Peiping and Hankow.

WARD
HfD



DECLASSIFIEDj E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

0 _NARS, Date /2-./<?>-----

MJD TELEGRAM
y S£NT-T;—

: - . / February 6, 1938.1 ---- \J.£j
'—sn~RQ1'c'<,‘< 9il8 a.'m.

2ND BRIGADE USMC
CINCAF
CINCAF (ADM)
INFO:
AMCCNSUL-SHANGHAI (CHINA)
COMSUBRON 5
COMDESRON 5 .. t.
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR (CHINA)
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8606....Japanese claim made successful- crossing Hwai 

River north-east Pengpu with Chinese retreating in dis

order, other sectors quiet. Service expected be resumed 

Kiaotsi Railway future. 1826

NO SIGNATURE
HPD



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 10f 1972By M^U^_JARS. Date 

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MJD COMSOPAT
GPO From „ „ ___OM February 6, 1938.

ACTION OPNAV

(FLAG)CINCAF 
2ND BRIG USMC 
COWSU^RON 5 
CC’TDESRON 5 
CINCAF (ADMN) 
COWYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CT'INA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

10:33 a, m

FAft BASïERMif^ij

0006. West River blocked hill passage closed to
traffic believe latter action temporary connection defenses

Gacca Tigris. South China ports quiet. 2000
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter t August 10 f 1972 
By 0. NARS. Date U-i8'75 

JD TELEGRAM RECEIVED
CO^iYAKPAT

February 6, 1938.

From REC!d> n:22‘a. m.

ACTION OPNAV COr .
INFO j
CINCAF (FLAG) ■ " ’ 
2ND BRIG USMC
YANGPAT 
CO'iSUBRON 5 
CINCAF (AD*') 
COHSOPAT 
AMAEBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0006 Yangtze Riv

. A ■ i ' 'T

JLS
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DBCIASSIFIED: B.O. Sec.3(S) an<l $(D) or W

rf© MOIBIAia

61 d3S

telegram ReddiVED
Chefoo Via H» R„

Dated February 6, 1938
From

Rec'd, 10:29 a. m.

Secretary of State

Washington

February 6, 11

I FaH EASILRh AÎIMM ; 
j. i t B ■“ 7 193c fee

Oepa?hn«»n
a. m. v

, r’ V: One» Japanese army forces in motor trucks proceeded 

west from Chefoo 5th and are probably in Lungkow today.

Two» Burglar who may have been Japanese entered 

premises of this Consulate at six p. m> 5th and took 

servant’s clothing. I have requested cooperation of

Japanese in investigation.

Three. Inspector General of Chinese Maritime Customs 

intends to transfer present Commissioner of Customs in

Chefoo who is a Swedish subject and replace him with a

Japanese, Sent to Peiping, Hankow

ALLEN
HPD

rxn

Ç2.
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DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
tor MLbUrx 0 Date 12-18-7$

MJD GRAY

Tokyo
TELEGRAM RECE4VEIX u 6, 1938

Rec'd m.

Secretary of State
FROM

•'«ashington
hfl

>■ f1938J

80, February 6, 5 p. m

Department's

There was no

38/ F ebr^ry 4, 5 p. m. 

session on February 2nd of cither House

of the Diet„ There was a meeting on that day of the

Budget Committee but we find no record of any statement

made on that occasion by the Minister for Foreign Affairs

even remotely resembling that quoted in the Associated 

Press report. The statement quoted together with that 

aecributed to the Prime Minister are probably excerpts 

from the addresses reported in our unnumbered telegram 

January 31, 5 p, m, via Shanghai.

HPD GREW
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